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Preface
This dictionary provides the user with a comprehensive range of the vocabulary
used in the field of computing. It covers all aspects of computing, including
hardware, software, peripherals, networks and programming, as well as many
applications in which computers are used, such as the Internet or desktop
publishing. It also describes the latest developments in networks, the Internet,
communications, programming, multimedia, processor design and storage
technology.

Each headword is explained in clear, straightforward English. Examples are given
to show how the words and phrases can be used in context. General comments
about particular items of interest, complex ideas or hardware or software
applications are given in separate boxes. Quotations from magazines and journals
are given to show how the words are used in real text.

The dictionary includes a number of product names and company names. The
trademarked names that are included are those that are judged to be of de facto
importance to users or important in the development of computer technology.



Pronunciation
The following symbols have been used to show the pronunciation of the main
words in the dictionary.

Stress has been indicated by a main stress mark ( � ) and a secondary stress mark
(�). Note that these are only guides, as the stress of the word changes according to
its position in the sentence.

Vowels Consonants

� back b buck
ɑ� harm d dead
ɒ stop ð other
a type d� jump
aυ how f fare
aə hire � gold
aυə hour h head
ɔ� course j yellow
ɔ annoy k cab
e head l leave
eə fair m mix
e make n nil
eυ �o ŋ sing
�� word p print
i� keep r rest
i happy s save
ə about ʃ shop
 fit t take
ə near tʃ change
u annual θ theft
u� pool v value
υ book w work
υə tour x loch
& shut � measure

z zone



A
AA1 /e/ symbol the hexadecimal equivalent
of the decimal number 10
AA2 /e/ abbr ampere
A:A: used in some operating systems to de-
note the first disk drive on the system
ÅÅ abbr angstrom
abandonabandon /ə��b�ndən/ verb to clear a
document, file or work from a computer’s
memory without saving it � Once you
have abandoned your spreadsheet, you
cannot retrieve it again.
abb. add.abb. add. abbr abbreviated addressing
abbreviated addressabbreviated address /ə�
brivietid ə�

�dres/ noun (in a network) a user name
that has fewer characters than the full
name, making it easier to remember or
type in or faster to decode
abbreviated addressingabbreviated addressing /ə�


brivietid ə��dresŋ/ noun the use of ab-
breviated addresses. Abbr abb. add.
abbreviated installationabbreviated installation /ə�


brivietid 
nstə��leʃ(ə)n/ noun the in-
stalling of new hardware or software with-
out restoring the previous backup settings
of the operating system
abbreviationabbreviation /ə�
brivi��eʃ(ə)n/ noun a
short form of a word, command or instruc-
tion � Within the text, the abbreviation
proc is used instead of processor.
ABDABD abbr Apple Desktop Bus
abendabend /��bend/ noun an unexpected
stoppage of a program that is being run,
caused by a fault, error or power failure �
An interrupt from a faulty printer caused
an abend. Also called abnormal end, ab-
normal termination
abend codeabend code /��bend kəυd/ noun a spe-
cial number, generated by the operating
system, that identifies the type of error that
has caused a particular problem
abend recovery programabend recovery program /
�bend r�

�k�v(ə)ri 
prəυ�r�m/ noun a piece of
software that will reload a program or sys-
tem software and restart it at the point at
which an abend occurred

aberrationaberration /
�bə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. dis-
tortion of a light beam or image caused by
defects in the optical system 2. distortion
of a television picture caused by a corrupt
signal or incorrect adjustment
ablationablation /ə��bleʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of
writing data to an optical storage device in
which a laser burns a hole or pit, represent-
ing digital bits of data, into the thin metal
surface of the storage device

COMMENT: A laser burns a hole or pit (which
represents digital bits of data) into the thin
metal surface of the storage device.

abnormal endabnormal end /�b�
nɔm(ə)l �end/
noun same as abend
abnormal terminationabnormal termination /�b�
nɔm(ə)l

t�m��neʃ(ə)n/ noun same as abend
abortabort /ə��bɔt/ verb to end a process in the
event of a malfunction occurs by switching
the computer off manually or by an inter-
nal feature � The program was aborted by
pressing the red button.
aborted connectionaborted connection /ə�
bɔtd kə�

�nekʃ(ə)n/ noun a connection to a net-
work or online service that has not been
shut down correctly
abort sequenceabort sequence /ə��bɔt 
sikwəns/
noun a unique sequence of bits that indi-
cates that the transmission will be termi-
nated because of a fault, error or power
failure
About…About… /ə��baυt/ a menu selection in the
SAA CUA front end that tells you who de-
veloped the program and gives copyright
information
above-the-foldabove-the-fold /ə�
b�v ðə �fəυld/ ad-
jective referring to the part of a webpage
that is seen by all users who call up the
page, because they do not have to scroll
down to read it. Compare below-the-fold
ABRABR /
e bi �ɑ/ noun a service provided
by an ATM network that tries to provide
the bandwidth requested by a customer,
though it cannot guarantee to do so. Full
form available bit rate
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AB roll 2
AB rollAB roll /
e �bi 
rəυl/ noun (in a multi-
media application) a sequence of two vid-
eo or music segments that are synchro-
nised so that one fades as the second starts
ABSABS /
e bi �es/ noun a programming in-
struction that returns the magnitude of a
number without the number’s sign � The
command ABS(-13) will return the answer
13. Full form absolute function
absolute addressabsolute address /
�bsəlut ə��dres/
noun 1. a computer storage address that
directly, without any modification, access-
es a location or device � Program execu-
tion is slightly faster if you code only with
absolute addresses. Compare indexed
address 2. a computer storage address
that can only access one location � also
called actual address, machine ad-
dress
absolute addressingabsolute addressing /
�bsəlut ə�

�dresŋ/ noun the locating of a data word
stored in memory by the use of its absolute
address
absolute assemblerabsolute assembler /
�bsəlut ə�

�semblə/ noun a type of assembly lan-
guage program designed to produce code
that uses only absolute addresses and val-
ues
absolute cell referenceabsolute cell reference /
�bsəlut
sel �ref(ə)rəns/ noun a spreadsheet refer-
ence that always refers to the same cell,
even when copied to another location
absolute codeabsolute code /��bsəlut kəυd/ noun
binary code that directly operates the cen-
tral processing unit, using only absolute
addresses and values. Also called actual
code, basic code
absolute coordinatesabsolute coordinates /
�bsəlut
kəυ��ɔdnətz/ plural noun coordinates
that describe the distance of a point from
the intersection of axes
absolute deviceabsolute device /
�bsəlut d��vas/
noun an input device such as a tablet or
mouse that returns the coordinates of a
pointer within specified axes
absolute errorabsolute error /
�bsəlut �erə/ noun
the value or magnitude of an error, ignor-
ing its sign
absolute expressionabsolute expression /
�bsəlut k�

�spreʃ(ə)n/ noun (in assembly language)
the value of an expression that is not af-
fected by program relocation
absolute functionabsolute function /
�bsəlut
�f�ŋkʃən/ noun full form of ABS
absolute instructionabsolute instruction /
�bsəlut n�

�str�kʃən/ noun an instruction that com-

pletely describes the operation to be per-
formed, requiring no other data
absolute loaderabsolute loader /��bsəlut 
ləυdə/
noun a program that loads a section of
code into main memory
absolute maximum ratingabsolute maximum rating
/
�bsəlut �m�ksməm 
retŋ/ noun a
statement of the maximum values or limits
of a system
absolute positioningabsolute positioning /
�bsəlut pə�

�zʃ(ə)nŋ/ noun the position of an object
in relation to a point of origin
absolute priorityabsolute priority /
�bsəlut pra�

�ɒrti/ noun (in the OS/2 operating sys-
tem) the priority of a process that cannot
be changed by the operating system
absolute programabsolute program /
�bsəlut
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a computer program
written in absolute code
absolute timeabsolute time /��bsəlut tam/ noun
(in CD-audio) the length of time that an
audio disc has been playing
absolute valueabsolute value /
�bsəlut �v�lju/
noun the size or value of a number, regard-
less of its sign � The absolute value of –
62.34 is 62.34.
absorbabsorb /əb��zɔb/ verb to take in light,
liquid or a signal
absorptanceabsorptance /əb��zɔptəns/ noun a
measure of how completely an object or
substance absorbs radiant energy. Oppo-
site reflectance
absorptionabsorption /əb��zɔpʃən/ noun the pow-
er loss of a signal when travelling through
a medium, due to its absorptance
abstract data typeabstract data type /
bstr�kt �detə

tap/ noun a general data type that can
store any kind of information
A-busA-bus /e b�s/ noun the main internal
bus in a microprocessor
acac abbr academic organisation (NOTE:
used in email and website addresses)
ACAC abbr alternating current
ACAPACAP /
e si e �pi/ noun an email sys-
tem developed to work with the IMAP4
email protocol to provide extra features
such as management of an address book.
Full form application configuration ac-
cess protocol (NOTE: It was originally
termed IMSP (Interactive Mail Support
Protocol).)
ACCACC /
e si �si/ noun the most important
internal CPU storage register, containing
the data word that is to be processed �
Store the two bytes of data in registers A
and B and execute the add instruction –
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3 accession number
the answer will be in the ACC. Full form
accumulator
accelerated graphics portaccelerated graphics port /ək�


seləretd ��r�fks 
pɔt/ noun full
form of AGP
acceleration timeacceleration time /ək�
selə��reʃ(ə)n
tam/ noun 1. the time taken for a disk
drive to spin a disk at the correct speed,
from rest � Allow for acceleration time in
the access time. 2. the total time between
an access instruction’s issue to a peripheral
and the transfer of the data
accelerator boardaccelerator board /ək��selə�
retə
bɔd/, accelerator card /ək��selə�
retə
kɑd/ noun a circuit board that carries a
faster or more advanced version of the
same processor that runs your computer.
Adding an accelerator board to your com-
puter makes it run faster.
accelerator keyaccelerator key /ək��selə�
retə ki/
noun a key that, when pressed together
with another, carries out a function that
would otherwise have to be selected from
a menu using a mouse � Instead of select-
ing the File menu then the Save option, use
the accelerator keys Alt and S to do the
same thing and save the file.
acceptaccept /ək��sept/ verb to establish a ses-
sion or connection with another comput-
ing device
acceptable use policyacceptable use policy /ək�


septəb(ə)l juz �pɒlsi/ noun a set of
rules that describe what a user can write or
do on the Internet without offending other
users. Abbr AUP
acceptance samplingacceptance sampling /ək��septəns

sɑmplŋ/ noun the testing of a small ran-
dom part of a batch to see if the whole
batch is up to standard
acceptance testacceptance test /ək��septəns test/
noun a test to check that a piece of equip-
ment will perform as required or will reach
required standards
acceptance testingacceptance testing /ək�
septəns
�testŋ/ noun the performing of an accept-
ance test
accessaccess /��kses/ noun 1. the fact of be-
ing able to reach or use something � to
have access to the computer room 2. the
fact of being allowed to use a computer
and read or alter files stored in it. This is
usually controlled by a security device
such as a password. � to deny access to
refuse access to a circuit or system for rea-
sons of workload or security � verb to call
up data which is stored in a computer �

She accessed the employee’s file stored on
the computer.
access armaccess arm /��kses ɑm/ noun a me-
chanical device in a disk drive used to po-
sition the read/write head over the correct
track on a disk � The access arm moves to
the parking region during transport.
access authorityaccess authority /��kses ɔ�
θɒrəti/
noun permission to carry out a particular
operation on data
access-barredaccess-barred /
�kses �bɑd/ adjec-
tive prevented from accessing particular
data
access categoryaccess category /��kses 
k�tə�(ə)ri/
noun a category that defines which files or
data a user can access and which he or she
cannot
access channel controlaccess channel control /
�kses

tʃ�n(ə)l kən��trəυl/ noun (in a Token-
Ring network) the set of protocols that
manage the data transfer between a station
and a medium access control
access chargeaccess charge /��kses tʃɑd'/ noun a
cost due when logging onto a system or
viewing special pages on a bulletin board
access codeaccess code /��kses kəυd/ noun a se-
ries of characters or symbols that must be
entered to identify a user before access to
a computer is permitted
access controlaccess control /��kses kən�
trəυl/
noun a security device such as a password
that only allows selected users to use a
computer system or read files
access control byteaccess control byte /
�kses kən�

�trəυl bat/ noun (in a Token-Ring net-
work) a byte following a start marker in the
token that indicates if the station can ac-
cess the network
access controlleraccess controller /��kses kən�


trəυlə/ noun (in CD-i) an electronic de-
vice that transfers image data to the video
controller
access control listaccess control list /
�kses kən��trəυl
lst/ noun full form of ACL
access counteraccess counter /��kses 
kaυntə/
noun � counter
access headaccess head /��kses hed/ noun the
part of a disk drive that moves to the cor-
rect part of the disk’s surface and reads in-
formation stored on the disk
access holeaccess hole /��kses həυl/ noun an
opening in both sides of a floppy disk’s
casing allowing the read-write head to be
positioned over the disk’s surface
accession numberaccession number /ək��seʃ(ə)n

n�mbə/ noun a number in a record that
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access level 4
shows in which order each record was en-
tered
access levelaccess level /��kses 
lev(ə)l/ noun a
predefined access category (NOTE: The
lowest access level might allow the user
to only view data, the highest access lev-
el allows a user to do anything.)
access lineaccess line /��kses lan/ noun a per-
manently connected communications line
between a terminal and a computer
access logaccess log /��kses lɒ�/ noun a file on
a website server computer that contains a
record of every visitor to the website,
showing when a person visited and which
pages he or she viewed � The access log is
invaluable – we produce graphs of the
pages that are most popular using an ac-
cess log analyser program.
access mechanismaccess mechanism /��kses

mekənz(ə)m/ noun a mechanical device
that moves an access arm over the surface
of a disk
access methodaccess method /��kses 
meθəd/
noun 1. a means used for the internal
transfer of data between memory and dis-
play or peripheral devices. Differences in
the methods used are often the cause of
compatibility problems. 2. a set of rules
that allows a device to send data onto a net-
work. Token passing and CSMA/CD are
two methods commonly used in a local
area network.
access method routinesaccess method routines /��kses

meθəd ru�
tinz/ plural noun software
routines that move data between main
storage and an output device
access nameaccess name /��kses nem/ noun a
unique name that identifies an object in a
database
access numberaccess number /��kses 
n�mbə/
noun the telephone number that a compu-
ter dials up in order to be connected to an
Internet service provider or other network
provider
accessoraccessor /��ksesə/ noun a person who
accesses data
accessoryaccessory /ək��sesəri/ noun an extra,
add-on device, e.g. a mouse or printer, that
is attached to or used with a computer �
The printer comes with several accesso-
ries including a soundproof hood. (NOTE:
The plural is accessories.)
access pathaccess path /��kses pɑθ/ noun a de-
scription of the location of a stored file
within the directory structure of a disk
access path journallingaccess path journalling /
�kses

pɑθ �d'�nəlŋ/ noun the process of re-

cording changes to an access path in case
of malfunction
access periodaccess period /��kses 
pəriəd/ noun
a period of time during which a user can
access data
access permissionaccess permission /��kses pə�


mʃ(ə)n/ noun a description of all the ac-
cess rights for a particular user
access pointaccess point /��kses pɔnt/ noun a
test point on a circuit board or in software,
allowing an engineer to check signals or
data
access privilegeaccess privilege /��kses 
prvld'/
noun the status granted to a user that al-
lows him or her to see, read or alter files
access provideraccess provider /��kses prə�
vadə/
noun same as ISP
access rightsaccess rights /��kses rats/ plural
noun the rights of a particular user to ac-
cess a particular file or data object
access timeaccess time /��kses tam/ noun 1. the
total time that a storage device takes be-
tween the moment the data is requested
and the return of the data � The access
time of this dynamic RAM chip is around
200nS – we have faster versions if your
system clock is running faster. 2. the length
of time required to find a file or program,
either in main memory or a secondary
memory source
access unitaccess unit /��kses 
junt/ noun (in a
Token-Ring network) a wiring concentra-
tor
accidentalaccidental /
�ks��dent(ə)l/ adjective
which happens by accident � Always keep
backup copies in case of accidental dam-
age to the master file.
accordion foldaccordion fold /ə��kɔdiən fəυld/, ac-
cordion fanfold noun method of folding
continuous paper, one sheet in one direc-
tion, the next sheet in the opposite direc-
tion, allowing the paper to be fed into a
printer continuously with no action on the
part of the user. Also called fanfold
accountaccount /ə��kaυnt/ noun (in a network
or online system) a record of a user’s
name, password and rights to access a net-
work or online system � If you are a new
user, you will have to ask the supervisor to
create an account for you. � verb to keep
track of how much time and resources
each user of a network or online system
uses
accounting packageaccounting package noun a piece of
software that automates a business’s ac-
counting functions � We now type in each
transaction into the new accounting pack-
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5 acoustic delay line
age rather than write it into a ledger. Also
called accounts package
account nameaccount name /ə��kaυnt nem/ noun
the unique name of a user on a network or
online system � John Smith’s account
name is JSMITH.
accounts packageaccounts package /ə��kaυnts

p�kd'/ noun same as accounting
package
accumulateaccumulate /ə��kjumjυlet/ verb to
gather several things together over a peri-
od of time � We have gradually accumu-
lated a large databank of names and ad-
dresses. (NOTE: accumulates – accumu-
lating – accumulated)
accumulatoraccumulator /ə��kjumjυletə/, accu-
mulator register noun full form of ACC
accumulator addressaccumulator address /ə�

�kjumjυletə ə�
dres/ noun an address
accessed by an instruction held in the ACC
accumulator shift instructionaccumulator shift instruction /ə�


kjumjυletə �ʃft n�
str�kʃən/ noun a
command to shift the contents of an ACC
left or right by one bit
accuracyaccuracy /��kjυrəsi/ noun 1. the extent
to which something is correct or true 2. the
extent to which a person avoids errors 3.
the total number of bits used to define a
number in a computer (NOTE: The more
bits allocated the greater the accuracy of
the definition.)
accuracy control characteraccuracy control character
/
�kjυrəsi kən��trəυl 
k�rktə/ noun a
code that indicates whether data is accu-
rate or whether the data should be disre-
garded by a particular device
ACDACD /
e si �di/ noun a specialised tele-
phone system that can handle lots of in-
coming calls and direct them to a particu-
lar operator according to programmed in-
structions in a database. Full form
automatic call distribution
ACDIACDI abbr asynchronous communica-
tions device interface
ACFACF abbr advanced communications
function
ACHACH /
e si �etʃ/ noun an automated
network that links banks together and ena-
bles them to handle payments made from
one bank to another through electronic
points of sale and withdrawals from cash-
points. Full form automated clearing
house
achromatic colourachromatic colour /
ekrəυm�tk
�k�lə/ noun a grey colour within the range
between black and white displayed by a
graphics adapter

ACIAACIA /
e si a �e/ noun a circuit that al-
lows a computer to transmit and receive
serial data using asynchronous access. Full
form asynchronous communications
interface adapter
ACKACK /
e si �ke/ noun a signal that is
sent from a receiver to indicate that a trans-
mitted message has been received and that
it is ready for the next one � The printer
generates an ACK signal when it has re-
ceived data. Full form acknowledge
Ackerman’s functionAckerman’s function /��kəmənz

f�ŋkʃən/ noun a recursive function used
to test the ability of a compiler to cope
with recursion
acknowledgeacknowledge /ək��nɒld'/ noun full
form of ACK � verb 1. to tell a sender that
a message or letter has been received 2. to
send a signal from a receiver to show that
a transmitted message has been received
(NOTE: acknowledges – acknowledging –
acknowledged)
acknowledge characteracknowledge character /ək�
nɒld'
�k�rktə/ noun a special code sent by a re-
ceiver to indicate to the transmitter that the
message has been correctly received
acknowledged mailacknowledged mail /ək�
nɒld'd
�mel/ noun a function that signals to the
sender when an electronic mail message
has been read by the recipient
ACLACL /
e si �el/ noun a security system
that has a list of user names and passwords
that is checked by the operating system to
find out if a particular user is allowed to
access or use a resource or feature of the
shared computer or network. Full form ac-
cess control list
acousticacoustic /ə��kustk/ adjective referring
to sound
acoustic coupleracoustic coupler /ə�
kustk �k�plə/
noun a device that connects to a telephone
handset, converting binary computer data
into sound signals to allow it to be trans-
mitted down a telephone line

COMMENT: The acoustic coupler also converts
back from sound signals to digital signals
when receiving messages. It is basically the
same as a modem but uses a handset on
which a loudspeaker is placed to send the sig-
nals rather than direct connection to the
phone line. It is portable and clips over both
ends of a normal telephone handset. It can be
used even in a public phone booth. The
acoustic coupler has generally been replaced
by a direct cable link from the computer’s mo-
dem to the standard telephone socket.

acoustic delay lineacoustic delay line /ə�
kustk d��le
lan/ noun an outdated data storage meth-
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acoustic feedback 6
od that delays data in the form of sound
pulses as they travel across a medium
acoustic feedbackacoustic feedback /ə�
kustk
�fidb�k/ noun � feedback
acoustic hoodacoustic hood /ə��kustk hυd/ noun a
soundproof cover put over a line printer to
cut down its noise
acoustic memoryacoustic memory /ə�
kustk
�mem(ə)ri/ noun same as acoustic store
acoustic panelacoustic panel /ə�
kustk �p�n(ə)l/
noun a soundproof panel placed behind a
device to reduce noise
acoustic storeacoustic store /ə��kustk stɔ/ noun
an outdated form of regenerative memory
that uses an acoustic delay line. Also
called acoustic memory
ACPIACPI /
e si pi �a/ noun a software sys-
tem that allows the operating system to
configure compatible hardware automati-
cally. Full form advanced configuration
and power interface
acquisitionacquisition /
�kw��zʃ(ə)n/ noun the
accepting, capturing or collecting of infor-
mation
AcrobatAcrobat � Adobe Acrobat
ACSACS /
e si �es/ noun a computer linked
to a network that controls several dial-up
modems and allows remote users to con-
nect to the server using a modem link and
gain access to the network. Full form
asynchronous communication server
actionaction /��kʃən/ noun (in a SAA CUA
front end) a user event, e.g. pressing a spe-
cial key, that moves the cursor to the action
bar at the top of the screen
action baraction bar /��kʃən bɑ/ noun a top line
of the screen that displays the menu names
action bar pull-downaction bar pull-down /��kʃən bɑ
pυl/ noun (in a SAA CUA front end) a fea-
ture whereby the full menu is displayed
below the menu name when a user moves
the cursor to a particular menu name on
the action bar
action codeaction code /��kʃən kəυd/ noun (in a
SAA CUA front end) a single letter associ-
ated with a particular menu option to
speed up selection. When the letter action
code is pressed, the menu option is select-
ed.
action cycleaction cycle /
�kʃən �sak(ə)l/ noun
the series of steps required to carry out a
process or operation on data, e.g. reading,
processing, output and storage
action listaction list /��kʃən lst/ noun (in a SAA
CUA front end) a list of choices

ActionMediaActionMedia /
�kʃən��midiə/ a trade
name for a digital video system developed
by Intel that uses its i750 video processor
chip to allow a computer to record, play
back and manipulate digital video
action messageaction message /
�kʃən �mesd'/
noun a message displayed to inform the
user that an action or input is required
action-objectaction-object /
�kʃən əb��d'ekt/ noun
(in a SAA CUA front end) an object to
which a user specifies an action should be
applied
activateactivate /��kt�
vet/ verb 1. to start a
process or to make a device start working
� Pressing CR activates the printer. 2. (in
an authoring tool or programming lan-
guage) to make a button or menu option or
field on a screen layout available to a user
� If the button or field is not activated, it is
normally displayed greyed out and does
not respond if a user selects it. (NOTE: ac-
tivates – activating – activated)
activeactive /��ktv/ adjective busy, working
or being used
active applicationactive application /
�ktv 
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun (in a multitasking operat-
ing system) an application currently being
used by a user
active areaactive area /
�ktv �eəriə/ noun 1. (in
a spreadsheet program) the area that con-
tains data bounded by the top left hand
corner and the bottom right hand cell 2. (in
a graphical window) an area that will start
or select a function if the user moves the
pointer into it with a mouse
active cellactive cell /��ktv sel/ noun the spread-
sheet cell that is currently selected with a
cursor or pointer
active code pageactive code page /
�ktv �kəυd

ped'/ noun a code page currently in use
by the system
active databaseactive database /
�ktv �detəbes/
noun a database file currently being ac-
cessed by a database management pro-
gram
active deviceactive device /
�ktv d��vas/ noun an
electronic component that requires electri-
cal power to operate and provides gain or
a logical function
Active DocumentActive Document /
�ktv
�dɒkjυmənt/ noun a standard Windows
application that is accessed from within a
web browser and controlled by special
commands in the webpage
active fileactive file /
�ktv �fal/ noun a file that
is currently being worked on
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active gatewayactive gateway /
�ktv ��etwe/
noun (in a network) a gateway that ex-
changes routing information
active highactive high /��ktv ha/ noun an elec-
tronic signal that is valid when it is high or
logical one or at five volts
active hubactive hub /
�ktv �h�b/ noun a hub
that selectively directs packets of data ac-
cording to their address or content
active lineactive line /
�ktv �lan/ noun a line in
a communications link or port that is being
used to transfer data or carry control sig-
nals
active linkactive link /
�ktv �lŋk/ noun a link
currently being used to transfer informa-
tion
active lowactive low /
�ktv �ləυ/ noun an elec-
tronic signal that is valid when it is low or
logical zero or at zero volts
active menuactive menu /
�ktv �menju/ noun a
menu selection currently displayed below
a menu bar
active nodeactive node /
�ktv �nəυd/ noun a
node on a network connected to or availa-
ble to connect to another node
active pixel regionactive pixel region /
�ktv �pks(ə)l

rid'ən/ noun an area of a computer
screen that can display graphic image in-
formation
active printeractive printer /
�ktv �prntə/ noun a
printer that is currently connected to the
computer’s printer port
active programactive program /
�ktv �prəυ�r�m/
noun (in a multitasking system) a pro-
gram that is currently in control of the
processor
active recordactive record /
�ktv �rekɔd/ noun a
record that is being updated or accessed
active regionactive region /
�ktv �rid'(ə)n/ noun
an area on a screen that will start an action
or has been defined as a hotspot
Active Server PageActive Server Page /
�ktv �s�və
ped'/ noun a webpage that is created
only when accessed by a visitor, allowing
the website to display up-to-date informa-
tion or information from a database � The
database search results page is imple-
mented as an Active Server Page. Abbr
ASP
active staractive star /��ktv stɑ/ noun a net-
work consisting of a central point with
nodes branching out, in which a central
processor controls and routes all messages
between devices
active stateactive state /
�ktv �stet/ noun an
electronic state in which an action occurs

active storageactive storage /
�ktv �stɔrd'/ noun
a main storage, fast access RAM whose lo-
cations can be directly and immediately
addressed by the CPU
active streaming formatactive streaming format /
�ktv
�strimŋ 
fɔm�t/ noun full form of ASF
active videoactive video /
�ktv �vdiəυ 
s�n(ə)l/,
active video signal noun a part of a vid-
eo signal that contains picture information
ActiveVRMLActiveVRML /
�ktv vi ɑ em �el/
noun � VRML
active windowactive window /
�ktv �wndəυ/ noun
1. an area of the display screen where the
operator is currently working 2. (in a GUI
or SAA CUA front end) the window that is
currently the focus of cursor movements
and screen displays. � window
ActiveXActiveX /
�ktv �eks/ a trade name for a
programming language and program defi-
nition used to create small applications de-
signed to enhance the functionality of a
webpage. � Java, VBScript

COMMENT: ActiveX applications, called ap-
plets, are often used to add database or mul-
timedia effects to a website that cannot be
supported with basic HTML commands.
When a user visits the web page that uses the
ActiveX applet, the program is automatically
downloaded by the user’s browser and run on
the user’s computer.

activitiesactivities /�k��tvtiz/ plural noun jobs
or tasks which are being performed on a
computer
activity levelactivity level /�k�
tvəti �lev(ə)l/ noun
the maximum number of jobs that can run
in a multitasking system
activity lightactivity light /�k��tvti lat/ noun
small light or LED on the front of a disk
drive or computer that indicates when the
disk drive is reading or writing data to disk
activity loadingactivity loading /�k�
tvti �ləυdŋ/
noun a method of organising disk contents
so that the most often accessed files or pro-
grams can be loaded quickly
activity ratioactivity ratio /�k�
tvti �reʃiəυ/ noun
the number of files currently in use com-
pared to the total stored
activity trailactivity trail /�k��tvti trel/ noun a
record of activities carried out
actual addressactual address /
�ktʃuəl ə��dres/
noun same as absolute address
actual codeactual code /��ktʃuəl kəυd/ noun
same as absolute code
actual data transfer rateactual data transfer rate /
�ktʃuəl

detə �tr�nsf� 
ret/ noun the average
number of data bits transferred in a period
of time
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actual instructionactual instruction /
�ktʃuəl n�

�str�kʃən/ noun the resulting instruction
executed after the modification of an orig-
inal instruction
actuatoractuator /��ktʃυetə/ noun a mechani-
cal device that can be controlled by an ex-
ternal signal, e.g. the read/write head in a
disk drive
ACUACU /
e si �ju/ noun a device that al-
lows a computer to call stations or dial tel-
ephone numbers automatically. Full form
automatic calling unit
adad abbr Andorra (NOTE: used in email
and website addresses)
A/DA/D abbr analog to digital
ADAADA /
e di �e/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language that is used mainly in
military, industrial and scientific fields of
computing
adaptadapt /ə��d�pt/ verb to change, adjust or
modify something so that it fits � Can this
computer be adapted to take 5.25 inch
disks?
adaptationadaptation /
�d�p��teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
ability of a device to adjust its sensitivity
range according to various situations
adapteradapter /ə��d�ptə/, adaptornoun a de-
vice that allows two or more incompatible
devices to be connected together
adapter cardadapter card /ə��d�ptə kɑd/ noun a
card that plugs into an expansion bus in a
PC and adds a new function to the compu-
ter or allows it to communicate with anoth-
er device (NOTE: A sound card is a type of
adapter card that plugs into an expan-
sion connector and allows sound to be
played back or recorded.)
adapter plugadapter plug /ə��d�ptə pl��/ noun a
plug that allows plugs with different num-
bers or shapes of pins to be fitted into the
same socket
adaptive channel allocationadaptive channel allocation /ə�


d�ptv �tʃ�n(ə)l �lə�
keʃ(ə)n/ noun
provision of communications channels ac-
cording to demand rather than a fixed allo-
cation
adaptive compressionadaptive compression /ə�
d�ptv
kəm��preʃ(ə)n/ noun a data compression
system that continuously monitors the data
it is compressing and adjusts its own algo-
rithm to provide the most efficient com-
pression
adaptive differential pulse code modulationadaptive differential pulse code
modulation /ə�
d�ptv dfə�
renʃ(ə)l
�p�ls kəυd mɒdju�
leʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of ADPCM

adaptive packet assemblyadaptive packet assembly /ə�


d�ptv �p�kt ə�
sembli/ noun a method
used by the MNP error correcting protocol
to adjust the size of data packets according
to the quality of the telephone line. The
better the line, the bigger the packet size.
adaptive routingadaptive routing /ə�
d�ptv �rutŋ/
noun the ability of a system to change its
communications routes in response to var-
ious events or situations such as line fail-
ure (NOTE: The messages are normally
sent along the most cost-effective path
unless there is a problem with that route,
in which case they are automatically re-
routed.)
adaptive systemadaptive system /ə�
d�ptv �sstəm/
noun a system that is able to alter its re-
sponses and processes according to inputs
or situations
adaptoradaptor /ə��d�ptə/ noun another spell-
ing of adapter
ADB™ADB abbr Apple Desktop Bus
ADCADC /
e di �si/ noun an electronic de-
vice that converts an analog input signal to
a digital form, which can be processed by
a computer. Full form analog to digital
converter
addadd /�d/ verb 1. to put figures together to
make a total 2. to put things together to
form a larger group � The software house
has added a new management package to
its range of products.
addendaddend /��dend/ noun the number add-
ed to the augend in an addition
adderadder /��də/ noun a device or routine
that provides the sum of two or more in-
puts, either digital or analog

COMMENT: A parallel adder takes one clock cy-
cle to add two words, a serial adder takes a
time equal to the number of bits in a word to
add.

adder-subtractoradder-subtractor /
�də səb��tr�ktə/
noun a device that can either add or sub-
tract
add fileadd file /��d fal/ noun a file in which
new records are stored prior to updating
the main database
add-inadd-in /��d n/ noun, adjective some-
thing that is added to something else � ad-
jective that is added to something else
additionaddition /ə��dʃ(ə)n/ noun an arithmetic
operation that produces the sum of an ad-
dend and augend
additionaladditional /ə��dʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective which
is added or extra � Can we link three addi-
tional workstations to the network?
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addition recordaddition record /ə�
dʃ(ə)n �rekɔd/
noun a record with changes used to update
a master record or file
addition timeaddition time /ə��dʃ(ə)n tam/ noun
the time an adder takes to carry out an ad-
dition operation
addition without carryaddition without carry /ə�
dʃ(ə)n
wð�
aυt �k�ri/ noun an addition opera-
tion without any carry bits or words
additive colouradditive colour /
�dətv �k�lə/ noun a
colour produced by mixing two or three
colours from red, green and blue
add-onadd-on /��d ɒn/ adjective added to a
computer system to improve its perform-
ance � The add-on hard disk will boost the
computer’s storage capabilities. Opposite
built-in � noun a piece of software or
hardware that is added to a computer sys-
tem to improve its performance
add on boardadd on board /��d ɒn bɔd/ noun same
as expansion board
add registeradd register /�d �red'stə/ noun a reg-
ister that is an adder
addressaddress /ə��dres/ noun 1. a number al-
lowing a central processing unit to refer-
ence a physical location in a storage medi-
um in a computer system � Each separate
memory word has its own unique address.
2. a unique number that identifies a device
on a network � This is the address at
which the data starts. � verb to put the lo-
cation data onto an address bus to identify
which word in memory or storage device
is to be accessed � A larger address word
increases the amount of memory a compu-
ter can address.
addressabilityaddressability /ə�
dresə��blti/ noun
the control available over pixels on screen
addressableaddressable /ə��dresəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be addressed � With the new
operating system, all of the 5MB of in-
stalled RAM is addressable.
addressable cursoraddressable cursor /ə�
dresəb(ə)l
�k�sə/ noun a cursor which can be pro-
grammed to be placed in a certain position
addressable pointaddressable point /ə�
dresəb(ə)l
�pɔnt/ noun a point or pixel in a graphics
system that can be directly addressed
addressable terminaladdressable terminal /ə�
dresəb(ə)l
�t�mn(ə)l/ noun a terminal that will only
accept data if it has the correct address and
identification number in the message
header
address access timeaddress access time /ə�
dres ��kses
tam/ noun the total time which a storage
device takes between the moment the data
is requested and the return of the data

address baseaddress base /ə��dres bes/ noun the
part of an address that defines the origin to
which the logical address is added
address bookaddress book /ə��dres bυk/ noun 1. (in
a network) a list of node addresses 2. (in
electronic mail) a list of the network ad-
dresses of other users to which electronic
mail can be sent
address busaddress bus /ə��dres b�s/ noun a phys-
ical connection that carries the address
data in parallel form from the central
processing unit to external devices
address codeaddress code /ə��dres kəυd/ noun a
special code that identifies the part of a
document that is an address
address computationaddress computation /ə�
dres

kɒmpjυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation on
address data in an instruction
address decoderaddress decoder /ə��dres di�
kəυdə/
noun a logical circuit that will produce a
signal when a certain address or range is
placed on the address bus
address fieldaddress field /ə��dres fild/ noun 1. (in
a network) the part of a packet that con-
tains the address of the destination node 2.
(in programming) the part of a computer
instruction that contains the location of the
operand
address formataddress format /ə��dres 
fɔm�t/ noun
the set of rules defining the way the oper-
ands, data and addresses are arranged in an
instruction
address harvesteraddress harvester /ə��dres 
hɑvstə/
noun a computer program that collects
email addresses from the Internet
address highwayaddress highway /ə��dres 
hawe/
noun the set of physical connections that
carry the address data in a parallel form
between the central processing unit and
memory or external devices
addressingaddressing /ə��dresŋ/ noun the process
of accessing a location in memory
addressing capacityaddressing capacity /ə��dresŋ kə�


p�sti/ noun the largest location that a
certain program or CPU can directly ad-
dress, without special features, e.g. virtual
memory or memory banks
addressing leveladdressing level /ə��dresŋ 
lev(ə)l/
noun zero-level: operand is the address
part of the instruction; first-level: operand
stored at the address of the instruction;
second-level: operand stored at the address
given in the instruction
addressing methodaddressing method /ə��dresŋ

meθəd/ noun the manner in which a sec-
tion of memory is located
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addressing modeaddressing mode /ə��dresŋ məυd/
noun a way in which a location is ad-
dressed, e.g. sequential, indexed or direct
address mappingaddress mapping /ə��dres 
m�pŋ/
noun the translation of a virtual address to
an absolute real address
address markaddress mark /ə��dres mɑk/ noun a
special code on a disk that indicates the
start of sector location data
address maskaddress mask /ə��dres mɑsk/ noun a
pattern of binary data bits that is used to
block out parts of an address data word. It
is normally used to separate the network
and subnet parts of an address within a
long Internet or IP address. � The address
mask ‘111000’ will block off the last three
bits of any address data.
address modificationaddress modification /ə�
dres

mɒdf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the changing of
the address field, so that it can refer to a
different location
address registeraddress register /ə��dres 
red'stə/
noun register in a computer that is able to
store all the bits that make up an address
,which can then be processed as a single
unit
address resolutionaddress resolution /ə��dres

rezəluʃ(ə)n/ noun the converting pf an
Internet address into the correct physical
network address that corresponds to the
distant computer or resource
address resolution protocoladdress resolution protocol /ə�


dres 
rezə��luʃ(ə)n 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun
full form of ARP
address spaceaddress space /ə��dres spes/ noun the
total number of possible locations that can
be directly addressed by the program or
CPU
address strobeaddress strobe /ə��dres strəυb/ noun a
signal in the form of a pulse that indicates
that a valid address is on the address bus
address trackaddress track /ə��dres tr�k/ noun
track on a magnetic disk containing the ad-
dresses of files or other data stored on oth-
er tracks
address translationaddress translation /ə�
dres tr�ns�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun an address produced by
calculating an expression
address wordaddress word /ə��dres w�d/ noun a
computer word that contains the address
data. In a small micro it is usually made up
of two data words.
add timeadd time /��d tam/ noun a period of
time taken either by a CPU or adder to per-
form one addition operation

adjacent domainsadjacent domains /ə�
d'es(ə)nt dəυ�

�menz/ plural noun two domains linked
by two adjacent nodes
adjacent nodesadjacent nodes /ə��d'es(ə)nt nəυdz/
plural noun two nodes connected by a path
that does not connect any other node
adjunct registeradjunct register /
�d'�ŋkt �red'stə/
noun a 32-bit register in which the top 16
bits are used for control information and
only the bottom 16 bits are available for
use by a program
adjustmentadjustment /ə��d'�stmənt/ noun the
making of a slight change made to some-
thing so that it works better, or a change
made � The brightness needs adjustment.
AdLibAdLib /�d��lb/ noun a type of sound card
for a PC with basic sound playback and
MIDI functions
administratoradministrator /əd��mnstretə/ noun a
person who is responsible for looking after
a network, including installing, configur-
ing and maintaining it
Adobe AcrobatAdobe Acrobat /ə�
dəυbi ��krəb�t/ a
trade name for a piece of software that
converts documents and formatted pages
into a file format that can be viewed on al-
most any computer platform or using a
web browser on the Internet (NOTE: For
example, if you publish a newsletter, you
could lay out the pages using a desktop
publish system, print the pages for a pa-
per version and convert the files to Acro-
bat format allowing you to distribute the
same formatted pages on CD-ROM or
over the Internet.)
Adobe SystemsAdobe Systems /ə�
dəυbi �sstəmz/ a
software company that developed products
including Acrobat, ATM, and PostScript
Adobe Type ManagerAdobe Type Manager /ə�
dəυbi tap
�m�nd'ə/ a trade name for a standard for
describing scalable fonts, used with Apple
System 7 and Microsoft Windows to pro-
vide fonts that can be scaled to almost any
point size, and printed on almost any print-
er. Abbr ATM
ADPADP /
e di �pi/ noun data processing
done by a computer. Full form automatic
data processing
ADPCMADPCM /
e di pi si �em/ noun a
CCITT standard that defines a method of
converting a voice or analog signal into a
compressed digital signal. Full form
adaptive differential pulse code mod-
ulation
ADSLADSL /
e di es �el/ noun high-speed
transmission standard that uses the same
copper telephone wires as a normal tele-
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phone service, but is much faster than a
standard modem or a digital system such
as ISDN. Full form Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line (NOTE: As well as the
speed, ADSL provides a user with an ‘al-
ways on’ connection to the Internet –
there is no need to dial an access
number and no delay. Typically, compa-
nies provide ADSL for a fixed monthly
rental; data is usually transferred from
the Internet to the user’s computer at
2Mbps but transferred from the user’s
computer to the Internet at a slower rate
of 256Kbps.)
advancedadvanced configuration and pow-
er interface /əd�
vɑnst kən�
f�jə�


reʃ(ə)n ən 
paυə �ntəfes/ noun full
form of ACPI
Advanced Micro DevicesAdvanced Micro Devices /əd�


vɑnst �makrəυ d�
vasz/ full form of
AMD
advanced peer-to-peer networkingadvanced peer-to-peer network-
ing /əd�
vɑnst 
pə tə 
pə �netw�kŋ/
noun full form of APPN
advanced power managementadvanced power management /əd�


vɑnst 
paυə �m�nd'mənt/ noun full
form of APM
advanced program to program communicationsadvanced program to program
communications /əd�
vɑnst

prəυ�r�m tə 
prəυ�r�m kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun full form of APPC
Advanced Research Projects Agency NetworkAdvanced Research Projects
Agency Network /əd�
vɑnst 
ris�tʃ

prɒd'ekts 
ed'(ə)nsi �netw�k/ noun
full form of ARPANET
advanced run-length limitedadvanced run-length limited /əd�


vɑnst �r�n leŋθ 
lmtd/ noun a meth-
od of storing data onto a hard disk that is
faster and more efficient than RLL. Abbr
ARLL
advanced technology attachmentadvanced technology attachment
/əd�
vɑnst tek�
nɒləd'i ə��t�tʃmənt/
noun full form of ATA
advanced technology attachment packet interfaceadvanced technology attachment
packet interface /əd�
vɑnst tek�


nɒləd'i ə�
t�tʃmənt 
p�kt �ntəfes/
noun a type of standard interface that is
used for CD-ROMs. Abbr ATAPI. Also
called ATA packet interface
Advanced Television Systems CommitteeAdvanced Television Systems
Committee /əd�
vɑnst �telv'(ə)n

sstəmz kə�
mti/ noun full form of
ATSC
advanced versionadvanced version /əd�
vɑnst
�v�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a program with more
complex features for use by an experi-
enced user

advanced wave modulationadvanced wave modulation /əd�


vɑnst �wev 
mɒdjυleʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of AWM
advisory lockadvisory lock /əd��vaz(ə)ri lɒk/ noun
(in a multitasking system) a lock placed
on a region of a file by one process to pre-
vent any other process accessing the same
data
advisory systemadvisory system /əd�
vaz(ə)ri
�sstəm/ noun an expert system that pro-
vides advice to a user
aerial perspectiveaerial perspective /
eəriəl pə�

�spektv/ noun a view of a three-dimen-
sional landscape as if the viewer is above
the scene
AFAIKAFAIK abbr as far as I know (NOTE: used
in emails and text messages)
affiliate marketingaffiliate marketing /ə��fliət

mɑktŋ/ noun a type of marketing that
uses a central website to advertise and sell
products and services from other sites
affirmativeaffirmative /ə��f�mətv/ adjective
meaning ‘yes’ � the answer was in the
affirmative the answer was ‘yes’
affirmative acknowledgementaffirmative acknowledgement /ə�


f�mətv ək��nɒld'mənt/ noun an ACK
from the receiver that it has accepted the
message and is ready for the next one
AFIPSAFIPS abbr American Federation of In-
formation Processing Societies
AFPAFP /
e ef �pi/ noun a protocol used to
communicate between workstations and
servers in a network of Apple Macintosh
computers. Full form Appletalk Filing
Protocol
afterglowafterglow /�ɑftə�ləυ/ noun � persist-
ence
after-imageafter-image /
ɑftə �md'/ noun a
copy of a block of data that has been mod-
ified
AGCAGC /
e d'i �si/ noun an electronic cir-
cuit that adjusts the level of an incoming
signal so that it is suitable for the next part
of the circuit. Full form automatic gain
control
agentagent /�ed'ənt/ noun 1. a program or
piece of software that runs on a worksta-
tion in a network and sends performance
and statistical information about the work-
station to a central network management
console 2. a series of commands or actions
that are carried out automatically on a par-
ticular file or data
aggregateaggregate /���r�ət/ noun a collection
of data objects
aggregate bandwidthaggregate bandwidth /
��r�ət
�b�ndwdθ/ noun the total bandwidth of a
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channel carrying a multiplexed data
stream
aggregate functionaggregate function /
��r�ət
�f�ŋkʃən/ noun a mathematical database
function performed on a selected field in
every record in a selected database
aggregate line speedaggregate line speed /
��r�ət �lan

spid/ noun the maximum speed at which
data can be transmitted through a particu-
lar channel
aggregate operatoraggregate operator /
��r�ət
�ɒpəretə/ noun a command in a database
management program that starts an aggre-
gate function
AGPAGP /
e d'i �pi/ noun a dedicated bus
between a graphics controller and main
memory that allows data to be transferred
very quickly without using the main proc-
essor. Full form accelerated graphics
port (NOTE: It is used with the Intel Pen-
tium II processor to provide very high-
speed three-dimensional graphics and
video processing. This port does not re-
place a PCI bus but works with it.)
AIAI /
e �a/ noun the design and develop-
ment of computer programs that attempt to
imitate human intelligence and decision-
making functions, providing basic reason-
ing and other human characteristics. Full
form artificial intelligence. � IKBS
aiming symbolaiming symbol /�emŋ 
smb(ə)l/,
aiming field noun a symbol displayed on
screen which defines the area in which a
light-pen can be detected
airbrushairbrush /�eə�
br�ʃ/ noun (in graphics
software) a painting tool that creates a dif-
fuse pattern of dots, like an mechanical
airbrush � We used the airbrush to create
the cloud effects in this image.
air gapair gap /�eə ��p/ noun a narrow gap be-
tween a recording or playback head and
the magnetic medium
AIXAIX /
e a �eks/ a trade name for a version
of UNIX produced by IBM to run on its
range of PCs, minicomputers and main-
frames. Full form advanced interactive
executive
A lawA law /�ə lɔ/ noun a method of encoding
digital audio data so that an 8-bit data
word can contain a 13-bit audio sample
alertalert /ə��l�t/ noun a warning message
sent from software to warn a person or ap-
plication that an error or problem has oc-
curred
alert boxalert box /ə��l�t bɒks/ noun a warning
panel displayed on screen to warn a user

about something � The alert box warned
me that I was about to delete all my files.
alert conditionalert condition /ə�
l�t kən��dʃ(ə)n/
noun a status of a particular object or de-
vice that triggers an alarm
algebraalgebra /��ld'brə/ noun the use of let-
ters in certain mathematical operations to
represent unknown numbers or a range of
possible numbers
algebraic languagealgebraic language /
�ld'brek
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a context-free language
ALGOLALGOL /��l�ɒl/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language using algorithmic
methods for mathematical and technical
applications. Full form algorithmic lan-
guage
algorithmalgorithm /��l�ərð(ə)m/ noun a set of
rules used to define or perform a specific
task or to solve a specific problem

‘…image processing algorithms are step by step pro-
cedures for performing image processing opera-
tions’ [Byte]
‘…the steps are: acquiring a digitized image, devel-
oping an algorithm to process it, processing the im-
age, modifying the algorithm until you are satisfied
with the result’ [Byte]

algorithmicalgorithmic /
�l�ə��rðmk/ adjective
expressed using algorithms
algorithmic languagealgorithmic language /
�l�ərðmk
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of ALGOL
aliasalias /�eliəs/ noun a representative name
given to a file, port, device or spreadsheet
cell or range of cells � The operating sys-
tem uses the alias COM1 to represent the
serial port address 3FCh.
aliasingaliasing /�eliəsŋ/ noun jagged edges
that appear along diagonal or curved lines
displayed on a computer screen caused by
the size of each pixel
alias namealias name /�eliəs nem/ noun another
name that is used on a network instead of
the user name
alienalien /�eliən/ adjective not fitting the
usual system
alien diskalien disk /�eliən dsk/ noun a disk for-
matted on another system or containing
data in a format that cannot be read or un-
derstood � When you have an alien disk
select the multi-disk option to allow you to
turn the disk drive into an alien disk read-
er.
alien disk readeralien disk reader /
eliən �dsk 
ridə/
noun an add-on device that allows a com-
puter to access data on disks from other
computers or systems
alignalign /ə��lan/ verb 1. to make sure that
the characters to be printed are spaced and
levelled correctly, either vertically or hori-
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13 alphanumeric operand
zontally 2. to arrange numbers into a col-
umn with all figured lines up against the
right hand side (right-aligned) or the left-
hand side (left-aligned) 3. to ensure that a
read/write head is correctly positioned
over the recording medium
aligneraligner /ə��lanə/ noun a device used to
make sure that the paper is straight in a
printer
aligning edgealigning edge /ə��lanŋ ed'/ noun an
edge of an optical character recognition
system used to position a document
alignmentalignment /ə��lanmənt/ noun the cor-
rect spacing and levelling of printed char-
acters � in alignment correctly aligned
alignment pinalignment pin /ə��lanmənt pn/ noun a
peg that fits in a hole to ensure that two de-
vices are correctly aligned
allocateallocate /��lə�
ket/ verb to divide a pe-
riod of time or a piece of work in various
ways and share it out between users � The
operating system allocated most of main
memory to the spreadsheet program.
(NOTE: allocates – allocating – allocated)
allocationallocation /
�lə��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the di-
viding of something such as memory, disk
space, printer use, operating system time,
or a program or device in various ways
allocation routineallocation routine /
�lə��keʃ(ə)n ru�


tin/ noun a short program that divides
the memory resources of a system between
the software and peripherals that use it
allocation unitallocation unit /
�lə��keʃ(ə)n 
junt/
noun a sector or set of sectors on a hard
disk that is used to store a file or part of a
file
all points addressable modeall points addressable mode /
ɔl

pɔnts ə��dresəb(ə)l 
məυd/ noun a
graphics mode in which each pixel can be
individually addressed and its colour and
attributes defined. Also called APA mode
alphaalpha /��lfə/ noun 1. same as alpha test
� The new software is still in an alpha
product stage. 2. an item of data that de-
fines the properties of a pixel or part of an
image
ALPHAALPHA /��lfə/ noun a 64-bit RISC proc-
essor chip developed by Digital Equip-
ment Corporation
alpha beta techniquealpha beta technique /
�lfə �bitə
tek�
nik/ noun a free structure technique
used in artificial intelligence for solving
game and strategy problems
alphabetic character setalphabetic character set
/
�lfəbetk �k�rktə 
set/ noun the set of
characters, both capitals and small letters,
that make up the alphabet

alphabetic stringalphabetic string /
�lfəbetk �strŋ/
noun a string that only contains alphabetic
characters
alphabetisealphabetise /��lfəbetaz/, alphabet-
ize verb to put items into alphabetical or-
der � Enter the bibliographical informa-
tion and alphabetise it. (NOTE: alphabet-
ises – alphabetising – alphabetised)
alpha blendingalpha blending /��lfə 
blendŋ/ noun
control over the transparency of a graphi-
cal object, normally used to display com-
plex graphical objects such as glass and
water
alpha channelalpha channel /��lfə 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun
(in 32-bit graphics systems) the top eight
bits that define the properties of a pixel
(NOTE: The lower 24 bits define the pixel’s
colour.)
alphageometricalphageometric /
�lfəd'iəυ��metrk/
adjective referring to a set of codes that in-
struct a teletext terminal to display various
graphics patterns or characters
alphamericalphameric /
�lfə��merk/ adjective US
same as alphanumeric
alphamosaicalphamosaic /
�lfəməυ��zek/ adjec-
tive (character set) used in teletext to pro-
vide alphanumeric and graphics characters
alphanumericalphanumeric /
�lfənjυ��merk/ ad-
jective using the letters of the alphabet, the
Arabic numerals and punctuation marks
(NOTE: The US term is alphameric.)
alphanumeric arrayalphanumeric array /
�lfənjυmerk
ə��re/ noun an array whose elements are
letters and numbers
alphanumeric charactersalphanumeric characters
/
�lfənjυmerk �k�rktəz/ plural noun
Roman letters and Arabic numerals and
other signs such as punctuation marks.
Also called alphanumerics
alphanumeric dataalphanumeric data /
�lfənjυmerk
�detə/ noun data that represents the let-
ters of the alphabet and the Arabic numer-
als
alphanumeric displayalphanumeric display
/
�lfənjυmerk d��sple/ noun a display
device able to show characters as well as
numbers
alphanumeric keyalphanumeric key /
�lfənjυmerk
�ki/ noun a keyboard key which produces
a letter, symbol or figure
alphanumeric keyboardalphanumeric keyboard
/
�lfənjυmerk �kibɔd/ noun a key-
board containing character keys as well as
numerical keys
alphanumeric operandalphanumeric operand
/
�lfənjυmerk �ɒpər�nd/ noun an oper-
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alphanumerics 14
and which can contain alphanumeric char-
acters, e.g. a string
alphanumericsalphanumerics /
�lfənjυ��merks/
plural noun same as alphanumeric char-
acters
alphanumeric stringalphanumeric string /
�lfənjυmerk
�strŋ/ noun a series of alphanumeric
characters that are manipulated and treated
as a single unit
alpha-particlealpha-particle /��lfə 
pɑtk(ə)l/ noun
an emitted alpha radiation particle
alpha-particle sensitivityalpha-particle sensitivity /
�lfə

pɑtk(ə)l 
sensə��tvəti/ noun a problem
experienced by certain MOS memory de-
vices exposed to alpha radiation, causing
loss of stored charge and so of data
alphaphotographicalphaphotographic /
�lfəfəυtəυ�

��r�fk/ adjective which represents pic-
tures using predefined graphics characters,
for teletext services
alphasortalphasort /
�lfə��sɔt/ verb to sort data
into alphabetical order
alpha testalpha test /��lfə test/ noun the first
working attempt of a computer product.
Also called alpha. � beta test
altalt /ɔlt/ noun a type of newsgroup on the
Internet that contains discussions about al-
ternative subjects. � newsgroup (NOTE:
These are not official newsgroups and
are not supported or monitored by any
company, and any user can write just
about anything that he or she wants to
say. Some online service providers do
not allow their subscribers to view all of
the alt newsgroups because they may
contain offensive and pornographic ma-
terial.)
alternatealternate /�ɔltənet/ verb to change
from one state to another and back, over
and over again (NOTE: alternates – alter-
nating – alternated)
alternate character setalternate character set /ɔl�
t�nət
�k�rktə 
set/ noun a second set of spe-
cial characters that can be accessed from a
keyboard � We can print Greek characters
by selecting the alternate character set.
alternate keyalternate key /ɔl��t�nət ki/ noun a
key in a database file that is not the prima-
ry key
alternate modealternate mode /ɔl��t�nət məυd/
noun an application for multi-user use, in
which two operators can access and share
a single file at the same time
alternate routealternate route /ɔl��t�nət rut/ noun a
backup path in a communications system,
used in case of a fault or breakdown

alternating currentalternating current1 /
ɔltənetŋ
�k�rənt/ noun an electrical current whose
value varies with time in a regular sinusoi-
dal way, changing direction of flow each
half cycle. Abbr AC

COMMENT: The mains electricity supply uses
alternating current to minimise transmission
power loss, with a frequency of 50 Hz in the
UK, 60 Hz in the USA.

alternating currentalternating current2 /
ɔltənetŋ
�k�rənt/ noun full form of AC
alternationalternation /
ɔltə��neʃ(ə)n/ noun a
logical function that produces a true output
if any input is true
alternative denialalternative denial /ɔl�
t�nətv d�

�naəl/ noun a logical function whose out-
put is false if all inputs are true and true if
any input is false
Alt keyAlt key /�ɔlt ki/ noun a special key on a
PC’s keyboard used to activate special
functions in an application � Press Alt and
P at the same time to print your document.

COMMENT: The Alt key has become the stand-
ard method of activating a menu bar in any
software running on a PC. For example, Alt-F
normally displays the File menu of a program,
Alt-X normally exits the program.

ALUALU /
e el �ju/ noun a section of the
CPU that performs all arithmetic and logi-
cal functions. Full form arithmetic logic
unit. Also called arithmetic unit. � CPU
always onalways on /�ɔlwez ɒn/ adjective refer-
ring to a feature of high-speed broadband
communications devices such as cable
modems and ADSL that link your compu-
ter to the Internet whereby your computer
appears to be permanently connected to
the net and you do not need to dial up a
special number
AMAM abbr amplitude modulation
ambienceambience /��mbiəns/ noun the sum of
acoustic properties of a room that gives the
listener a sense of space, creating echoes
due to the size of the room
ambientambient /��mbiənt/ adjective referring
to normal background conditions
ambient noiseambient noise /
�mbiənt �nɔz/ noun
normal background noise that is present all
the time, usually given a reference pres-
sure level of 0.00002 pascal in SI units
ambient temperatureambient temperature /
�mbiənt
�temprtʃə/ noun the normal average
temperature of the air around a device
ambiguityambiguity /
�mb���juti/ noun some-
thing which is not clearly defined
ambiguity errorambiguity error /
�mb���juti 
erə/
noun an error due to incorrect selection of
ambiguous data
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15 analog recording
ambiguousambiguous /�m��b�juəs/ adjective
which has two or more possible meanings
ambiguous filenameambiguous filename /�m�
b�juəs
�falnem/ noun a filename which is not
unique to a single file, making it difficult
to locate the file
AMDAMD a company that develops and pro-
duces processor components including a
range of processors that are compatible
with Intel processors and are used in many
PCs. Full form Advanced Micro Devic-
es
amendment recordamendment record /ə�
men(d)mənt
�rekɔd/ noun a record containing new in-
formation used to update a master record
or file
American National Standards InstituteAmerican National Standards In-
stitute /ə�
merkən 
n�ʃ(ə)nəl
�st�ndədz 
nsttjut/ noun full form of
ANSI
American Standard Code for Information InterchangeAmerican Standard Code for In-
formation Interchange /ə�
merkən

st�ndəd kəυd fər 
nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�ntətʃend'/ noun full form of ASCII
America OnlineAmerica Online /ə�
merkə �ɒnlan/ a
company that is the largest Internet service
provider in the world. Abbr AOL
amountamount /ə��maυnt/ verb � to amount to
to make a total of � The total keyboarded
characters amount to ten million.
ampamp /�mp/ noun same as ampere
(NOTE: used with figures: a 13-amp fuse)
ampereampere /��mpeə/ noun the base SI unit
of electrical current, defined as the current
flowing through an impedance of one ohm
which has a voltage of one volt across it.
Abbr A
amplificationamplification /
�mplf��keʃ(ə)n/
noun the output-to-input signal strength
ratio � Increase the amplification of the
input signal.
amplifieramplifier /��mpl�
faə/ noun an elec-
tronic circuit that magnifies the power of a
signal
amplifyamplify /��mpl�
fa/ verb to magnify a
signal power or amplitude � The received
signal needs to be amplified before it can
be processed. (NOTE: amplifies – amplify-
ing – amplified)
amplitudeamplitude /��mpl�
tjud/ noun the
strength or size of a signal
amplitude modulationamplitude modulation /��mpltjud
mɒdju�
leʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of carry-
ing data by varying the size of a carrier sig-
nal of fixed frequency according to the
data

amplitude quantisationamplitude quantisation
/
�mpltjud 
kwɒnta��zeʃ(ə)n/ noun
conversion of an analog signal to a numer-
ical representation
analoganalog /��nəlɒ�/, analogue
/��n(ə)lɒ�/ noun the representation and
measurement of numerical data by contin-
uously variable physical quantities, as for
the size of electrical voltages. Compare
digital
analog channelanalog channel /
�nəlɒ� �tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun a communications line that carries
analog signals such as speech
analog computeranalog computer /
�nəlɒ� kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a computer which processes
data in analog form, represented by a con-
tinuously varying signal
analog dataanalog data /
�nəlɒ� �detə/ noun
data that is represented as a continuously
variable signal. Speech is a form of analog
data.
analog displayanalog display /
�nəlɒ� d��sple/
noun a display or monitor that can display
an infinite range of colours or shades of
grey, unlike a digital display that can only
display a finite range of colours. VGA
monitors are a form of analog display.
analog gateanalog gate /��nəlɒ� �et/ noun a log-
ic gate whose output is proportional to an
input signal
analog input cardanalog input card /
�nəlɒ� �npυt

kɑd/ noun all circuitry on one PCB re-
quired for amplifying and converting ana-
log input signals to a digital form
analog lineanalog line /
�nəlɒ� �lan/ noun a
communications line that carries analog
signals, e.g. a telephone line
analog loopbackanalog loopback /
�nəlɒ� �lupb�k/
noun a test mode on a modem used to test
the serial port of the local computer or ter-
minal � analog loopback with selftest a
test mode on a modem used to test the se-
rial port of the modem
analog monitoranalog monitor /
�nəlɒ� �mɒntə/
noun a display screen that uses a continu-
ously variable input signal to control the
colours display so that it can display a near
infinite range of colours
analog output cardanalog output card /
�nəlɒ� 
aυt�

�pυt 
kɑd/ noun all circuitry on one PCB
required to convert digital output data
from a computer to an analog form
analog recordinganalog recording /
�nəlɒ� r��kɔdŋ/
noun the storing of signals in their natural
form without conversion to digital form
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analog representationanalog representation /
�nəlɒ�

reprzen��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a value or varia-
ble in analog form
analog signalanalog signal /
�nəlɒ� �s�n(ə)l/
noun a continuously varying signal
analog to digitalanalog to digital /
�nəlɒ� tə
�dd't(ə)l/ adjective referring to chang-
ing a signal from an analog form to a dig-
itally coded form. Abbr A/D, A to D
analog to digital converteranalog to digital converter
/
�nəlɒ� tə 
dd't(ə)l kən��v�tə/ noun
full form of ADC
analog transmissionanalog transmission /
�nəlɒ�
tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun data transmission in
which the data is sent as a series of chang-
es in a continuously varying signal
analyseranalyser /��nəlazə/ noun a piece of
electronic test equipment that displays var-
ious features of a signal (NOTE: The US
spelling is analyzer.)
analystanalyst /��nəlst/ noun a person who
carries out an analysis of a problem
analytical engineanalytical engine /
�nəltk(ə)l
�end'n/ noun a mechanical calculating
machine developed by Charles Babbage in
1833 that is generally considered the first
general-purpose digital computer
anamorphicanamorphic /
�nə��mɔfk/ adjective
referring to an image that has unequal ver-
tical and horizontal scaling, making it ap-
pear squashed or taller than the original
ancestral fileancestral file /�n�
sestrəl �fal/ noun a
system of backing up files based on a son
to father to grandfather file, where the son
is the current working file
anchor cellanchor cell /��ŋkə sel/ noun a cell in a
spreadsheet program that defines the start
of a range of cells
ancillary equipmentancillary equipment /�n�
sləri �

�kwpmənt/ noun equipment which is
used to make a task easier but which is not
absolutely necessary
ANDAND /�nd/ noun an operator, often used
in searches, that matches text that contains
both search words. Compare OR (NOTE:
For example, searching for ‘cat AND dog’
finds all entries that contain both the
words ‘cat’ and ‘dog’)
AND circuitAND circuit, AND element noun same
as AND gate
AND functionAND function /��nd 
f�ŋkʃən/ noun a
logical function whose output is true if
both its inputs are true. Also called coin-
cidence function

COMMENT: If both inputs are 1, results of the
AND will be 1. If one of the input digits is 0,
then AND will produce a 0.

AND gateAND gate /��nd �et/ noun electronic
gate that performs a logical AND function
on electrical signals. Also called AND cir-
cuit, AND element. Compare coinci-
dence gate
AND operationAND operation /��nd 
ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/
noun the processing of two or more input
signals, outputting their AND function
anechoic chamberanechoic chamber /
�nekəυk
�tʃembə/ noun a perfectly quiet room in
which sound or radio waves do not reflect
off the walls
angleangle /��ŋ�əl/ noun a measure of the
change in direction, usually as the distance
turned from a reference line
angled lineangled line /
�ŋ�ləd �lan/ noun a line
with three or more points, e.g. a zig-zag
angstromangstrom /��ŋstrɒm/ noun a unit of
measurement equal to one thousand mil-
lionth of a metre. Abbr Å
ANIANI /
e en �a/ noun a telephone system
which displays the telephone number of
the caller. Full form automatic number
identification
animated GIFanimated GIF /
�n�
metd 
d'i a
�ef/ noun a simple animation effect creat-
ed by saving several small graphic images
within one file so that they can be repeat-
edly displayed in sequence giving an im-
pression of animation. It is often used to
create animated buttons or other effects on
a webpage. � transparent GIF
animationanimation /
�n��meʃ(ə)n/ noun the
creation of the illusion of movement by
displaying a series of slightly different im-
ages on screen very rapidly to give the ef-
fect of smooth movement. Also called
computer animation
animation softwareanimation software /
�n��meʃ(ə)n

sɒftweə/ noun software that allows you
to draw several separate frames, each
slightly different, and then display them
one after another in rapid succession to
give the impression of movement. Each
frame is called a cel and the objects that
move are normally called actors.
animatronicsanimatronics /
�nmə��trɒnks/ noun
a technology that uses computers and a
form of radio control to make puppets or
other models appear to move in a lifelike
way, e.g. in films
annotationannotation /
�nə��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
comment or note in a program which ex-
plains how the program is to be used
annotation symbolannotation symbol /
�nəυ��teʃ(ə)n

smb(ə)l/ noun a symbol used when mak-
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17 anti-tinkle suppression
ing flowcharts, to allow comments to be
added
announceannounce /ə��naυns/ verb to publicise a
new or updated website by registering the
domain name with the main search en-
gines; (NOTE: announces – announcing –
announced)

COMMENT: Each search engine allows a per-
son to add a new website and enter a descrip-
tion and category. Because there are now
several hundred search engines, special soft-
ware utilities are available to automatically
register the website with each engine.

annunciatorannunciator /ə��n�nsietə/ noun a sig-
nal which can be heard or seen in order to
attract attention
anodeanode /��nəυd/ noun a positive electri-
cal terminal of a device
anonymiseranonymiser /ə��nɒnmazə/, ano-
nymizer noun a website that allows a per-
son to browse the World Wide Web with-
out leaving any traces of his or her identity
anonymous FTPanonymous FTP /ə�
nɒnməs ef ti
�pi/ noun a method commonly used on
the Internet that allows a user to connect to
a remote computer using the FTP protocol
and log in as a guest to download publicly
accessible files. � FTP (NOTE: If you are
using the FTP protocol to connect to a re-
mote computer and you are asked for a
login name and password, you can nor-
mally gain access to the remote compu-
ter’s public areas by entering ‘anony-
mous’ as the login user name and your
full email address as the password.)
ANSIANSI /��nsi/ a US organisation which
specifies computer and software stand-
ards, including those of high-level pro-
gramming languages (US) Full form
American National Standards Institute
ANSI CANSI C /
�nsi �si/ noun a standard ver-
sion of the C programming language
ANSI driverANSI driver /��nsi 
dravə/ noun a
small resident software program in a PC
that interprets ANSI screen control codes
and controls the screen appropriately
ANSI escape sequenceANSI escape sequence /
�nsi �

�skep 
sikwəns/ noun a sequence of
ANSI screen control characters that con-
trols the colours and attributes of text on
screen (NOTE: The sequence must begin
with the ASCII character Esc (ASCII 27)
and the character [ (ASCII 91).)
ANSI keyboardANSI keyboard /
�nsi �kibɔd/ noun
a standard for a keyboard that provides ei-
ther uppercase or upper and lowercase
characters on a typewriter-style keyboard

ANSI screen controlANSI screen control /
�nsi �skrin
kən�
trəυl/ noun a set of standard codes
developed by ANSI that control how col-
ours and simple graphics are displayed on
a computer screen
answeranswer /�ɑnsə/ verb to reply to a signal
and set up a communications link � The
first modem originates the call and the
second answers it.
answer backanswer back /�ɑnsə b�k/ noun a sig-
nal sent by a receiving computer to identi-
fy itself
answering machineanswering machine /�ɑns(ə)rŋ mə�


ʃin/ noun an application software that
runs on a PC and controls a modem that
has voice-mail functionality
answer modeanswer mode /�ɑnsə məυd/ noun the
state of a modem that is waiting to receive
a telephone call and establish a connection
answer modemanswer modem /�ɑnsə 
məυdem/
noun the state of a modem that emits an
answertone before establishing a connec-
tion with an originate modem
answer/originateanswer/originate, answer/originate
device noun a communications device,
e.g. a modem, that can receive or send data
answer timeanswer time /�ɑnsə tam/ noun the
time taken for a receiving device to re-
spond to a signal
answertoneanswertone /�ɑnsətəυn/ noun a tone
an answering modem emits before the car-
rier is exchanged
anthropomorphic softwareanthropomorphic software
/
�nθrəpəmɔfk �sɒftweə/ noun artifi-
cial intelligence software that appears to
react to what a user says
anti-aliasinganti-aliasing /
�nti �eliəsŋ/ noun 1. a
method of reducing the effects of jagged
edges in graphics by using shades of grey
to blend in along edges. Also called de-
jagging 2. a method of adding sound sig-
nals between the sound samples to create a
smoother sound
anticoincidence circuitanticoincidence circuit /
�ntikəυ�

�nsdəns 
s�kt/, anticoincidence
function noun a logical function whose
output is true if either of two inputs is true,
and false if both inputs are the same
anti-static matanti-static mat /
�nti 
st�tk �m�t/
noun a special rubberised mat which dissi-
pates static electricity charge through an
electrical earth connection (NOTE: An op-
erator touches the mat before handling
sensitive electronic components that
could be damaged by static electricity.)
anti-tinkle suppressionanti-tinkle suppression /
�nti
�tŋk(ə)l sə�
preʃ(ə)n/ noun a switch that
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prevents other telephones on a line ringing
when a modem dials out
anti-virus programanti-virus program /
�nti �varəs

prəυ�r�m/ noun a software program that
looks for virus software on a computer and
destroys it before it can damage data or
files
anti-virus softwareanti-virus software /
�nti �varəs

sɒftweə/ noun software that removes a
virus from a file
anycastanycast /�enikɑst/ noun a type of com-
munication in which a single computer
user sends data across a network to the
nearest of a group of receivers
AOLAOL abbr America Online
APAAPA abbr all points addressable
Apache HTTPDApache HTTPD /ə�
p�tʃi 
etʃ ti ti
pi �di/ noun a popular piece of web serv-
er software that provides the basic func-
tions required to operate a web server on a
computer
apertureaperture /��pətʃə/ noun an opening in a
device that allows a certain amount of light
or a signal to pass through it
aperture maskaperture mask /��pətʃə mɑsk/ noun
a mask used in colour monitors to keep the
red, green and blue beams separate
APIAPI /
e pi �a/ noun a set of standard
program functions and commands that al-
low any programmer to interface a pro-
gram with another application � If I follow
the published API for this system, my pro-
gram will work properly. Full form appli-
cation programming interface
APLAPL /
e pi �el/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language used in scientific and
mathematical work. Full form A pro-
gramming language
APMAPM /
e pi �em/ noun a specification
that allows an operating system such as
older Windows to control the power man-
agement features of a computer. Full form
advanced power management. � ACPI
(NOTE: This standard has been replaced
by the ACPI standard in Windows 98 and
Windows NT 5.0.)
APPCAPPC /
e pi pi �si/ noun a set of pro-
tocols developed by IBM that allows peer-
to-peer communication between worksta-
tions connected to an SNA network. Full
form advanced program to program
communication. Also called LU 6.2 pro-
tocols
appendappend /ə��pend/ verb 1. to add data to
an existing file or record � If you enter the
DOS command COPY A+B, the file B will

be appended to the end of file A. 2. to add
a file or data to the end of an existing file
Apple Computer CorporationApple Computer Corporation
/
�p(ə)l kəm��pjutə 
kɔpəreʃ(ə)n/ a
company, formed in 1975, that has devel-
oped a range of personal computers in-
cluding the Apple II, Apple Lisa and, more
recently, the Apple Mac

‘Apple Computer has fleshed out details of a migra-
tion path to the PowerPC RISC architecture for its 7
million Apple Macintosh users. Developments in the
pipeline include PowerPC versions of the AppleTalk
Remote Access networking protocol.’ [Computing]

Apple Desktop BusApple Desktop Bus /
�p(ə)l

desktɒp �b�s/ a trade name for a serial
bus built into Apple Macs that allows low-
speed devices, e.g. the keyboard and
mouse, to communicate with the proces-
sor. Abbr ADB
Apple file exchangeApple file exchange /
�p(ə)l �fal ks�


tʃend'/ a trade name for a software pro-
gram that runs on an Apple Mac allowing
it to read disks from a PC
Apple filing protocolApple filing protocol /
�p(ə)l �falŋ

prəυtəkɒl/ a trade name for a method of
storing files on a network server so that
they can be accessed from an Apple Mac.
Abbr AFP
Apple KeyApple Key /��p(ə)l ki/ a trade name for
a special key on the keyboard of an Apple
Mac that, when pressed with another key,
provides a short-cut to a menu selection
Apple MacApple Mac /��p(ə)l m�k/ , Apple Mac-
intosh computer a trade name for any of
a range of personal computers developed
by Apple Computer Corporation that has a
graphical user interface and uses the
68000 family of processors
AppleScriptAppleScript /��p(ə)lskrpt/ a trade
name for a script language built into the
operation system of an Apple Mac that al-
lows a user to automate simple tasks
AppleshareAppleshare /��p(ə)lʃeə/ a trade name
for software that allows Apple Macs to
share files and printers using a file server
Apple SystemApple System /
�p(ə)l �sstəm/ a
trade name for a version of the operating
system for the Apple Mac that introduces
multitasking, virtual memory and peer-to-
peer file sharing
appletapplet /��plət/ noun 1. a small utility
within Microsoft Windows, originally any
of the icons in the Control Panel window,
but now any piece of software that is used
to configure the computer � There are ap-
plets to help format your disk and config-
ure your keyboard. 2. a small applications
on the Internet designed to enhance the
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functionality of a webpage. � ActiveX,
Java, VBScript (NOTE: For example, if
you want to add multimedia effects to
your webpage, you cannot carry out
these functions with standard HTML
commands, but you could write a small
ActiveX program, called an applet, that is
automatically downloaded by the user’s
browser and run on the user’s computer.)
AppleTalkAppleTalk /��p(ə)ltɑk/ a trade name
for a communications protocol developed
by the Apple Computer Corporation that
carries data over network hardware be-
tween two or more Apple Macs and pe-
ripherals (NOTE: AppleTalk is similar to
the seven-layer OSI protocol model. It
can link up to 32 devices, uses a CS-
MA/CA design and transmits data at 230
Kbps.)
AppleTalk Filing ProtocolAppleTalk Filing Protocol /
�p(ə)l
tɔk �falŋ 
prəυtəkɒl/ full form of AFP
appliance computerappliance computer /ə�
plaəns kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a ready-to-run computer
system that can be bought in a shop, taken
home and used immediately for a particu-
lar purpose. � turnkey system
applicationapplication /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
task which a computer performs or a prob-
lem which a computer solves
application configuration access protocolapplication configuration access
protocol /
�plkeʃ(ə)n kən�
f�jυ
reʃ(ə)n ��kses 
prəυtəkɒl/ full form of
ACAP
application developerapplication developer
/
�plkeʃ(ə)n d��veləpə/ noun a pro-
grammer who designs the look of an appli-
cation and defines its functions
application fileapplication file /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n fal/
noun a binary file stored on disk that con-
tains the machine code instructions of a
program
application formapplication form /�pl��keʃ(ə)n fɔm/
noun a form to be filled in when applying
for something � to fill in an application
form for an account on the system
application generatorapplication generator /
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)n 
d'enəretə/ noun a piece of
special software that allows a programmer
to define the main functions and look of an
application. The generator then automati-
cally creates the instructions to carry out
the defined application.
application iconapplication icon /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n

akɒn/ noun a small image or graphical
symbol that represents an application pro-
gram in a graphical user interface

application layerapplication layer /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n

leə/ noun the seventh and top layer in an
ISO/OSI network, which allows a user to
requests functions such as transfer files,
send mail and use resources. The other
layers are not normally accessed by users.
application orientated languageapplication orientated language
/
�plkeʃ(ə)n 
ɔriəntetd �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a programming language that pro-
vides functions which allow the user to
solve certain application problems
application packageapplication package /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n

p�kd'/ noun a set of computer pro-
grams and manuals that cover all aspects
of a particular task, e.g. payroll, stock con-
trol or tax. Also called applications
package
application programapplication program /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n

prəυ�r�m/ noun a piece of application
software � The multi-window editor is
used to create and edit applications pro-
grams.
application programming interfaceapplication programming inter-
face /
�plkeʃ(ə)n �prəυ�r�mŋ

ntəfes/ noun full form of API
application service elementapplication service element
/
�plkeʃ(ə)n �s�vs 
elmənt/ noun a
part of a program in the application layer
of an OSI environment that interacts with
the layers beneath it
application service providerapplication service provider
/
�plkeʃ(ə)n �s�vs prə�
vadə/ noun a
specialist company that installs, config-
ures and manages software on its own
server and then allows any business to use
the software via the Internet or a private
network. Abbr ASP (NOTE: The user does
not realise that the software is located on
a distant server, and the business does
not need to buy or support the software,
just rent it.)
application softwareapplication software /
�plkeʃ(ə)n
�sɒftweə/ noun software designed to
make the computer do what is required and
perform particular tasks. Also called ap-
plications software
applications packageapplications package /
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)nz 
p�kd'/ noun same as appli-
cation package
application specific integrated circuitsapplication specific integrated
circuits /
�plkeʃ(ə)n spə�
sfk

nt�retd �s�kts/ noun full form of
ASIC
applications programmerapplications programmer /
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)nz 
prəυ�r�mə/ noun a pro-
grammer who writes application software
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applications softwareapplications software /
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)nz 
sɒftweə/ noun same as ap-
plication software
application terminalapplication terminal /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n

t�mn(ə)l/, applications terminal
/
�pl��keʃ(ə)nz 
t�mn(ə)l/ noun a ter-
minal, e.g. at a sales desk, which is spe-
cially configured to carry out certain tasks
application windowapplication window /
�pl��keʃ(ə)n

wndəυ/ noun an application program
running in a window displayed in a graph-
ical user interface such as Microsoft’s
Windows
APPNAPPN /
e pi pi �en/ noun an extension
to the IBM SNA protocol that allows
workstations to share information on a
peer-to-peer basis without the need for a
central mainframe. Full form advanced
peer-to-peer networking (NOTE: It is of-
ten used to route information around a
network and dynamically adjusts the
route if part of the network is damaged.)
approximation errorapproximation error /ə�
prɒks�

�meʃ(ə)n 
erə/ noun an error caused by
rounding off a real number
A programming languageA programming language /
e
�prəυ�r�mŋ 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form
of APL
APTAPT /
e pi �ti/ noun a programming
language used to control numerically con-
trolled machines. Full form automatical-
ly programmed tools
Arabic figuresArabic figures /
�rəbk �f�əz/ noun
same as Arabic numbers
Arabic numbersArabic numbers /
�rəbk �n�mbəz/,
Arabic figures /
�rəbk �f�əz/, Arabic
numerals /
�rəbk �njumərəl/ noun
figures such as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. (as opposed
to the Roman numerals I, II, III. IV, etc.) �
The page numbers are written in Arabic
figures.
arbitration softwarearbitration software /
ɑb��treʃ(ə)n

sɒftweə/ noun software that is responsi-
ble for allocating resources to devices, of-
ten used to manage the way Plug and Play
adapters use other resources in a computer
ArchieArchie /�ɑtʃi/ noun a system of servers
on the Internet that catalogue the public
files available on the Internet
architecturearchitecture /�ɑktektʃə/ noun the
layout and interconnection of a computer’s
internal hardware and the logical relation-
ships between CPU, memory and I/O de-
vices

‘Software giant Microsoft is also interested in using
Xerox’ Glyph technology as part of its Microsoft At
Work architecture that seeks to unite office comput-
ers with fax machines and copiers.’ [Computing]

archival qualityarchival quality /�ɑkav(ə)l 
kwɒləti/
noun the length of time that a copy can be
stored before it becomes illegible
archivearchive /�ɑkav/ noun storage of data
over a long period � verb to put data in
storage (NOTE: archives – archiving – ar-
chived)
archive attributearchive attribute /
ɑkav ə��trbjut/,
archive bit noun a special attribute at-
tached to a file that indicates if the file has
been archived since it was last changed.
Also called archive flag
archived copyarchived copy /
ɑkavd �kɒpi/ noun a
copy kept in storage
archive filearchive file /�ɑkav fal/ noun a file
containing data which is out of date but
which is kept for future reference
archive flagarchive flag /�ɑkav fl��/ noun same
as archive attribute
archive sitearchive site /�ɑkav sat/ noun one
computer on the Internet that provides a
vast collection of public-domain files and
programs, copied from other computers
around the Internet, that a user can down-
load
archive storagearchive storage /
ɑkav �stɔrd'/
noun storage of data for a long period of
time
areaarea /�eəriə/ noun a section of memory or
code that is reserved for a certain purpose
area fillarea fill /�eəriə fl/ noun (in graphics) an
instruction to fill an area of the screen or
an enclosed pattern with a colour or pat-
tern
area grapharea graph /�eəriə �rɑf/ noun a line
graph in which the area below the line is
filled with a pattern or colour
area searcharea search /�eəriə s�tʃ/ noun a
search for specific data within a certain
section of memory or files
argarg /ɑ�/ noun same as argument
argumentargument /�ɑ�jυmənt/ noun a variable
acted upon by an operator or function � If
you enter the words ‘MULTIPLY A, B’, the
processor will recognise the operator,
MULTIPLY, and use it with the two argu-
ments, A and B. � operand. Abbr arg
argument separatorargument separator /�ɑ�jυmənt

sepəretə/ noun a punctuation mark or
symbol that separates several arguments
on one line � The command ‘MULTIPLY
A, B’ uses a comma as the argument sepa-
rator.
arithmetic capabilityarithmetic capability /
�rθmetk

kepə��blti/ noun the ability of a device
to perform mathematical functions
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arithmetic checkarithmetic check /ə��rθmətk tʃek/
noun a further arithmetic operation carried
out to ensure that a result is correct
arithmetic functionsarithmetic functions /ə�
rθmətk
�f�ŋkʃənz/ plural noun calculations car-
ried out on numbers, e.g. addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division
arithmetic instructionarithmetic instruction /
�rθmetk
n��str�kʃən/ noun an instruction to per-
form an arithmetic operation on data rather
than a logical function
arithmetic logic unitarithmetic logic unit /
�rθmetk
�lɒd'k 
junt/ noun full form of ALU
arithmetic operationarithmetic operation /
�rθmetk

ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a mathematical func-
tion carried out on data
arithmetic operatorarithmetic operator /
�rθmetk
�ɒpəretə/ noun a symbol which indicates
an arithmetic function, e.g. + for addition,
x for multiplication
arithmetic registerarithmetic register /
�rθmetk
�red'stə/ noun a memory location which
stores operands
arithmetic shiftarithmetic shift /
�rθmetk �ʃft/
noun a word or data moved one bit to the
left or right inside a register, losing the bit
shifted off the end
arithmetic unitarithmetic unit /
�rθmetk �junt/
noun same as ALU
armarm /ɑm/ verb 1. to prepare a device or
machine or routine for action or inputs 2.
to define which interrupt lines are active
armed interruptarmed interrupt /ɑmd �ntər�pt/
noun an interrupt line which has been
made active, using an interrupt mask
ARPARP /
e ɑ �pi/ noun a protocol within
the TCP/IP standard that is used to deter-
mine whether the source and destination
address in a packet are in the data-link
control or Internet protocol format. Full
form address resolution protocol
(NOTE: Once the format of the address is
known, the packet can be correctly rout-
ed over a network.)
ARPANETARPANET /�ɑpənet/ noun the original
network of interconnected computers,
linked by leased lines, that formed the first
prototype for the current Internet. It was
developed by the US Department of De-
fense. Full form advanced research
projects agency network
ARQARQ /
e ɑ �kju/ noun an error correc-
tion system, used in some modems, which
asks for data to be re-transmitted if it con-
tains errors. Full form automatic repeat
request

arrayarray /ə��re/ noun an ordered structure
containing individually accessible ele-
ments referenced by numbers, used to
store tables or sets of related data
array boundsarray bounds /ə��re baυndz/ plural
noun limits to the number of elements
which can be given in an array
array dimensionarray dimension /ə��re da�
menʃ(ə)n/
noun the number of elements in an array,
given as rows and columns
array elementarray element /ə��re 
elmənt/ noun
one individual piece of data within an ar-
ray
array processorarray processor /ə��re 
prəυsesə/
noun a computer that can act upon several
arrays of data simultaneously, for very fast
mathematical applications � The array
processor allows the array that contains
the screen image to be rotated with one
simple command.
arrow keyarrow key /��rəυ ki/ noun each of a set
of four keys on a keyboard that move the
cursor or pointer around the screen, con-
trolling movement up, down, left and right
arrow pointerarrow pointer /
�rəυ �pɔntə/ noun a
small arrow on-screen that you can move
using the mouse
artefactartefact /�ɑtf�kt/, artifact noun 1. a
very small error in a video signal 2. a very
small error in a digital version of an analog
signal
articlearticle /�ɑtk(ə)l/ noun one message in a
newsgroup
artifactartifact /�ɑtf�kt/ noun another spell-
ing of artefact
artificial intelligenceartificial intelligence /
ɑtfʃ(ə)l n�

�teld'(ə)ns/ noun full form of AI
artificial lifeartificial life /
ɑtfʃ(ə)l �laf/ noun the
use of computer systems to imitate aspects
of natural human behaviour such as learn-
ing and reproduction
artificial neural networkartificial neural network /
ɑtfʃ(ə)l
�njυərəl 
netw�k/ noun a system for
processing information that is made up of
interconnected elements that behave in a
similar way to the neurons in the human
nervous system and have the ability to
learn through experience
artworkartwork /�ɑt�
w�k/ noun graphical
work or images
ascendascend /ə��send/ verb to increase
ascenderascender /ə��sendə/ noun a part of a
character that rises above the main line of
printed characters, e.g. the upward line of
a ‘b’ or ‘d’
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ascending orderascending order /ə�
sendŋ �ɔdə/
noun an arrangement of data with the
smallest value or date first in the list
ASCIIASCII /��ski/ noun a code which repre-
sents alphanumeric characters in binary
code. Full form American Standard
Code for Information Interchange
ASCII characterASCII character /��ski 
k�rktə/
noun a character which is in the ASCII list
of codes
ASCII fileASCII file /��ski fal/ noun a stored file
containing only ASCII coded character
data � Use a word processor or other pro-
gram that generates a standard ASCII file.
ASCII keyboardASCII keyboard /
�ski �kibɔd/ noun
a keyboard that provides a key for every
ASCII code
ASCII textASCII text /��ski tekst/ noun the set of
letter and number characters with an AS-
CII code between 0 and 127
ASCIIZ stringASCIIZ string /
�ski �zed 
strŋ/ noun
a sequence of ASCII characters followed
by the ASCII code zero that indicates the
end of the sequence in programming
ASFASF /
e es �ef/ noun a multimedia deliv-
ery format developed by Microsoft for de-
livery over the Internet and used in its Net-
Show product. Full form active stream-
ing format
ASICASIC /
e es a �si/ plural noun specially
designed ICs for one particular function or
to special specifications. Full form appli-
cation specific integrated circuits
ASPASP abbr 1. Active Server Page 2. appli-
cation service provider
aspect ratioaspect ratio /
�spekt �reʃiəυ/ noun
the ratio of the width to the height of pixel
shapes
aspect systemaspect system /
�spekt �sstəm/
noun a method of storing and indexing
documents in a retrieval system
ASRASR /
e es �ɑ/ noun a device or terminal
that can transmit and receive information.
Full form automatic send/receive.
Compare KSR

COMMENT: An ASR terminal can input informa-
tion via a keyboard or via a tape cassette or
paper tape. It can receive information and
store it in internal memory or on tape.

ASR keyboardASR keyboard /
e es ɑ �kibɔd/
noun a communications console keyboard
that has all the characters and punctuation
keys and special control, send and receive
keys
assembleassemble /ə��semb(ə)l/ verb 1. to put a
hardware or software product together
from various smaller parts � The parts for

the disk drive are made in Japan and as-
sembled in France. (NOTE: assembles –
assembling – assembled) 2. to translate
assembly code into machine code � There
is a short wait during which time the pro-
gram is assembled into object code. 3. to
insert specific library routines or macros
or parameters into a program
assemblerassembler /ə��semblə/ noun a program
which converts a program written in as-
sembly language into machine code. Also
called assembler program
assembler error messagesassembler error messages /ə�


semblə �erə 
mesd'/ plural noun mes-
sages produced by an assembler that indi-
cate that errors have been found in the
source code
assembler languageassembler language /ə��semblə

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun same as assembly lan-
guage
assembler mnemonicassembler mnemonic /ə�
semblə n�

�mɒnk/ noun a standard word abbrevia-
tion used when writing a program for a
particular CPU in assembly language, e.g.
LDA for load register A
assembler programassembler program /ə��semblə

prəυ�r�m/ noun same as assembler
assemblyassembly /ə��sembl/ noun the process
of putting an item together from various
parts � There are no assembly instructions
to show you how to put the computer to-
gether.
assembly codeassembly code /ə��sembli kəυd/ noun
a set of mnemonics which are used to rep-
resent machine code instructions in an as-
sembler program
assembly languageassembly language /ə��sembli

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage using mnemonics to code instruc-
tions which will then be converted to ma-
chine code. Also called assembler lam-
guage, base language
assembly listingassembly listing /ə��sembli 
lstŋ/
noun a display of an assembler ordered ac-
cording to memory location
assembly plantassembly plant /ə��sembli plɑnt/
noun a factory where units are put together
from parts made in other factories
assembly routineassembly routine /ə��sembli ru�
tin/,
assembly system /ə��sembl 
sstəm/
noun a part of a computer program that
translates assembly code into machine
code
assembly systemassembly system /ə��sembl 
sstəm/
noun same as assembly routine
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assembly timeassembly time /ə��sembli tam/ noun
the time taken by an assembler to translate
a program
assertionassertion /ə��s�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a program
statement of a fact or rule
assetsassets /��sets/ plural noun separate
data elements such as video, audio and im-
age that are used in a multimedia applica-
tion
assignassign /ə��san/ verb 1. to give a compu-
ter or person something to do � He was as-
signed the job of checking the sales fig-
ures. 2. to set a variable equal to a string of
characters or numbers 3. to keep part of a
computer system for use while a program
is running
assigned numbersassigned numbers /ə�
sand
�n�mbəz/ plural noun unique numbers
that are each assigned to an Internet or net-
work manufacturer’s device, protocol or
other resource (NOTE: Manufacturers ap-
ply for a unique ID number from the IANA
organisation.)
assignmentassignment /ə��sanmənt/ noun the
process of setting a variable equal to a val-
ue or string or character
assignment compatibleassignment compatible /ə�


sanmənt kəm��p�təb(ə)l/ adjective (in
the Pascal programming language) refer-
ring to a value whose type is established by
a check to be allowed
assignment conversionassignment conversion /ə�


sanmənt kən��v�ʃ(ə)n/ noun (in the C
and Fortran programming languages) an
operation to change the type of a value
assignment statementassignment statement /ə�
sanmənt
�stetmənt/ noun a basic programming
command that sets a variable equal to a
value or string or character
associated documentassociated document /fal/, associ-
ated file noun a document or file that is
linked to its originating application (NOTE:
When you select the file, the operating
system automatically starts the originat-
ing application.)
associative addressingassociative addressing /ə�
səυsiətv
ə��dresŋ/ noun the identification of a lo-
cation by its contents rather than its ad-
dress. Also called content-addressable
addressing
associative memoryassociative memory /ə�
səυsiətv
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a method of data retriev-
al that uses part of the data rather than an
address to locate the data. Also called as-
sociative storage

associative processorassociative processor /ə�
səυsiətv
�prəυsesə/ noun a processor that uses as-
sociative memory
associative storageassociative storage /ə�
səυsiətv
�stɔrd'/ noun same as associative
memory
associative storage registerassociative storage register /ə�


səυsiətv �stɔrd' 
red'stə/ noun a
register that is located by its contents rath-
er than a name or address
asteriskasterisk /��stərsk/ noun 1. a graphical
symbol (*) used in programming as a sign
for multiplication 2. a graphical symbol
(*) used as a wildcard in many operating
systems, including DOS, to mean any
characters
asterisk fillasterisk fill /��st(ə)rsk fl/ noun the
filling of unused decimal places with the
asterisk symbol
asymmetric compressionasymmetric compression /
�s�


metrk kəm��preʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of
reducing the space taken by data
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber LineAsymmetric Digital Subscriber
Line /
�s�
metrk 
dd't(ə)l səb�

�skrabə 
lan/ noun full form of ADSL
asymmetric transmissionasymmetric transmission /es�


metrk tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun a method
of data transmission which has two differ-
ent speeds for data received by the compu-
ter and data transmitted by the computer
asymmetric video compressionasymmetric video compression
/es�
metrk �vdiəυ kəm�
preʃ(ə)n/
noun the use of a powerful computer to
compress video, allowing it to be played
back on a less powerful computer
asyncasync /e��sŋk/ adjective same as asyn-
chronous (informal)
asynchronousasynchronous /ə��sŋkrənəs/ adjec-
tive referring to serial data or equipment
which does not depend on being synchro-
nised with another piece of equipment
asynchronous accessasynchronous access /e�
sŋkrənəs
��kses/ noun communication using hand-
shaking to synchronise data transmission
asynchronous cacheasynchronous cache /e�
sŋkrənəs
�k�ʃ/ noun a type of cache memory that
provides the slowest performance and uses
a type of SDRAM that is cheap but slow
asynchronous communicationasynchronous communication /e�


sŋkrənəs kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)n/ noun
data transmission between devices that is
not synchronized to a clock, but is trans-
mitted when ready
asynchronous communication serverasynchronous communication
server /e�
sŋkrənəs kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)n 
s�və/ noun full form of ACS
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asynchronous communicationsasynchronous communications
interface adapter /ə�
sŋkrənəs kə�


mjunkeʃ(ə)nz �ntəfes ə�
d�ptə/
noun full form of ACIA
asynchronous computerasynchronous computer /e�


sŋkrənəs kəm��pjutə/ noun 1. a com-
puter that changes from one operation to
the next according to signals received
when the process is finished 2. a computer
in which a process starts on the arrival of
signals or data rather than on a clock pulse
asynchronous data transferasynchronous data transfer /e�


sŋkrənəs 
detə �tr�nsf�/ noun trans-
fer of data between two devices that takes
place without any regular or predictable
timing signal
asynchronous modeasynchronous mode /e��sŋkrənəs
məυd/ noun the state of a terminal linked
to another piece of equipment in a way in
which the two need not be synchronised
asynchronous portasynchronous port /e�
sŋkrənəs
�pɔt/ noun a connection to a computer al-
lowing asynchronous data access � Since
asynchronous ports are used no special
hardware is required.
asynchronous procedure callasynchronous procedure call /e�


sŋkrənəs prə��sid'ə 
kɔl/ noun a pro-
gram function that runs separately from
the main program and will execute when a
particular set of conditions exist. Abbr
APC
asynchronous transfer modeasynchronous transfer mode /e�


sŋkrənəs �tr�nsf� 
məυd/ noun full
form of ATM
asynchronous transmissionasynchronous transmission /e�


sŋkrənəs tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun data
transmission that uses handshaking sig-
nals rather than clock signals to synchro-
nize data pulses
ATAT /
e �ti/ noun a trade name for a stand-
ard of PC originally developed by IBM
that uses a 16-bit 80286 processor

COMMENT: AT originally meant IBM’s Ad-
vanced Technology personal computer, but is
now used to describe any IBM PC compatible
that uses a 16-bit processor.

ATAATA /
e ti �e/ noun hard disk drive tech-
nology in which the controller is part of
the disk drive rather than being part of the
main computer or located on the mother-
board. Full form advanced technology
attachment. Also called AT attachment
ATA FastATA Fast /
e ti 
e �fɑst/ noun a pro-
prietary standard interface developed by
Seagate and based on ATA that improves
the transfer rate and has three modes of op-
eration that provide either 11.1 MBps,
13.3 MBps or 16.6 MBps transfer rates

ATA packet interfaceATA packet interface /
e ti 
e
�p�kt 
ntəfes/ noun same as ad-
vanced technology attachment packet
interface
ATAPIATAPI abbr advanced technology attach-
ment packet interface
AT attachmentAT attachment /e �ti ə�
t�tʃmənt/
noun same as ATA
ATA UltraATA Ultra /
e ti 
e ��ltrə/ noun a pro-
prietary extension to ATA-2, developed by
Quantum Corp., that provides a high-
speed standard interface that provides data
transfer at up to 33 MBps.
AT-busAT-bus /ət b�s/ noun an expansion bus
standard developed by IBM that uses an
edge connector to carry 16-bits of data and
address information
ATCATC /
e ti �si/ noun permission granted
by the software publisher to the user to
make a certain number of copies of a pro-
gram. Full form authorization to copy
(NOTE: Some companies have intro-
duced ATC schemes that allow users of
certain software to make duplicates of
the companies’ programs for a fee.)
AT command setAT command set /
e ti kə��mɑnd
set/ noun a standard set of commands to
control a modem, developed by Hayes
Corporation
ATDATD /
e ti �di/ noun a standard com-
mand for compatible modems used to dial
a telephone number; defined by Hayes
Corporation. Full form attention, dial
ATEATE /
e ti �i/ noun computer controlled
testing facilities that can check a complex
circuit or PCB for faults or problems. Full
form automatic test equipment
Athlon XPAthlon XP /��θlɒn eks 
pi/ a trade
name for a 32-bit processor, developed by
AMD, that can run the same software as an
Intel Pentium processor
AT-keyboardAT-keyboard /ət �ki�
bɔd/ noun a
standard keyboard layout for IBM AT per-
sonal computers, with 102 keys with a row
of 12 function keys along the top
ATMATM1 /
e ti �em/ abbr Adobe Type
Manager
ATMATM2 /
e ti �em/ noun 1. method of
transferring data very rapidly, at up to 155
Mbps, across an ISDN link or network 2. a
CCITT and ANSI standard defining cell
relay transmission � full form asynchro-
nous transfer mode
ATM adaptation layerATM adaptation layer /
e ti 
em

�d�p��teʃ(ə)n 
leə/ noun part of the
ATM system that translates a user’s data to
the standard ATM cell format. Abbr AAL
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ATM cell formatATM cell format /
e ti �em sel/ noun
data sent over an ATM network in a 53-oc-
tet packet that includes a header and ad-
dress information
ATM layersATM layers /
e ti 
em �leəs/ noun a
method of dividing the functions of an
ATM network system into hierarchical
layers
AT modeAT mode /
e �ti 
məυd/ noun a state of
a modem that is ready to accept commands
using the Hayes AT command set
ATM payloadATM payload /
e ti 
em 
pe��ləυd/
noun a section of an ATM cell that con-
tains the data. It contains 48 octets of data
within the 53-octet cell.
A to DA to D adjective same as analog to dig-
ital
A to D converterA to D converter /�ə tə, tυ di/ noun
same as ADC � The speech signal was
first passed through an A to D converter
before being analysed.
atomatom /��təm/ noun 1. the smallest parti-
cle of an element that has the same proper-
ties as the element 2. a value or string that
cannot be reduced to a simpler form
atomicatomic /ə��tɒmk/ adjective an referring
to an operation that returns data to its orig-
inal state if it is stopped during processing
ATSCATSC /
e ti es �si/ noun a committee
that defines the SDTV and HDTV stand-
ards for use in the USA. Full form Ad-
vanced Television Systems Commit-
tee
attachattach /ə��t�tʃ/ verb to connect a node or
login to a server on a network
attached processorattached processor /ə�
t�tʃt
�prəυsesə/ noun a separate microproces-
sor in a system that performs certain func-
tions under the control of a central proces-
sor
attachmentattachment /ə��t�tʃmənt/ noun a
named file which is transferred together
with an electronic mail message � There is
an attachment with my last mail message –
it contains the sales report.
attackattack /ə��t�k/ noun the shape of the start
of a sound signal over time
attended operationattended operation /ə�
tendd 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a process which has an op-
erator standing by in case of problems
attention, dialattention, dial /ə�
tenʃən �daəl/ noun
full form of ATD
attention codeattention code /ə��tenʃən kəυd/ noun
the two characters ‘AT’ that are used to
preface a command to a Hayes-compatible
modem (NOTE: For example, ‘ATD123’
tells the modem to dial the number ‘123’)

attention interruptionattention interruption /ə�
tenʃ(ə)n

ntə��r�pʃən/ noun an interrupt signal
that requests the attention of the processor
attention keyattention key /ə��tenʃ(ə)n ki/ noun a
key on a terminal that sends an interrupt
signal to the processor
attenuationattenuation /ə�
tenju��eʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
reduction or loss of signal strength 2. the
difference between transmitted and re-
ceived power measured in decibels � If the
cable is too long, the signal attenuation
will start to cause data errors. Opposite
gain
attributeattribute /��trbjut/ noun 1. a field en-
try in a file � This attribute controls the
colour of the screen. 2. a piece of informa-
tion concerning the display or presentation
of information 3. a set of control data
stored with and controlling particular
functions or aspects of the file in some op-
erating systems such as DOS and OS/2
auctioneering deviceauctioneering device /
ɔkʃə��nərŋ
d�
vas/ noun a device that will select the
maximum or minimum signal from a
number of input signals
audibleaudible /�ɔdb(ə)l/ adjective which can
be heard � The printer makes an audible
signal when it runs out of paper.
audioaudio /�ɔdiəυ/ adjective referring to
sound or to things which can be heard
audio boardaudio board /�ɔdiəυ bɔd/ noun same
as sound card
audio fileaudio file /�ɔdiəυ fal/ noun a digital
sound sample stored on disk
audio rangeaudio range /�ɔdiəυ rend'/ noun the
frequency range between 50–20,000 Hz
that can be detected by a human ear
audio response unitaudio response unit /
ɔdiəυ r�

�spɒns 
junt/ noun a speech synthesiser
that allows a computer to speak responses
to requests
audiotexaudiotex /�ɔdiəυteks/ noun an interac-
tive voice response over the telephone in
which a computer asks the caller questions
and the caller responds by pressing num-
bers on his telephone
audio/video interleavedaudio/video interleaved /
ɔdiəυ

vdiəυ 
ntə��livd/ noun full form of AVI
audio-video support systemaudio-video support system
/
ɔdiəυ 
vdiəυ sə��pɔt/ noun full form
of AVSS
auditaudit /�ɔdt/ noun the process of noting
tasks carried out by a computer � verb to
examine the state of a system and check
that it is still secure or working properly
audit trailaudit trail /�ɔdt trel/ noun a record of
details of the use made of a system by not-
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ing transactions carried out, used for
checking on illegal use or malfunction
augendaugend /�ɔ�end/ noun the number to
which another number, the addend, is add-
ed to produce the sum
augmented addressingaugmented addressing /ɔ��
mentd
ə��dresŋ/ noun the producing of a usable
address word from two shorter words
augmenteraugmenter /
ɔ���mentə/ noun a value
added to another
AUI connectorAUI connector /
e ju �a kə�
nektə/
noun a D-connector used to connect thick
Ethernet cable to a network adapter
AUPAUP abbr acceptable use policy
authentication of messagesauthentication of messages /ɔ�


θentkeʃ(ə)n əv �mesd'z/ noun the
use of special codes to identify the sender
of messages, so that the messages can be
recognised as being genuine
authenticatorauthenticator /ɔ��θentketə/ noun a
trustworthy company that provides au-
thentication for digital signatures on the
Internet (NOTE: This process is used by
secure websites (shopping or payment
sites) to prove to a visitor that the website
has been created by the authorised pub-
lisher.)
authorauthor /�ɔθə/ noun the person who
wrote a program � verb to create a multi-
media application by combining sound,
video and images

‘The authoring system is a software product that in-
tegrates text and fractally compressed images, using
any wordprocessor line editor, to create an electronic
book with hypertext links between different pages.’
[Computing]

authoring languageauthoring language /
ɔθərŋ
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage used to write CAL and training pro-
grams
authoring softwareauthoring software /
ɔθərŋ
�sstəm/, authoring system noun 1. a
special application that allows you to cre-
ate multimedia titles. Authoring software
lets you design the pages of the multime-
dia book and place video clips, images,
text and sound on a page. (NOTE: Almost
all multimedia developers use some type
of authoring software rather than a tradi-
tional programming language because
it’s a much faster and easier way to cre-
ate multimedia programs.) 2. same as
webpage design software
authorisationauthorisation /
ɔθəra��zeʃ(ə)n/, au-
thorization noun 1. permission or power
to do something 2. the process of giving a
user permission to access a system

authorisation codeauthorisation code /
ɔθəra�

�zeʃ(ə)n kəυd/ noun a code used to re-
strict access to a computer system to au-
thorised users only
authorisation to copyauthorisation to copy
/
ɔθərazeʃ(ə)n tə �kɒp/ noun full
form of ATC
authorised userauthorised user /
ɔθə�
razd �juzə/,
authorized user noun person who is al-
lowed to access a system
authority fileauthority file, authority list noun a list
of special terms used by people compiling
a database and also by the users of the da-
tabase
author levelauthor level /
ɔθə �lev(ə)l/ noun the
mode of an authoring software package
that is used by the author to design the ap-
plication (NOTE: The user uses the fin-
ished application at user level.)
auto advanceauto advance /
ɔtəυ əd��vɑns/ noun a
system by which the paper in a printer is
automatically moved forward to the next
line at the end of a line
auto-answerauto-answer /
ɔtəυ �ɑnsə/ noun a
feature of a modem that will automatically
answer a telephone when called
auto-baud scanningauto-baud scanning /�ɔtəυ bɔd/,
auto-baud sensing /�ɔtəυ bɔd/ noun a
feature of a modem that can automatically
sense and select the correct baud rate for a
line
auto-bootauto-boot /�ɔtəυ but/ noun a feature
of a computer system that will initiate a
boot-up procedure when it is switched on
auto-dialauto-dial /
ɔtəυ �daəl/ noun feature of
a modem that dials a number automatical-
ly using stored data
AUTOEXEC.BATAUTOEXEC.BAT /
ɔtəυ���zek b�t/
noun (in an IBM PC running the MS-DOS
operating system) a batch file that con-
tains commands that are executed when
the computer is first switched on or reset
autoflowautoflow /�ɔtəυfləυ/ noun a feature of
DTP or wordprocessing software that au-
tomatically flows text around a graphic
image or from one page to the next
auto-loginauto-login /
ɔtəυ �lɒ�n/, auto-logon
/
ɔtəυ �lɒ�ɒn/ noun a phone number,
password and user’s number transmitted
when requested by a remote system to au-
tomate logon. Also called automatic log-
on
automated teller machineautomated teller machine
/
ɔtəmetd �telə mə�
ʃin/ noun full
form of ATM
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automatically programmed toolsautomatically programmed tools
/
ɔtəm�tkli 
prəυ�r�md �tulz/ plural
noun full form of APT
automatic backupautomatic backup /
ɔtəm�tk
�b�k�p/ noun same as auto save
automatic call distributionautomatic call distribution
/
ɔtəm�tk �kɔl 
dstrbjuʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of ACD
automatic calling unitautomatic calling unit /
ɔtəm�tk
�kɔlŋ 
junt/ noun full form of ACU
automatic carriage returnautomatic carriage return
/
ɔtəm�tk �k�rd' r�
t�n/ noun a sys-
tem in which the cursor automatically re-
turns to the beginning of a new line when
it reaches the end of the previous one
automatic checkingautomatic checking /
ɔtəm�tk
�tʃekŋ/ noun error detection and valida-
tion check carried out automatically on re-
ceived data
automatic data captureautomatic data capture /
ɔtəm�tk
�detə 
k�ptʃə/ noun a system in which
data is automatically recorded in a compu-
ter system, as it is input
automatic data processingautomatic data processing
/
ɔtəm�tk �detə 
prəυsesŋ/ noun full
form of ADP
automatic decimal adjustmentautomatic decimal adjustment
/
ɔtəm�tk �desm(ə)l ə�
d'�stmənt/
noun the process of lining up all the deci-
mal points in a column of figures
automatic error correctionautomatic error correction
/
ɔtəm�tk �erə kə�
rekʃ(ə)n/ noun cor-
rection of received data, using error detec-
tion and correction codes
automatic error detectionautomatic error detection
/
ɔtəm�tk �erə d�
tekʃ(ə)n/ noun use
of an alphanumeric code, e.g. a grey code,
that will allow any errors to be detected
automatic font downloadingautomatic font downloading
/
ɔtəm�tk �fɒnt dəυn�
ləυdŋ/ noun the
process in which special font information
is sent to a printer by the application
automatic frequency switchingautomatic frequency switching
/
ɔtəm�tk �frikwənsi 
swtʃŋ/ noun
same as automatic mode
automatic gainautomatic gain /
ɔtəm�tk ��en/
noun an electronic circuit which automat-
ically increases the volume when someone
is speaking quietly and drops it when
someone is speaking loudly
automatic gain controlautomatic gain control /
ɔtəm�tk

�en kən��trəυl/ noun full form of AGC
automatic hyphenationautomatic hyphenation /
ɔtəm�tk

hafə��naʃ(ə)n/ noun a feature of a soft-
ware program that looks up in an electron-
ic dictionary how to correctly split and hy-
phenate words

automatic letter writingautomatic letter writing /
ɔtəm�tk
�letə 
ratŋ/ noun the writing of form let-
ters using a word-processor
automatic loaderautomatic loader /
ɔtəm�tk �ləυdə/
noun a short program, usually in ROM,
that will boot up a system and load a pro-
gram
automatic log onautomatic log on /
ɔtəm�tk �lɒ�

ɒn/ noun same as auto-login
automatic mailing listautomatic mailing list /
ɔtəm�tk
�melŋ 
lst/ noun � listserv
automatic modeautomatic mode /
ɔtə��m�tk məυd/
noun a feature of a monitor that can adjust
its internal circuits to the different fre-
quencies used by different video stand-
ards. Also called automatic frequency
switching
automatic number identificationautomatic number identification
/
ɔtəm�tk �n�mbə a�
dentfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of ANI
automatic power offautomatic power off /
ɔtəm�tk

paυə �ɒf/ noun a feature of equipment
that will switch itself off if it has not been
used for a certain time
automatic programmingautomatic programming
/
ɔtəm�tk �prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun the
process of producing an optimum operat-
ing system for a particular process
automatic recalculationautomatic recalculation
/
ɔtəm�tk ri�
k�lkju��leʃ(ə)n/ noun a
spreadsheet mode in which the answers to
new formula are calculated every time any
value or cell changes
automatic recovery programautomatic recovery program
/
ɔtəm�tk r��k�v(ə)ri 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a piece of software that is automati-
cally run when a piece of equipment fails,
to ensure that the system continues to op-
erate
automatic repeatautomatic repeat /
ɔtəm�tk r��pit/
noun a facility whereby a character is au-
tomatically repeated if the key is kept
pressed down. Also called auto repeat
automatic repeat requestautomatic repeat request
/
ɔtəm�tk r��pit r�
kwest/ noun full
form of ARQ
automatic send/receiveautomatic send/receive
/
ɔtəm�tk 
send r��siv/ noun full form
of ASR
automatic sequencingautomatic sequencing /
ɔtəm�tk
�sikwənsŋ/ noun the ability of a compu-
ter to execute a number of programs or
tasks without extra commands
automatic speed matchingautomatic speed matching
/
ɔtəm�tk �spid 
m�tʃŋ/ noun the
ability of a modem to adjust its data rate to
the speed of the remote modem
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automatic test equipmentautomatic test equipment
/
ɔtəm�tk �test �
kwpmənt/ noun full
form of ATE
automatic volume controlautomatic volume control
/
ɔtəm�tk �vɒljum kən�
trəυl/ noun
full form of AVC
auto-redialauto-redial /
ɔtəυ �ridaəl/ noun a
feature of a modem that dials a telephone
number again if engaged, until it replies
auto-reliable modeauto-reliable mode /
ɔtəυ r�

�laəb(ə)l 
məυd/ noun a feature of a mo-
dem in which the modem will try and es-
tablish a reliable connection with another
modem using error correction
auto repeatauto repeat /
ɔtəυ r��pit/ noun same
as automatic repeat
autoresponderautoresponder /
ɔtəυr��spɒndə/
noun a software application that automat-
ically indicates that a person is unavailable
to respond to incoming email
auto restartauto restart /
ɔtəυ �ristɑt/ noun a
feature of a computer that can initialise
and reload its operating system if there is a
fault or power failure or at switch on
auto saveauto save /�ɔtəυ sev/ noun a feature
of some application programs, e.g. word-
processor or database software, that auto-
matically saves the file being used every
few minutes in case of a power failure or
system crash. Also called automatic
backup
auto scanauto scan /�ɔtəυ sk�n/ noun the abili-
ty of a monitor to maintain the same rec-
tangular image size when changing from
one resolution to another
auto startauto start /�ɔtəυ stɑt/ noun a facility
to load a program automatically when the
computer is switched on
auto stopauto stop /�ɔtəυ stɒp/ noun a feature
of a tape player which stops when it has
reached the end of a tape
autosyncautosync /�ɔtəυsŋk/ noun a feature of
a modem that allows it to transfer synchro-
nous data signals to and from a computer
that can only transfer asynchronous sig-
nals
auto traceauto trace /�ɔtəυ tres/ noun a feature
of some graphics programs that will trans-
form a bit-mapped image into a vector im-
age by automatically locating the edges of
the shapes in the image and drawing lines
around them
auto verifyauto verify /
ɔtəυ �verfa/ noun a ver-
ification procedure carried out automati-
cally, as soon as the data has been saved

AUXAUX /
e ju �eks/ noun a serial commu-
nications port under the DOS operating
system. Full form auxiliary
A/UXA/UX a trade name for a version of the
Unix operating system for the Apple Mac
range of computers
auxiliaryauxiliary /ɔ���zliəri/ noun full form of
AUX
auxiliary deviceauxiliary device /ɔ��
zliəri d��vas/
noun a piece of computer hardware that is
not part of the central processing unit but
is controlled by it, e.g. a printer or scanner.
Also called peripheral
auxiliary equipmentauxiliary equipment /ɔ��
zliəri �

�kwpmənt/ noun backup or secondary
equipment in case of a breakdown
auxiliary memoryauxiliary memory /ɔ��
zliəri
�mem(ə)ri/ noun same as auxiliary stor-
age
auxiliary processorauxiliary processor /ɔ��
zliəri
�prəυsesə/ noun an extra, specialised
processor, e.g. an array or numerical proc-
essor, that can work with a main processor
to improve performance
auxiliary storageauxiliary storage /ɔ��
zliəri
�stɔrd'/, auxiliary store noun any data
storage medium that is not the main high
speed computer storage (RAM) � Disk
drives are auxiliary storage on this ma-
chine. Also called auxiliary memory
auxilliary audio deviceauxilliary audio device /ɔ��
zliəri
�ɔdiəυ d�
vas/ noun an audio device
whose output is mixed with other wave-
forms
available bit rateavailable bit rate /ə�
veləb(ə)l �bt

ret/ noun full form of ABR
available listavailable list /ə��veləb(ə)l lst/ noun a
list of unallocated memory and resources
in a system
available pointavailable point /ə��veləb(ə)l pɔnt/
noun the smallest single unit or point of a
display whose colour and brightness can
be controlled
available poweravailable power /ə�
veləb(ə)l �paυə/
noun the maximum electrical or process-
ing power that a system can deliver
available timeavailable time /ə��veləb(ə)l tam/
noun the time during which a system may
be used
avalancheavalanche /��vəlɑntʃ/ noun a se-
quence of actions in which each action
starts another � There was an avalanche of
errors after I pressed the wrong key.
avataravatar /��vətɑ/ noun 1. the graphical
image that is used to represent a real per-
son in a cyberspace or three-dimensional
system, e.g. the image of a person in a
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three-dimensional adventure game 2. the
name for the superuser account on a UNIX
system. Also called root
AVCAVC1 /
e vi �si/ noun an electronic cir-
cuit that maintains a constant sound level
despite undesired differences in strength
of the incoming signal. Full form auto-
matic volume control
AVCAVC2 /
e vi �si/ a trade name for multi-
media software developed by IBM that
works with its Audio Capture and Video
Capture boards
average access timeaverage access time /
�v(ə)rd'
��kses 
tam/ noun the average time tak-
en between a request being sent and data
being returned from a memory device
average delayaverage delay /
�v(ə)rd' d��le/
noun the average time that a user must
wait when trying to access a communica-
tion network � The average delay increas-
es at nine-thirty when everyone tries to
log-in.
AVIAVI /
e vi �a/ noun a Windows multi-
media video format developed by Micro-
soft. Full form audio/video interleaved
AVSSAVSS /
e vi es �es/ noun a digital video
system, originally for MS-DOS, used to

play back video and audio files on a com-
puter. Full form audio-video support
system
AWMAWM /
e 
d�b(ə)l ju �em/ noun a sys-
tem developed by Yamaha to sample natu-
ral sounds and convert them to digital
form. Full form advanced wave modu-
lation
axisaxis /��kss/ noun 1. a line around which
something turns � The CAD package al-
lows an axis to be placed anywhere.
(NOTE: The plural is axes.) 2. a reference
line which is the basis for coordinates on a
graph
azerty keyboardazerty keyboard /ə�
z�ti �kibɔd/
noun a method of arranging the keys on a
keyboard where the first line begins AZ-
ERTY, used mainly in Continental Europe.
Compare QWERTY keyboard
azimuthazimuth /��zməθ/ noun the angle of a
tape head to a reference, e.g. a tape plane
azimuth alignmentazimuth alignment /
�zməθ ə�

�lanmənt/ noun the correct horizontal an-
gle of a tape head to the magnetic tape �
Azimuth alignment is adjusted with this
small screw

B
bb abbr bit
BB1 abbr byte
BB2 symbol the hexadecimal equivalent of
the decimal number 11
B:B: used in personal computers to indicate
the second disk drive, normally a floppy
disk drive � Copy the files from the hard
drive, C:, to the floppy drive, B:.
B2BB2B /
bi tə �bi/ adjective referring to
advertising or marketing that is aimed at
other businesses rather than at consumers.
Full form business-to-business
B2CB2C /
bi tə �si/ adjective referring to
advertising or marketing that is aimed at

consumers rather than at other businesses.
Full form business-to-consumer
babblebabble /�b�b(ə)l/ noun crosstalk or
noise from other sources which interferes
with a signal
BABTBABT /
bi e bi �ti/ noun an independ-
ent organisation that tests and certifies tel-
ecommunications equipment � If you de-
sign a new modem, you must have BABT
approval before you can sell it. Full form
British Approvals Board for Telecom-
munications
BABT approvalBABT approval /
bi e bi 
ti ə�

�pruvəl/ noun official approval required
before a new modem can be sold and be
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connected to the UK telephone network
(NOTE: The approval does not provide
any quality assurance about the modem,
but ensures that it is manufactured in
such a way that it does not damage the
telephone network. A green label is visi-
ble on modem equipment that has re-
ceived BABT approval.)
backbonebackbone /�b�k�
bəυn/ noun a high-
speed, high-capacity connection path that
links smaller sub-networks, usually used
to connect servers on a network � We have
linked the servers in each office using a
high-speed backbone. (NOTE: Smaller
workgroups or networks are connected
to the backbone as segments or ribs.)
backbone ringbackbone ring /�b�k�
bəυn rŋ/ noun a
high-speed ring network that connects a
number of smaller ring networks
back bufferback buffer /b�k �b�fə/ noun a section
of memory used as a temporary storage for
graphics before they are displayed on
screen (NOTE: The image is built up in the
back buffer memory area then trans-
ferred to the main video memory area for
display.)
backdoorbackdoor /�b�k�
dɔ/ noun same as
trapdoor
backdropbackdrop /�b�kdrɒp/ noun a static
background image in front of which are
displayed actors or scenes
back-end networkback-end network /
b�k end
�netw�k/ noun a connection between a
mainframe computer and a high-speed
mass storage device or file server
back-end processorback-end processor /
b�k end
�prəυsesə/ noun a special purpose auxil-
iary processor
back-end serverback-end server /
b�k end �s�və/
noun a computer connected to a network
that carries out tasks requested by client
workstations
backgroundbackground /�b�k�raυnd/ noun 1. the
part of a picture which is behind the main
object of interest � The new graphics
processor chip can handle background,
foreground and sprite movement inde-
pendently. 2. a system in a computer where
low-priority work can be done in the inter-
vals when very important work is not be-
ing done
background colourbackground colour /
b�k�raυnd
�k�lə/ noun the colour of a computer
screen display, different from that of char-
acters and graphics � White background
colour with black characters is less stress-
ful for the eyes.

background communicationbackground communication
/
b�k�raυnd kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)n/ noun
data communication activity, e.g. down-
loading a file, carried out as a low-priority
task in the background
background imagebackground image /
b�k�raυnd
�md'/ noun an image displayed as a
backdrop behind a program or windows of
a GUI (NOTE: The background image
does not move and does not interfere
with any programs.)
background jobbackground job /�b�k�raυnd d'ɒb/
noun a low-priority task
background modebackground mode /�b�k�raυnd

məυd/ noun in a computer system in
which two modes for program execution
are possible, the mode that is for house-
keeping and other necessary system pro-
grams. Compare foreground mode
background noisebackground noise /
b�k�raυnd
�nɔz/ noun noise which is present along
with the required signal � The other ma-
chines around this device will produce a
lot of background noise.
background operationbackground operation /
b�k�raυnd

ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a low-priority proc-
ess that works as and when resources be-
come available from high-priority fore-
ground tasks
background printingbackground printing /
b�k�raυnd
�prntŋ/ noun printing from a computer
while it is processing another task � Back-
ground printing can be carried out whilst
you are editing another document.
background processingbackground processing
/
b�k�raυnd �prəυsesŋ/ noun the exe-
cution of a low-priority job when there are
no higher priority activities for the compu-
ter to attend to
background programbackground program /
b�k�raυnd
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a computer program
with a very low priority
background recalculationbackground recalculation
/
b�k�raυnd ri�
k�lkju��leʃ(ə)n/ noun a
facility in a spreadsheet program that al-
lows a user to enter new numbers or equa-
tions while the program recalculates the
solutions in the background
background reflectancebackground reflectance
/
b�k�raυnd r��flektəns/ noun light re-
flected from a sheet of paper that is being
scanned or read by an optical character
reader
background taskbackground task /�b�k�raυnd tɑsk/
noun a process executed at any time by the
computer system, not normally noticed by
the user
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backing memorybacking memory /
b�kŋ �mem(ə)ri/
noun same as backing store
backing storagebacking storage /�b�kŋ 
stɔrd'/
noun same as backing store
backing storebacking store /�b�kŋ stɔ/, backing
storage /�b�kŋ 
stɔrd'/, backing
memory /
b�kŋ �mem(ə)ri/ noun a per-
manent storage medium onto which data
can be recorded before being processed by
the computer or after processing for later
retrieval � By adding another disk drive, I
will increase the backing store capabili-
ties.
back-levelback-level /b�k �lev(ə)l/ noun the ear-
lier release of a product which may not
support a current function
backlightbacklight /�b�klat/ noun light behind a
liquid crystal display unit that improves
the contrast of characters on the screen and
allows it to be read in dim light
backlit displaybacklit display /
b�klt d��sple/ noun
a liquid crystal display unit that has a
backlight fitted to improve the contrast of
the display
backlogbacklog /�b�k�
lɒ�/ noun work or tasks
that have yet to be processed � The pro-
grammers can’t deal with the backlog of
programming work.
back officeback office /
b�k �ɒfs/ noun a secure
area of e-commerce software containing
details of a company’s store properties and
products and tax tables
backoutbackout /
b�k��aυt/ verb to restore a file
to its original condition before any chang-
es were made
back panelback panel /b�k �p�n(ə)l/ noun a pan-
el at the rear of a computer which normally
holds the connectors to peripherals such as
keyboard, printer, video display unit and
mouse
backplanebackplane /�b�kplen/ noun part of the
body of a computer which holds the circuit
boards, buses and expansion connectors
(the backplane does not provide any
processing functions) (NOTE: The back-
plane does not provide any processing
functions.)
back pointerback pointer /b�k �pɔntə/ noun a
pointer in a tree structure that holds the po-
sition of the parent node relative to the cur-
rent node, used in programming to search
backwards through a file
back projectionback projection /b�k prə��d'ekʃ(ə)n/
noun the projection of an image from be-
hind a screen (NOTE: It is often used in an-
imation where the static scene is dis-
played with back projection, then the

foreground characters are displayed and
the composite scene photographed.)
backslashbackslash /�b�ksl�ʃ/ noun ASCII
character 92, , the sign which is used in
MS-DOS to represent the root directory of
a disk, such as C: or to separate subdirec-
tories in a path, such as C:
backspacebackspace /�b�k�
spes/ noun a move-
ment of a cursor or printhead left or back
by one character
backspace characterbackspace character /�b�kspes

k�rktə/ noun a code that causes a back-
space action in a display device. Abbr BS
backspace keybackspace key /�b�k�
spes ki/ noun
the key which moves the cursor left on the
screen or back by one character � If you
make a mistake entering data, use the
backspace key to correct it.
backtabbacktab /�b�kt�b/ verb (in an SAA
CUA front end) to move the cursor back to
the previous field (NOTE: backtabbing –
backtabbed)
backtrackbacktrack /�b�ktr�k/ verb to carry out
list processing in reverse, starting with the
goal and working towards the proofs
back upback up /�b�k �p/ verb 1. to support
something or help someone � He brought
along a file of documents to back up his
claim. 2. to make a copy of a file or data or
disk � The company accounts were backed
up on disk as a protection against fire
damage.
backupbackup /�b�k�p/ noun 1. the providing
of help � We offer a free backup service to
customers. 2. the process of making a copy
of a file or data or disk as a security pre-
caution 3. a copy of a file or data or disk
made as a security precaution. Also called
backup copy, backup version

‘…the previous version is retained, but its extension
is changed to .BAK indicating that it’s a back-up’
[Personal Computer World]

backup agentbackup agent /�b�k�p 
ed'ənt/ noun
a software program that will carry out an
automatic backup of a set of files or fold-
ers for you at a regular time and date each
week
backup copybackup copy /�b�k�p 
kɒpi/ noun
same as backup 3
backup diskbackup disk /�b�k�p dsk/ noun a disk
which contains a copy of the information
from other disks, as a security precaution
backup domain controllerbackup domain controller /
b�k�p
dəυ��men kən�
trəυlə/ noun a server in a
network that keeps a copy of database of
user accounts to validate login requests in
case of a fault with the main server
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backup filebackup file /�b�k�p fal/ noun a copy
of a file, made as a security precaution
backup pathbackup path /�b�k�p pɑθ/ noun (in a
Token-Ring network) an alternative path
for a signal around a network avoiding a
malfunctioning device
backup planbackup plan /�b�k�p pl�n/ noun a set
of rules that take effect when normal oper-
ation has gone wrong � The normal UPS
has gone wrong, so we will have to use our
backup plan to try and restore power.
backup procedurebackup procedure /
b�k�p prə�

�sid'ə/ noun a method of making backup
copies of files
backup serverbackup server /
b�k�p �s�və/ noun a
second computer on a network that con-
tains duplicate files and up-to-date data in
case of a problem with the main server
backup utilitybackup utility /
b�k�p ju��tlti/ noun
a piece of software that simplifies the
process of backing up data (NOTE: Backup
utilities often allow a user to back up files
automatically at a particular time.)
backup versionbackup version /
b�k�p �v�ʃ(ə)n/
noun same as backup 3
Backus-Naur-FormBackus-Naur-Form /
b�kəs �naυə

fɔm/ noun full form of BNF
backward chainingbackward chaining /�b�kwəd
tʃenŋ/ noun a method used in artificial
intelligence systems to calculate a goal
from a set of results
backward channelbackward channel /
b�kwəd
�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a channel from the receiv-
er to transmitter allowing the receiver to
send control and handshaking signals
backward error correctionbackward error correction
/
b�kwəd �erə kə�
rekʃ(ə)n/ noun correc-
tion of errors which are detected by the re-
ceiver and a signal is sent to the transmitter
to request a re-transmission of the data
backward LAN channelbackward LAN channel /
b�kwəd
�l�n 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun (in a broadband
network) a channel from receiver to sender
used to carry control signals
backward modebackward mode /�b�kwəd məυd/
noun negative displacement from an ori-
gin
backward recoverybackward recovery /
b�kwəd r�

�k�v(ə)ri/ noun data retrieval from a sys-
tem that has crashed
backwards compatiblebackwards compatible /
b�kwədz
kəm��p�təb(ə)l/ adjective 1. able to work
with older versions or systems 2. referring
to a new piece of software that provides
the same functions as the previous version
and can read the files created in the previ-
ous version

backwards searchbackwards search /
b�kwədz �s�tʃ/
noun a search for data in a word-processor
or database that begins at the position of
the cursor or end of the file and searches to
the beginning of the file
backwards supervisionbackwards supervision /
b�kwədz

supə��v'(ə)n/ noun data transmission
controlled by the receiver
BACSBACS /b�ks/ noun a system to transfer
money between banks using computer
linked via a secure network. Full form
Bankers Automated Clearing Services
bad breakbad break /
b�d �brek/ noun a hyphen
inserted in the wrong place within a word,
a problem sometimes caused by the auto-
matic hyphenation feature of word-
processing software
badge readerbadge reader /b�d' �ridə/ noun a ma-
chine that reads data from an identification
badge � A badge reader makes sure that
only authorised personnel can gain access
to a computer room.
bad sectorbad sector /b�d �sektə/ noun a disk
sector that has been wrongly formatted or
which contains an error or fault and is un-
able to be correctly written to or read from
� You will probably receive error messag-
es when you copy files that are stored on
bad sectors on a disk.
bafflebaffle /�b�f(ə)l/ noun a loudspeaker
which is built into a unit
bagbag /b��/ noun a number of elements in
no particular order
BAK file extensionBAK file extension /
b�k fal ��

�stenʃ(ə)n/ noun a standard three-letter
file extension used in MS-DOS systems to
signify a backup or copy of another file
balancebalance /�b�ləns/ noun the placing of
text and graphics on a page in an attractive
way � The dtp package allows the user to
see if the overall page balance is correct.
balanced circuitbalanced circuit /
b�lənst �s�kt/
noun an electronic circuit that presents a
correct load to a communications line
(NOTE: The correct load is usually equal
to the impedance of a line element.)
balanced errorbalanced error /
b�lənst �erə/ noun
the probability of any error occurring from
a number of errors when it is the same for
all errors
balanced linebalanced line /�b�lənst lan/ noun a
communications line that is terminated at
each end with a balanced circuit, prevent-
ing signal reflections
balanced routingbalanced routing /�b�lənst raυtŋ/
noun a method of using all possible routes
through a network equally
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balunbalun /�b�lən/ noun a transformer that
matches two circuits which have different
impedances � We have used a balun to
connect the coaxial cable to the twisted-
pair circuit.
bandband /b�nd/ noun 1. a range of frequen-
cies between two limits 2. a group of
tracks on a magnetic disk
bandpass filterbandpass filter /�b�ndpɑs 
fltə/
noun an electronic filter that allows a
range of frequencies to pass but attenuates
all frequencies outside the specified range
bandwidthbandwidth /�b�ndwdθ/ noun 1. a
range of frequencies 2. a measure of the
amount of data that can be transmitted
along a cable or channel or other medium
� This fibre-optic cable has a greater
bandwidth than the old copper cable and
so it can carry data at higher speeds. 3. a
measure of the range of frequencies that a
monitor or CRT will accept and display
(NOTE: High resolution monitors display
more pixels per area so need high speed
data input and so a higher bandwidth.)
bandwidth on demandbandwidth on demand /
b�nd�
wdθ
ɒn d��mɑnd/ noun a system used with a
switching service, e.g. ISDN, in a wide
area network that allows a user to send as
much information as he or she wants be-
cause the network will adjust to transmit
this amount of information
bankbank /b�ŋk/ noun a collection of similar
devices � A bank of minicomputers proc-
ess all the raw data.

COMMENT: Memory banks are used to expand
the main memory of a CPU (often above the
addressing range of the CPU) by having a
number of memory chips arranged into banks.
Each bank operates over the same address
range but is selected independently by a spe-
cial code.

Bankers Automated Clearing ServicesBankers Automated Clearing
Services /
b�ŋkəz 
ɔtəmetd
�klərŋ 
s�vsz/ noun full form of
BACS
bank Internet payment systembank Internet payment system
/
b�ŋk 
ntənet �pemənt 
sstəm/ noun
a protocol that enables bank payments to
be made over the Internet and gives each
financial institution a unique identification
number for the purposes of Internet trans-
actions. Abbr BIPS
bank switchingbank switching /�b�ŋk 
swtʃŋ/
noun selection of a particular memory
bank from a group
bannerbanner /�b�nə/, banner advertise-
ment, banner ad noun an image that car-

ries an advertising slogan, logo or message
and is displayed on a web page

COMMENT: A long, narrow strip is now the un-
official standard format for advertisements
that appear on almost every commercial web-
site on the Internet. Some banner ads are im-
ages, others include animation to attract the
viewer’s attention. If you click on a banner ad,
you will usually jump to the advertiser’s own
site. If you would rather not see banner adver-
tisements when you surf, you can install spe-
cial software that blocks them. Websites nor-
mally charge advertisers according either to
the number of times the banner ad is dis-
played (called the number of impressions) or
the number of times that a user clicks on the
ad (called the click-through rate).

banner pagebanner page /�b�nə ped'/ noun a
page that is printed out first with the time,
date, name of the document and the name
of the person who has printed it
barbar /bɑ/ noun a thick line or block of col-
our
bar chartbar chart /�bɑ tʃɑt/ noun a graph on
which values are represented as vertical or
horizontal bars. Also called bar graph
bar codebar code /�bɑ kəυd/ noun data repre-
sented as a series of printed stripes of var-
ying widths (NOTE: The US term is bar
graphics.)

COMMENT: Bar codes are found on most
goods and their packages; the width and po-
sition of the stripes is sensed by a light pen or
optical wand and provides information about
the goods such as price and stock quantities.

bar code readerbar code reader /�bɑ kəυd 
ridə/
noun same as optical bar reader
bare boardbare board /�beə bɔd/ noun a circuit
board with no components on it, especially
a memory expansion board that does not
yet have any memory chips mounted on it
bar graphbar graph /�bɑ �rɑf/ noun same as
bar chart
bar graphicsbar graphics /bɑ ��r�fks/ noun US
same as bar code
barrelbarrel /�b�rəl/ noun a conducting post in
a terminal
basebase /bes/ noun 1. the lowest or first po-
sition 2. a collection of files used as a ref-
erence. � database 3. an initial or original
position 4. notation referring to a number
system 5. (in C++ programming lan-
guage) a class from which other classes
can be derived by inheritance � verb 1. to
start to calculate something from a posi-
tion � We based our calculations on the
basic keyboarding rate. 2. to set up a com-
pany or a person in a place � The Europe-
an manager is based in our London office.
(NOTE: bases – basing – based)
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base 2base 2 /�bes tu/ noun the binary
number system, using the two digits 0 and
1
base 8base 8 /�bes et/ noun the octal number
system, using the eight digits 0 – 7
base 10base 10 /
bes �ten/ noun the decimal
number system, using the ten digits 0 – 9
base 16base 16 /
bes sks��tin/ noun the hexa-
decimal number system, using the ten dig-
its 0 – 9 and the six letters A – F
base addressbase address /bes ə��dres/ noun an in-
itial address in a program used as a refer-
ence for others
base address registerbase address register /
bes ə��dres

red'stə/ noun a register in a CPU that is
used to store the base address
basebandbaseband /�besb�nd/, base band
noun 1. the frequency range of a signal be-
fore it is processed or transmitted � Voice
baseband ranges from 20 Hz to 15 KHz. 2.
digital signals transmitted without modu-
lation 3. information modulated with a
single carrier frequency
base band local area networkbase band local area network
/
bes b�nd 
ləυk(ə)l 
eəriə �netw�k/
noun a transmission method in which the
whole bandwidth of the cable is used and
the data signal is not modulated � Base
band local area networks can support a
maximum cable length of around 300m.
(NOTE: Ethernet is a baseband local area
network.)
base band modembase band modem /
bes b�nd
�məυdem/ noun a communications circuit
that transmits an unmodulated, baseband
signal over a short distance � Do not use a
base band modem with a normal phone
line.
baseband signallingbaseband signalling /
besb�nd
�s�nəlŋ/ noun transmission of data as
varying voltage levels across a link
base fontbase font /�bes fɒnt/ noun a default
font and point size used by a word-
processing program
base hardwarebase hardware /bes �hɑd�
weə/ noun
the minimum hardware requirements that
a particular software package needs in or-
der to run
base languagebase language /bes �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun same as assembly language
base level synthesizerbase level synthesizer /
bes 
lev(ə)l
�sŋθesazə/ noun (on a sound card) a
synthesiser that supports three melodic in-
struments and can play six notes simulta-
neously
base linebase line /�bes lan/ noun 1. any of the
lines, only displayed during the design

stage or author level of an application,
which define the size and layout of a page
in an application 2. a horizontal line along
which characters are printed or displayed
and below which the descenders of a char-
acter drop
base memorybase memory /bes �mem(ə)ri/, base
RAM noun the first 640Kb of random ac-
cess memory fitted to an IBM-compatible
PC
base registerbase register /bes �red'stə/ noun a
register in a CPU, though not usually in a
small computer, that contains the address
of the start of a program. Also called B
box
base stationbase station /bes �steʃ(ə)n/ noun a
fixed radio transmitter/receiver that relays
radio signals to and from data terminals or
radios
BASICBASIC /�besk/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language for developing pro-
grams in a conversational way, providing
an easy introduction to computer program-
ming. Full form beginner’s all-purpose
symbolic instruction code
basic codebasic code /�besk kəυd/ noun same
as absolute code
basic controllerbasic controller /
besk kən��trəυlə/
noun a part of a communications control-
ler that carries out arithmetic and logic
functions
basic control system satellitebasic control system satellite
/
besk kən�
trəυl 
sstəm �s�təlat/
noun a system that runs dedicated pro-
grams or tasks for a central computer. It is
controlled by using interrupt signals. Abbr
BCS
basic direct access methodbasic direct access method
/
besk 
darekt ��kses 
meθəd/ noun a
method of directly updating or retrieving a
particular block of data stored on a direct
access device. Abbr BDAM
basic encoding rulesbasic encoding rules /
besk n�

�kəυdŋ 
rulz/ plural noun full form of
BER
basic exchange formatbasic exchange format /
besk ks�

�tʃend' 
fɔm�t/ noun a standard meth-
od of storing data on a disk so that it may
be accessed by another type of computer
basic input/output operating systembasic input/output operating sys-
tem /
besk 
npυt 
aυtpυt �ɒpəretŋ

sstəm/ noun full form of BIOS
basic instructionbasic instruction /
besk n�

�str�kʃən/ noun an unmodified program
instruction which is processed to obtain
the instruction to be executed
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basic mode link controlbasic mode link control /
besk
məυd �lŋk kən�
trəυl/ noun a standard-
ised control of transmission links using
special codes
basic productbasic product /
besk �prɒd�kt/
noun the main product made from a raw
material
basic rate accessbasic rate access /
besk ret
��kses/ noun full form of BRA
basic rate interfacebasic rate interface /
besk ret
�ntəfes/ noun full form of BRI
basic sequential access methodbasic sequential access method
/
besk s�
kwenʃ(ə)l 
�kses �meθəd/
noun a method of storing or retrieving
blocks of data in a continuous sequence.
Abbr BSAM
basic telecommunications access methodbasic telecommunications ac-
cess method /
besk

telikəmjunkeʃ(ə)nz ��kses 
meθəd/
noun full form of BTAM
BATBAT /b�t/ noun a three-letter file exten-
sion used in MS-DOS systems to signify a
batch file
batchbatch /b�tʃ/ noun 1. a group of docu-
ments which are processed at the same
time � today’s batch of orders 2. a group
of tasks or amount of data to be processed
as a single unit � We deal with the orders
in batches of fifty. � verb to put data or
tasks together in groups
batched communicationbatched communication /
b�tʃ kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)n/ noun high-speed trans-
mission of large blocks of data without re-
quiring an acknowledgement from the re-
ceiver for each data item
batch filebatch file /�b�tʃ fal/ noun a file stored
on disk that contains a sequence of system
commands. When the batch file is run, the
commands are executed, saving a user typ-
ing them in. � This batch file is used to
save time and effort when carrying out a
routine task.
batch processingbatch processing /�b�tʃ 
prəυsesŋ/
noun 1. computer system able to process
groups of tasks 2. a system of data
processing where information is collected
into batches before being processed by the
computer in one machine run

COMMENT: Batch processing is the opposite of
interactive processing, where the user gives
instructions and receives an immediate re-
sponse.

batch processorbatch processor /�b�tʃ 
prəυsesə/
noun a computer system able to process
groups of tasks

batch regionbatch region /b�tʃ �rid'(ə)n/ noun a
memory area where the operating system
executes batch programs
batch systembatch system /b�tʃ �sstəm/ noun a
system that executes batch files
batch totalbatch total /b�tʃ �təυt(ə)l/ noun the
sum of a number of batches of data, used
for error checking, validation or to provide
useful information
BAT file extensionBAT file extension /
b�t fal k�

�stenʃən/ noun a standard three-letter file
extension used in MS-DOS systems to sig-
nify a batch file
battery-backedbattery-backed /�b�t(ə)ri b�kd/
noun referring to a volatile storage device
that has a battery backup
battery backupbattery backup /
b�t(ə)ri �b�k�p/
noun a battery to provide power to volatile
storage devices to retain data after a com-
puter has been switched off
battery chargingbattery charging /�b�t(ə)ri 
tʃɑd'ŋ/
noun the replenishing of the charge stored
in a re-chargeable battery
battery meterbattery meter /
b�t(ə)ri �mitə/ noun a
utility in a laptop computer that tells you
how much life or working time you have
left in your batteries (NOTE: In Windows
95, a tiny icon appears in the bottom
right-hand corner of the screen and this
shows you when you are about to run out
of battery power and need to recharge.)
baudbaud /bɔd/ noun a unit of data compres-
sion speed equal to one unit element per
second
baud ratebaud rate /�bɔd ret/ noun a measure
of the number of signal changes transmit-
ted per second � The baud rate of the bi-
nary signal was 300 bits per second.

COMMENT: Baud rate is often considered the
same as bits per second, but in fact it depends
on the protocol used and the error checking
(300 baud is roughly equivalent to 30 charac-
ters per second using standard error check-
ing).

baud rate generatorbaud rate generator /
bɔd 
ret
�d'enəretə/ noun a device that produces
various timing signals to synchronise data
at different baud rates
baybay /be/ noun a space within a compu-
ter’s casing where a disk drive is fitted.
Also called drive bay
B boxB box /�bi bɒks/ noun same as base
register
BBSBBS /
bi bi �es/ noun an information
and message database accessible by mo-
dem and computer link. Full form bulletin
board system
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BCCBCC /
bi si �si/ noun an error detection
method for blocks of transmitted data. Full
form block character check
BCDBCD /
bi si �di/ noun a representation
of single decimal digits as a pattern of four
binary digits � The BCD representation of
decimal 8 is 1000. Full form binary cod-
ed decimal
BCD adderBCD adder /
bi si 
di ��də/ noun a
full adder able to add two four-bit BCD
words
BCH codeBCH code /
bi 
si��etʃ kəυd/ noun an
error correcting code. Full form Bose-
Chandhuri-Hocquenghem code
BCNFBCNF /
bi si en �ef/ noun � normal
form
BCPLBCPL /
bi si pi �el/ noun a high level
programming language
BCSBCS abbr 1. British Computer Society 2.
basic control system satellite
beaconbeacon /�bikən/ verb a signal transmit-
ted repeatedly by a device that is malfunc-
tioning on a network
beacon framebeacon frame /�bikən frem/ noun a
special frame within the FDDI protocol
that is sent after a network break has oc-
curred
beadbead /bid/ noun a small section of a pro-
gram that is used for a single task
beambeam /bim/ noun a narrow set of light or
electron rays � A beam of laser light is
used in this printer to produce high-reso-
lution graphics.
beam deflectionbeam deflection /bim d��flekʃ(ə)n/
noun to move a CRT’s electron beam with
the CRT across the screen
BECBEC abbr bus extension card
beginner’s all-purpose symbolic instruction codebeginner’s all-purpose symbolic
instruction code /b�
�nəz ɔl

p�pəs sm�
bɒlk n��str�kʃən 
kəυd/
noun full form of BASIC
beginning of filebeginning of file /b�
�nŋ əv �fal/
noun a character or symbol that shows the
start of a valid section of data. Abbr bof
beginning of information markbeginning of information mark /b�


�nŋ əv 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
mɑk/ noun
full form of BIM
beginning of tape markerbeginning of tape marker /b�
�nŋ
əv �tep 
mɑkə/ noun a section of mate-
rial that marks the start of the recording
area of a reel of magnetic tape. Also called
bot marker
bell characterbell character /bel �k�rktə/, BEL
noun a control code that causes a machine
to produce an audible signal, equivalent to
ASCII code 7

Bell-compatible modemBell-compatible modem /
bel kəm�


p�tb(ə)l �məυdem/ noun a modem that
operates according to standards set down
by AT&T
bells and whistlesbells and whistles /
belz ənd
�ws(ə)lz/ plural noun advanced features
or added extras to an application or periph-
eral � This word-processor has all the
bells and whistles you would expect – in-
cluding page preview.
below-the-foldbelow-the-fold /b�
ləυ ðə �fəυld/ ad-
jective referring to the lower part of a web-
page that is seen only by a user who scrolls
down the page and that is therefore less
commercially valuable. Compare above-
the-fold
benchmarkbenchmark /�bentʃmɑk/ noun 1. a
point in an index which is important, and
can be used to compare with other figures
2. a program used to test the performance
of software or hardware or a system � The
magazine gave the new program’s bench-
mark test results.
benchmarkingbenchmarking /�bentʃmɑkŋ/ noun
the testing of a system or program with a
benchmark
benchmark problembenchmark problem /
bentʃmɑk
�prɒbləm/ noun a task or problem used to
test and evaluate the performance of hard-
ware or software

COMMENT: The same task or program is given
to different systems and their results and
speeds of working are compared.

BERBER /
bi i �ɑ/ noun a standard method
of encoding data that is stored in the ASN
language, often used in libraries and other
Internet data sites. Full form basic en-
coding rules
Berkeley UNIXBerkeley UNIX /
b�kli �junks/ noun
a version of the UNIX operating system
developed by the University of California,
Berkeley
bespoke softwarebespoke software /b�
spəυk
�sɒftweə/ noun software that has been
written especially for a customer’s partic-
ular requirements
best fitbest fit /best �ft/ noun a function that
selects the smallest free space in main
memory for a requested virtual page
beta sitebeta site /�bitə sat/ noun a company
or person that tests new software before it
is released in a real environment to make
sure it works correctly
beta softwarebeta software /�bitə 
sɒf(t)weə/ noun
software that has not finished all its testing
before release and so may still contain
bugs
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beta testbeta test /�bitə 
test/ noun a second
stage of tests performed on new software
just before it is due to be released � The
application has passed the alpha tests and
is just entering the beta test phase.

‘The client was so eager to get his hands on the prod-
uct that the managing director bypassed internal test-
ing and decided to let it go straight out to beta test.’
[Computing]

beta versionbeta version /�bitə 
v�'n/ noun a ver-
sion of a software application that is al-
most ready to be released � We’ll try out
the beta test software on as many different
PCs as possible to try and find all the bugs.
betawarebetaware /�bitəweə/ noun of computer
software in a version that is given to a few
customers before the final version is put on
sale
bezelbezel /�bez(ə)l/ noun the front cover of a
computer’s casing or disk drive unit
Bézier curveBézier curve /�bezie k�v/ noun a ge-
ometric curve with the overall shape de-
fined by two midpoints, called control
handles

COMMENT: Bézier curves are a feature of
many high-end design software packages.
They allow a designer to create smooth
curves by defining a number of points. The
PostScript page description language uses
Bézier curves to define the shapes of charac-
ters during printing.

BGPBGP /
bi d'i �pi/ noun a protocol that
allows routers to share routing information
to allow each router to calculate the most
efficient path for information. Full form
border gateway protocol (NOTE: This
protocol is most often used between
routers installed at Internet Service Pro-
viders (ISPs).)
biased exponentbiased exponent /
baəst k�

�spəυnənt/ noun the value of the expo-
nent in a floating point number
bidbid /bd/ verb (of a computer) to gain
control of a network in order to transmit
data � The terminal had to bid three times
before there was a gap in transmissions on
the network.
bi-directional busbi-directional bus /
ba da�


rekʃ(ə)n(ə)l �b�s/ noun data or control
lines that can carry signals travelling in
two directions
bi-directional printerbi-directional printer /
ba da�


rekʃ(ə)n(ə)l �printə/ noun a printer that
is able to print characters from left to right
and from right to left as the head is moving
forwards or backwards across the paper,
speeding up the printing operation
bi-directional transmissionbi-directional transmission /
ba
da�
rekʃ(ə)n(ə)l tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun

data transfer that can occur to and from a
device along a particular channel
Big BlueBig Blue /b� �blu/ noun same as IBM
(informal)
bilinear filteringbilinear filtering /ba�
lniə �fltərŋ/
noun a method of removing unwanted im-
age defects, particularly on a texture-
mapped object, by looking at the four ad-
jacent pixels that surround each pixel to
check that there is no sudden change in
colour
billionbillion /�bljən/ noun a number equal to
one thousand million. Abbr bn
BIMBIM /
bi a �em/ noun a symbol indicat-
ing the start of a data stream stored on a
disk drive. Full form beginning of infor-
mation mark
binbin /bn/ noun a tray used to hold a supply
of paper ready to be fed into a printer
binarybinary /�banəri/ adjective referring to
the number notation system which uses
only the digits 0 and 1
binary adderbinary adder /
banəri ��də/ noun a
device that provides the sum of two or
more binary digits
binary arithmeticbinary arithmetic /
banəri ə�

�rθmətk/ noun the rules and functions
governing arithmetic operations in the bi-
nary system
binary bitbinary bit /�banəri bt/ noun same as
binary digit
binary cellbinary cell /�banəri sel/ noun a storage
element for one bit
binary chopbinary chop /�banəri tʃɒp/ noun same
as binary search
binary codebinary code /�banəri kəυd/ noun code
using different patterns of binary digits to
represent various symbols and elements
binary coded charactersbinary coded characters /
banəri

kəυdd �k�rktəz/ plural noun alphanu-
meric characters represented as patterns of
binary digits
binary coded decimalbinary coded decimal /
banəri

kəυdd �desm(ə)l/ noun full form of
BCD
binary counterbinary counter /
banəri �kaυntə/
noun a circuit that will divide a binary in-
put signal by two, producing one output
pulse for two input pulses
binary digitbinary digit /
banəri �dd't/ noun
smallest single unit in binary notation, ei-
ther a 0 or a 1. Also called binary, binary
bit, binary number, bit
binary dumpbinary dump /�banəri d�mp/ noun a
section of memory dumped onto another
medium or printed out in binary form
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binary encodingbinary encoding /
banəri n��kəυdŋ/
noun representation of each character or
element with a unique combination or pat-
tern of bits in a word
binary exponentbinary exponent /
banəri k�

�spəυnənt/ noun one word that contains
the sign and exponent of a binary digit, ex-
pressed in exponent and mantissa form
binary fieldbinary field /�banəri fild/ noun a field
in a database record that contains binary
digits, often one capable of holding any in-
formation, including data, text, graphics
images, voice and video
binary filebinary file /�banəri fal/ noun a file that
contains data rather than alphanumeric
characters. A binary file can include any
character code and cannot always be dis-
played or edited. � The program instruc-
tions are stored in the binary file.
binary fractionbinary fraction /
banəri �fr�kʃən/
noun a representation of a decimal frac-
tion in binary form � The binary fraction
0.011 is equal to one quarter plus one
eighth (i.e. three eighths).
binary half adderbinary half adder /
banəri �hɑf

�də/ noun a binary adder that can pro-
duce the sum of two inputs, producing a
carry output if necessary, but cannot ac-
cept a carry input
binary large objectbinary large object /
banəri lɑd'
�ɒbd'ekt/ noun a field in a database
record that can contain a large quantity of
binary data, normally a bitmap image.
Abbr blob
binary loaderbinary loader /
banəri �ləυdə/ noun a
short section of program code that allows
programs in binary form, e.g. object code
from a linker or assembler, to be loaded
into memory
binary look-upbinary look-up /�banəri lυk/ noun
same as binary search
binary mantissabinary mantissa /
banəri m�n��tsə/
noun a fractional part of a number, in bina-
ry form
binary notationbinary notation /
banəri nəυ�

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the numerical system us-
ing only the digits 0 and 1. Also called
base 2, binary representation
binary operationbinary operation /
banəri 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an operation on two op-
erands 2. an operation on an operand in bi-
nary form
binary pointbinary point /�banəri pɔnt/ noun a
dot that indicates the division between the
bits for the numbers’ whole units and the
fractional part of the binary number

binary representationbinary representation /
banəri

reprzen��teʃ(ə)n/ noun same as binary
notation
binary scalebinary scale /�banəri skel/ noun a
power of two associated with each bit po-
sition in a word � In a four bit word, the
binary scale is 1,2,4,8.
binary searchbinary search /�banəri s�tʃ/ noun a
search method for use on ordered lists of
data. Also called binary chop, binary
look-up (NOTE: The search key is com-
pared with the data in the middle of the
list and one half is discarded. This is re-
peated with the remaining half until only
the required data item is left.)
binary sequencebinary sequence /
banəri �sikwəns/
noun a series of binary digits
binary signallingbinary signalling /
banəri �s�nəlŋ/
noun transmission using positive and zero
voltage levels to represent binary data
binary splitbinary split /�banəri splt/ noun a
method of iteration in which the existing
number is compared to a new value calcu-
lated as the mid-point between the high
and low limits
binary synchronous communicationsbinary synchronous communica-
tions /
banəri 
sŋkrənəs kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun full form of BSC
binary systembinary system /�banəri 
sstəm/
noun the use of binary digits, or the data
system that operates with binary digits
binary-to-decimal conversionbinary-to-decimal conversion
/
banəri tə, tυ �desm(ə)l/ noun the
process to convert a binary digit into its
equivalent decimal value
binary treebinary tree /�banəri tri/ noun a data
system where each item of data or node
has only two branches. Also called btree
binary variablebinary variable /
banəri �veəriəb(ə)l/
noun a variable that can contain either a
one or zero
binaural soundbinaural sound /ban��ɔrl saυnd/
noun a method of recording sound so that
it gives the impression of stereophony
when played back. � Dolby Digital
bindbind /band/ verb to link and convert one
or more object code programs into a form
that can be executed
BINDBIND /
bi a en �di/ noun software that
provides the functions of a Domain Name
Server for server computers running BSD
UNIX
binderbinder /�bandə/ noun a program that
converts object code into a form that can
be executed
BinderyBindery /�bandəri/ noun a special data-
base used in a Novell NetWare network
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operating system to store user account, ac-
cess and security details
binding offsetbinding offset /
bandŋ �ɒfset/ noun
an extra wide margin on the inside of a
printed page to prevent text being hidden
during binding (NOTE: It is the left margin
on a right hand page, the right margin on
a left hand page.)
binding timebinding time /�bandŋ tam/ noun the
time taken to produce actual addresses
from an object code program
BinHexBinHex /bn��heks/ noun a method en-
coding binary data into ASCII characters.
� Uuencoding

COMMENT: Software programs and data files
are stored as binary data (using all eight bits
of information within one byte of storage
space), whereas ASCII characters can be
stored in just the first seven of the eight bits of
storage space within one byte. Email and
many communication systems originally only
supported the transfer of text (ASCII charac-
ters), so if you wanted to attach a data file to
your email message, the data had to be en-
coded before it could be transferred. Now al-
most all email software and links between
computers support full eight-bit transfer, so
data does not have to be encoded.

biochipbiochip /�baəυtʃp/ noun a computer
chip that uses organic molecules to store
and process information
biocomputerbiocomputer /�baəυkəm�
pjutə/
noun a very fast computer that operates
using biological processes instead of sem-
iconductor technology
BIOSBIOS /�baɒs/ noun a set of system rou-
tines that interface between high-level pro-
gram instructions and the system peripher-
als to control the input and output to vari-
ous standard devices. Full form basic
input/output system (NOTE: This often
includes controlling the screen, keyboard
and disk drives.)
bipolarbipolar /ba��pəυlə/ adjective with two
levels
bipolar codingbipolar coding /
bapəυlə �kɒdŋ/
noun a transmission method that uses al-
ternate positive and negative voltage levels
to represent a binary one, with binary zero
represented by zero level
bipolar signalbipolar signal /
bapəυlə �s�n(ə)l/
noun the use of positive and negative volt-
age levels to represent the binary digits
bipolar transistorbipolar transistor /
bapəυlə tr�n�

�zstə/ noun a transistor constructed of
three layers of alternating types of doped
semiconductor, p-n-p or n-p-n
BIPSBIPS abbr bank Internet payment system

biquinary codebiquinary code /ba�
kwnəri �kəυd/
noun code in which decimal digits are rep-
resented as two digits added together
(NOTE: Decimal digits smaller than 5 are
represented as 0 + the digit; decimal dig-
its greater than 4 are represented as 5 +
the digit minus 5.)
B-ISDNB-ISDN /bi 
a es di �en/ abbr broad-
band ISDN
bistablebistable /ba��steb(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to a device or circuit that has two pos-
sible states, on and off
bitbit /bt/ noun 1. same as binary digit 2.
the smallest unit of data that a system can
handle
bit addressingbit addressing /bt ə��dresŋ/ noun se-
lection of a register or word and examining
one bit of it
bit blitbit blit /�bt blt/ noun same as blit
bit blockbit block /�bt blɒk/ noun (in computer
graphics) a group of bits treated as one
unit
bit block transferbit block transfer /
bt blɒk
�tr�nsf�/ noun full form of blit
bit bucketbit bucket /bt �b�kt/ noun an area of
memory into which data can be discarded
BITCBITC abbr burned-in time code
bit densitybit density /bt �densəti/ noun the
number of bits that can be recorded per
unit of storage medium
bit depthbit depth /�bt depθ/ noun the number
of bits used to represent the number of col-
ours that can be displayed on a screen or
printer at one time (NOTE: The bit depth of
each pixel is represented by a number of
bits associated with the pixel that de-
scribe the number of colours that can be
displayed.)
bit error ratebit error rate /
bt �erə 
ret/ noun the
ratio of the number of bits received com-
pared to the number of errors in a trans-
mission, especially in fibre optics. Abbr
BER
bit flippingbit flipping /bt �flpŋ/ noun inversion
of the state of bits from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0
bitFTPbitFTP /
bt ef ti �pi/ noun a type of
server that allows a user to retrieve a file
using only an email link (NOTE: The user
sends an email to the bitFTP server, con-
taining a series of FTP commands that
ask it to fetch the file from a remote serv-
er. When it has done this, the bitFTP
server sends an email back to the user
as an email attachment or encoded mail
message. If you want to retrieve a file,
send a message that contains just ’help’
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to ’ftpmail@doc.ic.ac.uk’ to find out how
the system works.)
bit handlingbit handling /bt �h�ndlŋ/ noun the
use of CPU commands and processes that
allow bit manipulation and changing
bit imagebit image /bt �md'/ noun a collection
of bits that represent the pixels that make
up an image on screen or on a printer
bit interleavingbit interleaving /�bt ntə�
livŋ/ noun
a form of time domain multiplexing used
in some synchronous transmission proto-
cols such as HDLC and X.25.
bit manipulationbit manipulation /bt mə�
npjυ�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the use of various instruc-
tions that provide functions such as exam-
ine a bit, change or set or move a bit within
a word
bit-mapbit-map /�btm�p/, bitmap verb to de-
fine events or data using an array of single
bits, which can be, e.g., an image or graph-
ics or a table of devices in us (NOTE: bit-
mapping – bitmapped)

‘…the expansion cards fit into the PC’s expansion
slot and convert bit-mapped screen images to video
signals’ [Publish]

bit-mapped fontbit-mapped font /
bt m�pt �fɒnt/
noun a font whose characters are made up
of patterns of pixels
bit-mapped graphicsbit-mapped graphics /
bt m�pt
��r�fks/ plural noun images whose indi-
vidual pixels can be controlled by chang-
ing the value of stored bits (NOTE: One is
on, zero is off. In colour displays, more
than one bit is used to provide control for
the three colours red, green and blue.)
bit-mapped registerbit-mapped register /
bt m�pt
�red'stə/ noun a memory location that
holds configuration information in a proc-
essor in which each separate bit within the
location has a different use or meaning
(NOTE: For example, a register that refers
to a mouse might be one byte (eight bits)
wide and each bit could indicate whether
a mouse button is up or down.)
bitmpbitmp /�btm�p/ abbr bit-map
BitNetBitNet /�btnet/ noun a network used to
connect mostly academic sites and com-
puters and allows transfer of electronic
mail and listserver application (NOTE: Bit-
Net is similar to the Internet and is con-
nected to allow the transfer of electronic
mail to and from academic users to other
users on the Internet.)
bit parallelbit parallel /bt �p�rəlel/ noun the
transmission of a collection of bits simul-
taneously over a number of lines. The par-
allel printer port uses bit parallel transmis-

sion to transfer eight bits at a time to a
printer.
bit patternbit pattern /bt �p�t(ə)n*/ noun an ar-
rangement of bits within a word, that rep-
resents a particular character or action
bit planebit plane /�bt plen/ noun (in computer
graphics) one layer of a multiple-layer im-
age in which each layer defines one colour
of each pixel
bit positionbit position /bt pə��zʃ(ə)n/ noun the
place of a bit of data in a computer word
bit ratebit rate /�bt ret/ noun a measure of the
number of bits transmitted per second
bit rotationbit rotation /bt rəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
shifting a pattern of bits in a word to the
left or right, the old last bit moving to the
new first bit position
bit-significantbit-significant /
bt s���nfkənt/ ad-
jective using the bits within a byte to de-
scribe something � Testing bit six of a byte
containing an ASCII character is bit sig-
nificant and determines if the ASCII char-
acter is upper or lower case.
bit-slice architecturebit-slice architecture /
bt slas
�ɑktektʃə/, bit-slice design /
bt slas
d��zan/ noun the construction of a large
word size CPU by joining a number of
smaller word size blocks � The bit-slice
design uses four four-bit word processors
to make a sixteen-bit processor.
bit-slice microprocessorbit-slice microprocessor /
bt slas
�makrəυprəυsesə/, bit-slice processor
/
bt slas �prəυsesə/ noun a large word
size CPU constructed by joining a number
of smaller word size blocks � The bit-slice
microprocessor uses four 4-bit processors
to make a 16-bit word processor.
bits per inchbits per inch /
bts p� �ntʃ/ noun full
form of BPI
bits per pixelbits per pixel /
bts p� �pks(ə)l/ noun
full form of BPP
bits per secondbits per second /
bts p� �sekənd/
noun a measure of the number of binary
digits transmitted every second. Abbr bps
bit streambit stream /�bt strim/ noun a binary
data sequence that does not consist of sep-
arate, distinct character codes or groups
bit stuffingbit stuffing /bt �st�fŋ/ noun the addi-
tion of extra bits to a group of data to make
up the length required for transmission
bit trackbit track /�bt tr�k/ noun a track on a
magnetic disk along which bits can be re-
corded or read back
bitwisebitwise /�btwaz/ adverb carried out on
each bit in a byte, one bit at a time
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BIXBIX /
bi a �eks/ noun a commercial on-
line system founded by Byte magazine
bizbiz /bz/ noun a type of newsgroup that
contains business discussions and oppor-
tunities (NOTE: For example, ‘biz.opportu-
nities’ contains messages from users
that are offering ways of making money.
Only the biz series of newsgroups are
supposed to discuss commercial as-
pects: the rest of the newsgroups are for
technical or academic discussion.)
black and whiteblack and white /
bl�k ən �wat/ noun
1. the use of shades of grey to represent
colours on a monitor or display 2. an im-
age in which each pixel is either black or
white with no shades of grey
black boxblack box /bl�k �bɒks/ noun a device
that performs a function without the user
knowing how
black levelblack level /bl�k �lev(ə)l/ noun a level
of a video signal that represents absolutely
no light: total blackness
black matrixblack matrix /bl�k �metrks/ noun a
CRT monitor tube in which the colour
phosphor dots are surrounded by black for
increased contrast
black writerblack writer /bl�k �ratə/ noun a print-
er in which toner sticks to the points hit by
the laser beam when the image drum is
scanned � A black writer produces sharp
edges and graphics, but large areas of
black are muddy.
blank cellblank cell /bl�ŋk �sel/ noun an empty
cell in a spreadsheet
blank characterblank character /bl�ŋk �k�rktə/
noun a character code that prints a space
blank diskblank disk /bl�ŋk �dsk/ noun a disk
that does not have data stored on it
blanking intervalblanking interval /�bl�ŋkŋ 
ntəvəl/
noun the period during which a screen dis-
plays nothing, in between two images or
during the picture beam flyback
blank instructionblank instruction /bl�ŋk n�

�str�kʃən/ noun an instruction in a pro-
gram that is only there to satisfy language
syntax or to make up a block length
blank stringblank string /bl�ŋk �strŋ/ noun same
as null string
blank tapeblank tape /bl�ŋk �tep/ noun a tape
that does not have data stored on it
blastblast /blɑst/ verb 1. to write data into a
programmable ROM device 2. to free sec-
tions of previously allocated memory or
resources
blast-through alphanumericsblast-through alphanumerics
/
blɑst θru 
�lfənju��merks/ plural
noun characters that can be displayed on a

videotext terminal when it is in graphics
mode
bleedbleed /blid/ noun 1. a line of printing
that runs off the edge of the paper 2. a bad-
ly adjusted colour monitor in which col-
ours of adjoining pixels blend
bleeding edgebleeding edge /
blidŋ �ed'/ adjective
referring to technology that is very new
and has not yet fully tested to see whether
it works correctly
blessed folderblessed folder /
blesd �fəυldə/ noun
the Apple Mac System Folder that con-
tains files loaded automatically when the
Mac is switched on
blindblind /bland/ adjective which will not
respond to certain codes
blind certificateblind certificate /
bland sə��tfkət/
noun a means of tracking visitors to web-
sites that identifies the user’s system but
not his or her name
blind diallingblind dialling /
bland �daəlŋ/ noun
the ability of a modem to dial out even if
the line appears dead, used on certain pri-
vate lines
blind keyboardblind keyboard /
bland �kibɔd/
noun a keyboard whose output is not dis-
played but is stored directly on disk
B-line counterB-line counter /
bi lan �kaυntə/
noun an address register that is added to a
reference address to provide the location
to be accessed
blinkingblinking /�blŋkŋ/ noun a flashing ef-
fect caused by varying the intensity of a
displayed character
blitblit /blt/ noun (in computer graphics)
the act of moving a block of bits from one
memory location to another. Full form bit
block transfer. Also called bit blit
blitterblitter /�bltə/ noun an electronic compo-
nent designed to process or move a bit-
mapped image from one area of memory
to another � The new blitter chip speeds
up the graphics display.
bloatwarebloatware /�bləυtweə/ noun a compu-
ter program that has many, often unneces-
sary features, which take up so much
memory that the computer does not work
as well as it should
blobblob /blɒb/ noun a field in a database
record that can contain a large quantity of
binary data, usually a bitmap image. Full
form binary large object
blockblock /blɒk/ noun 1. a number of stored
records treated as a single unit 2. a wide
printed bar
block capitalsblock capitals /
blɒk �k�pt(ə)lz/ plu-
ral noun capital letters, e.g. A,B,C � Write
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your name and address in block letters.
Also called block letter
block character checkblock character check /
blɒk
�k�rktə tʃek/ noun full form of BCC
block codeblock code /blɒk �kəυd/ noun an error
detection and correction code for block
data transmission
block-copyblock-copy /
blɒk �kɒpi/ verb 1. to du-
plicate a block of data to another section of
memory 2. to copy a selected area of
word-processed text from one part of a
document to another
block cursorblock cursor /blɒk �k�sə/ noun a cur-
sor in the shape of a solid rectangle that
fills a character position
block-deleteblock-delete /
blɒk d��lit/ verb to de-
lete a selected area of word-processed text
block deviceblock device /blɒk d��vas/ noun a de-
vice that manipulates many bytes of data at
once � The disk drive is a block device that
can transfer 256bytes of data at a time.
block diagramblock diagram /blɒk �daə�
�r�m/
noun a graphical representation of a sys-
tem or program operation
block error rateblock error rate /blɒk �erə ret/ noun
the number of blocks of data that contain
errors compared with the total number
transmitted
block gapblock gap /blɒk ���p/ noun a stretch of
blank magnetic tape between the end of
one block of data and the start of the next
in backing store
block headerblock header /blɒk �hedə/ noun a sec-
tion of information at the start of a file de-
scribing content organisation or character-
istics
block ignore characterblock ignore character /
blɒk ���nɔ

k�rktə/ noun a symbol at the start of a
block indicating that it contains corrupt
data
blocking factorblocking factor /blɒkŋ �f�ktə/ noun
the number of records in a block
block input processingblock input processing /
blɒk
�npυt 
prəυsesŋ/ noun an input system
that requires a whole error-free block to be
received before it is processed
block lengthblock length /blɒk �leŋθ/ noun the
number of records or fields or characters in
a block of data
block lettersblock letters /
blɒk �letəz/ plural noun
same as block capitals
block listblock list /�blɒk lst/ noun a list of the
blocks and records as they are organised in
a file
block markblock mark /�blɒk mɑk/ noun a code
that indicates the end of a block

block markerblock marker /�blɒk 
mɑkə/ plural
noun each of two markers inserted at the
start and finish of a section of data or text
to indicate a special block which can then
be moved or deleted or copied as a single
unit
block moveblock move /�blɒk muv/ verb 1. to
move selected word-processed text from
one area of a document to another 2. to
move the contents of an area of memory to
another area of memory
block operationblock operation /blɒk 
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/
noun a process carried out on a block of
data
block parityblock parity /blɒk �p�rəti/ noun a par-
ity error check on a block of data
block protectionblock protection /blɒk prə��tekʃən/
noun prevention of the splitting of a se-
lected block of word-processed text by an
automatic page break
block retrievalblock retrieval /blɒk r��triv(ə)l/ noun
the accessing of blocks of data stored in
memory
block synchronisationblock synchronisation /
blɒk

sŋkrəna��zeʃ(ə)n/ noun the correct
timing of start, stop and message bits ac-
cording to a predefined protocol
block transferblock transfer /blɒk �tr�nsf�/ noun
the moving of large numbers of records
around in memory
blogblog /blɒ�/ verb to create or run a weblog
(NOTE: blogging – blogged)
blogosphereblogosphere /�blɒ�ə�
sfə/ noun the
area of the World Wide Web in which
bloggers communicate with each other
(informal)
blogwareblogware /�blɒ�weə/ noun computer
software tools for creating a weblog
bloopbloop /blup/ verb to pass a magnet over
a tape to erase signals which are not need-
ed
blowblow /bləυ/ verb to program a PROM de-
vice with data. Also called burn (NOTE:
blew – blown)
Blue Book EthernetBlue Book Ethernet /
blu bυk
�iθənet/ noun a version of Ethernet de-
veloped by DEC, Intel and Xerox
blueprintblueprint /�blu�
prnt/ noun a copy of
an original set of specifications or design
in graphical form
blue-ribbon programblue-ribbon program /
blu �rbən

prəυ�r�m/ noun a perfect program that
runs first time, with no errors or bugs
BluetoothBluetooth /�blutuθ/ a trade name for a
short-range radio communications system
that is designed to provide a simple way
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for computer, Internet and input devices to
communicate (NOTE: For example, a
palm-top computer could transfer infor-
mation to a mobile phone using a Blue-
tooth link. The technology was devel-
oped by a group of computer and tele-
communications companies that
included Ericsson, IBM, Intel, Nokia and
Toshiba.)
blurblur /bl�/ noun an image in which the
edges or colours are not clear � verb to
make the edges or colours of an image
fuzzy � The image becomes blurred when
you turn the focus knob. (NOTE: blurring –
blurred)
BMPBMP /
bi em �pi/ noun a three-letter ex-
tension to a filename that indicates that the
file contains a bitmapped graphics image
� This paint package lets you import BMP
files. � GIF, JPEG, TIFF
bnbn abbr billion
BNC connectorBNC connector /
bi en �si kə�
nektə/
noun a cylindrical metal connector with a
copper core that is at the end of coaxial ca-
ble and is used to connect cables together
(NOTE: It attaches by pushing and twist-
ing the outer cylinder onto two locking
pins.)
BNC T-piece connectorBNC T-piece connector /
bi en 
si
�ti pis kə�
nektə/ noun a T-shaped metal
connector used to connect an adapter card
to the ends of two sections of RG-58 ‘thin’
coaxial cable, used in many Ethernet net-
work installations
BNFBNF /
bi en �ef/ noun a system of writ-
ing and expressing the syntax of a pro-
gramming language. Full form Backus-
Naur-Form
boardboard /bɔd/ noun a flat insulation mate-
rial on which electronic components are
mounted and connected
bodybody /�bɒdi/ noun 1. the main section of
text in a document 2. the main part of a
program
body typebody type /�bɒdi tap/ noun a default
font and point size that is used for the main
section of text in a document
bofbof, BOF abbr beginning of file
boilerplateboilerplate /�bɔləplet/ noun a final
document that has been put together using
standard sections of text held in a word-
processor
boilerplatingboilerplating /�bɔləpletŋ/ noun the
putting together of a final document out of
various standard sections of text
bold facebold face /�bəυld fes/ noun a thicker
and darker form of a typeface

bombbomb /bɒm/ noun a routine in a program
designed to crash the system or destroy
data at a particular time � verb (of soft-
ware) to fail (informal) � The program
bombed, and we lost all the data.
bookbook /bυk/ noun a multimedia title. � eb-
ook (NOTE: The name comes from the
fact that most multimedia titles are ar-
ranged as a series of different pages,
which together form a book.)
bookmarkbookmark /�bυkmɑk/ noun a code in-
serted at a particular point in a document
that allows the user to move straight to that
point at a later date
book palettebook palette /�bυk 
p�lət/ noun a set
of colours that is used in a particular mul-
timedia application (NOTE: Two different
applications could use different palettes,
and each must load its own palette other-
wise the colours will appear corrupted.)
Boolean algebraBoolean algebra /
buliən ��ld'brə/
noun a set of rules that define, simplify
and manipulate logical functions, based on
statements which are true or false. � AND,
NOT function, OR. Also called Boolean
logic
Boolean connectiveBoolean connective /
buliən kə�

�nektv/ noun a symbol or character in a
Boolean operation that describes the ac-
tion to be performed on the operands
Boolean data typeBoolean data type /
buliən �detə

tap/ noun same as Boolean variable
Boolean logicBoolean logic /
buliən �lɒd'k/ noun
same as Boolean algebra
Boolean operationBoolean operation /
buliən 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a logical operation on a
number of operands, conforming to
Boolean algebra rules
Boolean operation tableBoolean operation table /
buliən

ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n 
teb(ə)l/ noun a table
showing two binary words, or operands,
the operation and the result
Boolean operatorBoolean operator /
buliən
�ɒpəretə/ noun a logical operator such as
AND, NOT and OR
Boolean searchBoolean search /
buliən �s�tʃ/ noun
a search that uses the AND and OR func-
tions
Boolean valueBoolean value /
buliən �v�lju/ noun
each of two values, either true or false
Boolean variableBoolean variable /
buliən
�veəriəb(ə)l/ noun a binary word in which
each bit represents true or false, using the
digits 1 or 0. Also called Boolean data
type
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bootboot /but/ verb to execute a set of in-
structions automatically in order to reach a
required state
bootablebootable /�butəb(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to a storage device that holds the com-
mands to boot up a computer and load the
operating system (NOTE: The main hard
disk normally is a bootable device as is
the floppy disk drive A:.)
boot blockboot block /�but blɒk/ noun the first
track, track 0, on a boot disk of an IBM-
compatible floppy disk. Also called boot
record
boot diskboot disk /�but dsk/ noun a special
disk that contains a bootstrap program and
the operating system software � After you
switch on the computer, insert the boot
disk.
bootingbooting /�butŋ/ noun same as boot up
bootlegbootleg /�but�
le�/ noun an illegal copy
of recorded material
BOOTPBOOTP /
bi əυ əυ ti �pi/ noun an In-
ternet protocol used by a diskless worksta-
tion to find out its IP address, then load its
operating system from a central server.
Full form bootstrap protocol. � IP
(NOTE: This protocol allows a workstation
to start up and load all its software over
the network: a normal workstation would
load its operating system software stored
on an internal floppy or hard disk drive.)
boot partitionboot partition /but pɑ��tʃ(ə)n/ noun
a partition on a hard disk that contains the
bootstrap and operating system
boot recordboot record /�but 
rekɔd/ noun same
as boot block
boot sectorboot sector /but �sektə/ noun a part of
a disk that contains instructions that are
read by the computer when it is first
switched on or reset (NOTE: The instruc-
tions tell the computer how to load the
operating system from the disk.)
bootstrapbootstrap, bootstrap loader noun a
set of instructions that are executed by the
computer before a program is loaded, usu-
ally to load the operating system once the
computer is switched on. Compare loader
bootstrap memorybootstrap memory /�butstr�p

mem(ə)ri/ noun permanent memory
within a terminal or microcomputer, that
allows a user to customise the attributes,
booting the system and loading programs
bootstrap protocolbootstrap protocol /
butstr�p
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of BOOTP
boot upboot up /but ��p/ noun automatic exe-
cution of a set of instructions usually held

in ROM when a computer is switched on.
Also called booting
borderborder /�bɔdə/ noun 1. an area around
printed or displayed text 2. a thin bounda-
ry line around a button or field or a graphic
image
border styleborder style /�bɔdə 
stal/ noun an at-
tribute that determines the type of border
around a button or field, e.g. a single line,
a shadow or a double line
borrowborrow /�bɒrəυ/ noun an operation in
certain arithmetic processes such as sub-
traction from a smaller number
Bose-Chandhuri-Hocquenghem codeBose-Chandhuri-Hocquenghem
code noun full form of BCH code
botbot1 /bɒt/, BOT abbr beginning of tape
botbot2 /bɒt/ noun a robot utility program
that helps a user or another application
carry out a particular task – e.g. a search
bot will help a user search the Internet by
submitting the query to several engines at
once; a link bot will check that all the hy-
perlinks on a website are correct
BOT markerBOT marker /�bɒt 
mɑkə/ noun a sec-
tion of material that marks the start of the
recording area of magnetic tape
bottom up methodbottom up method /�prəυ�r�mŋ/,
bottom up programming noun a meth-
od in which low-level instructions are
combined to form a high-level instruction,
which can then be further combined
bouncebounce /baυns/ noun 1. a multiple key
contact caused by a faulty switch 2. an
electronic mail message that could not be
correctly delivered and is returned to the
sender
boundaryboundary /�baυnd(ə)ri/ noun a line or
marker that indicates the limits of some-
thing
boundary protectionboundary protection /
baυnd(ə)ri
prə��tekʃən/ noun a function designed to
prevent any program writing into a re-
served area of memory
boundary punctuationboundary punctuation /
baυnd(ə)ri

p�ŋktʃu��eʃ(ə)n/ noun punctuation that
marks the beginning or end of a file
boundary registerboundary register /
baυnd(ə)ri
�red'stə/ noun a register in a multi-user
system that contains the addresses for the
limits of one user’s memory allocation
bounding boxbounding box /�baυndŋ bɒks/ noun a
rectangle that determines the shape and
position of an image that has been placed
in a document or on screen
Boyce-Codd normal formBoyce-Codd normal form /
bɔs
kɒd �nɔməl 
fɔm/ noun � normal form.
Abbr BCNF
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bozo bitbozo bit /�bəυzəυ bt/ noun (in an Ap-
ple Macintosh system) an attribute bit that
prevents a file being copied or moved
BPIBPI, bpi noun the number of bits that can
be recorded per inch of recording medium.
Full form bits per inch
BPPBPP /
bi pi �pi/ noun the number of
bits assigned to store the colour of each
pixel. One bit provides black or white, four
bits give 16 colour combinations, eight
bits give 256 colour combinations. Full
form bits per pixel
bpsbps /
bi pi �es/ noun the number of bits
that can be transmitted per second � Their
transmission rate is 60,000 bits per second
(bps) through a parallel connection. Full
form bits per second
BpsBps /
bi pi �es/ noun the number of
bytes that can be transmitted per second.
Full form bytes per second
bps ratebps rate /
bi pi �es ret/ noun the rate
at which information is sent, equal to the
number of bits transmitted or received per
second
bps rate adjustbps rate adjust /
bi pi 
es ret ə�

�d'�st/ noun the ability of a modem to ad-
just the speed of its serial port automatical-
ly so as to match the communications
speed
BRABRA /
bi ɑ �e/ noun a basic ISDN serv-
ice that provides two data channels capa-
ble of carrying data at a rate of 64Kbps to-
gether with a signalling channel used to
carry control signals at 16Kbps. Full form
basic rate access
bracesbraces /�bresz/ plural noun curly
bracket characters ( {} ) used in some pro-
gramming languages to enclose a routine
bracketbracket /�br�kt/ noun a printing sign to
show that an instruction or operation is to
be processed separately � verb � to
bracket together to print brackets round
several items to show that they are treated
in the same way and separated from the
rest of the text
branchbranch /brɑntʃ/ noun 1. a possible path
or jump from one instruction to another 2.
a line linking one or more devices to the
main network � The faulty station is on
this branch. � verb to jump from one sec-
tion of a program to another, often using a
test or decision with two or more possible
results that lead to two different points in
the program

COMMENT: In BASIC, the instruction GOTO
makes the system jump to the line indicated;
this is an unconditional branch. The instruc-
tion IF…THEN is a conditional branch, be-

cause the jump will only take place if the con-
dition is met.

branch cablebranch cable /brɑntʃ �keb(ə)l/ noun
a cable that runs from a main cable to a
node
branch instructionbranch instruction /brɑntʃ n�

�str�kʃən/ noun a conditional program
instruction that provides the location of the
next instruction in the program, if a condi-
tion is met
branchpointbranchpoint /�brɑntʃpɔnt/ noun a
point in a program where a branch can take
place
branch tablebranch table /�brɑntʃ 
teb(ə)l/ noun
a table that defines where to jump to in a
program depending on the result of a test
breachbreach /britʃ/ noun a failure to carry
out the terms of an agreement � breach of
warranty the supplying of goods which
do not meet the standards of the warranty
applied to them
breadboardbreadboard /�bredbɔd/ noun a device
that allows prototype electronic circuits to
be constructed easily without permanent
connections or soldering
breakbreak /brek/ noun an action performed,
or a key pressed, to stop the execution of a
program
Break keyBreak key /�brek ki/ noun a special
key on an IBM-compatible keyboard that
halts the execution of a program when it is
pressed at the same time as the Control key
� I stopped the problem by pressing Ctrl-
Break.
breakout boxbreakout box /�brekaυt bɒks/ noun a
device that displays the status of lines
within an interface, cable or connector �
The serial interface doesn’t seem to be
working – use the breakout box to see
which signals are present.
breakpointbreakpoint /�brekpɔnt/ noun a sym-
bol inserted into a program which stops its
execution at that point to allow registers,
variables and memory locations to be ex-
amined (NOTE: Breakpoints are often
used when debugging a program.)
breakpoint haltbreakpoint halt /�brekpɔnt 
hɔlt/
noun same as breakpoint instruction
breakpoint instructionbreakpoint instruction /�brekpɔnt
n�
str�kʃən/ noun a halt command insert-
ed in a program to stop its execution tem-
porarily. This allows the programmer to
examine data and registers while debug-
ging a program.
breakpoint symbolbreakpoint symbol /�brekpɔnt

smb(ə)l/ noun a special character used
to provide a breakpoint in a debugging
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program. The program allows breakpoint
symbols to be inserted, then executes the
program until it reaches one, then halts.
breakupbreakup /�brek�p/ noun (in video) loss
or distortion of a signal
B registerB register /bi �red'stə/ noun 1. an ad-
dress register that is added to a reference
address to provide the location to be ac-
cessed 2. a register used to extend the ac-
cumulator in multiplication and division
operations
BRIBRI /
bi ɑ �a/ noun one part of the
ISDN service that provides two data trans-
fer channels, also called bearer channels,
that can transmit data at 64Kbit/second
and one control channel that can transfer
extra control information at 16Kbit/sec-
ond. Full form basic rate interface
bricks-and-mortarbricks-and-mortar /
brks ən �mɔtə/
adjective referring to businesses that oper-
ate using buildings such as shops and
warehouses, as opposed to operating only
or mainly via the Internet. Compare
clicks-and-mortar
bridgebridge /brd'/ verb to use bridgeware to
help transfer programs and data files to an-
other system (NOTE: A bridging product is
available for companies with both gener-
ations of machines.) � noun 1. a device
that connects two networks together and
allow information to flow between them. �
router, brouter (NOTE: Bridges function
at the data link layer of the OSI network
model.) 2. a process of ensuring that piec-
es of computer equipment match, so that
power losses between them are kept to a
minimum 3. hardware or software that al-
lows parts of an old system to be used on a
new system

‘Lotus Development and IMRS are jointly develop-
ing a bridge linking their respective spreadsheet and
client server reporting tools. It will allow users of
IMRS’ Hyperion reporting tool to manipulate live
data from Lotus Improv.’ [Computing]

bridgewarebridgeware /�brd'weə/ noun hard-
ware or software used to make the transfer
from one computer system to another eas-
ier, by changing e.g. file format and trans-
lation
bridgingbridging /�brd'ŋ/ noun the use of
bridgeware to help transfer programs and
data files to another system

COMMENT: A bridge connects two similar net-
works: a gateway connects two different net-
works. To connect two Ethernet networks, use
a bridge.

bridging productbridging product /�brd'ŋ 
prɒd�kt/
noun same as bridge

Briefcase utilityBriefcase utility /�brifkes ju�
tlti/
noun (in Windows) a special utility that al-
lows you to keep files stored on a laptop
and a desktop PC up to date
brightnessbrightness /�bratnəs/ noun the inten-
sity of the light emitted by an image on a
screen � A control knob allows you to ad-
just brightness and contrast.
brightness rangebrightness range /�bratnəs rend'/
noun the variation in the intensity of the
light emitted by something
brilliantbrilliant /�brljənt/ adjective (of light or
colour) very bright and shining
bring upbring up /
brŋ ��p/ verb to start a com-
puter system
British Approvals Board for TelecommunicationsBritish Approvals Board for Tele-
communications /
brtʃ ə�
pruvəlz
bɔd fɔ 
telikəmkjun��keʃ(ə)nz/ noun
full form of BABT
British Standards InstituteBritish Standards Institute /
brtʃ
�st�ndədz 
nsttjut/ noun full form of
BSI (UK)
broadbandbroadband /�brɔdb�nd/ noun (in local
area networks or communications) a
transmission method that combines sever-
al channels of data onto a carrier signal
and can carry the data over long distances.
Compare baseband. Also called wide-
band

COMMENT: The three most popular broadband
communication devices are ISDN, cable mo-
dems and ADSL, which is part of the wider
DSL standard. Each country has different
prevalent standards and pricing models. For
example, ISDN provides a digital link that can
transfer data at the rate of 64Kbps; it dials an
access number and provides a link when re-
quired. ADSL, in contrast, provides a direct
connection that appears to be ‘always on’ us-
ing a network adapter to link the computer to
the Internet provider. ADSL normally supports
a transfer speed of up to 2Mbps.

broadband communication devicebroadband communication de-
vice /
brɔdb�nd kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)n
d�
vas/ noun a communication channel
and device that allow a computer to con-
nect to the Internet at a very high speed,
often several thousand times faster than a
dial-up modem connected to a telephone
line
broadband ISDNbroadband ISDN /
brɔdb�nd 
a es
di �en/ noun a high-speed data transfer
service that allows data and voice to be
transmitted over a wide area network.
Abbr B-ISDN
broadcastbroadcast /�brɔdkɑst/ noun (in a net-
work) a message or data sent to a group of
users � verb to distribute information over
a wide area or to a large audience � He
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broadcast the latest news over the WAN.
(NOTE: broadcasts – broadcasting –
broadcast)
broadcast messagebroadcast message /
brɔdkɑst
�mesd'/ noun a message sent to everyone
on a network � Five minutes before we
shut down the LAN, we send a broadcast
message to all users.
broadcast networkbroadcast network /
brɔdkɑst
�netw�k/ noun a network for sending
data to a number of receivers
broadcast qualitybroadcast quality /
brɔdkɑst
�kwɒlti/ noun a quality of video image or
signal that is the same as that used by pro-
fessional television stations � We can use
your multimedia presentation as the ad-
vert on TV if it’s of broadcast quality.
brochure sitebrochure site /�brəυʃə sat/ noun a
simple, often one-page, website that ad-
vertises a company’s products and gives its
contact details
brouterbrouter /�brutə/ noun a device that
combines the functions of a router and
bridge to connect networks together � The
brouter provides dynamic routing and can
bridge two local area networks. � bridge,
router
brown-outbrown-out /�braυn aυt/ noun a power
failure caused by a low voltage level rather
than no voltage level
browsebrowse /braυz/ verb 1. to view data in a
database or online system 2. to search
through and access database material
without permission
browserbrowser /�braυzə/ noun a software pro-
gram that is used to navigate through web-
pages stored on the Internet. A browser
program asks the Internet server to send it
a page of information, stores, decodes and
displays the page, and will jump to other
pages if you click on hyperlinks. � HTML,
NetScape, IE

COMMENT: A browser program asks the Inter-
net server (called the HTTP server) to send it
a page of information; this page is stored in
the HTML layout language that is decoded by
the browser and displayed on screen. The
browser displays any hotspots and will jump
to another page if the user clicks on a hyper-
link.

browsingbrowsing /�braυzŋ/ noun the activity
of moving through sites on the Internet, a
list of files or a multimedia title in no par-
ticular order. You control which page you
move to next and what you view.
brushbrush /br�ʃ/ noun a tool in paint pack-
age software that draws pixels on screen �
The paint package lets you vary the width

of the brush (in pixels) and the colour it
produces.
brush stylebrush style /�br�ʃ stal/ noun the width
and shape of the brush tool in a paint pack-
age � To fill in a big area, I select a wide,
square brush style.
brute force methodbrute force method /
brut fɔs
�meθəd/ noun a problem-solving method
which depends on computer power rather
than elegant programming techniques
BSBS abbr backspace
BSAMBSAM abbr basic sequential access
method
BSCBSC /
bi es �si/ noun an old standard
for medium/high speed data communica-
tion links. Full form binary synchro-
nous communications
BSIBSI /
bi es �a/ noun an organisation that
monitors design and safety standards in
the UK. Full form British Standards In-
stitute
BTAMBTAM /
bi ti e �em/ noun a method of
providing access for read or write opera-
tions to a remote device. Full form basic
telecommunications access method
btreebtree /�bi tri/ noun same as binary tree
bubble-helpbubble-help /�b�b(ə)l help/ noun a sin-
gle line that appears on screen to describe
what you are pointing at
bubble jet printerbubble jet printer /
b�b(ə)l d'et
�prntə/ noun � ink-jet printer
bubble memorybubble memory /
b�b(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/
noun a method of storing binary data using
the magnetic properties of certain materi-
als, allowing very large amounts of data to
be stored in primary memory
bubble memory cassettebubble memory cassette /
b�b(ə)l
�mem(ə)ri kə�
set/ noun a bubble memory
device on a removable cartridge similar to
an audio cassette that can be inserted into
a controller card to provide removable
memory
bubble sortbubble sort /�b�b(ə)l sɔt/ noun a sort-
ing method which repeatedly exchanges
various pairs of data items until they are in
order
bucketbucket /�b�kt/ noun a storage area con-
taining data for an application
bufferbuffer /�b�fə/ noun 1. a circuit that iso-
lates and protects a system from damaging
inputs from driven circuits or peripherals.
� driver 2. a temporary storage area for
data waiting to be processed � verb to use
a temporary storage area to hold data until
the processor or device is ready to deal
with it
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COMMENT: Buffers allow two parts of a compu-
ter system to work at different speeds, e.g. a
high-speed central processing unit and a
slower line printer.

buffered input/outputbuffered input/output /
b�fəd 
npυt
�aυtpυt/ noun the use of a temporary stor-
age area on input or output ports to allow
slow peripherals to operate with a fast
CPU
buffered memorybuffered memory /
b�fəd �mem(ə)ri/
noun a type of memory that allows in-
structions or data to be entered before the
processor has finished processing the ones
it is currently dealing with
bufferingbuffering /�b�fərŋ/ noun using buffers
to provide a link between slow and fast de-
vices
buffer lengthbuffer length /�b�fə leŋθ/ noun the
number of data item that can be stored in a
buffer while waiting for the processor to
attend to them
buffer registerbuffer register /
b�fə �red'stə/ noun
temporary storage for data read from or
being written to main memory
buffer sizebuffer size /�b�fə saz/ noun the total
number of characters that can be held in a
buffer
bugbug /b��/ noun an error in a computer
program which makes it run incorrectly
(informal)
buggybuggy /�b��i/ noun a small computer-
controlled vehicle (NOTE: The plural is
buggies.)
bug patchbug patch /�b�� p�tʃ/ noun 1. a tempo-
rary correction made to a program 2. a
small correction made to software by a
user on the instructions of the software
publisher
buildbuild /bld/ noun a particular version of a
program � This is the latest build of the
new software.
building blockbuilding block /�bldŋ blɒk/ noun a
self-contained unit that can be joined to
others to form a system
built-inbuilt-in /�blt n/ adjective already in-
cluded in a system � The built-in adapter
card makes it fully IBM compatible. Oppo-
site add-on
built-in checkbuilt-in check /
blt n �tʃek/ noun an
error detection and validation check car-
ried out automatically on received data
built-in fontbuilt-in font /
blt n �fɒnt/ noun a font
stored permanently within a peripheral,
normally a printer
built-in functionbuilt-in function /
blt n �f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/
noun a special function already imple-
mented in a program

built-in messagebuilt-in message /
blt n �mesd'/
noun a message generated by a system or
authoring language in response to an ac-
tion such as a mouse click
bulk erasebulk erase /b�lk ��rez/ verb to erase a
complete disk in one action
bulk storage mediumbulk storage medium /
b�lk
�stɔrd' 
midiəm/ noun a medium that
is able to store large amounts of data in a
convenient size and form
bulk update terminalbulk update terminal /
b�lk ��pdet

t�mn(ə)l/ noun a device used by an in-
formation provider to prepare videotext
pages off-line, then transmit them rapidly
to the main computer
bulletbullet /�bυlt/ noun a symbol, often a
filled circle � or square �, placed in front
of a line of text and used to draw attention
to a particular line in a list

‘For a bullet chart use four to six bullet points and no
more than six to eight words each’ [Computing]

bulletedbulleted adjective marked with a bullet
in front of the line of text � a bulleted list
bulletin boardbulletin board /�bυltn bɔd/, bulletin
board system noun an online forum used
to exchange e-mails, chat and access soft-
ware. Abbr BBS
bundlebundle /�b�nd(ə)l/ noun 1. a number of
optic fibres gathered together 2. a package
containing a computer together with soft-
ware or accessories offered at a special
price � The bundle now includes a PC
with CD-rewriter, digital camera and
scanner for just £599. � verb to market at
a special price a package that contains a
computer together with a range of soft-
ware or accessories
bundled softwarebundled software /
b�nd(ə)ld
�sɒftweə/ noun software included in the
price of a computer system
bureaubureau /�bjυərəυ/ noun an office that
specialises in keyboarding data or process-
ing batches of data for other small compa-
nies � The company offers a number of bu-
reau services, such as printing and data
collection.

‘IMC has a colour output bureau that puts images
onto the uncommon CD-ROM XA format.’ [Com-
puting]

burnburn /b�n/ verb 1. same as blow 2. to
copy data onto a CD-ROM or DVD-ROM
burned-in time codeburned-in time code /
b�nd n �tam

kəυd/ noun time code information in-
cluded in the video signal as an image that
is visible on any TV or monitor. Abbr
BITC
burnerburner /�b�nə/ noun a device which
burns in programs onto PROM chips
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burn inburn in /b�n �n/ verb 1. to mark a tele-
vision or monitor screen after displaying a
high-brightness image for too long 2. to
write data into a PROM chip
burn-inburn-in /�b�n n/ noun a heat test for
electronic components
burn outburn out /
b�n �aυt/ noun excess heat
or incorrect use that causes an electronic
circuit or device to fail
burstburst /b�st/ noun a short isolated se-
quence of transmitted signals
bursterburster /�b�stə/ noun a machine used to
separate the sheets of continuous fanfold
paper
burst modeburst mode /�b�st məυd/ noun data
transmission using intermittent bursts of
data
burstybursty /�b�sti/ adjective transmitted in
short uneven bursts, rather than a smooth
continuous stream
busbus /b�s/ noun 1. a communication link
consisting of a set of leads or wires which
connects different parts of a computer
hardware system, and over which data is
transmitted and received by various cir-
cuits in the system. Also called highway
2. a central source of information that sup-
plies several devices
bus address linesbus address lines /
b�s ə��dres 
lanz/
plural noun wires, each of which carries
one bit of an address word
bus arbitrationbus arbitration /b�s 
ɑb��treʃ(ə)n/
noun the protocol and control of transmis-
sion over a bus that ensures fair usage by
several users

‘The slot controller detects when a new board is in-
serted, it activates power up and assigns a bus arbi-
tration and card slot ID to the board.’ [Computing]

bus barbus bar /�b�s bɑ/ noun an electrical
conductor or group of electrical conduc-
tors used as a connector in a circuit, espe-
cially as a bus in a computer system
bus boardbus board /�b�s bɔd/ noun a PCB con-
taining conducting paths for all the com-
puter signals for the address, data and con-
trol buses
bus clockbus clock /�b�s klɒk/ noun the speed at
which data is transferred along the main
bus in a computer (NOTE: This is not al-
ways the same speed as the processor
speed.)
bus clock speedbus clock speed /
b�s klɒk �spid/
noun the frequency of the clock that gov-
erns the main bus in a computer
bus control linesbus control lines /
b�s kən��trəυl

lanz/ plural noun wires, each of which
carries one bit of a control word

bus data linesbus data lines /
b�s �detə 
lanz/ plu-
ral noun wires, each of which carries one
bit of a data word
bus driverbus driver /b�s �dravə/ noun high
power transistors or an amplifier that can
provide enough power to transmit signals
to a number of devices
bus extenderbus extender /
b�s iks��tendə/, bus
extension card /b�s k��stenʃən kɑd/
noun 1. device that extends an 8-bit bus to
accommodate 16-bit add-in cards 2. spe-
cial board (used by repair engineers) that
moves an add-in board up to a position that
is easier to work on
business computerbusiness computer /�bzns kəm�


pjutə/ noun a powerful small computer
which is programmed for special business
tasks
business packagebusiness package /�bzns 
p�kd'/
noun same as business system
business systembusiness system /�bzns 
sstəm/
noun a set of programs adapted for busi-
ness use, comprising e.g. payroll, invoic-
ing and customers file
bus masterbus master /b�s �mɑstə/ noun a de-
vice that controls the bus whilst transmit-
ting (NOTE: Bus master status can move
between sending stations.)
bus master adapterbus master adapter /
b�s 
mɑstə ə�

�d�ptə/ noun an adapter card that fits in a
EISA or MCA expansion slot in a PC, and
that can take control of the main bus and
transfer data to the computer’s main mem-
ory independently of the main processor �
The bus master network adapter provides
much faster data throughput than the old
adapter.
bus networkbus network /b�s �netw�k/ noun a
network of computers where the machines
are connected to a central bus unit which
transmits the messages it receives
bus slavebus slave /�b�s slev/ noun a data sink
that receives data from a bus master
bus structurebus structure /b�s �str�ktʃə/ noun the
way in which buses are organised, i.e.
whether serial, parallel or bidirectional
bus topologybus topology /
b�s tə��pɒləd'i/ noun a
network topology in which all devices are
connected to a single cable which has ter-
minators at each end � Ethernet is a net-
work that uses the bus topology.
bus unitbus unit /b�s �junt/ noun (within a
microprocessor) the place where instruc-
tions flow between the main memory and
the processor
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busybusy /�bzi/ adjective (of a signal) indi-
cating that a device is not ready to receive
data
buttonbutton /�b�t(ə)n/ noun 1. a switch on a
mouse or joystick that carries out an action
� Use the mouse to move the cursor to the
icon and start the application by pressing
the mouse button. 2. a square shape dis-
played that will carry out a particular ac-
tion if selected with a pointer or keyboard
� There are two buttons at the bottom of
the status window, select the left button to
cancel the operation or the right to contin-
ue.
button barbutton bar /�b�t(ə)n bɑ/ noun a line of
small buttons along the top of the screen,
just below the menu bar, in many applica-
tions such as Microsoft Word, Works and
Excel. Each button on the bar contains an
icon that helps describe its function and is
equipped with bubble-help.
BYAMBYAM abbr between you and me
BYKTBYKT abbr but you know/knew that
bypassbypass /�ba�
pɑs/ noun an alternative
route around a component or device, usu-
ally a faulty one, so that it is not used �
There is an automatic bypass around any
faulty equipment.
bytebyte /bat/ noun a group of usually eight
bits or binary digits that a computer oper-
ates on as a single unit
byte addressbyte address /�bat ə�
dres/ plural noun
the location of data bytes in memory

bytecodebytecode /�batkəυd/ noun a form of
Java instructions that can be executed in a
Java Virtual Machine. When a program-
mer develops a program written in Java,
the Java compiler converts the instructions
into a bytecode form that can then be run
on any computer that supports the Virtual
Machine software. � Java, virtual ma-
chine
byte machinebyte machine /bat mə��ʃin/ noun a
variable word length computer
byte manipulationbyte manipulation /bat mə�
npjυ�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of moving, ed-
iting and changing the contents of a byte
byte modebyte mode /�bat məυd/ noun a way of
transmitting data one byte at a time
byte-orientated protocolbyte-orientated protocol /
bat

ɔriəntetd �prəυtəkɒl/ noun a commu-
nications protocol that transmits data as
characters rather than as a bit-stream
byte serial modebyte serial mode /
bat �səriəl

məυd/ noun same as byte serial trans-
mission
byte serial transmissionbyte serial transmission /
bat

səriəl tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun the trans-
mission of bytes of data sequentially, dur-
ing which individual bits can be sent in a
serial or parallel way
bytes-per-inchbytes-per-inch /batz pə/ noun a
measure of the data storage capacity of
magnetic tape
bytes per secondbytes per second /
bats p�
�sekənd/ noun full form of Bps
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CC1 symbol the hexadecimal number
equivalent to decimal 12
CC2 noun a high level programming lan-
guage developed mainly for writing struc-
tured systems programs (NOTE: The C lan-
guage was originally developed for and
with the UNIX operating system.)
C++C++ /
si pl�s �pl�s/ noun a high-level
programming language based on its prede-
cessor, C, but providing object-oriented
programming functions
CACA abbr certificate authority
CAATCAAT abbr certificate authority adminis-
tration tool
cablecable /�keb(ə)l/ noun a flexible con-
ducting electrical or optical link � The ca-
ble has the wrong connector for this print-
er.
cable connectorcable connector /
keb(ə)l kə��nektə/
noun a connector at either end of a cable
cable matchercable matcher /�keb(ə)l 
m�tʃə/
noun an impedance matching device that
allows non-standard cable to be used with
a particular device
cable modemcable modem /
keb(ə)l �məυdem/
noun a device that links a computer to the
Internet via an existing cable television
line. This system provides high speed ac-
cess to the Internet by sharing the coaxial
cable that is used to distribute cable televi-
sion signals.
cable plantcable plant /�keb(ə)l plɑnt/ noun all
the cables, connectors and patch panels
within a building or office
cable testercable tester /
keb(ə)l �testə/ noun test
equipment used to find breaks or faults or
cracks in cabling
cablingcabling /�keblŋ/ noun cable as a mate-
rial � Using high-quality cabling will al-
low the user to achieve very high data
transfer rates.

‘It has won a £500,000 contract to supply a struc-
tured voice and data cabling system to the bank and
its stockbrocking subsidiary.’ [Computing]

cabling diagramcabling diagram /�keb(ə)lŋ

daə�r�m/ noun a drawing showing
where the main cable runs through an of-
fice, and where the connection points to it
are
cachecache /k�ʃ/ noun a section of memory
used to store a temporary copy of selected
data for faster access. Also called cache
memory � verb to file or store in a cache
� This CPU caches instructions so im-
proves performance by 15 percent.
cache controllercache controller /k�ʃ kən��trəυlə/
noun a set of logic circuits that determines
when to store data in the high-speed cache
memory, when to access data in the cache
and when to access data stored in the slow-
er storage device
cache hitcache hit /�k�ʃ ht/ noun data retrieved
from cache memory rather than from the
storage device
cache memorycache memory /�k�ʃ 
mem(ə)ri/ noun
same as cache
CADCAD /k�d/ noun the use of a computer
and graphics terminal to help a designer in
his work � All our engineers design on
CAD workstations. Full form computer-
aided design, computer-assisted de-
sign

‘John Smith of CAD supplier CAD/CAM Limited
has moved into sales with responsibilities for the
North of England. He was previously a technical
support specialist.’ [Computing]

CAD/CAMCAD/CAM noun interaction between
computers used for designing and those
for manufacturing a product
caddycaddy /�k�di/ noun � CD caddy
CAECAE /
si e �i/ noun the use of a compu-
ter to help an engineer solve problems or
calculate design or product specifications.
Full form computer-aided engineering,
computer-assisted engineering
CAICAI /
si e �a/ noun the use of a compu-
ter to assist in teaching a subject. Full form
computer-aided instruction, compu-
ter-assisted instruction
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CALCAL /
si e �el/ noun the use of a compu-
ter to assist pupils to learn a subject. Full
form computer-aided learning, com-
puter-assisted learning
calculated fieldcalculated field /�k�lkjυ�
letd fil*d/
noun a field within a database record that
contains the results of calculations per-
formed on other fields
CalculatorCalculator /�k�lkjυ�
letə/ a software
utility that is supplied with Windows,
works just like a normal calculator and is
started by double-clicking on the Calcula-
tor icon in the Accessories group
calendar programcalendar program /
k�lndə
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a software diary utility
that allows a user to enter and keep track of
appointments
calibratecalibrate /�k�lbret/ verb to adjust a
monitor or joystick so that it is responding
correctly and accurately to the signals or
movements
calibrationcalibration /
k�lə��breʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of comparing the signal from an
input with a known scale to provide a
standardised reading
callcall /kɔl/ verb to transfer control from a
main program to a separate program or
routine
call accepted signalcall accepted signal /kɔl ək��septd/,
call accept signal /kɔl ək��sept/ noun a
signal sent by a device showing that it is
willing to accept a caller’s data
callbackcallback /�kɔlb�k/ noun a security sys-
tem that is used to reduce the risk of any
unauthorised user connecting to your com-
puter if you have installed dial-in network-
ing . With callback, you use your commu-
nications software and modem to dial the
remote computer and enter your name and
password. The remote computer then
hangs up the telephone line and calls you
back on a preset telephone number.
call back modemcall back modem /�kɔl b�k

məυdem/ noun a modem that, on an-
swering a call, immediately hangs up and
calls the user back to establish a connec-
tion. It is used to provide better security
than a normal dial-up modem.
call control signalcall control signal /�kɔl kən�
trəυl

s�n(ə)l/ noun the signal necessary to es-
tablish and end a call
call discriminationcall discrimination /kɔl d�
skrm�

�neʃ(ə)n/ noun a feature of a modem that
allows it to check if an incoming telephone
call is from a fax machine, another compu-
ter with a modem or from a person

call durationcall duration /kɔl djυ��reʃ(ə)n/ noun
the length of time spent between starting
and ending a call � Call duration depends
on the complexity of the transaction.
called partycalled party /kɔld �pɑti/ noun the per-
son or station to which a call is made
callercaller /�kɔlə/ noun a person who tele-
phones or requests a call
call handlercall handler /kɔl �h�ndlə/ noun �
handler
callingcalling /�kɔlŋ/ noun a signal to request
attention, sent from a terminal or device to
the main computer
calling sequencecalling sequence /
kɔlŋ �sikwəns/
noun a series of program commands re-
quired to direct execution to or back from
a subroutine
call instructioncall instruction /kɔl n��str�kʃən/
noun a programming instruction that di-
rects control to a routine (NOTE: Before the
call, the program counter contents are
saved to show the return instruction
where to return to in the main program,
and control is passed back once the rou-
tine has finished.)
call loggercall logger /kɔl �lɒ�ə/ noun a device
which keeps a record of telephone calls
call schedulingcall scheduling /�kɔl 
ʃedjulŋ/
noun (in a fax server) the process of ar-
ranging calls so that long-distance calls are
made at off-peak times
call upcall up /
kɔl ��p/ verb to ask for infor-
mation from a backing store to be dis-
played � All the customers addresses were
called up.
CAMCAM /
si e �em/ noun the use of a com-
puter to control machinery or assist in a
manufacturing process. Full form compu-
ter-aided manufacture, computer-as-
sisted manufacturing � abbr content
addressable memory
Cambridge ringCambridge ring /
kembrid' �rŋ/
noun a local area networking standard
used for connecting several devices and
computers together in a ring with simple
cable links
campus environmentcampus environment /
k�mpəs n�

�varənmənt/ noun a large area or loca-
tion that has lots of users connected by
several networks, such as a university or
hospital
campus networkcampus network /
k�mpəs
�netw�k/ noun a network that connects
together the smaller local area networks in
each department within a building or uni-
versity site
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cancelcancel /�k�nsəl/ verb to stop a process
or instruction before it has been fully exe-
cuted
cancelbotcancelbot /�k�ns(ə)lbɒt/ noun a com-
puter program that cancels unwanted arti-
cles sent to an Internet newsgroup by a
particular user
cancel charactercancel character /
k�ns(ə)l
�k�rktə/ noun a control code used to in-
dicate that the last data transmitted was in-
correct
cancellationcancellation /
k�nsə��leʃ(ə)n/ noun
the action of stopping a process which has
been started
canonical schemacanonical schema /kə�
nɒnkl
�skimə/ noun a model of a database that
is independent of hardware or software
available
capability listcapability list /
kepə��bləti lst/ noun
a list of operations that can be carried out
capacitancecapacitance /k���p�stəns/ noun the
ability of a component to store electrical
charge
capacitativecapacitative /kə��p�stətv/, capaciti-
tive adjective that has capacitance
capacitorcapacitor /kə��p�stə/ noun an elec-
tronic component that can store charge
capacitor storagecapacitor storage /kə�
p�stə
�stɔrd'/ noun a device that uses the ca-
pacitative properties of a material to store
data
capacitycapacity /kə��p�sti/ noun the amount
of storage space available in a system or on
a disk
capitalisationcapitalisation /
k�pt(ə)la��zeʃ(ə)n/,
capitalization noun function of a word-
processor to convert a line or block of text
into capitals
capitalscapitals /�k�pt(ə)lz/, caps plural noun
letters in their large form, A,B,C,D, etc., as
opposed to lower-case letters, a,b,c,d, etc.
� The word BASIC is always written in
caps.
caps lockcaps lock /�k�ps lɒk/ noun a key on a
keyboard that allows all characters to be
entered as capitals � The LED lights up
when caps lock is pressed.
capstancapstan /�k�pstən/ noun a spindle of a
tape player or tape backup unit that keeps
the tape pressed against the magnetic
read/write head or pinch roller
captioncaption /�k�pʃən/ noun a descriptive
text that appears at the top of a window, in
white text on a blue background
caption generatorcaption generator /�k�pʃən

d'enəretə/ noun a computer or elec-

tronic device that allows a user to add titles
or captions to a video sequence
capturecapture /�k�ptʃə/ verb 1. to take data
into a computer system � The software al-
lows captured images to be edited. � cap-
ture a printer port to redirect data intend-
ed for a local printer port over a network to
a shared printer � capture a screen to
store the image that is currently displayed
on the screen in a file � In Windows, you
can capture the current screen as a graph-
ics image by pressing the PrintScreen key
on the keyboard. 2. (in a Token-Ring net-
work) to remove a token from the network
in order to transmit data across the net-
work
carbon copycarbon copy /
kɑbən �kɒpi/ noun full
form of cc
carbon ribboncarbon ribbon /
kɑbən �rbən/ noun a
thin plastic ribbon, coated with black ink,
used in printers. Compare fibre ribbon
cardcard /kɑd/ noun a sheet of insulating
material on which electronic components
can be mounted

‘A smart card carries an encryption chip, which cod-
ifies your ID and password prior to their being trans-
mitted across a network.’ [Computing]

CardBusCardBus /�kɑdb�s/ a high-speed, up to
33MHz, version of the original PCMCIA
PC Card standard that allows 32-bits of
data to be transferred in one operation
compared to the 16-bit capability of the
original PC Card standard
card cagecard cage /�kɑd ked'/ noun a metal
supporting frame for circuit boards
card chassiscard chassis /kɑd �ʃ�si/ noun same
as card frame
card edge connectorcard edge connector /
kɑd ed' kə�

�nektə/ noun a series of metal tracks end-
ing at the edge and on the surface of a cir-
cuit board, allowing it to be plugged into
an edge connector to provide an electrical
path for data transmission
card extendercard extender /�kɑd ik�
stendə/ noun
a card containing only conducting tracks,
inserted between a motherboard connector
and an expansion board, allowing the ex-
pansion board to be worked on and exam-
ined easily, outside the card cage
card framecard frame /�kɑd frem/ noun a frame
containing a motherboard into which
printed circuit boards can be plugged to
provide a flexible system
cardinal numbercardinal number /
kɑdn(ə)l
�n�mbə/ noun a positive whole number �
13, 19 and 27 are cardinal numbers, –2.3
and 7.45 are not.
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cardioid microphonecardioid microphone /
kɑdiɔd
�makrəfəυn/ noun a highly sensitive mi-
crophone that is used to pick up sound in a
specific area, not used for general noise re-
cording
cardioid responsecardioid response /
kɑdiɔd r�

�spɒns/ noun the heart-shaped response
curve of an antenna or microphone when a
signal source is moved around it
card readercard reader /kɑd �ridə/ noun a device
which reads data from the magnetic strip
on the back of a identity or credit card
caretcaret /�k�rət/ noun symbol ‘^’ that is of-
ten used to mean the Control key
carpal tunnel syndromecarpal tunnel syndrome /
kɑp(ə)l
�t�n(ə)l 
sndrəυm/ noun same as repet-
itive strain injury
carriagecarriage /�k�rd'/ noun the mechanical
section of a printer that correctly feeds or
moves the paper that is being printed
carriage controlcarriage control /�k�rd' kən�
trəυl/
noun a set of codes that control the move-
ments of a printer carriage � Carriage
control codes can be used to move the pa-
per forward two lines between each line of
text.
carriage returncarriage return /
k�rd' r��t�n/ noun
a code or key to indicate the end of an in-
put line and to move the cursor to the start
of the next line. Abbr CR
carriage return keycarriage return key /
k�rd' r��t�n

ki/ noun a key that moves a cursor or
printhead to the beginning of the next line
on screen or in printing
carriercarrier /�k�riə/ noun a continuous high-
frequency waveform that can be modulat-
ed by a signal
carrier detectcarrier detect /
k�riə d��tekt/ noun a
signal generated by a modem to inform the
local computer that it has detected a carrier
from a remote modem. Abbr CD
carrier frequencycarrier frequency /
k�riə
�frikwənsi/ noun the frequency of the
carrier signal before it is modulated
carrier sense multiple access-collision avoidancecarrier sense multiple access-col-
lision avoidance /
k�riə sens

m�ltip(ə)l 
�kses kə��l'(ə)n ə�
vɔdəns/
noun full form of CSMA-CA
carrier sense multiple access-collision detectioncarrier sense multiple access-col-
lision detection /
k�riə sens

m�ltip(ə)l 
�kses kə��l'(ə)n d�


tekʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of CSMA-CD
carrier signalcarrier signal /
k�riə �s�n(ə)l/ noun a
continuous high-frequency waveform that
can be modulated by a signal � He’s not
using a modem – there’s no carrier signal
on the line.

carrier signallingcarrier signalling /�k�riə 
s�nəlŋ/
noun a simple form of data transmission in
which a carrier signal is switched on and
off according to binary data
carrier systemcarrier system /
k�riə �sstəm/ noun
a method of transmitting several different
signals on one channel by using different
carrier frequencies
carrier wavecarrier wave /�k�riə wev/ noun a
waveform used as a carrier
carrycarry /�k�ri/ noun an extra digit due to
an addition result being greater than the
number base used � When 5 and 7 are
added, there is an answer of 2 and a carry
which is put in the next column, giving 12.
carry bitcarry bit /�k�ri bt/ noun an indicator
that a carry has occurred
carry complete signalcarry complete signal /
k�ri kəm�

�plit 
s�n(ə)l/ noun a signal from an
adder circuit indicating that all carry oper-
ations have been completed
carry flagcarry flag /�k�ri fl��/ noun same as
carry bit
carry look aheadcarry look ahead /
k�ri lυk ə��hed/
noun a high-speed adder that can predict if
a carry will be generated by a sum and add
it in, removing the delay found in an adder
with ripple-through carry
carry timecarry time /�k�ri tam/ noun the period
of time taken to transfer a carry digit to the
next higher digit position
cartesian coordinatescartesian coordinates /kɑ�
tiziən
kəυ��ɔdnəts/ plural noun a positional
system that uses two axes at right angles
and represents a point within these axes by
means of two numbers that give the point’s
position on each axis. Compare axis, po-
lar coordinates
cartesian structurecartesian structure /kɑ�
tiziən
�str�ktʃə/ noun a data structure whose
size is fixed and the elements are in a line-
ar order
cartridgecartridge /�kɑtrd'/ noun a removable
cassette, containing a disk or tape or pro-
gram or data, usually stored in ROM
cartridge drivecartridge drive /�kɑtrd' drav/ noun
a drive which uses a disk or tape in a car-
tridge
cartridge fontscartridge fonts /�kɑtrd' fɒntz/ plu-
ral noun fonts contained in a ROM car-
tridge which can be plugged into a printer,
providing a choice of new typefaces
cartridge ribboncartridge ribbon /
kɑtrd' �rbən/
noun a printer ribbon in a closed cartridge
CASCAS /
si e �es/ noun a standard devel-
oped by Intel and DCA to allow communi-
cation software to control a fax modems.
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Full form communicating applications
specification
cascade carrycascade carry /k��
sked �k�ri/ noun
a carry generated in an adder from an input
carry signal
cascade connectioncascade connection /k��
sked kə�

�nekʃ(ə)n/ noun a number of devices or
circuits arranged in series, the output of
one driving the input of the next
cascade controlcascade control /k��
sked kən��trəυl/
noun a set of several control units, each
controlling the next
cascaded starcascaded star /k���skedd stɑ/ noun
a setup in which the nodes in a star topol-
ogy network are connected to more than
one hub to provide a backup in case of a
problem
cascading menucascading menu /k��
skedŋ
�menju/ noun a secondary menu that is
displayed to the side of the main pull-
down menu
cascading style sheetcascading style sheet /k��
skedŋ
�stal 
ʃit/ noun a method of describing
the font, spacing and colour of text within
a webpage and storing this information in
a style sheet that can be applied to any text
within the page. Abbr CSS
cascading windowscascading windows /k��
skedŋ
�wndəυz/ plural noun (in a GUI) multiple
windows that are displayed overlapping so
that only the title bar at the top of each
window is showing
casecase /kes/ noun 1. � upper case capital
letters � He corrected the word ‘coMpu-
ter’, replacing the upper case M with a
lower case letter. 2. a programming com-
mand that jumps to various points in a pro-
gram depending on the result of a test
case branchcase branch /�kes brɑntʃ/ noun a
branch to a part of a program that is de-
pendent upon the result of a test
case changecase change /�kes tʃend'/ noun a
key used to change from upper to lower
case on a keyboard
case sensitivecase sensitive /kes �sensətv/ adjec-
tive referring to a command or operation
that will only work when the characters are
entered in a particular case � The pass-
word is case sensitive.
case sensitive searchcase sensitive search /
kes

sensətv �s�tʃ/ noun a search function
that succeeds only if both the search word
and the case of the characters in the search
word match
cassettecassette /kə��set/ noun a hard container
used to store and protect magnetic tape

cassette recordercassette recorder /kə��set r�
kɔdə/
noun a machine to transfer audio signals
onto magnetic tape
cassette tapecassette tape /kə��set tep/ noun nar-
row reel of magnetic tape housed in a solid
case for protection (NOTE: Using cassette
tape allows data to be stored for future
retrieval. It is used instead of a disk sys-
tem on small computers or as a slow, se-
rial access, high-capacity back-up medi-
um for large systems.)
castcast /kɑst/ noun 1. (in a programming
language) an instruction that converts data
from one type to another � To convert the
variable from an integer to a character
type, use the cast command. 2. (in a multi-
media presentation or animation) each
individual part of a multimedia presenta-
tion or animation. The members of a cast
can be individual images, sound clips or
text.
cast-based animationcast-based animation /
kɑst bes

�n��meʃ(ə)n/ noun a type of animation
in which everything is an object and has its
defined movement, colour and shape, and
the actions of each object are controlled by
a script
cast membercast member /kɑst �membə/ noun a
single object, e.g. text, an image or an ani-
mated object, within a cast used in a pres-
entation
CATCAT /k�t/ noun 1. the use of a computer
to demonstrate to and assist pupils in
learning a skill. Full form computer-aid-
ed training, computer-assisted train-
ing 2. the use of a computer to test equip-
ment or programs to find any faults. Full
form computer-aided testing, compu-
ter-assisted testing
cataloguecatalogue /�k�t(ə)lɒ�/ noun a list of
contents or items in order � disk cata-
logue, directory list of files stored on a
magnetic disk � The entry in the disk cat-
alogue is removed when the file is deleted.
� verb to make a catalogue of items stored
� All the terminals were catalogued, with
their location, call sign and attribute ta-
ble.
catastrophecatastrophe /kə��t�strəfi/ noun a seri-
ous fault, error or breakdown of equip-
ment, usually leading to serious damage
and shutdown of a system
catastrophic errorcatastrophic error /
k�təstrɒfk
�erə/ noun an error that causes a program
to crash or files to be accidentally erased
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catastrophic failurecatastrophic failure /
k�təstrɒfk
�feljə/ noun a complete system failure or
crash
Category 1Category 1 /
k�tə�(ə)ri �w�n/ noun
(part of the EIA/TIA 568 specification) a
standard that defines an older-style un-
shielded twisted-pair cable, unsuitable for
data transmission, that is formed by loose-
ly twisting two insulated wires together to
reduce noise and interference
Category 2Category 2 /
k�tə�(ə)ri �tu/ noun
(part of the EIA/TIA 568 specification) a
standard that defines a type of unshielded
twisted-pair cable that can be used to
transmit data at rates up to 4MHz
Category 3Category 3 /
k�tə�(ə)ri �θri/ noun
(part of the EIA/TIA 568 specification) a
standard that defines a type of unshielded
twisted-pair cable that can be used to
transmit data at rates up to 10MHz. This
type of cable is the minimum standard of
cable required for a 10BaseT network
(NOTE: The standard suggests that the ca-
ble should have three twists per foot of ca-
ble.).
Category 4Category 4 /
k�tə�(ə)ri �fɔ/ noun
(part of the EIA/TIA 568 specification) a
standard that defines a type of unshielded
twisted-pair cable that is the minimum
standard of cable required for data trans-
mission rates up to 16Mbit/second on a
Token Ring network
Category 5Category 5 /
k�tə�(ə)ri �fav/ noun
(part of the EIA/TIA 568 specification) a
standard that defines a type of cable that
can carry data transmitted at up to
100MHz and is suitable for FDDI over
copper wire, 100BaseT or other high-
speed networks
category wiringcategory wiring /
k�tə�(ə)ri
�waərŋ/ noun one of five levels of stand-
ards defined by the Electronics Industry
Association/Telecommunications Industry
Association (EIA/TIA) that defines the
type of cable or wire used in a network
catenacatena /kə��tinə/ noun 1. a chained list
consisting of a number of items 2. a series
of characters in a word
catenatecatenate /�k�tənet/ verb to join to-
gether two or more sets of data
cathode ray tubecathode ray tube /
k�θəυd �re tjub/
noun full form of CRT

COMMENT: Cathode ray tubes are used in tra-
ditional-style television sets, computer moni-
tors and VDUs. A CRT consists of a vacuum
tube, one end of which is flat and coated with
phosphor, while the other end contains an
electron beam source. Characters or graphics

are visible when the controllable electron
beam strikes the phosphor, causing it to glow.

cathode ray tube storagecathode ray tube storage /
k�θəυd
re 
tjub �stɔrd'/ noun a cathode ray
tube with a long-persistence phosphor
screen coating that retains an image for a
long time
CAVCAV /
si e �vi/ noun a CD-ROM that
spins at a constant speed. The size of each
data frame on the disc varies so as to main-
tain a regular data throughput of one frame
per second. Full form constant angular
velocity
CBCB abbr call back
CBICBI /*/ abbr computer-based instruction
CBLCBL /
si bi �el/ noun education or learn-
ing using special programs running on a
computer. Full form computer-based
learning
CBMSCBMS /
si bi em �es/ noun the use of a
computer system to allow users to send
and receive messages from other users,
usually in-house. Full form computer-
based message system. � BBS
CBTCBT /
si bi �ti/ noun the use of a com-
puter system to train students. Full form
computer-based training
cccc /
si �si/ noun a feature of electronic
mail software that allows you to send a
copy of a message to another user (see)
Full form carbon copy
CCACCA abbr cardholder certificate authority
CCDCCD abbr charge-coupled device
CCD memoryCCD memory /
si si di �mem(ə)ri/
noun capacitors used with MOS transis-
tors to store data, allowing either serial or
random access
CCIR 601CCIR 601 /
si si a ɑ 
sks əυ �w�n/
noun a recommended standard for defin-
ing digital video
CCITTCCITT /
si si a ti �ti/ noun an interna-
tional committee that defines communica-
tions protocols and standards. Full form
Comité Consultatif International Télé-
phonique et Télégraphique
CCPCCP /
si si �pi/ noun software which
interfaces between a user’s terminal and
system BIOS. Full form command con-
sole processor
CDCD1 /si��di/ noun a system instruction in
MS-DOS and UNIX that moves you
around a directory structure � Type in CD
DOCS to move into the DOCS subdirecto-
ry. Also called CHDIR. Full form change
directory
CDCD2 /si��di/ abbr compact disc
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CD32CD32 /
si di 
θ�ti �tu/ noun a unit
with a processor and CD-ROM drive de-
veloped by Commodore that uses its Ami-
ga computer
CD-audioCD-audio /
si 
di �ɔdiəυ/ noun a
standard that defines how music can be
stored in digital form, i.e. as a series of
numbers, on a compact disc
CD-bridgeCD-bridge /
si �di brd'/ noun an ex-
tension to the CD-ROM XA standard that
allows extra data to be added so that the
disc can be read on a CD-i player
CD caddyCD caddy /
si �di 
k�di/ noun a flat
plastic container that is used to hold a
compact disc
CD-DACD-DA abbr compact disc digital audio
(NOTE: also called Red Book audio)
CD-ECD-E /
si �di i/ noun a format that al-
lows data to be saved to and erased from a
compact disc
CD+GCD+G /
si di pl�s �d'i/, CD+Graph-
ics /
si di pl�s ��r�fks/ noun CD for-
mat that adds a text track to an audio disc
– used to store song title information
CD-iCD-i /
si di �a/ noun hardware and soft-
ware standards that combine sound, data,
video and text onto a compact disc and al-
low a user to interact with the software
stored on a CD-ROM. The standard de-
fines encoding, compression and display
functions.
CD-ICD-I /
si �di a/ noun set of enhance-
ments to the normal CD-ROM standard,
developed by Philips, and aimed for home
use. The system uses its own special hard-
ware console with speakers, joystick and a
connection to a television screen to display
the images. The special feature of CD-I is
that it allows you to interact with what you
see on the television screen and choose op-
tions or respond to questions or a game.
CD-i digital audioCD-i digital audio /
si di a

dd't(ə)l �ɔdiəυ/ noun a format that en-
ables a CD-i disc to record audio in digital
format in one of four ways, either mono or
stereo and at two different sample rates
CD-i digital imagingCD-i digital imaging /
si di a

dd't(ə)l �md'ŋ/ plural noun the
compression method used to store images
and video frames on a CD-i disc
CD-i sectorCD-i sector /
si di �a 
sektə/ noun a
unit of storage on a CD-i disc that can store
2352 bytes
CD PlayerCD Player /
si �di 
pleə/ noun a utility
supplied with Windows that allows a user
to play back audio CDs in the PC’s CD-
ROM drive

CD qualityCD quality /
si �di 
kwɒlti/ adjective
able to provide recording quality similar to
a compact disc. The term normally refers
to equipment that can store 16-bit samples
at a sample rate of over 44,000 samples per
second. � A sound card in a computer
might have several modes of operation:
low-quality for general use that does not
use up too much memory and CD quality
recording mode for final recordings.
CD-RCD-R /
si di �ɑ/ noun technology that
allows a user to write data to and read from
a CD-R disc � A CD-R disc can be played
in any standard CD-ROM drive but needs
a special CD-R drive to write data to the
disc. Full form recordable CD
C: driveC: drive /�si drav/ noun the main hard
disk drive, denoted by the letter C in many
operating systems, including DOS, Win-
dows and OS/2. � floppy disk, hard disk

COMMENT: Normally, a PC has two or three
disk drives within its casing. The convention is
to provide one floppy disk, called ‘A:’ and one
hard disk called ‘C:’. If you have a second
floppy disk, this is called ‘B:’ and a CD-ROM
drive is normally ‘D:’. When talking about the
different disk drives, you say ‘Drive A’ for the
floppy drive, but normally write ‘A:’. If you are
using DOS, when your PC starts up it will nor-
mally show what’s called the C-prompt (which
looks like ‘C:\ your screen); this means you
are currently looking at the hard disk. If you
want to change to drive A to read data from a
floppy disk, enter ’A:’ and press return.

CD-ROMCD-ROM /
si di �rɒm/ noun a small
plastic disc that is used as a high capacity
ROM storage device that can store 650Mb
of data; data is stored in binary form as
holes etched on the surface which are then
read by a laser

‘’Customers’ images will be captured, digitised, and
stored on optical disk or CD-ROM, and produced if
queries arise about responsibility for ATM transac-
tions.’’ [Computing]

CD-ROM driveCD-ROM drive /
si �di rɒm/ noun a
mechanical device that spins a compact
disc and reads data stored on the surface of
the disc using a tiny laser beam
CD-ROM Extended ArchitectureCD-ROM Extended Architecture
/
si 
di rɒm k�
stendd �ɑktektʃə/
noun an extended CD-ROM format that
defines how audio, images and data are
stored on a CD-ROM disc. Abbr CD-
ROM/XA
CD-ROM ExtensionsCD-ROM Extensions /
si �di rɒm/
plural noun the software required to allow
an operating system to access a CD-ROM
drive
CD-ROM mode 1CD-ROM mode 1 /
si �di rɒm məυd/
noun the standard, original method of stor-
ing data in the High Sierra file format
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CD-ROM mode 2CD-ROM mode 2 /
si �di rɒm məυd/
noun the higher-capacity storage format
that stores data in the space used in mode
1 for error correction (NOTE: Neither
mode 1 nor mode 2 can play audio and
simultaneously read data, hence the XA
extension.)
CD-ROM playerCD-ROM player /
si �di rɒm/ noun a
disc drive that allows a computer to read
data stored on a CD-ROM; the player uses
a laser beam to read etched patterns on the
surface of the CD-ROM that represent data
bits
CD-ROM Re-WritableCD-ROM Re-Writable /
si �di rɒm
re/ noun a disc technology that can read a
standard CD-ROM, write to a CD-R or
write data many times to the same CD-R
CD-ROM/XACD-ROM/XA abbr CD-ROM Extended
Architecture
CDRTOSCDRTOS /
si di ɑ ti əυ �es/ noun an
operating system used to run a CD-i hard-
ware platform
CD-RWCD-RW /
si di ɑ �d�b(ə)lju/ noun a
compact disc that can have its contents
erased and something else recorded onto it
many times
CDTVCDTV /
si di ti �vi/ noun a CD-ROM
standard developed by Commodore that
combines audio, graphics and text. This
standard is mainly intended as an interac-
tive system for home use, with the player
connected to a television and also able to
play music CDs.
CD-VCD-V /
si �di vi/ noun a format, now no
longer used, for storing 5 minutes of video
data on a 3-inch disc in analog form
CD-videoCD-video /
si di �vdiəυ/ noun a com-
pact disc used to store and play back video
images
CD-WOCD-WO /
si 
d�b(ə)l ju �əυ/ noun a
CD-ROM disc and drive technology that
allows a user to write data to the disc once
only. It is useful for storing archived docu-
ments or for testing a CD-ROM before it is
duplicated.
celcel /sel/ noun a single frame in an anima-
tion sequence
cellcell /sel/ noun 1. a single function or
number in a spreadsheet program 2. a sin-
gle memory location, capable of storing a
data word, accessed by an individual ad-
dress 3. (in a transmission system such
as ATM) a fixed-length packet of data, e.g.
a cell in the ATM system contains 53
cell addresscell address /sel ə��dres/ noun (in a
spreadsheet) a code that identifies the po-
sition of a cell by row and column. The

rows are normally numbered and the col-
umns use the letters of the alphabet.
cellarcellar /�selə/ noun a temporary storage
for data or registers or tasks, in which
items are added and retrieved from the
same end of the list in a LIFO order
cell definitioncell definition /sel 
defə��nʃ(ə)n/ noun
(in a spreadsheet) a formula that is con-
tained in a cell
cell formatcell format /sel �fɔm�t/ noun (in a
spreadsheet) the way in which the result
or data in a cell is displayed � The cell for-
mat is right-aligned and emboldened.
CelloCello /�tʃeləυ/ noun a web browser ap-
plication. � browser
cell protectioncell protection /sel prə��tekʃən/ noun
a function that prevents the contents of a
particular cell or range of cells from being
changed
cell reference variablecell reference variable /
sel

ref(ə)rəns �veəriəb(ə)l/ noun a register
that contains the reference locating a cer-
tain cell that is being operated on
cell relaycell relay /sel �ri�
le/ noun a way of
transmitting packets of information over a
broadband network, such as Broadband
ISDN. The ATM system, e.g., transfers
data by moving cells of data between
nodes in a wide area network.
cellular phonecellular phone /
seljυlə �fəυn/ noun
same as mobile phone
central computercentral computer /
sentrəl kəm�

�pjutə/ noun same as host computer
centralised computer networkcentralised computer network
/
sentrə�
lazd kəm��pjutə/, centralized
computer network noun a network with
processing power provided by a central
computer
centralised data processingcentralised data processing
/
sentrə�
lazd �detə/, centralized data
processing noun data processing facili-
ties located in a centralised place that can
be accessed by other users
central memorycentral memory /
sentrəl �mem(ə)ri/
noun full form of CM
central processing elementcentral processing element
/
sentrəl �prəυsesŋ 
elmənt/ noun a
short, i.e. 2, 4 or 8 bit, word length module
that can be used to produce large word
CPU’s using bit slice techniques. Abbr
CPE
central processing unitcentral processing unit, central
processor noun full form of CPU
central terminalcentral terminal /
sentrəl �t�mn(ə)l/
noun a terminal which controls communi-
cations between a central or host computer
and remote terminals
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centrecentre /�sentə/ verb 1. to align the
read/write head correctly on a magnetic
disk or tape 2. to place a piece of text in the
centre of the paper or display screen �
Which key do you press to centre the head-
ing?
centre channelcentre channel /
sentə �tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun (in a multichannel sound system)
the audio channel that carries sound infor-
mation that will be played back by a loud-
speaker placed in the centre of a room, in
front of the listener
centre operatorcentre operator /
sentə �ɒpəretə/
noun a person who looks after central
computer operations
centre textcentre text /
sentə �tekst/ noun an op-
tion in a word-processing or DTP package
that changes the formatting of a line of text
so that is in the centre of the page or frame
Centronics interfaceCentronics interface /sen��trɒnks

ntəfes/ noun a parallel printer interface
devised by Centronics Inc
Centronics portCentronics port /sen��trɒnks 
pɔt/
noun a standard that defines the way in
which a parallel printer port on a PC oper-
ates
CERNCERN /s�n/ noun the research laborato-
ry in Switzerland where the world wide
web was originally invented. Full form
Conseil Européen pour la Recherche
Nucléaire
CERTCERT /s�t/ abbr computer emergency
response team
certificatecertificate /sə��tfkət/ noun a unique
set of numbers that identifies a person or
company and is used to prove the person’s
identity

COMMENT: A certificate is normally used to
provide security over the Internet for secure e-
mail or secure website transactions. A trusted
company, such as VeriSign (www.veri-
sign.com) or Thawte (www.thawte.com) is-
sues the certificate once it is satisfied that the
person or company is legitimate, authentic
and who they claim to be. The company can
now use this certificate to prove its identity,
create secure messages or setup a secure
website to accept payments online.

certificate authoritycertificate authority /sə��tfkət ɔ�


θɒrti/ noun an independent server or
company on the Internet that supplies or
validates a special digital certificate to
prove that another company is genuine
(NOTE: The certificate authority issues a
special encrypted number that complies
with the X.509 standard and is encrypted
with a public-key encryption system.)
certificate databasecertificate database /sə��tfkət

detəbes/ noun a database in which all

the certificates issued and used by a certif-
icate authority are stored
certificate of approvalcertificate of approval /sə�
tfkət əv
ə��pruv(ə)l/ noun a document showing
that an item has been approved officially
certificate walkercertificate walker /sə��tfkət 
wɔkə/
noun a software program that reads digital
certificates and displays their contents
CGICGI /
si d'i �a/ noun a standard that de-
fines how a webpage can call programs or
scripts stored on an Internet server to carry
out functions and exchange information
with the program, e.g., to provide a search
function. Full form common gateway
interface. � Perl
CGMCGM /
si d'i �em/ noun a device-inde-
pendent file format that provides one
method of storing an image as objects. Full
form computer graphics metafile
chainchain /tʃen/ noun 1. a series of files or
data items linked sequentially 2. a series of
instructions to be executed sequentially �
verb to link files or data items in series by
storing a pointer to the next file or item at
each entry � More than 1,000 articles or
chapters can be chained together when
printing. � catena
chain codechain code /�tʃen kəυd/ noun a series
of words, each word being derived from
the previous word, usually by being shift-
ed one bit
chained filechained file /
tʃend �fal/ noun a file
in which an entry will contain data and an
address to the next entry that has the same
data content . It allows rapid retrieval of all
identical data records.
chained listchained list /�tʃend lst/ noun a list in
which each element contains data and an
address to the next element in the list
chained recordchained record /tʃend �rekɔd/ noun
a data record in a chained file
chainingchaining /�tʃenŋ/ noun the execution
of a very large program by executing small
segments of it at a time. This allows pro-
grams larger than memory capacity to be
run.
chaining searchchaining search /�tʃenŋ s�tʃ/ noun
a search of a file of elements arranged in a
chained list
chain listchain list /�tʃen lst/ noun a list of data
with each piece of information providing
an address for the next consecutive item in
the list
chain printerchain printer /tʃen �prntə/ noun a
printer whose characters are located on a
continuous belt
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change directorychange directory /�tʃend' da�


rekt(ə)ri/ noun full form of CD, CHDIR
change dumpchange dump /�tʃend' d�mp/ noun a
printout of all the locations whose contents
have been changed during a program run
change filechange file /�tʃend' fal/ noun a file
containing records that are to be used to
update a master file
change overchange over /
tʃend' �əυvə/ verb to
switch from one computer system to an-
other
changerchanger /�tʃend'ə/ noun a device
which changes one thing for another
change recordchange record /tʃend' �rekɔd/ noun
a record containing new data which is to
be used to update a master record
change tapechange tape /
tʃend' �tep/ noun a
magnetic tape containing recent changes
or transactions to records which is used to
update a master file
channelchannel /�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a physical
connection between two points that allows
data to be transmitted, e.g. a link between
a CPU and a peripheral � verb to send sig-
nals or data via a particular path
channel adapterchannel adapter /�tʃ�n(ə)l ə�
d�ptə/
noun an interfacing device allowing dif-
ferent channels to be interconnected
channel bankchannel bank /�tʃ�n(ə)l b�ŋk/ noun a
collection of a number of channels, and
circuits to switch between them
channel capacitychannel capacity /�tʃ�n(ə)l kə�


p�sti/ noun the maximum rate for data
transmission over a channel
channel commandchannel command /�tʃ�n(ə)l kə�


mɑnd/ noun an instruction to a channel
or control unit, providing control informa-
tion such as data selection or routes
channel isolationchannel isolation /
tʃ�n(ə)l 
asə�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the separation of channels
measured as the amount of crosstalk be-
tween two channels (NOTE: Low crosstalk
is due to good channel isolation.)
channellingchannelling /�tʃ�nəlŋ/ noun a protec-
tive pipe containing cables or wires
channel mapchannel map /�tʃ�n(ə)l m�p/ noun (in
the Windows MIDI Mapper utility) a list
that shows if a MIDI channel is being redi-
rected to another channel
channel overloadchannel overload /�tʃ�n(ə)l

əυvələυd/ noun the transmission of data
at a rate greater than the channel capacity
channel queuechannel queue /�tʃ�n(ə)l kju/ noun
1. a queue of requests to use a channel 2. a
queue of data that has yet to be sent over a
channel

channel synchroniserchannel synchroniser /�tʃ�n(ə)l

sŋkrənazə/, channel synchronizer
noun an interface between a central com-
puter and peripherals, providing a channel,
channel command interpretation and sta-
tus signals from the peripherals
channel-to-channel connectionchannel-to-channel connection
/
tʃ�n(ə)l tə 
tʃ�n(ə)l kə��nekʃ(ə)n/
noun a direct link between the main I/O
channels of two computers, allowing high
speed data transfer
chapterchapter /�tʃ�ptə/ noun a section of a
main program that can be executed in its
own right, without the rest of the main pro-
gram being required
charchar /tʃɑ/ noun (in programming) a data
type which defines a variable as containing
data that represents a character using the
ASCII code
charactercharacter /�k�rktə/ noun a graphical
symbol which appears as a printed or dis-
played mark such as one of the letters of
the alphabet, a number or a punctuation
mark
character assemblycharacter assembly /�k�rktə ə�


sembli/ noun a method of designing
characters with pixels on a computer
screen
character-basedcharacter-based /�k�rktə 
best/ ad-
jective referring to a screen design that is
drawn using ASCII characters rather than
graphical windows
character blinkcharacter blink /�k�rktə blŋk/ noun
a character whose intensity is switched on
and off as an indicator
character blockcharacter block /�k�rktə blɒk/ noun
the pattern of dots that will make up a
character on a screen or printer
character bytecharacter byte /�k�rktə bat/ noun a
byte of data containing the character code
and any error check bits
character checkcharacter check /�k�rktə tʃek/ noun
a check to ensure that a character code pro-
tocol and format are correct
character codecharacter code /�k�rktə kəυd/ noun
a system where each character is repre-
sented by a unique number � The ASCII
code is the most frequently used character
coding system.
character densitycharacter density /�k�rktə 
densti/
noun the number of characters that can be
stored or displayed per unit area
character displaycharacter display /�k�rktə d�
sple/
noun a device that displays data in alpha-
numeric form
character fillcharacter fill /�k�rktə fl/ noun the
writing of one character to every location
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within an area of memory, a process used
for clearing and resetting the memory
character generatorcharacter generator /�k�rktə

d'enəretə/ noun a ROM that provides
the display circuits with a pattern of dots
which represent the character block � The
ROM used as a character generator can be
changed to provide different fonts.
character interleavingcharacter interleaving /
k�rktə

ntə��livŋ/ noun a form of time division
multiplexing for asynchronous protocols
characteristiccharacteristic /
k�rktə��rstk/ noun
1. the value of exponent in a floating point
number � The floating point number 1.345
x 103, has a characteristic of 3. 2. a meas-
urement or property of a component
characteristic overflowcharacteristic overflow
/
k�rktərstk �əυvəfləυ/ noun an ex-
ponent value of a floating point number
that is greater than the maximum allowa-
ble
character keycharacter key /�k�rktə ki/ noun
same as alphanumeric key
character machinecharacter machine /�k�rktə mə�


ʃin/ noun a computer in which the
number of bits which make up a word is
variable, and varies according to the type
of data
Character MapCharacter Map /�k�rktə m�p/ noun
a utility that is provided with Windows to
allow you access the full range of 256
characters that make up every font rather
than the limited range that you can access
from the keyboard
character matrixcharacter matrix /�k�rktə 
metrks/
noun the pattern of dots that makes up a
displayed character
character modecharacter mode /�k�rktə məυd/
noun (of a display adapter) a mode that
can only display the characters defined in
the built-in character set
character-orientatedcharacter-orientated /�k�rktə

ɔriəntetd/ adjective referring to a
computer that addresses character loca-
tions rather than words
character printercharacter printer /�k�rktə 
prntə/
noun a device, e.g. a daisy wheel printer,
that prints characters one at a time
character recognitioncharacter recognition /
k�rktə

rekə���nʃ(ə)n/ noun a system that opti-
cally reads written or printed characters
into a computer, using various algorithms
to ensure that characters are correctly rec-
ognised
character repertoirecharacter repertoire /
k�rktə 
repə�

�twɑ/ noun a list of all the characters that
can be displayed or printed

character representationcharacter representation /
k�rktə

reprzen��teʃ(ə)n/ noun the combination
of bits used for each character code
character roundingcharacter rounding /�k�rktə

raυndŋ/ noun the process of making a
displayed character more pleasant to look
at, within the limits of pixel size, by mak-
ing sharp corners and edges smooth
character setcharacter set /�k�rktə set/ noun a list
of all the characters that can be displayed
or printed
characters per inchcharacters per inch /
k�rktəz p�r
�ntʃ/ plural noun the number of printed
characters that fit within the space of one
inch � You can select 10 or 12 cpi with the
green button. Abbr cpi
characters per secondcharacters per second /
k�rktəz
pə �sekənd/ noun the number of charac-
ters that are transmitted or printed per sec-
ond
character stringcharacter string /�k�rktə strŋ/
noun same as alphanumeric string

‘This explains a multitude of the database’s prob-
lems – three-letter months are treated like character
strings instead of as dates.’ [Computing]

character stuffingcharacter stuffing /�k�rktə 
st�fŋ/
noun the addition of blank characters to a
file to increase its length to a preset size
chargecharge /tʃɑd'/ noun 1. a quantity of
electricity 2. the number of, excess of or
lack of electrons in a material or compo-
nent � verb to supply a device with an
electric charge
charge-coupled devicecharge-coupled device /
tʃɑd'

k�p(ə)ld d��vas/ noun an electronic de-
vice operated by charge. Abbr CCD
charge-coupled device memorycharge-coupled device memory
/tʃɑd' 
k�p(ə)ld d��vas/ noun a set of
capacitors used, with MOS transistors, to
store data, allowing serial and random ac-
cess
chartchart /tʃɑt/ noun a diagram showing in-
formation as a series of lines or blocks
chassischassis /�ʃ�si/ noun a metal frame that
houses the circuit boards together with the
wiring and sockets required in a computer
system or other equipment. � rack
chatchat /tʃ�t/ verb to send and receive mes-
sages, in real time, with other users on the
Internet
chat groupchat group /�tʃ�t �rup/ noun a group
of people, often with a common interest,
who exchange messages online
chat roomchat room /�tʃ�t rum/ noun an area of
a website where visitors can exchange
messages with other visitors in real time.
Special software displays the name of the
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visitor as he or she types in a message to
all the other visitors, allowing them to
‘talk’ to each other.
CHCPCHCP /
si atʃ si �pi/ noun (in MS-
DOS and OS/2 operating systems) a sys-
tem command that selects which code
page to use
CHDIRCHDIR /
si atʃ di a �ɑ/ abbr change
directory. � CD
cheapernetcheapernet /�tʃipənet/ noun same as
thin-Ethernet (informal)
check bitcheck bit /�tʃek bt/ noun one bit of a
binary word that is used to provide a parity
check
check boxcheck box /�tʃek bɒks/ noun a small
box displayed with a cross inside it if the
option has been selected, or empty if the
option is not selected � Select the option
by moving the cursor to the check box and
pressing the mouse button.
check charactercheck character /tʃek �k�rktə/ noun
an additional character inserted into trans-
mitted data to serve as an error detection
check, its value being dependent on the
text
check digitcheck digit /tʃek �dd't/ noun an addi-
tional digit inserted into transmitted text to
monitor and correct errors
checkerboardingcheckerboarding /�tʃekə�
bɔdŋ/
noun (on a virtual page) a form of memo-
ry organisation that results in only odd
pages, spread-out pages or segments of
memory being filled, leaving unusable
gaps in between and wasting memory
check indicatorcheck indicator /tʃek �nd�
ketə/
noun a hardware or software device that
shows that received text is not correct and
a check has failed
checking programchecking program /tʃekŋ
�prəυ�r�m/ noun software that finds er-
rors in program or data syntax, format and
coding
check keycheck key /�tʃek ki/ noun a series of
characters derived from a text used to
check for and correct errors
check markcheck mark /�tʃek mɑk/ noun an indi-
cator in a check box that shows if the
check box has been selected; often a cross
or tick
check numbercheck number /tʃek �n�mbə/ noun
same as check digit
check pointcheck point /�tʃek pɔnt/ noun a point
in a program where data and program sta-
tus can be recorded or displayed
check point dumpcheck point dump /
tʃek pɔnt
�d�mp/ noun a printout of data and pro-
gram status at a check point

check registercheck register /tʃek �red'stə/ noun a
temporary storage for received data before
it is checked against the same data re-
ceived via another path or method
checksumchecksum /tʃek �təυt(ə)l/, check total
noun a program that checks that data re-
trieved from memory is correct, summing
it and comparing the sum with a stored
value � The data must be corrupted if the
checksum is different.
child processchild process, child program noun a
routine or program called by another pro-
gram which remains active while the sec-
ond program runs
child windowchild window /tʃald �wndəυ/ noun a
window within a main window. The small-
er window cannot be moved outside the
boundary of the main window and is
closed when the main window is closed.
chipchip /tʃp/ noun a device consisting of a
small piece of a crystal of a semiconductor
onto which are etched or manufactured a
number of components such as transistors,
resistors and capacitors, which together
perform a function
chip architecturechip architecture /tʃp �ɑk�
tektʃə/
noun the design and layout of components
on a chip
chip cardchip card /
tʃp �kɑd/ noun a plastic
card with a memory and microprocessor
device embedded in it, so that it can be
used for electronic funds transfer or iden-
tification of a user
chip countchip count /
tʃp �kaυnt/ noun number
of chips on a PCB or in a device

‘Where the display is provided by an LCD system,
high levels of performance must be achieved with
the lowest cost, smallest chip count and lowest pow-
er consumption.’ [Computing]

chip selectchip select /
tʃp s��lekt/ noun a single
line on a chip that will enable it to function
when a signal is present. Abbr CS (NOTE:
ICs often do not function, even when
power is applied, until a CS signal is pro-
vided.)
chip select linechip select line /
tʃp s��lekt 
lan/
noun a connection to a chip that will ena-
ble it to function when a signal is present
� The data strobe line is connected to the
latch chip select line.
chip setchip set /
tʃp �set/ noun a set of chips
that together will carry out a function
CHKDSKCHKDSK /�tʃekdsk/ noun (in MS-
DOS) a system command that runs a check
on the status of a disk drive and installed
RAM
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choiceboardchoiceboard /�tʃɔsbɔd/ noun a pro-
gram used on the Internet that allows con-
sumers and online companies to commu-
nicate in real time
chokechoke /tʃəυk/ noun � inductor
ChooserChooser /�tʃuzə/ an operating system
utility supplied with the Apple Macintosh
that allows a user to select the type of
printer, network and other peripherals that
are connected
chopchop /tʃɒp/ � binary search
chord keyingchord keying /�kɔd kiŋ/ noun the ac-
tion of pressing two or more keys at the
same time to perform a function

COMMENT: As an example, to access a second
window, you may need to press control and
F2; pressing shift and character delete keys at
the same time will delete a line of text.

chromachroma /�krəυmə/ noun a measure of
colour hue and saturation. Also called
chrominance
chroma keychroma key /�krəυmə ki/ noun (in vid-
eo) a special effect in which an object is
photographed against a normally blue
background, which is then replaced with
another image to give the impression that
the object appears against the image. To
give the appearance of flying, e.g., record
a video sequence of a person against a blue
background, then electronically replace
this blue colour, the chroma key with foot-
age of sky. � colour key
chrominancechrominance /�krəυmnəns/ noun
same as chroma
chrominance signalchrominance signal /�krəυmnəns

s�n(ə)l/ noun the section of a colour
monitor signal containing colour hue and
saturation information
chunkchunk /tʃ�ŋk/ noun a basic part of a
RIFF file that consists of an identifier
(chunk ID) and data
CIDRCIDR /
si a di �ɑ/ noun a system of or-
ganising IP addresses that is more compact
and efficient than the older system, adding
a slash and a new IP Prefix number that
represents a number of individual address-
es. For example, the old system used an IP
address such as ‘194.124.0.0’ whereas
CIDR would replace this with
‘194.124.0.0/12’. The IP Prefix number 12
represents 4,096 unique addresses, and the
lower the number the more addresses are
represented.
CIECIE /
si a �i/ noun the international
group that defines colour and illumination
standards. Full form Commission Inter-
national de l’Éclairage

CIFCIF /
si a �ef/ abbr common intermedi-
ate format
CIF videophoneCIF videophone /
si a ef
�vdiəυfəυn/ noun an ISDN standard for
video image transmission over a telephone
link which displays colour images at a res-
olution of 352x288 pixels. This standard
uses two ISDN B channels.
CIMCIM /
si a �em/ noun 1. the coordinated
use of microfilm for computer data storage
and the method of reading the data. Full
form computer input microfilm 2. the
coordinated use of computers in every as-
pect of design and manufacturing. Full
form computer-integrated manufac-
turing
cine-orientedcine-oriented /�sni 
ɔrientd/ adjec-
tive (in a film or video clip) referring to an
image that is oriented parallel to the out-
side edge of the medium
ciphercipher /�safə/ noun a system that trans-
forms a message into an unreadable form
with a secret key � Always use a secure ci-
pher when sending data over a telephone
line. (NOTE: The message can be read
normally after it has passed through the
cipher a second time to decrypt it.)
cipher keycipher key /�safə ki/ noun a secret se-
quence of characters used with a cipher
system to provide a unique ciphertext
cipher systemcipher system /�safə 
sstəm/ noun a
formula used to transform text into a secret
form
ciphertextciphertext /�safətekst/ noun data out-
put from a cipher. Opposite plaintext
CIRCIR /
si a �ɑ/ noun a CPU register that
stores the instruction that is currently be-
ing executed. Full form current instruc-
tion register
circuitcircuit /�s�kt/ noun a connection be-
tween the electronic components that per-
form a function
circuit analysercircuit analyser /�s�kt 
�nəlazə/
noun a device that measures voltage or
current or impedance or signal in a circuit
circuit boardcircuit board /�s�kt bɔd/ noun an in-
sulating board used to hold components
which are then connected together electri-
cally to form a circuit

‘The biggest shock was to open up the PC and find
the motherboard smothered in patch wires (usually a
sign that a design fault in the printed circuit board
was rectified at the last minute).’ [Computing]

circuit breakercircuit breaker /�s�kt 
brekə/ noun
a device which protects equipment by cut-
ting off the electrical supply when condi-
tions are abnormal
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circuit capacitycircuit capacity /�s�kt kə�
p�sti/
noun the information-carrying capacity of
a particular circuit
circuit cardcircuit card /�s�kt kɑd/ noun same
as circuit board
circuit designcircuit design /�s�kt d�
zan/ noun
the layout of components and interconnec-
tions in a circuit
circuit diagramcircuit diagram /�s�kt 
daə�r�m/
noun a graphical description of a circuit �
The CAD program will plot the circuit di-
agram rapidly.
circuit switchingcircuit switching /�s�kt 
swtʃŋ/
noun a method of describing a type of
communication system in which a path
from sender to receiver is created when re-
quired rather than using a permanent, fixed
line. The normal telephone system is an
example of a circuit switching network.
circular buffercircular buffer /
s�kjυlə �b�fə/ noun
a computer-based queue that uses two
markers, for top and bottom of the line of
stored items. The markers move as items
are read from or written to the stack.
circular filecircular file /�s�kjυlə fal/ noun a data
file that has no visible beginning or end,
each item points to the location of the next
item with the last pointing back to the first
circularitycircularity /
s�kjυ��l�rti/ noun a fault
that makes reasoning illogical, because the
arguments that are supposed to lead to a
conclusion are only valid if the conclusion
itself is true
circular listcircular list /�s�kjυlə lst/ noun a list
in which each element contains data and
an address to the next element in the list
with the last item pointing back to the first
circular referencecircular reference /
s�kjυlə
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun (in a spreadsheet) an
error condition that occurs when two equa-
tions in two cells reference each other
circular shiftcircular shift /�s�kjυlə ʃft/ noun the
rotation of bits in a word with the previous
last bit inserted in the first bit position
circulatecirculate /�s�kjυ�
let/ verb to go round
in a circle, and return to the first point
circulating registercirculating register /
s�kjuletŋ
�red'stə/ noun a shift register whose out-
put is fed back into its input to form a
closed loop
circulating storagecirculating storage /
s�kjuletŋ
�stɔrd'/ noun a storage device that
maintains stored data as a series of pulses
that move along the length of the medium,
being regenerated and re-input when they
reach the end

CISCIS /
si a �es/ noun a scanner in which
the detectors, a flat bar of light-sensitive
diodes, touch the original, without any
lens that might distort the image. Full form
contact image sensor
CISCCISC /
si a es �si/ noun a type of CPU
design whose instruction set contains a
number of long, complex instructions that
make program writing easier, but reduce
execution speed. Full form complex in-
struction set computer. Compare RISC
CITCIT abbr computer-integrated telephony
CIXCIX abbr commercial Internet exchange
claddingcladding /�kl�dŋ/ noun protective ma-
terial surrounding a conducting core � If
the cladding is chipped, the fibre-optic ca-
ble will not function well.
claim frameclaim frame /�klem frem/ noun (in an
FDDI protocol network) a special frame
that is used to determine which station will
initialise the network
clamperclamper /�kl�mpə/ noun a circuit which
limits the level of a signal from a scanning
head or other input device to a maximum
before this is converted to a digital value.
Clampers are used to cut out noise and
spikes.
clapperclapper /�kl�pə/ noun the mechanical
part of a dot matrix printer that drives the
printing needles onto the ribbon to print a
character on the paper
classclass /klɑs/ noun (in programming lan-
guage) a definition of what a particular
software routine will do or what sort of
data a variable can hold
Class 1Class 1 /
klɑs �w�n/, Class 2 /
klɑs
�tu/ noun a set of standards that define
how a to control a fax modem using soft-
ware, using extensions to the Hayes AT
command set used for data modems. Class
2 expects the modem to carry out more
work in managing fax communications.
Class 1 units can often be upgraded
through software.
class intervalclass interval /klɑs �ntəv(ə)l/ noun
the range of values that can be contained in
a class
cleanclean /klin/ adjective containing no er-
rors � I’ll have to start again – I just
erased the only clean copy.
clean copyclean copy /klin �kɒpi/ noun a copy
which is ready for keyboarding and does
not have many changes to it
clean machineclean machine /klin mə��ʃin/ noun a
computer that contains only the minimum
of ROM-based code to boot its system
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from disk, any languages required must be
loaded separately
clean pageclean page /�klin ped'/ noun a page
of memory that has not been changed
since it was read
clean roomclean room /�klin rum/ noun an area
where hard disks, wafers and chips are
manufactured. The air inside a clean room
has been filtered to ensure that no dust or
particles are present that could damage a
chip.
clearclear /klə/ verb 1. to wipe out or erase or
set to zero a computer file or variable or
section of memory � Type CLS to clear the
screen. 2. to release a communications
link when transmissions have finished
clearanceclearance /�klərəns/ noun authority to
access a file � You do not have the re-
quired clearance for this processor.
Clearing House Interbank Payment SystemClearing House Interbank Pay-
ment System /
klərŋ haυs

ntəb�ŋk �pemənts 
sstəm/ noun an
electronic system for international dollar
payments and currency exchanges
clear to sendclear to send /
klə tə �send/ noun full
form of CTS
clickclick /klk/ noun the act of pressing a
mouse button or a key on a keyboard � You
move through text and graphics with a
click of the button. � verb to press and re-
lease a key or a button on a keyboard or the
mouse � Use the mouse to enlarge a frame
by clicking inside its border.
click rateclick rate /�klk ret/ noun a figure rep-
resenting the number of times that a partic-
ular site in an Internet advertisement is vis-
ited, and calculated as a percentage of the
number of times that the advertisement is
viewed
clicks-and-mortarclicks-and-mortar /
klks ən �mɔtə/
noun referring to businesses that use both
the Internet and physical shops to sell their
products. Compare bricks-and-mortar
clickstreamclickstream /�klkstrim/ noun a record
of how often and for what purpose a user
clicks on something with the mouse while
navigating the Internet

‘…the only way of achieving it would be to monitor
the clickstreams of every single UK user of the net.’
[The Guardian]

click throughclick through /�klk θru/ noun the act
of clicking on a banner advertisement and
jumping to the advertiser’s website
click through rateclick through rate /�klk θru 
ret/
noun full form of CTR
clientclient /�klaənt/ noun (in a network) a
workstation or PC or terminal connected

to a network that can send instructions to a
server and display results
client applicationclient application /
klaənt 
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun an application that can ac-
cept linked or embedded objects from a
server application or an application that is
used in a client-server system
client areaclient area /�klaənt 
eəriə/ noun (in a
GUI) an area inside a window that can be
used to display graphics or text
client-server architectureclient-server architecture /
klaənt

s�və �ɑktektʃə/ noun a distribution of
processing power in which a central server
computer carries out the main tasks in re-
sponse to instructions from terminals or
workstations, the results being sent back
across the network to be displayed on the
terminal that sent the instruction. The cli-
ent, i.e. the terminal or workstation, does
not need to be able to directly access the
data stored on the server. nor does it need
to carry out a lot of processing.
client-server networkclient-server network /
klaənt
�s�və 
netw�k/ noun a method of organ-
ising a network in which one central dedi-
cated computer, the server, looks after
tasks such as security, user accounts, print-
ing and file sharing, while clients, the ter-
minals or workstations connected to the
server, run standard applications
client-sideclient-side /�klaənt sad/ adjective re-
ferring to data or a program that runs on
the client’s computer rather than on the
server, e.g. a JavaScript program runs on
the user’s web browser and is a client side
application
clipclip /klp/ verb to select an area of an im-
age that is smaller than the original
clip-artclip-art /klp ɑt/ noun a set of pre-
drawn images or drawings that a user can
incorporate into a presentation or graphic
� We have used some clip-art to enhance
our presentation.
clipboardclipboard /�klp�
bɔd/ noun a tempo-
rary storage area for data � Copy the text
to the clipboard, then paste it back into a
new document.
Clipper chipClipper chip /�klpə tʃp/ noun an elec-
tronic component, e.g. an integrated cir-
cuit, or chip, that was designed in accord-
ance with the instructions of the US Gov-
ernment to provide a data encryption
feature for computers, Internet traffic, tel-
ephones, and television programmes. In
the original scheme the US Government
held the master key to the chip and so
could decrypt and read any encrypted mes-
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sages. This angered many groups con-
cerned with freedom of speech and the US
Government has since redesigned the orig-
inal scheme and suggested an alternative.
clockclock /klɒk/ noun a circuit that generates
pulses used to synchronise equipment �
verb to synchronise signals or circuits with
a clock pulse
clock cycleclock cycle /klɒk �sak(ə)l/ noun the
period of time between two consecutive
clock pulses
clock doublerclock doubler /�klɒk 
d�b(ə)lə/ noun a
component that doubles the speed of the
main system clock � The new CPU from
Intel has an optional clock doubler that
will double performance.
clocked signalsclocked signals /klɒkd �s�n(ə)lz/
plural noun signals that are synchronised
with a clock pulse
clock frequencyclock frequency /klɒk �frikwənsi/
noun the frequency of the main clock that
synchronises a computer system � The
main clock frequency is 10MHz.
clock pulseclock pulse /�klɒk p�ls/ noun a regular
pulse used for timing or synchronising
purposes
clock rateclock rate /�klɒk ret/ noun the number
of pulses that a clock generates every sec-
ond
clock speedclock speed /�klɒk spid/ noun same as
clock rate
clock trackclock track /�klɒk tr�k/ noun a line of
marks on a disk or tape, which provides
data about the read head location
cloneclone /kləυn/ noun a computer or circuit
that behaves in the same way as the origi-
nal it was copied from � They have copied
our new personal computer and brought
out a cheaper clone.

‘On the desktop, the IBM/Motorola/Apple triumvi-
rate is planning to energise a worldwide clone indus-
try based on the PowerPC chip.’ [Computing]

closeclose /kləυz/ verb to shut down access to
a file or disk drive
CLOSECLOSE /kləυz/ noun (in a programming
language) a command that means the pro-
gram has finished accessing a particular
file or device
closed bus systemclosed bus system /
kləυzd �b�s

sstəm/ noun a computer with no expan-
sion bus, which makes it very difficult for
a user to upgrade
closed captioningclosed captioning /
kləυzd
�k�pʃənŋ/ noun a system that transfers
text information with a video signal, so
that the text data can be decoded and dis-

played at the bottom of the television
screen
closed loopclosed loop /
kləυzd �lup/ noun a
computer control operation in which data
is fed back from the output of the control-
led device to the controlling loop
closed routineclosed routine /kləυzd ru��tin/ noun
one section of code at a location, that is
used by all calls to the routine
closed subroutineclosed subroutine /kləυzd �s�bru�


tin/ noun same as closed routine
closed user groupclosed user group /
kləυzd 
juzə
��rup/ noun full form of CUG
close fileclose file /�kləυs fal/ noun to execute a
computer instruction to shut down access
to a stored file
close menu optionclose menu option /
kləυz �menju

ɒpʃ(ə)n/ noun a menu option, normally
under the File menu, that will shut the doc-
ument that is currently open, but will not
exit the application. If you have not saved
the document, the application will warn
you before it closes the document and give
you the chance to save any changes.
cloudcloud /klaυd/ noun a part of a computer
network, which data passes through, that is
either unknown or behaves unpredictably
CLSCLS /
si el �es/ noun (in MS-DOS) a sys-
tem command to clear the screen, leaving
the system prompt and cursor at the top,
left-hand corner of the screen
clustercluster /�kl�stə/ noun 1. one or more
sectors on a hard disk that are used to store
a file or part of a file 2. a number of termi-
nals, stations, devices or memory loca-
tions, grouped together in one place and
controlled by a cluster controller
cluster controllercluster controller /�kl�stə kən�


trəυlə/ noun a central computer that con-
trols communications to a cluster of devic-
es or memory locations
clusteringclustering /�kl�stərŋ/ noun a series of
elements, occurring in a sequential line
within a hash table

‘…these include IBM networking and clustering
hardware and software’ [Personal Computer World]

CLUTCLUT /
si el ju �ti/ noun a table of
numbers used in Windows and graphics
programs to store the range of colours
used in an image. Full form colour look-
up table. � palette
CLVCLV /
si el �vi/ noun a disk technology
in which the disk spins at different speeds
according to the track that is being ac-
cessed. Full form constant linear veloc-
ity
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CMCM /
si �em/ noun an area of memory
whose locations can be directly and imme-
diately addressed by the CPU. Full form
central memory
CMICMI abbr computer-managed instruction
CMIPCMIP /
si em a �pi/ noun a protocol of-
ficially adopted by the ISO that is used to
carry network management information
across a network. Full form common
management information protocol
CMIP over TCPCMIP over TCP, CMIS over TCP full
form of CMOT
CMISCMIS /
si em a �es/ noun a powerful
network management system. Full form
common management information
specification
CMLCML abbr computer-managed learning
CMOSCMOS /
si em əυ �pi/ noun an integrat-
ed circuit design and construction method
that uses a pair of complementary p- and
n-type transistors. Full form complemen-
tary metal oxide semiconductor

‘Similarly, customers who do not rush to acquire
CMOS companion processors for their mainframes
will be rewarded with lower prices when they finally
do migrate.’ [Computergram]
COMMENT: The CMOS package uses very low
power but is relatively slow and sensitive to
static electricity as compared to TTL integrat-
ed circuits. Its main use is in portable comput-
ers where battery power is being used.

CMOTCMOT /
si em əυ �ti/ noun the use of
CMIP and CMIS network management
protocols to manage gateways in a TCP/IP
network. Full form CMIP over TCP,
CMIS over TCP
CMYKCMYK /
si em wa �ke/ noun (in graph-
ics or DTP) a method of describing a col-
our by its four component colours. Full
form cyan-magenta-yellow-black
CNCCNC /
si en �si/ noun automatic opera-
tion of a machine by computer. Full form
computer numeric control. � numeri-
cal control
coalescecoalesce /
kəυə��les/ verb to merge two
or more files
co-axial cableco-axial cable /kəυks/, coax noun a
cable made up of a central core, surround-
ed by an insulating layer then a second
shielding conductor. Compare twisted-
pair cable (NOTE: Co-axial cable is used
for high frequency, low loss applications
including thin Ethernet network cabling
and Arcnet network cabling.)
COBOLCOBOL /�kəυbɒl/ noun a programming
language mainly used in business applica-
tions. Full form common ordinary busi-
ness-oriented language

cobweb sitecobweb site /�kɒbweb sat/ noun a
website that has not been updated for a
long time
codecode /kəυd/ noun a sequence of compu-
ter instructions � verb to write a program
in a programming language
code areacode area /kəυd �eəriə/ noun a section
of main memory in which program in-
structions are stored
code bitcode bit /�kəυd bt/ noun the smallest
signalling element used by the physical
layer of an OSI model network for trans-
mission
CODECCODEC /�kəυdek/ noun a device which
encodes a signal being sent or decodes a
signal received. Full form coder/decoder
code conversioncode conversion /kəυd kən��v�ʃ(ə)n/
noun rules used to change characters cod-
ed in one form to another
code elementcode element /kəυd �elmənt/ noun a
voltage or signal used to represent binary
digits
code groupcode group /�kəυd �rup/ noun a spe-
cial sequence of five code bits that repre-
sent an FDDI symbol
code linecode line /�kəυd lan/ noun one written
or displayed computer program instruc-
tion
code pagecode page /�kəυd ped'/ noun (in MS-
DOS) a table that defines the characters
that are produced from each key � In order
to enter Swedish characters from an Eng-
lish keyboard, you have to change the sys-
tem code page.
codercoder /�kəυdə/ noun a device which en-
codes a signal
coder/decodercoder/decoder /
kəυdə di��kəυdə/
noun full form of CODEC
code segmentcode segment /kəυd �se�mənt/ noun
(in an IBM-compatible PC) an area of
memory assigned to hold the instructions
that form a program
codingcoding /�kəυdŋ/ noun the act of putting
a code on something
coding formcoding form /�kɒdŋ fɔm/ noun same
as coding sheet
coding sheetcoding sheet /�kɒdŋ ʃit/ noun a spe-
cial printed sheet used by programmers to
write instructions for coding a certain type
of program
coincidence circuitcoincidence circuit /�elmənt/, coin-
cidence element noun same as coinci-
dence gate
coincidence functioncoincidence function /kəυ�

�nsd(ə)ns 
f�ŋkʃən/ noun same as AND
function
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coincidence gatecoincidence gate /kəυ��nsd(ə)ns
�et/, coincidence circuit, coincidence
element noun a gate that produces a logi-
cal output depending on various input co-
incidences. An AND gate requires the co-
incidence in time of all logically true in-
puts. � AND
coincidence operationcoincidence operation /kəυ�

�nsd(ə)ns 
ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun same as
AND operation
COLCOL abbr computer-oriented language
cold bootcold boot /
kəυld �but/ noun the act of
switching on a computer, or the act of re-
starting a computer by switching it off and
then on again. Compare warm boot
cold faultcold fault /�kəυld fɔlt/ noun a compu-
ter fault or error that occurs as soon as it is
switched on
cold standbycold standby /kəυld �st�ndba/ noun
a backup system that will allow the equip-
ment to continue running but with the loss
of any volatile data. Compare hot stand-
by, warm standby
cold startcold start /kəυld �stɑt/ noun the act of
switching on a computer or to run a pro-
gram from its original start point
collating sequencecollating sequence /kə��letŋ

sikwəns/ noun a sequence of characters
ordered according to their codes
collatorcollator /kə��letə/ noun 1. a piece of
software that collates data 2. a device that
collates punched cards
collectcollect /kə��lekt/ verb to receive or cap-
ture data
collect transfercollect transfer /kə�
lekt tr�ns��f�/
verb to load a register with bits from a
number of different locations
collisioncollision /kə��l'(ə)n/ noun an event that
occurs when two electrical signals meet
and interfere with each other over a net-
work, normally causing an error
collision detectioncollision detection /kə��l'(ə)n d�


tekʃ(ə)n/ noun the detecting and report-
ing of the coincidence of two actions or
events
co-locationco-location /kəυ ləυ��keʃ(ə)n/ noun an
arrangement whereby a computer used as
an Internet server is located at a specialist
site that is designed to support and main-
tain servers on behalf of their customers

COMMENT: If you want to set up a website, you
might start by renting web space from your
ISP or web hosting provider. If your website
grows in popularity or requires complex or se-
cure e-commerce facilities, you might find it
effective to rent or purchase a server compu-
ter dedicated to serving your website – you
could locate this server computer anywhere,

for example, in your office, but you would
need to install a high-speed link to the Internet
and maintain the computer and its software. A
more cost-effective solution is co-location:
moving the server to a specialist site, often
provided by an ISP, who takes on the job of
supporting the high-speed link and the com-
puter.

colour balancecolour balance /�k�lə 
b�ləns/ noun
the adjustment of the red, green and blue
primary colours to produce a pure white
colour. When a colour monitor is config-
ured, a colour sensor is placed on the
screen and the red, green and blue electron
gun settings are adjusted to produce a pure
white colour.
colour bitscolour bits /�k�lə bts/ plural noun the
number of data bits assigned to a pixel to
describe its colour. One bit provides two
colours, two bits give four colours and
eight bits allow 256 colour combinations.
colour cellcolour cell /�k�lə sel/ noun the smallest
area on a CRT screen that can display col-
our information
colour cyclingcolour cycling /�k�lə 
saklŋ/ noun a
process that changes the colours in a pal-
ette over a period of time, normally used to
create a special effect or animation
colour depthcolour depth /�k�lə depθ/ noun the
number of different colours that can be
displayed by any single pixel in a display,
which is determined by the number of col-
our bits in each pixel
colour displaycolour display /
k�lə d��sple/ noun a
display device able to represent characters
or graphics in colour
colour keycolour key /�k�lə ki/ noun an image
manipulation technique used to superim-
pose one image on another. It is often used
with two video sources to create special ef-
fects. One image is photographed against a
coloured background, the matte, when
then has another image superimposed on it
to produce a combined picture. � chroma
key
colour look-up tablecolour look-up table /
k�lə �lυk �p

teb(ə)l/ noun full form of CLUT
colour monitorcolour monitor /
k�lə �mɒntə/ noun a
screen that has a demodulator that shows
information in colour � The colour moni-
tor is great for games.
colour palettecolour palette /
k�lə �p�lət/ noun the
selection of colours that are currently be-
ing used in an image
colour printercolour printer /
k�lə �prntə/ noun a
printer that can produce hard copy in col-
our
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colour saturationcolour saturation /
k�lə 
s�tʃə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the purity of a colour sig-
nal
colour separationcolour separation /
k�lə 
sepə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of separating a
colour image into its constituent colours in
order to produce printing plates for colour
printing. Full colour printing needs four-
colour separation to produce four printing
plates for the cyan, magenta, yellow and
black inks that together create a colour im-
age.
colour standardcolour standard /�k�lə 
st�ndəd/
noun one of three international standards,
NTSC, PAL and SECAM, used to describe
how colour TV and video images are dis-
played and transmitted
colour temperaturecolour temperature /�k�lə

temprtʃə/ noun the hue or shade of the
colour white seen if pure carbon is heated
to a particular temperature measured in
Kelvin. The standard for many TV and
video systems is a colour temperature of
6500K, known as Illuminant D65.
colour toolcolour tool /�k�lə tul/ noun a utility or
icon in a graphics or DTP application that
allows the user to create custom colours by
specifying the CMYK or RGB values and
then draw or fill an area with this colour
columncolumn /�kɒləm/ noun a series of char-
acters, numbers or lines of text printed one
under the other � to add up a column of
figures
columnar graphcolumnar graph /kə�
l�mnə ��rɑf/
noun a graph on which values are shown
as vertical or horizontal bars
columnar workingcolumnar working /kə�
l�mnə
�w�kŋ/ noun a method of working that
shows information in columns
column balancecolumn balance /�kɒləm 
b�ləns/
noun (in a word-processor or DTP sys-
tem) a method of making sure that the
ends of two columns of text are level
column guidecolumn guide /�kɒləm �ad/ noun (in
a DTP application) a vertical line that in-
dicates the position and width of a column
column indicatorcolumn indicator /�kɒləm 
ndketə/
noun (in word-processing software) the
status bar at the bottom of the screen that
displays in which column the cursor is po-
sitioned
column paritycolumn parity /
kɒləm �p�rti/ noun a
parity check on every punched card or tape
column
column reportcolumn report /�kɒləm r�
pɔt/ noun a
method of viewing data in columns, in

which each column is one field of a record
and each row a separate record
comcom /kɒm/ suffix a suffix that means that
the Internet domain name is a company,
usually one based in the USA � www.am-
azon.com is the website address of the US
version of the Amazon Internet bookshop.
COMCOM /
si əυ �em/ noun 1. a standard de-
fined by Microsoft to standardise the way
an application can access an object. Full
form component object model (NOTE:
This is a rival standard to CORBA.) 2. the
process of recording the output from a
computer directly onto microfilm. Full
form computer output on microfilm
COM1COM1 /
kɒm �w�n/ noun a name used in
PCs to represent the first serial port on the
computer. There are normally two serial
ports, COM1 and COM2, in a PC, al-
though it can support four. Some PCs have
a mouse plugged into the first serial port
and the modem plugged into the second
port. � AUX. Also called COM port, COM
device
COMALCOMAL /�kəυb�l/ noun a structured
programming language similar to BASIC.
Full form common algorithmic lan-
guage
comb filtercomb filter /kəυm �fltə/ noun an elec-
tronic device used to separate the luma, Y,
and chroma, C, signals from a composite
video signal. � S-Video, Y/C
combinational circuitcombinational circuit
/
kɒmbneʃən(ə)l �s�kt/ noun an elec-
tronic circuit consisting of a number of
connected components
combinational logiccombinational logic
/
kɒmbneʃən(ə)l �lɒd'k/ noun a logic
function made up from a number of sepa-
rate logic gates
combined headcombined head /kəm��band hed/
noun a transducer that can read or write
data from the surface of a magnetic storage
medium such as a floppy disk
combined stationcombined station /kəm�
band
�steʃ(ə)n/ noun a high-level data link
control station that processes commands
and responses
combined symbol matchingcombined symbol matching /kəm�


band �smbəl 
m�tʃŋ/ noun full form
of CSM
combi playercombi player /�kɒmbi 
pleə/ noun a
hardware drive that can read two or more
different CD-ROM formats
combo boxcombo box /�kɒmbəυ bɒks/ noun a
box that displays a number of different in-
put and output objects
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COM deviceCOM device /�kɒm d�
vas/ noun same
as COM1
COM fileCOM file /�kɒm fal/ noun (in operating
systems for the PC) a file with the three-
letter extension .com to its name that indi-
cates that the file contains a machine code
in binary format and so can be executed by
the operating system.
comic-strip orientedcomic-strip oriented /
kɒmk strp
�ɔrientd/ adjective referring to a film
image that is oriented at right angles to the
outer edge of the film. Compare cine-ori-
ented
Comité Consultatif Internationale de TéIégraphie et TéléphonieComité Consultatif Internationale
de TéIégraphie et Téléphonie noun
full form of CCITT
commacomma /�kɒmə/ noun a symbol (,) that is
often used to separate data or variables or
arguments
comma-delimited filecomma-delimited file /
kɒmə di�


lmtd �fal/ noun data file in which each
data item is separated by a comma � All
databases can import and export to a com-
ma-delimited file format.
commandcommand /kə��mɑnd/ noun 1. an elec-
trical pulse or signal that will start or stop
a process 2. a word or phrase which is rec-
ognised by a computer system and starts or
terminates an action � interrupt command
command chaincommand chain /kə��mɑnd tʃen/
noun list of commands (in a file) executed
sequentially by a batch mode system
command codecommand code /kə��mɑnd kəυd/
noun a binary code that starts or stops an
instruction or action in a CPU
COMMAND.COMCOMMAND.COM /kə��mɑnd kɒm/
noun (in MS-DOS) a program file that
contains the command interpreter for the
operating system. This program is always
resident in memory and recognises and
translates system commands into actions.
� MS-DOS will not work because you de-
leted the COMMAND.COM file by mis-
take.
command console processorcommand console processor /kə�

�mɑnd 
kɒnsəυl 
prəυsesə/ noun full
form of CCP
command control languagecommand control language /kə�


mɑnd kən��trəυl 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a
programming language that allows equip-
ment to be easily controlled
command-driven programcommand-driven program /kə�


mɑnd 
drv(ə)n �prəυ�r�m/ noun a
program which requires the user to enter
instructions at every stage

command filecommand file /kə��mɑnd fal/ noun a
sequence of frequently used commands
stored in a file
command file processorcommand file processor /kə��mɑnd
fal 
prəυsesə/ noun a device that exe-
cutes a user’s command file, allowing the
user to create a customised simple operat-
ing environment or to carry out a series of
frequently used commands
command interfacecommand interface /kə��mɑnd

ntəfes/ noun the cue and prompts used
by a program to inform and accept from
user-required inputs. This can be user-
friendly, like a WIMP environment, or not
so friendly, like a question mark.
command interpretercommand interpreter /kə��mɑnd n�


t�prtə/ noun a program within an oper-
ating system that recognises a set of sys-
tem commands and controls the processor,
screen and storage devices accordingly �
When you type in the command ‘DIR’, the
command interpreter asks the disk drive
for a list of files and instructs the monitor
to display the list.
command keycommand key /kə��mɑnd ki/ noun
(on an Apple Macintosh) a special key
that gives access to various special func-
tions, similar in effect to the Control key
on an IBM PC
command languagecommand language /kə��mɑnd

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage made up of procedures for various
tasks, that can be called up by a series of
commands
command linecommand line /kə��mɑnd lan/ noun
1. a program line that contains a command
instruction 2. a command prompt and sys-
tem command

‘This gives Unix a friendly face instead of the terri-
fyingly complex command-line prompts that make
most users reach for their manuals.’ [Computing]

command line argumentcommand line argument /kə�
mɑnd
lan �ɑ�jυmənt/ noun additional items
entered following a command � Use the
command ‘DIR’ to view the files on disk,
add the command line argument ‘A:’ to
view the files on drive A:.
command line interfacecommand line interface /kə�
mɑnd
lan �ntəfes/ noun a user interface in
which the user controls the operating sys-
tem or program by typing in commands;
e.g., DOS is a command line interface
command line operating systemcommand line operating system
/kə�
mɑnd lan �ɒpəretŋ 
sstəm/ noun
a computer system software that is con-
trolled by a user typing in commands, as in
MS-DOS, rather than allowing a user to
control the system through images
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command messagecommand message /kə��mɑnd

mesd'/ noun (in MCI) a character or
symbol that represents an MCI command
command modecommand mode /kə��mɑnd məυd/
noun the operating mode of a modem in
which the user or communications soft-
ware can send instructions to the modem
that it will then try and execute. The stand-
ard method of switching a modem to com-
mand mode is to type or send it the three
characters ‘+++’. The modem will reply
with an ‘OK’ message and is ready to exe-
cute configuration or other commands.
command promptcommand prompt /kə��mɑnd
prɒmpt/ noun a symbol displayed by the
operating system to indicate that a com-
mand is expected
command registercommand register /kə��mɑnd

red'stə/ noun a register that stores the
instruction that is to be carried out or that
is being processed
command statecommand state /kə��mɑnd stet/
noun the state of a modem in which it is
ready to accept commands
command stringcommand string /kə��mɑnd strŋ/
noun (in MCI) a character string that con-
tains all the information to carry out an
MCI command. The string ends with a null
character and is split by MCI into the com-
mand message and data structure.
command windowcommand window /kə��mɑnd

wndəυ/ noun an area of the screen that
always displays the range of commands
available � The command window is a sin-
gle line at the bottom of the screen.
command window historycommand window history /kə�


mɑnd 
wndəυ �hst(ə)ri/ noun a list of
previous commands entered in the com-
mand window � The user can define the
size of the command window.
commentcomment /�kɒment/ noun a helpful
note in a program to guide the user � The
lack of comments is annoying.
comment fieldcomment field /�kɒment fild/ noun a
section of a command line in an assembly
language program that is not executed, but
provides notes and comments
comment outcomment out /�kɒment aυt/ noun a
method of temporarily disabling a com-
mand by enclosing it in a comment field
commercecommerce /�kɒm�s/ � e-commerce
commerce servercommerce server /�kɒm�s 
s�və/
noun web software that supports the main
functions of an online shop including man-
aging the shopping cart and dealing with
the credit card payment processing

commercial Internet exchangecommercial Internet exchange /kə�


m�ʃ(ə)l �ntənet ks�
tʃend'/ noun a
connection point for commercial Internet
service providers
Commission International de l’EclairageCommission International de
l’Eclairage full form of CIE
common algorithmic languagecommon algorithmic language
/
kɒmən 
�l�ərðmk �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun
full form of COMAL
common business orientated languagecommon business orientated lan-
guage /
kɒmən 
bzns 
ɔriəntetd
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage mainly used in business applica-
tions. Abbr COBOL
common carriercommon carrier /
kɒmən �k�riə/
noun a private company that supplies data
and voice communications services for a
fee to anybody
common channel signallingcommon channel signalling
/
kɒmən �tʃ�n(ə)l 
s�n(ə)lŋ/ noun the
use of one channel as a communications
link to a number of devices or circuits
common gateway interfacecommon gateway interface
/
kɒmən ��etwe 
ntəfes/ noun full
form of CGI
common hardwarecommon hardware /
kɒmən
�hɑdweə/ noun hardware items that can
be used for a variety of tasks
common intermediate formatcommon intermediate format
/
kɒmən 
ntəmidiət �fɔm�t/ noun a
standard for video images that displays an
image 352 pixels wide and 288 pixels
high. Abbr CIF
common languagecommon language /
kɒmən
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a set of data or program
instructions in a standardised form that can
be understood by other processors or com-
pilers/interpreters
common management information protocolcommon management informa-
tion protocol /
kɒmən 
m�nd'mənt

nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun full
form of CMIP
common management information specificationcommon management informa-
tion specification /
kɒmən

m�nd'mənt 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n

spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ full form of CMIS
common object request broker architecturecommon object request broker ar-
chitecture /
kɒmən əb�
d'ekt r�
kwest

brəυkə �ɑktektʃə/ noun a standard de-
fined by the Object Management Group to
standardise the way an application can ac-
cess an object. Abbr CORBA. Compare
COM
commoncommon ordinary business-ori-
ented language /
kɒmən 
ɔd(ə)n(ə)ri

bzns 
ɔriəntd �l�n�wd'/ noun full
form of COBOL
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commoncommon real-time applications
language /
kɒmən 
rəl tam 
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)nz 
l�n�wd'/ noun full form of
CORAL
common softwarecommon software /
kɒmən
�sɒftweə/ noun useful routines that can be
used by any program
common storage areacommon storage area /
kɒmən
�stɔrd' 
eəriə/ noun a memory or stor-
age area used by more than one program �
The file server memory is mainly common
storage area, with a section reserved for
the operating system.
communicating applications specificationcommunicating applications
specification /kə�
mjunketŋ

�plkeʃ(ə)n spə��sfk/ noun full form
of CAS
communicating word processorcommunicating word processor
/kə�
mjunketŋ �w�d 
prəυsesə/ noun
a word processor workstation which is
able to transmit and receive data
communications buffercommunications buffer /kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz 
b�fə/ noun a terminal or mo-
dem that is able to store transmitted data
communications channelcommunications channel /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a
physical link over which data can be trans-
mitted
communications computercommunications computer /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz kəm�
pjutə/ noun a
computer used to control data transmis-
sion in a network
communications control unitcommunications control unit /kə�


mjunkeʃ(ə)nz kən��trəυl 
junt/
noun an electronic device that controls
data transmission and routes in a network
communications executivecommunications executive /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz ��
zekjυtv/ noun the
main set of programs that ensure that pro-
tocol, format and device and line handlers
are correct for the type of device or line in
use
communications interface adaptercommunications interface adapt-
er /kə�
mjunkeʃ(ə)nz �ntəfes ə�


d�ptə/ noun an electronic circuit that al-
lows a computer to communicate with a
modem
communications linkcommunications link /kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz lŋk/ noun the physical path
that joins a transmitter to a receiver
communications link controlcommunications link control /kə�


mjunkeʃ(ə)nz lŋk kən��trəυl/ noun a
processor that provides various handshak-
ing and error detection functions for a
number of links between devices
communications networkcommunications network /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
netw�k/ noun a

group of devices such as terminals and
printers that are interconnected with a cen-
tral computer, allowing the rapid and sim-
ple transfer of data
communications network processorcommunications network proces-
sor /kə�
mjunkeʃ(ə)nz 
netw�k
�prəυsesə/ noun a processor that provides
various types of interfacing and manage-
ment, e.g. buffering or code conversion,
between a computer and communications
link control
communications packagecommunications package /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
p�kd'/ noun a
package of software that allows a user to
control a modem and use an online service
communications portcommunications port /kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz pɔt/ noun a socket or physical
connection allowing a device to communi-
cate
communications protocolcommunications protocol /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
prəυtəυkɒl/ noun
the parameters that define how the transfer
of information will be controlled � The
communications protocol for most dial-up
online services is eight-bit words, no stop
bit and even parity.
communications scannercommunications scanner /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
sk�nə/ noun a piece
of line-monitoring equipment that checks
for data request signals
communications servercommunications server /kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz 
s�və/ noun a computer with
a modem or fax card attached that allows
users on a network to share the use of the
modem
communications softwarecommunications software /kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
sɒftweə/ noun soft-
ware that allows a user to control a modem
and use an online service
communitycommunity /kə��mjunti/ noun same
as virtual community
compcomp /kɒmp/ noun a type of newsgroup
that provides discussion about computers
and computer programming
compact codecompact code /�kɒmp�kt kəυd/ noun
the minimum number of program instruc-
tions required for a task
compact disccompact disc /
kɒmp�kt �dsk/ noun
a small plastic disc that contains audio sig-
nals in digital form etched onto the sur-
face. Abbr CD
compact disc-digital audiocompact disc-digital audio
/
kɒmp�kt 
dsk 
dd't(ə)l �ɔdiəυ/
noun a standard that defines how music
can be stored in digital form, i.e. as a series
of numbers, on a compact disc. Abbr CD-
DA. Also called CD-audio
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compact disc erasablecompact disc erasable /
kɒmp�kt

dsk ��rezəb(ə)l/ noun a format that al-
lows data to be saved to and erased from a
compact disc. Abbr CD-E
compact disc-interactivecompact disc-interactive
/
kɒmp�kt dsk 
ntər���ktv/ noun full
form of CD-I
compact disc playercompact disc player /
kɒmp�kt
�dsk 
pleə/ noun a machine that reads
the digital data from a CD and converts it
back to its original form
compact disc ROMcompact disc ROM /
kɒmp�kt 
dsk
�rɒm/ noun same as CD-ROM � The com-
pact disc ROM can store as much data as
a dozen hard disks.
compact disc write oncecompact disc write once
/
kɒmp�kt dsk 
rat �w�ns/ noun CD-
ROM disc and drive technology that al-
lows a user to write data to the disc once
only. Full form CD-WO
compact Flashcompact Flash /kəm�
p�kt �fl�ʃ/
noun a tiny memory expansion device that
uses Flash-ROM to store up to 512Mb of
data, often used in MP3 music players and
digital cameras. Abbr CF
compacting algorithmcompacting algorithm /
kɒmp�ktŋ
��l�ə�
rð(ə)m/ noun a formula for reduc-
ing the amount of space required by text
compact modelcompact model /�kɒmp�kt 
mɒd(ə)l/
noun a memory model in the Intel 80x86
family of CPUs that allows only 64Kb of
space for the code of a program, but 1Mb
of space for the program’s data
compandingcompanding /kɒm��p�ndŋ/ noun two
processes which reduce or compact data
before transmission or storage then restore
packed data to its original form. Full form
compressing and expanding
COMPAQCOMPAQ /�kɒmp�k/ a US personal
computer company, founded in 1983, that
was the first manufacturer to produce a
clone to the IBM PC
comparatorcomparator /kəm��p�rətə/ noun a log-
ical device whose output is true if there is
a difference between two inputs
compatibilitycompatibility /kəm�
p�t��blti/ noun
the ability of two hardware or software de-
vices to function together (NOTE: Compat-
ibility of hardware and software, which
means that those of one manufacturer or
organisation conform to the standards of
another, allows programs and hardware
to be interchanged without modification.)

‘The manufacturer claims that this card does not re-
quire special drivers on the host machine… and
therefore has fewer compatibility problems.’ [Com-
puting]

compatibility boxcompatibility box /kəm�
p�tə��blti
bɒks/ noun caret mark, caret sign a
window or session in an operating system
that can execute programs written for a
different, but related, operating system �
OS/2 has a compatibility box to allow it to
run DOS applications.
compatiblecompatible /kəm��p�tb(ə)l/ adjective
used to describe two hardware or software
devices that function correctly together �
noun a hardware or software device that
functions correctly with other equipment
� Buy an IBM PC or a compatible.

‘…this was the only piece of software I found that
wouldn’t work, but it does show that there is no such
thing as a totally compatible PC clone’
[Personal Computer World]

compilationcompilation /
kɒmp��leʃ(ə)n/ noun
the translation of an encoded source pro-
gram into machine readable code

‘This utility divides the compilation of software into
pieces and performs the compile in parallel across
available machines on the network.’ [Computer-
gram]

compilation errorcompilation error /
kɒmp��leʃ(ə)n

erə/ noun an error occurring during pro-
gram compilation time
compilation timecompilation time /
kɒmp��leʃ(ə)n
tam/ noun the length of time it takes for
a computer to compile a program
compilecompile /kəm��pal/ verb to convert a
high-level language program into a ma-
chine code program that can be executed
by itself
compile and gocompile and go /kəm�
pal ən ��əυ/
noun a computer program not requiring
operator interaction that will load, compile
and execute a high-level language pro-
gram
compile phasecompile phase /kəm��pal fez/ noun
the time during a program run, when the
instructions are compiled
compilercompiler, compiler program noun a
piece of software that converts an encoded
program into a machine code program �
The new compiler has an in-built editor.
Compare interpreter
compiler diagnosticscompiler diagnostics /kəm�
palə

daə���nɒstks/ plural noun a function in
a compiler that helps a programmer find
faults in the program code � Thorough
compiler diagnostics make debugging
easy.
compiler languagecompiler language /kəm��palə

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a high-level language
such as C or pascal that will convert a
source program that follows the language
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syntax into a machine code version, then
run it
complementcomplement /�kɒmplment/ noun 1.
an inversion of a binary digit � The com-
plement is found by changing the 1s to 0s
and 0s to 1s. 2. the result after subtracting
a number from one less than the radix �
verb to invert a binary digit
complementary metal oxide semiconductorcomplementary metal oxide semi-
conductor /
kɒmplment(ə)ri 
met(ə)l

ɒksad �semikən�
d�ktə/ noun full form
of CMOS
complementary operationcomplementary operation
/
kɒmplment(ə)ri 
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
logical operation that results in the logical
NOT of a function
complementationcomplementation /
kɒmplmən�

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun a number system used to
represent positive and negative numbers
complementedcomplemented /�kɒmplməntd/ ad-
jective referring to a binary digit that has
had a complement performed
complete operationcomplete operation /kəm�
plit 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation that retrieves
the necessary operands from memory, per-
forms the operation and returns the results
and operands to memory, then reads the
next instruction to be processed
completioncompletion /kəm��pliʃ(ə)n/ noun the
point at which something is complete �
Completion date for the new software
package is November 15th.
complex instruction set computercomplex instruction set computer
/
kɒmpleks n�
str�kʃən 
set kəm�

�pjutə/ noun full form of CISC
complexity measurecomplexity measure /kəm��pleksti

me'ə/ noun a measure of the system re-
sources used in an operation or job
compliantcompliant /kəm��plaənt/ adjective that
conforms to a particular set of standards �
If you want to read PhotoCD compact
discs in your computer you must be sure
that the CD-ROM drive is PhotoCD or
CD-ROM XA compliant.
component densitycomponent density /kəm�
pəυnənt
�densti/ noun number of electronic com-
ponents per unit area on a PCB � Compo-
nent density increases with production ex-
pertise.
component errorcomponent error /kəm��pəυnənt 
erə/
noun error introduced by a malfunctioning
device or component rather than by incor-
rect programming
Component Object ModelComponent Object Model /kəm�


pəυnənt �ɒbd'ekt 
mɒd(ə)l/ noun full
form of COM

component videocomponent video /kəm��pəυnənt

vdiəυ/ noun a method of transmitting
video information, used in professional
video systems, that has separate signals for
the luminance and two chrominance chan-
nels to avoid interference
COM portCOM port /�kɒm pɔt/ noun same as
COM1
composite circuitcomposite circuit /
kɒmpəzt
�s�kt/ noun an electronic circuit made
up of a number of smaller circuits and
components
composite displaycomposite display /
kɒmpəzt d�

�sple/ noun a video display unit that ac-
cepts a single composite video signal and
can display an infinite number of colours
or shades of grey
composite monitorcomposite monitor /
kɒmpəzt
�mɒntə/ noun a colour monitor that re-
ceives one video signal from a graphics
display adapter, which must then be elec-
tronically separated inside the monitor
into the red, green and blue colour signals
composite videocomposite video /
kɒmpəzt �vdiəυ/
noun a video signal that combines the col-
our signals and the monochrome signal
into one single signal � Most TV set and
video players expect a composite video
feed.
compound devicecompound device /
kɒmpaυnd d�

�vas/ noun a Windows MCI multimedia
device that requires a data file
compound documentcompound document /�kɒmpaυnd

dɒkjυmənt/ noun a document that con-
tains information created by several other
applications
compound filecompound file /�kɒmpaυnd fal/ noun
a number of individual files grouped to-
gether in one file
compound logical elementcompound logical element
/
kɒmpaυnd 
lɒd'k(ə)l �elmənt/ noun
a logical circuit or function that produces
an output from a number of inputs
compound statementcompound statement /
kɒmpaυnd
�stetmənt/ noun a number of program
instructions in one line of program � The
debugger cannot handle compound state-
ments.
compressed videocompressed video /
kɒmprest
�vdiəυ/ noun video signals that have been
compressed to reduce the data rate re-
quired to transmit the information. Where-
as a normal television picture is transmit-
ted at around 5090Mbits/second, a com-
pressed video signal can be transmitted at
around one tenth of the data rate.
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compressioncompression /kəm��preʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of reducing the size of a file by en-
coding the data in a more efficient form.
For example, if the file contains five letter
’A’s in line, which take up five bytes of
space, the compression software could en-
code this to 5A which takes two byes of
space.
compression ratiocompression ratio /kəm��preʃ(ə)n

reʃiəυ/ noun a ratio of the size of an
original, uncompressed file to the final,
compressed file that has been more effi-
ciently encoded
CompuServeCompuServe /�kɒmpjus�v/ an on-
line service provider and information serv-
ice
computercomputer /kəm��pjutə/ noun a ma-
chine that receives or stores or processes
data very quickly using a program kept in
its memory
computer-aidedcomputer-aided /kəm�
pjutə �edd/
adjective that uses a computer to make the
work easier. Also called computer-as-
sisted
computer-aided designcomputer-aided design /kəm�


pjutər 
edd d��zan/ noun full form of
CAD
computer-aided engineeringcomputer-aided engineering /kəm�


pjutər 
edd 
end'��nərŋ/ noun full
form of CAE
computer-aided instructioncomputer-aided instruction /kəm�


pjutər 
edd n��str�kʃən/ noun full
form of CAI
computer-aided learningcomputer-aided learning /kəm�


pjutər 
edd �l�nŋ/ noun full form of
CAL
computer-aided manufacturecomputer-aided manufacture /kəm�


pjutər 
edd 
m�njυ��f�ktʃə/ noun
full form of CAM
computer-aided testingcomputer-aided testing /kəm�


pjutər 
edd �testŋ/ noun full form of
CAT
computer-aided trainingcomputer-aided training /kəm�


pjutər 
edd �trenŋ/ noun full form
of CAT
computer animationcomputer animation /kəm�
pjutə

�n��meʃ(ə)n/ noun same as animation
computer applicationscomputer applications /kəm�
pjutə

�pl��keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun the tasks and
uses that a computer can carry out in a par-
ticular field or job
computer architecturecomputer architecture /kəm�
pjutə
�ɑktektʃə/ noun 1. the layout and inter-
connection of a computer’s internal hard-
ware and the logical relationships between
CPU, memory and I/O devices 2. the way

in which the CPU, terminals, printers and
network connections are arranged
computer-assistedcomputer-assisted /kəm�
pjutər ə�

�sstd/ adjective same as computer-aid-
ed
computer-assisted designcomputer-assisted design /kəm�


pjutər ə�
sstd d��zan/ noun full form
of CAD
computer-assisted engineeringcomputer-assisted engineering
/kəm�
pjutər ə�
sstd 
end'��nərŋ/
noun full form of CAE
computer-assisted instructioncomputer-assisted instruction
/kəm�
pjutər ə�
sstd n��str�kʃən/ noun
full form of CAI
computer-assisted learningcomputer-assisted learning /kəm�


pjutər ə�
sstd �l�nŋ/ noun full form
of CAL
computer-assisted manufacturecomputer-assisted manufacture
/kəm�
pjutər ə�
sstd 
m�njυ��f�ktʃə/
noun full form of CAM
computer-assisted testingcomputer-assisted testing /kəm�


pjutər ə�
sstd �testŋ/ noun full form
of CAT
computer-assisted trainingcomputer-assisted training /kəm�


pjutər ə�
sstd �trenŋ/ noun full form
of CAT
computer-based learningcomputer-based learning /kəm�


pjutə best �l�nŋ/ noun full form of
CBL
computer-based message systemcomputer-based message system
/kəm�
pjutə best �mesd' 
sstəm/
noun full form of CBMS
computer-based trainingcomputer-based training /kəm�


pjutə best �trenŋ/ noun full form of
CBT
computer bureaucomputer bureau /kəm��pjutə

bjυərəυ/ noun an office that offers to do
work on its computers for companies
which do not have their own
computer codecomputer code /kəm��pjutə kəυd/
noun a programming language that con-
sists of commands in binary code that can
be directly understood by the central
processing unit, without the need for trans-
lation
computer conferencingcomputer conferencing /kəm�


pjutə �kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the use of a
number of computers or terminals con-
nected together to allow a group of users to
communicate
computer crimecomputer crime /kəm��pjutə kram/
noun theft, fraud or other crimes involving
computers
computer datingcomputer dating /kəm�
pjutə
�detŋ/ noun the use of a computer to
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match single people who may want to get
married
computer departmentcomputer department /kəm��pjutə
d�
pɑtmənt/ noun a department in a
company that manages the company’s
computers
computer engineercomputer engineer /kəm�
pjutə

end'��nə/ noun a person who maintains,
programs or designs computer equipment
computer errorcomputer error /kəm�
pjutər �erə/
noun a mistake made by a computer
computer filecomputer file /kəm��pjutə fal/ noun a
section of information on a computer, e.g.
the payroll, list of addresses or customer
accounts
computer fraudcomputer fraud /kəm��pjutə frɔd/
noun the theft of data, dishonest use of
data or other crimes involving computers
computer gamecomputer game /kəm��pjutə �em/
noun a game played on a computer, using
special software
computer-generatedcomputer-generated /kəm�
pjutə
�d'enəretd/ adjective produced using a
computer � They analysed the computer-
generated image.
computer generationcomputer generation /kəm�
pjutə

d'enə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun any one in a series
of classifications used to define the ad-
vances in the field of computing

COMMENT: The development of computers has
been divided into a series of ‘generations’.
The first generation consisted of computers
constructed using valves and having limited
storage. The second generation of computers
were constricted using transistors. The third
generation used integrated circuits. The
fourth generation, which includes the comput-
ers most often used at present, uses low-cost
memory and IC packages. The fifth genera-
tion comprises future computers using very
fast processors, large memory and allowing
human input/output.

computer graphicscomputer graphics /kəm�
pjutə
��r�fks/ plural noun information repre-
sented graphically on a computer display
computer graphics metafilecomputer graphics metafile /kəm�


pjutə 
�r�fks �metəfal/ noun full
form of CGM
computer illiteratecomputer illiterate /kəm�
pjutə �

�ltərət/ adjective unable to understand
computer-related expressions or opera-
tions
computer image processingcomputer image processing /kəm�


pjutə �md' 
prəυsesŋ/ noun the
analysis of information in an image, usual-
ly by electronic means or using a compu-
ter, also used for recognition of objects in
an image

computer-independent languagecomputer-independent language
/kəm�
pjutə 
ndpendənt �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a programming language that will
operate on any computer that has a correct
compiler or interpreter
computer indexingcomputer indexing /kəm�
pjutə
�ndeksŋ/ noun the use of a computer to
compile an index for a book by selecting
relevant words or items from the text
computer input microfilmcomputer input microfilm /kəm�


pjutə 
npυt �makrəυflm/ noun full
form of CIM
computer-integrated manufacturingcomputer-integrated manufactur-
ing /kəm�
pjutə 
nt�retd 
m�njυ�

�f�ktʃərŋ/ noun full form of CIM
computer-integrated systemcomputer-integrated system /kəm�


pjutə 
nt�retd �sstəm/ plural noun
a system designed to allow the coordinated
use of computers and other related equip-
ment in a process � This firm is a very
well-known supplier of computer-integrat-
ed systems which allow both batch pagina-
tion of very long documents with altera-
tion of individual pages.
computer-integrated telephonycomputer-integrated telephony
/kəm�
pjutə 
nt�retd tə��lefəni/ noun
same as CTI
computerisationcomputerisation /kəm�
pjυtəra�

�zeʃ(ə)n/, computerization noun the
process of introducing a computer system
or of changing from a manual to a compu-
ter system � Computerisation of the finan-
cial sector is proceeding very fast.
computerisecomputerise /kəm��pjutəraz/, com-
puterize verb to change from a manual
system to one using computers � Our
stock control has been completely compu-
terised.
computer languagecomputer language /kəm��pjutə

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a language, formed of
figures or characters, used to communicate
with a computer
computer listingcomputer listing /kəm�
pjutə �lstŋ/
noun a printout of a list of items taken
from data stored in a computer
computer literacycomputer literacy /kəm�
pjutə
�lt(ə)rəsi/ noun understanding of the ba-
sic principles of computers, related ex-
pressions and concepts, and the ability to
use computers for programming or appli-
cations
computer-literatecomputer-literate /kəm�
pjutə
�lt(ə)rət/ adjective able to understand ex-
pressions relating to computers and how to
use a computer
computer logiccomputer logic /kəm�
pjutə �lɒd'k/
noun (in hardware) the way in which the
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various sections of the CPU, memory and
I/O are arranged
computer-managed instructioncomputer-managed instruction
/kəm�
pjutə 
m�nd'd n��str�kʃən/
noun the use of a computer to assist stu-
dents in learning a subject. Abbr CMI
computer-managed learningcomputer-managed learning /kəm�


pjutə 
m�nd'd �l�nŋ/ noun the use
of a computer to teach students and assess
their progress. Abbr CML
computer managercomputer manager /kəm��pjutə

m�nd'ə/ noun the person in charge of a
computer department
computer namecomputer name /kəm��pjutə nem/
plural noun (in Windows 95 and later ver-
sions of Windows) a series of words that
identify a computer on a network and dis-
tinguish it from all other computers on a
network (NOTE: If you are linked to an of-
fice network, you will see an icon on your
Desktop called Network Neighborhood.
Double-click on this and it will display a
list of the other computers on the net-
work, and their computer name.)
computer networkcomputer network /kəm�
pjutə
�netw�k/ noun the shared use of a series
of interconnected computers, peripherals
and terminals
computer numerical controlcomputer numerical control /kəm�


pjutə nju�
merk(ə)l kən��trəυl/ noun
same as numerical control
computer numeric controlcomputer numeric control /kəm�


pjutə nju�
merk kən��trəυl/ noun full
form of CNC
computer office systemcomputer office system /kəm�


pjutər �ɒfs 
sstəm/ noun a computer
and related peripherals used for office
tasks such as filing and word processing
computer operatorcomputer operator /kəm��pjutər

ɒpəretə/ noun a person who operates a
computer
computer organisationcomputer organisation /kəm�

�pjutər 
ɔ�ənazeʃ(ə)n/, computer
organization noun � computer archi-
tecture
computer outputcomputer output /kəm�
pjutər
�aυtpυt/ noun the data or information pro-
duced after processing by a computer
computer output on microfilmcomputer output on microfilm
/kəm�
pjutər 
aυtpυt ɒn �makrəυflm/
noun full form of COM
computer powercomputer power /kəm��pjutə 
paυə/
noun a measure of the speed and capacity
of a computer (NOTE: Several tests for
computer power exist, e.g. FLOPS or
benchmark timings.)

computer printercomputer printer /kəm�
pjutə
�prntə/ noun a machine which prints in-
formation from a computer
computer printoutcomputer printout /kəm�
pjutə
�prntaυt/ noun a printed copy of infor-
mation from a computer � The sales direc-
tor asked for a printout of the agents’ com-
missions.
computer programcomputer program /kəm��pjutə

prəυ�r�m/ noun a series of instructions
to a computer, telling it to do a particular
piece of work � The user cannot write a
computer program with this system.
computer programmercomputer programmer /kəm�
pjutə
�prəυ�r�mə/ noun a person who writes
computer programs
computer-readablecomputer-readable /kəm�
pjutə
�ridəb(ə)l/ adjective which can be read
and understood by a computer � compu-
ter-readable codes
computer runcomputer run /kəm��pjutə r�n/ noun
the action of processing instructions in a
program by a computer
computer sciencecomputer science /kəm�
pjutə
�saəns/ noun the scientific study of com-
puters, the organisation of hardware and
the development of software
computer servicescomputer services /kəm�
pjutə
�s�vsz/ plural noun work using a com-
puter, done by a computer bureau
computer stationerycomputer stationery /kəm�
pjutə
�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun paper specially
made for use in a computer printer
computer systemcomputer system /kəm��pjutə

sstəm/ noun a central processor with
storage and associated peripherals that
make up a working computer
computer-telephony integrationcomputer-telephony integration
/kəm�
pjutə tə�
lefəni 
nt���reʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of CTI
computer timecomputer time /kəm��pjutə tam/
noun the time when a computer is being
used, which is paid for at an hourly rate �
Running all those sales reports costs a lot
in computer time.
computer viruscomputer virus /kəm��pjutə 
varəs/
noun a program which adds itself to an ex-
ecutable file and copies or spreads itself to
other executable files each time an infect-
ed file is run. A virus can corrupt data, dis-
play a message or do nothing.
computer wordcomputer word /kəm��pjutə w�d/
noun a number of bits, usually 8, 16 or 32,
that make up a standard word within a
CPU
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computingcomputing /kəm��pjutŋ/ adjective,
noun referring to computers � noun work
done on computers
computing powercomputing power /kəm��pjutŋ

paυə/ noun a measure of the speed of a
computer and its ability to perform calcu-
lations
computing speedcomputing speed /kəm��pjutŋ
spid/ noun the speed at which a computer
calculates
CONCON /kɒn/ noun (in IBM-PC compatible
systems) a name used to identify the con-
sole, i.e. the keyboard and monitor
concatenateconcatenate /kən��k�tənet/ verb to
join together two or more sets of data
concatenated data setconcatenated data set /kən�


k�tənetd �detə 
set/ noun more than
one file or set of data joined together to
produce one set
concatenation operatorconcatenation operator /kən�
k�tə�

�neʃ(ə)n 
ɒpəretə/ noun an instruction
that joins two pieces of data or variables
together
concealconceal /kən��sil/ verb to hide informa-
tion or graphics from a user, or not to dis-
play them � The hidden lines are con-
cealed from view with this algorithm.
concentrateconcentrate /�kɒnsəntret/ verb to
combine a number of lines or circuits or
data to take up less space � The concen-
trated data was transmitted cheaply.
concentratorconcentrator /�kɒnsəntretə/ noun 1.
(in a Token-Ring network) a device at the
centre of a Token-Ring network, which
provides a logical star topology in which
nodes are connected to the concentrator,
but which connects each arm of the star as
a physical ring within the device 2. (in an
FDDI network) a node which provides ac-
cess for one or more stations to the net-
work 3. (in an 10Base-T Ethernet net-
work) the device at the centre of a star-to-
pology 10Base-T Ethernet network that
receives signals from one port and regen-
erates them before sending them out to the
other ports 4. (in general networking) a
device in which all the cables from nodes
are interconnected
conceptual modelconceptual model /kən�
septʃuəl
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun a description of a database
or program in terms of the data it contains
and its relationships
concertina foldconcertina fold /
kɒnsə��tinə fəυld/
noun a method of folding continuous pa-
per, one sheet in one direction, the next
sheet in the opposite direction, allowing
the paper to be fed into a printer continu-

ously with no action on the part of the user.
Also called accordion fold
concurrencyconcurrency /kən��k�rənsi/ noun data
or a resource that is accessed by more than
one user or application at a time
concurrent operating systemconcurrent operating system /kən�


k�rənt �ɒpəretŋ 
sstəm/ noun operat-
ing system software that allows several
programs or activities to be processed at
the same time
concurrent processingconcurrent processing /kən�
k�rənt
�prəυsesŋ/ noun � multitasking
concurrent programmingconcurrent programming /kən�


k�rənt �prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun the act of
running several programs apparently si-
multaneously, achieved by executing small
sections from each program in turn
conditioncondition /kən��dʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
state of a circuit or device or register 2. a
series of requirements that have to be met
before an action can occur � verb to mod-
ify data that is to be transmitted so as to
meet set parameters � Condition the raw
data to a standard format.
conditionalconditional /kən��dʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective
1. provided that certain things take place
2. referring to a process that is dependent
on the result of another
conditional branchconditional branch /kən�
dʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�brɑntʃ/ noun same as conditional
jump
conditional breakpointconditional breakpoint /kən�


dʃ(ə)nəl �brekpɔnt/ noun an inserted
breakpoint, after which the programmer
can jump to one of a number of sections,
depending on data or program status
conditional jumpconditional jump /kən��dʃ(ə)nəl
d'�mp/ noun a programming instruction
that provides a jump to a section of a pro-
gram if a certain condition is met � The
conditional branch will select routine one
if the response is yes and routine two if no.
conditional statementconditional statement /kən�


dʃ(ə)nəl �stetmənt/ noun a program
instruction which will redirect program
control according to the outcome of an
event
conditional transferconditional transfer /kən�
dʃ(ə)nəl
�tr�nsf�/ noun same as conditional
jump
condition codecondition code /kən��dʃ(ə)n kəυd/
noun a number, or another type of signal,
that indicates the status of an arithmetic,
logic or input/output operation carried out
previously
condition code registercondition code register /kən�


dʃ(ə)n �kəυd 
red'stə/ noun a register
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that contains the state of the CPU after the
execution of the last instruction
conductconduct /kən��d�kt/ verb to allow an
electrical current to flow through a materi-
al � to conduct electricity
conductionconduction /kən��d�kʃən/ noun the
ability of a material to conduct � The con-
duction of electricity by gold contacts.
conductiveconductive /kən��d�ktv/ adjective re-
ferring to the ability of a material to con-
duct
conductorconductor /kən��d�ktə/ noun a sub-
stance such as a metal that conducts elec-
tricity � Copper is a good conductor of
electricity. � semiconductor
conduitconduit /�kɒndjut/ noun a protective
pipe or channel for wires or cables � The
cables from each terminal are channelled
to the computer centre by metal conduit.
conferencingconferencing /�kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun
discussion between remote users using
computers linked by a modem or a net-
work

‘Small organisations and individuals find it conven-
ient to use online services, offering email, conferenc-
ing and information services.’ [Computing]

confidence levelconfidence level /�kɒnfd(ə)ns

lev(ə)l/ noun the likelihood that a partic-
ular number will lie within a range of val-
ues
CONFIG.SYSCONFIG.SYS /kən��f� ss/ noun (in
MS-DOS) a configuration text file that
contains commands to set parameters and
load driver software. This file is read auto-
matically once the PC is switched on and
the operating system has loaded. � If you
add a new adapter card to your PC you
will have to add a new command to the
CONFIG.SYS file.
configurationconfiguration /kən�
f�jə��reʃ(ə)n/
noun the way in which the hardware and
software of a computer system are planned
and set up

‘He said only Banyan Vines had the network config-
uration and administration capabilities required for
implementing an international business plan based
on client-server computing.’ [Computing]

configuration fileconfiguration file /kən�
f�jə��reʃ(ə)n
fal/ noun a file that contains data that de-
scribes how a particular software program
or device has been configured � The main
Windows configuration file is stored in a
file called the Registry.
configuration stateconfiguration state /kən�
f�jə�

�reʃ(ə)n stet/ noun the state of a compu-
ter that allows it or the system or a pro-
gram to be configured

configureconfigure /kən��f�ə/ verb to select
hardware, software and interconnections
to make up a special system � This termi-
nal has been configured to display graph-
ics.
configured-inconfigured-in /kən��f�əd n/ adjective
referring to a device whose configuration
state indicates that it is ready and available
for use
configured-offconfigured-off, configured-out ad-
jective referring to a device whose config-
uration state indicates that it is not availa-
ble for use
congestioncongestion /kən��d'estʃən/ noun a
state that occurs when communication or
processing demands are greater than the
capacity of a system
conjunctconjunct /�kɒnd'�ŋkt/ noun one of the
variables in a logical AND function
conjunctionconjunction /kən��d'�ŋkʃən/ noun a
logical function whose output is true if all
inputs are true
connectconnect /kə��nekt/ verb to link together
two points in a circuit or communications
network
connect chargeconnect charge /kə��nekt tʃɑd'/
noun (in a commercial on-line system)
the cost per minute of time when you are
connected to the remote system
connectionlessconnectionless /kə��nekʃənləs/ adjec-
tive data transfer that occurs between two
devices that do not have a fixed or perma-
nent link and so can take different routes
between the two devices. � circuit switch-
ing
connectionless network protocolconnectionless network protocol
/kə�
nekʃənləs �netw�k 
prəυtəkɒl/
noun an OSI transport protocol that pro-
vides an efficient way of routing informa-
tion around a local area network using a
datagram to carry the information. Abbr
CLNP
connection-orientedconnection-oriented /kə��nekʃ(ə)n

ɔrientd/ adjective referring to data
transfer that occurs according to a series of
fixed, pre-defined steps that will create a
known and reliable path between the two
devices. For example, TCP/IP is a connec-
tion-oriented protocol that uses a known
modem or network adapter to contact an-
other known computer and establish a link
via TCP/IP commands.
connection-orientedconnection-oriented network
services /kə�
nekʃən 
ɔrientd
�netw�k 
s�vsz/ plural noun an OSI
transport protocol that provides an effi-
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cient way of routing information around a
wide area network. Abbr CONS
connectiveconnective /kə��nektv/ noun a symbol
between two operands that describes the
operation to be performed
connectivityconnectivity /
kɒnek��tvti/ noun the
ability of a device to connect with other
devices and transfer information
connectorconnector /kə��nektə/ noun a physical
device with a number of metal contacts
that allow devices to be easily linked to-
gether � The connector at the end of the
cable will fit any standard serial port.
connector plugconnector plug /kə��nektə pl��/ noun
(in an FDDI network) a device at the end
of a fibre-optic or copper cable that con-
nects to a receptacle
connector receptacleconnector receptacle /kə��nektə r�


septək(ə)l/ noun (in an FDDI network) a
device mounted on a panel that connects to
a plug
connect stateconnect state /kə��nekt stet/ noun the
state of a modem in which it is transferring
data across a communications line
connect timeconnect time /kə��nekt tam/ noun the
length of time that a user is logged onto an
interactive system
conscious errorconscious error /
kɒnʃəs �erə/ noun
an operator error that is immediately spot-
ted, but cannot be prevented in time
consistency checkconsistency check /kən��sstənsi
tʃek/ noun a check to make sure that ob-
jects, data or items conform to their ex-
pected formats
consoleconsole /�kɒnsəυl/ noun a unit consist-
ing of a keyboard, VDU, and usually a
printer, which allows an operator to com-
municate with a computer system � The
console consists of input device such as a
keyboard, and an output device such as a
printer or CRT. � CON
constantconstant /�kɒnstənt/ noun an item of
data whose value does not change. Oppo-
site variable � adjective which does not
change � The disk drive motor spins at a
constant velocity.
constant angular velocityconstant angular velocity
/
kɒnstənt 
�ŋ�jυlə və��lɒsti/ noun full
form of CAV
constant bit rateconstant bit rate /
kɒnstənt �bt 
ret/
noun a data transfer service that is part of
ATM and is used to guarantee a certain
data transmission rate over a network even
if there is a lot traffic. Abbr CBR
constant length fieldconstant length field /
kɒnstənt
leŋθ �fild/ noun a data field that always
contains the same number of characters

constant linear velocityconstant linear velocity /
kɒnstənt

lniə və��lɒsti/ noun full form of CLV
constant ratio codeconstant ratio code /
kɒnstənt
�reʃiəυ 
kəυd/ noun a character represen-
tation code that has a constant number of
binary ones per word length
constrainconstrain /kən��stren/ verb to set limits
that define the maximum movement of an
object on screen
consumablesconsumables /kən��sjuməb(ə)lz/ plu-
ral noun small cheap extra items required
in the day-to-day running of a computer
system, e.g. paper and printer ribbons �
Put all the printer leads and paper with the
other consumables.
contactcontact /�kɒnt�kt/ noun the section of
a switch or connector that provides an
electrical path when it touches another
conductor � The circuit is not working be-
cause the contact is dirty. � verb to try to
call a user or device in a network
contact bouncecontact bounce /�kɒnt�kt baυns/
noun � bounce, de-bounce
contact cardcontact card /�kɒnt�kt kɑd/ noun a
smart card with a chip that can be read
when it is touched by a reading machine
contact image sensorcontact image sensor /
kɒnt�kt
�md' 
sensə/ noun full form of CIS
containercontainer /kən��tenə/ noun something
that can be set to a value � The program-
mer uses this variable as a container, stor-
ing the object’s colour.
contentcontent /�kɒntent/ noun information,
ideas, text, images or data that form a let-
ter, document, web page, database or book
content-addressable addressingcontent-addressable addressing
/
kɒntent ə�
dresəb(ə)l ə��dresŋ/ noun
same as associative addressing
content-addressable filecontent-addressable file /
kɒntent
ə�
dresəb(ə)l �fal/ noun a file for storing
data in which each item may be individu-
ally accessed
content-addressable locationcontent-addressable location
/
kɒntent ə�
dresəb(ə)l ləυ��keʃ(ə)n/
noun same as content-addressable file
content-addressable memorycontent-addressable memory
/
kɒntent ə�
dresəb(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/, con-
tent-addressable storage /ə�
səυsiətv
�stɔrd'/ noun abbr CAM. same as asso-
ciative memory
contentioncontention /kən��tenʃən/ noun a situa-
tion that occurs when two or more devices
are trying to communicate with the same
piece of equipment
contention buscontention bus /kən��tenʃ(ə)n b�s/
noun a communication control system in
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which a device must wait for a free mo-
ment before transmitting data
contention delaycontention delay /kən��tenʃ(ə)n d�


le/ noun the length of time spent waiting
for equipment to become free for use
content providercontent provider /�kɒntent prə�


vadə/ noun a company that supplies in-
formation, e.g. text, news stories, images,
video, software, for a publication in a web-
site or other medium
content-richcontent-rich /kən��tent rtʃ/ adjective
containing a lot of useful information
contentscontents /�kɒntents/ plural noun a list
of items in a file
contextcontext /�kɒntekst/ noun a particular
way of organising data that is used when
transferring it into and out of a business
management system
context-sensitivecontext-sensitive /
kɒntekst
�senstv/ adjective that relates to the par-
ticular context
context-sensitive helpcontext-sensitive help /
kɒntekst

senstv �help/ noun a help message that
gives useful information about the particu-
lar function or part of the program you are
in rather than general information about
the whole program
context-switchingcontext-switching /�kɒntekst

swtʃŋ/ noun a process in which several
programs are loaded in memory, but only
one at a time can be executed

COMMENT: Unlike a true multitasking system
which can load several programs into memory
and run several programs at once, context-
switching only allows one program to be run at
a time.

contiguous filecontiguous file /kən�
t�jυəs �fal/
noun a file stored in a series of adjacent
disk sectors
contiguous graphicscontiguous graphics /kən�
t�jυəs
��r�fks/ plural noun graphic cells or
characters which touch each other � Most
display units do not provide contiguous
graphics: their characters have a small
space on each side to improve legibility.
contingency plancontingency plan /kən��tnd'ənsi
pl�n/ noun a secondary plan that will be
used if the first fails to work
continuation pagecontinuation page /kən�
tnjυ�

�eʃ(ə)n ped'/ noun a page or screen of
text that follows on from a main page
continuitycontinuity /
kɒnt��njuti/ noun a clear
conduction path between two points
continuous data streamcontinuous data stream /kən�


tnjυəs �detə 
strim/ noun high-speed
serial data transmission, in which data

words are not synchronised, but follow on
immediately one after the other
continuous feedcontinuous feed /kən�
tnjuəs �fid/
noun a device which feeds continuous sta-
tionery into a printer
continuous labelscontinuous labels /kən�
tnjυəs
�leb(ə)lz/ plural noun removable adhe-
sive labels attached to a backing sheet that
can be fed into a printer
continuous loopcontinuous loop /kən�
tnjυəs �lup/
noun an endless piece of recording or pro-
jection tape
continuous signalcontinuous signal /kən�
tnjυəs
�s�n(ə)l/ noun a continuously variable
analog signal
continuous stationerycontinuous stationery /kən�
tnjυəs
�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun printer stationery
which takes the form of a single long sheet
continuous tonecontinuous tone /kən��tnjυəs təυn/
noun an image such as a photograph that
uses all possible values of grey or colours,
contouringcontouring /�kɒntυərŋ/ noun 1. (in a
graphics application) a process that con-
verts a wire-frame drawing into a solid-
looking object by adding shadows and tex-
ture 2. (in a graphics application) a func-
tion that creates realistic-looking ground,
e.g. in a virtual-reality system, or a surface
contrastcontrast /�kɒntrɑst/ noun 1. the differ-
ence between black and white or between
colours � The control allows you to adjust
brightness and contrast. 2. a control knob
on a display that alters the difference be-
tween black and white tones or between
colours
contrast enhancement filtercontrast enhancement filter
/
kɒntrɑst n��hɑnsmənt 
fltə/ noun a
special filter put over a monitor to increase
contrast and prevent eye-strain
controlcontrol /kən��trəυl/ noun 1. a section of
a computer or device that carries out in-
structions and processes signals 2. condi-
tional program statements 3. a key on a
computer keyboard which sends a control
character 4. data or a key that controls
something
control blockcontrol block /kən��trəυl blɒk/ noun a
reserved area of computer memory that
contains control data
control buscontrol bus /kən��trəυl b�s/ noun a set
of connections to a microcomputer that
carry the control signals between CPU,
memory and input/output devices
control changecontrol change /kən��trəυl tʃend'/
noun (in MIDI) a message sent to a synthe-
siser to instruct it to change a setting, e.g.
to change the volume of a MIDI channel
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control charactercontrol character /kən��trəυl

k�rktə/ noun a special character that
provides a control sequence

‘…there are seven print control characters which can
be placed in a document’ [Personal Computer
World]

control computercontrol computer /kən��trəυl kəm�


pjutə/ noun a dedicated computer used
to control a process or piece of equipment
control cyclecontrol cycle /kən��trəυl 
sak(ə)l/
noun the events required to retrieve, de-
code and execute an instruction stored in
memory
control datacontrol data /kən��trəυl 
detə/ noun
data that controls the actions of a device
control-drivencontrol-driven /kən��trəυl 
drv(ə)n/
adjective referring to computer architec-
ture where instructions are executed once
a control sequence has been received
control fieldcontrol field /kən��trəυl fild/ noun a
storage area for control instructions
control groupcontrol group /kən��trəυl �rup/ noun
a small group which is used to check a
sample group
control instructioncontrol instruction /kən��trəυl n�


str�kʃən/ noun a program instruction
that controls the actions of a device � The
next control instruction will switch to ital-
ics.
control keycontrol key /kən��trəυl ki/ noun (on
IBM-PC compatible systems) a special
key, usually in the lower left corner of the
keyboard, that provides a secondary func-
tion when pressed with another key � To
halt a program, press Ctrl-C – the control
key and letter C – at the same time. Abbr
Ctrl
control languagecontrol language /kən��trəυl

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun commands that identify
and describe the resources required by a
job that a computer has to perform
controlled vocabularycontrolled vocabulary /kən�
trəυld
vəυ��k�bjυləri/ noun a set of terms or
words used in an indexing language
controllercontroller /kən��trəυlə/ noun a hard-
ware or software device that controls a pe-
ripheral such as a printer, or that monitors
and directs the data transmission over a lo-
cal area network

‘…a printer’s controller is the brains of the machine.
It translates the signals coming from your computer
into printing instructions that result in a hard copy of
your electronic document’ [Publish]

control memorycontrol memory /kən��trəυl

mem(ə)ri/ noun memory which decodes
control instructions into microinstructions
that operate the computer or microcontrol-
ler

control menucontrol menu /kən��trəυl 
menju/
noun (in Microsoft Windows) a menu that
allows you to move, resize or close the cur-
rent window, and that is accessed by press-
ing Alt-Space
control modecontrol mode /kən��trəυl məυd/ noun
the state of a device in which control sig-
nals can be received to select options or
functions
control panelcontrol panel /kən��trəυl 
p�n(ə)l/
noun 1. a panel with indicators and
switches that allows an operator to moni-
tor and control the actions of a computer or
peripheral 2. a utility that displays the
user-definable options such as keyboard,
country-code and type of mouse
control registercontrol register /kən��trəυl 
red'stə/
noun a storage location for control data
control ROMcontrol ROM /kən�
trəυl �rɒm/ noun
same as control memory
control sequencecontrol sequence /kən��trəυl

sikwəns/ noun a series of codes contain-
ing a control character and various argu-
ments, used to carry out a process or
change mode in a device
control signalscontrol signals /kən��trəυl 
s�n(ə)lz/
plural noun electrical signals transmitted
to control the actions of a circuit
control statementcontrol statement /kən��trəυl

stetmənt/ noun 1. a program instruction
that directs a CPU to provide controlling
actions or controls the operation of the
CPU 2. a program instruction which di-
rects a program, e.g. to another branch
control structurecontrol structure /kən��trəυl

str�ktʃə/ noun a set of instructions that
are run in a particular circumstance. An
IF.THEN statement selects a particular
control structure depending on the value of
a variable.
control systemscontrol systems /kən��trəυl 
sstəmz/
plural noun systems used to check that a
computer system is working correctly
control tokencontrol token /kən��trəυl 
təυkən/
noun a special sequence of bits transmit-
ted over a LAN to provide control actions
control totalcontrol total /kən��trəυl 
təυt(ə)l/ noun
the result of summing certain fields in a
computer file to provide error detection
control transfercontrol transfer /kən��trəυl 
tr�nsf�/
noun the redirection of the CPU when a
jump or call instruction is encountered
control unitcontrol unit /kən��trəυl 
junt/ noun
the section of the CPU which selects and
executes instructions
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control wordcontrol word /kən��trəυl w�d/ noun a
word that defines the actions that are to be
followed in a particular process
conventionconvention /kən��venʃən/ noun a set of
well-known standards or rules that have to
be followed so as to produce hardware or
software compatibility
conventional memoryconventional memory /kən�


venʃ(ə)n(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/ noun (in an
IBM-PC compatible system) the random
access memory region installed in a PC
from 0 up to 640Kb. This area of memory
can be directly controlled by MS-DOS.
Compare high memory, expanded
memory. Also called RAM
convergenceconvergence /kən��v�d'əns/ noun 1.
the combination of two or more different
technologies producing a new technology.
For example, fax machines are the product
of the convergence of telephone, scanning
and printing technologies. 2. (in a colour
monitor) the accuracy with which the pic-
ture beam strikes the three colour dots that
form each colour pixel � � picture beam,
pixel
conversationconversation /
kɒnvə��seʃ(ə)n/ noun
a form of communication between a com-
puter and its user in which the computer
responds immediately to instructions and
questions put to it as if was taking part in a
dialogue
conversational modeconversational mode /
kɒnvə�

�seʃ(ə)n(ə)l məυd/ noun a method of op-
erating that provides immediate responses
to a user’s input. � interactive mode
converseconverse /kən��v�s/ verb to engage in a
conversation with a computer
conversionconversion /kən��v�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a
change from one system to another
conversion equipmentconversion equipment /kən�

�v�ʃ(ə)n �
kwpmənt/ noun a device that
will convert data from one format to an-
other, which is suitable for another system,
without changing the content
conversion programconversion program /kən��v�ʃ(ə)n

prəυ�r�m/ noun 1. a program that con-
verts programs written for one computer
into a suitable form for another 2. a pro-
gram that converts data format, coding,
etc. for use in another program
conversion tablesconversion tables /kən��v�ʃ(ə)n

teb(ə)lz/ plural noun a list of source
codes or statements and their equivalent in
another language or form � Conversion
tables may be created and used in con-
junction with the customer’s data to con-

vert it to our system codes. Also called
translation tables
converterconverter /kən��v�tə/ noun a device or
program that translates data from one form
to another � The converter allowed the old
data to be used on the new system.
convertibilityconvertibility /kən�
v�tə��bləti/ noun
ability to be changed
convertibleconvertible /kən��v�təb(ə)l/ adjective
that can be converted
convertorconvertor /kən��v�tə/ noun another
spelling of converter
cookiecookie /�kυki/ noun a tiny file that is
stored on your computer when you con-
nect to a remote Internet site using a
browser. The cookie is used by the remote
site to store information about your op-
tions which can then be read when you
next visit the site.
cookie filecookie file /�kυki fal/ noun a file that
contains the cookie data supplied by the
remote Internet site
cooperative processingcooperative processing /kəυ�


ɒp(ə)rətv �prəυsesŋ/ noun a system in
which two or more computers in a distrib-
uted network can each execute a part of a
program or work on a particular set of data
coordinate graphcoordinate graph /kəυ��ɔdnət �rɑf/
noun a means of displaying one point on a
graph, using two values referring to axes
which are usually at right angles to each
other
coordinatescoordinates /kəυ��ɔdnəts/ plural
noun values used to locate a point on a
graph or map
coordinationcoordination /kəυ�
ɔd��neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of organising complex tasks
coprocessorcoprocessor /kəυ��prəυsesə/ noun an
extra, specialised processor, e.g. an array
or numerical processor, that can work with
a main CPU to increase execution speed

‘Inmos is hiring designers to create highly integrated
transputers and co-processors for diverse computer
and telecoms systems.’ [Computing]

copycopy /�kɒp/ verb to make a second doc-
ument which is like the first, or to dupli-
cate original data � He copied all the per-
sonnel files at night and took them home.
COPYCOPY /�kɒpi/ noun an operating system
command that copies the contents of one
file to another file on a storage device �
Make a copy of your data using the COPY
command before you edit it.
copy protectcopy protect /
kɒpi prə��tekt/ noun a
switch that prevents copies of a disk being
made � verb to move a switch to prevent
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copies of a disk being made � The pro-
gram is not copy protected.
copy protectioncopy protection /�kɒpi prə�
tekʃən/
noun the act of preventing copies from be-
ing made � A hard disk may crash because
of copy protection.
CORALCORAL /�kɒpi/ noun a computer pro-
gramming language used in a real-time
system. Full form common real-time ap-
plications language
CORBACORBA /�kɔbə/ abbr common object
request broker architecture
corecore /kɔ/ noun the central conducting
section of a cable
core dumpcore dump /�kɔ d�mp/ noun a transfer
of data from the main memory of a compu-
ter, usually to an external storage medium
core memorycore memory /kɔ �mem(ə)ri/ noun a
central fast-access memory which stores
the programs and data currently in use
core programcore program /kɔ �prəυ�r�m/ noun a
computer program stored in core memory
coresidentcoresident /kəυ��rezd(ə)nt/ adjective
referring to two or more programs that are
stored in the main memory at the same
time
core storecore store /�kɔ stɔ/ noun a non-vola-
tile magnetic storage method used in old
computers
coronacorona /kə��rəυnə/ noun an electric dis-
charge that is used to charge the toner
within a laser printer
corona wirecorona wire /kə��rəυnə 
waə/ noun a
thin wire that charges the powdered toner
particles in a laser printer as they pass
across it � If your printouts are smudged,
you may have to clean the corona wire.
coroutinecoroutine /�kəυru�
tin/ noun a section
of a program or procedure that can pass
data and control to another coroutine then
halt itself
corrective maintenancecorrective maintenance /kə�
rektv
�mentənəns/ noun actions to trace, find
and repair a fault after it has occurred
corruptcorrupt /kə��r�pt/ adjective that contains
errors � verb to introduce errors into data
or a program � Power loss during disk ac-
cess can corrupt the data.
cost analysiscost analysis /�kɒst ə�
n�ləss/ noun
an examination in advance of the costs of
a new product
cost per actioncost per action /
kɒst p� ��kʃən/ full
form of CPA
co.ukco.uk a domain name suffix that indicates
a business based in the UK � The Peter

Collin Publishing domain name is
‘pcp.co.uk’ � domain
countercounter /�kaυntə/ noun a register or var-
iable whose contents are increased or de-
creased by a set amount every time an ac-
tion occurs
counter-rotating ringcounter-rotating ring /
kaυntə rəυ�


etŋ �rŋ/ noun two signal paths trans-
mitted in opposite directions around a ring
network
country filecountry file /�k�ntri fal/ noun a file
within an operating system that defines the
parameters, e.g. character set and key-
board layout, for different countries
couplercoupler /�k�plə/ noun a mechanical de-
vice that is used to connect three or more
conductors
CourierCourier /�kυriə/ noun a fixed-space or
monospace typeface
coursewarecourseware /�kɔsweə/ noun the soft-
ware, manuals and video that make up a
training package or CAL product
CPACPA /
si pi �e/ noun the cost of display-
ing a banner advertisement once to one
visitor to a website. Full form cost per
action. � banner
cpicpi /
si pi �a/ noun the number of print-
ed characters which fit within the space of
one inch. Full form characters per inch
CPMCPM abbr critical path method
cpscps /
si pi �es/ noun the number of char-
acters printed or processed every second.
Full form characters per second
CPUCPU /
si pi �ju/ noun a group of cir-
cuits that performs the basic functions of a
computer. The CPU is made up of three
parts, the control unit, the arithmetic and
logic unit and the input/output unit. Full
form central processing unit
CPU boundCPU bound /
si pi �ju baυnd/ adjec-
tive referring to the performance of a com-
puter insofar as it is limited by the number
of instructions the CPU can carry out. Ef-
fectively, the memory and I/O devices can
transfer data faster than the CPU can pro-
duce it.
CPU clockCPU clock /
si pi �ju klɒk/ noun a
clock inside a processor device that gener-
ates a regular signal millions of times eve-
ry second to control operations and data
transfer within the processor
CPU clock speedCPU clock speed /
si pi �ju klɒk/
noun the frequency of the CPU clock that
controls the operations within the proces-
sor
CPU cycleCPU cycle /
si pi 
ju �sak(ə)l/ noun
the period of time taken to fetch and exe-
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cute an instruction, usually a simple ADD
instruction, used as a measure of computer
speed
CPU elementsCPU elements /
si pi 
ju �elmənts/
plural noun the main sections that make up
a CPU, including the ALU, control unit,
I/O bus, memory and various registers
CPU handshakingCPU handshaking /
si pi ju
�h�ndʃekŋ/ noun the process of inter-
facing signals between a CPU and a pe-
ripheral or I/O device
CPU timeCPU time /
si pi �ju tam/ noun the
total period of time that a CPU is used to
actually process instructions (NOTE: In a
file handling program, CPU time might be
minimal, since data retrieval from disk
would account for a large part of the pro-
gram run. In a mathematical program,
the CPU time could be much higher in
proportion to the total run time.)
CRCR abbr card reader
crashcrash /kr�ʃ/ noun a failure of a compo-
nent or a bug in a program during a run,
which halts and prevents further use of the
system

COMMENT: It is sometimes possible to recover
data from a crashed hard disk before refor-
matting, if the crash was caused by a bad sec-
tor on the disk rather than contact between
the r/w head and disk surface.

crash-protectedcrash-protected /kr�ʃ prə��tektd/
adjective that uses a head protection or
data corruption protection system � If the
disk is crash-protected, you will never lose
your data.
crawlercrawler /�krɔlə/ noun a computer pro-
gram that collects online documents and
reference links
CRCCRC abbr cyclic redundancy check
crippled leapfrog testcrippled leapfrog test /
krp(ə)ld
�lipfrɒ� 
test/ noun a standard leapfrog
test that uses a single memory location
rather than a changing location
critical errorcritical error /
krtk(ə)l �erə/ noun an
error that stops processing or crashes the
computer
critical fusion frequencycritical fusion frequency /
krtk(ə)l
�fju'(ə)n 
frikwənsi/ noun (on a video,
computer or film screen) the rate of dis-
play of frames of graphics or text that
makes them appear flicker-free
critical path analysiscritical path analysis /
krtk(ə)l
�pɑθ ə�
n�ləss/ noun the definition of
tasks or jobs and the time each requires ar-
ranged in order to achieve certain goals.
Also called PERT – Program Evaluation
and Review Techniques.

‘Surprisingly, critical path analysis and project man-
agement, frequently the next career step for engi-
neers, did not seem to warrant a mention.’ [Comput-
ing]

critical path methodcritical path method /
krtk(ə)l
�pɑθ 
meθəd/ noun the use of analysis
and the projection of each critical step in a
large project to help a management team.
Abbr CPM
critical resourcecritical resource /
krtk(ə)l r��zɔs/
noun a resource that can only be used by
one process at a time
cropcrop /krɒp/ verb to reduce the size or
margins of an image
crop markcrop mark /�krɒp mɑk/ noun (in DTP
software) one of the printed marks that
show the edge of a page or image and al-
low it to be cut accurately
cross-assemblercross-assembler /krɒs ə��semblə/
noun an assembler that produces machine-
code code for one computer while running
on another
cross-compilercross-compiler /krɒs kəm��palə/
noun an assembler or compiler that com-
piles programs for one computer while
running on another

COMMENT: Cross-compilers and assemblers
are used to compile programs for micros, but
are run on larger computers to make the oper-
ation faster.

crosshaircrosshair /�krɒsheə/ noun (in a draw-
ing or paint program) a cursor shape that
looks like a cross
cross-linked filescross-linked files /
krɒs lŋkt �falz/
noun an error in MS-DOS in which two
files claim to be using the same cluster on
disk
crossovercrossover /�krɒs�
əυvə/ noun a change
from one system to another � The crosso-
ver to computerised file indexing was diffi-
cult.
crossover circuitcrossover circuit /�krɒsəυvə 
s�kt/
noun an electronic circuit which splits an
audio signal into different frequency rang-
es and assigns these to different size loud-
speakers in a loudspeaker system
cross-platformcross-platform /
krɒs �pl�tfɔm/ ad-
jective available for more than one type of
computer or operating system
cross-postcross-post /
krɒs �pəυst/ verb to send
a single electronic message or article to
many different newsgroups at the same
time
cross-reference generatorcross-reference generator /
krɒs
�ref(ə)rəns 
d'enəretə/ noun a section
of an assembler or compiler or interpreter
that provides a list of program labels, var-
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iables or constants with their location
within the program
crosstalkcrosstalk /�krɒstɑk/ noun interference
between two communication cables or
channels
CRTCRT /
si ɑ �ti/ noun a device used for
displaying characters, figures or graphical
information, similar to a TV set. Full form
cathode ray tube

COMMENT: Cathode ray tubes are used in tele-
vision sets, computer monitors and VDUs. A
CRT consists of a vacuum tube, one end of
which is flat and coated with phosphor, the
other end containing an electron beam
source. Characters or graphics are visible
when the controllable electron beam strikes
the phosphor, causing it to glow.

crunchcrunch /kr�ntʃ/ verb to process data or
numbers at high speed
crunchercruncher, crunching noun � number
cruncher, number crunching
cryogenic memorycryogenic memory /
kraəυd'enk
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a storage medium oper-
ating at very low temperatures of around
4ºK to use the superconductive properties
of a material
cryptanalysiscryptanalysis /
krptə��n�ləss/ noun
the study and methods of breaking ciphers
cryptographiccryptographic /
krptə���r�fk/ adjec-
tive referring to cryptography
cryptographic algorithmcryptographic algorithm
/
krptə�r�fk ��l�ərð(ə)m/ noun a set
of rules used to encipher and decipher data
cryptographic keycryptographic key /
krptə�r�fk
�ki/ noun a number or code that is used
with a cipher algorithm to personalise the
encryption and decryption of data
cryptographycryptography /
krp��tɒ�rəfi/ noun the
study of encryption and decryption meth-
ods and techniques
crystalcrystal /�krstəl/ noun a small slice of
quartz crystal which vibrates at a certain
frequency, used as a very accurate clock
signal for computer or other high precision
timing applications
crystal shutter printercrystal shutter printer /
krst(ə)l

ʃ�tə �prntə/ noun a page printer that
uses a powerful light controlled by a liquid
crystal display to produce an image on a
photo-sensitive drum
CSLIPCSLIP noun a version of the SLIP proto-
col that compresses data before it is trans-
mitted, resulting in greater data transfer
rate
CSMCSM /
si es �em/ noun an efficient opti-
cal character recognition system. Full
form combined symbol matching

CSMA-CACSMA-CA /
si es em si �e/ noun a
method of controlling access to a network
not covered by OSI standards, but used in
AppleTalk networks. Full form carrier
sense multiple access-collision
avoidance
CSMA-CDCSMA-CD /
si es em si �di/ noun a
network communications protocol that
prevents two sources transmitting at the
same time by waiting for a quiet moment,
then attempting to transmit. It is used to
control data transmission over an Ethernet
network. Full form carrier sense multi-
ple access-collision detection
CSSCSS abbr cascading style sheet
CTICTI /
si ti �a/ noun a system that allows
normal audio telephone conversations to
be transmitted over a computer data net-
work and controlled by a computer. Full
form computer-telephony integration
CTMCTM /
si ti �em/ noun a method of
charging an advertiser for the display of a
banner advertisement, where the price
covers one thousand visitors clicking on
the advertisement and jumping to the ad-
vertiser’s own website. Full form click
through per thousand
CTRCTR1 /kən��trəυl/ noun the number of
visitors who click on a banner advertise-
ment on a website and jump to the adver-
tiser’s own website. Full form click
through rate. � CTM (NOTE: A click
through rate of just a few percent is com-
mon, and most advertisers have to pay
per thousand impressions of their banner
ad.)
CTRCTR2 /kən��trəυl/, CTRL, Ctrl noun the
control key, or a key on a computer termi-
nal that sends a control character to the
computer when pressed
Ctrl-Alt-DelCtrl-Alt-Del /kən�
trəυl ɔlt d��lit/
noun a combination of three keys that,
when pressed at once, will cause a PC to
carry out a soft reset
CTSCTS /
si ti �es/ noun an RS232C indi-
cating that a line or device is ready for data
transmission. Full form clear to send
CUCU abbr control unit
cuecue /kju/ noun a prompt or message dis-
played on a screen to remind the user that
an input is expected
CUGCUG /
si ju �d'i/ noun entry to a data-
base or bulletin board system that is re-
stricted to certain known and registered
users, usually by means of a password.
Full form closed user group
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cullcull /k�l/ verb to remove hidden or distant
objects from a three-dimensional scene or
storage space and reduce processing time
cumulative trauma disordercumulative trauma disorder
/
kjumjυlətv �trɔmə ds�
ɔdə/ noun
same as repetitive strain injury
curly bracketscurly brackets /�k�li �br�ktz/, curly
braces plural noun the pair of characters
{} used in some programming languages
to enclose a routine
current addresscurrent address /
k�rənt ə��dres/
noun the address being accessed at this
time
current address registercurrent address register /
k�rənt ə�

�dres 
red'stə/ noun a CPU register that
stores the address that is currently being
accessed. Abbr CAR
current directorycurrent directory /
k�rənt da�

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a directory within the di-
rectory tree which is currently being used
current drivecurrent drive /
k�rənt �drav/ noun a
disk drive that is currently being used or
has been selected
current instruction registercurrent instruction register
/
k�rənt n��str�kʃən 
red'stə/ noun
full form of CIR
cursorcursor /�k�sə/ noun a marker on a dis-
play device which shows where the next
character will appear

‘Probably the most exciting technology demonstrat-
ed was ScreenCam, which allows users to combine
voice, cursor movement and on-screen activities into
a movie which can be replayed.’ [Computing]
‘…further quick cursor movements are available for
editing by combining one of the arrow keys with the
control function’ [Personal Computer World]
COMMENT: Cursors can take several forms, in-
cluding a square of bright light, a bright under-
line or a flashing light.

cursor control keyscursor control keys /�k�sə kən�


trəυl kiz/ plural noun keys on a key-
board that allow the cursor to be moved in
different directions
cursor homecursor home /�k�sə həυm/ noun the
movement of the cursor to the top left hand
corner of the screen
cursor padcursor pad /�k�sə p�d/ noun a group
of four arrowed cursor control keys, used
to move the cursor up and down or to the
right or left
cursor resourcecursor resource /�k�sə r�
zɔs/ noun
an image that is displayed as a cursor
(NOTE: Programming languages and au-
thoring tools normally provide a range of
different cursor images that a developer
can use, for example an egg-timer cursor
when waiting or an arrow when pointing.)

custom-builtcustom-built /�k�stəm blt/ adjective
made specially for one customer
custom colourscustom colours /
k�stəm �k�ləs/ plu-
ral noun a range of colours in a palette that
are used by an image or application. � sys-
tem palette
customer engineeringcustomer engineering /
k�stəmə

end'��nərŋ/ noun maintenance and re-
pair of a customer’s equipment
customer service departmentcustomer service department
/
k�stəmə �s�vs d�
pɑtmənt/ noun a
department which deals with customers
and their complaints and orders
customisecustomise /�k�stəmaz/, customize
verb to modify a system to the customer’s
requirements � We used customised com-
puter terminals. (NOTE: customises – cus-
tomising – customised)
custom ROMcustom ROM /
k�stəm �rɒm/ noun a
ROM produced, usually in small numbers,
by a manufacturer to suit a customer’s re-
quirements
cutcut /k�t/ noun 1. the process of removing
a piece from a file 2. a piece removed from
a file � verb to remove sections of text
from a file to make it shorter (NOTE: cut-
ting – cut)
cut and pastecut and paste /
k�t ən �pest/ noun the
action of taking a section of text or data
from one point and inserting it at another,
often used in word-processors and DTP
packages for easy page editing
cut overcut over /
k�t �əυvə/ verb to organise
the transfer of data, functions or users
from an old computer system to a new one
in such a way that all the transfer opera-
tions take place at the same time and there
is minimum disruption
CUTSCUTS abbr Computer Users’ Tape Sys-
tem
cut sheet feedercut sheet feeder /
k�t �ʃit 
fidə/
noun a mechanism that automatically
feeds single sheets of paper into a printer
CWPCWP abbr communicating word proces-
sor
cXMLcXML /
si eks em �el/ noun a feature of
the XML webpage markup language that
provides a standard way of producing pag-
es about products for sale on an online
shop (NOTE: The new features allow de-
signers to include information about the
product being displayed and how it can
be purchased by the viewer.)
cyan-magenta-yellow-blackcyan-magenta-yellow-black /
saən
mə�
d'entə �jeləυ/ noun full form of
CMYK
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cyber-cyber- /sabə/ prefix computers and in-
formation systems
cyber agecyber age /�sabə ed'/ noun the
present age, considered as a period in
which computer technology and electronic
communications have become more im-
portant and more widely used
cybercafécybercafé /�sabə�
k�fe/ noun a place
that provides a shop with terminals con-
nected to the Internet as well as coffee and
pastries
cybercastcybercast /�sabəkɑst/ noun a broad-
cast of an event transmitted via the Inter-
net, in either sound or vision or in both
cyberlawcyberlaw /�sabəlɔ/ noun the set of
laws that relate to computers, information
systems and networks, considered as a
body
cybermediarycybermediary /
sabə��midiəri/ noun
an organisation that makes it easier for
customers and businesses to buy and sell
online, but that does not own the products
or services that are being sold
cybernatecybernate /�sabənet/ verb to use com-
puters to control manufacturing processes
(NOTE: cybernates – cybernating – cy-
bernated)
cyberneticscybernetics /
sabə��netks/ noun the
study of the mechanics of human or elec-
tronic machine movements, and the way in
which electronic devices can be made to
work and imitate human actions
cybershoppingcybershopping /�sabə�
ʃɒpŋ/ noun
shopping for goods and services on the In-
ternet
cyberspacecyberspace /�sabəspes/ noun the
world in which computers and people in-
teract, normally via the Internet
cybersquattingcybersquatting /�sabə�
skwɒtŋ/
noun act by which someone registers a
website address, normally a trademark or
brand name, then tries to sell the name to
the rightful owner (NOTE: Although not yet
illegal in most countries, court cases al-
most always find in favour of the compa-
ny trying to recover its name. For exam-
ple, if you registered the domain name
‘windows.com’ then tried to sell this back
to Microsoft Corp. you would be guilty of
cybersquatting.)
cyberterrorismcyberterrorism /�sabə�
terərz(ə)m/
noun terrorist activities that use the Inter-
net to damage complex electronic systems
or the data they contain

‘There were some instances of war-related hacking
over the past few weeks, but nothing that would be
considered cyberterrorism.’ [The Guardian]

cyberwoozlingcyberwoozling /�sabə�
wuz(ə)lŋ/
noun the practice of gathering data from
the computer of a visitor to a website with-
out his or her knowledge or authorisation
cyclecycle /�sak(ə)l/ noun one completed op-
eration in a repeated process
cycle availabilitycycle availability /
sak(ə)l ə�
velə�

�blti/ noun a period of time in a cycle
during which data can be accessed or
transmitted
cycle countcycle count /�sak(ə)l kaυnt/ noun the
number of times a cycle has been repeated
cycle indexcycle index /�sak(ə)l 
ndeks/ noun
the number of times a series of instructions
has been or has to be repeated
cycle shiftcycle shift /�sak(ə)l ʃft/ verb to shift a
pattern of bits within a word, with the bit
or bits shifted off the end being inserted at
the beginning of the word
cycle stealingcycle stealing /�sak(ə)l 
stilŋ/ noun
a memory access operation by a peripheral
that halts a CPU for one or more clock cy-
cles while data is being transferred from
memory to the device
cycle timecycle time /�sak(ə)l tam/ noun the
time between start and stop of an opera-
tion, especially between addressing a
memory location and receiving the data
cycliccyclic /�sklk, �saklk/ adjective that is
repeated regularly
cyclic accesscyclic access /
saklk ��kses/ noun
access to stored information that can only
occur at a certain point in a cycle
cyclic checkcyclic check /
saklk �tʃek/ noun an
error detection method that uses or exam-
ines a bit of data every n bits, one bit ex-
amined then n bits transmitted, then anoth-
er bit examined and so on
cyclic codecyclic code /
saklk �kəυd/ noun a
coding system in which the binary repre-
sentation of decimal numbers changes by
only one bit at a time from one number to
the next
cyclic decimal codecyclic decimal code /
saklk
�desm(ə)l kəυd/ noun a cyclic code that
refers to decimal digits
cyclic redundancy checkcyclic redundancy check /
sklk r�

�d�ndənsi 
tʃek/ noun an error detection
check used in modem communications
and many file transfer protocols that looks
at one bit in every n bits and compares this
with the original to see if an error has oc-
curred in the last n bits. Abbr CRC
cyclic shiftcyclic shift /
saklk �ʃft/ noun the ro-
tation of bits in a word with the previous
last bit inserted in the first bit position
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cylindercylinder /�slndə/ noun 1. a group of
tracks on a disk 2. the tracks in a multi-
disk device that can be accessed without
moving the read/write head

cyphercypher /�safə/ noun another spelling of
cipher

D
DD symbol the hexadecimal figure equiva-
lent to decimal number 13
DADA abbr desk accessory
DACDAC /
di e �si/ noun a circuit that out-
puts an analog signal that is proportional
to the input digital number, and so converts
a digital input to an analog form � Speech
is output from the computer via a D/A con-
verter. Full form digital to analog con-
verter. Also called D to A converter, d/a
converter
d/a converterd/a converter /
di tυ e kən��v�tə/
noun same as DAC
daemondaemon /�dimən/ noun (in a UNIX sys-
tem) a utility program that performs its job
automatically without the knowledge of
the user
daisy chaindaisy chain /�dezi tʃen/ noun a meth-
od of connecting equipment with a single
cable passing from one machine or device
to the next, rather than separate cables to
each device
daisy-chaindaisy-chain /�dezi tʃen/ verb to con-
nect equipment using the daisy chain
method

‘…you can often daisy-chain cards or plug them into
expansion boxes’ [Byte]

daisy chain busdaisy chain bus /
dezi tʃen �b�s/
noun a communications bus that joins one
device to the next, each device being able
to receive or transmit or modify data as it
passes through to the next device in line
daisy-chainingdaisy-chaining /�dezi tʃenŋ/ noun
the process of connecting equipment using
the daisy chain method � Daisy-chaining
saves a lot of cable.
daisy chain interruptdaisy chain interrupt /
dezi tʃen
�ntər�pt/ noun a line joining all the inter-

rupt outputs of a number of devices to a
CPU
daisy chain recursiondaisy chain recursion /
dezi tʃen
r��k�'(ə)n/ noun the use of subroutines
in a program that call another in the series,
so that the first routine calls the second
routine, which calls the third routine, and
so on
DALDAL abbr data access language (see)
DAMADAMA abbr demand assigned multiple
access
DAODAO /
di e �əυ/ noun a programming in-
terface provided with many of Microsoft’s
database applications that allow the devel-
oper to access Jet or ODBC compatible
data sources. Full form data access ob-
jects
dark fibredark fibre /
dɑk �fabə/ noun an optical
fibre that is not carrying a signal, often one
that has just been installed but has not yet
been used
DASDDASD /
di e es �di/ noun a storage me-
dium whose memory locations can be di-
rectly read or written to. Full form direct
access storage device
DATDAT /
di e �ti/ noun a compact cassette,
smaller than an audio cassette, that pro-
vides a system of recording sound as dig-
ital information onto magnetic tape with
very high-quality reproduction. Full form
digital audio tape (NOTE: It is also used
as a high-capacity tape backup system
that can store 1.3 Gb of data; sound is re-
corded at a sample rate of either 32, 44.1
or 48 KHz to provide up to two hours of
CD-quality sound.)
datadata /�detə/ noun a collection of facts
made up of numbers, characters and sym-
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bols, stored on a computer in such a way
that it can be processed by the computer �
data area amount of storage space that
contains data (rather than instructions)

COMMENT: Data is different from information in
that it is facts stored in machine-readable
form. When the facts are processed by the
computer into a form that can be understood
by people, the data becomes information.

data access languagedata access language /
detə
��kses 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a language de-
veloped by the Apple Computer Corpora-
tion and used to query a database, based on
SQL. Abbr DAL
data access managementdata access management /
detə
��kses 
m�nd'mənt/ noun the process
of regulating the users who can access
stored data
data access objectsdata access objects /
detə ��kses

ɒbjekts/ noun full form of DAO
data acquisitiondata acquisition /�detə �kw�


zʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of gathering
data about a subject
data adapter unitdata adapter unit /
detə ə��d�ptə

junt/ noun a device that interfaces a
CPU to one or more communications
channels
data administratordata administrator /
detə əd�

�mnstretə/ noun a control section of a
database management system
data aggregatedata aggregate /�detə 
��r�ət/
noun a collection of items of data that are
related
data analysisdata analysis /
detə ə��n�ləss/ noun
the process of extracting information and
results from data
databankdatabank /�detəb�ŋk/ noun 1. a large
amount of data stored in a structured form
2. a store of personal records in a computer
databasedatabase /�detəbes/ noun an integrat-
ed collection of files of data stored in a
structured form in a large memory, which
can be accessed by one or more users at
different terminals

‘This information could include hypertext references
to information held within a computer database, or
spreadsheet formulae.’ [Computing]

database administratordatabase administrator /
detəbes
əd��mnstretə/ noun full form of DBA
database enginedatabase engine /�detəbes 
end'n/
noun a program that provides an interface
between a program written to access the
functions of a DBMS and the DBMS
database languagedatabase language /�detəbes

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun any one of a series of
languages, e.g. data description language,
that makes up a database management sys-
tem

database machinedatabase machine /
detəbes mə�

�ʃin/ noun a hardware and software com-
bination designed for the rapid processing
of database information
database management systemdatabase management system
/
detəbes �m�nd'mənt 
sstəm/, da-
tabase manager /
detəbes �m�nd'ə/
noun full form of DBMS
database mappingdatabase mapping /�detəbes

m�pŋ/ noun a description of the way in
which the records and fields in a database
are related
database schemadatabase schema /
detəbes
�skimə/ noun a way in which a database
is organised and structured
database serverdatabase server /
detəbes �s�və/
noun a piece of database management
software that runs on a server computer on
a network and is used in a client-server
system (NOTE: The user works with client
software that formats and displays data
that is retrieved by the server software.)
database systemdatabase system /�detəbes

sstəm/ noun a series of programs that al-
lows the user to create, modify, manage
and use a database and that often includes
features such as a report writer or graphi-
cal output of data
data blockdata block /�detə blɒk/ noun the set of
all the data required for or from a process
data breakdata break /�detə brek/ noun a mem-
ory access operation by a peripheral that
halts a CPU for one or more cycles while
data is being transferred from memory to
the device
data bufferdata buffer /�detə 
b�fə/ noun a tem-
porary storage location for data received
by a device that is not yet ready to process
it
data busdata bus /�detə b�s/ noun a bus carry-
ing data between a CPU and memory and
peripheral devices
data capturedata capture /�detə 
k�ptʃə/ noun the
act of obtaining data, either by keyboard-
ing or scanning, or often automatically
from a recording device or peripheral � In
July this year it signed a two-year out-
sourcing and disaster-recovery deal … for
the operation and management of its Bir-
mingham-based data-capture facility.
[Computing]
data carrierdata carrier /�detə 
k�riə/ noun 1. a
device or medium capable of storing data
2. a waveform used as a carrier for data
signals
data carrier detectdata carrier detect /
detə 
k�riə d�

�tekt/ noun full form of DCD
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data cartridgedata cartridge /�detə 
kɑtrd'/ noun
a cartridge that contains stored data
data cassettedata cassette /�detə kə�
set/ noun a
special high-quality tape for storing data
data chainingdata chaining /�detə 
tʃenŋ/ noun
the process of storing one record that holds
the address of the next in the list
data channeldata channel /�detə 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a
communications link able to carry data
signals
data checkdata check /�detə tʃek/ noun an error
in reading data due to a fault with the mag-
netic medium
data circuitdata circuit /�detə 
s�kt/ noun a cir-
cuit which allows bi-directional data com-
munications
data cleaningdata cleaning /�detə 
klinŋ/ noun
the process of removing errors from data
data collectiondata collection /�detə kə�
lekʃən/
noun the act of receiving data from various
sources, either directly from a data capture
device or from a cartridge, and inserting it
correctly in order into a database
data collection platformdata collection platform /
detə kə�

�lekʃən 
pl�tfɔm/ noun a station that
transmits collected data to a central point,
usually via satellite
data communicationsdata communications /
detə kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)nz/ noun the transmission
and reception of data rather than speech or
images
data communications bufferdata communications buffer
/
detə kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
b�fə/ noun
a buffer on a receiver that allows a slow pe-
ripheral to accept data from a fast periph-
eral, without slowing either down
data communications equipmentdata communications equipment
/
detə kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)nz �


kwpmənt/ noun equipment, e.g. a mo-
dem, that receives or transmits data. Abbr
DCE
data communications networkdata communications network
/
detə kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
netw�k/
noun a number of computers, terminals,
operators and storage units connected to-
gether to allow data transmission between
devices or files or users
data compactingdata compacting /�detə

kɒmp�ktŋ/ noun the process of reduc-
ing the storage space taken by data by cod-
ing it in a more efficient way
data compressiondata compression /
detə kəm�

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a means of reducing the
size of blocks of data by removing spaces,
empty sections and unused material

data concentratordata concentrator /�detə

kɒns(ə)ntretə/ noun a means of com-
bining intermittent data from various lines
and sending it along a single line in one go
data connectiondata connection /
detə kə��nekʃ(ə)n/
noun a link which joins two devices and
allows data transmission
data controldata control /�detə kən�
trəυl/ noun
data management to and from a database
or processing system
data corruptiondata corruption /�detə kə�
r�pʃ(ə)n/
noun the introduction of errors into data
through noise or faulty equipment � Data
corruption occurs each time the motor is
switched on.
data delimiterdata delimiter /�detə di�
lmtə/ noun
a special symbol or character that marks
the end of a file or data item
data description languagedata description language /
detə
d��skrpʃən 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form
of DDL
data dictionary/directorydata dictionary/directory /
detə

dkʃən(ə)ri da��rekt(ə)ri/ noun full form
of DD/D
data divisiondata division /�detə d�
v'(ə)n/ noun
a part of a COBOL program giving full
definitions of the data types and structures
data-drivendata-driven /�detə 
drv(ə)n/ adjec-
tive referring to computer architecture in
which instructions are executed, once the
relevant data has been received
data elementdata element /�detə 
elmənt/ noun
same as data item
data element chaindata element chain /
detə �elmənt

tʃen/ noun a group of data elements
treated as a single element
data encryptiondata encryption /�detə n�
krpʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of encrypting data using
a cipher system
data encryption standarddata encryption standard /
detə n�

�krpʃən 
st�ndəd/ noun full form of
DES
data entrydata entry /
detə �entri/ noun a meth-
od of entering data into a system, usually
using a keyboard but also direct from disks
after data preparation
data errordata error /�detə 
erə/ noun an error
due to incorrect or illegal data
data fielddata field /�detə fild/ noun a part of a
computer instruction that contains the lo-
cation of the data
data filedata file /�detə fal/ noun a file contain-
ing data, as opposed to a program file �
Programs act upon data files.
data flowdata flow /�detə fləυ/ noun the move-
ment of data through a system
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data flowchartdata flowchart /
detə �fləυtʃɑt/
noun a diagram used to describe a compu-
ter or data processing system structure
data flow diagramdata flow diagram /�detə fləυ

daə�r�m/ noun full form of DFD
data formatdata format /�detə 
fɔm�t/ noun the
set of rules defining the way in which data
is stored or transmitted
data glovedata glove /�detə �l�v/ noun an elec-
tronic glove that fits over a user’s hand and
contains sensors that transmit the position
of the user’s hand and fingers to a compu-
ter; used in virtual reality systems
datagramdatagram /�detə�r�m/ noun a packet
of information in a packet switching sys-
tem that contains its destination address
and route
data hierarchydata hierarchy /
detə �haərɑki/
noun a data structure organised hierarchi-
cally
data highwaydata highway /
detə �hawe/ noun a
bus carrying the data signals in parallel
form between the central processing unit
and memory or external devices
data independencedata independence /
detə 
nd�

�pendəns/ noun a structure of a database
which can be changed without affecting
what the user sees
data inputdata input /
detə �npυt/ noun data
transferred into a computer, from an I/O
port or peripheral
data input busdata input bus /
detə �npυt 
b�s/
noun full form of DIB 1
data integritydata integrity /
detə n��te�rti/ noun
the state of data which has not been cor-
rupted by damage or errors
data interchange formatdata interchange format /
detə
�ntətʃend' 
fɔm�t/ noun a de facto
standard method of storing spreadsheet
formula and data in a file. Abbr DIF
data itemdata item /�detə 
atəm/ noun one unit
of data, e.g. the quantity of items in stock,
a person’s name, age or occupation. Also
called data element
data jackdata jack /�detə d'�k/ noun a plug that
allows a modem to be connected directly
to the telephone system
data leveldata level /�detə 
lev(ə)l/ noun a posi-
tion of a data item within a database struc-
ture
data linkdata link /�detə lŋk/ noun a connec-
tion between two devices to allow the
transmission of data
data link controldata link control /
detə lŋk kən�

�trəυl/ noun a protocol and rules used to

define the way in which data is transmitted
or received
data link layerdata link layer /�detə lŋk 
leə/ noun
the second layer in the ISO/OSI defined
network that sends transmits packets of
data to the next link and deals with error
correction (NOTE: This layer is normally
split into two further sub-layers, medium
access control and logical link control.)
data loggingdata logging /�detə 
lɒ�ŋ/ noun auto-
matic data collection
data managementdata management /�detə

m�nd'mənt/ noun maintenance and
upkeep of a database
data manipulation languagedata manipulation language /
detə
mə�
npjυ��leʃ(ə)n 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a
piece of database software that allows the
user to access, store and change data. Abbr
DML
data mediumdata medium /�detə 
midiəm/ noun a
medium which allows data to be stored or
displayed, e.g. a VDU, magnetic disk or
screen
data migrationdata migration /
detə ma���reʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of moving data between
a high priority or on-line device to a low-
priority or off-line device
data miningdata mining /�detə 
manŋ/ noun the
task of searching a database in order to
find previously unknown patterns and re-
lationships within the data it contains, e.g.
searching a retailer’s database to find cus-
tomers who share an interest in a particular
activity

‘Both companies specialise in decision support, sta-
tistical analysis and data mining.’ [The Guardian]

data namedata name /�detə nem/ noun a group
of characters used to identify one item of
data � Problems occur if an ambiguous
data name is chosen.
data networkdata network /�detə 
netw�k/ noun a
networking system which transmits data
data originationdata origination /�detə ə�


rd'neʃ(ə)n/ noun the conversion of
data from its original form to one which
can be read by a computer
data pathdata path /�detə pɑθ/ noun a bus or set
of connections over which data is trans-
mitted
dataplexdataplex /�detəpleks/ noun multiplex-
ing of data signals
data pointerdata pointer /�detə 
pɔntə/ noun a
register containing the location of the next
item of data
dataportdataport /�detəpɔt/ noun a socket for
connecting a laptop computer to the Inter-
net
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data preparationdata preparation /
detə 
prepə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the conversion of data into
a machine-readable form, usually by key-
boarding, before data entry
data processingdata processing /
detə �prəυsesŋ/
noun the process of selecting and examin-
ing data in a computer to produce informa-
tion in a special form. Abbr dp, DP
data processing managerdata processing manager /
detə
�prəυsesŋ 
m�nd'ə/ noun a person
who runs a computer department
data projectordata projector /�detə prə�
d'ektə/
noun a device that uses three large col-
oured lights, red, green and blue, to project
a colour image output from a computer
onto a large screen
data protectiondata protection /�detə prə�
tekʃən/
noun the procedure of making sure that
data is not copied by an unauthorised user
Data Protection ActData Protection Act /
detə prə�

�tekʃən 
�kt/ noun a piece of legislation
passed in 1984 in the UK that requires any
owner of a database that contains personal
details to register
data ratedata rate /�detə ret/ noun the maxi-
mum rate at which data is processed or
transmitted in a synchronous system, usu-
ally equal to the system clock rate
data recorddata record /�detə 
rekɔd/ noun one
record containing data for use with a pro-
gram
data reductiondata reduction /
detə r��d�kʃən/
noun the production of compact, useful
data from raw data
data registerdata register /�detə 
red'stə/ noun
an area within a CPU used to store data
temporarily before it is processed
data reliabilitydata reliability /�detə r�
laəblti/
noun a measure of the number of data
words with errors compared to the total
number of words
data retrievaldata retrieval /
detə r��triv(ə)l/ noun
the process of searching, selecting and
reading data from a stored file
data routingdata routing /�detə 
rutŋ/ noun the
process of defining the path to be taken by
a message in a network
data securitydata security /�detə s�
kjυərti/ noun
protection of data against corruption or un-
authorised users
datasetdataset /�detəset/ noun US same as
modem (US)
data set readydata set ready /
detə set �redi/ noun
full form of DSR

data sharingdata sharing /�detə 
ʃeərŋ/ noun a
facility allowing one file or set of data to
be accessed by several users
data signalling ratedata signalling rate /
detə
�s�n(ə)lŋ 
ret/ noun the total amount of
data that is transmitted through a system
per second
data signalsdata signals /�detə 
s�n(ə)lz/ plural
noun electrical or optical pulses or wave-
forms that represent binary data
data sinkdata sink /�detə sŋk/ noun a device in
a data terminal which receives data
data sourcedata source /�detə sɔs/ noun a device
in a data terminal which sends data
data space transfer protocoldata space transfer protocol
/
detə spes �tr�nsf� 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun
full form of DSTP
data stationdata station /�detə 
steʃ(ə)n/ noun a
point that contains a data terminal and a
data circuit
data storagedata storage /�detə 
stɔrd'/ noun a
medium able to store data, especially in
large quantities
data streamdata stream /�detə strim/ noun a set
of data transmitted serially one bit or char-
acter at a time
data strobedata strobe /�detə strəυb/ noun a sig-
nal indicating that valid data is on the data
bus
data structuredata structure /�detə 
str�ktʃə/ noun
a number of related items that are treated
as one by the computer (NOTE: For exam-
ple, in an address book record, the
name, address and telephone number
form separate entries that would be proc-
essed as one by the computer.)
data switching exchangedata switching exchange /
detə
�swtʃŋ ks�
tʃend'/ noun a device used
to direct and switch data between lines
data tabletdata tablet /�detə 
t�blət/ noun �
graphics tablet
data terminaldata terminal /�detə 
t�mn(ə)l/
noun a device that is able to display and
transmit or receive data � A printer is a
data terminal for computer output.
data terminal equipmentdata terminal equipment /�detə

t�mn(ə)l �
kwpmənt/ noun full form
of DTE
data terminal readydata terminal ready /
detə

t�mn(ə)l �redi/ noun full form of DTR
data transactiondata transaction /�detə tr�n�


z�kʃən/ noun one complete operation on
data
data transfer ratedata transfer rate /
detə �tr�nsf�

ret/ noun the rate at which data is moved
from one point to another
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data translationdata translation /�detə tr�ns�


leʃ(ə)n/ noun the conversion of data
from one system format to another
data transmissiondata transmission /�detə tr�nz�


mʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of sending
data from one location to another over a
data link
data typedata type /�detə tap/ noun a category
of data which can be stored in a register,
e.g. a string or number
data validationdata validation /�detə 
v�ldeʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of checking data for er-
rors and relevance in a situation
data vettingdata vetting /�detə 
vetŋ/ noun the
process of checking data as it is input, for
errors and validity
data warehousedata warehouse /�detə 
weəhaυs/
noun a database used for analysing the
overall strategy of a business rather than its
routine operations
data worddata word /�detə w�d/ noun a piece of
data stored as a single word
data word lengthdata word length /
detə �w�d 
leŋθ/
noun the number of bits that make up a
word in a computer
DAT driveDAT drive /�d�t drav/ noun a mechan-
ical drive that records data onto a DAT and
retrieves data from a tape � We use a DAT
drive as the backup device for our net-
work.
datedate /det/ noun the current day, month
and year stored on your computer � to
keep something up to date to keep adding
information to something so that it is al-
ways up to date � We spend a lot of time
keeping our files up to date.
date-timedate-time /
det �tam/ noun the current
time and date stored on your computer
(NOTE: Each PC has a tiny battery inside
it that allows one area of memory to store
the current time and date. If you need to
change the time or date in Windows, use
the Control Panel feature.)
daughter boarddaughter board /�dɔtə bɔd/ noun an
add-on board that connects to a system
motherboard
daylight saving timedaylight saving time /
delat �sevŋ

tam/ noun a scheme that defines changes
in time over the course of a year, which in
the UK involves moving the clocks for-
ward by one hour at a particular date in
spring and backward by one hour at a par-
ticular date in the autumn (NOTE: Windows
will automatically detect if the system
time and date needs to be adjusted and
either effect it or warn you.)
dBdB abbr decibel

DBADBA /
di bi �e/ noun a person in charge
of running and maintaining a database sys-
tem. Full form database administrator
DB connectorDB connector /
di bi kə��nektə/ noun
a D-shape connector normally with two
rows of pins used to connect devices that
transfer data � The most common DB con-
nectors are DB-9, DB-25 and DB-50 with
9, 25 and 50 connections respectively. Full
form data bus connector
DBMSDBMS /
di bi em �es/ noun a series of
programs that allow the user to create and
modify databases easily. Full form data-
base management system. Also called
database manager
DCDC abbr direct current
DCADCA /
di si �e/ noun a document for-
mat defined by IBM that allows docu-
ments to be exchanged between computer
systems. Full form document content
architecture
DCCDCC /
di si �si/ noun a magnetic tape in
a compact cassette box that is used to store
computer data or audio signals in a digital
format. Full form digital compact cas-
sette
DCDDCD /
di si �di/ noun an RS232C sig-
nal from a modem to a computer indicat-
ing a carrier is being received � The call is
stopped if the software does not receive a
DCD signal from the modem. Full form
data carrier detect
DCEDCE abbr data communications equip-
ment
DCE rateDCE rate /
di si �i ret/ plural noun
the number of bits of information that a
modem can transmit per second over a tel-
ephone line, e.g. 36,600 bps (NOTE: This is
not the same as the DTE rate which
measures how fast a modem can ex-
change data with another PC and takes
into account data compression.)
DCOMDCOM /�di kɒm/ noun an enhanced ver-
sion of the COM specification that allows
applications to access objects over a net-
work or over the Internet. Full form dis-
tributed component object model
DC signallingDC signalling /
di si �s�n(ə)lŋ/
noun a method of communications using
pulses of current over a wire circuit, like a
telegraph system
DCTDCT abbr discrete cosine transform
DDDD abbr double density
DDCDDC /
di di �si/ noun a machine oper-
ated automatically by machine. Full form
direct digital control
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DD/DDD/D /
di di �di/ noun a piece of soft-
ware which gives a list of types and forms
of data contained in a database. Full form
data dictionary/directory
DDEDDE /
di di �i/ noun 1. the keying in of
data directly onto disk. Full form direct
data entry 2. a method in which two ac-
tive programs can exchange data, one pro-
gram asking the operating system to create
a link between the two programs. Full
form dynamic data exchange
DDLDDL /
di di �el/ noun a part of database
system software which describes the struc-
ture of the system and data � Many of
DDL’s advantages come from the fact that
it is a second generation language. Full
form data description language
DDPDDP /
di di �pi/ noun the process of de-
riving information from data which is kept
in different places. Full form distributed
data processing
DDR memoryDDR memory /
di di ɑ �mem(ə)ri/
noun the set of electronic memory compo-
nents used for RAM storage in computers
and peripherals. Full form double data
rate memory
deaddead /ded/ adjective referring to a com-
puter or piece of equipment that does not
function
deadendeaden /�ded(ə)n/ verb to make a sound
or colour less sharp � Acoustic hoods are
used to deaden the noise of printers.
dead haltdead halt /�ded hɔlt/ noun a program
instruction from the user or an error that
causes the program to stop without allow-
ing recovery
dead keydead key /�ded ki/ plural noun any one
of the keys on a keyboard that cause a
function rather than a character to occur,
e.g. the shift key
deadlockdeadlock /�ded�
lɒk/, deadly embrace
/�dedli m��bres/ noun a situation in
which two users want to access the same
two resources at the same time and one re-
source is assigned to each user, leaving
neither able to use the other
deadstartdeadstart /�dedstɑt/ verb same as
cold boot
dead timedead time /�ded tam/ noun a period of
time between two events in which nothing
happens, to ensure that they do not inter-
fere with each other � Efficient job man-
agement minimises dead time.
dealdeal /dil/ noun a business agreement or
contract � verb � to deal with something
to organise or handle something � Leave it
to the DP manager – he’ll deal with it.

deallocatedeallocate /di���ləket/ verb to free re-
sources previously allocated to a job, proc-
ess or peripheral � When a reset button is
pressed all resources are deallocated.
(NOTE: deallocates – deallocating –
deallocated)
debitdebit /�debt/ noun a bit transmission
rate that is twice the baud rate
deblockdeblock /di��blɒk/ verb to return a
stored block of data to its original form of
individual records
de-bouncede-bounce /di �baυns/ noun the proc-
ess of preventing a single touch on a key
from giving multiple key contact
de-bounce circuitde-bounce circuit /di �baυns 
s�kt/
noun an electronic circuit that prevents a
key contact from producing more than one
signal when pressed
debugdebug /di��b��/ verb to test a program
and locate and correct any faults or errors
� They spent weeks debugging the system.
(NOTE: debugging – debugged)

‘Further questions, such as how you debug an appli-
cation built from multi- sourced software to run on
multisourced hardware, must be resolved at this
stage.’ [Computing]

DEBUGDEBUG /di��b��/ noun an MS-DOS
software utility that allows a user to view
the contents of binary files and assemble
small assembly-language programs
debugged programdebugged program /
dib��d
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a piece of software that
works correctly and in which all the mis-
takes have been removed or corrected
debuggerdebugger /di��b��ə/ noun a piece of
software that helps a programmer find
faults or errors in a program
decadedecade /�deked/ noun a set of ten items
or events
decaydecay /d��ke/ noun the process of a
sound signal fading away � With a short
decay, it sounds very sharp.
deceleration timedeceleration time /di�
selə��reʃ(ə)n

tam/ noun the time taken for an access
arm to come to a stop after it has moved to
the correct location over the surface of a
hard disk
decentralised computer networkdecentralised computer network
/di�
sentrə�
lazd kəm��pjutə/, decen-
tralized computer network noun a net-
work where the control is shared between
several computers
decentralised data processingdecentralised data processing /di�


sentrə�
lazd �detə/, decentralized
data processing noun data processing
and storage carried out at each location
rather than in one central location
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decibeldecibel /�desbel/ noun a unit for meas-
uring the power of a sound or the strength
of a signal. Abbr dB (NOTE: The decibel
scale is logarithmic.)
deciding factordeciding factor /d�
sadŋ �f�ktə/
noun the most important factor which in-
fluences someone’s decision � The decid-
ing factor was the superb graphics.
decimal tabbingdecimal tabbing /
desm(ə)l �t�bŋ/
noun the process of adjusting a column of
numbers so that the decimal points are ver-
tically aligned
decimal tab keydecimal tab key /
desm(ə)l �t�b 
ki/
noun a key for entering decimal numbers,
using a word-processor, so that the deci-
mal points are automatically vertically
aligned
decimal-to-binary conversiondecimal-to-binary conversion
/
desm(ə)l tə 
banəri kən��v�ʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of converting a decimal
number into a binary digit, i.e. base 10 into
base 2
decipherdecipher /d��safə/ verb to convert an
encrypted or encoded message (cipher-
text) into the original message (plaintext).
Opposite encipher
decision boxdecision box /d��s'(ə)n bɒks/ noun a
graphical symbol used in a flowchart to in-
dicate that a decision is to be made and a
branch or path or action carried out ac-
cording to the result
decision circuitdecision circuit /d��s'(ə)n 
s�kt/
noun a logical circuit that operates on bi-
nary inputs, producing an output accord-
ing to the function set in hardware
decision instructiondecision instruction /d��s'(ə)n n�


str�kʃən/ noun a conditional program
instruction that directs control by provid-
ing the location of the next instruction to
be executed if a condition is met
decision support systemdecision support system /d�


s'(ə)n sə��pɔt 
sstəm/ noun a suite of
programs that helps a manager reach deci-
sions using previous decisions, informa-
tion and other databases
decision tabledecision table /d��s'(ə)n 
teb(ə)l/
noun a chart that shows the relationships
between certain variables and actions
available when various conditions are met
decision treedecision tree /d��s'(ə)n tri/ noun a
graphical representation of a decision ta-
ble showing possible paths and actions if
different conditions are met
declarationdeclaration /
deklə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
statement within a program that informs
the compiler or interpreter of the form,
type and size of a particular element, con-

stant or variable. Also called declarative
statement
declarative languagedeclarative language /d�
kl�rətv
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage, usually in a database application, in
which you enter what you want to achieve,
rather than instructions
declaredeclare /d��kleə/ verb to define a com-
puter program variable or to set a variable
equal to a number � He declared at the
start of the program that X was equal to
nine. (NOTE: declares – declaring – de-
clared)
decodedecode /di��kəυd/ verb to translate en-
coded data back to its original form (NOTE:
decodes – decoding – decoded)
decoderdecoder /di��kəυdə/ noun a program or
device used to convert data into another
form
decode unitdecode unit /di��kəυd 
junt/ noun a
part of a microprocessor that translates a
complex instruction into a simple form
that the ALU part of the processor can un-
derstand and process
decollatedecollate /
dikə��let/ verb to separate
continuous stationery into single sheets
decollatordecollator /
dikə��letə/ noun a ma-
chine used to separate continuous station-
ery into single sheets or to split 2-part or 3-
part stationery into separate parts
decompilationdecompilation /di�
kɒmp��leʃ(ə)n/
noun the conversion of a compiled pro-
gram in object code into a source language
� fast incremental compilation and de-
compilation
decompilerdecompiler /
dikəm��palə/ noun a
computer program that translates basic
machine code back into high-level source
code
decompressdecompress /
dikəm��pres/ verb 1. to
take electronic data that has been com-
pressed and expand it to its normal extent
2. to be expanded to its normal extent
again after being compressed � Such files
decompress easily.
decompressiondecompression /
dikəm��preʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of expanding a com-
pressed image or data file so that it can be
viewed
decrementdecrement /�dekrmənt/ verb to sub-
tract a set number from a variable � The
register contents were decremented until
they reached zero.
decryptdecrypt /di��krpt/ verb to convert en-
crypted data back into its original form
decryptiondecryption /di��krpʃ(ə)n/ noun the
converting of encrypted data back into its
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original form � Decryption is done using
hardware to increase speed.
dedicateddedicated /�dedketd/ adjective refer-
ring to a program, procedure or system
that is reserved for a particular use �
There’s only one dedicated graphics work-
station in this network.

‘The PBX is changing from a dedicated proprietary
hardware product into an open application software
development platform.’ [Computing]

dedicated channeldedicated channel /
dedketd
�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a communications line re-
served for a particular use
dedicated computerdedicated computer /
dedketd
kəm��pjutə/ noun a computer that is only
used for a single special purpose
dedicated linededicated line /
dedketd �lan/
noun a telephone line that provides a com-
puter or network with a permanent con-
nection to the Internet
dedicated logicdedicated logic /
dedketd �lɒd'k/
noun a logical function implemented in
hardware design, usually for only one task
or circuit � The person appointed should
have a knowledge of micro-based hard-
ware and dedicated logic � The dedicated
logic cuts down the chip count.
dedicated print serverdedicated print server /
dedketd
�prnt 
s�və/ noun a computer on a net-
work connected to a printer with the sole
task of managing print jobs and print
queues of users on the network
dedicated word-processordedicated word-processor
/
dedketd �w�d 
prəυsesə/ noun a
computer which has been configured spe-
cially for word-processing and which can-
not run any other programs
de facto standardde facto standard /de 
f�ktəυ
�st�ndəd/ noun a design, method or sys-
tem which is so widely used that it has be-
come a standard but has not been officially
recognised by any committee
defaultdefault /d��fɔlt/ noun a predefined
course of action or value that is assumed
unless the operator alters it
default drivedefault drive /d��fɔlt drav/ noun a
disk drive that is accessed first in a multi-
disk system, to try and load the operating
system or a program � The operating sys-
tem allows the user to select the default
drive.
default optiondefault option /d�
fɔlt �ɒpʃən/ noun a
preset value or option that is to be used if
no other value has been specified
default palettedefault palette /d�
fɔlt �p�lət/ noun
the range of colours used on a particular
system if no other is specified (NOTE: A

user or application can often change the
default palette to create an individual
range of colours.)
default printerdefault printer /d�
fɔlt �prntə/ noun
a printer that is used unless another is
specified, in systems that allow several
printers to be defined
default ratedefault rate /d�
fɔlt �ret/ noun the
baud rate in a modem that is used if no oth-
er is selected
default responsedefault response /d�
fɔlt r��spɒns/
noun a value that is used if the user does
not enter new data
default valuedefault value /d�
fɔlt �v�lju/ noun a
value which is automatically used by the
computer if no other value has been speci-
fied � Screen width has a default value of
80.

‘The default values of columns cannot be set in the
database schema, so different applications can trash
the database.’ [Computing]

defective sectordefective sector /d�
fektv �sektə/
noun a fault with a hard disk in which data
cannot be correctly read from a particular
sector (NOTE: It could be caused by a
damaged disk surface or faulty head
alignment.)
defect skippingdefect skipping /�difekt 
skpŋ/
noun a means of identifying and labelling
defective magnetic tracks during manufac-
ture so that they will not be used, pointing
instead to the next good track to be used
defensive computingdefensive computing /d�
fensv
kəm��pjutŋ/ noun a method of program-
ming that takes into account any problems
or errors that might occur
deferred addressingdeferred addressing /d�
f�d ə�

�dresŋ/ noun indirect addressing, in
which the location accessed contains the
address of the operand to be processed
deferred modedeferred mode /d��f�d məυd/ noun
the process of entering a command as a
program line, then executing the program
deferred printingdeferred printing /d�
f�d �prntŋ/
noun the process of delaying the printing
of a document until a later time
definedefine /d��fan/ verb 1. to assign a value
to a variable � All the variables were de-
fined at initialisation. 2. to assign the char-
acteristics of processes or data to some-
thing (NOTE: defines – defining – defined)
definitiondefinition /
def��nʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the
ability of a screen to display fine detail 2.
a value or formula assigned to a variable or
label
deflectdeflect /d��flekt/ verb to change the di-
rection of an object or beam
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deflection yokesdeflection yokes /d��flekʃ(ə)n jəυkz/
plural noun magnetic coils around a cath-
ode ray tube used to control the position of
the picture beam on the screen
DEFRAGDEFRAG /�difr��/ noun a defragmen-
tation utility supplied with MS-DOS
defragmentationdefragmentation /
difr��men�

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the reorganisation of files
scattered across non-contiguous sectors on
a hard disk

COMMENT: When a file is saved to disk, it is not
always saved in adjacent sectors. This will in-
crease the retrieval time. Defragmentation
moves files back into adjacent sectors so that
the read head does not have to move far
across the disk, and it increases performance.

defragmentation utilitydefragmentation utility
/
difr��men��teʃ(ə)n ju�
tlti/ noun a
software utility that carries out the process
of defragmentation on a hard disk
degaussdegauss /di���aυs/ verb to remove un-
wanted magnetic fields and effects from
magnetic tape, disks or read/write heads �
The r/w heads have to be degaussed each
week to ensure optimum performance.
degausserdegausser /di���aυsə/ noun a device
used to remove unwanted magnetic fields
from a disk, tape or recording head
degradationdegradation /
de�rə��deʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the loss of picture or signal quality 2. the
loss of processing capacity because of a
malfunction
dejaggingdejagging /di��d'��ŋ/ noun same as
anti-aliasing
DELDEL /del/ noun an MS-DOS command to
delete a file � To delete all files with the
extension BAK, use the command DEL or
.BAK. Full form delete
delay linedelay line /d��le lan/ noun a device
that causes a signal to take a certain time in
crossing it
delay line storedelay line store /d��le lan 
stɔ/ noun
an outdated method of storing serial data
as sound or pulses in a delay line, the data
being constantly read, regenerated and fed
back into the input
delay vectordelay vector /d��le 
vektə/ noun the
time that a message will take to pass from
one packet switching network node to an-
other
deletedelete /d��lit/ verb 1. to cut out words in
a document 2. to remove text, data or a file
from a storage device � The word-proces-
sor allows us to delete the whole file by
pressing this key. Full form of DEL (NOTE:
deletes – deleting – deleted)

COMMENT: When you delete a file, you are not
actually erasing it but making its space on disk

available for another file by instructing the op-
erating system to ignore the file by inserting a
special code in the file header and deleting
the entry from the directory.

delete characterdelete character /d�
lit �k�rktə/
noun a special code used to indicate data
or text to be removed
deletiondeletion /d��liʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the mak-
ing of a cut in a document � The editors
asked the author to make several deletions
in the last chapter. 2. a piece of text re-
moved from a document
deletion recorddeletion record /d��liʃ(ə)n 
rekɔd/
noun a record containing new data which
is to be used to update or delete data in a
master record
deletion trackingdeletion tracking /d��liʃ(ə)n 
tr�kŋ/
noun a method of allowing deleted files to
be undeleted by monitoring the sectors on
disk for a period of time in case the file
was deleted by mistake
delimitdelimit /di��lmt/ verb to set up the size
of data using delimiters
delimited-field filedelimited-field file /di�
lmtd fild
�fal/ noun a data file in which each field
is separated by a special character, often a
tab character or comma, and each record is
separated by a carriage return or a second
special character
delimiterdelimiter /di��lmtə/ noun 1. a charac-
ter or symbol used to indicate to a lan-
guage or program the start or end of data or
a record or information 2. the boundary
between an instruction and its argument
delivery systemdelivery system /d�
lv(ə)ri �sstəm/
noun the combination of hardware and
software required to play a particular mul-
timedia title
DEL keyDEL key /�del ki/ noun a key on a key-
board that moves the cursor back one char-
acter space and deletes any character at
that position � To remove a word from the
screen, press the DEL key repeatedly.
DelphiDelphi /�delfi/ a commercial online in-
formation provider that provides subscrib-
ers with access to its own databases and
access to the Internet
delta clockdelta clock /�deltə klɒk/ noun a clock
that provides timing pulses to synchronise
a system, and will restart a computer or
circuit, with an interrupt signal, that has
had an error or entered an endless loop or
faulty state
delta framedelta frame /�deltə 
frem/ noun a vid-
eo frame that contains only the pixel infor-
mation that has changed since the last
frame of the sequence, used to save space
when storing video on disk
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delta YUVdelta YUV /
deltə 
wa ju �vi/ noun
full form of DYUV
demagnetisedemagnetise, demagnetize verb to
remove stray or unwanted magnetic fields
from a disk, tape or recording head (NOTE:
demagnetises – demagnetising – de-
magnetised)
demagnetiserdemagnetiser, demagnetizer noun a
device which demagnetises a disk, tape or
recording head � He used the demagnetis-
er to degauss the tape heads.
demand assigned multiple accessdemand assigned multiple ac-
cess /d�
mɑnd ə�
sand 
m�ltp(ə)l
��kses/ noun a means of switching in cir-
cuits as and when they are required. Abbr
DAMA
demand fetchingdemand fetching /d��mɑnd 
fetʃŋ/
noun a virtual page management system in
which the pages are selected as required
demand pagingdemand paging /d��mɑnd 
ped'ŋ/
noun system software that retrieves pages
in a virtual memory system from backing
store when it is required
demand processingdemand processing /d��mɑnd

prəυsesŋ/ noun the processing of data
when it appears, rather than waiting
demand protocol architecturedemand protocol architecture /d�


mɑnd 
prəυtəkɒl �ɑktektʃə/ noun
full form of DPA
demand reading/writingdemand reading/writing /d�
mɑnd

ridŋ �ratŋ/ noun a direct data transfer
between a processor and storage
demand stagingdemand staging /d��mɑnd 
sted'ŋ/
noun the process of moving files or data
from a secondary storage device to a fast
access device when required by a database
program
demarcationdemarcation /
dimɑ��keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of showing the difference be-
tween two areas
democratic networkdemocratic network /
deməkr�tk
�netw�k/ noun a synchronised network
in which each station has equal priority
demodulationdemodulation /di�
mɒdju��leʃ(ə)n/
noun the recovery of the original signal
from a received modulated carrier wave
demonstration modeldemonstration model /
demən�

�streʃ(ə)n 
mɒd(ə)l/ noun a piece of
equipment in a shop, used to show custom-
ers how the equipment works
demonstration softwaredemonstration software
/
demənstreʃ(ə)n �sɒftweə/ noun soft-
ware that shows what an application is like
to use and what it can do, without imple-
menting all the functions � The company
gave away demonstration software that

lets you do everything except save your da-
ta.
demultiplexdemultiplex /di��m�ltpleks/ verb to
split one channel into the original signals
that were combined at source
demultiplexordemultiplexor /di��m�ltpleksə/ noun
a device that separates out the original
multiplexed signals from one channel
denial-of-service attackdenial-of-service attack /d�
naəl əv
�s�vs ə�
t�k/ noun an illegal action in
which a great deal of data is sent to a com-
puter system from many sources at the
same in an attempt to overload the system
and put it out of action
dense indexdense index /dens �ndeks/ noun a da-
tabase index containing an address or en-
try for every item or entry in the database
dense listdense list /�dens lst/ noun a list that
has no free space for new records
densitydensity /�densti/ noun the amount of
data that can be packed into a space

‘…diode lasers with shorter wavelengths will make
doubling of the bit and track densities possible’
[Byte]
COMMENT: Scanner software produces vari-
ous shades of grey by using different densi-
ties or arrangements of black and white dots
and/or different size dots.

departmental LANdepartmental LAN /
dipɑt��ment(ə)l
l�n/ noun a small local network used to
connect a group of people that are working
in the same department or office and al-
lows the users to share files, printers and
other resources. � LAN, peer-to-peer
network
dependentdependent /d��pendənt/ adjective
which is variable because of a particular
factor � A process which is dependent on
the result of another process.
depositdeposit /d��pɒzt/ noun a printout of the
contents of all or a selected area of memo-
ry � verb to write data into a register or
storage location
depositiondeposition /
depə��zʃ(ə)n/ noun a
process by which a surface of a semicon-
ductor is coated with a thin layer of a sub-
stance
depth cueingdepth cueing /�depθ 
kjuŋ/ noun (in
graphics) a method of changing the hue
and colour of an object to reflect its depth
in a three-dimensional scene
dequedeque /
di �i 
kju/ noun same as dou-
ble ended queue
derivation graphderivation graph /
der��veʃ(ə)n
�rɑf/ noun a structure within a global da-
tabase that provides information on the
rules and paths used to reach any element
or item of data
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derivederive /d��rav/ verb to come from a
source � The results are derived from the
raw data. (NOTE: derives – deriving – de-
rived)
DESDES /
di i �es/ noun a standard devel-
oped by the US Government for a high-se-
curity block data cipher system. Full form
data encryption standard. Compare
public key encryption
descenderdescender /d��sendə/ noun a part of a
printed letter that is below the line
de-scramblede-scramble /di �skr�mb(ə)l/ verb to
reassemble an original message or signal
from its scrambled form
de-scramblerde-scrambler /di �skr�mblə/ noun a
device which changes a scrambled mes-
sage back to its original, clear form
description listdescription list /d��skrpʃən lst/
noun a list of data items and their at-
tributes
descriptordescriptor /d��skrptə/ noun a code
used to identify a filename or program
name or to pass code to a file
deselectdeselect /
dis��lekt/ verb to cancel the
selection of an option or of data on a menu
or list on a computer screen
design parametersdesign parameters /d��zan pə�


r�mtəz/ plural noun specifications for
the design of a product
desk accessorydesk accessory /�desk ək�
sesəri/
noun an add-in Apple Mac utility that en-
hances the system � We have installed sev-
eral desk accessories that help us manage
our fonts. Abbr DA
desk checkdesk check /�desk tʃek/ noun a dry run
of a program
desktopdesktop /�desktɒp/ adjective able to be
placed on a desk � noun a GUI workspace
that is a graphical representation of a real-
life desktop, with icons for telephone, dia-
ry, calculator, filing cabinet

COMMENT: A desktop makes it easier for a new
user to operate a computer, since he or she
does not have to type in commands but in-
stead can point at icons on the desktop using
a mouse.

Desktop backgroundDesktop background /
desktɒp
�b�k�raυnd/ noun a pattern or image that
is displayed by Windows as a backdrop
desktop computerdesktop computer /
desktɒp kəm�

�pjutə/, desktop computer system
/
desktɒp kəm��pjutə 
sstəm/ noun a
small microcomputer system that can be
placed on a desk
Desktop fileDesktop file /
desktɒp �fal/ noun an
Apple Mac system file used to store infor-
mation about all the files on a disk or vol-
ume, e.g. version, date, size and author

Desktop iconsDesktop icons /
desktɒp �akɒnz/
plural noun icons that are displayed on the
Desktop
desktop mediadesktop media /
desktɒp �midiə/
plural noun a combination of presentation
graphics, desktop publishing and multime-
dia (NOTE: The term was originally used
by Apple.)
desktop presentationsdesktop presentations /
desktɒp

prez(ə)n��teʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun presen-
tation graphics, text and charts produced
and designed on a desktop personal com-
puter
desktop publishingdesktop publishing /
desktɒp
�p�blʃŋ/ noun full form of DTP

‘…desktop publishing or the ability to produce high-
quality publications using a minicomputer, essential-
ly boils down to combining words and images on
pages’ [Byte]

Desktop taskbarDesktop taskbar /
desktɒp
�tɑskbɑ/ noun a status bar that is nor-
mally displayed along the bottom of the
screen in Windows 95
desktop unitdesktop unit /
desktɒp �junt/ noun a
computer or machine that will fit onto a
desk
desktop videodesktop video /
desktɒp �vdiəυ/
noun full form of DTV
despatchdespatch /d��sp�tʃ/ noun another
spelling of dispatch
despooldespool /di��spul/ verb to print out
spooled files
despotic networkdespotic network /d�
spɒtk
�netw�k/ noun a network synchronised
and controlled by one single clock
destination addressdestination address /
destneʃ(ə)n
ə��dres/ noun the address of the node to
which data is being transferred or sent
destination objectdestination object /
destneʃ(ə)n
�ɒbd'ekt/ noun the object or icon onto
which you drop an object in a drag and
drop operation
destination pagedestination page /
dest��neʃ(ə)n
ped'/ noun a target page within a hyper-
link � When a user clicks on the active ob-
ject in a hyperlink, the software displays
the destination page.
destructive additiondestructive addition /d�
str�ktv ə�

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun an addition operation in
which the result is stored in the location of
one of the operands used in the sum, so
overwriting it
destructive cursordestructive cursor /d�
str�ktv
�k�sə/ noun a cursor that erases the text
as it moves over it � Reading the screen
becomes difficult without a destructive
cursor.
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destructive readdestructive read /d��str�ktv rid/
noun a read operation in which the stored
data is erased as it is retrieved
destructive readoutdestructive readout /d�
str�ktv
�ridaυt/ noun full form of DRO
detail filedetail file /�ditel fal/ noun a file con-
taining records that are to be used to up-
date a master file
detail paperdetail paper /�ditel 
pepə/ noun a
thin transparent paper used for layouts and
tracing
detected errordetected error /d�
tektd �erə/ noun
an error noticed during a program run but
not corrected
deterministicdeterministic /d�
t�m��nstk/ adjec-
tive referring to a result that depends on
the initial state and inputs of a process
Deutsche IndustrienormDeutsche Industrienorm /
dɔtʃə
�ndυstri�
nɔm/ noun full form of DIN
development softwaredevelopment software /d�

�veləpmənt 
sɒftweə/ noun a suite of
programs that helps a programmer write,
edit, compile and debug new software
development timedevelopment time /d��veləpmənt
tam/ noun the amount of time required to
develop a new product
devicedevice /d��vas/ noun a small useful ma-
chine or piece of equipment

‘Users in remote locations can share ideas on the
Liveboard through the use of a wireless pen-input
device and network connections.’ [Computing]

device addressdevice address /d��vas ə�
dres/ noun
a location within the memory area that is
used by a particular device (NOTE: The
CPU can control the device by placing in-
structions at this address.)
device character controldevice character control /d�
vas

k�rktə kəŋ��trəυl/ noun a device con-
trol using various characters or special
combinations to instruct the device
device codedevice code /d��vas kəυd/ noun a
unique identification and selection code
for each peripheral
device control characterdevice control character /d�
vas
kən��trəυl 
k�rktə/ noun a special code
sent in a transmission to a device to in-
struct it to perform a special function
device-dependentdevice-dependent /d�
vas d�

�pendənt/ adjective referring to a soft-
ware program that will only work on a cer-
tain type of computer or with a certain type
of device
device driverdevice driver /d��vas 
dravə/ noun
same as driver
device elementdevice element /d��vas 
elmənt/
noun data required for an MCI compound

device, usually a data file, e.g. a WAVE file
that is played back through a sound card
device flagdevice flag /d��vas fl��/ noun one bit
in a device status word, used to show the
state of a device
device handlerdevice handler /d�
vas �h�ndlə/
noun same as driver
device-independentdevice-independent /d�
vas 
nd�

�pendənt/ adjective referring to a pro-
gramming technique that results in a pro-
gram that is able to run with any peripheral
hardware
device independent bitmapdevice independent bitmap /d�


vas 
ndpendənt �btm�p/ noun full
form of DIB 2
device managerdevice manager /d��vas 
m�nd'ə/
noun a piece of software, usually part of
the operating system, that lets you change
the settings or configure a device such as a
printer or monitor (NOTE: In Windows 95
and later, right-click on the My Computer
icon on the Desktop and click on the De-
vice Manager page tab – you can now
see and manage all the devices connect-
ed to your computer.)
device namedevice name /d��vas nem/ noun an
abbreviation that denotes a port or I/O de-
vice, e.g. COM for serial port, PRN for
printer port or CON for keyboard and
monitor
device prioritydevice priority /d��vas pra�
ɒrti/
noun the importance of a peripheral device
assigned by the user or central computer
which dictates the order in which the CPU
will serve an interrupt signal from it � The
master console has a higher device priori-
ty than the printers and other terminals.
device queuedevice queue /d��vas kju/ noun a list
of requests from users or programs to use
a device
device status worddevice status word /d�
vas �stetəs

w�d/ noun full form of DSW � This rou-
tine checks the device status word and will
not transmit data if the busy bit is set.
devisedevise /d��vaz/ verb to plan or build a
system � They devised a cheap method to
avoid the problem. (NOTE: devises – de-
vising – devised)
DFDDFD /
di ef �di/ noun a diagram used to
describe the movement of data through a
system. Full form data flow diagram
DGISDGIS /
di d'i a �es/ noun a standard
graphics interface for video adapters, pri-
marily used with the 340x0 range of
graphics chips. Full form direct graphics
interface standard
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DHCPDHCP /
di si etʃ �pi/ noun an TCP/IP
protocol that is used to assign an Internet
address to workstations and servers that
are nodes in a network. Full form dynam-
ic host configuration protocol (NOTE: A
special server running DHCP software
manages the process of assigning ad-
dresses. A client computer can then ask
this server for the address of another
node on the network.)
Dhrystone benchmarkDhrystone benchmark /
drastəυn
�bentʃmɑk/ noun a benchmarking sys-
tem developed to try and measure and
compare the performance of computers
DIA/DCADIA/DCA /
di a e 
di si �e/ noun a
standard method for the transmission and
storage of documents, text and video over
networks. It is part of the IBM SNA range
of standards. Full form document inter-
change architecture/document con-
tent architecture
diagnosediagnose /�daə�nəυz/ verb to find the
cause and effect of a fault in hardware or
an error in software (NOTE: diagnoses –
diagnosing – diagnosed)
diagnosisdiagnosis /
daə���nəυss/ noun the
process of finding of a fault or discovering
the cause of a fault
diagnostic aiddiagnostic aid /
daə�nɒstk �ed/
noun a hardware or software device that
helps to find faults
diagnostic chipdiagnostic chip /
daə�nɒstk �tʃp/
noun a chip that contains circuits to carry
out tests on other circuits or chips
diagnostic error messagediagnostic error message
/
daə�nɒstk �erə 
mesd'/ noun an ex-
planatory line of text displayed when an
error has been found
diagnostic messagediagnostic message /
daə�nɒstk
�mesd'/ noun a message that appears to
explain the type, location and probable
cause of a software error or hardware fail-
ure
diagnostic programdiagnostic program /
daə�nɒstk
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a piece of software that
helps find faults in a computer system
diagnostic routinediagnostic routine /
daə�nɒstk ru�

�tin/ noun a routine in a program that
helps to find faults in a computer system
diagnosticsdiagnostics /
daə���nɒstks/ plural
noun functions or tests that help a user find
faults in hardware or software
diagnostic testdiagnostic test /
daə�nɒstk �test/
noun a means of locating faults in hard-
ware and software by testing circuits or
programs

dialectdialect /�daəlekt/ noun a slight variant
of a standard language � This manufactur-
er’s dialect of BASIC is a little different to
the one I’m used to.
DialerDialer /�daələ/ a Windows 95 utility
that, if you have a modem connected to
your PC, will dial telephone numbers for
you. Also called Phone Dialer
dial-in modemdial-in modem /
daəl n �məυdem/
noun an auto-answer modem that can be
called at any time to access a system
dial modifierdial modifier /�daəl 
mɒdfaə/ noun
any one of a set of extra commands sent to
a Hayes-compatible modem that instruct
the modem to use a particular system
when dialling a telephone number. � AT
command set (NOTE: For example, the
command ‘ATDT123’ tells the modem to
use tone-dialling to dial the number ‘123’)
dialog boxdialog box /�daəlɒ� bɒks/ noun an on-
screen message from a program to the user
dialoguedialogue /�daəlɒ�/, dialog noun con-
versation between people, or an instance
of this
dialupdialup noun an online information serv-
ice that is accessed by dialling into the
central computer. Also called dial-up
service
dial-up accessdial-up access /
daəl �p ��kses/
noun a connection to the Internet that is
not permanent but requires a modem or
ISDN adapter to dial a telephone access
number to connect to the Internet, as in
making a normal telephone call
dial-up connectiondial-up connection /
daəl �p kə�

�nekʃ(ə)n/ noun a connection that uses a
standard telephone line or ISDN link to
connect a computer to an ISP or another
computer
Dial-up NetworkingDial-up Networking /
daəl �p
�netw�kŋ/ noun the part of the Win-
dows operating system that supports and
manages a dial-up connection to a remote
computer
dial-up servicedial-up service /
daəl �p �s�vs/
noun same as dialup
diaphragmdiaphragm /�daəfr�m/ noun a thin
flexible sheet that vibrates in response to
sound waves to create an electrical signal,
as in a microphone, or in response to elec-
trical signals to create sound waves, as in a
speaker
DIBDIB /
di a �bi/ noun 1. a bus used when
transferring data from one section of a
computer to another, as between memory
and CPU. Full form data input bus 2. a
file format for a Windows graphics image
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that consists of a header, colour table and
bitmap data. Full form device independ-
ent bitmap (NOTE: It can be in 1–, 4–, 8–
or 24-bit colour resolution.)
dibitdibit /�dbt/ noun a digit made up of two
binary bits
dichotomising searchdichotomising search /da�

�kɒtəmazŋ 
s�tʃ/, dichotomizing
search noun same as binary search
dichroicdichroic /da��krəυk/ adjective refer-
ring to a chemical coating on the surface of
a lens that reflects selectively different col-
ours of light
dichroic filterdichroic filter /da�
krəυk �fltə/ noun
a filter that allows certain wavelengths of
light to pass and reflects back those that
are not transmitted
dichroic headdichroic head /da�
krəυk �hed/ noun
a coloured light source that is based on ad-
justable dichroic filters, generally used
with rostrum cameras and enlargers
dictionarydictionary /�dkʃən(ə)ri/ noun 1. a data
management structure that allows files to
be referenced and sorted 2. a part of a
spelling checker program consisting of a
list of correctly spelt words against which
the program checks a text (NOTE: The plu-
ral is dictionaries.)
differential pulse coded modulationdifferential pulse coded modula-
tion /
dfərenʃəl 
p�ls 
kəυdd 
mɒdjυ�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of DPCM
DIF fileDIF file /�df fal/ noun a file in a de facto
standard that defines the way a spread-
sheet, its formula and data are stored in a
file
diffusiondiffusion /d��fju'(ə)n/ noun a means
of transferring doping materials into an in-
tegrated circuit substrate
digitdigit /�dd't/ noun a symbol or character
that represents an integer that is smaller
than the radix of the number base used � a
phone number with eight digits or an
eight-digit phone number
digitaldigital /�dd't(ə)l/ adjective which rep-
resents data or physical quantities in nu-
merical form, especially using a binary
system in computer related devices

‘Xerox Parc’s LCD breakthrough promises the dig-
ital equivalent of paper, by producing thin, low-cost
flat displays with a 600dpi resolution.’ [Computing]

digital audio tapedigital audio tape /
dd't(ə)l �ɔdiəυ

tep/ noun full form of DAT
digital cameradigital camera /
dd't(ə)l �k�m(ə)rə/
noun a camera that uses a bank of CCD
units to capture an image and store it dig-
itally onto a miniature disk or in RAM in
the camera’s body

digital cashdigital cash /
dd't(ə)l �k�ʃ/ noun a
method of paying for goods over the Inter-
net (NOTE: There are several payment
systems that use different models includ-
ing a new bank account for each custom-
er and an electronic purse that carries
electronic tokens paid for by a customer.)
digital cassettedigital cassette /
dd't(ə)l kə��set/
noun a high quality magnetic tape housed
in a standard size cassette with write pro-
tect tabs and a standard format leader
digital certificatedigital certificate /
dd't(ə)l sə�

�tfkət/ noun � certificate
digital channeldigital channel /
dd't(ə)l �tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun a communications path that can only
transmit data as digital signals. � ADC
(NOTE: Voice, image or video signals
have to be converted from analog to dig-
ital form before they can be transmitted
over a digital channel.)
digital circuitdigital circuit /
dd't(ə)l �s�kt/
noun an electronic circuit that operates on
digital information providing logical func-
tions or switching
digital clockdigital clock /
dd't(ə)l �klɒk/ noun a
clock THAT shows the time as a series of
digits, e.g. 12:22:04
digital compact cassettedigital compact cassette
/
dd't(ə)l 
kɒmp�kt kə��set/ noun full
form of DCC
digital computerdigital computer /
dd't(ə)l kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a computer that processes
data represented in discrete digital form
digital datadigital data /
dd't(ə)l �detə/ noun
data represented in numerical, especially
binary, form
digital displaydigital display /
dd't(ə)l d��sple/
noun a video display unit that can only
show a fixed number of colours or shades
of grey
digital dividedigital divide /
dd't(ə)l d��vad/
noun the state of inequality that exists be-
tween people who have access to modern
information technology and those who do
not, since the former have many more op-
portunities open to them than the latter
digital encryption standarddigital encryption standard
/
dd't(ə)l n��krpʃən 
st�ndəd/ noun
the standard for encrypting private key da-
ta, which uses 56-bit encryption
digital light processingdigital light processing /
dd't(ə)l
�lat 
prəυsesŋ/ noun full form of DLP
digital logicdigital logic /
dd't(ə)l �lɒd'k/ noun
the process of applying Boolean algebra to
hardware circuits
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digital monitordigital monitor /
dd't(ə)l �mɒntə/
noun a monitor that can only show a fixed
number of colours or shades of grey
digital nonlinear editingdigital nonlinear editing /
dd't(ə)l
nɒn�
lniə �edtŋ/ noun same as nonline-
ar video editing
digital optical recordingdigital optical recording /
dd't(ə)l

ɒptk(ə)l r��kɔdŋ/ noun full form of
DOR
digital outputdigital output /
dd't(ə)l �aυtpυt/
noun computer output in digital form
digital plotterdigital plotter /
dd't(ə)l �plɒtə/ noun
a plotter whose pen position is controllable
in discrete steps, so that drawings in the
computer can be output graphically
digital read-outdigital read-out /
dd't(ə)l �ridaυt/
noun data displayed in numerical form,
e.g. numbers on an LCD in a calculator
digital representationdigital representation /
dd't(ə)l

reprzen��teʃ(ə)n/ noun data or quanti-
ties represented using digits
digital resolutiondigital resolution /
dd't(ə)l 
rezə�

�luʃ(ə)n/ noun the smallest number that
can be represented with one digit
digital signaldigital signal /
dd't(ə)l �s�n(ə)l/
noun an electrical signal that has only a
number of possible states, as opposed to an
analog signal, which is continuously vari-
able
digital signal level onedigital signal level one /
dd't(ə)l

s�n(ə)l 
lev(ə)l �w�n/ noun full form of
DS-1
digital signal level zerodigital signal level zero /
dd't(ə)l

s�n(ə)l 
lev(ə)l �zərəυ/ noun full form
of DS-0
digital signallingdigital signalling /
dd't(ə)l
�s�nəlŋ/ noun control and dialling codes
sent down a telephone line in digital form
digital signal processingdigital signal processing
/
dd't(ə)l �s�n(ə)l 
prəυsesŋ/ noun
full form of DSP
digital signaturedigital signature /
dd't(ə)l
�s�nətʃə/ noun a unique identification
code sent by a terminal or device in digital
form
digital speechdigital speech /
dd't(ə)l �spitʃ/
noun � speech synthesis
digital subscriber linedigital subscriber line /
dd't(ə)l
səb��skrabə 
lan/ noun full form of DSL
digital switchingdigital switching /
dd't(ə)l
�swtʃŋ/ noun the process of operating
communications connections and switches
only by use of digital signals
digital systemdigital system /
dd't(ə)l �sstəm/
noun a system that deals with digital sig-
nals

digital theatre systemdigital theatre system /
dd't(ə)l
�θətə 
sstəm/ noun full form of DTS
digital to analog converterdigital to analog converter
/
dd't(ə)l tə 
�nəlɒ� kən��v�tə/ noun
full form of DAC
digital transmission systemdigital transmission system
/
dd't(ə)l tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n 
sstəm/
noun communication achieved by convert-
ing analog signals to a digital form then
modulating and transmitting this and final-
ly converting the signal back to analog
form at the receiver
digital TVdigital TV /
dd't(ə)l ti��vi/ noun a
television that can receive and decode tel-
evision images and audio sent as digital
data, then displayed on a standard screen
digital versatile discdigital versatile disc /
dd't(ə)l

v�sətal �dsk/ noun full form of DVD
digital videodigital video /
dd't(ə)l �vdiəυ/ noun
a video recorded in digital form (NOTE:
The output from a video camera is con-
verted to digital form using either a digital
camera or a frame grabber. The digital
output is then usually compressed before
being processed or transmitted or stored
on videotape.)
digital video effectsdigital video effects /
dd't(ə)l
�vdiəυ �
fekts/ plural noun full form of
DVE
digital video interactivedigital video interactive /
dd't(ə)l

vdiəυ 
ntər���ktv/ noun full form of
DV-I
digital walletdigital wallet /
dd't(ə)l �wɒlt/ noun
a feature of web browsers that contains a
unique personal digital signature and al-
lows the user to pay for goods at online
shops in many different ways, including
credit card or digital cash (NOTE: A digital
wallet makes it simpler and more secure
to buy goods from online shops.)
digitisedigitise /�dd'�
taz/, digitize verb to
change analog movement or signals into a
digital form that can be processed by com-
puters � We can digitise your signature to
allow it to be printed with any laser print-
er. (NOTE: digitises – digitising – digitised)

‘The contract covers fibre optic cable and Synchro-
nous Digital Hierarchy transmission equipment to be
used to digitize the telecommunications network.’
[Computergram]

digitised photographdigitised photograph /
dd'�
tazd

fəυtə���rɑf/, digitized photograph
noun an image or photograph that has
been scanned to produce an analog signal
which is then converted to digital form and
stored or displayed on a computer
digitiserdigitiser, digitizer noun same as ADC
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digitising paddigitising pad /�dd'tazŋ 
p�d/,
digitising tablet, digitizing pad, digitiz-
ing tablet noun a sensitive surface that
translates the position of a pen into numer-
ical form, so that drawings can be entered
into a computer
digit placedigit place /�dd't ples/, digit posi-
tion noun the position of a digit within a
number
DILDIL /
di a �el/ noun full form dual-in-
line package. same as DIP
DIMDIM /
di a �em/ noun software that al-
lows a user to capture, store and index
printed text in a digital form. Full form
document image management (NOTE:
It usually works in conjunction with a
scanner and a storage medium such as
a recordable CD-ROM.)
dimensiondimension /da��menʃən/ noun a meas-
urement of size � The dimensions of the
computer are small enough for it to fit into
a case.
dimensioningdimensioning /da��menʃənŋ/ noun
the definition of the size of something, es-
pecially an array or matrix � Array dimen-
sioning occurs at this line.
diminished radix complementdiminished radix complement /d�


mnʃt �redks 
kɒmpleks/ noun a
number representation in which each digit
of the number is subtracted from one less
than the radix. � one’s complement,
nine’s complement
DIMMDIMM /
di a em �em/ noun a system of
arranging RAM memory chips on two
sides of a tiny expansion card that can be
inserted into a slot on the computer’s
motherboard to upgrade the main memory
� DIMM cards are used to expand the
memory in high-performance computers.
Full form dual in-line memory module
DINDIN /
di a �en/ noun a German industry
standards organisation known particularly
for specifications for plugs and sockets.
Full form Deutsche Industrienorm
DingbatDingbat /�dŋb�t/ noun a font that con-
tains stars, bullets, symbols, images and
drawings in place of characters � To insert
a copyright symbol, use the Dingbat font.
diodediode /�daəυd/ noun an electronic com-
ponent that allows an electrical current to
pass in one direction and not the other
DIPDIP /
di a �pi/ noun 1. a standard layout
for integrated circuit packages using two
parallel rows of connecting pins along
each side. Full form dual-in-line pack-
age 2. software that allows a user to cap-

ture, store and index printed text in a digit-
al form
DIP switchDIP switch /�dp swtʃ/ noun a small
bank of switches that are used to configure
a device. Full form dual-in-line package
switch
DIRDIR /
di a �ɑ/ noun a MS-DOS system
command that displays a list of files stored
on a disk. Full form directory
directdirect /da��rekt/ adjective, adverb
straight
direct accessdirect access /
darekt ��kses/ noun
storage and retrieval of data without the
need to read other data first
direct access storage devicedirect access storage device /da�


rekt 
�kses �stɔrd' d�
vas/ noun full
form of DASD
direct addressingdirect addressing /
darekt ə��dresŋ/
noun a method of addressing in which the
storage location address given in the in-
struction is the location to be used
direct cable connectiondirect cable connection /
darekt
�keb(ə)l kə�
neks(ə)n/ noun a utility sup-
plied with Windows 95 that allows you to
link two computers together using a serial
cable plugged into each serial port
direct change-overdirect change-over /da��rekt
tʃend'/ noun the process of switching
from one computer to another in one go
direct codedirect code /da��rekt kəυd/ noun a bi-
nary code which directly operates the cen-
tral processing unit, using only absolute
addresses and values (NOTE: This is the fi-
nal form of a program after a compiler or
assembler pass.)
direct codingdirect coding /da��rekt kɒdŋ/ noun
program instructions written in absolute
code
direct connectdirect connect /
darekt kə��nekt/ ad-
jective referring to a modem which plugs
straight into the standard square telephone
socket
direct connectiondirect connection /da�
rekt kə�

�nekʃən/ noun a fast permanent connec-
tion linking a computer or system to a net-
work such as the Internet
direct currentdirect current /d�
rekt �k�rənt/ noun a
constant value electric current that flows in
one direction. Abbr DC
direct data entrydirect data entry /da�
rekt 
detə
�entri/ noun full form of DDE 1
direct digital controldirect digital control /da�
rekt

dd't(ə)l kən��trəυl/ noun full form of
DDC
directed scandirected scan /da��rektd sk�n/ noun
a file or array search method in which a
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starting point and a direction of scan is
provided, either up or down from the start-
ing point, an address or record number
direct imagedirect graphics interface standard
/da�
rekt 
�r�fks �ntəfes 
st�ndəd/
noun full form of DGIS
direct imagedirect image /
darekt �md'/ noun an
image that is composed directly onto the
screen rather than being composed off
screen in memory before it is displayed
direct information access network for Europedirect information access net-
work for Europe /da�
rekt

nfəmeʃ(ə)n 
�kses 
netw�k fə
�jυərəp/ noun a package of services of-
fered over the Euronet network. Abbr DI-
ANE
direct-insert routinedirect-insert routine /
darekt n�

�s�t ru�
tin/ noun a routine which can be
directly copied into a larger routine or pro-
gram without the need for a call instruc-
tion
direct instructiondirect instruction /
darekt n�

�str�kʃən/ noun a program command that
contains an operand and the code for the
operation to be carried out
directivedirective /da��rektv/ noun a program-
ming instruction used to control the lan-
guage translator or compiler

‘…directives are very useful for selecting parts of
the code for particular purposes’ [Personal Compu-
ter World]

directive statementdirective statement /da�
rektv
�stetmənt/ noun a program instruction
used to control the language translator or
compiler
direct memory accessdirect memory access /da�
rekt
�mem(ə)ri 
�kses/ noun full form of
DMA � direct memory access transfer be-
tween the main memory and the second
processor
direct memory access channeldirect memory access channel
/da�
rekt 
mem(ə)ri ��kses 
tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun a high-speed data transfer link
direct modedirect mode /da��rekt məυd/ noun the
process of typing in a command which is
executed once carriage return has been
pressed
DirectorDirector /da��rektə/ a trade name for
multimedia authoring software developed
by Macromedia that uses a grid to allow a
user to control elements over time
directorydirectory /da��rekt(ə)ri/ noun 1. a
method of organising the files stored on a
disk, into groups of files or further sub-di-
rectories � The disk directory shows file
name, date and time of creation. 2. full

form DIR (NOTE: The plural is directo-
ries.)

COMMENT: A directory is best imagined as a
folder within a drawer of a filing cabinet: the
folder can contain files or other folders.

directory servicesdirectory services /da��rekt(ə)ri

s�vsz/ noun a method of listing all the
users and resources linked to a network in
a simple and easy-to-access way so that a
user can locate another user by name rath-
er than by a complex network address �
With directory services installed, it’s much
easier for our users to find and connect to
the shared printers.
directory synchronisationdirectory synchronisation /da�


rekt(ə)ri 
sŋkrəna��zeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
way of ensuring that the files stored in sim-
ilar directories on two computers contain
the same, up-to-date information
directory websitedirectory website /də�
rekt(ə)ri
�websat/ noun a website that contains a
list of other websites, usually organised
into sections and often with a search fea-
ture (NOTE: Yahoo! (www.yahoo.com) is
one of the best-known directories and
lists over half a million websites.)
direct page registerdirect page register /da�
rekt �ped'

red'stə/ noun a register that provides
memory page access data when a CPU is
carrying out a direct memory access, to al-
low access to any part of memory
direct reference addressdirect reference address /
darekt

ref(ə)rəns ə��dres/ noun a virtual address
that can only be altered by indexing
DirectSoundDirectSound /
darekt��saυnd/ a trade
name for a standard within Microsoft Win-
dows for a programming interface used to
allow games software to control sound
hardware
direct transferdirect transfer /
darekt �tr�nsf�/
noun a bit-for-bit copy of the contents of
one register into another register, includ-
ing any status bits
dirty bitdirty bit /�d�ti bt/ noun a flag bit set by
memory-resident programs to indicate that
they have already been loaded into main
memory
disable interruptdisable interrupt /ds�
eb(ə)l
�ntər�pt/ noun a command to the CPU to
ignore any interrupt signals
disarmdisarm /ds��ɑm/ verb to prevent an in-
terrupt having any effect
disarmed statedisarmed state /ds��ɑmd stet/ noun
the state of an interrupt that has been disa-
bled and cannot accept a signal
disassembledisassemble /
dsə��semb(ə)l/ verb to
translate machine code instructions back
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into assembly language mnemonics
(NOTE: disassembles – disassembling –
disassembled)
disassemblerdisassembler /
dsə��semblə/ noun a
piece of software that translates a machine
code program back into an assembly lan-
guage form
disaster dumpdisaster dump /d��zɑstə d�mp/ noun
a program and data dump just before or
caused by a fatal error or system crash
discdisc /dsk/ noun a disc refers only to
compact disc, magnetic media uses the
spelling ‘disk.’ Another spelling of disk
(NOTE: used only in the context of the
compact disc and videodisc. Magnetic
media use the spelling disk.)
disconnectdisconnect /
dskə��nekt/ verb to un-
plug or break a connection between two
devices � Do not forget to disconnect the
cable before moving the printer.
discretediscrete /d��skrit/ adjective referring
to values, events, energy or datawhich oc-
cur in small individual units � The data
word is made up of discrete bits.
discrete cosine transformdiscrete cosine transform /d�
skrit
�kəυsan tr�ns�
fɔm/ noun an algorithm
used to encode and compress images.
Abbr DCT
discrete multi-tonediscrete multi-tone /d�
skrit �m�lti

təυn/ noun full form of DMT
discrimination instructiondiscrimination instruction /d�


skrm�
neʃ(ə)n n��str�kʃən/ noun a
conditional program instruction that di-
rects control by providing the location of
the next instruction to be executed, if a
condition is met
discussion groupdiscussion group /d��sk�ʃ(ə)n
�rup/ noun a feature of a website that lets
any visitor write and post a message on a
particular subject, which is displayed to
any other visitors, who can then add their
comments in reply to the message
disjunctiondisjunction /ds��d'�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a
logical function that produces a true output
if any input is true
disjunctive searchdisjunctive search /ds�
d'�nktv
�s�tʃ/ noun a search for data items that
match at least one of a number of keys
diskdisk /dsk/ noun a flat circular plate coat-
ed with a substance that is capable of being
magnetised. Data is stored on this by mag-
netising selective sections to represent bi-
nary digits. (NOTE: The alternative spell-
ing disc is used only in the context of the
compact disc and videodisc.)

COMMENT: The disk surface is divided into
tracks that can be accessed individually; mag-
netic tapes cannot be accessed in this way.

disk accessdisk access /dsk ��kses/ noun the set
of operations required to read from or
write to a magnetic disk, including device
selection, sector and track address, move-
ment of read/write head to the correct lo-
cation and access the location on disk
disk access managementdisk access management /
dsk

�kses �m�nd'mənt/ noun the process
of regulating the users who can access
stored data
disk-baseddisk-based /�dsk besd/ adjective re-
ferring to an operating system held on
floppy or hard disk
disk cachedisk cache /�dsk k�ʃ/ noun a high
speed section of memory that is used to
temporarily store frequently used data that
has been read from the disk (NOTE: The
computer checks the cache to see if the
data is there before it accesses the
(much slower) disk and by using special
controller software, this system can dra-
matically improve apparent disk perform-
ance.)
disk cartridgedisk cartridge /dsk �kɑtrd'/ noun a
protective case containing a removable
hard disk
disk compressiondisk compression /dsk kəm�

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of increasing
the apparent capacity of a disk to store data
by using a special piece of software that
compresses the data as it is being saved to
disk and then decompresses the data when
it is read back
disk compression softwaredisk compression software /
dsk
kəm��preʃ(ə)n 
sɒftweə/ noun a resident
software that compresses data as it is writ-
ten to disk and decompresses it as it is read
back
disk controllerdisk controller /dsk kən��trəυlə/ noun
an IC or set of circuits used to translate a
request for data by the CPU into control
signals for the disk drive, including motor
control and access arm movement
disk-controller carddisk-controller card /�dsk kən�


trəυlə 
kɑd/ noun an add-on card that
contains all the electronics and connectors
to interface a disk drive to a CPU
disk crashdisk crash /�dsk kr�ʃ/ noun a fault
caused by the read/write head touching the
surface of the disk
disk doctordisk doctor /dsk �dɒktə/ noun a utility
that can sometimes repair corrupted data
stored on a disk
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disk drivedisk drive /�dsk drav/ noun a device
that spins a magnetic disk and controls the
position of the read/write head. Also
called disk unit
disk duplexingdisk duplexing /�dsk 
djupleksŋ/
noun same as disk mirroring
diskettediskette /d��sket/ noun a light, flexible
disk that can store data in a magnetic form,
used in most personal computers
disk filedisk file /�dsk fal/ noun a number of
related records or data items stored under
one name on disk
disk formattingdisk formatting /�dsk 
fɔm�tŋ/
noun the initial setting up of a blank disk
with track and sector markers and other
control information
disk headdisk head /�dsk hed/ noun a head
which reads or writes on a floppy disk
disk index holesdisk index holes /
dsk �ndeks

həυlz/ plural noun holes around the hub
of a disk that provide rotational informa-
tion to a disk controller, or a number of
holes providing sector location indicators
on a hard-sectored disk
disklessdiskless /�dskləs/ adjective referring to
a workstation which does not have any
disk drives for data storage
disk mapdisk map /�dsk m�p/ noun a display of
the organisation of data on a disk
disk memorydisk memory /dsk �mem(ə)ri/ noun
memory held on disk
disk mirroringdisk mirroring /�dsk 
mrərŋ/ noun a
data protection system in which all or part
of a hard disk is duplicated onto another,
separate, disk drive. Also called disk du-
plexing (NOTE: Any changes made to the
a data on the original drive are duplicated
on the mirrored drive.)
disk operating systemdisk operating system /
dsk
�ɒpəretŋ 
sstəm/ noun full form of
DOS
disk packdisk pack /�dsk p�k/ noun a number of
disks on a single hub, each with its own
read/write head
disk partitiondisk partition /dsk pɑ��tʃ(ə)n/ noun
� partition
disk sectordisk sector /dsk �sektə/ noun the
smallest area on a magnetic disk that can
be addressed by a computer
disk sector formattingdisk sector formatting /
dsk 
sektə
�fɔm�tŋ/ noun the process of dividing a
disk into a series of addressable sectors
(NOTE: A table of their addresses is also
formed, allowing each sector to be ac-
cessed.)

disk storagedisk storage /dsk �stɔrd'/ noun the
process of using disks as a backing store
disk toolsdisk tools /�dsk tulz/ plural noun soft-
ware programs that help monitor the per-
formance of a disk drive, maintain it and
ensure that it is storing data efficiently
disk trackdisk track /�dsk tr�k/ noun one of a
series of thin concentric rings on a mag-
netic disk, which the read/write head ac-
cesses and along which data is stored in
separate sectors
disk unitdisk unit /dsk �junt/ noun same as
disk drive
disorderly close-downdisorderly close-down /ds��ɔdəli
kləυs/ noun a system crash that did not
provide enough warning to carry out an or-
derly close-down
dispatchdispatch /d��sp�tʃ/, despatch /d�

�sp�tʃ/ noun the action of sending mate-
rial, information or messages to a location
dispersiondispersion /d��sp�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a logi-
cal function whose output is false if all in-
puts are true, and true if any input is false
displacementdisplacement /ds��plesmənt/ noun
an offset used in an indexed address
displaydisplay /d��sple/ noun a device on
which information or images can be pre-
sented visually
display adapterdisplay adapter /d��sple ə�
d�ptə/
noun a device which allows information in
a computer to be displayed on a CRT, in-
terfacing with both the computer and CRT
display attributedisplay attribute /d��sple 
�trbjut/
noun a variable which defines the shape,
size or colour of text or graphics displayed
display characterdisplay character /d��sple 
k�rktə/
noun a graphical symbol which appears as
a printed or displayed item, e.g. one of the
letters of the alphabet or a number
display character generatordisplay character generator /d�

�sple 
k�rktə 
d'enəretə/ noun ROM
that provides the display circuits with a
pattern of dots which form the character
display colourdisplay colour /d��sple 
k�lə/ noun
the colour of characters in a videotext dis-
play system
display controllerdisplay controller /d��sple kən�


trəυlə/ noun a device that accepts charac-
ter or graphics codes and instructions, and
converts them into dot-matrix patterns that
are displayed on a screen
display cycledisplay cycle /d��sple 
sak(ə)l/ noun
the set of operations required to display an
image on screen
display elementdisplay element /d��sple 
elmənt/
noun 1. (in graphics) a basic graphic com-
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ponent such as a background, foreground,
text or graphics image 2. (in computer
graphics) any component of an image
display formatdisplay format /d��sple 
fɔm�t/
noun the number of characters that can be
displayed on a screen, given as row and
column lengths
display highlightsdisplay highlights /d��sple 
halats/
plural noun emphasis of certain words or
paragraphs by changing character display
colour
display linedisplay line /d��sple lan/ noun a hori-
zontal printing position for characters in a
line of text
display modedisplay mode /d��sple məυd/ noun a
way of referring to the character set to be
used, usually graphics or alphanumerics
Display PostScriptDisplay PostScript /d�
sple
�pəυstskrpt/ a trade name for an exten-
sion of PostScript that allows PostScript
commands to be interpreted and displayed
on screen so that a user can see exactly
what will appear on the printout
display processordisplay processor /d��sple

prəυsesə/ noun a processor that changes
data to a format suitable for a display con-
troller
display registerdisplay register /d��sple 
red'stə/
noun a register that contains character,
control or graphical data that is to be dis-
played
display resolutiondisplay resolution /d�
sple 
rezə�

�luʃ(ə)n/ noun the number of pixels per
unit area that a display can clearly show
display screendisplay screen /d��sple skrin/ noun
the physical part of a VDU, terminal or
monitor, which allows the user to see char-
acters or graphics (NOTE: It is usually a
cathode ray tube, but sometimes LCD or
LED displays are used.)
display scrollingdisplay scrolling /d��sple 
skrəυlŋ/
noun the movement of a screenful of in-
formation up or down one line or pixel at a
time
display spacedisplay space /d��sple spes/ noun
memory or the amount of screen available
to show graphics or text
display unitdisplay unit /d��sple 
junt/ noun a
computer terminal or piece of equipment
that is capable of showing data or informa-
tion, usually by means of CRT
dissolvedissolve /d��zɒlv/ noun a special effect
that is used in presentation graphics soft-
ware or multimedia to fade out one image
and fade in the next
distance vector protocolsdistance vector protocols /
dstəns
�vektə 
prəυtəkɒlz/ plural noun informa-

tion about the different routes over a wide
area network that can be used by a router
to find the shortest and fastest route to send
information
distortdistort /d��stɔt/ verb to introduce un-
wanted differences between a signal input
and output from a device
distortiondistortion /d��stɔʃ(ə)n/ noun unwant-
ed differences in a signal before and after
it has passed through a piece of equipment
distributedistribute /d��strbjut/ verb to send
out data or information to users in a net-
work or system (NOTE: distributes – dis-
tributing – distributed)
distributed adaptive routingdistributed adaptive routing /d�


strbjυtd ə�
d�ptv �rutŋ/ noun the
process of directing messages in a packet
network switching system by an exchange
of information between nodes
distributed component object modeldistributed component object
model /d�
strbjυtd kəm�
pəυnənt
�ɒbd'ekt 
mɒd(ə)l/ noun full form of
DCOM
distributed database systemdistributed database system /d�


strbjυtd �detəbes 
sstəm/ noun a
database system in which the data is stored
on several different computers but can be
searched as if it is one single location
distributed data processingdistributed data processing /d�


strbjυtd �detə 
prəυsesŋ/ noun full
form of DDP
distributed file systemdistributed file system /d�


strbjυtd �fal 
sstəm/ noun a system
that uses files stored in more than one lo-
cation or backing store but processed at a
central point
distributed intelligencedistributed intelligence /d�


strbjυtd n��teld'(ə)ns/ noun a decen-
tralised system in which a number of small
micros or mini-computers carry out a set
of fixed tasks, rather than one large com-
puter
distributed networkdistributed network /d�
strbjυtd
�netw�k/ noun a network in which each
node can operate as a server storing files or
working as a print server
distributed processingdistributed processing /d�


strbjυtd �prəυsesŋ/ noun a technique
to enable processors or computers to share
tasks amongst themselves most effective-
ly, in which each processor completes al-
located sub-tasks independently and the
results are then recombined
distributed processordistributed processor /d�
strbjυtd
�prəυsesə/ noun a computer system using
many small computers at different work-
stations instead of one central computer
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distributed systemdistributed system /d�
strbjυtd
�sstəm/ noun a computer system which
uses more than one processor in different
locations, all connected to a central com-
puter
distributiondistribution /
dstr��bjuʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of sending information out, espe-
cially via a network
distribution networkdistribution network /
dstr�

�bjuʃ(ə)n 
netw�k/ noun � LAN, WAN
ditherdither /�dðə/ verb to create a curve or
line that looks smoother by adding shaded
pixels beside the pixels that make up the
image
dithered colourdithered colour /
dðəd �k�lə/ noun a
colour that is made up of a pattern of dif-
ferent coloured pixels
dividedivide /d��vad/ verb to find out how
many times one number can be contained
in another number � Twenty-one divided
by three is seven.
dividenddividend /�dvdend/ noun an operand
that is divided by a divisor in a division op-
eration

COMMENT: The dividend is divided by the divi-
sor to form the quotient and a remainder.

divisiondivision /d��v'(ə)n/ noun the act of di-
viding numbers
divisordivisor /d��vazə/ noun an operand used
to divide a dividend in a division operation
DLDL abbr download
DLLDLL /
di el �el/ noun a library of utility
programs that can be called from a main
program. Full form dynamic link library
DLL fileDLL file /
di el �el 
fal/ noun a file con-
taining a library of routines that can be
used by another program
DLPDLP /
di el �pi/ noun a method of pro-
jecting an image using an electronic chip
that contains thousands of tiny mirrors.
Full form digital light processing
DMADMA /
di em �e/ noun a direct rapid link
between a peripheral and a computer’s
main memory, which avoids accessing
routines for each item of data read. Full
form direct memory access

‘A 32-bit DMA controller, 16-bit video I/O ports and
I/O filters complete the chip.’ [Computing]

DMA controllerDMA controller /
di em �e kən�


trəυlə/ noun an interface IC that controls
high-speed data transfer between a high-
speed peripheral and main memory, and
will usually also halt or cycle steal from
the CPU
DMA cycle stealingDMA cycle stealing /
di em e
�sak(ə)l 
stilŋ/ noun a CPU allowing
the DMA controller to send data over the

bus during clock cycles when it performs
internal or NOP instructions
DMLDML abbr data manipulation language
DMSDMS abbr data management system
DMTDMT /
di em �ti/ noun technology that
uses digital signal processors to create
sound signals that carry digital video,
sound, image and data over cable at high
speed. Full form discrete multi-tone
DNSDNS /
di en �es/ noun a distributed data-
base used in an Internet system to map
names to addresses. Full form domain
name system (NOTE: For example, you
can use the name
’www.bloomsbury.com’ to locate the
Bloomsbury Publishing website rather
than a complex network address (called
the IP address).)
dockdock /dɒk/ verb to connect a laptop com-
puter to a special docking station on a desk
to give it the same resources as a normal
desktop
docking stationdocking station1 /�dɒkŋ 
steʃ(ə)n/
noun a piece of hardware with an opening
into which a portable computer can be in-
serted when it is recharged or used in ex-
panded operations
docking stationdocking station2 /�dɒkŋ 
steʃ(ə)n/,
docking unit /�dɒkŋ 
junt/ noun a
special base unit that allows a laptop com-
puter to be inserted into it and provide the
same resources as a normal desktop, e.g.
mains power, a network adapter, connec-
tion to a full-size monitor and extra expan-
sion ports
documentdocument noun /�dɒkjυmənt/ a file
containing text created with a word-proc-
essor � verb /�dɒkjυ�
ment/ to write a de-
scription of a process
document assemblydocument assembly /�dɒkjυmənt ə�


sembli/ noun the process of creating a
new file by combining two or more sec-
tions or complete documents. Also called
document merge
documentationdocumentation /
dɒkjυmen��teʃ(ə)n/
noun the set of information, notes and di-
agrams that describe the function, use and
operation of a piece of hardware or soft-
ware
document content architecturedocument content architecture
/
dɒkjυmənt �kɒntent 
ɑktektʃə/
noun full form of DCA
document image managementdocument image management
/
dɒkjυmənt 
md' �m�nd'mənt/
noun full form of DIM
document image processingdocument image processing
/
dɒkjυmənt �md' 
prəυsesŋ/ noun
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the process of scanning paper documents,
performing OCR on the contents and stor-
ing this on disk so that it can be searched
for. Abbr DIP
document mergedocument interchange architec-
ture/document content architec-
ture /
dɒkjυmənt 
ntətʃend' 
ɑk
tektʃə 
dɒkjυmənt �kɒntent

ɑktektʃə/ noun full form of DIA/DCA
document mergedocument merge /�dɒkjυmənt
m�d'/ noun same as document assem-
bly
document object modeldocument object model
/
dɒkjυmənt 
ɒbd'ekt �mɒd(ə)l/ noun
full form of DOM
document processingdocument processing /
dɒkjυmənt
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the processing of docu-
ments, e.g. invoices, by a computer
document readerdocument reader /�dɒkjυmənt

ridə/ noun a device which converts writ-
ten or typed information to a form that a
computer can understand and process
document recoverydocument recovery /
dɒkjυmənt r�

�k�v(ə)ri/ noun a program which allows a
document which has been accidentally de-
leted to be recovered
DoIbyDoIby /�dɒlbi/ a research laboratory that
provides ways to improve the quality of re-
corded sound
Dolby AC-3Dolby AC-3 /
dɒlbi e esi �θri/ an al-
gorithm used to provide sound-sound ef-
fects (NOTE: This system has been adopt-
ed by computer and entertainment in-
dustries as a standard for audio on
movies and digital recordings.)
Dolby DigitalDolby Digital /
dɒlbi �dd't(ə)l/ a
trade name for a multichannel audio com-
pression and transmission system that uses
5.1 channels
Dolby system™Dolby system /�dɒlbi 
sstəm/ a trade
name for a system for reducing back-
ground noise for recordings
dollar signdollar sign /�dɒlə san/ noun a printed
or written character ($) used in some pro-
gramming languages to identify a variable
as a string type
DOMDOM /
di əυ �em/ noun a scheme that
describes how the different parts of a web-
page, the text, images and hyperlinks, are
represented. Full form document object
model

COMMENT: Each item is an object and has a
set of attributes that defines how it is dis-
played and managed by a web browser. Dy-
namic HTML (DHTML) uses DOM to change
how a webpage is displayed by a user’s web
browser – currently, the Microsoft and Net-

scape web browsers use different DOM spec-
ifications.

domaindomain /dəυ��men/ noun an area or
group of nodes in a network � in the pub-
lic domain (information or program)
which belongs to and is available to the
public
domain namedomain name /dəυ��men nem/ noun
a unique name that identifies the location
of an Internet server or computer on the In-
ternet

COMMENT: The domain name
’bloomsbury.com’ is registered to the
Bloomsbury Publishing website. The domain
name is in a convenient text format, but refers
to a physical address that locates the compu-
ter that stores the website for the domain
name. This physical address is called the IP
address and is in the format ’194.33.322.22’ –
the domain name system (DNS) is used to
translate the domain name into its correct IP
address. The domain name is made up of two
or three parts, separated by a ’dot’. There are
some global thematic suffixes such as .com
(company) and .net (network) which are not
restricted by country. For example,
’bloomsbury.com’ has the company name
’bloomsbury’ followed by the domain type
’com’ (for company). There are also country
suffixes such as ’.au’ for Australia, ’.cn’ for
China, ’.uk’ for the UK and ’.de’ for Germany,
within which each country can have its own
private system of domain names. Some of
these might look the same as the global the-
matic suffixes (.net.uk, .org.uk, etc.), but are
restricted to the UK, e.g. co.uk, .nhs.uk,
.plc.uk and .ltd.uk.

domain name registrationdomain name registration /dəυ�


men nem 
red'��streʃ(ə)n/ noun the
registration of a domain name with the rel-
evant local registration office. � DNS, IP
address

COMMENT: Before you can use a domain
name, you must check that it is available and
then fill in an application form with your coun-
try’s local registration office (your ISP will also
be able to help). Domain name management
is centred in the USA at the InterNIC organi-
sation; you can also register a domain name
directly with the InterNIC using its online order
form (www.internic.net). Once the domain
name has been approved, it will be assigned
a unique IP address that will be used by your
ISP to modify the DNS to allow your website
to be located by other users.

domain name serverdomain name server /dəυ�
men
nem �s�və/ noun a computer on the In-
ternet that stores part or all of the domain
name system database
domain name systemdomain name system /dəυ��men
nem 
sstəm/ noun full form of DNS
dongledongle /�dɒŋ�l/ noun a coded circuit or
chip that has to be present in a system be-
fore a piece of copyright software will run
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do-nothing instructiondo-nothing instruction /
dəυ �n�θŋ
n�
str�kʃən/ noun a programming in-
struction that does not carry out any action
other than increasing the program counter
to the next instruction address
dopantdopant /�dəυpənt/ noun a chemical sub-
stance that is diffused or implanted onto
the substrate of a chip during manufacture,
to provide it with n- or p-type properties
dopedope /dəυp/ verb to introduce a dopant
into a substance (NOTE: dopes – doping –
doped)
dopeddoped /�dəυpt/ adjective referring to a
chip which has had a dopant added
DORDOR /
di əυ �ɑ/ noun the recording of
signals in binary form as small holes in the
surface of an optical or compact disk
which can then be read by laser. Full form
digital optical recording
DOSDOS /dɒs/ noun a section of the operat-
ing system software, that controls the disk
and file access. Full form disk operating
system
DOS promptDOS prompt /�dɒs prɒmpt/ noun an
indicator that shows that DOS is ready to
accept a command typed in at the key-
board
dot addressdot address /�dɒt ə�
dres/ noun the
common method of writing Internet ad-
dresses in the form of symbols, A.B.C.D.,
where each letter represents one byte of a
four-byte address
dot addressabledot addressable /�dɒt ə�
dresəb(ə)l/
adjective referring to a display adapter
that allows software to control each pixel
on the display
dot commanddot command /dɒt kə��mɑnd/ noun a
method of writing instructions with a full
stop followed by the command, used
mainly for embedded commands in word-
processor systems
dot matrixdot matrix /
dɒt �metrks/ noun a
method of forming characters by use of
dots inside a rectangular matrix
dot-matrix printerdot-matrix printer /
dɒt �metrks

prntə/ noun a printer in which the char-
acters are made up by a series of closely
spaced dots (NOTE: The printer produces
a page line by line. Dot-matrix printers
can be used either for printing using a
ribbon or for thermal or electrostatic
printing.)
dot pitchdot pitch /�dɒt ptʃ/ noun the spacing
between two adjacent pixels displayed on
a monitor � The smaller the dot pitch, the
sharper the image displayed.

dot promptdot prompt /�dɒt prɒmpt/ noun (in
dBASE programming language) a com-
mand prompt displayed as a single dot on
screen
dots per inchdots per inch /
dɒtz p�r �ntʃ/ plural
noun a standard method used to describe
the resolution capabilities of a page printer
or scanner � Some laser printers offer
high resolution printing: 400 dots per
inch. Abbr dpi, d.p.i.
dotted-decimal-notationdotted-decimal-notation /
dɒtd
�desm(ə)l/ noun a method of writing a
domain name, email address or other IP
network address using a decimal point, or
full stop, to separate the numeric parts of
the address (NOTE: For example
‘www.bloomsbury.com’ is the domain
name that can be written in dotted-deci-
mal-notation as ‘133.223.33.22’)
double bufferingdouble buffering /
d�b(ə)l �b�fərŋ/
noun the use of two buffers together so
that one can be read while the other is ac-
cepting data
double-clickdouble-click /
d�b(ə)l �klk/ noun two
rapid press-release actions on a mouse but-
ton; normally to start a program or select
an option
double data rate memorydouble data rate memory /
d�b(ə)l

detə ret �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of
DDR memory
double densitydouble density /
d�b(ə)l �densəti/
noun a system to double the storage capac-
ity of a disk drive by doubling the number
of bits which can be put on the disk sur-
face. Abbr DD
double density diskdouble density disk /
d�b(ə)l

densti �dsk/ noun a disk that can store
two bits of data per unit area, compared to
a standard disk
double ended queuedouble ended queue /
d�b(ə)l

endd �kju/ noun a queue in which new
items can be added to either end. Also
called deque
double frequency scanningdouble frequency scanning
/
d�b(ə)l 
frikwənsi �sk�nŋ/ noun (in
CD-i) method of doubling the vertical res-
olution of a monitor by scanning at twice
the normal rate
double-length arithmeticdouble-length arithmetic /
d�b(ə)l

leŋθ ə��rθmətk/ noun the use of two
data words to store a number, providing
greater precision. Also called double-
precision arithmetic
double precisiondouble precision /
d�b(ə)l pr�

�s'(ə)n/ noun the process of using two
data words to store a number, providing
greater precision
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double-precision arithmeticdouble-precision arithmetic
/
d�b(ə)l pr�
s'(ə)n ə��rθmətk/ noun
same as double-length arithmetic
double-precision integerdouble-precision integer /
d�b(ə)l
pr�
s'(ə)n �ntd'ə/ noun a unit of two
computer words used to store an integer
double-sided diskdouble-sided disk /
d�b(ə)l 
sadd
�dsk/ noun a disk which can store infor-
mation on both sides
double-sided disk drivedouble-sided disk drive /
d�b(ə)l

sadd �dsk 
drav/ noun a disk drive
which can access data on double-sided
disks
double-sided printed circuit boarddouble-sided printed circuit
board /
d�b(ə)l 
sadd 
prntd �s�kt

bɔd/ noun a circuit board with conduct-
ing tracks on both sides
DoubleSpaceDoubleSpace /
d�b(ə)l��spes/ soft-
ware program that is part of MS-DOS 6
and is used to provide disk compression
double speeddouble speed /
d�b(ə)l �spid/ noun
the high speed at which a CD-ROM disc is
spun by a drive, normally 460 rpm
double-speed drivedouble-speed drive /
d�b(ə)l spid
�drav/ noun a CD-ROM drive that spins
the disc at twice the speed of a normal
drive
double strikedouble strike /�d�b(ə)l strak/ noun
the process of printing a character twice in
order to make it appear bolder
doubletdoublet /�d�blət/ noun a word made up
of two bits. Also called dyad
double worddouble word /�d�b(ə)l w�d/ noun a
unit of two bytes of data handled as one
word, often used for address data
downdown /daυn/ adjective, adverb referring
to computers or programs that are tempo-
rarily not working � The computer system
went down twice during the afternoon.
Opposite up
downloaddownload /
daυn��ləυd/ verb 1. to load a
program or section of data from a remote
computer via a telephone line � There is
no charge for downloading public domain
software from the BBS. Opposite upload
2. to load data from a CPU to a small com-
puter. Opposite upload 3. to send printer
font data stored on a disk to a printer,
where it will be stored in temporary mem-
ory or RAM

‘The cards will also download the latest version of
the network drivers from the server.’ [Computing]

downloadable fontdownloadable font /
daυnləυdəb(ə)l
�fɒnt/ noun a font or typeface which is
stored on a disk and can be downloaded to
a printer and stored in temporary memory.
Also called resident font

downsizedownsize /�daυnsaz/ verb to move a
company from a computer system based
around a central mainframe computer to a
networked environment, usually using
PCs as workstations, in which the worksta-
tions are intelligent � Downsizing is more
cost effective and gives more processing
power to the end-user. (NOTE: downsizes –
downsizing – downsized)
downstreamdownstream /�daυnstrim/ noun the
transmission of data on a network away
from a central distribution point
downtimedowntime /�daυntam/, down time
noun a period of time during which a com-
puter system is not working or usable. Op-
posite uptime
downward compatibilitydownward compatibility /
daυnwəd
kəm�
p�tə��blti/ noun the ability of a
complex computer system to work with a
simple computer
dpdp, DP abbr data processing
DPADPA /
di pi �e/ noun a technique of
loading protocol stacks in memory only if
they are required for a particular session.
Full form demand protocol architec-
ture
DPCMDPCM /
di pi si �em/ noun a method of
encoding an analog signal into a digital
form in which the value recorded is equal
to the difference between the current and
previous samples. Full form differential
pulse coded modulation
d.p.i.d.p.i. /
di pi �a/, dpi abbr dots per inch
� a 300 d.p.i. black and white A4 monitor

COMMENT: 300 d.p.i. is the normal industry
standard for a laser printer.

DPMDPM abbr data processing manager
draft printingdraft printing /drɑft �prntŋ/ noun
low quality, high speed printing
draft qualitydraft quality /drɑft �kwɒlti/ noun the
state of a printed output that is formatted
and readable but might not have all the il-
lustrations in place or uses ragged type-
face, which are both faster to print
dragdrag /dr��/ verb to move a mouse while
holding the button down, so moving an im-
age or icon on screen � You can enlarge a
frame by clicking inside its border and
dragging to the position wanted. (NOTE:
dragging – dragged)

‘…press the mouse button and drag the mouse: this
produces a dotted rectangle on the screen; you can
easily enlarge the frame by dragging from any of the
eight black rectangles round the border, showing that
it is selected’ [Desktop Publishing]

drag and clickdrag and click /
dr�� ən �klk/ verb to
hold down a mouse button while moving
the mouse, so moving the object selected
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drag and dropdrag and drop /
dr�� ən �drɒp/ verb
to drag a section of text or icon or object
onto another program icon which starts
this program and inserts the data � Drag
and drop the document icon onto the word-
processor icon and the system will start
the program and load the document.
drag imagedrag image /dr�� �md'/ noun the
cursor, icon or outline image that is dis-
played when you drag an object across the
screen
DRAMDRAM /�di r�m/ abbr dynamic random
access memory
draw directdraw direct /
drɔ da��rekt/ noun the
process of drawing an object directly to the
screen rather than to an off-screen memory
buffer
drawing programdrawing program /�drɔŋ

prəυ�r�m/ noun a piece of software that
allows the user to draw and design on
screen
drawing tooldrawing tool /�drɔŋ tul/ noun any
one of a range of functions in a paint pro-
gram that allows the user to draw (NOTE:
Normally displayed as icons in a toolbar,
the drawing tools might include a circle-
draw, line-draw and freehand drawing
tool.)
drivedrive /drav/ noun a part of a computer
which operates a disk
drive arraydrive array /drav ə��re/ noun a system
of multiple hard disk drives linked togeth-
er with an intelligent controller that uses
the drives to store multiple copies of the
data on each drive for reliability or parts of
each data on each drive for speed
drive baydrive bay /�drav be/ noun same as bay
drive designatordrive designator /�drav 
dez�netə/
noun same as drive letter
drive letterdrive letter /drav �letə/, drive desig-
nator /�drav 
dez�netə/ noun a letter
that denotes the disk drive currently being
used, e.g. C, which is usually the hard disk
in a personal computer
driverdriver /�dravə/ noun a piece of software
that sits between Windows and a peripher-
al and translates the instructions from
Windows into a form that the peripheral
can understand. Also called device driv-
er, device handler
DRODRO /
di ɑr �əυ/ noun a form of storage
medium that loses its data after it has been
read. Full form destructive readout
drop cabledrop cable /drɒp �keb(ə)l/ noun a sec-
tion of cable that links an adapter fitted in
a workstation to the main network cable,

or sometimes to a transceiver or T-connec-
tor in the main network cable
drop dead haltdrop dead halt /
drɒp ded �hɔlt/ noun
a program instruction from the user or an
error that causes the program to stop with-
out allowing recovery
drop-down list boxdrop-down list box /
drɒp daυn �lst/
noun a list of options for an entry that ap-
pears when you move the cursor to the en-
try field
drop-down menudrop-down menu /
drɒp daυn
�menju/ noun a menu that appears below
a menu title when it is selected
drop indrop in /
drɒp �n/ noun a small piece of
dirt on a disk or tape surface, which does
not allow data to be recorded on that sec-
tion
drop outdrop out /
drɒp �aυt/ noun the failure of
a small piece of tape or disk to be correctly
magnetised for the accurate storage of data
drumdrum /dr�m/ noun an early type of mag-
netic computer storage
drum plotterdrum plotter /�dr�m 
plɒtə/ noun a
computer output device that consists of a
movable pen and a piece of paper around a
drum that can be rotated, creating patterns
and text when both are moved in various
ways
dry contactdry contact /dra �kɒnt�kt/ noun a
faulty electrical connection, often causing
an intermittent fault
dry rundry run /dra �r�n/ noun an act of run-
ning a program with test data to check that
everything works
DS-0DS-0 /
di es �zərəυ/ noun one single
circuit in a high-speed T-1 data transmis-
sion line, capable of transmitting informa-
tion in 8-bit frames at a rate of 8,000
frames per second, equal to 64 Kbits/sec-
ond. Full form digital signal level zero
DS-1DS-1 /
di es �w�n/ noun a standard that
defines the way data is formatted and
transmitted over a T-1 line. Full form dig-
ital signal level one
DSLDSL /
di es �el/ noun a system of trans-
mitting data at high speed over standard
telephone copper wire. Full form digital
subscriber line

COMMENT: One of the most popular DSL im-
plementations is the ADSL (asymmetric digit-
al subscriber line) scheme that provides a per-
manent, high-speed connection to the Inter-
net over standard telephone lines.

DSPDSP /
di es �pi/ noun a special integrat-
ed circuit used to manipulate digital sig-
nals. Full form digital signal process-
ing
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DSRDSR /
di es �ɑ/ noun a signal from a de-
vice that it is ready to accept data, occur-
ring after a DTR signal is received. Full
form data set ready
DSTPDSTP /
di es ti �pi/ noun a scheme
used to store and retrieve web-based data
using the XML page markup system. Full
form data space transfer protocol
D-SUB connectorD-SUB connector /
di s�b kə��nektə/
noun a video connector commonly used
on PC monitors to carry all the video sig-
nals in one cable
DSWDSW /
di es �d�b(ə)l ju/ noun a data
word transmitted from a device that con-
tains information about its current status.
Full form device status word
DTEDTE /
di ti �i/ noun a device at which a
communications path starts or finishes.
Full form data terminal equipment
DTE rateDTE rate /
di ti �i ret/ noun a meas-
ure of how fast a device, especially a mo-
dem, can exchange data with another PC
taking into account data compression and
coding systems (NOTE: The DTE rate is
normally much higher than the DCE
rate.)
DTMFDTMF /
di ti em �ef/ noun a method of
dialling in a telephone system in which
each number on the telephone handset
generates two tones. Each row and column
of the telephone number grid generates a
different tone, so each number will send
one tone for the corresponding column and
another for the row. Full form dual tone
multi-frequency. Compare pulse-dial-
ling (NOTE: If you press number ‘5’ it will
send the tone for row two and for column
two.)
D to A converterD to A converter /
di tυ 
e kən�

�v�tə/ noun full form digital to analog
converter. � DAC
DTPDTP /
di ti �pi/ noun the design, layout
and printing of documents using special
software, a desktop computer and a print-
er. Full form desktop publishing
DTRDTR /
di ti �ɑ/ noun a signal from a de-
vice that indicates that it is ready to send
data. Full form data terminal ready
DTSDTS /
di ti �es/ noun a multichannel au-
dio system. Full form digital theatre sys-
tem
DTVDTV /
di ti �vi/ noun a combination of
special software and extra hardware that
allows a user to edit video on a PC. Full
form desktop video (NOTE: The hard-
ware connects the PC to a video record-
er or camera and captures the video

frames. The software can then be used
to cut individual frames and rearrange
the sequence.)
D-type connectorD-type connector /
di tap kə��nektə/
noun a connector that is shaped like an
elongated letter D, which prevents the con-
nector from being plugged in upside down
� The serial port on a PC uses a 9-pin D-
type connector.
dualdual /�djuəl/ adjective using two or a
pair
dual attachmentdual attachment /�djuəl ə�

�t�tʃmənt/, dual attached station
/
djuəl ə�
t�tʃt �steʃ(ə)n/ noun a station
that connects to both rings in an FDDI net-
work, normally used for fault tolerance
dual bus systemdual bus system /
djuəl �b�s

sstəm/ noun a way of linking different
parts of a system which keeps the memory
bus separate from the input/output bus
dual channeldual channel /
djuəl �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun
the use of two separate audio recording
paths, as found in stereo equipment
dual clockingdual clocking /�djuəl klɒkŋ/ noun
multiplexed data, in which each set of data
is available and valid on a different clock
pulse or edge
dual columndual column /
djuəl �kɒləm/ noun a
unit of two separate parallel lists of infor-
mation
dual homingdual homing /
djuəl �həυmŋ/ noun
(in an FDDI system) a method of arrang-
ing cables so that there are two separate
routes between servers in case of a fault
dual in-line memory moduledual in-line memory module
/
djuəl 
n lan �mem(ə)ri 
mɒdjul/
noun full form of DIMM
dual-in-line packagedual-in-line package /
djuəl n lan
�p�kd'/ noun full form of DIL, DIP
dual port memorydual port memory /
djuəl pɔt
�mem(ə)ri/ noun memory with two sets of
data and memory lines to allow communi-
cations between CPUs
dual processordual processor /
djuəl �prəυsesə/
noun a computer system with two proces-
sors for faster program execution
dual-scan displaydual-scan display /
djuəl sk�n d�

�sple/ noun a colour LCD screen that up-
dates the image on screen in two passes
dual systemsdual systems /
djuəl �sstəmz/ plural
noun two computer systems, working in
parallel on the same data, with the same in-
structions, to ensure high reliability
dual tone multi-frequencydual tone multi-frequency /
djuəl
təυn 
m�lti �frikwənsi/ noun full form
of DTMF
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dubdub /d�b/ verb to add sound effects to an
animation, multimedia presentation, film
or video (NOTE: dubbing – dubbed)
ductduct /d�kt/ noun a pipe containing ca-
bles, providing a tidy and protective sur-
rounding for a group of cables
dumbdumb /d�m/ adjective referring to a de-
vice such as a computer terminal that is
only able to transmit information to a com-
puter or receive information from it, but
cannot process data itself
dumb terminaldumb terminal /d�m �t�mn(ə)l/
noun a peripheral that can only transmit
and receive data from a computer, but is
not capable of processing data. Compare
smart terminal
dummydummy /�d�mi/ noun an imitation prod-
uct used to test the reaction of potential
customers to its design
dummy instructiondummy instruction /�d�mi n�


str�kʃən/ noun same as blank instruc-
tion
dummy variabledummy variable /
d�mi �veəriəb(ə)l/
noun a variable set up to satisfy the syntax
of a language but replaced when the pro-
gram is executed
dumpdump /d�mp/ noun 1. data which has
been copied from one device to another for
storage 2. the transferring of data to a disk
for storage 3. US a printout of the contents
of all or selected data in memory � verb to
move data from one device or storage area
to another � The account results were
dumped to the backup disk.
dump and restartdump and restart /
d�mp ən �ristɑt/
noun software that will stop a program ex-
ecution, dump any relevant data or pro-
gram status then restart the program
dump pointdump point /�d�mp pɔnt/ noun a
point in a program where the program and
its data are saved onto backing store to
minimise the effects of any future faults
duodecimal number systemduodecimal number system
/djuəυ�
desm(ə)l �n�mbə 
sstəm/
noun a number system with a radix of 12
duplexduplex /�djupleks/ noun the simultane-
ous transmission of two signals on one line
duplex circuitduplex circuit /�djupleks 
s�kt/
noun an electronic circuit used to transmit
data in two directions simultaneously
duplex computerduplex computer /�djupleks kəm�


pjutə/ noun a unit of two identical com-
puter systems used in an on-line applica-
tion, with one used as a backup in case of
failure of the other
duplexingduplexing /�djupleksŋ/ noun a tech-
nique to increase the fault tolerance of net-

works by using two identical controllers
and disk drives (NOTE: Data is written to
both via a separate controller. If one goes
wrong, the second device is switched in
under software control with no effect to
the user. This is a more fault-tolerant sys-
tem than disk mirroring.)
duplex operationduplex operation /
djupleks 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmission of data in
two directions simultaneously
duty-ratedduty-rated /�djuti r�td/ adjective re-
ferring to the maximum number of opera-
tions that a device can perform in a set
time to a certain specification
DVDDVD /
di vi �di/ noun a way of storing
over 17Gb of data on a CD-ROM type
disc. Full form digital versatile disc,
digital videodisc
DVD-ADVD-A /
di vi �di e/ noun an audio
DVD
DVD-RAMDVD-RAM /
di vi �di r�m/ noun a
DVD disc drive that allows a user to write,
erase and rewrite data onto a DVD disc
DVD-RecordableDVD-Recordable /
di vi di r�

�kɔdəb(ə)l/ noun a DVD disc drive that
allows a user to write data once onto a
DVD disc. Abbr DVD-R
DVD-ROMDVD-ROM /
di vi �di rɒm/ noun a
DVD disc drive that can read a DVD disc
and provides data transfer rates equal to a
standard nine-times CD-ROM
DVD+RWDVD+RW /
di vi di pl�s ɑ �d�b(ə)l
ju/ noun a type of rewritable DVD disc
that allows a user to store data on the disc
(NOTE: The DVD disc offers much greater
storage capacity than a standard com-
pact disc in a similar-sized disc. This
standard was developed by Hewlett-
Packard, Philips and Sony and has a ca-
pacity of 3GB per side.)
DVD-videoDVD-video /
di vi 
di �vdiəυ/ noun a
standard that defines how full-length films
can be compressed and stored on a DVD
disc and played back on a dedicated player
attached to a television set or viewed on a
computer fitted with a DVD drive
DVEDVE /
di vi �i/ noun special effects car-
ried out by a PC on a video sequence; e.g.,
a fade between two sequences or a dis-
solve. Full form digital video effects
DV-IDV-I /
di vi �a/ noun a system that de-
fines how video and audio signals should
be compressed and displayed on a compu-
ter. Full form digital video interactive
DVI connectorDVI connector /
di vi �a kə�
nektə/
noun a connector on a monitor or graphics
equipment for video signals (NOTE: DVI-D
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supports digital video signals, DVI-I sup-
ports both analog and digital signals.)
Dvorak keyboardDvorak keyboard /
dvɔr�k �kibɔd/
noun a keyboard layout that is more effi-
cient to use than a normal QWERTY key-
board layout
DXDX /
di �eks/ suffix used after an Intel
processor model number to signify that the
processor has a floating-point arithmetic
unit, a 32-bit data path and a built-in cache
dyaddyad /�da�d/ noun same as doublet
dyadic Boolean operationdyadic Boolean operation /da�


�dk 
buliən 
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a log-
ical operation that produces an output
from two inputs
dyadic operationdyadic operation /da�
�dk 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a binary operation using
two binary operands
dye-polymer recordingdye-polymer recording /
da
�pɒlmə r�
kɔdŋ/ noun (in optical disks)
recording method which creates minute
changes in a thin layer of dye embedded in
the plastic optical disk (NOTE: Dye-poly-
mer recording has one big advantage –
that the data stored on the optical disk
using this method can be erased.)
dye-sublimation printerdye-sublimation printer /da s�bl�


meʃ(ə)n �prntə/ noun a high-quality
colour printer that produces images by
squirting tiny drops of coloured ink onto
paper � The new dye-sublimation printer
can produce colour images at a resolution
of 300dpi.
dynamicdynamic /da��n�mk/ adjective refer-
ring to data which can change with time
dynamic allocationdynamic allocation /da�
n�mk 
�lə�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a system in which re-
sources are allocated during a program
run, rather than being determined in ad-
vance
dynamically redefinable character setdynamically redefinable character
set /da�
n�mkli rid�
fanəb(ə)l
�k�rktə 
set/ noun a computer or video-
text character set that can be changed
when required
dynamic bufferdynamic buffer /da�
n�mk �b�fə/
noun a buffer whose size varies with de-
mand
dynamic data exchangedynamic data exchange /da�


n�mk �detə ks�
tʃend'/ noun full
form of DDE
dynamic data structuredynamic data structure /da�
n�mk
�detə 
str�ktʃə/ noun a structure of a
data management system which can be
changed or adapted

dynamic dumpdynamic dump /da�
n�mk �d�mp/
noun a dump that is carried out periodical-
ly during a program run
dynamic host configuration protocoldynamic host configuration pro-
tocol /da�
n�mk həυst kən�
f�jυ�

�reʃ(ə)n 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of
DHCP
dynamic link librarydynamic link library /da�
n�mk
�lŋk 
labrəri/ noun full form of DLL
dynamic memorydynamic memory /da�
n�mk
�mem(ə)ri/ noun same as dynamic stor-
age
dynamic multiplexingdynamic multiplexing /da�
n�mk
�m�ltpleksŋ/ noun a multiplexing
method which allocates time segments to
signals according to demand
dynamic RAMdynamic RAM /da�
n�mk �r�m/
noun same as dynamic storage
dynamic random access memorydynamic random access memory
/da�
n�mk 
r�ndəm 
�kses �mem(ə)ri/
noun same as dynamic storage
dynamic relocationdynamic relocation /da�
n�mk

riləυ��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
moving data or coding or assigning abso-
lute locations during a program execution
dynamic relocation programdynamic relocation program /da�


n�mk 
riləυ��keʃ(ə)n 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a program that is moved from one
section of memory to another during its
run-time without affecting it or its data
dynamic routingdynamic routing /da�
n�mk �rutŋ/
noun the process of selecting the shortest
or most reliable path for data through ex-
changes at the time of the connection
dynamic stopdynamic stop /da�
n�mk �stɒp/ noun
a stop in a process where the system tells
the user that some action must be taken be-
fore the processing will continue
dynamic storagedynamic storage /da�
n�mk
�stɔrd'/ noun RAM that requires its
contents to be updated regularly. Also
called dynamic memory, dynamic ran-
dom access memory
dynamic storage allocationdynamic storage allocation /da�


n�mk �stɔrd' 
�ləkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of allocating memory to a program
when it needs it rather than reserving a
block before it has run
dynamic subroutinedynamic subroutine /da�
n�mk
�s�brutin/ noun a subroutine whose
function must be defined each time it is
called
dynamic updatedynamic update /da��n�mk 
�pdet/
noun a display, e.g. a graph, updated in
real time as new data arrives
DYUVDYUV /
di wa ju �vi/ noun a digital
video encoding technique in which lumi-
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nance of a pixel is calculated by the RGB
input signal, Y0.6G + 0.3R + O.1B=. Full
form delta YUV (NOTE: From the value of

Y it is possible to calculate the values of
U and V as UR – Y; VB – Y.)

E
EE symbol the hexadecimal number equiv-
alent to decimal number 14
E-1E-1 /i w�n/ noun a European high-speed
telecommunications line that can carry
data at 2.048 Mbits/second and is normal-
ly divided into hundreds of channels that
carry information at a lower transmission
rate but are more convenient for customers
(NOTE: The US equivalent is T-1.)
EAPROMEAPROM /
i e �pi 
rɒm/ noun a ver-
sion of EAROM which can be pro-
grammed. Full form electrically altera-
ble programmable read-only memory
early token releaseearly token release /
�li �təυkən r�


lis/ noun (in a Token-Ring or FDDI net-
work) system that allows two tokens to be
present on a ring network, useful when
traffic is very busy
EAROMEAROM /
i �e 
rɒm/ noun a read-only
memory chip whose contents can be pro-
grammed by applying a certain voltage to
a write pin, and can be erased by light or a
reverse voltage. Full form electrically al-
terable read-only memory
earthearth /�θ/ noun a connection in a circuit
representing zero potential � All loose
wires should be tied to earth. � verb to
connect an electrical device to the earth �
All appliances must be earthed. (NOTE: US
English is ground)
earth wireearth wire /�θ �waə/ noun a connect-
ing wire between an electrical device and
the earth, representing zero potential
EBCDICEBCDIC /
i bi si di a �si/ noun an 8-
bit binary character coding system used
mainly on IBM computers, in which each
number represents a different character or
symbol. It is similar to the ASCII system.

Full form extended binary coded deci-
mal interchange code
EBNFEBNF /
i bi en �ef/ noun a more flexible
way of defining the syntax of a language.
Full form extended Backus-Naur Form.
� BNF
ebookebook /�ibυk/ noun an electronic ver-
sion of a book, in which the text and any
pictures are stored in a file format that can
then be displayed using special software
on a PC or laptop screen or on a dedicated
portable or hand-held device or PDA. Also
called electronic book
EBREBR /
i bi �ɑ/ noun the process of re-
cording the output from a computer direct-
ly onto microfilm using an electron beam.
Full form electron beam recording
e-businesse-business /�i 
bznəs/ noun 1. a com-
pany that does business on the Internet 2.
business activity that is carried out using
the Internet
echoecho /�ekəυ/ noun the return of a signal
back to the source from which it was trans-
mitted (NOTE: The plural is echoes.) �
verb to return a received signal along the
same transmission path (NOTE: echoes -
echoing – echoed)
echo cancellationecho cancellation /�ekəυ

k�nsəleʃ(ə)n/ noun a technique used in
high speed modems to remove echo sig-
nals from the line
echo checkecho check /�ekəυ tʃek/ noun a proce-
dure in which each character received at a
terminal is returned to the transmitter and
checked to ensure accurate data transmis-
sion
ECLECL /
i si �el/ noun a high-speed logic
circuit design using the emitters of the
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transistors as output connections to other
stages. Full form emitter coupled logic
ECMAECMA abbr European Computer Manu-
facturers Association
ECMA symbolECMA symbol /
i si em �e 
smbəl/
noun any one of a standard set of symbols
used to draw flowcharts
ECMLECML /
i si em �el/ abbr electronic
commerce modelling language
e-commercee-commerce /�i 
kɒm�s/ noun a the
process of buying and selling products on
the Internet. Also called electronic com-
merce
ECPECP /
i si �pi/ noun a system developed
by Microsoft to improve the performance
and functionality of the parallel printer
port. Full form enhanced communica-
tion port
EDACEDAC /
i di e �si/ noun a forward error
correction system for data communica-
tions. Full form error detection and cor-
rection
EDCEDC /
i di �si/ abbr electronic data cap-
ture
edgeedge /ed'/ noun a side of a flat object
edge boardedge board /�ed' bɔd/ noun a printed
circuit board that has a series of contact
strips along one edge allowing it to be in-
serted into an edge connector
edge cardedge card /�ed' kɑd/ noun same as
edge board
edge connectoredge connector /ed' kə��nektə/ noun
a long connector with a slot containing
metal contacts to allow it to make electri-
cal contact with an edge board

‘Connections to the target board are made via IC test
clips or the edge connector.’ [Electronics Today]

edge detectionedge detection /ed' d��tekʃ(ə)n/
noun an algorithm and routines used in
image recognition to define the edges of an
object
edge notched cardedge notched card /
ed' nɒtʃt �kɑd/
noun a paper card which has punched
holes along an edge to represent data
edge-triggerededge-triggered /ed' �tr�əd/ adjective
referring to a process or circuit which is
clocked or synchronised by the changing
level of a clock signal rather than the level
itself
EDIEDI /
i di �a/ noun a system of sending
orders, paying invoices or transferring
company information over a network or
telephone line using an email system. Full
form electronic data interchange
(NOTE: EDI is often used to send instruc-
tions to pay money direct from one com-

pany to another, or from one bank to a
company.)
editedit /�edt/ verb to change, correct and
modify text or programs
edit commandedit command /�edt kə�
mɑnd/ plural
noun a sequence of characters or keys that
must be pressed to accomplish a function
in an editor
edit decision listedit decision list /
edt d��s'(ə)n

lst/ noun a method of editing video in
which the operator defines the points
where he or she would like the video to be
edited and then this list of actions is used
in an on-line edit suite to carry out the edits
automatically. Abbr EDL
editing runediting run /�edtŋ r�n/ noun process-
ing carried out to check that new data
meets certain requirements before actually
analysing the data and its information con-
tent
editing termediting term /�edtŋ t�m/ plural noun
a command word or instruction sequence
used when editing
edit keyedit key /�edt ki/ noun a key which
starts a function that makes an editor easier
to use � There are several special edit keys
– this one will re-format the text.
editor programeditor program /�edtə 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a piece of software that allows the
user to select sections of a file and alter,
delete or add to them
edit windowedit window /�edt 
wndəυ/ noun the
area of the screen in which the user can
display and edit text or graphics
EDLINEDLIN /
i di el a �en/ noun an MS-
DOS system utility that allows a user to
make changes to a file on a line-by-line ba-
sis
EDO memoryEDO memory /
i di əυ �mem(ə)ri/
noun memory technology that provides
better performance by being able to find
and read data from a memory location in
one operation. Full form extended data
output memory (NOTE: It can also store
the last piece of data that was saved to
memory in a cache ready to be read back
from memory.)
EDPEDP /
i di �pi/ noun data processing us-
ing computers and electronic devices. Full
form electronic data processing
EDP capabilityEDP capability /
i di pi 
kepə�

�blti/ noun the capacity of a word-proc-
essor to carry out certain data processing
functions
EDSEDS /
i di �es/ noun a disk drive using a
removable disk pack as opposed to a fixed
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disk. Full form exchangeable disk stor-
age
EDTEDT abbr electronic depository transfer
EDTVEDTV /
i di ti �vi/ noun an enhance-
ment to the NTSC standard for television
transmission that offers higher definition
and a wide aspect ratio. Full form extend-
ed-definition television (NOTE: EDTV
normally has an aspect ratio of 4:3; if
greater than this it is called EDTV-wide.)
eduedu suffix used at the end of an Internet
domain name to indicate that the organisa-
tion is an educational institution rather
than a commercial company
edutainmentedutainment /
edjυ��tenmənt/ noun
software that is a cross between entertain-
ment or games software and educational
products
EEMSEEMS /
i i em �es/ noun a development
of EMS that is a standard method of ex-
panding the main memory fitted into an
IBM PC. Full form enhanced expanded
memory system. � EMS
EEPROMEEPROM abbr electrically erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory
EEROMEEROM abbr electrically erasable read-
only memory
effective addresseffective address /�
fektv ə��dres/
noun the address resulting from the modi-
fication of an address
effective instructioneffective instruction /�
fektv n�

�str�kʃən/ noun the resulting instruction
executed after the modification of an orig-
inal instruction
effective search speedeffective search speed /�
fektv
�s�tʃ 
spid/ noun the rate of finding a
particular section of information from a
storage device
effective throughputeffective throughput /�
fektv
�θrupυt/ noun the average throughput of
a processor
EFTEFT /
i ef �ti/ noun a system in which
computers are used to transmit money to
and from banks. Full form electronic
funds transfer
EFTPOSEFTPOS /
i ef 
ti pi əυ �es/ noun a
terminal at a POS that is linked to a central
computer which automatically transfers
money from the customer’s account to the
shop’s. Full form electronic funds
transfer point-of-sale

‘Alphameric has extended its range specifically for
the hospitality market and has developed an eftpos
package which allows most credit and debit cards to
be processed.’ [Computing]

egg timeregg timer /�e� 
tamə/ noun a computer
icon shaped like an hourglass that appears

on the screen to show that a task is being
performed but is not yet completed
EIAEIA abbr Electronics Industry Associa-
tion
EIA interfaceEIA interface /
i 
a 
e 
ntə��fes/
noun a standard defining interface signals,
transmission rate and power usually used
to connect terminals to modems
EIDEEIDE /
i a di �i/ noun an enhanced IDE
specification that improves the perform-
ance and data transfer rates to and from a
hard disk drive. Full form extended inte-
grated drive electronics
eight-biteight-bit /et bt/, 8-bit adjective refer-
ring to an outdated small, low cost, low
power home computer in which the CPU
can process eight-bit words
eight-bit byteeight-bit byte /et bt/, eight-bit octet
/
et bt ɒk��tet/ noun a byte made up of
eight binary digits
eight-bit octeteight-bit octet /
et bt ɒk��tet/ noun
same as eight-bit byte
8-bit sample8-bit sample /
et bt �st�ndəd/ noun
single sample of an analogue signal which
is stored as an 8-bit number, meaning that
it can detect 256 possible levels. � 16-bit
sample, 24-bit sample
eight-inch diskeight-inch disk, 8-inch disk noun a
high-capacity floppy disk which is eight
inches in diameter
eight-inch driveeight-inch drive, 8-inch drive noun a
disk drive for a eight-inch disk
eighty-column screeneighty-column screen, 80-column
screen noun a screen that can display
eighty characters horizontally
eighty-track diskeighty-track disk, 80-track disk noun
a disk formatted to contain eighty tracks
EISEIS /
i a �es/ noun easy-to-use software
providing information to a manager or ex-
ecutive about his or her company. Full
form executive information system
EISAEISA /
i a es �e/ noun a group of PC
manufacturers who formed an association
to promote a 32-bit expansion bus stand-
ard as a rival to the MCA bus standard
from IBM. Full form Electronics Indus-
try Standards Association

COMMENT: The EISA expansion bus standard
is backwards compatible with the older ISA
standard of expansion cards, but also fea-
tures 32-bit data path and allows bus master-
ing.

either-or operationeither-or operation /
aðə �ɔ

ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun a logical function that
produces a true output if any input is true
either-way operationeither-way operation /
aðə �we

ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun data transmission in
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one direction at a time over a bidirectional
channel
elapsed timeelapsed time /�
l�pst �tam/ noun the
time taken by the user to carry out a task on
a computer
elastic bandingelastic banding /��l�stk b�ndŋ/
noun a method of defining the limits of an
image on a computer screen by stretching
a boundary around it
elastic bufferelastic buffer /�
l�stk �b�fə/ noun a
buffer size that changes according to de-
mand
electrically alterable programmable read-only memoryelectrically alterable programma-
ble read-only memory /�
lektrkli

ɔltərə(ə)l 
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l 
rid

əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of
EAPROM
electrically alterable read-only memoryelectrically alterable read-only
memory /�
lektrkli 
ɔltərə(ə)l 
rid

əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of
EAROM
electrically erasable programmable read-only memoryelectrically erasable programma-
ble read-only memory /�
lektrkli �


rezəb(ə)l 
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l 
rid 
əυnli
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a ROM storage chip
which can be programmed and erased us-
ing an electrical signal. Abbr EEPROM
electrically erasable read-only memoryelectrically erasable read-only
memory /�
lektrkli �
rezəb(ə)l 
rid

əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun an EAROM
memory chip whose contents can be pro-
grammed by applying a certain voltage to
a write pin, and can be erased by light or a
reverse voltage. Abbr EEROM
electrical polarityelectrical polarity /�
lektrk(ə)l pəυ�

�l�rti/ noun the definition of whether an
electrical signal is positive or negative, in-
dicating whether a point is a source or col-
lector of electrical current (NOTE: Positive
polarity terminals are usually marked
red, negative are black.)
electric chargeelectric charge /��lektrk tʃɑd'/
noun the presence of a number of atoms
that are charged, because of an excess or
deficiency of electrons
electric currentelectric current /�
lektrk �k�rənt/
noun the mass movement of electric
charge in a conductor
electricityelectricity /�
lek��trsti/ noun an elec-
tric current used to provide light or heat or
power � The electricity was cut off, and
the computers crashed.
electrographic printerelectrographic printer /�


lektrəυ�r�fk �prntə/ noun same as
electrostatic printer
electroluminescenceelectroluminescence /
elektrəυ�


lum��nes(ə)ns/ noun light emitted from

a phosphor dot when it is struck by an elec-
tron or charged particle
electroluminescentelectroluminescent /
elektrəυ�
lum�

�nes(ə)nt/ adjective capable of emitting
light due to electroluminescence � The
screen coating is electroluminescent.
electroluminescent displayelectroluminescent display /�


lektrəυlumnesənt d��sple/ noun a
flat, lightweight display screen made up of
two pieces of glass covered with a grid of
conductors, separated by a thin layer of
gas which luminesces when a point of the
grid is selected by two electric signals
electroluminescingelectroluminescing /
elektrəυ�
lum�

�nesŋ/ adjective emitting light due to
electroluminescence
electromagneticelectromagnetic /�
lektrəυm���

�netk/ adjective generating a magnetic
field or magnetic effect when supplied
with electrical power
electromagnetic interferenceelectromagnetic interference /�


lektrəυm��netk 
ntə��fərəns/ noun
full form of EMI
electron beamelectron beam /��lek�
trɒn bim/ noun
a narrow, focused stream of electrons
moving at high speed in the same direc-
tion, often in a vacuum � The electron
beam draws the image on the inside of a
CRT screen.
electron beam recordingelectron beam recording /�
lektrɒn

bim r��kɔdŋ/ noun full form of EBR
electron gunelectron gun /��lek�
trɒn ��n/ noun a
part of a CRT that produces a beam of
electrons. Also called gun
electronic agendaelectronic agenda /
elektrɒnk ə�

�d'endə/ noun software that allows a user
to record appointments for each day
electronic blackboardelectronic blackboard /
elektrɒnk
�bl�kbɔd/ noun a means of transmitting
handwritten text and diagrams over a tele-
phone line
electronic bookelectronic book /
elektrɒnk �bυk/
noun same as ebook
electronic commerceelectronic commerce /
elektrɒnk
�kɒm�s/ noun same as e-commerce
electronic data interchangeelectronic data interchange
/
elektrɒnk �detə 
ntətʃend'/ noun
full form of EDI
electronic data processingelectronic data processing
/
elektrɒnk �detə 
prəυsesŋ/ noun full
form of EDP
electronic data processingelectronic data processing capa-
bility /
elektrɒnk 
detə 
prəυsesŋ

kepə��blti/ noun the ability of a word-
processor to carry out certain data process-
ing functions
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electronic digital computerelectronic digital computer
/
elektrɒnk 
dd't(ə)l kəm��pjutə/
noun a digital computer constructed with
electronic components (NOTE: The basic
form uses a CPU, main memory, backing
storage and input/output devices. these
are all implemented with electronic com-
ponents and integrated circuits.)
electronic filingelectronic filing /
elektrɒnk �falŋ/
noun a system of storage of documents
which can be easily retrieved
electronic funds transferelectronic funds transfer
/
elektrɒnk �f�ndz 
tr�nsf�/ noun full
form of EFT
electronic funds transfer point-of-saleelectronic funds transfer point-of-
sale /
elektrɒnk 
f�ndz 
tr�nsf�

pɔnt əv �sel/ noun full form of EFT-
POS
electronic mailelectronic mail /
elktrɒnk �mel/
noun same as email
electronic mailboxelectronic mailbox /
elektrɒnk
�melbɒks/ noun a system for storing
messages sent by email until the person to
whom they were sent is ready to read them
� When I log onto the network, I always
check my electronic mailbox for new mes-
sages.
electronic penelectronic pen /
elektrɒnk �pen/
noun a light pen or wand. Also called
electronic stylus
electronic point-of-saleelectronic point-of-sale
/
elektrɒnk 
pɔnt əv �sel/ noun full
form of EPOS
electronic publishingelectronic publishing /
elektrɒnk
�p�blʃŋ/ noun 1. the use of desktop pub-
lishing packages and laser printers to pro-
duce printed matter 2. the process of using
computers to write and display informa-
tion, as in viewdata
electronic pulseelectronic pulse /
elektrɒnk �p�ls/
noun a short voltage pulse
electronicselectronics /
elek��trɒnks/ noun the
application of knowledge of electrons and
their properties to manufactured products
such as computers and telephones � the
electronics industry
electronic shoppingelectronic shopping /
elektrɒnk
�ʃɒpŋ/ noun a system of shopping from
the home, using computerised catalogues
and paying by credit card, by means of a
home computer terminal
electronic signatureelectronic signature /
elektrɒnk
�s�ntʃə/ noun a piece of text in code, at-
tached to an email, that confirms the iden-
tity of its sender
electronics industry association interfaceelectronics industry association
interface /
elektrɒnks 
ndəstri ə�


səυsieʃ(ə)n �ntəfes/ noun a standard
defining interface signals, transmission
rate and power usually used to connect ter-
minals to modems. Abbr EIA
Electronics Industry Standards AssociationElectronics Industry Standards
Association /elek�
trɒnks 
ndəstri
�st�ndədz ə�
səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of EISA
electronic smogelectronic smog /
elektrɒnk �smɒ�/
noun excessive stray electromagnetic
fields and static electricity generated by
large numbers of electronic equipment
(NOTE: This can damage equipment or a
person’s health.)
electronic styluselectronic stylus /
elektrɒnk
�staləs/ noun same as electronic pen
electronic trafficelectronic traffic /
elektrɒnk
�tr�fk/ noun data transmitted in the form
of electronic pulses
electronic wandelectronic wand /
elektrɒnk �wɒnd/
noun same as electronic pen
electrophotographicelectrophotographic /
elektrəυ�


fəυtə���r�fk/ adjective referring to a
printing technique used in many laser
printers in which a laser beam creates an
image on a charged drum (NOTE: The
drum then attracts particles of fine black
toner to the charged areas and transfers
the image to paper which is then passed
near a heater to melt the toner onto the
paper.)
electrosensitive paperelectrosensitive paper /�


lektrəυsenstv �pepə/ noun metal-
coated printing paper which can display
characters using localised heating with a
special dot-matrix print head
electrosensitive printingelectrosensitive printing /�


lektrəυsenstv �prntŋ/ noun printing
using electrosensitive paper
electrostaticelectrostatic /lektrəυ��st�tk/ adjec-
tive referring to devices using the proper-
ties of static electrical charge
electrostatic printerelectrostatic printer /�
lektrəυst�tk
�prntə/ noun a type of printer which
forms an image on the paper by charging
certain regions to provide character shapes
and other images and using ink with an op-
posite charge which sticks to the paper
where required. Also called electro-
graphic printer
electrostatic screenelectrostatic screen /�


lektrəυst�tk �skrin/ noun a metal
cage surrounding sensitive equipment and
connected to ground to protect it from in-
terference
electrostatic storageelectrostatic storage /�


lektrəυst�tk �stɔrd'/ noun storage of
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data in the form of small electrically
charged regions on a dielectric material
electrothermal printerelectrothermal printer /�


lektrəυθ�məl �prntə/ noun a printer
that uses a printing head with a dot matrix
of heating elements to form characters on
electrosensitive paper
elegant programmingelegant programming /
el�ənt

prəυ���r�mŋ/ noun the writing of well-
structured programs using the minimum
number of instructions
elementelement /�elmənt/ noun 1. a small part
of an object which is made up of many
similar parts 2. one number or cell of a ma-
trix or array
elementaryelementary /
el��ment(ə)ri/ adjective
made of many similar small sections or ob-
jects
elevatorelevator /�elvetə/ noun a small, square
indicator displayed within a scroll bar that
indicates where you are within a long doc-
ument or image � The user can scroll
through the image or text by dragging the
elevator up or down the scroll bar.
elimination factorelimination factor /�
lm��neʃ(ə)n

f�ktə/ noun the section of data that is not
used during a search
else ruleelse rule /�els rul/ noun a program log-
ical rule used with an IF-THEN instruction
to provide an alternative if the IF-THEN
condition is not met
emem /em/ noun a measure equal to the
width of the letter ‘m’ in a particular font
EMEM /
i �em/ abbr end of medium
emailemail /�i mel/, e-mail noun a system of
sending messages to and receiving mes-
sages from other users on a network. Also
called electronic mail
email-enabled applicationemail-enabled application /
imel
n�
eb(ə)ld 
�plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a soft-
ware application, e.g. a word-processor or
spreadsheet, that includes a direct link to
an email application to allow a user to send
the current document as an email (NOTE: In
Microsoft applications, there is a Send
option under the File menu that allows a
user to send the document using email.)
embedded codeembedded code /m�
bedd �kəυd/
noun sections or routines written in ma-
chine code, inserted into a high-level pro-
gram to speed up or perform a special
function
embedded commandembedded command /m�
bedd kə�

�mɑnd/ noun a printer control command,
e.g. one indicating that text should be in
italics, inserted into text and used by a
word-processor when text formatting

embedded computerembedded computer /m�
bedd kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a dedicated computer con-
trolling a machine
embedded objectembedded object /m�
bedd əb�

�d'ekt/ noun a feature of Windows OLE
that allows a file or object, e.g. an image,
to be included within another document or
file
embedded systemembedded system /m�
bedd
�sstəm/ noun same as embedded com-
puter
embeddingembedding /m��bedŋ/ noun (in Win-
dows) the act of dragging an object and
dropping it into a document or file so that
is included within the document
EMIEMI /
i em �a/ noun corruption of data
due to nearby electrically generated mag-
netic fields. Full form electromagnetic
interference
emitter-coupled logicemitter-coupled logic /�
mtə

k�p(ə)ld �lɒd'k/ noun full form of ECL
EMMEMM /
i em �em/ noun a utility that man-
ages the extra expanded memory fitted in
an IBM PC and makes it available for pro-
grams to use. Full form expanded mem-
ory manager
emoticonemoticon /��məυtkɒn/ noun an ar-
rangement of letters and symbols that rep-
resents a particular emotion, e.g. :- for
happiness

‘Smileys, or emoticons, have been around for a long
time: the simplest ones, such as :-), can indicate in a
tense-sounding email or text message that you are
not feeling as angry as you may appear.’
[The Guardian]

emphasisemphasis /�emfəss/ noun 1. a filter
that helps cut down the background noise
and so boost a signal 2. a special effects
function in a paint program that will in-
crease the value of a range of colours so
that they appear brighter (NOTE: The plural
is emphases.)
empty mediumempty medium /
empti �midiəm/
noun a blank but formatted storage medi-
um that is ready to accept data
empty slotempty slot /�empti slɒt/ noun 1. a
packet of data in a packet-switching LAN
that is carrying no information 2. an un-
used expansion edge connector on a moth-
erboard
EMSEMS /
i em �es/ noun a standard in an
IBM PC that defines extra memory added
above the 640 Kb limit of conventional
memory. Full form expanded memory
system (NOTE: This memory can only be
used by specially written programs.)
emulateemulate /�emjυ�
let/ verb to copy or be-
have like something else � Some laser
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printers are able to emulate the more pop-
ular office printers. (NOTE: emulates –
emulating – emulated)

‘…some application programs do not have the right
drivers for a laser printer, so look out for laser print-
ers which are able to emulate the more popular office
printers’ [Publish]

emulationemulation /
emjυ��leʃ(ə)n/ noun be-
haviour by one computer or printer which
is exactly the same as another and which
allows the same programs to be run and
the same data to be processed
emulation facilityemulation facility /
emju��leʃ(ə)n fə�


slti/ noun a feature of hardware or soft-
ware which emulates another system

‘…full communications error checking built into the
software ensures reliable file transfers and a terminal
emulation facility enables a user’s terminal to be
used as if it were a terminal to the remote computer’
[Byte]

emulatoremulator /�emjυletə/ noun a piece of
software or hardware that allows a ma-
chine to behave like another

‘…for an authentic retro coding experience, down-
load an emulator and turn your computer into a vir-
tual BBC Micro.’ [The Guardian]

emulsion laser storageemulsion laser storage /�
m�lʃ(ə)n
�lezə 
stɔrd'/ noun a digital storage
technique using a laser to expose light-
sensitive material
enen /en/ noun a unit of measure equal to
half the width of an em
enableenable /n��eb(ə)l/ verb to use an elec-
tronic signal to start a process or access a
function on a chip or circuit (NOTE: ena-
bles – enabling – enabled)
enabledenabled /n��eb(ə)ld/ adjective referring
to a function or menu item that is available
to the user � If an option on a menu ap-
pears in grey text rather than black, this in-
dicates that these are not enabled and that
you cannot use the option.
enabling signalenabling signal /n��eblŋ 
s�n(ə)l/
noun a signal that starts a process or al-
lows one to take place
encapsulatedencapsulated /n��k�psjυletd/ ad-
jective referring to something contained
within another thing
encapsulated PostScriptencapsulated PostScript /n�


k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt/ noun a
PostScript facility providing commands
that describe an image or page contained
within a file that can be placed within a
graphics or DTP program. Abbr EPS
encapsulated PostScript fileencapsulated PostScript file /n�


k�psjυletd �pəυstskrpt 
fal/ noun a
file that contains encapsulated PostScript
instructions. Abbr EPSF

encapsulationencapsulation /n��k�psjυleʃ(ə)n/
noun (in a network) a system of sending a
frame of data in one format within a frame
of another format
encipherencipher /n��safə/ verb to convert
plaintext into a secure coded form by
means of a cipher system � Our competi-
tors cannot understand our files – they
have all been enciphered. Opposite deci-
pher
enclosed objectenclosed object /n�
kləυzd əb��d'ekt/
noun a graphic object that is closed on all
sides and so can be filled with a colour or
pattern
encodeencode /n��kəυd/ verb to apply the rules
of a code to a program or data (NOTE: en-
codes – encoding – encoded)
encoderencoder /n��kəυdə/ noun a device that
can translate data from one format to an-
other
encodingencoding /n��kəυdŋ/ noun the transla-
tion of a message or text according to a
coding system
encoding formatencoding format /n��kəυdŋ 
fɔm�t/
noun a method of coding data stored on a
magnetic disk to avoid a series of similar
bits
encryptencrypt /n��krpt/ verb to convert plain-
text to a secure coded form, using a cipher
system � The encrypted text can be sent
along ordinary telephone lines, and no one
will be able to understand it.
encryptionencryption /n��krpʃən/ noun the con-
version of plaintext to a secure coded form
by means of a cipher system
endend /end/ noun a statement or character
to indicate the last word of a source file
end about carryend about carry /
end ə��baυt 
k�ri/
noun (in BCD arithmetic) the most signif-
icant digit added into the least significant
place. Also called end around carry
end about shiftend about shift /
end ə��baυt 
ʃft/
noun data movement to the left or right in
a word, in which the bits falling outside the
word boundary are discarded and replaced
with zeros
end around carryend around carry /
end ə��raυnd

k�ri/ noun same as end about carry
end keyend key /�end ki/ noun ( a key on an
IBM PC keyboard that moves the cursor to
the end of the current line
endless loopendless loop /�endləs lup/ noun a
continuous piece of recording tape or
number of computer instructions that are
continuously repeated
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end of addressend of address /
end əv ə��dres/ noun
a transmitted code which indicates that ad-
dress data has been sent. Abbr EOA
end of blockend of block /
end əv �blɒk/ noun a
code which shows that the last byte of a
block of data has been sent through a com-
munications link. Abbr EOB
end of dataend of data /
end əv �detə/ noun a
code which shows that the end of a stored
data file has been reached. Abbr EOD
end of documentend of document /
end əv
�dɒkjυmənt/ noun same as end of file
end of fileend of file /
end əv �fal/ noun a marker
after the last record in a file. Also called
end of document. Abbr EOF
end of jobend of job /
end əv �d'ɒb/ noun a code
used in batch processing to show that a job
has been finished. Abbr EOJ
end of lineend of line /
end əv �lan/ noun a code
to indicate the end of a line, usually either
a CR or LF character. Abbr EOL
end of mediumend of medium /
end əv �midiəm/
noun a code that indicates the end of usa-
ble physical medium. Abbr EM
end of messageend of message /
end əv �mesd'/
noun a code used to separate the last char-
acter of one message from the first of an-
other message. Abbr EOM
end of recordend of record /
end əv �rekɔd/ noun a
code used to show the end of a record.
Abbr EOR
end of run routinesend of run routines /
end əv �r�n ru�


tinz/ plural noun routines carried out be-
fore a program run finishes to perform cer-
tain system housekeeping functions
end of tapeend of tape /
end əv �tep/ noun a code
used to indicate the end of a magnetic tape
end of textend of text /
end əv �tekst/ noun a code
sent after last character of text. Abbr EOT,
ETX
end of transmissionend of transmission /
end əv tr�nz�

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun a sequence of characters
indicating that all the data from a terminal
or peripheral has been transmitted. Abbr
EOT
end productend product /end �prɒd�kt/ noun a
product made at the end of a production
process
end systemend system /end �sstəm/ noun a serv-
er or host computer connected to the Inter-
net
end system to intermediate systemend system to intermediate sys-
tem /
end 
sstəm tə 
ntə��midiət

sstəm/ noun an OSI protocol standard
that allows host computers to locate a rout-
er. Abbr ES-IS (NOTE: The host comput-

ers constitute the end system and the
router is the intermediate system.)
end userend user /end �juzə/ noun a person
who will use the device, program or prod-
uct � The company is creating a computer
with a specific end user in mind.
Energy StarEnergy Star /�enəd'i stɑ/ noun a
standard and logo on a monitor, computer
or other electrical device indicating that
the product has been specially designed to
save electricity
engineengine /�end'n/ noun a part of a soft-
ware package that carries out a particular
function � A search engine is the part of a
multimedia title that lets a user search for
text in a multimedia book.
enhanced communication portenhanced communication port /n�


hɑnst kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)n pɔt/ noun
full form of ECP
enhanced-definition televisionenhanced-definition television /n�


hɑnst 
defnʃ(ə)n 
tel��v'(ə)n/ noun
full form of EDTV
enhanced dot matrixenhanced dot matrix /n�
hɑnst 
dɒt
�metrks/ noun a clearer character or
graphics printout using smaller dots and
more dots per inch than standard dot ma-
trix
enhanced expanded memory specificationenhanced expanded memory
specification /n�
hɑnst k�
sp�ndd
�mem(ə)ri 
spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of EEMS
enhanced keyboardenhanced keyboard /n�
hɑnst
�kibɔd/ noun an IBM PC keyboard with
101 or 102 keys and a row of 12 function
keys arranged along the top of the key-
board, with a separate numeric keypad on
the right
enhanced parallel portenhanced parallel port /n�
hɑnst
�p�rəlel 
pɔt/ noun full form of EPP
enhanced small device interfaceenhanced small device interface
/n�
hɑnst smɔl d��vas 
ntəfes/ noun
full form of ESDI
enhancementenhancement /n��hɑnsmənt/ noun an
add-on facility which improves the output
or performance of equipment
enhancerenhancer /n��hɑnsə/ noun a device or
software which enhances a process or
product
ENQENQ abbr enquiry
enquiryenquiry /n��kwari/ noun a request for
data or information from a device or data-
base
enquiry characterenquiry character /n��kwari

k�rktə/ noun a special control code that
is a request for identification or status or
data from a device
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enterenter /�entə/ verb to type in information
on a terminal or keyboard
enteringentering /�entərŋ/ noun the act of typ-
ing in data or writing items in a record
enter keyenter key /�entə ki/ noun a key pressed
to indicate the end of an input or line of
text
enterprise networkenterprise network /�entəpraz

netw�k/ noun a network which connects
all the workstations or terminals or com-
puters in a company (NOTE: It can be with-
in one building or link several buildings in
different countries.)
enterprise softwareenterprise software /�entəpraz

sɒftweə/ noun computer software that is
designed to integrate and automate all of a
company’s functions
entityentity /�entti/ noun a subject to which
the data stored in a file or database refers
(NOTE: The plural is entities.)
entryentry /�entri/ noun a single record or data
about one action or object in a database or
library (NOTE: The plural is entries.)
entry conditionentry condition /�entri kən�
dʃ(ə)n/
noun a condition that must be satisfied be-
fore a routine can be entered
entry instructionentry instruction /
entri n��str�kʃən/
noun the first instruction executed in a
called subroutine
entry pointentry point /�entri pɔnt/ noun the ad-
dress from which a program or subroutine
is to be executed
entry timeentry time /�entri tam/ noun a point in
time when a program or job or batch will
be executed by the operating system
scheduler
enumerated typeenumerated type /��njuməretd
tap/ noun data storage or classification
using numbers to represent chosen con-
venient labels

COMMENT: If ‘man’, ‘horse’, ‘dog’, ‘cat’ are the
items of data, stored by the machine simply as
0, 1, 2, 3, they can still be referred to in the
program as man, horse etc. to make it easier
for the user to recognise them.

enumerationenumeration /�
njumə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun
a method of identifying resources or ob-
jects using a unique number
envelopeenvelope /�envələυp/ noun 1. a trans-
mitted packet of data containing error-de-
tection and control information 2. (in mul-
timedia) the shape of the decay curve of a
sound 3. (in email) the data which con-
tains a mail message with the destination
address information
envelope feederenvelope feeder /�envələυp 
fidə/
noun a special add-on to a printer used to

print on an envelope instead of a sheet of
paper
envelope printerenvelope printer /�envələυp 
prntə/
noun a special printer used to print the ad-
dress on an envelope
environmentenvironment /n��varənmənt/ noun 1.
the condition in a computer system of all
the registers and memory locations 2. the
imaginary space in which a user works
when using a computer. This can be
changed to suit the user’s needs – by defin-
ing its characteristics such as colour or
wallpaper and by setting up a printer, key-
board and fonts.
environment spaceenvironment space /n��varənmənt
spes/ noun the amount of memory free to
be used by a program
environment variableenvironment variable /n�

�varənmənt 
veəriəb(ə)l/ noun a varia-
ble set by the system or by a user at the
system command line which can be used
by any program
EOAEOA abbr end of address
EOBEOB abbr end of block
EODEOD abbr end of data
EOFEOF abbr end of file
EOJEOJ abbr end of job
EOLEOL abbr end of line
EOMEOM abbr end of message
EOREOR abbr end of record
EOTEOT abbr end of text
EPOSEPOS /�ipɒs/ noun a system that uses a
computer terminal at a point-of-sale site
for electronic funds transfer or stock con-
trol as well as matters such as product
identification. Full form electronic
point-of-sale
EPPEPP /
i pi �pi/ noun a standard that de-
fines the way data can be transferred at
high speed through a parallel port connec-
tor. Full form enhanced parallel port
EPROMEPROM /
i �pi 
rɒm/ abbr erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory
EPSEPS abbr encapsulated PostScript
EPSFEPSF abbr encapsulated PostScript file
equalityequality /��kwɒlti/ noun a logical func-
tion whose output is true if either of two
inputs is true, and false if both inputs are
the same (NOTE: The plural is equalities.)
equipment failureequipment failure /��kwpmənt

feljə/ noun a hardware fault, rather than
a software fault
equivalenceequivalence /��kwvələns/ noun a log-
ical operation that is true if all the inputs
are the same
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COMMENT: Output is 1 if both inputs are 1 or if
both are 0; if the two inputs are different, the
output is 0.

equivalence functionequivalence function /��kwvələns
�f�ŋkʃən/ noun 1. an AND function 2. a
logical function whose output is true if
both inputs are the same � also called
equivalence operation
equivalence gateequivalence gate /��kwvələns �et/
noun a gate which performs an equiva-
lence function
erasable memoryerasable memory /�
rezəb(ə)l
�mem(ə)ri/ noun same as erasable stor-
age
erasable programmable read-only memoryerasable programmable read-only
memory /�
rezəb(ə)l

prəυ�r�məb(ə)l 
rid 
əυnli �mem(ə)ri/
noun a read-only memory chip which can
be programmed by a voltage applied to a
write pin and data applied to its output
pins, usually erasable with ultraviolet
light. Abbr EPROM
erasable read-only memoryerasable read-only memory /�


rezəb(ə)l 
rid 
əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun
full form of EROM
erasable storageerasable storage /�
rezəb(ə)l
�stɔrd'/ noun 1. a storage medium
which can be reused 2. temporary storage
� also called erasable memory
eraseerase /��rez/ verb 1. to set all the digits
in a storage area to zero 2. to remove any
signal from a magnetic medium (NOTE:
erases – erasing – erased) � noun same
as eraser tool
erase charactererase character /��rez 
k�rktə/
noun a character which means ‘do noth-
ing’
erase headerase head /��rez hed/ noun a small
magnet that clears a magnetic tape or disk
of recorded signals
erasereraser /��rezə/ noun a device that erases
the contents of something, e.g. a device us-
ing UV light to erase an EPROM
eraser tooleraser tool /��rezə tul/ noun (in a
graphics program) function that allows ar-
eas of an image to be erased, or set to the
background colour. Also called erase
EROMEROM /�i rɒm/ noun full form erasable
read-only memory. same as EAROM
errorerror /�erə/ noun a mistake due to a hu-
man operator � He made an error in cal-
culating the total. � in error, by error by
mistake

‘…syntax errors, like omitting a bracket, will pro-
duce an error message from the compiler’
[Personal Computer World]

error ambiguityerror ambiguity /
erə 
�mb���juti/
noun an error due to an incorrect selection
from ambiguous data
error boxerror box /�erə bɒks/ noun a dialog box
displayed with a message alerting the user
that an error has occurred
error bursterror burst /�erə b�st/ noun a group of
several consecutive errors in a transmis-
sion
error checking codeerror checking code /�erə 
tʃekŋ

kəυd/ noun a code that detects or corrects
errors
error codeerror code /�erə kəυd/ noun a code that
indicates that a particular type of error has
occurred
error conditionerror condition /�erə kən�
dʃ(ə)n/
noun a state that is entered if an attempt is
made to operate on data containing errors
error controlerror control /�erə kən�
trəυl/ noun the
use of routines which ensure that errors are
minimised and any errors that occur are
detected and dealt with rapidly
error correcting codeerror correcting code /�erə kə�


rektŋ 
kəυd/ noun a coding system that
allows bit errors occurring during trans-
mission to be rapidly corrected by logical
deduction methods rather than retransmis-
sion
error correctionerror correction /�erə kə�
rekʃ(ə)n/
noun hardware or software that can detect
and correct an error in a transmission
error detecting codeerror detecting code /�erə d�
tektŋ

kəυd/ noun a coding system that allows
bit errors occurring during transmission to
be detected, but is not complex enough to
correct them
error detectionerror detection /�erə d�
tekʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of using special hard-
ware or software to detect errors in a data
entry or transmission, then usually to ask
for retransmission
error detection and correctionerror detection and correction
/
erə d�
tekʃən ən kə��rekʃən/ noun full
form of EDAC
error diagnosiserror diagnosis /�erə 
daə�nəυss/
noun the process of finding the cause of an
error
error diagnosticserror diagnostics /�erə

daə�nɒstks/ noun information and
system messages displayed when an error
is detected to help a user debug and correct
it
error handlererror handler /�erə 
h�ndlə/ noun a
software routine that controls and reports
on an error when it occurs
error handlingerror handling /�erə 
h�ndlŋ/ noun
same as exception handling
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error interrupterror interrupt /�erə 
ntər�pt/ plural
noun an interrupt signal sent because of an
error in hardware or software
error loggingerror logging /�erə 
lɒ�ŋ/ noun the
process of recording errors that have oc-
curred � Features of the program include
error logging.
error managementerror management /�erə

m�nd'mənt/ noun same as exception
handling
error messageerror message /�erə 
mesd'/ noun a
report displayed to the user saying that an
error has occurred
error propagationerror propagation /�erə

prɒpə�eʃ(ə)n/ noun a situation in which
one error causes another
error rateerror rate /�erə ret/ noun 1. the number
of errors that occur within a certain time 2.
the number of corrupt bits of data in rela-
tion to the total transmission length
error recoveryerror recovery /�erə r�
k�v(ə)ri/ noun
software or hardware which can continue
to run after an error has occurred
error routineerror routine /�erə ru�
tin/ noun a
short routine within a main program that
handles any errors when they occur
error trappingerror trapping /�erə 
tr�pŋ/ noun the
process of detecting and correcting errors
before they cause any problems
ESCESC /��skep/ noun same as escape
character
escape characterescape character /��skep 
k�rktə/
noun a character used to represent an es-
cape code. Also called ESC
escape codeescape code /��skep kəυd/ noun a
transmitted code sequence which informs
the receiver that all following characters
represent control actions. Also called ESC
escape keyescape key /��skep ki/ noun a key on
a keyboard which allows the user to enter
escape codes to control the computer’s ba-
sic modes or actions. Also called ESC,
Esc key
escapementescapement /��skepmənt/ noun a pre-
set vertical movement of a sheet of paper
in a printer
escape sequenceescape sequence /��skep 
sikwəns/
noun a method of switching a Hayes-com-
patible modem into command mode by
sending the three characters ‘+++’ allow-
ing a user to enter new commands while
still online
Esc keyEsc key /��skep ki/ noun same as es-
cape key
ESDIESDI /
i es di �a/ noun an interface
standard between a CPU and peripherals

such as disk drives. Full form enhanced
small device interface. � SCSI
ES-ISES-IS abbr end system to intermediate
system
EthernetEthernet /�iθənet/ noun a standard,
IEEE 802.3, defining the protocol and sig-
nalling method of a local area network

COMMENT: Ethernet has several implementa-
tions: 10Base5 (the most common) is a bus-
based topology running over coaxial cable;
10BaseT uses unshielded-twisted-pair cable
in a star-based topology; Ethernet normally
has a data transmission rate of 10Mbps.

EtherTalkEtherTalk /�iθətɑk/ (in Apple Mac
systems) a trade name for a variation of
the standard Ethernet network developed
to connect Macs together as an alternative
to the slower AppleTalk
ETXETX abbr end of text
EudoraEudora /ju��dɔrə/ a common commer-
cial software program used to send, re-
ceive and manage email messages sent via
the Internet
evaluation copyevaluation copy /�
v�lju��eʃ(ə)n

kɒpi/ noun a demonstration version of a
software product that allows a user to try
the main functions of a software product
before buying it
even parityeven parity /
iv(ə)n �p�rti/, even
parity check /
iv(ə)n �p�rti tʃek/ noun
an error checking system in which any se-
ries of bits transmitted must have an even
number of binary ones
eventevent /��vent/ noun an action or activity
event-drivenevent-driven /��vent 
drv(ə)n/ adjec-
tive referring to a computer program or
process in which each step of the execu-
tion relies on external actions

‘Forthcoming language extensions will include ob-
ject-oriented features, including classes with full in-
heritance, as well as event-driven programming.’
[Computing]

event focusevent focus /��vent 
fəυkəs/ noun an
object that is currently receiving messages
from an action or event
event handlerevent handler /��vent 
h�ndlə/ noun a
routine that responds to an event or mes-
sage within an object-oriented program-
ming environment � If a user clicks the
mouse button this generates a message
which can be acted upon by the event han-
dler.
ewalletewallet /�i�
wɒlət/, e-wallet noun a fea-
ture of web browsers that allows a user to
store personal details about his or her cred-
it card, bank account or other ways of pay-
ing for goods on the Internet
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except gateexcept gate /k��sept �et/ noun a logi-
cal function whose output is true if either
of two inputs is true, and false if both in-
puts are the same
exceptionexception /k��sepʃən/ noun something
which is different from all others in the
same category
exception dictionaryexception dictionary /k��sepʃ(ə)n

dkʃən(ə)ri/ noun a store of words and
their special word-break requirements, for
word-processing and photocomposition
exception handlingexception handling /k��sepʃ(ə)n

h�ndlŋ/ noun routines and procedures
that diagnose and correct errors or mini-
mise the effects of errors, so that a system
will run when an error is detected. Also
called error handling, error manage-
ment
excess-3 codeexcess-3 code /
ekses �θri kəυd/
noun a code in which decimal digits are
represented by the binary equivalent of
three greater than the number � The ex-
cess-3 code representation of 6 is 1001.
exchangeexchange /ks��tʃend'/ verb 1. � to ex-
change one article for another to give
one thing in place of something else 2. to
swap data between two locations (NOTE:
exchanges – exchanging – exchanged)
ExchangeExchange /ks��tʃend'/ an application
supplied with Windows 95 that provides
features that allow you to manage your
communications including email and fax
exchangeableexchangeable /ks��tʃend'əb(ə)l/ ad-
jective which can be exchanged
exchangeable disk storageexchangeable disk storage /ks�


tʃend'əb(ə)l dsk �stɔrd'/ noun full
form of EDS
exchange selectionexchange selection /ks��tʃend' s�


lekʃən/ noun a sorting method which re-
peatedly exchanges various pairs of data
items until they are in order
exclusionexclusion /k��sklu'(ə)n/ noun restric-
tion of access to a system
exclusive NORexclusive NOR /k�
sklusv �nɔ/ noun
full form of EXNOR
exclusive ORexclusive OR /k�
sklusv �ɔ/ noun
full form of EXOR
exeexe /�eksi/ noun an extension to a filena-
me which indicates that the file is a pro-
gram and can be executed directly by the
operating system � In DOS, to start a pro-
gram type in its EXE file name.
executable fileexecutable file /�eks�
kjutəb(ə)l fal/
noun a file that contains a program rather
than data
executable formexecutable form /�eks�
kjutəb(ə)l
fɔm/ noun a program translated or com-

piled into a machine code form that a proc-
essor can execute
executeexecute /�eks�
kjut/ verb to run or car-
ry out a computer program or process
(NOTE: executes – executing – executed)
execute cycleexecute cycle /�ekskjut 
sak(ə)l/
noun events required to fetch, decode and
carry out an instruction stored in memory.
Also called execution cycle
execute modeexecute mode /�ekskjut məυd/
noun the process of entering a command
in direct mode to start a program run
execute phaseexecute phase /�ekskjut fez/ noun
a section of the execute cycle when the in-
struction is carried out. Also called execu-
tion phase
execute signalexecute signal /�ekskjut 
s�n(ə)l/
noun a signal that steps the CPU through
the execute cycle
execute statementexecute statement /�ekskjut

stetmənt/ noun a basic operating sys-
tem command to start a program run
execute timeexecute time /�ekskjut tam/ noun
same as execution time
executionexecution /
eks��kjuʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of carrying out a computer pro-
gram or process
execution addressexecution address /
eks��kjuʃ(ə)n ə�


dres/ noun a location in memory at which
the first instruction in a program is stored
execution cycleexecution cycle /
eks��kjuʃ(ə)n

sak(ə)l/ noun same as execute cycle
execution errorexecution error /
eks��kjuʃ(ə)n 
erə/
noun an error occurring during program
execution, due to bad inputs or a faulty
program
execution phaseexecution phase /
eks��kjuʃ(ə)n

fez/ noun same as execute phase
execution timeexecution time /
eks��kjuʃ(ə)n

tam/ noun 1. the time taken to run or car-
ry out a program or series of instructions 2.
the time taken for one execution cycle
executiveexecutive /���zekjυtv/ adjective nor-
mally refers to the operating system of a
computer
executive control programexecutive control program /��


zekjυtv kən��trəυl 
prəυ�r�m/ noun
same as OS
executive information systemexecutive information system /��


zekjυtv nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
sstəm/ noun
full form of EIS
executive instructionexecutive instruction /��
zekjυtv
n��str�kʃən/ noun an instruction used to
control and execute programs under the
control of an operating system
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executive programexecutive program /��
zekjυtv
�prəυ�r�m/ noun same as supervisory
program
exerciserexerciser /�eksəsazə/ noun a tester for
a device
exhaustive searchexhaustive search /���zɔstv s�tʃ/
noun a search through every record in a
database
exitexit /�e�zt/ verb to stop program execu-
tion or to leave a program and return con-
trol to the operating system or interpreter
� You have to exit to another editing sys-
tem to add headlines.
EXITEXIT /�ekst/ noun an MS-DOS system
command to stop and leave a child process
and return to the parent process
exit pointexit point /�ekst pɔnt/ noun a point in
a subroutine at which control is returned to
the main program
exjunctionexjunction /�εks�
d'�ŋkʃən/ noun a
logical function whose output is true if ei-
ther of two inputs is true, and false if both
inputs are the same
EXNOREXNOR /
eks �nɔ/ noun a logical func-
tion whose output is true if all inputs are
the same level, false if any are different.
Full form exclusive nor
EXNOR gateEXNOR gate /
eks �nɔ 
�et/ noun an
electronic implementation of the EXNOR
function
EXOREXOR /
eks �ɔ/ noun a logical function
whose output is true if any input is true,
and false if all the inputs are the same. Full
form exclusive or
EXOR gateEXOR gate /
eks �ɔ 
�et/ noun an
electronic implementation of the EXOR
function
expandable systemexpandable system /k�
sp�ndəb(ə)l
�sstəm/ noun a computer system that is
designed to be able to grow in power or
memory by hardware or software addi-
tions
expanded memoryexpanded memory /k�
sp�ndd
�mem(ə)ri/ noun an extra RAM memory
fitted to a computer that is located at an ad-
dress above 1 Mb
expanded memory boardexpanded memory board /k�


sp�ndd �mem(ə)ri 
bɔd/ noun an ex-
pansion board used to add extra memory to
an IBM PC (NOTE: The memory follows
the EMS standard.)
expanded memory managerexpanded memory manager /k�


sp�ndd �mem(ə)ri 
m�nd'ə/ noun
full form of EMM
expanded memory systemexpanded memory system /k�


sp�ndd �mem(ə)ri 
sstəm/ noun full
form of EMS

expansionexpansion /k��sp�nʃən/ noun an in-
crease in computing power or storage size
expansion boardexpansion board /k��sp�nʃən bɔd/
noun a printed circuit board connected to
a system to increase its functions or per-
formance. Also called expansion card
expansion boxexpansion box /k��sp�nʃ(ə)n bɒks/
noun a device that plugs into an expansion
bus and provides several more free expan-
sion slots

‘…it can be attached to most kinds of printer, and, if
that is not enough, an expansion box can be fitted to
the bus connector’ [Personal Computer World]

expansion busexpansion bus /k��sp�nʃ(ə)n b�s/
noun data and address lines leading to a
connector and allowing expansion cards to
control and access the data in main memo-
ry
expansion cardexpansion card /k��sp�nʃ(ə)n kɑd/
noun same as expansion board
expansion slotexpansion slot /k��sp�nʃ(ə)n slɒt/
noun a connector inside a computer into
which an expansion board can be plugged
� Insert the board in the expansion slot.
expert systemexpert system /�eksp�t 
sstəm/
noun � IKBS
explicit addressexplicit address /k�
splst ə��dres/
noun an address provided in two parts, a
reference point and a displacement or in-
dex value
explicit referenceexplicit reference /k�
splst
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun (within a program or
script) a way of identifying a particular ob-
ject, e.g. a field or button, by a unique
name
ExplorerExplorer /k��splɔrə/ a program sup-
plied with Windows 95 that lets you man-
age all the files stored on a disk
exponentiationexponentiation /
ekspə�
nenʃi�

�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the raising of a base
number to a certain power
exportexport /k��spɔt/ verb to save data in a
different file format from the default
expressionexpression /k��spreʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
mathematical formula or relationship 2.
the definition of a value or variable in a
program
extended arithmetic elementextended arithmetic element /k�


stendd 
�rθmetk �elmənt/ noun a
section of a CPU that provides hardware
implementations of various mathematical
functions
extended Backus-Naur-Formextended Backus-Naur-Form, ex-
tended BNF noun full form of EBNF
extendedextended binary coded decimal
interchange code /k�
stendd

banəri 
kəυdd 
desm(ə)l
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�ntətʃend' 
kəυd/ noun full form of
EBCDIC
extended character setextended character set /k�
stendd
�k�rktə 
set/ noun a set of 128 special
characters that includes accents, graphics
and symbols
extended data output memoryextended data output memory /k�


stendd 
detə �aυtpυt 
mem(ə)ri/ noun
full form of EDO memory
extended-definition televisionextended-definition television /k�


stendd 
defnʃ(ə)n 
tel��v'(ə)n/ noun
full form of EDTV
extended graphics arrayextended graphics array /k�


stendd ��r�fks ə�
re/ noun a high res-
olution graphics standard developed by
IBM that is capable of displaying resolu-
tions of up to 1024x768 pixels. Abbr XGA
extended integrated drive electronicsextended integrated drive elec-
tronics /k�
stendd 
nt�
�retd �drav

elektrɒnks/ noun full form of EIDE
extended memoryextended memory /k�
stendd
�mem(ə)ri/ noun (in an IBM PC) the most
popular standard method of adding extra
memory above 1 Mb which can be used di-
rectly by many operating systems or pro-
grams
extended memory managerextended memory manager /k�


stendd �mem(ə)ri 
m�nd'ə/ noun a
software utility that configures extra mem-
ory fitted in a PC to conform to the EMS
standard
extended memory specificationextended memory specification
/k�
stendd �mem(ə)ri 
spesfkeʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of XMS
extending serial fileextending serial file /k�
stendŋ
�səriəl 
fal/ noun a file which can be
added to or which has no maximum size
extensible hypertext markup languageextensible hypertext markup lan-
guage /k�
stensb(ə)l 
hapətekst
�mɑk�p 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of
XHTML
extensible languageextensible language /k�
stensb(ə)l
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a computer program-
ming language that allows the user to add
his or her own data types and commands
extensible markup languageextensible markup language /k�


stensb(ə)l �mɑk�p 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun
full form of XML
extension memoryextension memory /k��stenʃən

mem(ə)ri/ noun storage which is located
outside the main computer system but
which can be accessed by the CPU
external arithmeticexternal arithmetic /k�
st�n(ə)l ə�

�rθmətk/ noun arithmetic performed by
a coprocessor

external clockexternal clock /k��st�n(ə)l klɒk/
noun a clock or synchronising signal sup-
plied from outside a device
external data fileexternal data file /k�
st�n(ə)l �detə

fal/ noun a file containing data for a pro-
gram but stored separately from it
external deviceexternal device /k�
st�n(ə)l d��vas/
noun 1. an item of hardware, e.g. a termi-
nal or printer, which is attached to a main
computer 2. any device that allows com-
munications between the computer and it-
self but which is not directly operated by
the main computer
external disk driveexternal disk drive /k�
st�n(ə)l �dsk

 drav/ noun a device not built into the
computer but added to increase its storage
capabilities
external interruptexternal interrupt /k�
st�n(ə)l
�ntər�pt/ plural noun an interrupt signal
from a peripheral device indicating that at-
tention is required
external labelexternal label /k�
st�n(ə)l �leb(ə)l/
noun an identifying piece of paper stuck to
the outside of a device or disk
external memoryexternal memory /k�
st�n(ə)l
�mem(ə)ri/ noun memory which is locat-
ed outside the main computer system con-
fines but which can be accessed by the
CPU
external modemexternal modem /k�
st�n(ə)l
�məυdem/ noun a modem which is self-
contained with its own power supply unit
that connects to a serial port of a computer
external registerexternal register /k�
st�n(ə)l
�red'stə/ plural noun any one of a user’s
registers located in main memory rather
than within the CPU
external schemaexternal schema /k�
st�n(ə)l
�skimə/ noun a user’s view of the struc-
ture of data or a program
external sortexternal sort /k�
st�n(ə)l �sɔt/ noun
a method of sorting which uses a file
stored in secondary memory, e.g. a disk, as
its data source and uses the disk as tempo-
rary memory during sorting
external storageexternal storage /k�
st�n(ə)l
�stɔrd'/, external store /k�
st�n(ə)l
�stɔ/ noun a storage device which is lo-
cated outside the main computer system
but which can be accessed by the CPU
extracodeextracode /�ekstrəkəυd/ noun a set of
short routines within the operating system
that emulate a hardware function
extractextract /k��str�kt/ verb to remove re-
quired data or information from a database
� We can extract the files required for
typesetting.
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extract instructionextract instruction /ek��str�kt n�


str�kʃən/ noun an instruction to select
and read required data from a database or
file
extractorextractor /k��str�ktə/ noun same as
mask
extranetextranet /�ekstrənet/ noun an intranet
that has a connection to the public Internet
and allows users to gain access via the In-
ternet (NOTE: It is often used to provide
access to people in the company who
are working away from the office. Most
intranets do not allow access via the pub-
lic Internet and include security meas-
ures that protect against hackers and un-
authorised users.)

eyeballeyeball /�abɔl/ noun a user of the Inter-
net who visits a particular website or uses
a particular product (slang)
eye candyeye candy /�a 
k�ndi/ noun the decora-
tive elements on a computer screen or a
web page that are intended to make it at-
tractive to look at (informal)
eye-droppereye-dropper /a �drɒpə/ noun a tool in
a graphics software application that allows
a user to click on a pixel in an image and
select the colour of the pixel
e-zinee-zine /�i zin/ noun a website that mod-
els its contents and layout a printed maga-
zine

F
ff symbol femto-
FF symbol the hexadecimal number equiv-
alent to decimal number 15
faceface /fes/ noun same as typeface
faceted codefaceted code /�f�std kəυd/ noun a
code which indicates various details of an
item by assigning each one a value. Also
called significant digit code
facilityfacility /fə��slti/ noun a mechanism or
means allowing something to being done,
especially easily � We offer facilities for
processing a customer’s own disks. (NOTE:
The plural is facilities.)
facsimile character generatorfacsimile character generator /f�k�


smli �k�rktə 
d'enəretə/ noun a
means of displaying characters on a com-
puter screen by copying preprogrammed
images from memory
facsimile copyfacsimile copy /f�k�
smli �kɒpi/
noun an exact copy of a document
facsimile transmissionfacsimile transmission /f�k��sml
tr�nz�
mʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of fax
factorfactor /�f�ktə/ noun any number in a
multiplication that is the operand
factorialfactorial /f�k��tɔriəl/ noun the product
of all the numbers below a number � ex-

ample: 4 factorial (written 4!) = 1x2x3x4
= 24
factorisefactorise /�f�ktəraz/, factorize verb
to break down a number into two whole
numbers which when multiplied will give
the original number � When factorised, 15
gives the factors 1, 15 or 3, 5. (NOTE: fac-
torises – factorising – factorised)
fadefade /fed/ verb to become less strong (of
radio or electrical signal) (NOTE: fades –
fading – faded)
fade infade in /
fed �n/ noun 1. an image that
starts with a blank screen that gradually
shows the image 2. a sound that starts in-
audibly and gradually increases in volume
fade outfade out /
fed �aυt/ noun 1. an image
that gradually changes to a blank screen 2.
a sound that gradually decreases in volume
until it is inaudible
failfail /fel*/ verb not to do something which
should be done � The company failed to
carry out routine maintenance of its equip-
ment.
fail safe systemfail safe system /f��el sef 
sstəm/
noun a system which has a predetermined
state it will go to if a main program or de-
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vice fails, so avoiding the total catastrophe
that a complete system shutdown would
produce

‘The DTI is publishing a new code of best practice
which covers hardware reliability and fail-safe soft-
ware systems.’ [Computing]

fail soft systemfail soft system /�fel sɒft 
sstəm/
noun a system that will still be partly op-
erational even after a part of the system has
failed
failure loggingfailure logging /�feljə 
lɒ�ŋ/ noun a
section of an operating system that auto-
matically saves the present system states
and relevant data when an error or fault is
detected
failure ratefailure rate /�feljə ret/ noun the
number of occurrences of a particular type
of failure within a specified period of time
failure recoveryfailure recovery /�feljə r�
k�v(ə)ri/
noun the process of resuming a process or
program after a failure has occurred and
has been corrected
fall backfall back /
fɔl �b�k/ noun a special or
temporary set of instructions, procedures
or data used in the event of a fault or fail-
ure
fall back recoveryfall back recovery /
fɔl b�k r�

�k�v(ə)ri/ noun the process of resuming a
program after a fault has been fixed, from
the point at which fall back routines were
called
fall back routinesfall back routines /�fɔl b�k ru�
tinz/
plural noun routines that are called or pro-
cedures which are executed by a user when
a machine or system has failed
falsefalse /fɔls/ adjective referring to a logi-
cal term equal to binary 0, the opposite of
true
false codefalse code /
fɔls �kəυd/ noun a code
that contains values not within specified
limits
false dropfalse drop /
fɔls �drɒp/ noun a batch of
unwanted files retrieved from a database
through the use of incorrect search codes.
Also called false retrieval
false errorfalse error /fɔls �erə/ noun an error
warning given when no error has occurred
false retrievalfalse retrieval /
fɔls r��triv(ə)l/ noun
same as false drop
FAMFAM abbr fast access memory
familyfamily /�f�m(ə)li/ noun 1. a range of dif-
ferent designs of a particular typeface 2. a
range of machines from one manufacturer
that are compatible with other products in
the same line from the same manufacturer
fanfoldfanfold /�f�nfəυld/ noun same as ac-
cordion fold

fan-infan-in /f�n n/ noun the maximum
number of inputs that a circuit or chip can
deal with
fanning stripfanning strip /�f�nŋ strp/ noun a ca-
ble supporting insulated strip
fan-outfan-out /�f�n aυt/ noun the maximum
number of outputs that a circuit or chip can
drive without exceeding its power dissipa-
tion limit
FAQFAQ /f�k, 
ef e �kju/ noun a webpage
or help file that contains common ques-
tions and their answers related to a partic-
ular subject
Faraday cageFaraday cage /�f�rəde ked'/ noun a
wire or metal screen, connected to ground,
that completely encloses sensitive equip-
ment to prevent any interference from
stray electromagnetic radiation
fast access memoryfast access memory /
fɑst 
�kses
�mem(ə)ri/ noun abbr FAM. same as rap-
id access memory
fast corefast core /�fɑst kɔ/ noun a high speed,
low access time working memory for a
CPU � The fast core is used as a scratch-
pad for all calculations in this system.
fast linefast line /�fɑst lan/ noun a special tel-
ecommunications line which allows data
to be transmitted at 48 K or 96 K baud
rates
fast packetfast packet /fɑst �p�kt/ noun an
asynchronous method of transferring data
over a network
fast page RAMfast page RAM /
fɑst ped' �r�m/
noun an older type of memory component
that seeks and reads data from a memory
location in two separate operations. Abbr
FPM RAM (NOTE: This component has
now been replaced by EDO memory.)
fast peripheralfast peripheral /fɑst pə��rf(ə)rəl/
noun a peripheral that communicates with
the computer at very high speeds, limited
only by the speed of the electronic circuits
Fast-SCSIFast-SCSI /fɑst �sk�zi/ noun a devel-
opment that allows data to be transferred at
a higher rate than with the original SCSI
specification
fast time-scalefast time-scale /�fɑst tam/ noun an
operation in which the time-scale factor is
less than one
FATFAT /
ef e �ti/ noun (in a PC operating
system) a data file stored on disk that con-
tains the names of each file stored on the
disk, together with its starting sector posi-
tion, date and size. Full form file alloca-
tion table
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fatal errorfatal error /
fet(ə)l �erə/ noun a fault in
a program or device that causes the system
to crash
FatBitsFatBits /�f�tbts/ a MacPaint option
which allows a user to edit an image one
pixel at a time
father filefather file /�fɑðə fal/ noun a backup of
the previous version of a file. � grandfa-
ther file, son file
faultfault /fɔlt/ noun a situation in which
something has gone wrong with software
or hardware, causing it to malfunction �
The technical staff are trying to correct a
programming fault. � bug, error
fault detectionfault detection /fɔlt d��tekʃ(ə)n/
noun an automatic process which logical-
ly or mathematically determines that a
fault exists in a circuit
fault diagnosisfault diagnosis /fɔlt 
daə���nəυss/
noun a process by which the cause of a
fault is located
fault location programfault location program /
fɔlt ləυ�

�keʃ(ə)n 
prəυ�r�m/ noun a routine that
is part of a diagnostic program that identi-
fies the cause of faulty data or equipment
fault managementfault management /fɔlt
�m�nd'mənt/ noun one of the five cate-
gories of network management specified
by the ISO that will detect, isolate and cor-
rect network faults
fault timefault time /
fɔlt �tam/ noun a period of
time during which a computer system is
not working or usable due to a fault
fault tolerancefault tolerance /fɔlt �tɒlərəns/ noun
the ability of a system to continue func-
tioning even when a fault has occurred
fault-tolerantfault-tolerant /fɔlt �tɒlərənt/ adjec-
tive referring to a system or device that is
able to continue functioning even when a
fault occurs � They market a highly suc-
cessful range of fault-tolerant minis.
fault tracefault trace /
fɔlt �tres/ noun a pro-
gram that checks and records the occur-
rences of faults in a system
faulty sectorfaulty sector /
fɔlti �sektə/ noun a
sector of a magnetic disk that cannot be
written to or read from correctly
faxfax /f�ks/, FAX noun a method of send-
ing and receiving images in digital form
over a telephone or radio link (informal) �
We will send a fax of the design plan. Full
form facsimile transmission
fax cardfax card /f�ks kɑd/, fax adapter, fax
board noun an adapter card which plugs
into an expansion slot and allows a compu-
ter to send or receive fax data

fax gatewayfax gateway /f�ks ��etwe/ noun a
computer or piece of software that allows
users to send information as a fax trans-
mission instead of as a file stored on a disk
fax groupfax group /�f�ks �rup/ noun a method
of defining the basic features of a fax ma-
chine or modem: (NOTE: Groups 1 and 2
are old and rarely used now. Group 3 is
the most common standard used today.
Groups 3 and 4 provide higher speed
and better resolution of transmission.)
fax modemfax modem /f�ks �məυ�
dem/ noun a
modem that can be used to send and re-
ceive faxes to and from a standard fax ma-
chine as well as being used as a modem to
connect to other computers
fax serverfax server /f�ks �s�və/ noun a compu-
ter connected to a network and fitted with
a fax card that is shared by all users on the
network
fdfd, FD abbr 1. full duplex 2. floppy disk
FDCFDC /
ef di �si/ noun a combination of
hardware and software devices that control
and manage the read/write operations of a
disk drive from a computer. Full form
floppy disk controller
FDDFDD abbr floppy disk drive
FDDIFDDI /
ef di di �a/ noun an ANSI
standard for high-speed networks which
use fibre optic cable in a dual ring topolo-
gy, transmitting data at 100 Mbps. Full
form fibre distributed data interface
FDDI IIFDDI II /
ef di di a �tu/ noun an en-
hanced ANSI standard for high-speed net-
works that uses fibre optic cable and trans-
mits data at 100 Mbps but can also allocate
part of the bandwidth to a 64 Kbits/second
analog channel for audio or video data.
Full form fibre distributed data inter-
face II
FDISKFDISK /�ef dsk/ noun an MS-DOS sys-
tem utility that configures the partitions on
a hard disk
FDMFDM /
ef di �em/ noun a system used to
assign a number of different signals to dif-
ferent frequencies to allow many signals to
be sent along one channel � Using FDM
we can transmit 100 telephone calls along
one main cable. Full form frequency di-
vision multiplexing
fdxfdx, FDX abbr full duplex
feasibilityfeasibility /
fizə��blti/ noun the likeli-
hood that something will or can be done �
He has been asked to report on the feasi-
bility of a project.
feasibility studyfeasibility study /
fizə��blti 
st�di/
noun an examination and report into the
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usefulness and cost of a new product that
is being considered for purchase
FEDFED abbr field emission display
FEDSFEDS /
ef i di �es/ noun a magnetic
disk storage system that contains some re-
movable disks such as floppy disks and
some fixed or hard disk drives. Full form
fixed and exchangeable disk storage
feedfeed /fid/ noun a device which puts
something such as paper into and through
a machine such as a printer or photocopier
feedbackfeedback /�fidb�k/ noun information
from one source which can be used to
modify something or provide a construc-
tive criticism of something � We are get-
ting customer feedback on the new system.
feedback controlfeedback control /�fidb�k kən�


trəυl/ noun information about the effects
of a controlling signal on a machine or de-
vice, returned to the controlling computer
feederfeeder /�fidə/ noun 1. a channel that car-
ries signals from one point to another 2. a
mechanism that automatically inserts the
paper into a printer
feed holefeed hole /�fid həυl/ noun a any one of
the punched sprocket holes along the edge
of continuous paper
female connectorfemale connector /
fimel kə��nektə/
noun a connector with female sockets
female socketfemale socket /
fimel �sɒkt/ noun a
hole into which a pin or plug can be insert-
ed to make an electrical connection
femto-femto- /femtəυ/ prefix equal to ten expo-
nent minus fifteen (10-15). Abbr f
femtosecondfemtosecond /�femtəυ�
sekənd/ noun
a thousandth of a picosecond
FEPFEP /
ef i �pi/ noun a processor placed
between an input source and the central
computer, whose function is to preprocess
received data to relieve the workload of the
main computer. Full form front end proc-
essor
ferric oxideferric oxide /
ferk �ɒksad/, ferrite
/�ferat/ noun iron oxide used as a tape or
disk coating that can be magnetised to
store data or signals
ferromagnetic materialferromagnetic material
/
ferəυm��netk mə��təriəl/ noun any
ferrite material that can be magnetised
FETFET /
ef i �ti/ noun an electronic device
that can act as a variable current flow con-
trol. Full form field effect transistor
(NOTE: An external signal varies the re-
sistance of the device and current flow by
changing the width of a conducting chan-
nel by means of a field. It has three termi-
nals: source, gate and drain.)

fetchfetch /fetʃ/ noun a command that re-
trieves the next instruction from memory
fetch cyclefetch cycle /fetʃ �sak(ə)l/ noun the se-
ries of events that retrieve the next instruc-
tion to be executed from memory by plac-
ing the program counter contents on the
address bus
fetch-execute cyclefetch-execute cycle /
fetʃ �ekskjut

sak(ə)l/ noun the series of events re-
quired to retrieve, decode and carry out an
instruction stored in memory
fetch instructionfetch instruction /fetʃ n��str�kʃən/
noun a computer instruction to select and
read the next instruction or data to be proc-
essed
fetch phasefetch phase /�fetʃ fez/ noun a section
of the fetch-execute cycle that retrieves
and decodes the instructions from memory
fetch-protectfetch-protect /
fetʃ prə��tekt/ verb to
restrict access to a section of memory
fetch signalfetch signal /fetʃ �s�n(ə)l/ noun a sig-
nal that steps the CPU through the fetch
cycle
FFFF abbr 1. flip-flop 2. form feed
fibrefibre /�fabə/ noun a very thin glass or
plastic strand that can carry data in the
form of light signals (NOTE: The US spell-
ing is fiber.)
fibre channelfibre channel /�fabə 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun
an ANSI standard that defines a high-
speed serial interface that can transfer data
at up to 1.06 Gbps and is often used as a
backbone technology to link servers or
high-speed devices (NOTE: The technolo-
gy is normally used over optic fibre, but
will work over twisted-pair cable or coax
cable.)
fibre connectorfibre connector /�fabə kə�
nektə/
noun a connector that can be used to con-
nect two fibre optic cables together
fibre distributed data interfacefibre distributed data interface
/
fabə d�
strbjυtd �detə 
ntəfes/
noun full form of FDDI
fibre distributed data interface IIfibre distributed data interface II
/
fabə d�
strbjυtd 
detə 
ntəfes
�tu/ noun full form of FDDI II
fibre Ethernetfibre Ethernet /
fabə �iθənet/ noun a
high-speed network that uses optical fibre
to link one node to another in a point-to-
point topology
fibre optic cablefibre optic cable /�fabə �ɒptk/, fibre
optic connection noun a bundle of fine
strands of glass or plastic protected by a
surrounding material, used for transmis-
sion of light signals that carry data at very
high speeds
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fibre opticsfibre optics /
fabə �ɒptks/ plural
noun the use of thin strands of glass or
plastic that can transmit light signals at the
speed of light (NOTE: The light or laser
signal is pulsed or modulated to repre-
sent data being transmitted.)
fibre over Ethernetfibre over Ethernet /
fabə �əυvə

iθənet/ noun an enhanced version of the
802.3 Ethernet network protocol standard
that allows data to be transferred at 10
Mbits/second (10 BaseFX) or 100
Mbits/second (100Base FX)
fibre ribbonfibre ribbon /
fabə �rbən/ noun a fab-
ric-based ribbon used in printers
fieldfield /fild/ noun 1. an area of force and
energy distribution, caused by magnetic or
electric energy sources 2. a section con-
taining particular data items in a record �
The employee record has a field for age. 3.
� in the field outside an office or factory
field effect transistorfield effect transistor /
fild �
fekt
tr�n��zstə/ noun full form of FET
field emission displayfield emission display /
fild �

�mʃ(ə)n d�
sple/ noun a method of pro-
ducing thin, flat displays for laptop com-
puters in which a miniature colour CRT is
located at each pixel point. Abbr FED
field engineerfield engineer /fil*d 
end'��nə/ noun
an engineer who does not work at one sin-
gle company, but travels between custom-
ers carrying out maintenance on their com-
puters
fieldingfielding /�fildŋ/ noun the arrangement
of field allocations inside a record and file
field labelfield label /fild �leb(ə)l/ noun a series
of characters used to identify a field or its
location. Also called field name
field lengthfield length /�fild leŋθ/ noun the
number of characters that a field can con-
tain
field markerfield marker /fild �mɑkə/ noun a code
used to indicate the end of one field and
the start of the next. Also called field sep-
arator
field namefield name /�fild nem/ noun same as
field label
field programmable devicefield programmable device /
fild

prəυ�r�məb(ə)l d��vas/ noun same as
PLA
field programmingfield programming /fil*d �prəυ�


�r�mŋ/ noun the writing of data into a
PROM
field separatorfield separator /�fild 
sepəretə/
noun same as field marker
field-testedfield-tested /�fild 
testd/ adjective re-
ferring to a product tested outside a com-

pany or research laboratory, in a real situ-
ation
FIFFIF /
ef a �ef/ noun a file format used to
store graphics images which have been
highly compressed using fractals. Full
form fractal image format
FIFOFIFO /�fafəυ/ noun a storage read/write
method in which the first item stored is the
first read. Full form first in first out
FIFO memoryFIFO memory /
fafəυ �mem(ə)ri/
noun memory using a FIFO access
scheme
FIFO queueFIFO queue /�fafəυ kju/ noun tempo-
rary queue storage in which the first item
written to the queue is the first to be read
fifth generation computerfifth generation computer /
ffθ

d'enəreʃ(ə)n kəm��pjutə/ noun a com-
puter belonging to the next stage of com-
puter system design using fast VLSI cir-
cuits and powerful programming languag-
es to allow human interaction
figures shiftfigures shift /�f�əs ʃft/ noun 1. a
transmitted code which indicates to the re-
ceiver that all following characters should
be read as uppercase 2. a mechanical
switch which allows a keyboard to pro-
duce special characters and symbols locat-
ed on the same keys as the numbers
filefile /fal/ noun a section of data on a com-
puter, e.g. payroll, address list or customer
accounts, in the form of individual records
which may contain data, characters, digits
or graphics � verb to put documents in or-
der so that they can be found easily � The
correspondence is filed under ‘com-
plaints’. (NOTE: files – filing – filed)

‘The first problem was solved by configuring a Win-
dows swap file, which I hadn’t done before because
my 4Mb 486 had never been overloaded.’ [Comput-
ing]
‘…the lost file, while inaccessible without a file-re-
covery utility, remains on disk until new information
writes over it’ [Publish]

file activity ratiofile activity ratio /
fal �k��tvti

reʃiəυ/ noun the ratio of the number of
different records accessed within a file
compared to the total number in store
file allocation tablefile allocation table /
fal 
�lə�

�keʃ(ə)n 
teb(ə)l/ noun full form of FAT
file attributefile attribute /�fal 
�trbjut/ plural
noun a set of data stored with each file
which controls particular functions or as-
pects of the file such as read-only, archived
or system file
file cleanupfile cleanup /�fal 
klin�p/ noun the
process of tidying and removing out-of-
date or unnecessary data from a file
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file collatingfile collating /�fal kə�
letŋ/ noun the
process of putting the contents of a file
into order
file conversionfile conversion /�fal kən�
v�ʃ(ə)n/
noun the changing of the format or struc-
ture of a file system, usually when using a
new program or file handling routine
file copyfile copy /�fal 
kɒpi/ noun a copy of a
document which is filed in an office for
reference
file creationfile creation /�fal kri�
eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
writing of file header information onto a
disk and the writing of an entry into the di-
rectory
file defragmentationfile defragmentation /�fal

difr��menteʃ(ə)n/ noun � defrag-
mentation
file deletionfile deletion /�fal d�
liʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of erasing a file from storage
file descriptorfile descriptor /�fal d�
skrptə/ noun
a code or series of characters used to iden-
tify a file
file directoryfile directory /�fal da�
rekt(ə)ri/ noun
a list of names and information about files
in a backing storage device
file elementfile element /�fal 
elmənt/ noun a
complete file contained within a RIFF
compound file
file extentfile extent /�fal k�
stent/ noun the ac-
tual area or number of tracks required to
store a file
file formatfile format /�fal 
fɔm�t/ noun a way
in which data is stored in a file
file fragmentationfile fragmentation /�fal

fr��mənteʃ(ə)n/ noun a storage of a
file in noncontiguous sectors on a disk
file gapfile gap /�fal ��p/ noun a section of
blank tape or disk that indicates the end of
a file
file handlefile handle /�fal 
h�nd(ə)l/ noun a
number by which an open file is identified
within a program � The new data is writ-
ten to the file identified by file handle 1.
file handling routinefile handling routine /�fal 
h�ndlŋ
ru�
tin/ noun a short computer program
that manages the reading/writing and or-
ganisation of stored files
file headerfile header /�fal 
hedə/ noun a section
of information about the file stored at the
beginning of the file � The file header in
the database file shows the total number of
records and lists the index fields.
file identificationfile identification /�fal a�


dentfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a unique label or
name used to identify and locate a file
stored on backing store

file indexfile index /�fal 
ndeks/ noun a sorted
table of the main entries in a file, with their
address, allowing the rapid location of en-
tries
file interrogationfile interrogation /�fal n�
terə
�eʃ(ə)n/ noun questions asked to select
various records or data items from a file
file labelfile label /�fal 
leb(ə)l/ noun a charac-
ter or set of characters used to identify a
file
file layoutfile layout /�fal 
leaυt/ noun a set of
rules defining internal file structure. Also
called file organisation
file lengthfile length /�fal leŋθ/ noun the number
of characters or bytes in a stored file
file lockingfile locking /�fal 
lɒkŋ/ noun a soft-
ware mechanism that prevents data in a file
from being updated by two different users
at the same time
file maintenancefile maintenance /�fal 
mentənəns/
noun the process of updating a file by
changing, adding or deleting entries
file managementfile management /�fal

m�nd'mənt/, file management sys-
tem /�fal 
m�nd'mənt 
sstəm/ noun a
section of a DOS that allocates disk space
to files, keeping track of the sections and
their sector addresses
file managerfile manager /�fal 
m�nd'ə/ noun a
section of a disk operating system that al-
locates disk space to files, keeping track of
the file sections if it has to be split and their
sector addresses
file mergerfile merger /�fal 
m�d'ə/ noun 1. the
process of combining two data files while
retaining an overall structure 2. one file
created from two or more files written one
after the other and with no order preserved
filenamefilename /�falnem/ noun a unique
identification code allocated to a program

‘…when the filename is entered at the prompt, the
operating system looks in the file and executes any
instructions stored there’ [PC User]

filename extensionfilename extension /�falnem k�


stenʃ(ə)n/ noun an additional three-char-
acter name that is used together with a
filename, indicating the type or use of the
file
file organisationfile organisation /�fal

ɔ�ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun � file layout
file processingfile processing /�fal 
prəυsesŋ/
noun the applying of a set of rules or
search limits to a file, in order to update or
find information
file propertyfile property /�fal 
prɒpəti/ plural
noun (in Windows) any one of the at-
tributes that are assigned to a particular
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file, including its name, the date that it was
created and its owner, which are all stored
in the file’s properties page (NOTE: To view
these properties, highlight the file with a
single click from within Windows Explor-
er and click on the right-hand mouse but-
ton – now choose the Properties menu
option to view the file’s properties page.)
file protectionfile protection /
fal prə��tekʃən/ noun
a software or physical device used to pre-
vent any accidental deletion or modifica-
tion of a file or its records
file protect tabfile protect tab /
fal prə��tekt 
t�b/
noun a plastic tab on a disk which prevents
accidental erasure of a file
file purgefile purge /�fal p�d'/ noun the process
of erasing the contents of a file
file queuefile queue /�fal kju/ noun a number of
files temporarily stored in order before be-
ing processed � Output devices such as la-
ser printers are connected on-line with an
automatic file queue.
file-recovery utilityfile-recovery utility /
fal r��k�v(ə)ri
ju�
tlti/ noun a piece of software which
allows files that have been accidentally de-
leted or damaged to be read again � A lost
file cannot be found without a file-recov-
ery utility.
file securityfile security /�fal s�
kjυərti/ noun
hardware or software organisation of a
computer system to protect users’ files
from unauthorised access
file serverfile server /�fal 
s�və/ noun a compu-
ter connected to a network which runs a
network operating system software to
manage user accounts, file sharing and
printer sharing
file setfile set /�fal set/ noun a number of relat-
ed files treated as one unit
file sharingfile sharing /�fal 
ʃeərŋ/ noun a facil-
ity allowing one file to be used by two or
more users or programs in a network, often
using file locking
file sizefile size /�fal saz/ noun the number of
bytes a file occupies on disk
file sortfile sort /�fal sɔt/ verb to put the con-
tents of a file into order
file storagefile storage /�fal 
stɔrd'/ noun a
physical means of preserving data in a file,
e.g. a disk drive
file storefile store /�fal stɔ/ noun the set of files
that are available in main memory at any
time
file structurefile structure /�fal 
str�ktʃə/ noun a
way in which a data file is organised
file transferfile transfer /�fal 
tr�nsf�/ noun the
process of moving a file from one area of

memory to another or to another storage
device or between computers
file transfer access and managementfile transfer access and manage-
ment /
fal 
tr�nsf� 
�kses ən
�m�nd'mənt/ noun full form of FTAM
file transfer protocolfile transfer protocol /
fal �tr�nsf�

prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of FTP
file transfer utilityfile transfer utility /
fal �tr�nsf� ju�


tlti/ noun a software utility that links
two computers together, usually via a
physical serial cable, and allows files to be
transferred between the computers
file typefile type /�fal tap/ noun a method of
classifying what a file contains � Files
with the extension exe are file types that
contain program code.
file updatefile update /�fal 
�pdet/ noun 1. the
recent changes or transactions to a file 2. a
new version of software which is sent to
users of an existing version
file validationfile validation /�fal 
v�ldeʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of checking that a file is
correct
filing systemfiling system /�falŋ 
sstəm/ noun 1.
a way of putting documents in order for
reference 2. a piece of software which or-
ganises files
fillfill /fl/ verb 1. to put characters into gaps
in a field so that there are no spaces left 2.
to draw an enclosed area in one colour or
shading
fill characterfill character /fl �k�rktə/ noun a
character added to a string of characters to
make up a required length
film optical scanning device for input into computersfilm optical scanning device for
input into computers /
flm

ɒptk(ə)l 
sk�nŋ d�
vas fə 
npυt

ntə kəm��pjutəz/ noun full form of
FOSDIC
film recorderfilm recorder /flm r��kɔdə/ noun a
device that produces a 35 mm slide from a
computer image (NOTE: A film recorder
can produce slides at very high resolu-
tion, normally around 3,000 lines, by re-
generating the image on an internal
screen.)
filterfilter /�fltə/ noun 1. an electronic circuit
that allows certain frequencies to pass
while stopping others 2. a pattern of binary
digits used to select various bits from a bi-
nary word. A one in the filter retains that
bit in the source word. � verb 1. to remove
unwanted elements from a signal or file 2.
to select various bits from a word � Filter
the top three bits of the video attribute
word. 3. to select various records from a
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database file � We filtered the data to se-
lect those customers based in New York.
final productfinal product /
fan(ə)l �prɒd�kt/ noun
same as end product
findfind /fand/ noun a command to locate a
piece of information
FindFind /fand/ a utility program supplied
with Windows 95 that will search through
any disk for a particular file, folder or
computer � To use the Find function, se-
lect the Start/Find menu option.
find and replacefind and replace /
fand ən r��ples/
noun a feature on a word-processor that al-
lows certain words or sections of text to be
located and replaced with others
FinderFinder /�fandə/ a trade name for a
graphical user interface to an Apple Mac
allowing a user to view files and folders
and start applications using a mouse
fine-tunefine-tune /
fan �tjun/ verb to adjust by
small amounts the features or parameters
of hardware or software to improve per-
formance � Fine-tuning improved the
speed by ten per cent.
fingerfinger /�fŋ�ə/ noun a software program
on the Internet that will retrieve informa-
tion about a user based on his or her email
address
finite-precision numbersfinite-precision numbers /
fanat
pr�
s'(ə)n �n�mbəz/ noun the use of a
fixed number of bits to represent numbers
firewallfirewall /�faəwɔl/ noun a hardware or
software security system between a server
or intranet and the public Internet that al-
lows information to pass out to the Internet
but checks any incoming data before pass-
ing it on to the private server � We have in-
stalled a firewall in our intranet to prevent
hackers accessing company data via the
Internet link.
FirewireFirewire /�faəwaə/ a trade name for a
high-speed serial interface developed by
the Apple Computer Corporation and used
to link devices such as a digital camera
with the computer. � USB
firmwarefirmware /�f�mweə/ noun a computer
program or data that is permanently stored
in a hardware memory chip, e.g. a ROM or
EPROM. Compare hardware, software
firmware monitorfirmware monitor /�f�mweə

mɒntə/ noun a monitor program that is
resident in a ROM device, used to load in
the operating system when a machine is
switched on
first fitfirst fit /�f�st ft/ noun a routine or algo-
rithm that selects the first, largest section

of free memory in which to store a virtual
page
first generationfirst generation /
f�st d'enə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the earliest type of tech-
nology
first generation computerfirst generation computer /
f�st

d'enəreʃ(ə)n kə-��pjutə/ noun an
original computer made with valve-based
electronic technology, started around 1951
first generation imagefirst generation image /
f�st

d'enəreʃ(ə)n �md'/ noun a master
copy of an original image, text or docu-
ment
first in first outfirst in first out /
f�st n 
f�st �aυt/
noun full form of FIFO
first-level addressfirst-level address /
f�st 
lev(ə)l ə�

�dres/ noun a computer storage address
that directly, without any modification, ac-
cesses a location or device
fitfit /ft/ verb to plot or calculate a curve
that most closely approximates a number
of points or data (NOTE: fitting – fitted)
fixed and exchangeable disk storagefixed and exchangeable disk stor-
age /
fkst ən ks�
tʃend'əb(ə)l �dsk

stɔrd'/ noun full form of FEDS
fixed cycle operationfixed cycle operation /
fkst

sak(ə)l 
ɒprə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a proc-
ess in which each operation is allocated a
fixed time limit 2. a series of actions with-
in a process that are synchronised to a
clock
fixed datafixed data /fkst �detə/ noun data writ-
ten to a file or screen for information or
identification purposes and which cannot
be altered by the user
fixed diskfixed disk /
fkst �dsk/ noun a magnet-
ic disk which cannot be removed from the
disk drive
fixed disk storagefixed disk storage /
fkst dsk
�stɔrd'/ noun a hard disk or magnetic
disk which cannot be removed from the
disk drive
fixed fieldfixed field /
fkst �fild/ noun an area in
a stored record that can only contain a cer-
tain amount of data
fixed-field filefixed-field file /
fkst fild �fal/ noun a
data file in which each field consists of a
predefined and fixed number of characters
and in which spaces are used to pad out
each field to the correct length
fixed-frequency monitorfixed-frequency monitor /
fkst

frikwənsi �mɒntə/ noun a monitor that
can only accept one frequency and type of
video signal
fixed head diskfixed head disk /
fkst hed �dsk/,
fixed head disk drive /
fkst hed �dsk

drav/ noun a separate immovable
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read/write head over each disk track that
makes access time very short
fixed-length fieldfixed-length field /
fkst leŋθ �fild/
noun a field whose size cannot be changed
fixed-length recordfixed-length record /
fkst leŋθ
�rekɔd/ noun a record whose size cannot
be changed
fixed-length wordfixed-length word /
fkst leŋθ �w�d/
noun a preset number of bits that make up
a computer word
fixed-point arithmeticfixed-point arithmetic /
fkst pɔnt ə�

�rθmətk/ noun arithmetic rules and
methods using fixed-point notation
fixed-point notationfixed-point notation /
fkst pɔnt
nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a number representa-
tion that retains the position of the digits
and decimal points in the computer, so
limiting the maximum manageable num-
bers
fixed program computerfixed program computer /
fkst

prəυ�r�m kə-��pjutə/ noun a hard-
wired computer program that cannot be al-
tered and is run automatically
fixed routingfixed routing /
fkst �raυtŋ/ noun
communications direction routing that
does not consider traffic or efficient paths
fixed word lengthfixed word length /
fkst �w�d 
leŋθ/
noun a computer word size in bits that
cannot be changed
flagflag /fl��/ noun 1. a way of showing the
end of field or of indicating something
special in a database � If the result is zero,
the zero flag is set. 2. a method of report-
ing the status of a register after a mathe-
matical or logical operation � verb to at-
tract the attention of a program while it is
running to provide a result, report an ac-
tion or indicate something special (NOTE:
flagging – flagged)
flag bitflag bit /�fl�� bt/ noun a single bit of a
word used as a flag for certain operations
flag codeflag code /�fl�� kəυd/ noun a code se-
quence which informs the receiver that fol-
lowing characters represent control ac-
tions
flag eventflag event /fl�� ��vent/ noun a process
or condition that sets a flag
flaggingflagging /�fl��ŋ/ noun the process of
putting an indicator against an item so that
it can be found later
flag registerflag register /fl�� �red'stə/ noun a
register that contains the status and flag
bits of a CPU
flag sequenceflag sequence /fl�� �sikwəns/ noun
a sequence of codes sent on a packet
switching network as identification of the
start and finish of a frame of data

flameflame /flem/ verb send a rude or angry
Internet message to a user (NOTE: flames –
flaming – flamed)
flashflash /fl�ʃ/ verb to switch a light on and
off
flash A/Dflash A/D /
fl�ʃ e �di/ noun a parallel
high speed A/D converter
flashing characterflashing character /fl�ʃŋ �k�rktə/
noun a character intensity that is switched
on and off as an indicator
flash memoryflash memory /fl�ʃ �mem(ə)ri/ noun
nonvolatile memory similar to an EEP-
ROM device but operating with blocks of
data rather than single bytes (NOTE: Flash
memory is most often used as an alter-
native to a disk drive.)
flash ROMflash ROM /�fl�ʃ rɒm/ noun an elec-
tronic memory component that contains
data that can normally only be read, but
that does allow new data to be stored in the
memory using a special electrical signal
flat address spaceflat address space /
fl�t ə��dres

spes/ noun an area of memory in which
each location has a unique address
flatbedflatbed /�fl�t�
bed/ adjective referring to
a printing or scanning machine that holds
the paper or image on a flat surface while
processing � Scanners are either flatbed
models or platen type, paper-fed models.
flatbed plotterflatbed plotter /
fl�tbed �plɒtə/ noun
a movable pen that draws diagrams under
the control of a computer onto a flat piece
of paper
flatbed scannerflatbed scanner /
fl�tbed �sk�nə/
noun a device with a flat sheet of glass on
which artwork is placed and a scan head
that moves below the glass and converts
the image into a graphics file
flat fileflat file /�fl�t fal/ noun a two-dimen-
sional file of data items
flat file databaseflat file database /
fl�t fal
�detəbes/ noun a database program that
can only access data stored in one file at a
time, not allowing relational data
flat packflat pack /�fl�t p�k/ noun an integrated
circuit package whose leads extend hori-
zontally, allowing the device to be mount-
ed directly onto a PCB without the need
for holes
flat panelflat panel /
fl�t �p�n(ə)l/ noun a very
thin computer screen with a flat viewing
surface (NOTE: Flat panels use liquid-
crystal display technology and are com-
monly found in portable personal com-
puters.)
flat rateflat rate /fl�t �ret/ noun a set pricing
rate that covers all the uses of a facility
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flat screenflat screen /�fl�t skrin/ noun a display
monitor that has been manufactured with a
flat, square-edged front to the monitor
flexible arrayflexible array /
fleksəb(ə)l ə��re/ noun
an array whose size and limits can be al-
tered
flexible machining systemflexible machining system
/
fleksb(ə)l mə��ʃinŋ 
sstəm/ noun
full form of FMS 1
flexible manufacturing systemflexible manufacturing system
/
fleksb(ə)l 
m�njυ��f�ktʃərŋ 
sstəm/
noun full form of FMS 2
flickerflicker /�flkə/ noun a computer graphic
image whose brightness varies rapidly at a
visible rate because of a low image refresh
rate or signal corruption
flicker-freeflicker-free /�flkə fri/ adjective refer-
ring to a display that does not flicker

‘A CRT (cathode ray tube) monitor paints the screen
from top to bottom, and is usually considered ‘flicker
free’ if it refreshes the image 75 times a second, or
more’ [The Guardian]

flight simulatorflight simulator /�flat 
smjυletə/
noun a computer program which allows a
user to pilot a plane, showing a realistic
control panel and moving scenes, used ei-
ther as a training programme or a compu-
ter game
flip-flopflip-flop /flp flɒp/ noun an electronic
circuit or chip whose output can be one of
two states determined by one or two in-
puts, and which can be used to store one
bit of digital data. Abbr FF
flippyflippy /�flpi/ noun a disk that is double-
sided but for use in a single-sided drive, so
that it has to be turned over to read the oth-
er side (NOTE: The plural is flippies.)
floatfloat /fləυt/ noun the addition of the ori-
gin address to all indexed or relative ad-
dresses to check the amount of memory a
program will require
float factorfloat factor /fləυt �f�ktə/ noun a loca-
tion in memory at which the first instruc-
tion of a program is stored
floatingfloating /�fləυtŋ/ adjective referring to
a character which is separate from the
character it should be attached to
floating addressfloating address /
fləυtŋ ə��dres/
noun a location specified in relation to a
reference address
floating point arithmeticfloating point arithmetic /
fləυtŋ
pɔnt ə��rθmətk/ noun arithmetical op-
erations on floating point numbers � The
fixed number 56.47 in floating-point arith-
metic would be 0.5647 and a power of 2.
floating point notationfloating point notation /
fləυtŋ
pɔnt nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a numerical no-

tation in which a fractional number is rep-
resented with a point after the first digit
and a power, so that any number can be
stored in a standard form
floating point numberfloating point number /
fləυtŋ
pɔnt �n�mbə/ noun a number represent-
ed using floating point notation
floating point operationfloating point operation /
fləυtŋ
pɔnt 
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a mathematical
operation carried out on a floating point
number. Abbr FLOP
floating point processorfloating point processor /
fləυtŋ
pɔnt �prəυsesə/ noun same as floating
point unit
floating point routinefloating point routine /
fləυtŋ pɔnt
ru��tin/ plural noun a set of routines that
allow floating-point numbers to be han-
dled and processed
floating point unitfloating point unit /
fləυtŋ pɔnt
�junt/ noun a specialised CPU that can
process floating point numbers very rapid-
ly � The floating point unit speeds up the
processing of the graphics software. Abbr
FPU. Also called floating point proces-
sor
floating symbolic addressfloating symbolic address /
fləυtŋ
sm�
bɒlk ə��dres/ noun a symbol or label
that identifies a particular instruction or
word, regardless of its location
floating windowfloating window /
fləυtŋ �wndəυ/
noun a window that can be moved any-
where on screen
float relocatefloat relocate /fləυt 
riləυ��ket/ noun
the process of converting floating address-
es to absolute addresses
FLOPFLOP /flɒp/ abbr floating point opera-
tion
floppy diskfloppy disk /
flɒpi �dsk/, floppy
/�flɒpi/ noun a secondary storage device in
the form of a flat, circular flexible disk
onto which data can be stored in a magnet-
ic form. Abbr FD (NOTE: The plural of
floppy is floppies.)

COMMENT: Floppy disks are available in vari-
ous sizes: the commonest are 3.5 inch, 5.25
inch and 8 inch. The size refers to the diame-
ter of the disk inside the sleeve.

floppy disk controllerfloppy disk controller /
flɒpi �dsk
kən�
trəυlə/ noun full form of FDC
floppy disk drivefloppy disk drive /
flɒpi �dsk 
drav/
noun a disk drive for floppy disks. Abbr
FDD. Also called floppy disk unit
floppy disk sectorfloppy disk sector /
flɒpi �dsk

sektə/ noun the smallest area on a mag-
netic disk that can be individually ad-
dressed by a computer
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floppy disk unitfloppy disk unit /
flɒpi �dsk 
junt/
noun same as floppy disk drive
FLOPs per secondFLOPs per second /
flɒps p�
�sekənd/ noun a measure of computing
power as the number of floating point op-
erations that a computer can execute every
second
flowchartflowchart /�fləυtʃɑt/ noun a chart
which shows the arrangement of the steps
in a process or program � verb to describe
a process, its control and routes graphical-
ly. Also called flow diagram
flowchart stencilflowchart stencil /�fləυtʃɑt

stens(ə)l/ noun a plastic sheet with tem-
plate symbols cut out, to allow flowcharts
to be quickly and clearly drawn. Also
called flowchart template
flowchart symbolflowchart symbol /�fləυtʃɑt

smb(ə)l/ plural noun any one of the spe-
cial symbols used to represent devices, de-
cisions and operations in a flowchart
flowchart templateflowchart template /�fləυtʃɑt

templet/ noun same as flowchart sten-
cil
flow controlflow control /fləυ kən��trəυl/ noun
management of the flow of data into
queues and buffers, to prevent heavy traf-
fic
flow diagramflow diagram /�fləυ 
daə�r�m/ noun
same as flowchart
flow directionflow direction /fləυ da��rekʃən/ noun
the order in which events occur in a flow-
chart
flowlineflowline /�fləυlan/ noun a line connect-
ing flowchart symbols, showing the direc-
tion of flow within a flowchart
flow textflow text /
fləυ �tekst/ verb to insert text
into a page format in a DTP system (NOTE:
The text fills all the space around pic-
tures, and between set margins.)
flushflush /fl�ʃ/ verb to clear or erase all the
contents of a queue, buffer, file or section
of memory � adjective level or in line
with something
flush buffersflush buffers /fl�ʃ �b�fəz/ noun eras-
ure of any data remaining in a buffer, ready
for a new job or after a job has been abort-
ed
flutterflutter /�fl�tə/ noun the occurrence of
fluctuations of tape speed due to mechani-
cal or circuit problems, causing signal dis-
tortion � Wow and flutter and common
faults on cheap tape recorders.
flybackflyback /�flab�k/ noun an electron pic-
ture beam return from the end of a scan to
the beginning of the next. Also called line
flyback

flying headflying head /�flaŋ hed/ noun a hard
disk read/write head that is wing-shaped to
fly just above the surface of the spinning
disk
flying mouseflying mouse /
flaŋ �maυs/ noun a
computer mouse that can be lifted and
used as a pointer
FMFM /
ef �em/ verb a method of changing
the frequency of one signal according to
another. Full form frequency modula-
tion

COMMENT: FM is often used as a method of
representing data through changes in the fre-
quency of a signal (the carrier), and as a
method of carrying data over fibre-optic or tel-
ephone cables (e.g., many modem standards
use FM to transmit data).

FMSFMS /
ef em �es/ noun 1. CNC or control
of a machine by a computer. Full form
flexible machining system 2. the use of
CNC machines, robots and other automat-
ed devices in manufacturing. Full form
flexible manufacturing system
FM synthesiserFM synthesiser /
ef em �snθə�
sazə/
noun a device or other means for creating
sounds by combining base signals of dif-
ferent frequencies (NOTE: Sound cards
using an FM synthesiser create sounds
of a piano, drum or guitar by combining
different frequencies at different levels to
recreate the complex sound of a musical
instrument.)
focusfocus /�fəυkəs/ noun a particular win-
dow or field that is currently ready to ac-
cept a user’s command � In Windows, the
object that currently has the user’s focus
has a dotted line around it. � verb to ad-
just a monitor so that the image that is dis-
played on the screen is sharp and clear
focus windowfocus window /�fəυkəs 
wndəυ/
noun a window in a GUI that is currently
active and accepting user input or is being
controlled by a program and accepting
commands from the program
foggingfogging /�fɒ�ŋ/ noun a graphic effect
that is used to simulate atmospheric fog or
haze, used to make a three-dimensional
scene more realistic. Also called haze
folderfolder /�fəυldə/ noun a group of files
stored together under a name. � directory
foldingfolding /�fəυldŋ/ noun a hashing meth-
od for generating an address by splitting
the key into parts and adding them togeth-
er
fontfont /fɒnt/ noun a set of characters all of
the same style, size and typeface. Also
called fount
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‘Word Assistant is designed to help wordprocessing
users produce better- looking documents. It has style
templates and forms providing 25 TrueType fonts,
100 clip-art images and two font utility programs.’
[Computing]
‘…laser printers store fonts in several ways: as resi-
dent, cartridge and downloadable fonts’ [Desktop
Publishing Today]

font cardfont card /�fɒnt kɑd/ noun a ROM de-
vice that fits into a socket on a printer and
adds another resident font
font changefont change /�fɒnt tʃend'/ noun a
function on a computer to change the style
of characters used on a display screen
Font/DA MoverFont/DA Mover /
fɒnt 
di e �muvə/
noun (in an Apple Mac system) a former
system utility that allowed a user to add
fonts and DA files to the system environ-
ment
font diskfont disk /�fɒnt dsk/ noun a magnetic
disk that contains the data to drive a char-
acter generator to make up the various
fonts on a computer display
Fonts FolderFonts Folder /�fɒnts 
fəυldə/ noun a
Windows location for all the fonts that are
currently installed on your PC
foobarfoobar /�fubɑ/ noun a term used by
programmers to refer to whatever is being
discussed � If a programmer is explaining
how a graphic program works, he might
refer to an example graphic file that stores
the image as ‘foobar.gif’ – it does not real-
ly exist but is just an example.
footfoot /fυt/ noun the bottom part of some-
thing � He signed his name at the foot of
the letter.
footerfooter /�fυtə/, footing /�fυtŋ/ noun a
message at the bottom of all the pages in a
printed document, e.g. the page number
footnotefootnote /�fυt�
nəυt/ noun a note at the
bottom of a page, referring to the text
above it, usually using a superior number
as a reference
footprintfootprint /�fυt�
prnt/ noun 1. the area
covered by a transmitting device such as a
satellite or antenna 2. the area that a com-
puter takes up on a desk

‘…signals from satellites in orbit 36,000km above
the earth don’t care very much whether you are close
to an exchange or not….as long as you have a dish
within their footprint.’ [The Guardian]

forbidden characterforbidden character /fə��bd(ə)n
�k�rktə/, forbidden combination noun
a bit combination in a computer word that
is not allowed according to the rules de-
fined by the programmer or system de-
signer

forced page breakforced page break /
fɔst �ped'

brek/ noun an embedded code which in-
dicates a new page start
foregroundforeground /�fɔ�raυnd/ noun 1. the
front part of an illustration, as opposed to
the background 2. a high-priority task
done by a computer

‘This brighter – but still anti-glare – type of screen is
especially useful for people using colourful graphic
applications, where both the background and fore-
ground are visually important.’ [Computing]

foreground colourforeground colour /
fɔ�raυnd �k�lə/
noun the colour of characters and text dis-
played on a screen
foregroundingforegrounding /�fɔ�raυndŋ/ noun
the execution of high-priority jobs or pro-
grams in a multitasking operating system
foreground modeforeground mode /�fɔ�raυnd məυd/
plural noun in a computer system in which
two modes for program execution are pos-
sible, the mode that is for interactive user
programs. Compare background mode
foreground processing memoryforeground processing memory
/
fɔ�raυnd �prəυsesŋ 
mem(ə)ri/ noun
a region of a multitasking operating sys-
tem in which high-priority jobs or pro-
grams are executed
foreground programforeground program /
fɔ�raυnd
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a high-priority program
in a multitasking system, whose results are
usually visible to the user
forestforest /�fɒrst/ noun a number of inter-
connected data structure trees
forkfork /fɔk/ noun (in an Apple Mac) a
folder that contains system files and infor-
mation about a file or application
formform /fɔm/ noun 1. a preprinted docu-
ment with blank spaces where information
can be entered 2. a graphical display that
looks like an existing printed form and is
used to enter data into a database 3. a page
of computer stationery
formal methodsformal methods /�fɔm(ə)l 
meθədz/
plural noun methods developed from
mathematics and logic that are used when
giving the specifications of computer sys-
tems or evaluating them
formatformat /�fɔm�t/ noun 1. a specific
method of arranging text or data 2. the pre-
cise syntax of instructions and arguments
� verb to arrange text as it will appear in
printed form on paper � Style sheets are
used to format documents.

‘As an increasing amount of information within
businesses is generated in wordprocessed format,
text retrieval tools are becoming a highly attractive
pragmatic solution.’ [Computing]
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format modeformat mode /�fɔm�t məυd/ noun the
use of protected display fields on a screen
to show a blank form or page which cannot
be altered, but into which a user can enter
information
formatted dumpformatted dump /
fɔm�td �d�mp/
noun a batch of text or data printed in a
certain format
formatterformatter /�fɔm�tə/ noun a piece of
hardware or software that arranges text or
data according to certain rules
form factorform factor /fɔm �f�ktə/ noun the size
and shape of a device, especially a compu-
ter’s motherboard or other printed circuit
board (NOTE: For example, the mother-
board tends to be the size of the first IBM
desktop PC computer (full form factor) or
smaller.)
form feedform feed /�fɔm fid/ verb to the proc-
ess of advancing the paper in a printer to
the top of the next page or sheet. Abbr FF
(NOTE: If you are using a laser or inkjet
printer this has the effect of ejecting the
current piece of paper.)
form flashform flash /
fɔm �fl�ʃ/ noun a text
heading held in store and printed out at the
same time as the text
form handling equipmentform handling equipment /
fɔm
�h�ndlŋ �
kwpmənt/ noun peripherals,
e.g. a decollator,which deal with output
from a printer
form letterform letter /fɔm �letə/ noun a standard
letter into which personal details of each
addressee are inserted
form modeform mode /�fɔm məυd/ noun a dis-
play method on a data entry terminal in
which the form is displayed on the screen
and the operator enters relevant details
form overlayform overlay /fɔm 
əυvə��le/ noun a
heading or other matter held in store and
printed out at the same time as the text
form stopform stop /
fɔm �stɒp/ noun a sensor
on a printer which indicates when the pa-
per has run out
form typeform type /�fɔm tap/ noun a four-
character code that identifies the type of
data chunk within a RIFF file
formulaformula /�fɔmjυlə/ noun a set of math-
ematical rules applied to solve a problem
(NOTE: The plural is formulae.)
formula portabilityformula portability /
fɔmjυlə 
pɔtə�

�blti/ noun a feature in a spreadsheet
program to find a value in a single cell
from data in others, with the possibility of
using the same formula in other cells
formula translatorformula translator /�fɔmjələ tr�ns�


letə/ noun full form of FORTRAN

for-next loopfor-next loop /
fɔ �nekst 
lup/ noun a
loop or routine that is repeated until a con-
dition no longer occurs
FORTHFORTH /fɔθ/ noun a programming lan-
guage mainly used in control applications
FORTRANFORTRAN /�fɔtr�n/ noun a program-
ming language developed in the first place
for scientific use. Full form formula
translator
forumforum /�fɔrəm/ noun an Internet discus-
sion group for people who share a special
interest in something
forwardforward /�fɔwəd/ verb 1. to send an
email message that you have received on
to another user � I did not know the an-
swer to the question, so I have forwarded
your message to my colleague. 2. (of a
bridge in a network) to copy a packet of
data from one segment to another
forward error correctionforward error correction /
fɔwəd
�erə kə�
rekʃ(ə)n/ noun an error detection
and correction method that is applied to re-
ceived data to correct errors rather than re-
questing another transmission
forward modeforward mode /�fɔwəd məυd/ noun
positive displacement to an origin
forward pointerforward pointer /
fɔwəd �pɔntə/
noun a pointer that contains the address of
the next item in a linked list
for your informationfor your information /fə 
jɔ 
nfə�

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of FYI
FOSDICFOSDIC /
ef əυ es di a �si/ noun a
storage device for computer data using mi-
crofilm. Full form film optical scanning
device for input into computers
four-address instructionfour-address instruction /
fɔ ə�


dres n��str�kʃən/ noun a program in-
struction which contains four addresses
within its address field, usually the loca-
tion of the two operands, the result and the
location of the next instruction
fourccfourcc /
fɔ si �si/, four-character
code /
fɔ 
k�rktə �kəυd/ noun a meth-
od of identifying the type of data within a
RIFF file
4GL4GL abbr fourth-generation language
four-plus-one addressfour-plus-one address /�fɔ pl�s

w�n/ noun an instruction that contains
the locations of four registers and the loca-
tion of the next instruction
fourth generation computerfourth generation computer /
fɔθ

d'enəreʃ(ə)n kəm��pjutə/ noun a com-
puter using technology using LSI circuits,
developed around 1970 and still in current
use
fourth generation languagefourth generation language /
fɔθ

d'enəreʃ(ə)n �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a com-
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puter language that is user-friendly and
has been designed with the nonexpert in
mind. Abbr 4GL
fpsfps noun the number of individual frames
of a video sequence that can be displayed
each second to give the impression of
movement. Full form frames per sec-
ond. � MPEG

COMMENT: To give the impression of smooth,
continuous video (also called full-motion vid-
eo), a computer needs to display at least 25
separate frames each second. If the frames
are small, there is less data to update; howev-
er if the frame is large – e.g. a large window
display – then the computer has to update the
hundreds of thousands of pixels that make up
each image 25 times per second. To do this
needs a fast graphics adapter or special video
display hardware

FPUFPU abbr floating point unit
FQDNFQDN /
ef kju di �en/ noun a complete
domain name that can be used to identify a
server as well as the host;, e.g.
bloomsbury.com. Full form fully quali-
fied domain name
fractalfractal /�fr�kt(ə)l/ noun a geometric
shape that repeats itself within itself and
always appears the same, however much
you magnify the image
fractal compressionfractal compression /
fr�kt(ə)l kəm�

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun a technique used to com-
press images
fractal image formatfractal image format /
fr�kt(ə)l
�md' 
fɔm�t/ noun full form of FIF
fractionfraction /�fr�kʃən/ noun 1. a part of a
whole unit, expressed as one figure above
another, e.g. 1/4, 1/2, or a figure after a
decimal point. e.g. 25. 2. a mantissa of a
floating point number. Also called frac-
tional part
fractional partfractional part /�fr�kʃənəl pɑt/ noun
same as fraction 2
fractional servicesfractional services /
fr�kʃənəl
�s�vsz/ plural noun parts of a band-
width allocated to different signals or cus-
tomers � The commercial carrier will sell
you fractional services that provide
64Kbps data transmission.
fractional T-1fractional T-1 /�fr�kʃənəl ti/ noun a
method of dividing the capacity of a 1.544
Mbits/second T-1 communications line
into smaller 64 Kbits/second channels that
are more convenient and cheaper for a cus-
tomer to use
fragmentfragment /�fr��mənt/ noun a piece of
information that has had to be split up into
several smaller units of information before
being sent over the Internet. The receiver

will re-assemble these units into the cor-
rect order.
fragmentationfragmentation /
fr��mən��teʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. (in main memory) memory allo-
cation to a number of files, which has re-
sulted in many small, free sections or frag-
ments that are too small to be of any use,
but waste a lot of space 2. (on a disk drive)
a situation with files stored scattered
across non-contiguous sectors on a hard
disk

COMMENT: When a file is saved to disk, it is not
always saved in adjacent sectors. This will in-
crease the retrieval time. Defragmentation
moves files back into adjacent sectors so that
the read head does not have to move far
across the disk, so it increases performance.

frameframe /frem/ noun 1. a space on mag-
netic tape for one character code 2. a pack-
et of transmitted data including control
and route information 3. (in animation,
film or video) one single image within a se-
quence of different images that together
show movement or animation. Each frame
is normally slightly different from the pre-
vious one to give the impression of move-
ment. 4. (in an HTML webpage) a set of
commands that allow the main window of
a browser to be split into separate sections,
each of which can be scrolled independ-
ently. This allows lots of information to be
presented clearly. � HTML 5. (in commu-
nications) a standard unit of information
that contains a header with the destination
address and sender’s address followed by
the information and a trailer that contains
error detection information
frame-based animationframe-based animation % /frem
besd 
�n��meʃ(ə)n/ noun a series of
screens displayed in quick succession,
each one slightly different, that gives the
impression of movement
frame bufferframe buffer /frem �b�fə/ noun a sec-
tion of memory used to store an image be-
fore it is displayed on screen
frame errorframe error /frem �erə/ noun an error
due to a faulty bit within a frame on mag-
netic tape
frame grabberframe grabber /�frem 
�r�bə/ noun a
high speed digital sampling circuit that
stores a TV picture in memory so that it
can then be processed by a computer. Also
called grabber

‘…the frame grabber is distinguished by its ability to
acquire a TV image in a single frame interval’
[Electronics & Wireless World]

frame indexframe index /frem �ndeks/ noun a
counter used by the Microsoft Movie Play-
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er software that identifies the current
frame of the video
frame rateframe rate /�frem ret/ noun the speed
at which frames in a video sequence are
displayed; measured in frames displayed
per second (NOTE: PAL is 25fps, NTSC is
30 fps and film is 24 fps.)
frame relayframe relay /frem r��le/ noun a com-
munications protocol, similar to but more
efficient to X.25, that operates at OSI level
2.

COMMENT: The system is used in wide area
networks and is a subset of the HDLC (high
level data-link control) called LAP-D (link ac-
cess procedure-D) that allows data to be sent
in packets over a shared high-speed channel
such as a T-1 line.

frames per secondframes per second /
fremz pə
�sekənd/ noun full form of fps
frame windowframe window /frem �wndəυ/ noun
the set of controls, including the minimise
and maximise buttons, scroll bar and win-
dow title, and border that surround a win-
dow area
frameworkframework /�fremw�k/ noun the ba-
sic structure of a database, process or pro-
gram � The program framework was de-
signed first.
freefree /fri/ adjective available for use or
not currently being used; � verb to erase,
remove or back up programs or files to
provide space in memory
freedom of informationfreedom of information /
fridəm əv
nfə��meʃ(ə)n/ noun the opportunity and
ability to examine computer records, ei-
ther(referring to government activities or
about individuals)
free form databasefree form database /
fri fɔm
�detəbes/ noun a database that can store
any type of data and does not have a fixed
record structure
free running modefree running mode /
fri �r�nŋ

məυd/ noun an interactive computer
mode that allows more than one user to
have simultaneous use of a program
free WAISfree WAIS /
fri 
d�b(ə)l ju e a �es/
noun a non-commercial version of the
WAIS search index server
freewarefreeware /�friweə/ noun software that
is in the public domain and can be used by
anyone without having to pay
free wheelingfree wheeling /�fri wilŋ/ noun a
transmission protocol in which the compu-
ter transmitting receives no status signals
from the receiver
freezefreeze /friz/ verb same as hang. �
crash

freeze framefreeze frame /�friz frem/ verb a video
sequence stopped so that only one frame is
displayed
frequencyfrequency /�frikwənsi/ noun a number
of cycles or periods of a regular waveform
that are repeated per second (NOTE: The
plural is frequencies.)
frequency division multiplexingfrequency division multiplexing
/
frikwənsi d�
v'(ə)n �m�lt�
pleksŋ/
noun full form of FDM � Using FDM we
can transmit 100 telephone calls along
one main cable.
frequency modulationfrequency modulation /
frikwənsi
mɒdju��leʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of FM
frequently asked questionsfrequently asked questions
/
frikwənt(ə)li ɑskd �kwestʃənz/ plu-
ral noun common questions and their an-
swers relating to a particular subject that
are contained in a document. Abbr FAQ
friendly front endfriendly front end /
frendli 
fr�nt
�end/ noun the design of the display of a
program that is easy to use and understand
FROMFROM /�ef rɒm/ abbr fusible read only
memory
front endfront end /
fr�nt �end/ adjective the vis-
ible part of an application that is seen by a
user and is used to view and work with in-
formation � The program is very easy to
use thanks to the uncomplicated front-end.
front-end processorfront-end processor /
fr�nt end
�prəυsesə/ noun full form of FEP
front panelfront panel /fr�nt �p�n(ə)l/ noun main
computer system control switches and sta-
tus indicators
FTAMFTAM /
ef ti e �em/ noun an OSI stand-
ard method of transferring files between
different computer systems. Full form file
transfer, file access and management
FTPFTP /
ef ti �pi/ noun an TCP/IP stand-
ard for transferring files between comput-
ers; it is a file sharing protocol that oper-
ates at layers 5, 6 and 7 of an OSI model
network. Full form file transfer protocol
ftp mailftp mail /
ef ti �pi 
mel/ noun � bitFTP
full adderfull adder /
fυl ��də/ noun a binary ad-
dition circuit which can produce the sum
of two inputs, and can also accept a carry
input, producing a carry output if neces-
sary
full duplexfull duplex /
fυl �djupleks/ noun data
transmission down a channel in two direc-
tions simultaneously. Abbr fd, FD, fdx
full handshakingfull handshaking /
fυl �h�ndʃekŋ/
noun signals transmitted between two
communicating devices indicating states
and events such as ready to transmit, ready
to receive, received and transmitted
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full-motion video adapterfull-motion video adapter /
fυl

məυʃ(ə)n �vdiəυ ə�
d�ptə/ noun a com-
puter fitted with a digitising card that is
fast enough to capture and display moving
video images, at a rate of 25 or 30 frames
per second
full pathfull path /
fυl �pɑθ/ noun a description
of the position of a directory, in relation to
the root directory, in which a file is stored
full scene anti-aliasingfull scene anti-aliasing /
fυl sin

�nti �eliəsŋ/ noun a method of anti-
aliasing a complete frame of a video or an-
imation rather than just one object, which
requires powerful graphics hardware.
Abbr FSAA
full-screenfull-screen /fυl skrin/ adjective refer-
ring to a program display that uses all the
available screen, and is not displayed with-
in a window
full-size displayfull-size display /
fυl saz ds��ple/
noun a large screen VDU which can dis-
play a whole page of text
full subtractorfull subtractor /
fυl səb��tr�ktə/ noun
a binary subtractor circuit that can produce
the difference of two inputs and can also
accept a carry input, producing a carry out-
put if necessary
full-text searchfull-text search /
fυl tekst �s�tʃ/
noun a search for something carried out
through all the text in a file or database
rather than limited to an area or block
fully formed characterfully formed character /
fυli fɔmd
�k�rktə/ plural noun a character pro-
duced by a printer in a single action
fully-populatedfully-populated /
fυli �pɒpjυ�
letd/
adjective 1. referring to a computer with
all the options or memory fitted 2. refer-
ring to a printed circuit board that has
components in all free sockets
fully qualified domain namefully qualified domain name /
fυli

kwɒlfad dəυ��men 
nem/ noun full
form of FQDN
functionfunction /�f�ŋkʃən/ noun 1. a mathe-
matical formula in which a result is de-
pendent upon several other numbers 2. a
sequence of computer program instruc-
tions in a main program that perform a cer-
tain task 3. a special feature available on a
computer or word-processor � The word-
processor had a spelling-checker function
but no built-in text-editing function.
functional diagramfunctional diagram /
f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl
�daə�r�m/ noun a drawing of the inter-
nal workings and processes of a machine
or piece of software
functional specificationfunctional specification
/
f�ŋkʃ(ə)nəl 
spesf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun a

specification which defines the results
which a program is expected to produce
functional unitfunctional unit /
f�ŋkʃən(ə)l �junt/
noun a piece of hardware or software that
works as it should
function callfunction call /�f�ŋkʃən kɔl/ noun a
program instruction that moves execution
to a predefined function or named se-
quence of instructions
function codefunction code /�f�ŋkʃən kəυd/ noun a
printing code that controls an action rather
than representing a character
function digitfunction digit /�f�ŋkʃən 
dd't/ noun
a code used to instruct a computer as to
which function or branch in a program to
follow
function keyfunction key /�f�ŋkʃən ki/ noun one
of several special keys placed along the top
of a PC keyboard that have different uses
according to different applications

COMMENT: Function keys often form a sepa-
rate group of keys on the keyboard, and have
specific functions attached to them. They may
be labelled F1, F2 and so on. Most applica-
tions use the F1 key to display help informa-
tion and Alt-F4 to quit an application

function libraryfunction library /�f�ŋkʃən 
labrəri/
noun the collection of functions that can
be used by a program
function overloadingfunction overloading /�f�ŋkʃ(ə)n

əυvələυdŋ/ noun a programming sys-
tem in which several different functions
can have the same name, but are differen-
tiated because they operate on different
data types
function tablefunction table /�f�ŋkʃən 
teb(ə)l/
noun a list that gives the relationship be-
tween two sets of instructions or data
fusible linkfusible link /
fjuzb(ə)l �lŋk/ noun a
small link in a PLA that can be blown to
program the device permanently
fusible read only memoryfusible read only memory
/
fjuzb(ə)l rid 
əυnli �mem(ə)ri/ noun
PROM that is made up of a matrix of fusi-
ble links which are selectively blown to
program it. Abbr FROM
fuzzy logicfuzzy logic, fuzzy theory noun a type
of logic applied to computer program-
ming, which tries to replicate the reason-
ing methods of the human brain
FYIFYI /
ef wa �a/ noun a document file
that contains general background informa-
tion related to the Internet or the TCP/IP
protocols. Full form for your informa-
tion. � RFC (NOTE: Specific technical in-
formation is normally contained in RFC
documents.)
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G
GG abbr giga-

COMMENT: In computing G refers to 230, equal
to 1,073,741,824.

G.711G.711 /
d'i 
sev(ə)n ��lev(ə)n/ noun a
standard used in multimedia and telepho-
ny to define an audio signal with a 3.4 KHz
bandwidth transferred over a 64 Kbits/sec-
ond data channel
gaingain /�en/ noun 1. an increase or en-
largement 2. an amount by which a signal
amplitude is changed as it passes through
a circuit, usually given as a ratio of output
to input amplitude. Opposite attenuation
gallium arsenidegallium arsenide /
��liəm
�ɑs(ə)nad/ noun a semiconductor com-
pound, a material used for chip construc-
tion, that allows faster operation than sili-
con chips
game cartridgegame cartridge /��em 
kɑtrd'/
noun a ROM device that contains the pro-
gram code for a computer game, and
which is plugged into a game console
game consolegame console /��em 
kɒnsəυl/ noun
a dedicated computer that is used primari-
ly to play games, designed to connect to a
television set rather than a monitor and
usually controlled using a gamepad rather
than a keyboard and mouse. Also called
games console
gamepadgamepad /��emp�d/ noun a device
held in the hand to control a computer
game
game portgame port /��em pɔt/ noun a connec-
tion that allows a joystick to be plugged
into a computer
gaming geargaming gear /��emŋ �ə/ noun ac-
cessories for a computer that are designed
to increase the enjoyment of playing a
computer game, e.g. a joystick for action
games or a steering wheel and foot pedals
for a driving game
gangedganged /��ŋd/ adjective referring to
mechanically linked devices that are oper-
ated by a single action

ganged switchganged switch /
��ŋd �swtʃ/ noun a
series of switches that operate on different
parts of a circuit but which are all switched
by a single action � A ganged switch is
used to select which data bus a printer will
respond to.
gapgap /��p/ noun 1. a space between re-
corded data 2. a space between a read head
and the magnetic medium
gap charactergap character /��p �k�rktə/ noun an
extra character added to a group of charac-
ters for parity or another purpose, but not
as data or an instruction
gap digitgap digit /��p �dd't/ noun an extra
digit added to a group of data for parity or
another purpose, but not as data or an in-
struction
gap lossgap loss /
��p �lɒs/ noun a signal atten-
uation due to incorrect alignment of the
read/write head with the storage medium
garbagegarbage /��ɑbd'/ noun 1. a radio in-
terference from adjacent channels 2. data
or information that is no longer required
because it is out of date or contains errors
garbage collectiongarbage collection /��ɑbd' kə�


lekʃən/ noun the reorganisation and re-
moval of unwanted or out-of-date files and
records
garbage in garbage outgarbage in garbage out /
�ɑbd' n

�ɑbd' �aυt/ noun full form of GIGO
gas discharge displaygas discharge display, gas plasma
display noun a flat, lightweight display
screen that is made of two flat pieces of
glass covered with a grid of conductors,
separated by a thin layer of a gas which lu-
minesces when one point of the grid is se-
lected by two electric signals. Also called
plasma display

COMMENT: Mainly used in modern portable
computer displays, but the definition is not as
good as in cathode ray tube displays.

gategate /�et/ noun 1. a logical electronic
switch whose output depends on the states
of the inputs and the type of logical func-
tion implemented 2. a connection pin of a
FET device
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gate arraygate array /�et ə��re/ noun a number of
interconnected logic gates built into an in-
tegrated circuit to perform a complex
function
gate circuitgate circuit /�et �s�kt/ noun an elec-
tronic component that implements a logi-
cal function
gatedgated /
�et �di/ noun software that re-
directs network traffic, usually Internet
traffic, according to a set of rules, and can
also be used to limit access to a site or to
route traffic to another site. Full form gate
daemon. � routed
gate delaygate delay /�et d��le/ noun the time
taken for a gate to produce an output after
it has received inputs
gatewaygateway /��etwe/ noun 1. a device
that links two dissimilar networks � We
use a gateway to link the LAN to WAN. 2.
a software protocol translation device that
allows users working in one network to ac-
cess another 3. a piece of software that al-
lows email messages to be sent via a dif-
ferent route or to another network
gateway interfacegateway interface /��etwe

ntəfes/ noun � CGI
gateway pagegateway page /��etwe ped'/ noun
the first webpage that a visitor to a website
sees and the one that contains the key
words and phrases that enable a search en-
gine to find it
gathergather /���ðə/ verb to receive data from
various sources, either directly from a data
capture device or from a cartridge, and sort
and insert it in correct order into a database
gather writegather write /���ðə rat/ verb to write
a group of separate records as one block of
data
GbGb abbr gigabyte
GDIGDI abbr graphics device interface
gender changergender changer /�d'endə 
tʃend'ə/
noun a device for changing a female con-
nection to a male or vice versa (informal)
General MIDIGeneral MIDI /
d'en(ə)rəl �mdi/ noun
a set of standards for a synthesiser that set
out the first 128 different instrument
sounds in a synthesiser and the number
that refers to it. For example, 40 is always
a violin.
general packet radio servicegeneral packet radio service
/
d'en(ə)rəl 
p�kt �rediəυ 
s�vs/
noun full form of GPRS
general protection faultgeneral protection fault /
d'en(ə)rəl
prə��tekʃən 
fɔlt/ noun full form of GPF
general purpose computergeneral purpose computer
/
d'en(ə)rəl 
p�pəs kəm��pjutə/ noun a
computer whose processing power may be

applied to many different sorts of applica-
tions, depending on its hardware or soft-
ware instructions
general purpose interface adaptergeneral purpose interface adapter
/
d'en(ə)rəl 
p�pəs �ntəfes ə�
d�ptə/
noun an adapter usually used to interface a
processing unit to a IEEE-488 bus. Abbr
GPIA
general purpose interface busgeneral purpose interface bus
/
d'en(ə)rəl 
p�pəs �ntəfes 
b�s/ noun
full form of GPIB
general purpose programgeneral purpose program
/
d'en(ə)rəl 
p�pəs �prəυ�r�m/ noun a
program or device able to perform many
different jobs or applications
generategenerate /�d'enə�
ret/ verb to use soft-
ware or a device to produce codes or a pro-
gram automatically � to generate an im-
age from digitally recorded data
generated addressgenerated address /
d'enəretd ə�

�dres/ noun a location used by a program
that has been produced by instructions
within the program
generated errorgenerated error /
d'enəretd �erə/
noun an error occurring due to inaccura-
cies in data used, e.g. a sum total error due
to a series of numbers which are rounded
up
generationgeneration /
d'enə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the process of producing data or software
or programs using a computer � The com-
puter is used in the generation of graphic
images. 2. the state or age of the technolo-
gy used in the design of a system 3. the
distance between a file and the original
version, used when making backups � The
father file is a first generation backup.
generation lossgeneration loss /
d'enə��reʃ(ə)n lɒs/
noun degradation of signal quality with
each successive recording of a video or au-
dio signal
generatorgenerator /�d'enə�
retə/ noun a pro-
gram that generates new programs accord-
ing to rules or specifications set out by the
user
generator lockgenerator lock /�d'enə�
retə lɒk/
noun a device that synchronises the timing
signals of two video signals from different
sources so that they can be successfully
combined or mixed. Also called genlock
(NOTE: It is often used to synchronise the
output of a computer’s display adapter
with an external video source when using
the computer to create overlays or ti-
tling.)
genericgeneric /d'ə��nerk/ adjective that is
compatible with a whole family of hard-
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ware or software devices from one manu-
facturer
genlockgenlock /�d'enlɒk/ noun same as gen-
erator lock
geometrygeometry /d'i��ɒmətri/ noun the first of
the two stages used to create and display a
three-dimensional object. The second is
rendering.
geometry processinggeometry processing /d'i��ɒmətri

prəυsesŋ/ noun a process required to
calculate the x, y and z coordinates of a
three-dimensional object that is to be dis-
played on screen � Geometry processing
is usually carried out by the CPU or by a
specialised graphics processor.
geotargetinggeotargeting /
d'iəυ��tɑ�tŋ/ noun a
method of analysing what a visitor to your
website is viewing or doing and deducing
his or her location, then displaying custom
content or advertisements accordingly � If
a website visitor searches for the weather
in Seattle, the intelligent geotargeting soft-
ware displays banner advertisements from
taxi companies in Seattle.
getget /�et/ noun an instruction to obtain a
record from a file or database
GET methodGET method /��et 
meθəd/ noun (in
HTML for CGI access) a method of trans-
ferring information between a webpage,
which uses the HTML form GET com-
mand, and a server-based application
ghostghost /�əυst/ noun 1. a menu item dis-
played in grey and not currently available
2. an effect on a television image in which
a weaker copy of the picture is displayed
to one side of the main image, caused by
signal reflections
ghost cursorghost cursor /�əυst �k�sə/ noun a
second cursor which can be used in some
programs
GHzGHz abbr gigahertz
GIFGIF /�f/ a trade name for a graphics file
format of a file containing a bit-mapped
image. Full form graphics interface for-
mat
GIF fileGIF file /
d'i a �ef fal/ noun graphics
file format of a file containing a bit-
mapped image
giga-giga- /��ə/ prefix one thousand million.
Abbr G

COMMENT: In computing giga refers to 230,
which is equal to 1,073,741,824.

gigabitgigabit /���əbt/ noun a unit of capaci-
ty of a computer local area network, equal
to one megabyte of computer information
or 1,073,741,824 bits

gigabytegigabyte /���əbat/ noun 109 bytes.
Abbr Gb
gigaflopgigaflop /���əflɒp/ noun one thousand
million floating-point operations per sec-
ond
gigahertzgigahertz /���əh�ts/ noun a frequen-
cy of one thousand million cycles per sec-
ond. Abbr GHz
GIGOGIGO /��a�əυ/ noun the principle that
the accuracy and quality of information
that is output depends on the quality of the
input. Full form garbage in garbage out

COMMENT: GIGO is sometimes taken to mean
‘garbage in gospel out’: i.e. that whatever
wrong information is put into a computer, peo-
ple will always believe that the output results
are true.

gigsgigs /�i�z/ noun meaning one thousand
million; in computing G refers to 230 equal
to 1,073,741,824. Abbr G
GINOGINO /
d'i a en �əυ/ noun a graphical
control routine written in FORTRAN. Full
form graphical input output
GKSGKS /
d'i ke �es/ noun a standard for
software command and functions describ-
ing graphical input/output to provide the
same functions, etc. on any type of hard-
ware. Full form graphics kernel system
glareglare /�leə/ noun very bright light reflec-
tions, especially on a VDU screen � The
glare from the screen makes my eyes hurt.
glare filterglare filter /�leə �fltə/ noun a coated
glass or plastic sheet placed in front of a
screen to cut out bright light reflections
glitchglitch /�ltʃ/ noun anything which caus-
es the sudden unexpected failure of a com-
puter or equipment (informal)

‘The programmer was upgrading a verification sys-
tem at Visa’s UK data centre when his work trig-
gered a software glitch causing hundreds of valid
cards to be rejected for several hours.’ [Computing]

globalglobal /��ləυb(ə)l/ adjective covering
everything

‘In an attempt to bring order to an electronic Tower
of Babel, pharmaceutical giant Rhone-Poulenc has
assembled an X.400-based global messaging net-
work and a patchwork directory system that will be
used until a single email system is deployed world-
wide.’ [Computing]

global backupglobal backup /
�ləυb(ə)l �b�k�p/
noun 1. a backup of all data stored on all
nodes or workstations connected to a net-
work 2. a backup of all files on a hard disk
or file server
global exchangeglobal exchange /
�ləυb(ə)l ks�

�tʃend'/ noun a replace function which
replaces one piece of text, e.g. a word,
with another throughout a whole text
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global knowledgeglobal knowledge /
�ləυb(ə)l
�nɒld'/ noun all the knowledge about one
problem or task
global memoryglobal memory /
�ləυb(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/
noun memory available to all Windows
applications
global search and replaceglobal search and replace
/
�ləυb(ə)l 
s�tʃ ən r��ples/ noun a
word-processor search and replace func-
tion covering a complete file or document
global system for mobile communicationsglobal system for mobile commu-
nications /
�ləυb(ə)l 
sstəm fə

məυbal kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)nz/ noun full
form of GSM
global variableglobal variable /
�ləυb(ə)l
�veəriəb(ə)l/ noun a variable or number
that can be accessed by any routine or
structure in a program
glyphglyph /�lf/ noun the symbol, or the set
of symbols, that forms a single character in
a font
GNDGND /
d'i en �di/ abbr ground
goalgoal /�əυl/ noun the final state reached
when a task has been finished or has pro-
duced satisfactory results
go downgo down /
�əυ �daυn/ verb to break
down or stop working
gold contactgold contact /
�əυld �kɒnt�kt/ noun
an electrical contact, usually for low-level
signals, that is coated with gold to reduce
the electrical resistance
gold discgold disc /
�əυld �dsk/ noun the origi-
nal disc from which other copies of a CD-
ROM are made
GoogleGoogle /��u�(ə)l/ a trade name for a
popular search engine
GopherGopher /��əυfə/ noun an Internet sys-
tem that allows a user to find information
and files stored on the Internet using a se-
ries of commands
GOSIPGOSIP /��ɒsp/ noun a set of standards
defined by the US Government to ensure
that computers and communications sys-
tems can interact. Full form Government
Open Systems Interconnect Profile
gospelgospel /��ɒspəl/ noun � GIGO
GOSUBGOSUB /��əυs�b/ noun a programming
command which executes a routine then
returns to the following instruction
GOTOGOTO /��əυtu/ noun a programming
command which instructs a jump to anoth-
er point or routine in the program � GOTO
105 instructs a jump to line 105.

COMMENT: GOTO statements are frowned
upon by software experts since their use dis-
courages set, structured programming tech-
niques.

Gouraud shadingGouraud shading /��urəυ 
ʃedŋ/
noun shading within a three-dimensional
scene created by a mathematical equation
that is applied to each side of each object
and produces a gradual change in colour to
give the impression of light and shade
Government Open Systems Interconnect ProfileGovernment Open Systems Inter-
connect Profile /
��v(ə)nmənt

əυpən 
sstəm �ntəkənekt 
prəυfal/
noun full form of GOSIP
GPFGPF /
d'i pi �ef/ noun an error condi-
tion that occurs in Microsoft Windows and
causes an application to crash, usually
caused by insufficient memory, by using
an incompatible peripheral or device driv-
er or by an error in a software program.
Full form general protection fault
GPIBGPIB /
d'i pi a �bi/ noun a standard
for an interface bus between a computer
and laboratory equipment. Full form gen-
eral purpose interface bus
gprgpr /
d'i pi �ɑ/ noun a data register in a
computer processing unit that can store
items of a data for many different mathe-
matical or logical operations. Full form
general purpose register. Also called
general register
GPRSGPRS /
d'i pi ɑ �es/ noun a standard
system for wireless radio and mobile tele-
phone communications that is due to re-
place the existing GSM system. Full form
general packet radio service (NOTE:
GPRS supports high-speed data transfer
rates of up to 150 Kbps compared to the
GSM limit of 9.6 Kbps.)
grabbergrabber /��r�bə/ noun same as frame
grabber
graceful degradationgraceful degradation /
�resf(ə)l

de�rə��deʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of al-
lowing some parts of a system to continue
to function after a part has broken down
gradientgradient /��rediənt/ noun (in a graphic
image) a smooth change of colour from
one colour to another or from black to
white
grammargrammar /��r�mə/ noun a set of rules
for the correct use of a language
grammar checkergrammar checker /��r�mə 
tʃekə/
noun a software utility used to check a
document or letter to make sure it is gram-
matically correct
grammatical errorgrammatical error /�rə�
m�tk(ə)l
�erə/ noun an incorrect use of a computer
programming language syntax
grandfather cyclegrandfather cycle /��r�nfɑðə

sak(ə)l/ noun a period in which the
grandfather file is retrieved and updated to
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produce a new father file, the old father file
becoming the new grandfather file
grandfather filegrandfather file /��r�nfɑðə fal/
noun the third most recent version of a
backed up file, after father and son files
granularitygranularity /
�r�njυ��l�rti/ noun the
size of memory segments in a virtual
memory system
graphicgraphic /��r�fk/ adjective referring to
representation of information in the form
of pictures or plots instead of by text
graphical input outputgraphical input output /
�r�fkl

npυt �aυtpυt/ noun full form of GINO
graphical user interfacegraphical user interface /
�r�fkl
�juzə 
ntəfes/ noun full form of GUI
graphic datagraphic data /��r�fk 
detə/ noun
stored data that represents graphical infor-
mation when displayed on a screen
graphic displaygraphic display /��r�fk d�
ple/
noun a computer screen able to present
graphical information
graphic display resolutiongraphic display resolution /��r�fk
d�
sple 
rezəluʃ(ə)n/ noun the number
of pixels that a computer is able to display
on the screen
graphic languagegraphic language /��r�fk

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a computer program-
ming language with inbuilt commands that
are useful when displaying graphics
graphic objectgraphic object /
�r�fk �ɒbd'ekt/
noun a small graphic image imported from
another drawing application and placed on
a page (NOTE: in most DTP, paint or draw-
ing packages, the object can be moved,
sized and positioned independently from
the other elements on the page.)
graphicsgraphics /��r�fks/ noun pictures or
lines which can be drawn on paper or on a
screen to represent information � graphics
output such as bar charts, pie charts, line
drawings, etc.
graphics acceleratorgraphics accelerator /��r�fks ək�


seləretə/ noun a card that fits inside a
computer and uses a dedicated processor
chip to speed up the action of drawing
lines and images on the screen
graphics adaptergraphics adapter /��r�fks ə�
d�ptə/
noun an electronic device, usually on an
expansion card, in a computer that con-
verts software commands into electrical
signals that display graphics on a connect-
ed monitor � The new graphics adapter is
capable of displaying higher resolution
graphics.
graphics charactergraphics character /��r�fks

k�rktə/ noun a preprogrammed shape
that can be displayed on a non-graphical

screen instead of a character, used exten-
sively in videotext systems to display sim-
ple pictures
graphics coprocessorgraphics coprocessor /��r�fks
kəυ�
prəυsesə/ noun same as graphics
processor
graphics filegraphics file /��r�fks fal/ noun a bi-
nary file which contains data describing an
image � There are many standards for
graphics files including TIFF, IMG and
EPS.
graphics file formatgraphics file format /��r�fks fal

fɔm�t/ noun a method in which data de-
scribing an image is stored
graphics interface formatgraphics interface format /
�r�fks
�ntəfes 
fɔm�t/ noun full form of GIF
graphics kernel systemgraphics kernel system /
�r�fks
�k�n(ə)l 
sstəm/ noun full form of GKS
graphics librarygraphics library /��r�fks 
labr(ə)ri/
noun a number of routines stored in a li-
brary file that can be added to any user
program to simplify the task of writing
graphics programs
graphics light pengraphics light pen /
�r�fks �lat

pen/ noun a high-accuracy light pen used
for drawing onto a graphics display screen
graphics modegraphics mode /��r�fks məυd/ noun
a videotext terminal whose displayed
characters are taken from a range of graph-
ics characters instead of text
graphics overlay cardgraphics overlay card /
�r�fks
�əυvəle 
kɑd/ noun an expansion card
for a PC or Apple Mac that combines gen-
erated text or images with an external vid-
eo source
graphics padgraphics pad /��r�fks p�d/ noun
same as graphics tablet
graphics primitivegraphics primitive /
�r�fks
�prmtv/ noun a basic shape such as an
arc, line or filled square that is used to cre-
ate other shapes or objects
graphics printergraphics printer /��r�fks 
prntə/
noun a printer capable of printing bit-
mapped images
graphics processorgraphics processor /��r�fks

prəυsesə/ noun a secondary processor
used to speed up the display of graphics �
This graphics adapter has a graphics co-
processor fitted and is much faster. Also
called graphics coprocessor (NOTE: It
calculates the position of pixels that form
a line or shape and display graphic lines
or shapes.)
graphics softwaregraphics software /��r�fks

sɒftweə/ noun prewritten routines which
perform standard graphics commands
such as line drawing and plotting that can
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be called from within a program to simpli-
fy program writing
graphics tabletgraphics tablet /��r�fks 
t�blət/
noun a flat device which allows a user to
input graphical information into a compu-
ter by drawing on its surface � It is much
easier to draw accurately with a graphics
tablet than with a mouse. Also called
graphics pad
graphics terminalgraphics terminal /��r�fks

t�mn(ə)l/ noun a special terminal with
a high-resolution graphic display and
graphics tablet or other input device
graphics VDUgraphics VDU /
�r�fks 
vi di �ju/
noun a special VDU which can display
high-resolution or colour graphics as well
as text
graph plottergraph plotter /��rɑf 
plɒtə/ noun
same as x-y plotter
Gray codeGray code /��re kəυd/ noun a coding
system in which the binary representation
of decimal numbers changes by only one
bit at a time from one number to the next

COMMENT: It is used in communications sys-
tems to provide error detection facilities.

gray scalegray scale /��re skel/ noun US anoth-
er spelling of grey scale
greekedgreeked /�rikd/ adjective (in a DTP
program) referring to a font with a point
size too small to display accurately, shown
as a line rather than individual characters
Green BookGreen Book /�rin �bυk/ noun a formal
specification for CD-i standard published
by Philips
gremlingremlin /��remln/ noun an unexplained
fault in a system (informal)
grey scalegrey scale /��re skel/ noun the shades
which are produced from displaying what
should be colour information on a mono-
chrome monitor (NOTE: The US spelling is
gray scale.)
gridgrid /�rd/ noun a system of numbered
squares used to help when drawing
grid snapgrid snap /��rd sn�p/ noun (in a
graphics program) patterns or lines drawn
on screen limited to the points of a grid �
If you want to draw accurate lines, you’ll
find it easier with grid snap turned on.
groundground /�raυnd/ noun an electrical cir-
cuit connection to earth or to a point with
a zero voltage level. Abbr GND (NOTE:
ground is more common in US English;
the British English is earth)
groupgroup /�rup/ noun 1. a set of computer
records containing related information 2. a
six-character word used in telegraphic
communications 3. (in a GUI) a collection

of icons, of files or programs displayed to-
gether in a window � All the icons in this
group are to do with painting. 4. (in a net-
work) a collection of users conveniently
identified by one name � The group AC-
COUNTS contains all the users who work
in the accounts department. � verb to
bring several things together
Group 3Group 3 /
�rup �θri/ noun � fax group
group icongroup icon /�rup �akɒn/ noun (in a
GUI) an icon that represents a window
which contains a collection of icons of
files or programs
group markgroup mark /�rup mɑk/, group
marker noun a code used to identify the
start and end of a group of related records
or items of data
group pollgroup poll /��rup pəυl/ noun a poll of
a number of devices at once
groupwaregroupware /��rupweə/ noun software
specially written to be used by a group of
people connected to a network and help
them carry out a particular task (NOTE: It
provides useful functions such as a diary
or email that can be accessed by all us-
ers.)
GSMGSM /
d'i es �em/ noun a popular sys-
tem used for wireless cellular telephone
communications throughout Europe, Asia
and parts of North America. Full form glo-
bal system for mobile communica-
tions. � GPRS

COMMENT: The GSM system allows eight calls
to share the same radio frequency and carries
the digital data that represents voice signals
transmitted by each user’s telephone. The
main drawback of GSM is that it does not offer
very fast data transfer rates which has be-
come more important as users want to access
the Internet and read email via a mobile tele-
phone connection. GSM provides data trans-
fer at up to 9.6Kbps, but it is due to be re-
placed by the GPRS system that can support
high-speed data transfer at up to 150Kbps.

guard bandguard band /��ɑd b�nd/ noun a sec-
tion of magnetic tape between two chan-
nels recorded on the same tape
guard bitguard bit /��ɑd bt/ noun one bit within
a stored word that indicates to the compu-
ter whether it can be altered or if it is pro-
tected
GUIGUI /��ui/ noun an interface between an
operating system or program and the user
that uses graphics or icons to represent
functions or files and allow the software to
be controlled more easily. Full form
graphical user interface. Compare
command line interface

COMMENT: GUIs normally use a combination
of windows, icons and a mouse to control the
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operating system. In many GUIs, such as Mi-
crosoft Windows and the Apple Mac System,
you can control all the functions of the operat-
ing system just using the mouse. Icons repre-
sent programs and files; instead of entering
the file name, you select it by moving a pointer
with a mouse.

guide barguide bar /��ad bɑ/ noun a special line
in a bar code that shows either the start or
the finish of the code � The standard guide
bars are two thin lines that are a little
longer than the coding lines.

gulpgulp /��lp/ noun a group of words, usu-
ally two bytes. � byte, nybble
gungun /��n/ noun same as electron gun

COMMENT: Black and white monitors have a
single beam gun, while colour monitors con-
tain three, one for each primary colour (red,
green and blue) used.

guttergutter /���tə/ noun (in a DTP system) a
blank space or inner margin between two
facing pages

H
HH abbr hex
H.323H.323, H.324 noun standards that define
how a video conferencing call is set up and
managed over a communications link
hackhack /h�k/ verb 1. to experiment and ex-
plore computer software and hardware 2.
to break into a computer system for crimi-
nal purposes
hackerhacker /�h�kə/ noun a person who
hacks

‘The two were also charged with offences under the
Computer Misuse Act and found guilty of the very
actions upon which every hacker is intent.’ [Comput-
ing]

hairline rulehairline rule /�heə�
lan rul/ noun (in a
DTP system) a very thin line
half adderhalf adder /hɑf ��də/ noun a binary
addition circuit which can produce the
sum of two inputs and a carry output if
necessary, but will not accept a carry input
half cardhalf card /
hɑf �kɑd/ noun an expan-
sion card that is half full length
half duplexhalf duplex /hɑf �djupleks/ noun full
form of HD
half-duplex modemhalf-duplex modem /
hɑf 
djupleks
�məυdem/ noun a modem which works in
one mode at a time, either transmitting or
receiving � Some modems can operate in
half-duplex mode if required.
half-height drivehalf-height drive /
hɑf hat �drav/
noun a disk drive whose front is half the
height of a standard drive. Half-height

drives, usually 5.25 inches, are now the
norm on PCs.
half-intensityhalf-intensity /hɑf n��tensti/ adjec-
tive referring to a character or graphics
display at half the usual display brightness
halftonehalftone /
hɑf��təυn/ noun a photo-
graph or image that originally had contin-
uous tones, displayed or printed by a com-
puter using groups of dots to represent the
tones
half wordhalf word /
hɑf �w�d/ noun a sequence
of bits occupying half a standard computer
word, but which can be accessed as a sin-
gle unit
hall effecthall effect /hɔl ��fekt/ noun a descrip-
tion of the effect of a magnetic field on
electron flow
hall effect switchhall effect switch /
hɔl �
fekt �swtʃ/
noun a solid state electronic switch operat-
ed by a magnetic field
halthalt /hɔlt/ noun a computer instruction
to stop a CPU carrying out any further in-
structions until restarted, or until the pro-
gram is restarted, usually by external
means, e.g. a reset button
halt conditionhalt condition /hɔlt kən��dʃ(ə)n/
noun the operating state reached when a
CPU comes across a fault or faulty instruc-
tion or halt instruction in the program that
is being run
halt instructionhalt instruction /hɔlt n��str�kʃən/
noun a program instruction that causes a
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CPU to halt, suspending operations, usual-
ly until it is reset
Hamming codeHamming code /�h�mŋ kəυd/ noun a
coding system that uses check bits and
checksums to detect and correct errors in
transmitted data, mainly used in teletext
systems
Hamming distanceHamming distance /�h�mŋ

dstəns/ noun the number of digits that
are different in two equal length words
hand-held computerhand-held computer /
h�nd held
kəm��pjutə/, hand-held programmable
/
h�nd held �prəυ�r�məb(ə)l/ noun a
very small computer which can be held in
the hand, useful for basic information in-
put, when a terminal is not available
hand-held scannerhand-held scanner /
h�nd held
�sk�nə/ noun a device that is held in your
hand and contains a row of photo-electric
cells which, when moved over an image,
convert it into data which can be manipu-
lated by a computer
H & JH & J /
etʃ ənd �d'e/ noun the process
of justifying lines to a set width, splitting
the long words correctly at the end of each
line. Full form hyphenation and justifi-
cation
handlehandle /�h�nd(ə)l/ noun 1. (in program-
ming) number used to identify an active
file within the program that is accessing
the file 2. (in a GUI) a small square dis-
played that can be dragged to change the
shape of a window or graphical object �
To stretch the box in the DTP program, se-
lect it once to display the handles then
drag one handle to change its shape.
handlerhandler /�h�ndlə/ noun a part of an op-
erating system software or a special soft-
ware routine which controls a device or
function � The scanner handler routines
are supplied on disk. � driver
handshakehandshake /�h�n(d)�
ʃek/, hand-
shaking noun a set of standardised sig-
nals between two devices to make sure that
the system is working correctly, the equip-
ment is compatible and data transfer is
correct (NOTE: Signals would include
ready to receive, ready to transmit and
data OK.)
handshake I/O controlhandshake I/O control /
h�n(d)ʃek
a �əυ kən�
trəυl/ noun the use of hand-
shake signals meaning ready-to-send and
ready-to-receive, that allow a computer to
communicate with a slower peripheral
hands offhands off /
h�ndz �ɒf/ noun referring
to a working system in which the operator

does not control the operation, which is
automatic
hands onhands on /
h�ndz �ɒn/ adjective refer-
ring to a working system in which the op-
erator controls the operations by keying
instructions on the keyboard � The sales
representatives have received hands-on
experience of the new computer.
handwriting recognitionhandwriting recognition
/�h�ndratŋ 
rekə�nʃ(ə)n/ noun soft-
ware that is capable of recognising hand-
written text and converting it into ASCII
characters � The new PDA has excellent
handwriting recognition.
hanghang /h�ŋ/ verb to enter an endless loop
and not respond to further instruction
(NOTE: hung)
hangoverhangover /�h�ŋəυvə/ noun a sudden
tone change on a document that is trans-
mitted over a fax machine as a gradual
change, caused by equipment faults
hanguphangup /�h�ŋ�p/ noun a sudden stop of
a working program, often caused by the
CPU executing an illegal instruction or en-
tering an endless loop
hardhard /hɑd/ adjective referring to parts of
a computer system that cannot be pro-
grammed or altered
hard cardhard card /
hɑd �kɑd/ noun a board
containing a hard disk drive and the re-
quired interfacing electronics, which can
be slotted into a system’s expansion con-
nector
hard copyhard copy /hɑd �kɒpi/ noun a printed
document or copy of information con-
tained in a computer or system, in a form
that is readable. Also called soft copy
hard copy interfacehard copy interface /
hɑd �kɒpi

ntəfes/ noun a serial or parallel inter-
face used to transmit data between a com-
puter and a printer
hard diskhard disk /hɑd �dsk/ noun a rigid
magnetic disk that is able to store many
times more data than a floppy disk, and
usually cannot be removed from the disk
drive
hard disk drivehard disk drive /
hɑd �dsk 
drav/
noun a unit used to store and retrieve data
from a spinning hard disk on the com-
mands of a computer. Abbr HDD. Also
called hard drive
hard drivehard drive /�hɑd drav/ noun same as
hard disk drive
hard errorhard error /hɑd �erə/ noun an error
which is permanent in a system
hard failurehard failure /hɑd �feljə/ noun a fault
in hardware that must be mended before a
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device will function correctly � The hard
failure was due to a burnt-out chip.
hard resethard reset /hɑd 
ri��set/ noun a switch
that generates an electrical signal to reset
the CPU and all devices, equivalent to
turning a computer off and back on again
hard returnhard return /hɑd r��t�n/ noun a code
in a word-processing document that indi-
cates the end of a paragraph or its charac-
teristics
hardwarehardware /�hɑd�
weə/ noun the physi-
cal units, components, integrated circuits,
disks and mechanisms that make up a
computer or its peripherals

‘Seuqent’s Platform division will focus on hardware
and software manufacture, procurement and market-
ing, with the Enterprise division concentrating on
services and client-server implementation.’ [Com-
puting]

hardware compatibilityhardware compatibility /
hɑdweə
kəm�
p�tə��blti/ noun architecture of
two different computers that allows one to
run the programs of the other without
changing any device drivers or memory lo-
cations, or the ability of one to use the add-
on boards of the other
hardware configurationhardware configuration /
hɑdweə
kən�
f�jə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a way in which
the hardware of a computer system is con-
nected together
hardware dependenthardware dependent /
hɑdweə d�

�pendənt/ adjective which will only work
with a particular model or brand of hard-
ware � The communications software is
hardware dependent and will only work
with Hayes-compatible modems.
hardware failurehardware failure /�hɑdweə 
feljə/
noun a fault with a hardware device or
hardware that has stopped working proper-
ly
hardware graphics cursorhardware graphics cursor
/
hɑdweə ��r�fks 
k�sə/ noun an elec-
tronic component that is used to calculate
the position on screen of a pointer, accord-
ing to the movement of a mouse, and dis-
play the pointer
hardware interrupthardware interrupt /�hɑdweə

ntər�pt/ noun an interrupt signal gener-
ated by a piece of hardware rather than by
software
hardware platformhardware platform /�hɑdweə

pl�tfɔm/ noun the standard of a partic-
ular computer such as IBM PC or Apple
Mac
hardware reliabilityhardware reliability /
hɑdweə r�
laə�

�blti/ noun the ability of a piece of hard-

ware to function normally over a period of
time
hardware resethardware reset /
hɑdweə �riset/
noun a switch that generates an electrical
signal to reset the CPU and all devices,
equivalent to turning a computer off and
back on again
hardware securityhardware security /
hɑdweə s�

�kjυərti/ noun the use of hardware such
as keys or cards to make a system secure
hardwired connectionhardwired connection /
hɑdwaəd
kə��nekʃ(ə)n/ noun a permanent phone
line connection, rather than a plug and
socket
hardwired logichardwired logic /
hɑdwaəd �lɒd'k/
noun a logical function or software pro-
gram built using electronic hardware, us-
ing electronic devices such as logic com-
ponents, rather than written in software
hardwired programhardwired program /
hɑdwaəd
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a computer program
built into the hardware, and unable to be
changed
harmonicsharmonics /hɑ��mɒnks/ noun the inte-
ger multiple of a given sound frequency
hartleyhartley /�hɑtli/ noun a unit of informa-
tion equal to 3.32 bits, or the probability of
one state out of ten equally probable states
hashhash /h�ʃ/ noun same as hashmark �
verb to produce a unique number derived
from the entry itself, for each entry in a da-
tabase
hash codehash code /
h�ʃ �kəυd/ noun a coding
system derived from the ASCII codes, in
which the code numbers for the first three
letters are added up, giving a new number
used as a hash code
hash-code systemhash-code system /�h�ʃ kəυd

sstəm/ noun a coding system using hash
codes
hash indexhash index /h�ʃ �ndeks/ noun a list of
entries according to their hashed numbers
hashing functionhashing function /h�ʃŋ �f�ŋkʃən/
noun an algorithm used to produce a hash
code for an entry and ensure that it is dif-
ferent from every other entry
hashmarkhashmark /�h�ʃmɑk/, hash mark
/�h�ʃ mɑk/ noun a printed sign ( # ) used
as a hard copy marker or as an indicator.
Also called hash

COMMENT: The US term is pound sign. In US
usage # means number; #32 = number 32
(e.g. apartment number in a postal address,
paragraph number in a text).

hash tablehash table /h�ʃ �teb(ə)l/ noun a list of
all entries in a file with their hashed key
address
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hash totalhash total /h�ʃ �təυt(ə)l/ noun a total
of a number of hashed entries, used for er-
ror detection
hash valuehash value /h�ʃ �v�lju/ noun a
number arrived at after a key is hashed
Hayes AT command setHayes AT command set /
hez e ti
kə��mɑnd set/ noun a set of commands to
control a modem prefixed with the letters
AT
Hayes-compatibleHayes-compatible /
hez kəm�

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a mo-
dem that is compatible with the Hayes AT
command set
Hayes CorporationHayes Corporation /�hez

kɔpəreʃ(ə)n/ a modem manufacturer
that developed standard control language
for modems
hazardhazard /�h�zəd/ noun a fault in hard-
ware due to incorrect signal timing
hazard-free implementationhazard-free implementation
/
h�zəd fri 
mplmen��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a
logical function design that has taken into
account any hazards that could occur, and
solved them
hazehaze /hez/ noun same as fogging
HCIHCI abbr host controller interface
HDHD /
etʃ �di/ noun data transmission in
one direction only, over a bidirectional
channel. Full form half duplex
HDDHDD abbr hard disk drive
HDLCHDLC abbr high-level data link control
HDTVHDTV abbr high definition television
HDXHDX abbr half duplex
headhead /hed/ noun 1. data that indicates the
start address of a list of items stored in
memory 2. a top edge of a book or of a
page 3. the start of a reel of recording tape
4. the top part of a device, network or body
� verb to be the first item of data in a list
� The queue was headed by my file.
head alignmenthead alignment /hed ə��lanmənt/
noun 1. the correct position of a tape or
disk head in relation to the magnetic sur-
face, to give the best performance and cor-
rect track location 2. the location of the
read head in the same position as the write
head was, in relation to the magnetic me-
dium
head cleaning diskhead cleaning disk /�hed 
klinŋ
dsk/ noun a special disk which is used to
clean the disk read/write heads
head crashhead crash /�hed kr�ʃ/ noun a compo-
nent failure in a disk drive, in which the
head is allowed to hit the surface of the
spinning disk, causing disk surface dam-
age and data corruption

head demagnetiserhead demagnetiser /�hed di�


m��nətazə/ noun a device used to re-
move any stray magnetic effects that might
have built up on the tape head
head endhead end /�hed end/ noun interconnec-
tion equipment between an antenna and a
cable television network
headerheader /�hedə/ noun 1. (in a local area
network) a packet of data that is sent be-
fore a transmission to provide information
on destination and routing 2. information
at the beginning of a list of data relating to
the rest of the data 3. a section of words at
the top of a page of a document, giving e.g.
the title, author’s name or page number.
Also called heading. � footer
header blockheader block /�hedə blɒk/ noun a
block of data at the beginning of a file con-
taining data about file characteristics
header cardheader card /�hedə kɑd/ noun a
punched card containing information
about the rest of the cards in the set
header labelheader label /�hedə 
leb(ə)l/ noun a
section of data at the beginning of a mag-
netic tape, that contains identification, for-
mat and control information
head gaphead gap /�hed ��p/ noun same as air
gap
headingheading /�hedŋ/ noun 1. the title or
name of a document or file 2. a header or
section of words at the top of each page of
a document. Also called headline
headlifeheadlife /�hedlaf/ noun the length of
time that a video or tape head can work be-
fore being serviced or replaced
headlineheadline /�hedlan/ noun same as head-
ing
head of formhead of form /
hed əv �fɔm/ noun the
first line on a form or sheet of paper that
can be printed on
head parkhead park /�hed pɑk/ noun the process
of moving the read/write head in a hard
disk drive to a safe position, not over the
disk, so that if the unit is knocked or jarred
the head will not damage the disk surface
head positioninghead positioning /hed pə��zʃ(ə)nŋ/
noun the process of moving the read/write
head to the correct track on a disk
head wheelhead wheel /�hed wil/ noun a wheel
that keeps video tape in contact with the
head
heapheap /hip/ noun 1. a temporary data
storage area that allows random access.
Compare stack 2. a binary tree
heat-sensitive paperheat-sensitive paper /
hit 
senstv
�pepə/ noun � electrostatic printer
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heat-sinkheat-sink /hit sŋk/ noun a metal de-
vice used to conduct heat away from an
electronic component to prevent damage
helical scanhelical scan /
helk(ə)l �sk�n/ noun a
method of storing data on magnetic tape in
which the write head stores data in diago-
nal strips rather than parallel with the tape
edge so using the tape area more efficient-
ly and allowing more data to be recorded.
It is used most often in video tape record-
ers.
helphelp /help/ noun a function in a program
or system that provides useful information
about the program in use � Hit the HELP
key if you want information about what to
do next.

COMMENT: Most software applications for IBM
PCs have standardised the use of the F1
function key to display help text explaining
how something can be done.

help deskhelp desk /�help desk/ noun a service
that provides technical help and support
for people using a computer package or
network
helper applicationhelper application /�helpə

�plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun software which
works with a web browser to increase the
functionality of the browser � To view
Adobe Acrobat pages in your web browser
you will need to get the Adobe helper ap-
plication.
help keyhelp key /�help ki/ noun a key that dis-
plays help information, on an Apple Mac a
special key, on an IBM PC the F1 function
key
help screenhelp screen /�help skrin/ noun a dis-
play of information about a program or
function
hertzhertz /h�ts/ noun an SI unit of frequen-
cy, defined as the number of cycles per
second of time. Abbr Hz

COMMENT: Hertz rate is the frequency at which
mains electricity is supplied to the consumer.
The hertz rate in the USA and Canada is 60;
in Europe it is 50.

heterogeneous multiplexingheterogeneous multiplexing
/
hetərəυd'iniəs �m�lt�
pleksŋ/ noun
a communications multiplexing system
that can deal with channels with different
transmission rates and protocols
heterogeneous networkheterogeneous network
/
hetərəυd'iniəs �netw�k/ noun a
computer network joining computers of
many different types and makes
heuristicheuristic /hjυə��rstk/ adjective which
learns from past experiences � A heuristic
program learns from its previous actions
and decisions.

Hewlett PackardHewlett Packard /
hewlət �p�kɑd/
manufacturer of computers, test equip-
ment and printers. Abbr HP
Hewlett Packard Graphics LanguageHewlett Packard Graphics Lan-
guage /
hewlət 
p�kɑd ��r�fks

l�ŋ�wd'/ a standard set of commands
used to describe graphics. Abbr HPGL
Hewlett Packard Interface BusHewlett Packard Interface Bus
/
hewlət 
p�kɑd �ntəfes b�s/ a stand-
ard method of interfacing peripheral de-
vices or test equipment and computers.
Abbr HPIB
Hewlett Packard LaserJetHewlett Packard LaserJet /
hewlət

p�kɑd �lezəd'et/ a trade name for a la-
ser printer manufactured by Hewlett Pack-
ard that uses its PCL language to describe
a page. Also called LaserJet
Hewlett Packard Printer Control LanguageHewlett Packard Printer Control
Language /
hewlət 
p�kɑd 
prntə
kən��trəυl 
l�ŋ�wd'/ a standard set of
commands developed by Hewlett Packard
to allow a software application to control a
laser printer’s functions. Abbr HP-PCL
hexhex /heksə�
desm(ə)l nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/,
hexadecimal notation noun a number
system using base 16 and the digits 0–9
and A-F. Abbr H
hex dumphex dump /�heks d�mp/ noun the dis-
play of a section of memory in hexadeci-
mal form
hex keypadhex keypad /heks �ki�
p�d/ noun a
keypad with 16 keys, 0–9 and A-F, for all
the hexadecimal digits
HFSHFS /
etʃ ef �es/ noun (in an Apple Mac
system) a method used to store and organ-
ise files on a disk. Full form hierarchical
filing system
hidden fileshidden files /�hd(ə)n falz/ plural
noun important system files which are not
displayed in a directory listing and cannot
normally be read by a user � It allows us-
ers to backup or restore hidden files inde-
pendently.
hidden line algorithmhidden line algorithm /
hd(ə)n lan
��l�ərð(ə)m/ noun a mathematical for-
mula that removes hidden lines from a
two-dimensional computer image of a 3-D
object
hidden line removalhidden line removal /
hd(ə)n �lan r�


muvəl/ noun the erasure of lines which
should not be visible when looking at a
two-dimensional image of a three-dimen-
sional object
hidden lineshidden lines /�hd(ə)n lanz/ plural
noun lines which make up a three-dimen-
sional object, but are obscured when dis-
played as a two-dimensional image
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hierarchicalhierarchical /haə��rɑkk(ə)l/ adjective
referring to a way of organising data or ob-
jects or structures with the most important
or highest priority item at the top, then
working down a tree structure
hierarchical communications systemhierarchical communications sys-
tem /
haərɑkk(ə)l kə�
mjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz 
sstəm/ noun a network in
which each branch has a number of sepa-
rate minor branches dividing from it
hierarchical computer networkhierarchical computer network
/
haərɑkk(ə)l kəm��pjutə 
netw�k/
noun a method of allocating control and
processing functions in a network to the
computers which are most suited to the
task
hierarchical databasehierarchical database
/
haərɑkk(ə)l �detəbes/ noun a data-
base in which records can be related to
each other in a defined structure
hierarchical directoryhierarchical directory
/
haərɑkk(ə)l da��rekt(ə)ri/ noun a di-
rectory listing of files on a disk, showing
the main directory and its files, branches
and any sub-directories
hierarchical filing systemhierarchical filing system
/
haərɑkk(ə)l �falŋ 
sstəm/ noun
full form of HFS
hierarchical routinghierarchical routing /
haərɑkk(ə)l
�rutŋ/ noun a method of directing net-
work traffic over a complex network by
breaking down the structure of the net-
work into separate levels, each level being
responsible for directing traffic within its
area � The Internet has a three-level hier-
archical routing system in which the back-
bones can direct traffic from one Mid-level
to another, the mid-levels can direct traffic
from one server site to another and each
server site can direct traffic internally.
hierarchical vector quantisationhierarchical vector quantisation
/
haərɑkk(ə)l �vektə

kwɒntazeʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of
HVQ
hierarchyhierarchy /�haərɑki/ noun a way in
which objects or data or structures are or-
ganised, usually with the most important
or highest priority or most general item at
the top, then working down a tree structure
high definition televisionhigh definition television /
ha

defnʃ(ə)n �tel�
v'(ə)n/ noun a broad-
cast television standard that displays imag-
es at a different aspect ratio and with much
better definition than existing television
sets. Abbr HDTV (NOTE: There are six
standards: all display 16:9 aspect ratio
images, three support a resolution of

1920x1080 pixels, three support
1280x720.)
high density storagehigh density storage /
ha 
dens
�stɔrd'ti/ noun a very large number of
bits stored per area of storage medium
high-endhigh-end /�ha end/ adjective referring
to expensive or high-performance devices
high fidelityhigh fidelity /ha f��deləti/ noun very
good quality sound, usually stereo sound
recorded in 16 bits at a sample rate of 44.1
KHz
high-level data link controlhigh-level data link control /ha

lev(ə)l 
detə lŋk kən��trəυl/ noun an
ISO standard that provides a link-layer
protocol and defines how data is formatted
before being transmitted over a synchro-
nous network. Abbr HLDLC
high-level data link control stationhigh-level data link control station
/
ha 
lev(ə)l 
detə lŋk kən��trəυl

steʃ(ə)n/ noun equipment and programs
which correctly receive and transmit
standard HLDLC data frames
high-level languagehigh-level language /ha �lev(ə)l/,
high-level programming language
noun a computer programming language
which is easy to learn and allows the user
to write programs using words and com-
mands that are easy to understand and look
like English words. Abbr HLL (NOTE: The
program is then translated into machine
code, with one HLL instruction often rep-
resenting more than one machine code
instruction.)
highlighthighlight /�halat/ noun a character or
set of symbols treated so as to stand out
from the rest of the text, often by using
bold type � verb to make part of the text
stand out from the rest � The headings are
highlighted in bold.
highlight barhighlight bar /�ha�
lat bɑ/ noun (in a
display) a line that can be moved up and
down by a user that indicates which option
is selected from a menu or list of options �
Move the highlight bar down to the third
menu option and press Return.
high memoryhigh memory /ha �mem(ə)ri/ noun (in
an IBM PC) a memory area between 640
Kb and 1 Mb
high memory areahigh memory area /
ha �mem(ə)ri

eəriə/ noun (in an IBM PC) the first 64
Kb of extended memory above 1 Mb that
can be used by MS-DOS programs. Abbr
HMA
high orderhigh order /ha �ɔdə/ noun a digit with
the greatest weighting within a number
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high performance filing systemhigh performance filing system
/
ha pə�
fɔməns �falŋ 
sstəm/ noun
full form of HPFS
high priority programhigh priority program /
ha pra�


ɒrti �prəυ�r�m/ noun a program that is
important or urgent and is processed be-
fore others
high-resolutionhigh-resolution /ha 
rezə��luʃ(ə)n/,
high-res noun the ability to display or de-
tect a very large number of pixels per unit
area. Also called hi-res
high resolution graphicshigh resolution graphics /
ha

rezəluʃ(ə)n ��r�fks/ noun full form of
HRG
High SierraHigh Sierra /
ha si��erə/ noun an early
CD-ROM standard that then became the
ISO 9660 standard (NOTE: It was named
after an area near Lake Tahoe, USA.)
high-spechigh-spec /ha spek/ plural noun hav-
ing a high specification � High-spec ca-
bling needs to be very carefully handled.
high specificationhigh specification /ha 
spesf�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a high degree of accuracy
or a large number of features
high-speedhigh-speed /�ha spid/ adjective
which operates faster than normal data
transmission or processing
high-speed carryhigh-speed carry /
ha spid �k�ri/
noun a single operation in which a carry
into an adder results in a carry out
high-speed serial interfacehigh-speed serial interface /ha
spid 
səriəl �ntəfes/ noun full form of
HSSI
high-speed skiphigh-speed skip /
ha spid �skp/
noun a rapid movement of paper in a print-
er, ignoring the normal line advance
high-techhigh-tech /ha �tek/ adjective techno-
logically advanced
highwayhighway /�hawe/ noun same as bus
hill climbinghill climbing /hl �klamŋ/ noun a
method of achieving a goal in an IKBS
hi-reshi-res /ha rez/ noun same as high-res-
olution
histogramhistogram /�hstə�r�m/ noun a graph
on which values are represented as vertical
or horizontal bars
historyhistory /�hst(ə)ri/ noun a feature of
some applications that keeps a log of the
actions a user has carried out, the places
within a hypertext document visited or the
sites on the Internet explored
hithit /ht/ noun a successful match or
search of a database � There was a hit af-
ter just a few seconds. � hit on the line a
short period of noise on a communications
line, causing data corruption � verb to

press a key � To save the text, hit ESCAPE
S. (NOTE: hitting – hit)
hit pointhit point /�ht pɔnt/ noun an important
action or piece of information displayed in
a presentation
HLDLCHLDLC abbr high-level data link control
HLLHLL abbr high-level language
HLSHLS abbr hue, lightness, saturation
HMAHMA abbr high memory area
HMIHMI abbr human-machine interface
HOFHOF abbr head of form
holdhold /həυld/ noun synchronisation tim-
ing pulse for a television time base signal
� verb to retain or keep a value or commu-
nications line or section of memory (NOTE:
held)

COMMENT: The hold feature keeps the picture
steady and central on the screen. Some tele-
visions have horizontal and vertical hold con-
trols to allow the picture to be moved and set
up according to various conditions.

holding loopholding loop /�həυldŋ lup/ noun a
section of program that loops until it is
broken by some action, most often used
when waiting for a response from the key-
board or a device
holding timeholding time /�həυldŋ tam/ noun the
time spent by a communications circuit on
call
holdupholdup /�hɒld�p/ noun 1. a time period
over which power will be supplied by a
UPS 2. a pause in a program or device due
to a malfunction
hologramhologram /�hɒlə�
�r�m/ noun an imagi-
nary three-dimensional image produced
by the interference pattern when a part of a
coherent light source, e.g. a laser, is re-
flected from an object and mixed with the
main beam
holographic imageholographic image /
hɒlə�r�fk
�md'/ noun a hologram of a three-di-
mensional object
holographic storageholographic storage /
hɒlə�r�fk
�stɔrd'/ noun storage of data as a holo-
graphic image which is then read by a
bank of photocells and a laser (NOTE: This
is a storage medium with massive stor-
age potential.)
homehome /həυm/ noun a starting point or the
initial point
home bankinghome banking /həυm �b�ŋkŋ/ noun
a method of examining and carrying out
bank transactions in the user’s home via a
terminal and modem
home computerhome computer /həυm kəm��pjutə/
noun a microcomputer designed for home
use, whose applications might include
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teaching, games, personal finance and
word-processing
home keyhome key /�həυm ki/ noun a key on an
IBM PC keyboard that moves the cursor to
the beginning of a line of text
home pagehome page /�həυm ped'/ noun the
opening page of a website � The home
page is formatted using HTML and stored
in a file called index.html.
home recordhome record /həυm �rekɔd/ noun the
first or initial data record in a file
homogeneous computer networkhomogeneous computer network
/
həυməυd'iniəs kəm��pjutə

netw�k/ noun a network made up of
similar machines that are compatible or
from the same manufacturer
homogeneous multiplexinghomogeneous multiplexing
/
həυməυd'iniəs �m�lt�
pleksŋ/ noun
a switching multiplexer system in which
all the channels contain data using the
same protocol and transmission rate
hoodhood /hυd/ noun a cover which protects
something
hookhook /hυk/ noun a point in a program at
which a programmer can insert test code
or debugging code
hophop /hɒp/ noun the path taken by a pack-
et of data as it moves from one server or
router to another
hop counthop count /�hɒp kaυnt/ noun the
number of hops required to send informa-
tion from one computer to another over the
Internet
hopperhopper /�hɒpə/ noun a device which
holds punched cards and feeds them into
the reader
horizontal axishorizontal axis /
hɒrzɒnt(ə)l ��kss/
noun a reference line used for horizontal
coordinates on a graph
horizontal blanking periodhorizontal blanking period
/
hɒrzɒnt(ə)l �bl�ŋkŋ 
pəriəd/ noun
the time taken for the picture beam in a
monitor to return to the start of the next
line from the end of the previous line
horizontal checkhorizontal check /
hɒrzɒnt(ə)l
�tʃek/ noun an error detection method for
transmitted data
horizontal scan frequencyhorizontal scan frequency
/
hɒrzɒnt(ə)l �sk�n 
frikwənsi/ noun
the number of lines on a video display that
are refreshed each second
horizontal scrollbarhorizontal scrollbar /
hɒrzɒnt(ə)l
�skrəυlbɑ/ noun (in a GUI) a bar along
the bottom of a window that indicates that
the page is wider than the window (NOTE:
A user can move horizontally across the

page by dragging the indicator bar on the
scrollbar.)
horizontal scrollinghorizontal scrolling /
hɒrzɒnt(ə)l
�skrəυlŋ/ noun the process of moving
across a page, horizontally
horizontal wraparoundhorizontal wraparound
/
hɒrzɒnt(ə)l �r�pə�
raυnd/ noun the
movement of a cursor on a computer dis-
play from the end of one line to the begin-
ning of the next
hosthost /həυst/ noun, adjective to provide
storage space on a server computer where
a user can store files or data, often used to
store the files required for a website � We
chose this company to host our website be-
cause it has reliable server computers and
high-speed connection to the Internet.

‘…you select fonts manually or through commands
sent from the host computer along with the text’
[Byte]

host adapterhost adapter /həυst ə��d�ptə/ noun an
adapter which connects to a host computer
� The cable to connect the scanner to the
host adapter is included.
host addresshost address /�həυst ə�
dres/ noun
same as Internet address
host computerhost computer /həυst kəm��pjutə/
noun 1. the main controlling computer in
a multi-user or distributed system 2. a
computer used to write and debug soft-
ware for another computer, often using a
cross compiler 3. a computer in a network
that provides special services or program-
ming languages to all users

‘…you select fonts manually or through commands
sent from the host computer along with the text’
[Byte]

hosting service providerhosting service provider /�həυstŋ

s�vs prə�
vadə/ noun same as host
service
host namehost name /�həυst 
nem/ noun a name
given to a website on the Internet
host numberhost number /�həυst 
n�mbə/ noun
same as Internet address
host servicehost service /�həυst 
s�vs/ noun a
company that provides connections to the
Internet and storage space on its comput-
ers which can store the files for a user’s
website � We rent storage space on this
host service provider’s server for our com-
pany website. � ISP. Also called hosting
service provider
hot chassishot chassis /hɒt �ʃ�si/ noun a metal
framework or case around a computer that
is connected to a voltage supply rather
than being earthed
hot fixhot fix /
hɒt �fks/ noun the process of
detecting and repairing a fault, usually a
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corrupt sector on a hard disk, without af-
fecting normal operations
hot keyhot key /�hɒt ki/ noun a special key or
key combination which starts a process or
activates a program
hot linkhot link /
hɒt �lŋk/ noun a command
within a hypertext program that links a
hotspot or hotword on one page with a sec-
ond destination page which is displayed if
the user selects the hotspot
hot plugginghot plugging /�hɒt 
pl��ŋ/ noun a fea-
ture of a computer that allows a device or
peripheral to be plugged in or connected
while the computer is working � This
server support hot plugging so I can plug
in this network card and the operating sys-
tem software will automatically detect and
alter its configuration. Also called hot
swapping
hotspothotspot /�hɒtspɒt/ noun a special area
on an image or display that does some-
thing when the cursor is moved onto it �
The image of the trumpet is a hotspot and
will play a sound when you move the
pointer over it.
hot standbyhot standby /hɒt �st�ndba/ noun a
piece of hardware that is kept operational
at all times and is used as backup in case of
system failure. Compare cold standby,
warm standby
hot swappinghot swapping /�hɒt 
swɒpŋ/ noun
same as hot plugging
hotwordhotword /�hɒtw�d/ noun a word within
displayed text that does something when
the cursor is moved onto it or it is selected
hot zonehot zone /�hɒt zəυn/ noun a text area to
the left of the right margin in a word-proc-
essed document where, if a word does not
fit completely into the line, a hyphen is au-
tomatically inserted
housekeepinghousekeeping /�haυs�
kipŋ/ noun
tasks that have to be regularly carried out
to maintain a computer system, e.g. check-
ing backups and deleting unwanted files
housekeeping routinehousekeeping routine /�haυskipŋ
ru�
tin/ noun a set of instructions execut-
ed once, at the start of a new program, to
carry out system actions such as clear
memory, configure function keys or
change screen display mode
housinghousing /�haυzŋ/ noun a solid case �
The computer housing was damaged when
it fell on the floor.
howlerhowler /�haυlə/ noun a buzzer which in-
dicates to a telephone exchange operator
that a user’s telephone handset is not on
the receiver

HPHP abbr Hewlett Packard
HPFSHPFS /
etʃ pi ef �es/ noun (in an OS/2
operating system) a method of storing file
information that is faster and more flexible
than MS-DOS FAT. Full form high per-
formance filing system
HPGLHPGL abbr Hewlett Packard Graphics
Language
HPIBHPIB abbr Hewlett Packard Interface Bus
HP-PCLHP-PCL abbr Hewlett Packard Printer
Control Language
HRGHRG /
etʃ ɑ �d'i/ noun the ability to
display a large number of pixels per unit
area. Full form high resolution graph-
ics
HSBHSB abbr hue, saturation and brightness
HSIHSI abbr hue, saturation and intensity
HSSIHSSI /
etʃ es es �a/ noun a serial link
that can transfer data at data rates up to 52
Mbits/second, used in some wide area net-
work systems. Full form high-speed se-
rial interface. � USB
HSVHSV abbr hue, saturation and value
HTMLHTML /
etʃ ti em �el/ noun a series of
special codes that define the typeface and
style that should be used when displaying
the text and also allow hypertext links to
other parts of the document or to other
documents � HTML is used to create doc-
uments for the World Wide Web. Full form
hypertext markup language
HTTPHTTP /
etʃ ti ti �pi/ noun a series of
commands used by a browser to ask an In-
ternet web server for information about a
webpage. Full form hypertext transfer
protocol
HTTPdHTTPd /
etʃ ti ti pi �di/ noun a serv-
er software that carries sends webpage
files to a client in response to a request
from a user’s web browser � When you
type a website address into your web
browser, this sends a request to the HTTPd
server software that replies with the
HTML code of a formatted webpage. Full
form hypertext transfer protocol dae-
mon
hubhub /h�b/ noun 1. the central part of a
disk, usually with a hole and ring which
the disk drive grips to spin the disk 2. (in a
star-topology network) the central ring or
wiring cabinet where all circuits meet and
form an electrical path for signals
huehue /hju/ noun the colour of an image or
pixel
hue, saturation and intensityhue, saturation and intensity /
hju

s�tʃəreʃ(ə)n ənd n��tensti/ noun a
method of defining a colour through its
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three properties. Abbr HSI. Also called
hue, saturation and brightness, hue
saturation and level (NOTE: Hue is col-
our defined by its the wavelength; satura-
tion refers to the purity of the colour
(where at zero saturation the colour ap-
pears white and full saturation is pure
colour); and intensity, brightness and lev-
el refer to the amount of white.)
hue, saturation and valuehue, saturation and value /
hju

s�tʃəreʃ(ə)n ənd �v�lju/ noun same
as hue, saturation and intensity. abbr
HSV
Huffman codeHuffman code /�h�fmən kəυd/ noun a
data compression code in which frequent
characters occupy less bit space than less
frequent ones
human-computer interfacehuman-computer interface noun
abbr HMI
hunghung � hang
huntinghunting /�h�ntŋ/ noun the process of
searching out a data record in a file
HVQHVQ /
etʃ vi �kju/ noun a video com-
pression standard which allows colour vid-
eo images to be transmitted in a bandwidth
of 112 Kbps. Full form hierarchical vec-
tor quantisation
hybrid circuithybrid circuit /
habrd �s�kt/ noun
the connection of a number of different
electronic components such as integrated
circuits, transistors, resistors and capaci-
tors in a small package, which since the
components are not contained in their own
protective packages, requires far less space
than the individual discrete components
hybrid computerhybrid computer /
habrd kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a combination of analog
and digital circuits in a computer system to
achieve a particular goal
hybrid interfacehybrid interface /
habrd �ntəfes/
noun a one-off interface between a com-
puter and a piece of analog equipment
hybrid systemhybrid system /
habrd �sstəm/
noun a combination of analog and digital
computers and equipment to provide an
optimal system for a particular task
HyperCardHyperCard /�hapəkɑd/ a trade name
for a database system controlled by Hyper-
Talk programming language, used to pro-
duce hypertext documents
hyperlinkhyperlink /�hapəlŋk/ noun a word or
image or button in a webpage or multime-

dia title that moves the user to another
page when clicked
hypermediahypermedia /�hapəmidiə/ noun a hy-
pertext system that is capable of display-
ing images and sound
HyperTalkHyperTalk /�hapətɔk/ a trade name for
a programming language used to control a
HyperCard database
HyperTerminalHyperTerminal /�hapə�
t�mn(ə)l/
noun a communications program that is
included with Windows 95 and allows a
user to call a remote computer via a mo-
dem and transfer files
hypertexthypertext /�hapətekst/ noun 1. a mul-
timedia system of organising information
in which certain words in a document link
to other documents and display the text
when the word is selected � In this hyper-
text page, click once on the word ‘compu-
ter’ and it will tell you what a computer is.
2. a way of linking one word or image on
an Internet page to another page in which
clicking on certain words or images moves
the user directly to the relevant new page
hypertext markup languagehypertext markup language
/
hapətekst �mɑk�p 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun
full form of HTML
hypertext transfer protocolhypertext transfer protocol
/
hapətekst �tr�nsf� 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun
full form of HTTP
hypertext transfer protocol daemonhypertext transfer protocol dae-
mon /
hapətekst �tr�nsf� 
prəυtəkɒl

dimən/ noun full form of HTTPd
hyphenatedhyphenated /�hafənetd/ adjective
written with a hyphen � The word ‘high-
level’ is usually hyphenated.
hyphenate justifyhyphenate justify /
hafənet
�d'�stfa/ verb to break long words cor-
rectly where they split at the ends of lines.
Some programs will also automatically
justify, so as to give a straight right margin.
(NOTE: hyphenates – hyphenating – hy-
phenated)
hyphenationhyphenation /
hafə��neʃ(ə)n/ noun
the splitting of a word at the end of a line,
when the word is too long to fit
hyphenation and justificationhyphenation and justification
/hafə�
naʃ(ə)n ən 
d'�stf��keʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of H & J � An American
hyphenation and justification program
will not work with British English spell-
ings.
HzHz abbr hertz
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I3I3 /
a �θri/ noun a signal generated by the
pits representing the smallest data word, 3
bits long, from a CD-ROM, defined in Red
Book as between 0.3 and 0.7 mV
I11I11 /
a ��lev(ə)n/ noun a signal generated
by the pits representing the largest data
word, 11 bits long, from a CD-ROM, de-
fined in Red Book as greater than 0.6 mV
I75OI75O /
a 
sev(ə)n fa �əυ/ noun a video
processor chip developed by Intel and used
to compress and decompress digital video
sequences
IABIAB /
a e �bi/ noun an independent
committee that is responsible for the de-
sign, engineering and management of the
Internet. Full form Internet Activities
Board
IAMIAM /
a e �em/ noun memory storage
that has an access time between that of
main memory and a disk based system.
Full form intermediate access memory
IANAIANA abbr Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority
IARIAR /
a e �ɑ/ abbr instruction address
register
IASIAS /
a e �es/ noun a high-speed main
memory area in a computer system. Full
form immediate access store
I-beamI-beam /a bim/ noun a cursor shaped
like the letter ‘I’ used in a GUI to edit text
or indicate text operations
IBGIBG abbr interblock gap
IBMIBM /
a bi �em/ the largest computer
company in the world, which developed
the first PC based on the Intel processor.
Full form International Business Ma-
chines
IBM ATIBM AT /
a bi em e �ti/ a trade name
for a personal computer based on the Intel
80286 16-bit processor and featured an
ISA expansion bus
IBM AT keyboardIBM AT keyboard /
a bi em e 
ti
�kibɔd/ a keyboard layout that features
12 function keys in a row along the top of

the keyboard, with a separate numeric key-
pad
IBM-compatibleIBM-compatible /
a bi em kəm�

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a per-
sonal computer that has hardware and soft-
ware compatible with the IBM PC regard-
less of which Intel processor it uses (NOTE:
IBM-compatible computers feature an
ISA, EISA or MCA expansion bus.)
IBM PCIBM PC /
a bi em pi �si/ a trade name
for a personal computer based on the Intel
8088 8-bit processor
IBM PC keyboardIBM PC keyboard /
a bi em pi 
si
�kibɔd/ a keyboard layout that features
10 function keys arranged to the left of the
main keys, with no separate numeric key-
pad
IBM PS/2IBM PS/2, IBM Personal System/2 a
trade name for a range of personal com-
puters based on the Intel 8086, 80286 and
80386 processors that feature an MCA ex-
pansion bus
IBM XTIBM XT /
a bi em eks �ti/ a trade name
for a personal computer based on the IBM
PC but with an internal hard disk drive and
featuring an ISA expansion bus
ICIC abbr integrated circuit
icandicand /�k�nd/ noun same as multipli-
cand
ICMPICMP /
a ci em �pi/ noun an extension
to the Internet Protocol that provides error
detection and control messages � The In-
ternet command ‘ping’ uses ICMP to test
if a named node is working correctly. Full
form Internet control message proto-
col. � IP, PING
iconicon /�akɒn/, ikon noun a graphic sym-
bol or small picture displayed on screen,
used in an interactive computer system to
provide an easy way of identifying a func-
tion � The icon for the graphics program
is a small picture of a palette.

‘Despite (or because of?) the swap file, loading was
slow and the hourglass icon of the mouse pointer fre-
quently returned to the arrow symbol well before
loading was complete.’ [Computing]
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icon resourceicon resource /�akɒn r�
zɔs/ noun a
file that contains the bitmap image of an
icon, used by a programmer when writing
an application
ICQICQ a software program developed by Mi-
rabilis that supports instant messaging and
allows two or more users to send messages
to each other via the Internet that are in-
stantly displayed on the other person’s
screen (NOTE: pronounced ‘I-seek-you’)
IDID abbr identification
ID codeID code /
a��di kəυd/ noun a password
or word that identifies a user so that he or
she can access a system � After you wake
up the system, you have to input your ID
code then your password.
IDEIDE /
a di �i/ noun a popular standard
for a hard disk drive controller unit that al-
lows data transfer rates up to 4.1MBps and
can support two hard disk drives on each
controller; enhanced versions of the IDE
standard provide more flexibility and
speed (also known as AT Attachment –
ATA – interface) � IDE drives are fitted to
most home PCs. Full form integrated
drive electronics, intelligent device
electronics. � ATA, SCSI
identificationidentification /a�
dentf��keʃ(ə)n/
noun a procedure used to establish the
identity and nature of a computer or user.
Abbr ID
identification characteridentification character /a�
dentf�

�keʃ(ə)n 
k�rktə/ noun a single charac-
ter sent to a host computer to establish the
identity and location of a remote computer
or terminal
identification divisionidentification division /a�
dentf�

�keʃ(ə)n d�
v'(ə)n/ noun a section of a
COBOL program source code in which the
identifiers and formats for data and varia-
bles to be used within the program are de-
clared
identifieridentifier /a��dentfaə/ noun a set of
characters used to distinguish between dif-
ferent blocks of data or files. Abbr ID
identifier wordidentifier word /a��dentfaə w�d/
noun a word that is used as a block or file
identifier
identity burstidentity burst /a��dentti b�st/ noun a
pattern of bits before the first block of data
on a magnetic tape that identifies the tape
format used
identity gateidentity gate /a��dentti �et/, identity
element /a��dentti 
elmənt/ noun a
logical gate that provides a single output
that is true if the inputs are both the same

identity numberidentity number /a��dentti 
n�mbə/
noun a unique number, used usually with
a password to identify a user when logging
into a system � Don’t forget to log in your
identity number.
identity operationidentity operation /a�
dentti 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a logical function whose
output is true only if all the operands are of
the same value
identity paletteidentity palette /a��dentti 
p�lət/
noun a 256-colour palette in which the
first and last 10 colours are the system col-
ours
idleidle /�ad(ə)l/ adjective referring to a ma-
chine, telephone line or device which is
not being used, but is ready and waiting to
be used
idle characteridle character /
ad(ə)l �k�rktə/ noun
a symbol or code that means ‘do nothing’
idle timeidle time /�ad(ə)l tam/ noun a period
of time when a device is switched on but
not doing anything
IDPIDP abbr integrated data processing
IEIE abbr Internet Explorer
IEC connectorIEC connector /
a i �si kə�
nektə/
noun a standard for a three-pin connector
used on sockets that carry mains electricity
to the computer � All PCs have a male
IEC connector and use a mains lead with
a female IEC connector.
IEEIEE abbr Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers (UK)
IEEEIEEE abbr Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (US)
IEEE-488IEEE-488 noun an interfacing standard
as laid down by the IEEE, in which only
data and handshaking signals are used,
mainly used in laboratories to connect
computers to measuring equipment
IEEE-802.2IEEE-802.2 noun a standard defining
data links used with 802.3, 802.4 and
802.5
IEEE-802.3IEEE-802.3 noun a standard defining an
Ethernet network system, with CSMA/CD
access using a bus-topology
IEEE-802.4IEEE-802.4 noun a standard defining
Token Bus
IEEE-802.5IEEE-802.5 noun a standard defining the
IBM Token-Ring network system, with
access using a token passed around a ring
network
IEEE busIEEE bus noun an interface that con-
forms to IEEE standards
IENIEN abbr Internet experiment note
ierier � multiplier
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IETFIETF /
a i ti �ef/ noun a committee that
is part of the IAB and determines Internet
standards. Full form Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force. � IAB
IFFIFF /
a ef �ef/ noun 1. a standard for
compressed files stored on a CD-i. Full
form international file format 2. a stand-
ard that defines how palette data is stored
in an Amiga and some graphics programs.
Full form interchange file format
IF statementIF statement /f �stetmənt/ noun a
computer programming statement mean-
ing do an action IF a condition is true, and
usually followed by THEN
IF-THEN-ELSEIF-THEN-ELSE /f ðen/ noun a high-
level programming language statement,
meaning IF something cannot be done,
THEN do this or ELSE do that
IGMPIGMP /
a d'i em �pi/ noun a standard
that helps manage how data is transferred
during an IP Multicast operation in which
one server computer sends each packet of
data to several destinations at the same
time. Full form Internet group manage-
ment protocol (NOTE: This is useful
when broadcasting a lot of data to sever-
al different recipients. The IGMP stand-
ard is defined in RFC1112.)
ignore characterignore character /���nɔ 
k�rktə/
noun a null or fill character
IGPIGP /
a d'i �pi/ noun a protocol that
distributes information to gateways, i.e.
routers, within a particular network. Full
form interior gateway protocol
IHIH abbr interrupt handler
IILIIL abbr integrated injection logic
IISIIS a piece of web server software devel-
oped by Microsoft. Full form Internet in-
formation server
IKBSIKBS /
a ke bi �em/ noun software that
applies the knowledge, advice and rules
defined by an expert in a particular field to
a user’s data to help solve a problem. Full
form intelligent knowledge-based sys-
tem. Also called expert system
ikonikon /�akɒn/ noun another spelling of
icon
illegalillegal /��li�(ə)l/ adjective which is
against the law
illegal characterillegal character /�
li�(ə)l �k�rktə/
noun an invalid combination of bits in a
computer word, according to preset rules
illegal instructionillegal instruction /�
li�(ə)l n�

�str�kʃən/ noun an instruction code not
within the repertoire of a language
illegal operationillegal operation /�
li�(ə)l 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an instruction or process

that does not follow the computer system’s
protocol or language syntax
Illuminant D65Illuminant D65 /
lumnənt di 
sksti
�fav/ noun a colour temperature of
6,500ºK
IMIM abbr instant messaging
IMAIMA /
a em �e/ noun a professional or-
ganisation that covers subjects including
authoring languages, formats and intellec-
tual property. Full form Interactive Multi-
media Association
iMaciMac /
a �m�k/ a personal computer de-
veloped by Apple Computer Corporation
imageimage /�md'/ noun 1. an exact dupli-
cate of an area of memory 2. a copy of an
original picture or design
image areaimage area /�md' 
eəriə/ noun a re-
gion of microfilm or display screen on
which characters or designs can be dis-
played
image bufferimage buffer /�md' 
b�fə/ noun an
area of memory that is used to build up an
image before it is transferred to screen
image compressionimage compression /�md' kəm�


preʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of compress-
ing the data that forms an image
image degradationimage degradation /�md'

de�rədeʃ(ə)n/ noun the loss of picture
contrast and quality due to signal distor-
tion or bad copying of a video signal
image editingimage editing /�md' 
edtŋ/ noun
the process of altering or adjusting an im-
age using a paint package or special image
editing program
image editorimage editor /�md' 
edtə/ noun a
piece of software that allows a user to edit,
change or create a bitmap image
image enhancementimage enhancement /�md' n�


hɑnsmənt/ noun the process of adjust-
ing parts of an image using special image
processing software to change the bright-
ness or sharpness of an image
imagemapimagemap /�md'm�p/ noun a graph-
ic image that has areas of the image de-
fined as hyperlink hotspots that link to an-
other webpage
image processingimage processing /�md'

prəυsesŋ/ noun the analysis of informa-
tion contained in an image, usually by
electronic means or using a computer
which provides the analysis or recognition
of objects in the image
image processing softwareimage processing software /�md'

prəυsesŋ 
sɒftweə/ noun software that
allows a user to adjust contrast, colour or
brightness levels or apply special effects to
a bitmap image
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image processorimage processor /�md' 
prəυsesə/
noun an electronic or computer system
used for image processing, and to extract
information from the image

‘The Max FX also acts as a server to a growing
number of printers, including a Varityper 5300 with
emerald raster image processor and a Canon CLC
500 colour photocopier.’ [Computing]

image retentionimage retention /�md' r�
tenʃən/
noun the time taken for a TV image to dis-
appear after it has been displayed, caused
by long persistence phosphor
image scannerimage scanner /�md' 
sk�nə/ noun
an input device which converts documents
or drawings or photographs into a digi-
tised, machine-readable form
image sensorimage sensor /�md' 
sensə/ noun a
photoelectric device which produces a sig-
nal related to the amount of light falling on
it
image setterimage setter /�md' 
setə/ noun a
typesetting device which can process a
PostScript page and produce a high-reso-
lution output
image stabilityimage stability /�md' stə�
blti/
noun the ability of a display screen to pro-
vide a flicker-free picture
image storage spaceimage storage space /
md'
�stɔrd' 
spes/ noun a region of memo-
ry in which a digitised image is stored
image tableimage table /�md' 
teb(ə)l/ noun
each of two bit-mapped tables used to con-
trol input and output devices or processes
imagingimaging /�md'ŋ/ noun a technique for
creating pictures on a screen, in medicine
used to provide pictures of sections of the
body, using scanners attached to comput-
ers
imaging systemimaging system /
md'ŋ �sstəm/
noun equipment and software used to cap-
ture, digitise and compress video or still
images
IMAPIMAP /�am�p/ noun a standard that de-
fines how email messages can be accessed
and read over a network. Full form Inter-
net message access protocol. � POP
3, SMTP

COMMENT: This standard (currently at version
four) provides an alternative to the common
POP 3 standard. The IMAP standard stores a
user’s messages on a shared server (e.g. at
your ISP) and allows a user to connect from
any computer and read, send or manage
messages. In contrast, the POP 3 protocol
downloads all messages from a shared server
onto the user’s computer. This makes it very
difficult for a user to access messages from a
different computer, e.g. if you are travelling.
Regardless of whether IMAP or POP 3 is used

to read messages, the SMTP protocol is nor-
mally used to send messages.

immediate access storeimmediate access store /�
midiət

�kses �stɔ/ noun full form of IAS
immediate addressimmediate address /�
midiət ə�

�dres/ noun same as zero-level address
immediate addressingimmediate addressing /�
midiət ə�

�dresŋ/ noun the accessing of data imme-
diately because it is held in the address
field of an instruction
immediate instructionimmediate instruction /�
midiət n�

�str�kʃən/ noun a computer instruction in
which the operand is included within the
instruction, rather than an address of the
operand location
immediate modeimmediate mode /��midiət məυd/
noun a mode in which a computer exe-
cutes an instruction as soon as it is entered
immediate operandimmediate operand /��midiət

ɒpər�nd/ noun an operand n an immedi-
ate addressing operation, which is fetched
at the same time as the instruction
immediate processingimmediate processing /�
midiət
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the processing of data
when it appears, rather than waiting for a
synchronising clock pulse or time. Also
called in-line processing
impedanceimpedance /m��pid(ə)ns/ noun a
measurement of the effect an electrical cir-
cuit or cable has on signal current magni-
tude and phase when a steady voltage is
applied. � ohm

COMMENT: Network cables need to have the
correct impedance for the type of network
card installed. 10BaseT unshielded twisted-
pair cable normally has an impedance be-
tween 100 and105 ohms, while 10Base2 co-
axial cable has an impedance of 50 ohms.

implicationimplication /
mpl��keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
logical operation that uses an IF-THEN
structure such that if A is true and if B is
true the AND function of A and B will be
true
implicit referenceimplicit reference /m�
plst
�ref(ə)rəns/ noun (in a multimedia pro-
gramming language) a reference to an ob-
ject that does not give its exact page loca-
tion but assumes that the object is on the
current page or is currently visible
implied addressingimplied addressing /m�
plad ə�

�dresŋ/ noun an assembler instruction
that operates on only one register, which is
preset at manufacture. The user does not
have to specify an address. � Implied ad-
dressing for the accumulator is used in the
instruction LDA,16.
importimport /m��pɔt/ verb 1. to bring some-
thing in from outside a system � You can
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import images from the CAD package into
the DTP program. 2. to convert a file
stored in one format to the default format
used by a program � Select import if you
want to open a TIFF graphics file.

‘At the moment, Acrobat supports only the sending
and viewing of documents. There are legal implica-
tions associated with allowing users to edit docu-
ments in the style of the original application, without
having the tool itself on their desks, and there is no
import facility back into applications.’ [Computing]

impulseimpulse /�mp�ls/ noun a voltage pulse
which lasts a very short time
impulsive noiseimpulsive noise /m��p�lsv nɔz/
noun interference on a signal caused by
short periods of noise
IMSIMS abbr information management sys-
tem
inactive windowinactive window /n�
�ktv �wndəυ/
noun (in a GUI) a window still displayed,
but not currently being used
in-band signallingin-band signalling /
n b�nd
�s�n(ə)lŋ/ noun data transmission in
which the signal carrying the data is within
the bandwidth of the cable or transmission
media
InBoxInBox /�nbɒks/ noun a feature of the
Windows messaging system that can gath-
er together a user’s electronic messages in-
cluding mail sent over the network, fax
messages and mail sent over the Internet
inbuiltinbuilt /�nblt/ adjective referring to a
feature or device included in a system �
This software has inbuilt error correction.
inches-per-secondinches-per-second /
ntʃz p�
�sekənd/ noun full form of ips
in-circuit emulatorin-circuit emulator /
n 
s�kt
�emjυletə/ noun a circuit that emulates a
device or integrated circuit and is inserted
into a new or faulty circuit to test if it is
working correctly � This in-circuit emula-
tor is used to test the floppy disk controller
by emulating a disk drive.
inclusioninclusion /n��klu'(ə)n/ noun a logical
operation that uses an IF-THEN structure,
such that if A is true and if B is true the
AND function of A and B will be true
inclusive ORinclusive OR /n��klusv ɔ/ noun � OR
incoming messageincoming message /
nk�mŋ
�mesd'/ noun a message received in a
computer
incoming trafficincoming traffic /
nk�mŋ �tr�fk/
noun the amount of data or number of
messages received
incompatibleincompatible /
nkəm��p�tb(ə)l/ ad-
jective which cannot work together � They
tried to link the two systems, but found they
were incompatible.

incrementincrement /�ŋkrmənt/ noun 1. the ad-
dition of a set number, usually one, to a
register, often for counting purposes � An
increment is added to the counter each
time a pulse is detected. 2. the value of the
number added to a register � Increase the
increment to three. � verb 1. to add some-
thing or to increase a number � The coun-
ter is incremented each time an instruction
is executed. 2. to move forward to the next
location
incremental backupincremental backup /
ŋkrment(ə)l
�b�k�p/ noun a backup procedure that
only backs up the files that have changed
since the last backup
incremental computerincremental computer
/
ŋkrment(ə)l kəm��pjutə/ noun a
computer that stores variables as the dif-
ference between their actual value and an
absolute initial value
incremental dataincremental data /
ŋkrment(ə)l
�detə/ noun data which represents the
difference of a value from an original val-
ue
incremental plotterincremental plotter /ŋkrment(ə)l
�plɒtə/ noun a graphical output device that
can only move in small steps, with input
data representing the difference between
present position and the position required,
so drawing lines and curves as a series of
short straight lines
indentindent noun /�ndent/ a space or series
of spaces from the left margin, when start-
ing a line of text � verb /n��dent/ to start
a line of text with a space in from the left
margin � The first line of the paragraph is
indented two spaces.
indentationindentation /
nden��teʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of leaving a space at the beginning
of a line of text
IndeoIndeo /�ndiəυ/ a trade name for video
software technology developed by Intel
that allows a computer to store and play
back compressed video sequences using
software compression techniques
indeterminate systemindeterminate system
/
ndt�mnət �sstəm/ noun a system
whose logical, output state cannot be pre-
dicted
indexindex /�ndeks/ noun 1. a list of items in
a computer memory, usually arranged al-
phabetically 2. the address to be used that
is the result of an offset value added to a
start location. � indexed addressing
index buildindex build /�ndeks bld/ noun the cre-
ation of an ordered list from the results of
a database or file search
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indexed addressindexed address /
ndeksd ə��dres/
noun the address of the location to be ac-
cessed, which is found in an index register
indexed addressingindexed addressing /
ndeksd ə�

�dresŋ/ noun an addressing mode, in
which the storage location to be accessed
is made up of a start address and an offset
value, which is then added to it to give the
address to be used
indexed fileindexed file /�ndeksd fal/ noun a se-
quential file with an index of all the entries
and their addresses
indexed instructionindexed instruction /
ndeksd n�

�str�kʃən/ noun an instruction that con-
tains an origin and location of an offset
that are added together to provide the ad-
dress to be accessed
indexed sequential access methodindexed sequential access meth-
od /
ndeks s�
kwensəl ��kses 
meθəd/
noun a data retrieval method using a list
containing the address of each stored
record, where the list is searched, then the
record is retrieved from the address in the
list. Abbr ISAM
indexed sequential storageindexed sequential storage
/
ndeksd s�
kwenʃ(ə)l �stɔrd'/ noun a
method of storing records in a consecutive
order, but in such a way that they can be
accessed rapidly
index.htmlindex.html /
ndeks dɒt 
etʃ ti em
�el/ noun a filename that is used to store
the text and HTML formatting commands
for the home page on a website
indexingindexing /�ndeksŋ/ noun 1. the use of
indexed addressing in software or a com-
puter 2. the process of building and sorting
a list of records
index keyindex key /�ndeks ki/ noun one field
which is used to index a record
index letterindex letter /�ndeks 
letə/ noun a letter
which identifies an item in an index
index numberindex number /�ndeks 
n�mbə/ noun
a number which identifies an item in an in-
dex
index pageindex page /�ndeks ped'/ noun 1. a
page of a multimedia book that lists all the
other pages within the book and allows a
user to locate other pages or areas of inter-
est 2. the initial opening webpage of a site
on the Internet or on a company’s intranet
index registerindex register /�ndeks 
red'stə/
noun a computer address register that is
added to a reference address to provide the
location to be accessed. Abbr IR
index value wordindex value word /
ndeks 
v�lju
�w�d/ noun an offset value added to an
address to produce a usable address

indicatorindicator /�nd�
ketə/ noun something
which shows the state of a process, usually
a light or buzzer
indicator chartindicator chart /�nd�
ketə tʃɑt/
noun a graphical representation of the lo-
cation and use of indicator flags within a
program
indicator flagindicator flag /�nd�
ketə fl��/ noun
a register or single bit that indicates the
state of the processor and its registers, e.g.
a carry or overflow
indicator lightindicator light /�nd�
ketə lat/ noun
a light used to warn or to indicate the con-
dition of equipment
indirect addressindirect address /
ndarekt ə��dres/
noun same as relative address
indirect addressingindirect addressing /
ndarekt ə�

�dresŋ/ noun a way of addressing data, in
which the first instruction refers to an ad-
dress which contains a second address
induceinduce /n��djus/ verb 1. to generate an
electrical current in a coil of wire by elec-
tromagnetic effects 2. to prove something
mathematically (NOTE: induces – induc-
ing – induced)
induced failureinduced failure /n�
djusd �feljə/
noun the failure of a device due to external
effects
induced interferenceinduced interference /n�
djusd

ntə��fərəns/ noun an electrical noise on
a signal due to induced signals from near-
by electromagnetic sources
inductanceinductance /n��d�ktəns/ noun a meas-
urement of the amount of energy a device
can store in its magnetic field
inductioninduction /n��d�kʃən/ noun 1. the gen-
eration of an electrical current by electro-
magnetic effects from a nearby source 2.
the process of mathematically proving a
formula or fact
inductive coordinationinductive coordination /n�
d�ktv
kəυ�
ɔd��neʃ(ə)n/ noun agreement be-
tween electrical power suppliers and com-
munication providers on methods of re-
ducing induced interference
inductorinductor /n��d�ktə/ noun an electrical
component consisting of a coil of wire
used to introduce inductance effects into a
circuit by storing energy in its magnetic
field
Industry Standard ArchitectureIndustry Standard Architecture
/
ndəstri 
st�ndəd �ɑk�
tektʃə/ noun
full form of ISA
inequality operatorinequality operator /
n��kwɒlti

ɒpəretə/ noun a symbol used to indicate
that two variables or quantities are not
equal � The C programming language
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uses the symbol ‘!=’ as its inequality oper-
ator.
inequivalenceinequivalence /
n��kwvələns/ noun
a logical function whose output is true if
the inputs are not the same, otherwise the
output is false
infectinfect /n��fekt/ verb to contaminate a
computer system with a virus that is capa-
ble of damaging its programs or data
infected computerinfected computer /n�
fektd kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a computer that carries a vi-
rus program
inferenceinference /�nf(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a deduc-
tion of results from data according to cer-
tain rules 2. a method of deducing a result
about confidential information concerning
an individual by using various data related
to groups of people
inference controlinference control /�nf(ə)rəns kən�


trəυl/ noun the process of determining
which information may be released with-
out disclosing personal information about
a single individual
inference engineinference engine /�nf(ə)rəns
�end'n/, inference machine noun a set
of rules used in an IKBS to deduce goals or
results from data
inferior figureinferior figure /n�
fəriə �f�ə/ noun
any one of the smaller numbers or charac-
ters that are printed slightly below normal
characters, used in mathematical and
chemical formulae. � subscript, super-
script (NOTE: used with figures and let-
ters: CO2)
INF fileINF file /
a en �ef fal/ noun a configu-
ration file supplied by a hardware manu-
facturer to allow Windows to correctly in-
stall the device
infinite loopinfinite loop /�nfnət lup/ noun a loop
which has no exit other than by ending the
running of the program by switching off
the machine or resetting
infinityinfinity /n��fnti/ noun 1. a space or
quantity that never ends 2. the distance of
an object from a viewer where beams of
light from the object would be seen to be
parallel, i.e. very far away
infix notationinfix notation /n�
fks nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/
noun a method of computer programming
syntax in which operators are embedded
inside operands, e.g. C – D or X + Y. Com-
pare postfix notation, prefix notation
informaticsinformatics /
nfɔ��m�tks/ noun the
science and study of ways and means of
information processing and transmission

informationinformation /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n/ noun data
that has been processed or arranged to pro-
vide facts which have a meaning
information bearer channelinformation bearer channel
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n �beərə 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a
communications channel that is able to
carry control and message data, usually at
a higher rate than a data only channel
information contentinformation content /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n

kɒntent/ noun a measurement of the
amount of information conveyed by the
transmission of a symbol or character, of-
ten measured in shannons
information flow controlinformation flow control /
nfə�

�meʃ(ə)n fləυ kən�
trəυl/ noun the regu-
lation of access to particular information
information inputinformation input /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n

npυt/ noun information received from
an input device
information lineinformation line /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n lan/
noun a line running across the screen
which gives the user information about the
program being executed or the file being
edited
information management systeminformation management system
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n �m�nd'mənt 
sstəm/
noun a computer program that allows in-
formation to be easily stored, retrieved,
searched and updated. Abbr IMS
information networkinformation network /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n

netw�k/ noun a number of databases
linked together, usually using telephone
lines and modems, allowing a large
amount of data to be accessed by a wider
number of users
information outputinformation output /
nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�aυtpυt/ noun a display of information on
an output device
information processinginformation processing
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n �prəυsesŋ/ noun same as
data processing
information processorinformation processor
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n �prəυsesə/ noun a ma-
chine that processes a received signal, ac-
cording to a program, using stored infor-
mation, and provides an output (NOTE:
This is an example of a computer that is
not dealing with mathematical functions.)
information providerinformation provider /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n
prə�
vadə/ noun a company or user who
provides an information source for use in a
videotext system, e.g. a company provid-
ing weather information or stock market
reports. Abbr ip
information rateinformation rate /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n ret/
noun the amount of information content
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per character multiplied by the number of
characters transmitted per second
information retrievalinformation retrieval /
nfəmeʃ(ə)n
r��triv(ə)l/ noun the process of locating
quantities of data stored in a database and
producing useful information from the da-
ta. Abbr IR
information retrieval centreinformation retrieval centre
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n r��triv(ə)l 
sentə/ noun a
research system providing specific infor-
mation from a database for a user
information storageinformation storage /
nfəmeʃ(ə)n
�stɔrd'/ noun the process of storing data
in a form which allows it to be processed
at a later date
information storage and retrievalinformation storage and retrieval
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n 
stɔrd' ən r��triv(ə)l/
noun techniques involved in storing infor-
mation and retrieving data from a store.
Abbr ISR
information structureinformation structure /
nfə�

�meʃ(ə)n 
str�ktʃə/ noun same as data
structure
information systeminformation system /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n

sstəm/ noun a computer system which
provides information according to a user’s
requests
information technologyinformation technology
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n tek��nɒləd'i/ noun the
technology involved in acquiring, storing,
processing, and distributing information
by electronic means, including radio, TV,
telephone and computers. Abbr IT
information theoryinformation theory /
nfə��meʃ(ə)n

θəri/ noun the body of formulae and
mathematics concerned with data trans-
mission equipment and signals
information transfer channelinformation transfer channel
/
nfəmeʃ(ə)n �tr�nsf� 
tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun a connection between a data trans-
mitter and a receiver
infraredinfrared /
nfrə��red/ noun the section of
the electromagnetic radiation spectrum ex-
tending from visible red to microwaves
infrared controllerinfrared controller /
nfrəred kən�

�trəυlə/ noun a remote control unit used to
control a device from a distance
Infrared Data AssociationInfrared Data Association
/
nfrəred �detə ə�
səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun a
standard method used to transfer informa-
tion via an infrared light beam, often used
to transfer information from a laptop or
PDA to a printer or desktop computer.
Abbr IrDA (NOTE: To use this feature,
your computer or printer needs to have
an IrDA port.)

infra-red linkinfra-red link /
nfrə red �lŋk/ noun a
system that allows two computers or a
computer and a printer to exchange infor-
mation using an infrared light beam to car-
ry the data
infrastructureinfrastructure /�nfrə�
str�ktʃə/ noun
basic structure or basic services
inherent addressinginherent addressing /n�
hərənt ə�

�dresŋ/ noun an instruction that contains
all the data required for the address to be
accessed with no further operation
inheritinherit /n��hert/ verb (in object-orient-
ed programming) to acquire the character-
istics of another class or data type
inheritanceinheritance /n��hert(ə)ns/ noun (in
object-oriented programming) the pass-
ing of the characteristics of one class or
data type to another, called its descendant
inherited errorinherited error /n�
hertd �erə/ noun
an error that is the result of a fault in a pre-
vious process or action
inhibitinhibit /n��hbt/ verb to stop a process
taking place or to prevent an integrated cir-
cuit or gate from operating,, by means of a
signal or command
inhibiting inputinhibiting input /n�
hbtŋ �npυt/
noun an input of a gate which blocks the
output signal
INI fileINI file /
a en �a fal/ noun a configura-
tion file used in Windows 3.x and earlier
that tells Windows how to load and run an
application. (NOTE: The INI file could con-
tain the working directory, user name and
user settings.)
initial addressinitial address /�
nʃ(ə)l ə��dres/ noun
the address at which the first location of a
program is stored
initial conditioninitial condition /�
nʃ(ə)l kən�

�dʃ(ə)n/ noun a condition that must be
satisfied before a routine can be entered
initial errorinitial error /�
nʃ(ə)l �erə/ noun an er-
ror in data that is the difference between
the value of the data at the start of process-
ing and its present actual value
initial instructionsinitial instructions /�
nʃ(ə)l n�

�str�kʃənz/ plural noun routines that act
as an initial program loader
initialisationinitialisation, initialization noun the
process of initialising values or parameters
� Initialisation is often carried out with-
out the user knowing.
initialisation stringinitialisation string /�
nʃ(ə)la�

�zeʃ(ə)n 
strŋ/, initialization string
noun a series of AT commands sent to a
modem to configure it before it is used
initialiseinitialise /��nʃə�
laz/, initialize verb to
set values or parameters or control lines to
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their initial values, to allow a program or
process to be restarted (NOTE: initialises –
initialising – initialised)
initial program headerinitial program header /�
nʃ(ə)l
�prəυ�r�m 
hedə/ noun a small machine-
code program usually stored in a read-only
memory device that directs the CPU to
load a larger program or operating system
from store into main memory (NOTE: An
example is a boot up routine that loads
the operating system when a computer is
switched on.)
initial program loaderinitial program loader /�
nʃ(ə)l
�prəυ�r�m 
ləυdə/ noun a short routine
that loads the first section of a program, af-
ter which it continues the loading process
itself. Abbr IPL
initial valueinitial value /�
nʃ(ə)l �v�lju/ noun the
starting point, usually zero, set when ini-
tialising variables at the beginning of a
program
inkink /ŋk/ verb to draw lines on paper by
the use of a plotter device
ink cartridgeink cartridge /ŋk �kɑtrd'/ noun a
plastic module that contains ink, for use in
a bubble-jet or ink-jet printer
ink effectink effect /�ŋk �
fekt/ noun features of
Windows Movie Player utility that defines
how cast members are drawn; e.g., trans-
parent ink effect displays the cast member
with the background showing through
ink-jet printerink-jet printer /�nk d'et 
prntə/ noun
a printer that produces characters by send-
ing a stream of tiny drops of electrically
charged ink onto the paper

‘…ink-jet printers work by squirting a fine stream of
ink onto the paper’ [Personal Computer World]

inlay cardinlay card /n��le kɑd/ noun an identi-
fication card inside the box of a CD, DVD
or similar recording
in-linein-line /n lan/ adjective referring to
connection pins on a chip arranged in one
or two rows � noun referring to a graphi-
cal image that is part of a webpage
in-line programin-line program /
n lan �peəυ�r�m/
noun a program that contains no loops
inner loopinner loop /�nə lup/ noun a loop con-
tained inside another loop. � nested loop
inputinput /�npυt/ verb to transfer data or in-
formation from outside a computer to its
main memory � The data was input via a
modem. � noun 1. the action of inputting
information 2. data or information that is
transferred into a computer 3. electrical
signals which are applied to relevant cir-
cuits to perform the operation � abbr (all
senses) i/p, I/P

‘In fact, the non-Qwerty format of the Maltron key-
board did cause a few gasps when it was first shown
to the staff, but within a month all the Maltron users
had regained normal input speeds.’ [Computing]

input areainput area /�npυt 
eəriə/ noun a sec-
tion of main memory that holds data trans-
ferred from backing store until it is proc-
essed or distributed to other sections
input blockinput block /�npυt blɒk/ noun a block
of data transferred to an input area
input-boundinput-bound /�npυt 
baυnd/ adjective
referring to a program or device that is not
running as fast as it could, because it is
limited by the input rate from a slower pe-
ripheral. Also called input-limited
input buffer registerinput buffer register /
npυt �b�fə

red'stə/ noun a temporary store for data
from an input device before it is trans-
ferred to a main or backing store
input deviceinput device /�npυt d�
vas/ noun a
device, e.g. a keyboard or bar code reader,
that converts actions or information into a
form that a computer can understand, and
transfers the data to the processor
input leadinput lead /�npυt lid/ noun a lead
which connects an input device to a com-
puter
input-limitedinput-limited /
npυt �lmtd/ adjec-
tive same as input-bound
input modeinput mode /�npυt məυd/ noun a
mode in which a computer is receiving
data
input/outputinput/output /
npυt �aυtpυt/ noun 1.
full form of I/O 2. all the data received or
transmitted by a computer. � input
input/output bufferinput/output buffer /
npυt �aυtpυt

b�fə/ noun a temporary storage area for
data waiting to be output or input
input/output businput/output bus /
npυt �aυtpυt b�s/
noun a bus that provides links that allow
data and control signals to be transferred
between a CPU and memory or peripheral
devices. Also called I/O bus
input/output channelinput/output channel /
npυt
�aυtpυt 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a link between a
processor and peripheral allowing data
transfer
input/output controllerinput/output controller /
npυt
�aυtpυt kən�
trəυlə/ noun an intelligent
device that monitors, directs and controls
data flow between a CPU and I/O devices
input/output control programinput/output control program
/
npυt �aυtpυt kən�
trəυl/ noun a super-
visory program or section of the operating
system that monitors and controls I/O op-
erations and data flow
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input/output deviceinput/output device /
npυt �aυtpυt
d�
vas/ noun a peripheral, e.g. such as a
terminal in a workstation, that can be used
both for inputting and outputting data to a
processor
input/output executiveinput/output executive /
npυt
�aυtpυt ��
zekjυtv/ noun a master pro-
gram that controls all the I/O activities of a
computer
input/output instructioninput/output instruction /
npυt
�aυtpυt n�
str�kʃən/ noun a computer
programming instruction that allows data
to be input or output from a processor
input/output interfaceinput/output interface /
npυt
�aυtpυt ntə�
fes/ noun a circuit, consist-
ing usually of an input/output channel, a
parallel input/output port and a DMA in-
terface, that allows controlled data input
and output from a CPU
input/output interruptinput/output interrupt /
npυt
�aυtpυt ntə�
r�pt/ noun an interrupt sig-
nal that comes from a peripheral device or
that indicates that an input or output oper-
ation is required
input/output libraryinput/output library /
npυt �aυtpυt

labrəri/ noun a set of routines, e.g. print-
er drivers or port control routines, that can
be used by the programmer to help simpli-
fy input/output tasks
input/output portinput/output port /
npυt �aυtpυt

pɔt/ noun a circuit or connector that pro-
vides an input/output channel to another
device � The joystick can be connected to
the input/output port.
input/output processorinput/output processor /
npυt
�aυtpυt 
prəυsesə/ noun a processor that
carries out input/output transfers for a
CPU, including DMA and error correction
facilities. Abbr IOP
input/output referencinginput/output referencing /
npυt
�aυtpυt 
ref(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the use of la-
bels to refer to specific input/output devic-
es, the actual address of the device being
inserted at run time
input/output registerinput/output register /
npυt �aυtpυt

red'stə/ noun a temporary storage for
data received from memory before being
transferred to an I/O device or for data
from an I/O device waiting to be stored in
main memory or to be processed
input/output requestinput/output request /
npυt �aυtpυt
r�
kwest/ noun a request signal from the
CPU for data input or output. Abbr IORQ
input/output status wordinput/output status word /
npυt

aυtpυt �stetəs w�d/ noun a word
whose bits describe the state of peripheral
devices, e.g. busy or free

input/output unitinput/output unit /
npυt �aυtpυt

junt/ noun same as input/output de-
vice
input portinput port /�npυt pɔt/ noun a circuit
or connector that allows a computer to re-
ceive data from other external devices
input registerinput register /�npυt 
red'stə/ noun
a temporary store for data received at slow
speeds from an I/O device, the data is then
transferred at high speed to the main mem-
ory
input routineinput routine /�npυt ru�
tin/ noun a
set of instructions which control an I/O de-
vice and direct data received from it to the
correct storage location
input sectioninput section /�npυt 
sekʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. an input routine 2. an input area
input statementinput statement /�npυt 
stetmənt/
noun a computer programming command
which waits for data entry from a port or
keyboard
input storageinput storage /�npυt 
stɔrd'/ noun �
input area
input work queueinput work queue /
npυt �w�k

kju/ noun a list of commands to be car-
ried out either in the order in which they
were entered or in order of priority
inquiryinquiry /n��kwaəri/ noun another spell-
ing of enquiry
inquiry characterinquiry character /n��kwaəri

k�rktə/ noun a code transmitted by a
computer to a remote terminal, asking for
a response. Abbr ENQ
inquiry/responseinquiry/response /n�
kwaəri r�

�spɒns/ noun an interactive computer
mode, in which a user’s commands and in-
quiries are responded to very quickly
inquiry stationinquiry station /n��kwari 
steʃ(ə)n/
noun a terminal that is used to access and
interrogate files stored on a remote com-
puter
insertinsert /n��s�t/ verb to add new text in-
side a word or sentence
inserted subroutineinserted subroutine /
ns�td
�s�brutin/ noun a series of instructions
that are copied directly into the main pro-
gram at a point where a call instruction ap-
pears or at a point where a user requires
insertion lossinsertion loss /n��s�ʃ(ə)n lɒs/ noun a
weakening of a signal caused by adding a
device into an existing channel or circuit
insertion pointinsertion point /n��s�ʃ(ə)n pɔnt/
noun the point in a document, indicated by
the position of the cursor, where new text
typed by the user will be entered
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insert keyinsert key /n��s�t ki/ noun a key that
switches a word-processor or editor pro-
gram from overwrite mode to insert mode.
Also called Ins key
insert modeinsert mode /�ns�t məυd/ noun an in-
teractive computer mode used for editing
and correcting documents (NOTE: This is a
standard feature on most word-process-
ing packages. The cursor is placed at the
required point in the document and any
characters typed will be added, with the
existing text moving on as necessary.)
Ins keyIns key /�ns ki/ noun same as insert
key
installinstall /n��stɔl/ verb to put a machine
into an office or factory � The system is
easy to install and simple to use.
installable device driverinstallable device driver /n�


stɔləb(ə)l d��vas 
dravə/ noun a de-
vice driver that is loaded into memory and
remains resident, replacing a similar func-
tion built into the operating system
installationinstallation /
nstə��leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
computer and equipment used for one type
of work and processing � The engineers
are still testing the new installation. 2. the
process of setting up a new computer sys-
tem � The installation of the equipment
took only a few hours.
installation manualinstallation manual /
nstə��leʃ(ə)n

m�njυəl/ noun a booklet showing how a
system should be installed
install programinstall program /�nstɔl 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a piece of software that transfers pro-
gram code from the distribution disks onto
a computer’s hard disk and configures the
program
instanceinstance /�nstəns/ noun (in object-ori-
ented programming) an object or dupli-
cate object that has been created
instantaneous accessinstantaneous access
/
nstənteniəs ��kses/ noun an ex-
tremely short access time to a random ac-
cess device
instant jumpinstant jump /�nstənt d'�mp/ noun
(in a videodisc player) a hardware feature
that allows the player to skip a number of
frames, up to 200, in the time it takes to re-
fresh the screen
instant messaginginstant messaging /
nstənt
�mesd'ŋ/ noun a feature that lets a user
type in and exchange messages with one or
more other people connected via the Inter-
net. Each of the users in the group runs
special software that tells them when a
friend or colleague has connected to the
Internet and is available to receive messag-

es. Any message that he or she types in is
then sent instantly to the other user.
instructioninstruction /n��str�kʃən/ noun a word
used in a programming language that is
understood by the computer as a command
to carry out a particular action � The in-
struction PRINT is used in this BASIC di-
alect as an operand to display the follow-
ing data. (NOTE: In a high-level language
the instructions are translated by the
compiler or interpreter to a form that is
understood by the central processing
unit.)

‘A Taos kernel, typically 15Kb in size, resides at
each processing node to ‘translate’, non-native in-
structions – on the fly when needed. This kernel con-
tains the only code which has to be written in the
processor’s native instruction set.’ [Computing]

instruction addressinstruction address /n��str�kʃən ə�


dres/ noun the location of an instruction
instruction address registerinstruction address register /n�


str�kʃən ə��dres 
red'stə/ noun same
as sequence control register. abbr IAR
instruction areainstruction area /n��str�kʃən 
eəriə/
noun a section of memory that is used to
store instructions
instruction cacheinstruction cache /n��str�kʃən k�ʃ/
noun an area of high-speed memory which
stores the next few instructions to be exe-
cuted by a processor
instruction characterinstruction character /n��str�kʃən

k�rktə/ noun a special character that
provides a control sequence rather than an
alphanumeric character
instruction codesinstruction codes /n��str�kʃən
kəυdz/ plural noun a set of symbols or
codes that a CPU can directly understand
and execute
instruction counterinstruction counter /n��str�kʃən

kaυntə/ noun same as sequence con-
trol register
instruction cycleinstruction cycle /n��str�kʃən

sak(ə)l/ noun the series of events, taking
place in a set order and at specified inter-
vals, that occurs when the processor fetch-
es an instruction from where it is stored in
the memory and executes it
instruction cycle timeinstruction cycle time /n�
str�kʃən
�sak(ə)l 
tam/ noun the amount of time
taken for one instruction cycle
instruction decoderinstruction decoder /n��str�kʃən di�


kəυdə/ noun hardware that converts a
machine-code code instruction in binary
form into actions
instruction execution timeinstruction execution time /n�


str�kʃən 
eks��kjuʃ(ə)n 
tam/ noun
the time taken to carry out an instruction
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instruction formatinstruction format /n��str�kʃən

fɔm�t/ noun a set of rules defining the
way the operands, data and addresses are
arranged in an instruction
instruction manualinstruction manual /n��str�kʃən

m�njuəl/ noun a document describing
how to use a system or software
instruction modificationinstruction modification /n�


str�kʃən 
mɒdf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of changing part of an instruction,
either the data or the operator, so that it
carries out a different function the next
time that the instruction is executed
instruction pipelininginstruction pipelining /n��str�kʃən

paplanŋ/ noun the act of beginning to
process a second instruction while still
processing the present one, which increas-
es the program’s speed of execution
instruction pointerinstruction pointer /n��str�kʃən

pɔntə/ noun a register in a central
processing unit that contains the location
of the next instruction to be processed
instruction processorinstruction processor /n��str�kʃən

prəυsesə/ noun a section of the central
processing unit that decodes instructions
and performs the arithmetic and logical
functions necessary for carrying them out
instruction registerinstruction register /n��str�kʃən

red'stə/ noun a register in a central
processing unit that stores an instruction
during decoding and execution operations.
Abbr IR
instruction repertoireinstruction repertoire /n��str�kʃən

repətwɑ/, instruction set /set/ noun
the total number of instructions that a
processor can recognise and execute
instruction storageinstruction storage /n��str�kʃən

stɔrd'/ noun a section of memory used
to store instructions
instruction timeinstruction time /n��str�kʃən tam/
noun the amount of time taken for a cen-
tral processing unit to carry out a complete
instruction
instruction wordinstruction word /n��str�kʃən w�d/
noun a fixed set of characters used to initi-
ate an instruction � The manufacturers of
this CPU have decided that JMP will be
the instruction word to call the jump func-
tion.
instrumentinstrument /�nstrυmənt/ noun an
electronic device that can produce a sound
in response to a MIDI note or to a key-
board press
integerinteger /�ntd'ə/ noun a mathematical
term to describe a whole number (NOTE:
An integer may be positive or negative or
zero.)

integralintegral /nt�rəl, n��te�əl/ adjective
referring to an add-on device or special
feature that is already built into a system �
The integral disk drives and modem re-
duced desk space.
integratedintegrated /�nt�
�retd/ adjective re-
ferring to a system containing many pe-
ripherals grouped together to provide a
neat, complete system
integrated circuitintegrated circuit /
nt�retd
�s�kt/ noun a circuit made up of compo-
nents all of which are formed on one small
piece of semiconductor by means of etch-
ing and chemical processes. Abbr IC
(NOTE: Integrated circuits can be classi-
fied as follows: Small Scale Integration
(SSI): 1 to 10 components per IC; Medi-
um Scale Integration (MSI): 10 to 100
components per IC; Large Scale Integra-
tion (LSI): 100 to 5000 components per
IC; Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI):
5,000 to 50,000 components per IC; Ul-
tra Large Scale Integration (ULSI): over
100,000 components per IC.)
integrated databaseintegrated database /
nt�retd
�detəbes/ noun a database that is able to
provide information for varied require-
ments without any redundant data
integrated data processingintegrated data processing
/
nt�retd �detə 
prəυsesŋ/ noun an
organisational method for the entry and re-
trieval of data that is designed to provide
maximum efficiency. Abbr IDP
integrated device electronicsintegrated device electronics /
nt�


�retd d�
vas 
elek��trɒnks/, integrat-
ed drive electronics noun full form of
IDE
integrated emulatorintegrated emulator /
nt�retd
�emjυletə/ noun an emulator program
run within a multitasking operating system
integrated injection logicintegrated injection logic
/
nt�retd n��d'ekʃən 
lɒd'k/ noun a
type of circuit design able to produce very
small, low-power components. Abbr IIL
integrated modemintegrated modem /
nt�retd
�məυdem/ noun a modem that is an inter-
nal part of the system
integrated officeintegrated office /
nt�retd �ɒfs/
noun an office environment in which all
operations are carried out using a central
computer
integrated services digital networkintegrated services digital net-
work /
nt�retd 
s�vsz 
dd't(ə)l
�netw�k/ noun � ISDN
integrated softwareintegrated software /
nt�retd
�sɒftweə/ noun software such as an oper-
ating system or word-processor that is
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stored in the computer system and has
been tailored to the requirements of the
system
integrationintegration /
nt���reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of bringing several operations to-
gether � small scale integration (SSI)
integrityintegrity /n��te�rti/ noun the reliability
of data which is being processed or stored
on disk � the data in this file has integri-
ty the data has not been corrupted � integ-
rity of a file the fact that a file that has
been stored on disk is not corrupted or dis-
torted in any way
IntelIntel /�ntel/ the company that developed
the first commercially available micro-
processor, the 4004, and also developed
the range of processors that is used in IBM
PCs and compatible computers
Intel 8086Intel 8086 a trade name for a microproc-
essor that uses a 16-bit data bus and can
address up to 1Mb of RAM
Intel 8088Intel 8088 a trade name for a microproc-
essor that uses a 16-bit data bus internally,
but uses an 8-bit data bus externally; used
in the first IBM PC computers
Intel 80286Intel 80286 a trade name for a micro-
processor that uses a 16-bit data bus and
can address up to 16Mb of RAM
Intel 80386Intel 80386 a trade name for a micro-
processor that uses a 32-bit data bus and
can address up to 4Gb of RAM
Intel 80486Intel 80486 a trade name for a micro-
processor that uses a 32-bit data bus and
can address up to 64Gb of RAM
Intel IndeoIntel Indeo /
ntel �ndiəυ/ a trade name
for software technology developed by In-
tel that allows a computer to store and play
back compressed video sequences using
software compression techniques
intelligenceintelligence /n��teld'əns/ noun the
ability of a device to carry out processing
or run a program
intelligentintelligent /n��teld'ənt/ adjective re-
ferring to a machine, program or device
that is capable of limited reasoning facili-
ties, giving it human-like responses
intelligent deviceintelligent device /n�
teld'(ə)nt d�

�vas/ noun a peripheral device that con-
tains a central processing unit allowing it
to process data
intelligent knowledge-based systemintelligent knowledge-based sys-
tem /n�
teld'(ə)nt 
nɒld' besd
�sstəm/ noun full form of IKBS
intelligent spacerintelligent spacer /n�
teld'(ə)nt
�spesə/ noun a facility on a word-
processing system used to prevent words

from being hyphenated or separated at the
wrong point
intelligent terminalintelligent terminal /n�
teld'(ə)nt
�t�mn(ə)l/ noun same as smart termi-
nal
intelligent tutoring systemintelligent tutoring system /n�


teld'(ə)nt �tjutərŋ 
sstəm/ noun a
computer-aided learning system that pro-
vides responsive and interactive teaching
facilities for users
intelligent wiring hubintelligent wiring hub /n�
teld'(ə)nt
�waərŋ h�b/ noun a wiring hub that can
be controlled from a workstation to direct
which circuits should be connected to each
other
Intel MMXIntel MMX /
ntel em em �eks/ a trade
name for a range of processors that include
components that improve their perform-
ance when dealing with multimedia and
communications
Intel PentiumIntel Pentium /
ntel �pentiəm/ a trade
name for a range of advanced microproc-
essors that use a 32-bit data bus
Intel Pentium ProIntel Pentium Pro /
ntel 
pentiəm
�prəυ/ a trade name for a 32-bit processor
developed by Intel to replace the Pentium
in high-performance PCs and provide fea-
tures to improve performance. It is suited
to multiuser and multitasking environ-
ments.
intensityintensity /n��tensti/ noun a measure of
the strength of a signal or the brightness of
a light source
interactiveinteractive /
ntər���ktv/ adjective re-
ferring to a system or piece of software
that allows communication between the
user and the computer in conversational
mode

‘Oracle today details its interactive information su-
perhighway aims, endorsed by 17 industry partners.
The lynchpin to the announcement will be software
based on the Oracle Media Server, a multimedia da-
tabase designed to run on massively parallel comput-
ers.’ [Computing]

interactive debugging systeminteractive debugging system
/
ntər�ktv di��b��ŋ 
sstəm/ noun a
software development tool that allows the
user to run a program under test, set break-
points, examine source and object code,
examine registers and memory contents
and trace the instruction execution
interactive graphicsinteractive graphics /
ntər�ktv
��r�fks/ plural noun a display system
that is able to react to different inputs from
the user
interactive keyboardinteractive keyboard /
ntər�ktv
�kibɔd/ noun a keyboard controlled by a
program that is designed to help the user
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by lighting up particular keys on the key-
board to prompt the user to make a partic-
ular kind of input
interactive mediainteractive media /
ntər�ktv
�midiə/ plural noun media that provide
two-way communications between users
and their machines or systems and enable
users to control their systems and obtain
responses from them in real time
interactive modeinteractive mode /
ntər���ktv

məυd/ noun a computer mode that allows
the user to enter commands or programs or
data and receive immediate responses
interactive multimediainteractive multimedia /
ntər�ktv

m�lti��midiə/ noun a multimedia system
in which users can issue commands to
which the program responds, or control
actions and control the way the program
works � This interactive multimedia title
allows a user to make music with a synthe-
siser program.
Interactive Multimedia AssociationInteractive Multimedia Associa-
tion /
ntər�ktv 
m�lti��midiə ə�


səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of IMA
interactive processinginteractive processing /
ntər�ktv
�prəυsesŋ/ noun same as interactive
mode
interactive routineinteractive routine /
ntər�ktv ru�

�tin/ noun a computer program able to ac-
cept data from an operator, process it and
provide a real-time reaction to it
interactive systeminteractive system /
ntər�ktv
�sstəm/ noun a system which provides an
immediate response to the user’s com-
mands or programs or data
interactive terminalinteractive terminal /
ntər�ktv
�t�mn(ə)l/ noun a terminal in an interac-
tive system which sends and receives in-
formation
interactive TVinteractive TV /
ntər�ktv ti �vi/
noun a channel that allows two-way com-
munication between the viewer and the
broadcasting station. This feature often al-
lows the user to choose which programme
to watch or to respond directly to questions
displayed on-screen.
interactive videointeractive video /
ntər�ktv
�vdiəυ/ noun full form of IV
interactive videotextinteractive videotext /
ntər�ktv
�vdiəυtekst/ noun viewdata service that
allows the operator to select pages, display
them, ask questions, or use a service such
as teleshopping
interblockinterblock /�ntəblɒk/ adjective occur-
ring or located between blocks
interblock gapinterblock gap /�ntəblɒk ��p/ noun a
blank magnetic tape between the end of

one block of data and the start of the next
in backing store. Abbr IBG. Also called
interrecord gap
interchange file formatinterchange file format
/
ntətʃend' �fal 
fɔm�t/ noun full
form of IFF
intercharacter spacingintercharacter spacing /ntə�


k�rəktə �spesŋ/ noun a word-proces-
sor feature that provides variable spacing
between words to create a justified line
interconnectioninterconnection /
ntəkə��nekʃən/
noun a section of connecting material be-
tween two devices
interfaceinterface /�ntəfes/ noun 1. the point at
which one computer system ends and an-
other begins 2. a circuit, device or port that
allows two or more incompatible units to
be linked together in a standard communi-
cation system, allowing data to be trans-
ferred between them 3. a section of a pro-
gram which allows transmission of data to
another program � verb 1. to modify a de-
vice by adding a circuit or connector to al-
low it to conform to a standard communi-
cations system 2. to connect two or more
incompatible devices together with a cir-
cuit, in order to allow them to communi-
cate

‘The original release of ODBC only included a driv-
er for Microsoft’s own SQL Server database. Micro-
soft has subsequently published the ODBC applica-
tion program interface enabling third-party vendors
to create drivers for other databases and tools.’
[Computing]

interface cardinterface card /�ntəfes kɑd/ noun
an add-on board that allows a computer to
interface to certain equipment or conform
to a certain standard
interface message processorinterface message processor
/
ntəfes �mesd' 
prəυsesə/ noun a
computer in a packet switching network
that deals with the flow of data, acting as
an interface processor
interface processorinterface processor /�ntəfes

prəυsesə/ noun a computer that controls
data transfer between a processor and a
terminal or network
interface routinesinterface routines /�ntəfes ru�


tinz/ plural noun software that allows
programs or data for one system to run on
another
interfacinginterfacing /�ntəfesŋ/ noun hard-
ware or software used to interface two
computers, programs or devices
interferenceinterference /
ntə��fərəns/ noun noise
on a radio signal
interframe codinginterframe coding /
ntəfrem
�kəυdŋ/ noun a system for compressing
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video images, in which only the differenc-
es between each frame are recorded
interior gateway protocolinterior gateway protocol /n�
təriə

�etwe 
prəυtəυ��kɒl/ noun full form of
IGP
interior labelinterior label /n�
təriə �leb(ə)l/ noun
identification data that is stored within a
storage medium, as opposed to an exterior
or physical label stuck to the case
interlaceinterlace /
ntə��les/ verb to build up an
image on a television screen using two
passes to create two picture fields. One
displays all the odd-numbered lines, the
other all the even-numbered lines. The aim
is to reduce the flicker effects on the tele-
vision picture.
interlaced scanninginterlaced scanning /
ntəlesd
�sk�nŋ/ noun a technique for producing
an image on a television or computer
screen that is clear and correctly aligned in
the vertical plane. It involves scanning first
all the odd numbered and then all the even
numbered lines in the screen image.
interlaced videointerlaced video /
ntəlesd �vdiəυ/
noun a video signal made up of two sepa-
rate fields. This is the normal display
mode for home video.
interleaveinterleave /
ntər��liv/ noun a method
of storing data on alternate tracks on a hard
disk drive to slow down data transfer rates
to match a slower processor � Fast com-
puters run the hard disk with no interleave
factor, since they can cope with the fast
flow of data to and from the hard disk.
interleavedinterleaved /
ntər��livd/ adjective re-
ferring to sections of two programs exe-
cuted alternately to give the impression
that they are running simultaneously
interleaved memoryinterleaved memory /
ntərlivd
�mem(ə)ri/ noun memory containing two
separate banks of data used together in se-
quence
interleave factorinterleave factor /
ntər�
liv �f�ktə/
noun the ratio of sectors skipped between
access operations on a hard disk (NOTE: In
a hard disk with an interleave of 3, the
first sector is read, then three sectors are
skipped and the next sector is read. This
is used to allow hard disks with slow ac-
cess time to store more data on the disk.)
interleavinginterleaving /
ntər��livŋ/ noun 1. the
technique of dealing with slices or sections
of processes alternately, so that they ap-
pear to be executed simultaneously 2. the
process of dividing data storage into sec-
tions so that each can be accessed sepa-
rately

interlockinterlock /
ntə��lɒk/ noun a security de-
vice that is part of the logon prompt and re-
quires a password � verb to prevent a de-
vice from performing another task until
the present one has been completed
interludeinterlude /�ntə�
lud/ noun a small ini-
tial routine at the start of a program that
carries out housekeeping tasks
intermediate access memoryintermediate access memory
/
ntəmidiət 
�kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun
full form of IAM
intermediate codeintermediate code /
ntəmidiət
�kəυd/ noun a code used by a computer or
assembler during the translation of a high-
level code to machine code
intermediate fileintermediate file /
ntəmidiət �fal/
noun a file containing partially processed
data that will be used at a later date to com-
plete a task
intermediate storageintermediate storage /
ntəmidiət
�stɔrd'/ noun a temporary area of mem-
ory for items which are currently being
processed
intermediate systemintermediate system /
ntəmidiət
�sstəm/ noun (on the Internet) a router or
other device that links a network or user to
the Internet. Abbr IS
intermediate system to intermediate systemintermediate system to intermedi-
ate system /
ntəmidiət 
sstəm tə

ntəmidiət �sstəm/ noun full form of
IS-IS
intermittent errorintermittent error /
ntəmt(ə)nt �erə/
noun an error which apparently occurs
randomly in a computer or communica-
tions system due to a program fault or
noise (NOTE: These errors are very diffi-
cult to trace and correct due to their ap-
parent random appearance.)
internal arithmeticinternal arithmetic /n�
t�n(ə)l ə�

�rθmətk/ noun arithmetical operations
performed by the ALU
internal character codeinternal character code /n�
t�n(ə)l
�k�rktə 
kəυd/ noun a representation of
characters in a particular operating system
internal commandinternal command /n�
t�n(ə)l kə�

�mɑnd/ noun a command that is part of
the operating system, rather than of a sep-
arate utility program � In MS-DOS, the in-
ternal command DIR is used frequently.
internal formatinternal format /n�
t�n(ə)l �fɔm�t/
noun a format in which data and instruc-
tions are represented within a CPU or
backing store
internal hard diskinternal hard disk /n�
t�n(ə)l �hɑd

dsk/ noun a hard disk drive mounted in-
side the main case of a computer
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internal languageinternal language /n�
t�n(ə)l
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a language used in a
computer system that is not under the di-
rect control of the operator
internally stored programinternally stored program /n�


t�n(ə)li stɔd �prəυ�r�m/ noun a com-
puter program code that is stored in a
ROM device in a computer system and
does not have to be loaded from backing
store
internal memoryinternal memory /n�
t�n(ə)l
�mem(ə)ri/ noun storage space that is
available within the main computer and is
under its direct control. Also called inter-
nal store
internal modeminternal modem /n�
t�n(ə)l 
məυ�

�dem/ noun a modem on an expansion
card that fits into an expansion connector
and transfers information to the processor
through the bus, rather than connecting to
a serial port
internal sortinternal sort /n��t�n(ə)l sɔt/ noun a
sorting program using only the main mem-
ory of a system
internal storeinternal store /n�
t�n(ə)l �stɔ/ noun
same as internal memory
International Business MachinesInternational Business Machines
/
ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �bznəs mə�
ʃinz/ full
form of IBM
international file formatinternational file format
/
ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �fal 
fɔm�t/ noun full
form of IFF
International MIDI AssociationInternational MIDI Association
/
ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �mdi ə�
səυsieʃ(ə)n/
noun a professional organisation that cov-
ers subjects including authoring languag-
es, formats, and intellectual property. Abbr
IMA
International Standards OrganizationInternational Standards Organiza-
tion /
ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl �st�ndədz

ɔ�ənazeʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
which creates and regulates standards for
many types of computer and networking
products. Abbr ISO
International Standards Organization Open System InterconnectionInternational Standards Organiza-
tion Open System Interconnec-
tion /
ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl 
st�ndədz

ɔ�ənazeʃ(ə)n 
əυpən 
sstəm

ntəkə��nekʃ(ə)n/ noun a standardised
ISO network design that is constructed in
layered form, with each layer having a
specific task. The design allows different
systems to communicate if they conform
to the standard. Abbr ISO/OSI
InternetInternet /�ntənet/ noun an international
wide area network that provides file and

data transfer, together with electronic mail
functions for millions of users around the
world. � HTTP, POP 3, SMTP, World
Wide Web
Internet Activities BoardInternet Activities Board /
ntənet
�k��tvtiz 
bɔd/ noun full form of IAB
Internet addressInternet address /�ntənet ə�
dres/
noun a unique number that identifies the
precise location of a particular node on the
Internet The address is a 32-bit number
usually written in dotted decimal format,
i.e. in the form ‘123.33.22.32’, and it is
used by the TCP/IP protocol. A domain
name system is used to convert a domain
name, e.g. ‘bloomsbury.com’, into a full
Internet address. Also called IP address
Internet architecture boardInternet architecture board
/
ntənet �ɑktektʃə 
bɔd/ noun a
group that monitors and manages the de-
velopment of the Internet. Abbr IAB
(NOTE: Its members include the IETF and
the IRTF.)
Internet Assigned Numbers AuthorityInternet Assigned Numbers Au-
thority /
ntənet ə�
sand �n�mbəz ɔ�


θɒrti/ noun a group that assigns unique
identifying numbers to the different proto-
cols and network products used on the In-
ternet. Abbr IANA
Internet bankingInternet banking /
ntənet �b�ŋkŋ/
noun a system that allows customers to
check their bank accounts, pay bills and
transfer money by means of the Internet

‘…most banks now offer reasonable telephone and
Internet banking facilities.’ [The Guardian]

Internet caféInternet café /�ntənet 
k�fe/ noun
same as cybercafé
Internet control message protocolInternet control message protocol
/
ntənet kən�
trəυl �mesd' 
prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of ICMP
Internet-draftInternet-draft /�ntənet drɑft/ adjec-
tive referring to draft documents produced
by the IETF that often lead to RFCs. Abbr
I-D
Internet engineering steering groupInternet engineering steering
group /
ntənet 
end'nərŋ �stərŋ
�rup/ noun a group that reviews Internet
standards and manages the IETF. Abbr
IESG
Internet engineering task forceInternet engineering task force
/
ntənet 
end'nərŋ �tɑsk 
fɔs/ noun
full form of IETF
Internet ExplorerInternet Explorer /
ntənet k�

�splɔrə/ noun a web browser developed
by Microsoft which allows a user to view
formatted HTML information such as
webpages on the Internet. Abbr IE
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Internet Information ServerInternet group management pro-
tocol /
ntənet �rup �m�nd'mənt

prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of IGMP
Internet Information ServerInternet Information Server
/
ntənet 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
s�və/ noun
full form of IIS
Internet merchant accountInternet merchant account
/
ntənet �m�tʃənt ə�
kaυnt/ noun a
business bank account that allows the busi-
ness to accept credit card payments via the
Internet. Many businesses have a merchant
account, allowing them to accept credit
card payments by telephone or mail, but
still need a separate IMA to accept pay-
ments via the net. Abbr IMA
Internet message access protocolInternet message access protocol
/
ntənet �mesd' 
�kses 
prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of IMAP
Internet numberInternet number /�ntənet 
n�mbə/
noun � Internet address
Internet protocolInternet protocol /
ntənet
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of IP
Internet protocol addressInternet protocol address /
ntənet

prəυtəkɒl ə��dres/ noun full form of IP
address. � Internet address
Internet relay chatInternet relay chat /
ntənet 
rile
�tʃ�t/ noun a system that allows many us-
ers to participate in a chat session in which
each user can send messages and sees the
text of any other user. Abbr IRC
Internet research task forceInternet research task force
/
ntənet r�
s�tʃ �tɑsk fɔs/ noun full
form of IRTF
Internet server application program interfaceInternet server application pro-
gram interface /
ntənet 
s�və

�plkeʃ(ə)n �prəυ�r�m 
ntəfes/
noun full form of ISAPI
Internet service providerInternet service provider /
ntənet
�s�vs prə�
vadə/ noun full form of ISP
Internet SocietyInternet Society /�ntənet sə�
saəti/
noun an organisation that has the task of
maintaining and enhancing the Internet. It
is made up of committees, such as the In-
ternet Advisory Board and the Internet En-
gineering Task Force, and is not linked to
any government or company, so that it pro-
vides an independent view of the future of
the Internet.
Internet telephonyInternet telephony /
ntənet tə�

�lefəni/ noun a system that allows users to
make telephone calls using the Internet to
carry the voice signals. To make a call, us-
ers need a computer with a sound card fit-
ted and a microphone and loudspeaker
plugged in, and special software manages
the connection and transfers the voice data
over the Internet. (NOTE: This system is

particularly appealing if you have low-
cost dial-up access to the Internet, since
it allows you to make long distance calls
for the low-price you pay for your Internet
connection.)
InternetworkInternetwork /
ntə��netw�k/ noun a
number of networks connected together
using bridges or routers to allow users on
one network to access any resource on any
other of the connected networks
Internetwork Packet ExchangeInternetwork Packet Exchange
/
ntənetw�k �p�kt ks�
tʃend'/ a
trade name for a network protocol devel-
oped by Novell that is used to transfer
packets of information over a network.
Abbr IPX
interoperabilityinteroperability /
ntəɒpərə��blti/
noun the ability of two devices or comput-
ers to exchange information
interpolationinterpolation /n�
t�pə��leʃ(ə)n/ noun
the calculation of intermediate values be-
tween two points
interpretinterpret /n��t�prt/ verb to translate
what is said in one language into another
interpretative codeinterpretative code /n�
t�rprtətv
�kəυd/ noun a code used with an interpre-
tative program
interpretative programinterpretative program /n�


t�rprtətv �prəυ�r�m/ noun software
that translates high level interpretative
code into machine code instructions at
run-time
interpreted languageinterpreted language /n�
t�prtd
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage that is executed by an interpreter
interpreterinterpreter /n��t�prtə/ noun a piece of
software used to translate a user’s high-
level program into machine code at the
time of execution. Compare compiler
(NOTE: A compiler translates the high-lev-
el language into machine code and then
executes it, whereas an interpreter
makes a translation in real time.)
interrecord gapinterrecord gap /
ntərekɔd ���p/
noun same as interblock gap
interrogateinterrogate /n��terə�et/ verb to send a
request for information to a computer de-
vice or program
interruptinterrupt /
ntə��r�pt/ noun 1. the stop-
ping of a transmission as a result of an ac-
tion at the receiving end of a system 2. a
signal which diverts a central processing
unit from one task to another that has high-
er priority, allowing the CPU to return to
the first task later
interrupt disableinterrupt disable /�ntər�pt ds�


eb(ə)l/ noun the process of disabling an
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interrupt by resetting a bit in the interrupt
mask to zero
interrupt-driveninterrupt-driven /�ntər�pt 
drv(ə)n/
adjective referring to a program that
works in response to an interrupt
interrupt enableinterrupt enable /�ntər�pt n�
eb(ə)l/
noun the process of arming an interrupt by
setting a bit in the interrupt mask
interrupt handlerinterrupt handler /�ntər�pt 
h�ndlə/
noun a piece of software that accepts inter-
rupt signals and acts on them, e.g. by run-
ning a special routine or sending data to a
peripheral. Abbr IH
interrupt levelinterrupt level /�ntər�pt 
lev(ə)l/
noun the priority assigned to the interrupt
from a peripheral
interrupt lineinterrupt line /�ntər�pt lan/ noun a
connection to a central processing unit
from outside the system that allows exter-
nal devices to use the CPU’s interrupt fa-
cility � This printer port design uses an
interrupt line to let the CPU know it is
ready to receive data.
interrupt maskinterrupt mask /�ntər�pt mɑsk/
noun a term in computer programming
that selects which interrupt lines are to be
activated
interrupt prioritiesinterrupt priorities /�ntər�pt pra�


ɒrtiz/ plural noun the order in which var-
ious interrupts are accepted by a central
processing unit
interrupt requestinterrupt request /�ntər�pt r�


kwest/ noun a signal from a device that
indicates to the CPU that it requires atten-
tion. Abbr IRQ
interrupt servicinginterrupt servicing /�ntər�pt

s�vsŋ/ noun the process of carrying
out some action when an interrupt is de-
tected, e.g. running a routine
interrupt signalinterrupt signal /�ntər�pt 
s�n(ə)l/
noun a voltage pulse from a peripheral
sent to the CPU requesting attention
interrupt stackinginterrupt stacking /�ntər�pt

st�kŋ/ noun the process of storing inter-
rupts in a queue and processing them ac-
cording to interrupt priorities
intersectionintersection /�ntə�
sekʃən/ noun a log-
ical function whose output is only true if
both its inputs are true
intervalinterval /�ntəv(ə)l/ noun a short pause
between two actions � There was an inter-
val between pressing the key and the start-
ing of the printout.
interword spacinginterword spacing /ntə�
w�d
�spesŋ/ noun variable spacing between
words in a text, used to justify lines

intimateintimate /�ntmət/ adjective referring
to software that operates and interacts
closely with hardware in a system
intraintra /�ntrə/, intra frame /�ntrə frem/
noun a reference frame used to synchro-
nise video data that has been compressed
using the MPEG system
intraframe codingintraframe coding /
ntrəfrem
�kəυdŋ/ noun a method of compression
that works on one video frame at a time,
this is less efficient than interframe coding
intranetintranet /�ntrənet/ noun a private net-
work of computers within a company that
provides similar functions to the Internet ,
e.g. electronic mail, newsgroups and ac-
cess to the WWW, without the associated
security risks of making the information
public or linking the company to a public
network. � firewall, Internet, LAN, web
server
intruderintruder /n��trudə/ noun a person who
is not authorised to use a computer or con-
nect to a network. � firewall, hacker
inverseinverse /
n��v�s/ noun a state of a signal
or device that is the logical opposite of an-
other � The inverse of true is false.
inverse videoinverse video /
nv�s �vdiəυ/ noun a
television effect created by swapping the
background and foreground text display
colours
inversioninversion /n��v�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the proc-
ess of changing over the numbers in a bi-
nary word, one to zero and zero to one �
The inversion of a binary digit takes place
in one’s complement.
invertinvert /
n��v�t/ verb to change all binary
ones to zeros and zeros to ones
inverted backboneinverted backbone /n�
v�td
�b�kbəυn/ noun a network architecture in
which the hub is the centre of the network
and all sub networks connect to the hub
(NOTE: In a traditional backbone network
the sub networks connect to the cable
that is the main backbone.)
inverted commasinverted commas /n�
v�td �kɒməz/
plural noun a printing sign (") that is usu-
ally used to indicate a quotation
inverted fileinverted file /n�
v�td �fal/ noun a file
with an index entry for every data item
inverterinverter /n��v�tə/ noun 1. a logical gate
that provides inversion facilities 2. a cir-
cuit used to provide alternating current
supply from a DC battery source
invisibleinvisible /n��vzb(ə)l/ adjective visible
on a DTP page or graphics layout during
the design phase, but not printed
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invitationinvitation /
nv��teʃ(ə)n/ noun action
by a processor to contact another device
and allow it to send a message
invitation to sendinvitation to send /
nvteʃ(ə)n tə
�send/ noun a special character transmit-
ted to indicate to a device that the host
computer is willing to receive messages.
Abbr ITS
invokeinvoke /n��vəυk/ verb to start or to run a
program, often a memory-resident utility

‘…when an error is detected, the editor may be in-
voked and positioned at the statement in error’
[Personal Computer World]

I/OI/O /
a �əυ/ noun the process of receiving
or transmitting data between a computer
and its peripherals, and other points out-
side the system. Full form input/output
I/O addressI/O address /
a �əυ ə�
dres/ noun the
memory location that is used by an I/O
port to transfer data with the CPU
I/O boundI/O bound /
a əυ �baυnd/ adjective re-
ferring to a processor that is doing very lit-
tle processing since its time is taken up
reading or writing data from a I/O port
I/O bufferI/O buffer /
a �əυ 
b�fə/ noun a tempo-
rary storage area for data waiting to be in-
put or output
I/O busI/O bus /
a �əυ 
b�s/ noun a link that al-
lows data and control signals to be trans-
ferred between a CPU and memory or pe-
ripheral devices
I/O channelI/O channel /
a �əυ 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a
link between a processor and peripheral,
allowing data transfer
I/O deviceI/O device /
a �əυ d�
vas/ noun a pe-
ripheral such as a terminal in a workstation
that can be used for both inputting and out-
putting data to a processor
I/O fileI/O file /
a �əυ 
fal/ noun a file whose
contents have been or will be transferred
from storage to a peripheral
I/O instructionI/O instruction /
a �əυ 
nstr�kʃ(ə)n/
noun a computer programming instruction
that allows data to be input or output from
a processor
I/O mappingI/O mapping /
a əυ �m�pŋ/ noun a
method of assigning a special address to
each I/O port in a microcomputer rather
than a memory location
ion depositionion deposition /�aən 
depəzʃ(ə)n/
noun printing technology that uses a print-
head that deposits ions to create a charged
image which attracts the toner
IOPIOP abbr input/output processor
I/O portI/O port /
a �əυ 
pɔt/ noun a circuit or
connector that provides an input/output
channel to another device

I/O redirectionI/O redirection /
a əυ 
rida�

�rekʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of transfer-
ring data to an I/O port rather than to its
normal destination � Using I/O redirec-
tion, we send all the data from the key-
board to the printer port instead of the
monitor.
IORQIORQ abbr input/output request
ipip abbr information provider
IPIP /
a �pi/ noun one part of the TCP/IP
standard that defines how data is trans-
ferred over a network. Full form Internet
protocol
i/pi/p, I/P abbr input
IP addressIP address /a �pi ə�
dres/ noun Inter-
net protocol address
IP DatagramIP Datagram /
a pi �detə�r�m/ noun
a packet of data transferred across a
TCP/IP network
IPLIPL abbr initial program loader
IP multicastIP multicast /
a pi �m�ltikɑst/ noun
a transmission in which one set of data is
sent out to several recipients simultane-
ously
IPngIPng /
a pi en �d'i/ noun an upgrade of
the Internet Protocol that allows more
computers to connect to the Internet and
supports more data traffic. Full form Inter-
net Protocol next generation
ipsips /
a pi �es/ noun a way of showing
the speed of tape past the read/write heads.
Full form inches per second
IPSEIPSE abbr integrated project support en-
vironment
IpsecIpsec, IP Security noun a set of security
protocols that allows information to be
transferred securely over the Internet and
is used to set up and support secure virtual
private networks. The system works with
packets of data at the IP layer and supports
two types of public-key data encryption.
The first, called Transport mode, encrypts
the data within a packet, but does not touch
the header information, which contains the
destination address, subject and source of
a packet. The second mode, Tunnel mode,
provides a greater level of security by en-
crypting all of the packet, including the
header information.
IP spoofingIP spoofing /
a 
pi �spufŋ/ noun a
method of gaining unauthorised access to
a computer or network by pretending to be
an authorised computer or device (NOTE:
Each device on the network has its own
unique IP address, and many security
systems block or allow access to net-
works depending on the IP address of
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the computer that is requesting access.
A hacker finds an IP address that is al-
lowed, then modifies the header informa-
tion in the data packets from his or her
own computer to include this IP address.
Newer routers and firewalls use a range
of techniques to spot this scheme and
block the data.)
ip terminalip terminal /
a 
pi �t�mn(ə)l/ noun a
special visual display unit that allows us-
ers to create and edit videotext pages be-
fore sending them to the main videotext
page database
IPXIPX abbr Internetwork Packet Exchange
IRIR abbr 1. information retrieval 2. index
register 3. instruction register
IRCIRC abbr Internet relay chat
IrDAIrDA /
a ɑ di �e/ noun a standard meth-
od used to transfer information via an in-
frared light beam, often from a laptop or
PDA to a printer or desktop computer. Full
form infrared data association
IRQIRQ /
a ɑ �kju/ noun interrupt request.
Full form interrupt request
irregular polygonirregular polygon /�
re�jυlə
�pɒl�ən/ noun an enclosed graphic object
that has a number of sides of unequal
length
IRSGIRSG /
a ɑ es �d'i/ noun a group that
manages the Internet research task force
and is part of the Internet Society (see)
Full form Internet research steering
group
IRTFIRTF /
a ɑ ti �ef/ noun a committee that
is part of the IAB and researches new In-
ternet standards before referring them to
the IETF for approval. Full form Internet
research task force
ISAISA /
a es �e/ noun a standard used for
the 16-bit expansion bus in an IBM PC or
compatible. Full form Industry Standard
Architecture. Compare EISA, MCA
ISAMISAM abbr indexed sequential access
method
ISAPIISAPI /
a es e a �pi/ noun (on a Win-
dows NT server) a set of commands and
procedures that allow web server software
to access other applications on the same
server running Windows NT. Full form In-
ternet server application program in-
terface
ISDNISDN /
a es di �en/ noun a method of
digital data transmission. It utilises the ex-
isting telephone network, but omits the
digital/analog conversion required by con-
ventional telephonic equipment; the cus-
tomer therefore has a fully digital connec-

tion. ISDN connections usually provide
two 64K bps channels, which can work in-
dependently or be combined to achieve
transfer speeds of 128K bps. Full form in-
tegrated services digital network
IS-ISIS-IS /z z/ noun an OSI protocol that al-
lows data to be transferred between rout-
ers. Full form intermediate system to
intermediate system
ISOISO abbr International Standards Organi-
zation
ISO 9660ISO 9660 noun a standard method of
storing files on a CD-ROM, used in many
formats including PhotoCD
isochronous networkisochronous network /a�
sɒkrən(ə)s
�netw�k/ noun a network in which all the
components on the network run from a
common clock so that their timing is uni-
form
isochronous transmissionisochronous transmission /a�


sɒkrən(ə)s tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun the
transfer of asynchronous data over a syn-
chronous link
isolateisolate /�asə�
let/ verb to separate
something from a system
isolated locationisolated location /
asəletd ləυ�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a storage location that
cannot be directly accessed by a user’s
program, so that it is protected against ac-
cidental erasure
isolation transformerisolation transformer /
asə�
leʃ(ə)n
tr�ns��fɔmə/ noun a transformer used to
isolate equipment from direct connection
with the mains electricity supply, in case
of voltage spikes
isolatorisolator /�asəletə/ noun a device or
material which isolates
isometric viewisometric view /
asəυ��metrk vju/
noun (in graphics) a drawing that shows
all three dimensions of an object in equal
proportion � An isometric view does not
show any perspective.
ISO/OSI modelISO/OSI model /
a es əυ əυ es �a

mɒd(ə)l/ noun a layered architecture that
defines how computers and networks
should interact
ISPISP /
a es �pi/ noun a company that pro-
vides one of the permanent links that make
up the Internet and sells connections to
private users and companies to allow them
to access the Internet. Full form Internet
service provider
ISRISR abbr information storage and retriev-
al
ITIT abbr information technology
italicitalic /��t�lk/ noun type of character
font in which the characters slope to the
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right � The headline is printed in italic
and underlined.
item sizeitem size /�atəm saz/ noun the
number of characters or digits in an item of
data
iterateiterate /�təret/ noun a loop or series of
instructions in a program which repeat
over and over again until the program is
completed. Also called iterative routine
iterationiteration /
tə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun the repeat-
ed application of a program to solve a
problem
iterative processiterative process /
tərətv �prəυses/
noun a process that is continuously repeat-
ed until a condition is met

iterative routineiterative routine /
tərətv ru��tin/
noun same as iterate
ITSITS abbr invitation to send
IVIV /
a �vi/ noun a system that uses a com-
puter linked to a video disk player to pro-
vide processing power and real images or
moving pictures. Full form interactive
video (NOTE: This system is often used in
teaching. A student is asked questions,
and if he or she answers correctly, the
system responds by providing a filmed
sequence from the videodisk.)

J
jabberjabber /�d'�bə/ noun a continuous ran-
dom signal transmitted by a faulty adapter
card or node on a network
jackjack /d'�k/, jack plug noun a plug
which consists of a single pin
jaggiesjaggies /�d'��iz/ plural noun jagged
edges which appear along diagonal or
curved lines displayed on a computer
screen, caused by the size of each pixel. �
aliasing, anti-aliasing
JavaJava /�d'ɑvə/ a trade name for a pro-
gramming language and program defini-
tion developed by Sun Microsystems. Java
is used to create small applications de-
signed to enhance the functionality of a
webpage. It is similar to object-oriented
languages such as C++ and can run on any
compatible platform. Compare JavaS-
cript
Java BeansJava Beans /�d'ɑvə binz/ a trade
name for a software system, developed by
Sun Microsystems, that provides objects
within the Java programming language,
and is similar to COM and CORBA and
can work with both these standards
Java Database ConnectivityJava Database Connectivity
/
d'ɑvə 
detəbes 
kɒnek��tvti/ a

trade name for a set of standard functions
that allow a programmer to access a data-
base from within a Java application. Abbr
JDBC
JavaScriptJavaScript /�d'ɑvəskrpt/ a trade
name for set of programming commands
that can be included within a normal web-
page written using HTML commands.
When the web browser loads the webpage,
it runs the JavaScript commands, normally
used to create special effects to a webpage.
Compare HTML, Perl, VBScript
JCLJCL /
d'a si �el/ noun a set of com-
mands that identify, and describe resourc-
es required by, a job that a computer has to
process. Full form job control language
JDBCJDBC abbr Java Database Connectivity
jetjet /d'et/ � ink-jet printer
jitterjitter /�d'tə/ noun 1. the rapid small up-
and-down movement of characters or pix-
els on a screen displaying image bits in a
facsimile transmission � Looking at this
screen jitter is giving me a headache. 2. a
fault in a transmission line that causes
some of the data bits being transmitted to
be corrupted
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JK-flip-flopJK-flip-flop /
d'e ke �flp flɒp/ noun
a flip-flop device with two inputs, J and K,
and two complementary outputs that are
dependent on the inputs
jobjob /d'ɒb/ noun a task or a number of
tasks to be processed as a single unit � The
next job to be processed is to sort all the
records.
job control filejob control file /�d'ɒb kən�
trəυl fal/
noun a file which contains instructions in
a JCL
job control languagejob control language /
d'ɒb kən�

�trəυl 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of JCL
job control programjob control program /�d'ɒb kən�


trəυl 
prəυ�r�m/ noun a short program
of job control instructions loaded before a
particular application is run, setting up the
system as required by the application
job filejob file /�d'ɒb 
fal/ noun a file contain-
ing jobs waiting to be processed, or the
names of jobs waiting to be processed
job mixjob mix /�d'ɒb 
mks/ noun the jobs be-
ing executed at any one time in a system
job numberjob number /d'ɒb �n�mbə/ noun a
number which is given to a job in a queue,
waiting to be processed
job orientated languagejob orientated language /
d'ɒb

ɔriəntetd �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a compu-
ter programming language that provides
specialised instructions relating to job
control tasks and processing
job orientated terminaljob orientated terminal /
d'ɒb

ɔriəntetd �t�mn(ə)l/ noun a compu-
ter terminal designed for and used for a
particular task
job priorityjob priority /d'ɒb pra��ɒrti/ noun the
importance of a particular job compared to
others
job processingjob processing /d'ɒb 
prə��sesŋ/
noun the process of reading in job control
instructions from an input source and exe-
cuting them
job queuejob queue /�d'ɒb 
kju/ noun a number
of tasks arranged in an order waiting to be
processed in a multitasking or batch sys-
tem
job schedulingjob scheduling /�d'ɒb 
ʃedjulŋ/
noun the process of arranging the order in
which jobs are to be processed
job statement controljob statement control /�d'ɒb

stetmənt kən�
trəυl/ noun the use of in-
structions and statements to control the ac-
tions of the operating system of a compu-
ter
job stepjob step /�d'ɒb 
step/ noun one unit of
processing involved in a task

job streamjob stream /�d'ɒb 
strim/ noun same
as job queue
jog/shuttlejog/shuttle, jog/shuttle control noun
a manual control on a video player or cam-
era that allows a user to edit a sequence
(NOTE: Jog moves the tape one frame a
time, shuttle moves the tape more rapid-
ly.)
joinjoin /d'ɔn/ verb to combine two or more
pieces of information to produce a single
unit of information � join files an instruc-
tion to produce a new file consisting of one
file added to the end of another � noun a
logical function that produces a true output
if any input is true
joint denialjoint denial /d'ɔnt d��naəl/ noun a
logical function whose output is false if
any input is true
Joint Photographic Experts GroupJoint Photographic Experts
Group /
d'ɔnt fəυtə�
�r�fks
�eksp�ts �rup/ noun full form of JPEG
journaljournal /�d'�n(ə)l/ noun 1. a record of
all communications to and from a terminal
2. a list of any changes or updates to a file
� The modified records were added to the
master file and noted in the journal.
journal filejournal file /�d'�n(ə)l fal/ noun a
stored record of every communication be-
tween a user and the central computer,
used to help retrieve files after a system
crash or fault
joystickjoystick /�d'ɔ�
stk/ noun a device that
allows a user to move a cursor around the
screen by moving an upright rod connect-
ed to an I/O port on the computer
joystick portjoystick port /�d'ɔ�
stk pɔt/ noun a
socket and interfacing circuit into which a
joystick can be plugged
JPEGJPEG /�d'e pe�/ noun a standard that
defines a way of storing graphic images in
a compressed format in a file on disk. Full
form Joint Photographic Experts
Group
JPEG++JPEG++ /
d'a pe� pl�s �pl�s/ noun an
extension to JPEG that allows parts of an
image to be compressed in different ways
JScriptJScript /�d'askrpt/ a trade name for a
version of JavaScript developed by Micro-
soft
jukeboxjukebox /�d'uk�
bɒks/ noun a CD-
ROM drive that can hold several CD-ROM
discs and select the correct disc when re-
quired
Julian dateJulian date /�d'uliən det/ noun a date
expressed as the number of days since 1
January of the current year, so that, e.g., 1
February would appear as 032
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jumbo chipjumbo chip /�d'�mbəυ tʃp/ noun an
integrated circuit made using the whole of
a semiconductor wafer. � wafer scale in-
tegration
jumpjump /d'�mp/ noun a programming
command to end one set of instructions
and direct the processor to another section
of the program � verb to direct a CPU to
another section of a program
jumperjumper /�d'�mpə/ noun a temporary
wire connection on a circuit board
jumper-selectablejumper-selectable /
d'�mpə s�

�lektəb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a circuit
or device whose options can be selected by
positioning various wire connections �
The printer’s typeface was jumper-selecta-
ble.
jump on zerojump on zero /
d'�mp ɒn �zərəυ/
noun a conditional jump executed if a flag
or register is zero
jump operationjump operation /d'�mp 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation in which the
CPU is sent from the instruction it is cur-
rently executing to another point in the
program
junctionjunction /�d'�ŋkʃən/ noun a connection
between wires or cables

junction boxjunction box /�d'�ŋkʃən bɒks/ noun a
small box where a number of wires can be
interconnected
junction transistorjunction transistor /
d'�ŋkʃən tr�n�

�zstə/ noun same as bipolar transistor
junkjunk /d'�ŋk/ noun information or hard-
ware which is useless or out of date or non-
functional � verb to make a file or piece of
hardware redundant � to junk a file to
erase or delete from storage a file that is no
longer used
justificationjustification /
d'�stf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of moving data bits or charac-
ters to the left or right so that the lines have
straight margins
justifyjustify /�d'�st�
fa/ verb 1. to change the
spacing between words or characters in a
document so that the left and right margins
will be straight 2. to shift the contents of a
computer register by a set amount
justify inhibitjustify inhibit /�d'�stfa n�
hbt/
noun an instruction to prevent a word
processor justifying a document
justify marginjustify margin /
d'�stfa �mɑd'n/
noun � left justify, right justify

K
KK symbol kilo
K6K6 a trade name for a 64-bit processor de-
veloped by AMD Corporation as a rival to
the Intel Pentium series of processors
K56flexK56flex a trade name for a communica-
tions standard developed by Hayes, Pace
and other manufacturers for a range of
high-speed modems that can transfer data
at 56,000 bits per second. � V series, X2
Kaleida LabsKaleida Labs a company formed as a
joint venture between Apple and IBM to
produce cross-platform multimedia au-
thoring tools
Karnaugh mapKarnaugh map /�kɑnəυ m�p/ noun a
graphical representation of states and con-

ditions in a logic circuit � The prototype
was checked for hazards with a Karnaugh
map.
KBKB, Kb abbr kilobyte
KbitKbit /�ke bt/ abbr kilobit
KbpsKbps /
ke bi pi �es/ noun a measure of
the amount of data that a device can trans-
fer each second � A fast modem can trans-
fer data at a rate of 33.6Kbps, whereas an
ISDN adapter can transfer data at a rate
of 64Kbps. Full form kilo bits per sec-
ond
KbyteKbyte /�ke bat/ abbr kilobyte
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KermitKermit /�k�mt/ noun a file transfer pro-
tocol usually used when downloading data
with a modem
kernkern /k�n/ verb to adjust the space be-
tween pairs of letters so that they are print-
ed closer together
kernelkernel /�k�n(ə)l/ noun the essential in-
struction routines required as a basis for
any operations in a computer system
(NOTE: Kernel routines are usually hidden
from the user. They are used by the op-
erating system for tasks such as loading
a program or displaying text on a screen.)
keykey /ki/ noun 1. a button on a keyboard
that operates a switch � There are 64 keys
on the keyboard. 2. an important object or
group of characters in a computer system,
used to represent an instruction or set of
data 3. a special combination of numbers
or characters that are used with a cipher to
encrypt or decrypt a message � Type this
key into the machine, it will decode the last
message. 4. an identification code or word
used for a stored record or data item � We
selected all the records with the word
‘disk’ in their keys. � verb � to key in to
enter text or commands via a keyboard �
They keyed in the latest data.
keyboardkeyboard /�kibɔd/ noun a number of
keys fixed together in some order, used to
enter information into a computer � verb
to enter information by using a keyboard �
It was cheaper to have the manuscript key-
boarded by another company.

‘…the main QWERTY typing area is in the centre of
the keyboard with the 10 function keys on the left’
[Personal Computer World]

keyboard contact bouncekeyboard contact bounce /
kibɔd

kɒnt�kt �baυns/ noun multiple signals
from a key pressed just once, due to a
faulty switch and key bounce
keyboard encoderkeyboard encoder /�kibɔd n�


kəυdə/ noun the way in which each key
generates a unique word when pressed
keyboarderkeyboarder /�kibɔdə/ noun a person
who enters data via a keyboard
keyboardingkeyboarding /�kibɔdŋ/ noun the ac-
tion of entering data using a keyboard �
The cost of keyboarding is calculated in
keystrokes per hour.
keyboard layoutkeyboard layout /�kibɔd 
leaυt/
noun the way in which the various func-
tion and character keys are arranged on a
keyboard
keyboard overlaykeyboard overlay /�kibɔd 
əυvəle/
noun a strip of paper that is placed above

the keys on a keyboard to indicate their
function
keyboard send/receivekeyboard send/receive /
kibɔd
send r��siv/ noun full form of KSR
keyboard to disk entrykeyboard to disk entry /
kibɔd tə
�dsk 
entri/ noun a system where infor-
mation entered on a keyboard is stored di-
rectly onto disk without any processing
key clickkey click /�ki klk/ noun a sound pro-
duced by a computer to allow the operator
to know that the key he pressed has been
registered
key combinationkey combination /�ki

kɒmbneʃ(ə)n/ noun a combination of
two or more keys that carry out a function
when pressed at the same time
key databasekey database /�ki 
detəbes/ noun a
database that holds all the keys used by a
certificate authority
keyed sequential access methodkeyed sequential access method
/
kid s�
kwenʃəl ��kses 
meθəd/ noun
full form of KSAM
key escrowkey escrow /
ki �eskrəυ/ noun a sys-
tem in which one person coverts computer
data into a secret code but the key that en-
ables this data to be decoded again is held
by another person
key featurekey feature /
ki �fitʃə/ noun the most
important feature � The key features of
this system are: 20Mb of formatted storage
with an access time of 60ms.
key fieldkey field /
ki �fild/ noun a field which
identifies entries in a record
key framekey frame /
ki �frem/ noun 1. a single
picture in an animation that describes the
main actions in the sequence 2. (in a hy-
pertext document) a page that gives the
user a choice of destination 3. (in full mo-
tion video) a frame that is recorded in full
rather than being compressed or differen-
tially recorded
key matrixkey matrix /
ki �metrks/ noun the
way in which the keys of a keyboard are
arranged as an array of connections
key numberkey number /�ki 
n�mbə/ noun a nu-
meric code used to identify which key has
been pressed
key overlaykey overlay /
ki �əυvəle/ noun a paper
placed over the keys on a keyboard de-
scribing their functions for a particular ap-
plication � Without the key overlay, I
would never remember which function key
does what.
keypadkeypad /�ki�
p�d/ noun a group of spe-
cial keys used for certain applications �
You can use the numeric keypad to enter
the figures.
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‘…it uses a six button keypad to select the devices
and functions’ [Byte]

key punchkey punch /�ki p�ntʃ/ noun a machine
used for punching data into punched cards
by means of a keyboard
key rolloverkey rollover /
ki �rəυləυvə/ noun the
use of a buffer between the keyboard and
computer to provide rapid key stroke stor-
age for fast typists who hit several keys in
rapid succession
key shortcutkey shortcut /
ki �ʃɔtk�t/ noun same
as key combination
keystone distortionkeystone distortion /
kistəυn d�

�stɔʃ(ə)n/ noun image distortion in
which the vertical lines slant out towards
the horizontal edges of the monitor. Also
called trapezoidal distortion
key stripkey strip /�ki strp/ noun a piece of pa-
per above certain keys used to remind the
operator of their special functions
keystrokekeystroke /�kistrəυk/ noun the action
of pressing a key � He keyboards at a rate
of 3500 keystrokes per hour.
keystroke countkeystroke count /�kistrəυk 
kaυnt/
noun a count of each keystroke made, of-
ten used to calculate keyboarding costs
keystroke verificationkeystroke verification /
kistrəυk

verf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun a check made on
each key pressed to make sure it is valid
for a particular application
key terminalkey terminal /
ki �t�mn(ə)l/ noun the
most important terminal in a computer
system or the one with the highest priority
key-to-diskkey-to-disk /
ki tə �dsk/ noun a sys-
tem where data is keyed in and stored di-
rectly on disk without any processing
keywordkeyword /�kiw�d/ noun a command
word used in a programming language to
provide a function � The BASIC keyword
PRINT will display text on the screen.
KHzKHz abbr kilohertz
killkill /kl/ verb to erase a file or stop a pro-
gram during execution � kill file a com-
mand to erase a stored file completely
kilokilo /�kləυ/ prefix 1. one thousand 2.
(used only in computer and electronics
applications) 1,024 units, equal to 210
kilobaudkilobaud /�kləbɔd/ noun 1,000 bits per
second
kilobitkilobit /�kləbt/ noun 1,024 bits of data.
Abbr Kbit
kilo bits per secondkilo bits per second /
kiləυ bts p�
�sekənd/ noun a measure of the amount of
data that a device can transfer each second.
Abbr Kbps
kilobytekilobyte /�kləυ�
bat/ noun a unit of
measurement for high-capacity storage de-

vices meaning 1,024 bytes of data. Abbr
KB, Kbyte
kilohertzkilohertz /�kləh�ts/ noun a frequency
of one thousand cycles per second. Abbr
KHz
kilo instructions per secondkilo instructions per second /
kləυ
n�
str�kʃənz p� �sekənd/ noun full
form of KIPS
KilostreamKilostream /�kləstrim/ a trade name
for a leased line connection supplied by
British Telecom that provides data transfer
rates of 64Kbit per second
kilowordkiloword /�kləw�d/ noun a unit of
measurement of 1,024 computer words
kioskkiosk /�kiɒsk/ noun a small booth with
a screen, a means of user input and a com-
puter, used to provide information for the
general public
KIPSKIPS /
ke a pi �es/ noun one thousand
computer instructions processed every
second, used as a measure of computer
power. Full form kilo instructions per
second
KlamathKlamath /�kl�m�θ/ a trade name for the
low-cost version of the Intel Pentium Pro
processor
kludgekludge, kluge noun (informal) 1. a tem-
porary correction made to a badly written
or constructed piece of software or to a
keyboarding error 2. hardware which
should be used for demonstration purposes
only
klugedkluged /klud'd/ adjective temporarily
repaired
knobknob /nɒb/ noun a round button (such as
on a monitor), which can be turned to con-
trol some process � Turn the on/off knob.
knowledge baseknowledge base /�nɒld' bes/ noun
the computerised data in an expert system
that can be used to solve a particular type
of problem
knowledge-based systemknowledge-based system /
nɒld'
best �sstəm/ noun a computer system
that applies the stored reactions, instruc-
tions and knowledge of experts in a partic-
ular field to a problem
knowledge engineeringknowledge engineering /�nɒld'

end'nərŋ/ noun the process of design-
ing and writing expert computer systems
knowledge industryknowledge industry /�nɒld'

ndəstri/ noun businesses that specialise
in data processing or the development and
use of information technology
Kodak PhotoCDKodak PhotoCD /
kəυd�k �fəυtəυ si

di/ � PhotoCD
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KSAMKSAM /
ke es e �em/ noun a file struc-
ture that allows data to be accessed using
key fields or key field content. Full form
keyed sequential access method
KSRKSR /
ke es �ɑ/ noun a terminal which
has a keyboard and monitor, and is linked
to a CPU. Full form keyboard send/re-
ceive. Compare ASR
KWKW abbr 1. kilowatt 2. kiloword
KWACKWAC /kw�k/ noun a library indexing
system that uses keywords from the text

and title as indexed entries. Full form key-
word and context
KWICKWIC /kwk/ noun a library indexing
system that uses keywords from the title or
text of a book or document as an indexed
entry followed by the text it relates to. Full
form keyword in context
KWOCKWOC /kwɒk/ noun a library indexing
system that indexes books or document ti-
tles under any relevant keywords. Full
form keyword out of context

L
L1 cacheL1 cache /
el �w�n 
k�ʃ/ noun a small
area of high-speed static RAM fitted to a
processor chip that stores frequently used
data to improve processing speed � The
Intel Pentium processor contains 16Kb of
L1 cache. Full form level one cache. �
cache
L2 cacheL2 cache /
el �tu 
k�ʃ/ noun a high-
speed cache memory that is fitted to the
computer’s motherboard and supplies data
to the processor faster than the main mem-
ory to improve performance. Full form
level two cache. � pipeline
L2TPL2TP /
el tu ti �pi/ noun a network
protocol, an extension to the PPP protocol,
that allows the data from small Virtual Pri-
vate Networks to be transferred over a net-
work such as the public Internet. Full form
layer two tunneling protocol. � tunnel-
ling, PPP, protocol (NOTE: L2TP oper-
ates enclosing the network packets from
the Virtual Private Network within a spe-
cial packet that can then travel over the
Internet, a process called tunneling.)
labellabel /�leb(ə)l/ noun 1. a word or other
symbol used in a computer program to
identify a routine or statement � BASIC
uses many program labels such as line
numbers. 2. a character or set of characters
used to identify a variable or piece of data

or a file � verb to print an address on a la-
bel
label fieldlabel field /�leb(ə)l fild/ noun an item
of data in a record that contains a label
labellinglabelling /�leb(ə)lŋ/ noun 1. the proc-
ess of putting a label on something � The
word-processor has a special utility allow-
ing simple and rapid labelling. 2. the proc-
ess of printing labels
label printerlabel printer /�leb(ə)l 
prntə/ noun a
special printer used to print addresses onto
continuous labels
label recordlabel record /�leb(ə)l 
rekɔd/ noun a
record containing identification for a
stored file
laglag /l��/ noun the time taken for an im-
age to be no longer visible after it has been
displayed on a CRT screen (NOTE: Lag is
caused by long persistence phosphor.)
lambda calculuslambda calculus /
l�mdə �k�lkjυləs/
noun a theory of mathematical functions
and the way they combine, used as the ba-
sis for some high-level computer program-
ming languages
LANLAN, lan noun a network where the vari-
ous terminals and equipment are all within
a short distance of one another, e.g. in the
same building, and can be interconnected
by cables. Full form local area network

‘The opportunities to delete and destroy data are far
greater on our LAN than in the days when we had a
mainframe. PC people are culturally different from
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mainframe people. You really don’t think about se-
curity problems when you can physically lock your
system up in a closet.’ [Computing]

landing zonelanding zone /�l�ndŋ zəυn/ noun an
area of a hard disk which does not carry
data. The head can come into contact with
the disk in this area without damaging the
disk or data. � park
landlinelandline /�l�n(d)�
lan/ noun a commu-
nications link that uses cable to physically
and electrically link two devices
landscapelandscape /�l�ndskep/ noun the ori-
entation of a page or piece of paper where
the longest edge is horizontal. Compare
portrait
languagelanguage /�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a system of
words or symbols which allows communi-
cation with computers, especially one that
allows computer instructions to be entered
as words which are easy to understand,
and then translates them into machine
code

COMMENT: There are three main types of com-
puter languages: machine code, assembler
and high-level language. The more high-level
the language is, the easier it is to program and
understand, but the slower it is to execute.
The following are the commonest high-level
languages: ADA, ALGOL, APL, BASIC, C,
C++, COBOL, COMAL, CORAL, FORTH,
FORTRAN, LISP, LOGO, PASCAL, PL/1,
POP-2, PROLOG and Visual Basic. Assem-
bly language uses mnemonics to represent
machine code instructions. Machine code is
the lowest level of programming language and
consists of basic binary patterns that instruct
the processor to perform various tasks.

language assemblerlanguage assembler /�l�ŋ�wd' ə�


semblə/ noun a program used to translate
and assemble a source code program into a
machine-executable binary form
language compilerlanguage compiler /�l�ŋ�wd' kəm�


palə/ noun a piece of software that con-
verts an encoded source program into an-
other, machine code, form, and then exe-
cutes it
language interpreterlanguage interpreter /�l�ŋ�wd' n�


t�prtə/ noun any program that takes
each consecutive line of a source program
and translates it into another, machine
code, language at run-time
language processorlanguage processor /
l�ŋ�wd'

prəυsesə/ noun a language translator
from one language to machine code (NOTE:
There are three types of language proc-
essor: assemblers, compilers and inter-
preters.)
language ruleslanguage rules /�l�ŋ�wd' rulz/ plu-
ral noun the syntax and format for instruc-
tions and data items used in a particular
language

language support environmentlanguage support environment
/
l�ŋ�wd' sə��pɔt n�
vaərənmənt/
noun the hardware and software tools sup-
plied to help the programmer write pro-
grams in a particular language
language translationlanguage translation /�l�ŋ�wd'
tr�ns�
leʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of using
a computer to translate text from one lan-
guage to another
language translatorlanguage translator /�l�ŋ�wd'
tr�ns�
letə/ noun a program that converts
code written in one language into equiva-
lent instructions in another language
LAN ManagerLAN Manager /�l�n 
m�nd'ə/ a trade
name for a network operating system de-
veloped for the PC by Microsoft
LAN segmentLAN segment /l�n �se�mənt/ noun 1.
a part of a network separated from the rest
by a bridge 2. (in a bus network) an elec-
trically continuous piece of cable
LAN serverLAN server /l�n �s�və/ noun a compu-
ter which runs a network operating system
and controls the basic network operations.
All the workstations in a LAN are connect-
ed to the central network server and users
log onto the network server.
LAN ServerLAN Server /�l�n 
s�və/ a trade name
for a network operating system for the PC
developed by IBM
laplap /l�p/ noun an overlap of printed col-
ours, which prevents any gaps showing
LAPLAP /
el e �pi/ noun a CCITT standard
protocol used to start and maintain links
over an X.25 network. Full form link ac-
cess protocol
LAP-BLAP-B /l�p bi/ noun a CCITT standard
setup routine to establish a link between a
DCE and DTE, e.g. between a computer
and a modem
LAP-MLAP-M /l�p em/ noun a variation of
LAP-B protocol used in V.42 error-cor-
recting modems.
laptoplaptop /�l�ptɒp/, laptop computer
noun a computer that is light enough to
carry, but not so small as to fit in a pocket,
and that usually consists of a screen, key-
board and disk drive. � desktop, hand-
held computer, PDA

‘Michael Business Systems has provided research
company BMRB with 240 Toshiba laptop computers
in a deal valued at £300,000. The deal includes a
three-year maintenance contract.’ [Computing]

large modellarge model /lɑd' �mɒd(ə)l/ noun (in
an Intel processor) a memory model in
which both code and data can exceed
64Kb in size, but combined size should be
less than 1Mb
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large-scalelarge-scale /�lɑd' skel/ adjective
working with large amounts of data. Com-
pare small-scale
large-scale computerlarge-scale computer /
lɑd' skel
kəm��pjutə/ noun a high-powered com-
puter system that can access high-capacity
memory and backing storage devices as
well as multiple users
large-scale integrationlarge-scale integration /
lɑd' skel

nt���reʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of LSI
laserlaser /�lezə/ noun a device that produces
coherent light of a single wavelength in a
narrow beam, by exciting a material so that
it emits photons of light. Full form light
amplification by stimulated emission
of radiation
laser disclaser disc /�lezə dsk/ noun same as
compact disc
laser emulsion storagelaser emulsion storage /
lezə �


m�lʃ(ə)n �stɔrd'/ noun a digital stor-
age technique using a laser to expose light-
sensitive material
LaserJetLaserJet /�lezəd'et/ same as Hewlett
Packard LaserJet
laser printerlaser printer /�lezə 
prntə/ noun a
high-resolution computer printer that uses
a laser source to print high-quality dot ma-
trix character patterns on paper
LaserWriterLaserWriter /�lezəratə/ a trade name
for a laser printer manufactured by Apple
that uses the PostScript page description
language
last in first outlast in first out /
lɑst n 
f�st �aυt/
adjective full form of LIFO � This compu-
ter stack uses a last in first out data re-
trieval method.
latchlatch /l�tʃ/ verb to set an output state �
The output latched high until we reset the
computer.
latencylatency /�let(ə)nsi/ noun a time delay
between the moment when an instruction
is given to a computer and the execution of
the instruction or return of a result, e.g. the
delay between a request for data and the
data being transferred from memory
launchlaunch /lɔntʃ/ noun the process of
putting a new product on the market � The
launch of the new PC has been put back six
months. � verb 1. to put a new product on
the market � The new PC was launched at
the Computer Show. 2. to start or run a pro-
gram � You launch the word-processor by
double-clicking on this icon.
layerlayer /�leə/ noun ISO/OSI standards de-
fining the stages a message has to pass
through when being transmitted from one

computer to another over a local area net-
work
layeredlayered /�leəd/ adjective that consists of
layers � The kernel has a layered structure
according to user priority.
layer two tunneling protocollayer two tunneling protocol /
leə
tu �t�nəlŋ 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form
of L2TP
layoutlayout /�leaυt/ noun 1. rules governing
the data input and output from a computer.
� landscape, portrait 2. a way of using a
sheet of paper
LCDLCD /
el si �di/ noun a type of display
that uses liquid crystals that turn black
when a voltage is applied. LCDs are found
in many watches, calculators and other
small digital devices. Full form liquid
crystal display
LCD screenLCD screen /
el si �di skrin/ noun a
screen that uses LCD technology to create
a thin display and is normally found in lap-
top computers and flat-screen monitors.
Full form liquid crystal display screen
LCD shutter printerLCD shutter printer /
el si 
di �ʃ�tə/
noun a page printer that uses an LCD pan-
el in front of a bright light to describe im-
ages onto the photosensitive drum. The
LCD panel stops the light passing through,
except at pixels that describe the image.
LCPLCP /
el si �pi/ noun rules defining the
transmission of data over a channel. Full
form link control procedure
LDAPLDAP /�el d�p/ noun a new standard that
provides directory services over the Inter-
net; derived from the X.500 standard.
LDAP is beginning to be included in many
Internet applications and provides a way
of organising, locating and using resources
on the Internet that are listed within its da-
tabase. Full form lightweight directory
access protocol
leadlead /lid/ noun an electrical conducting
wire
leaderleader /�lidə/ noun a section of magnet-
ic tape that contains no signal, used at the
beginning of the reel for identification and
to aid the tape machine to pick up the tape
leader recordleader record /�lidə 
rekɔd/ noun the
initial record containing information, e.g.
titles and format, about following records
in a file
lead inlead in /�lid n/ noun (on a CD-ROM) a
section before the data starts, normally
used to store the table of contents
leadingleading /�lidŋ/ noun space between
lines of printed or displayed text
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leading edgeleading edge /�lidŋ ed'/ noun the
first edge of a punched card that enters the
card reader
leading zeroleading zero /
lidŋ �zərəυ/ noun the
zero digit used to pad out the beginning of
a stored number
leafleaf /lif/ noun the final node in a tree
structure
leap-frog testleap-frog test /�lip frɒ� 
test/ noun a
memory location test, in which a program
skips from one location to another random
location, writing data then reading and
comparing for faults, until all locations
have been tested
learning curvelearning curve /�l�nŋ k�v/ noun a
graphical description of how someone can
acquire knowledge about a product over
time
leaselease /lis/ noun a written contract for
letting or renting a piece of equipment for
a period against payment of a fee � verb 1.
to allow equipment to be used for a period
by another person or organisation in return
for a fee 2. to use equipment for a time and
pay a fee to its owner � The company leas-
es all its computers.
leased lineleased line /�lisd 
lan/ noun commu-
nications channel, such as a telephone line,
which is rented for the exclusive use of the
subscriber
least cost designleast cost design /
list kɒst d��zan/
noun the best money-saving use of space
or components � The budget is only
£1000, we need the least cost design for
the new circuit.
least recently used algorithmleast recently used algorithm /
list

ris(ə)ntli juzd ��l�ə�
rð(ə)m/ noun an
algorithm which finds the page of memory
that was last accessed before any other,
and erases it to make room for another
page. Abbr LRU
least significant bitleast significant bit /
list s��


nfkənt �bt/ noun full form of LSB
least significant digitleast significant digit /
list s��


nfkənt �dd't/ noun full form of LSD
LEDLED /
el i �di/ noun a semiconductor di-
ode that emits light when a current is ap-
plied. Full form light emitting diode
(NOTE: LED displays are used to display
small amounts of information, as in pock-
et calculators, watches, and indicators.)

COMMENT: LED displays are used to display
small amounts of information, as in pocket
calculators, watches, indicators, etc.

LED printerLED printer /
el i 
di �prntə/ noun a
page printer, similar to a laser printer, that
uses an LED light source instead of a laser

left-clickleft-click /left klk/ verb to press and re-
lease the left-hand button on a computer
mouse
left-handed mouseleft-handed mouse /
eft 
h�ndd
�maυs/ noun a mouse that has been con-
figured so that the usual functions of the
two buttons are reversed
left justificationleft justification /left 
d'�stf�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. the process of shifting
a binary number to the left-hand end of the
word containing it 2. the act of making the
left-hand margin of the text even
left justifyleft justify /left �d'�st�
fa/ verb to
make the left-hand margin of the text even
left shiftleft shift /
left �ʃft/ noun a leftward
arithmetic shift by one bit of data in a word
(NOTE: A binary number is doubled for
each left shift.)
legleg /le�/ noun one possible path through
a routine
legacylegacy /�le�əsi/ noun an older technolo-
gy or a previous version of software or
hardware that is still supported in new de-
velopments to allow existing applications
and hardware to continue to be used
legallegal /�li�(ə)l/ adjective a statement or
instruction that is acceptable within lan-
guage syntax rules
lengthlength /leŋθ/ noun the number of data
items in a variable or list
length of filenamelength of filename /
leŋθ əv
�falnem/ noun the number of characters
allowed for identification of a file
letter bombletter bomb /�letə bɒm/ noun an e-mail
message with a destructive code attached
to it
levellevel /�lev(ə)l/ noun the quantity of bits
that make up a digital transmitted signal
Level ALevel A /�lev(ə)l e/ noun an ADPCM
audio quality level with a 20KHz band-
width, 38.7KHz sample rate and 8-bit
samples
Level BLevel B /�lev(ə)l bi/ noun an ADPCM
audio quality level with a 17KHz band-
width, 38.7KHz sample rate and 8-bit
samples
Level CLevel C /�lev(ə)l si/ noun an ADPCM
audio quality level with an 8.5KHz band-
width, 18.9KHz sample rate and 4-bit
samples
lexical analysislexical analysis /
leksk(ə)l ə�

�n�ləss/ noun a stage in program transla-
tion when the compiling or translating
software replaces program keywords with
machine code instructions
LFLF abbr line feed
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librarylibrary /�labrəri/ noun a collection of
files, documents, books or records, that
can be consulted or borrowed by the pub-
lic, usually kept in a public place
library functionlibrary function /�labrəri 
f�ŋkʃən/
noun a ready-made software routine that a
user can insert into a program of his or her
own in order to provide a particular func-
tion with no effort
library programlibrary program /�labrəri

prəυ�r�m/ noun 1. a number of special-
ly written or relevant software routines
that a user can insert into his or her own
program, saving time and effort � The
square root function is already in the li-
brary program. 2. a program containing a
group of functions that a computer needs
to refer to often, but that are not stored in
main memory
library routinelibrary routine /�labrəri ru�
tin/ noun
a prewritten routine that can be inserted
into a main program and called up when
required
library subroutinelibrary subroutine /
labrəri
�s�brutin/ noun a tried and tested sub-
routine, stored in a library, that can be in-
serted into a user’s program when required
library tracklibrary track /�labrəri tr�k/ noun one
track on a magnetic disk or tape used to
store information about the contents (such
as titles, format and index data)
licencelicence /�las(ə)ns/ noun a statement of
permission that is given by one manufac-
turer to another and allows the second
manufacturer to make copies of the first
one’s products in return for payment of a
fee � The software is manufactured in this
country under licence.
licence agreementlicence agreement /�las(ə)ns ə�


�rimənt/ noun a legal document that ac-
companies any commercial software prod-
uct and defines how you can use the soft-
ware and, most importantly, how many
people can use the software. Unless you
buy a network version of a software prod-
uct, the licence allows one person to use it.
Copying the software is illegal. If you
want several people to use the software or
if you want to use it on a network, then you
need to buy a multi-user licence.
lifetimelifetime /�laftam/ noun the period of
time during which a device is useful or not
outdated � This new computer has a four-
year lifetime.
LIFOLIFO /�lafəυ/ adjective used to describe
a queue system that reads the last item
stored, first � This computer stack uses a

LIFO data retrieval method. Full form
last in first out. � FIFO
lifterlifter /�lftə/ noun a mechanical device
that lifts magnetic tape away from the
heads when rewinding the tape
lightlight /lat/ noun energy in the form of
electromagnetic effects in the frequency
range 400 – 750 nm, which allows a per-
son to see � The VDU should not be
placed under a bright light.
light-emitting diodelight-emitting diode /
lat �
mtŋ
�daəυd/ noun full form of LED
lighting formulalighting formula /�latŋ 
fɔmjələ/
noun a mathematical formula that de-
scribes the effect of a light source on an
object or scene. The formula is used to cal-
culate the position of the highlights and
shadows as the position of the light source
is moved around the scene. � shading
light penlight pen /�lat pen/ noun a computer
accessory in the shape of a pen that con-
tains a light-sensitive device that can de-
tect pixels on a video screen (NOTE: Light
pens are often used with suitable soft-
ware to draw graphics on a screen or po-
sition a cursor.)
lightweightlightweight /�latwet/ adjective not
heavy � A lightweight computer which
can easily fit into a suitcase.
lightweight directory access protocollightweight directory access pro-
tocol /
latwet da��rekt(ə)ri 
�kses

prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of LDAP
LILOLILO /�laləυ/ adjective used to describe
a data storage method in which the data
stored last is retrieved last. Full form last
in last out
limited distance modemlimited distance modem /
lmtd

dstəns �məυdem/ noun a data transmis-
sion device with a very short range that
sends pure digital data rather than data
sent on a modulated carrier
limiterlimiter /�lmtə/ noun a device that re-
moves the part of an input signal that is
greater than or less than a predefined limit;
used with audio and video signals to pre-
vent overloading an amplifier
limiting resolutionlimiting resolution /
lmtŋ 
rezə�

�luʃ(ə)n/ noun the maximum number of
lines that make up an image on a CRT
screen
limitslimits /�lmts/ noun predefined maxi-
mum ranges for numbers in a computer
lineline /lan/ noun 1. a physical connection
for data transmission, e.g. a cable between
parts of a system or a telephone wire 2.
single long thin mark drawn by a pen or
printed on a surface � the printer has dif-
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ficulty in reproducing very fine lines 3. one
trace by the electron picture beam on a tel-
evision screen 4. row of characters (print-
ed on a page or displayed on a computer
screen or printer) � each page has 52 lines
of text 5. series of characters received as a
single input by a computer 6. one row of
commands or arguments in a computer
program

‘…straight lines are drawn by clicking the points on
the screen where you would like the line to start and
finish’ [Personal Computer World]

line adapterline adapter /lan ə��d�ptə/ noun an
electronic circuit that matches the correct
signal voltage and impedance for a partic-
ular line
line analyserline analyser /�lan 
�nəlazə/ noun a
piece of test equipment that displays the
characteristics of a line or the signals car-
ried on the line
linear frame bufferlinear frame buffer /
lniə frem
�b�fə/ noun a video memory arranged so
that by moving from one address to the
next in the buffer you move from one pixel
to the one below it on the display
linearitylinearity /
lni���rti/ noun the shape of
the frequency response curve of a device
such as a microphone or A/D converter. If
the curve is straight, the device is very ac-
curate, if it is not, the device is introducing
frequency distortion.
linear listlinear list /�lniə lst/ noun a list that has
no free space for new records within its
structure
linear programlinear program /
lniə �prəυ�r�m/
noun a computer program that contains no
loops or branches
linear programminglinear programming /
lniə
�prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun a method of mathe-
matically breaking down a problem so that
it can be solved by computer
linear searchlinear search /
lniə �s�tʃ/ noun a
search method which compares each item
in a list with the search key, starting with
the first item and going through the others
in order towards the end, until the correct
entry is found
linear videolinear video /
lniə �vdiəυ/ noun 1. a
continuous playback of a video sequence
from videotape 2. normal video that is
played back in a continuous sequence rath-
er than a single frame at a time as in inter-
active video
linear video editinglinear video editing /
lniə 
vdiəυ
�edtŋ/ noun a video sequence, on video-
tape, that is edited by inserting or deleting

new frames but without changing the order
of the frames
line breakline break noun the point at which con-
tinuous text is split into separate lines
line busy toneline busy tone /
lan �bzi 
təυn/ noun
a signal generated to indicate that a con-
nection or telephone line is already in use
line communicationsline communications /lan kə�


mjun��keʃ(ə)ns/ plural noun signal
transmission using a cable link or tele-
graph wire
line conditioningline conditioning /lan kən��dʃ(ə)nŋ/
noun techniques used to keep the quality
of data transmissions or signals on a line to
a certain standard
line controlline control /lan kən��trəυl/ noun the
use of special codes to control a communi-
cations channel
line doublingline doubling /�lan 
d�b(ə)lŋ/ noun �
scan conversion
line drawingline drawing /�lan 
drɔŋ/ noun an il-
lustration in which objects are drawn using
thin lines, without shading or surface tex-
ture
line driverline driver /lan �dravə/ noun a high-
power circuit and amplifier used to send
signals over a long distance line without
too much loss of signal
line editorline editor /lan �edtə/ noun a piece of
software in which only one line of a source
program can be edited at a time
line endingline ending /lan �endŋ/ noun a char-
acter that shows that a line has ended, in-
serted by pressing the carriage return key
line feedline feed /�lan fid/ noun a control on a
printer or computer terminal that moves
the cursor down by one line. Abbr LF
line flybackline flyback /�lan 
flab�k/ noun same
as flyback
line frequencyline frequency /lan �frikwənsi/ noun
(in a CRT) the number of times that the
picture beam scans a horizontal row of
pixels in a monitor
line gremlinline gremlin /lan ��remln/ noun an
unexplained fault when data is lost during
transmission
line inline in /�lan n/ noun an input connec-
tion to audio equipment such as an ampli-
fier that accepts a low voltage audio signal
line inputline input /
lan �npυt/ noun a com-
mand to receive all characters including
punctuation entered up to a carriage return
code
line lengthline length /�lan leŋθ/ noun the number
of characters which can be displayed hori-
zontally on one line of a display (NOTE:
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CRT displays often use an 80-character
line length.)
line levelline level /lan �lev(ə)l/ noun the ampli-
tude of a signal transmitted over a cable
line noiseline noise /�lan nɔz/ noun unwanted
interference on a telephone or communi-
cations line that causes errors in a data
transmission
line numberline number /lan �n�mbə/ noun a
number that refers to a line of program
code in a computer program (NOTE: The
programming language will sort out the
program into order according to line
number.)
line outline out /�lan aυt/ noun output connec-
tor from audio equipment that provides a
low-voltage pre-amplified audio signal;
e.g., an amplifier will have a line out con-
nector that can be used to connect to an ac-
tive loudspeaker or other audio equipment,
but cannot be connected to passive loud-
speakers

‘…while pixel editing is handy for line art, most
desktop scanners have trouble producing the shades
of grey or half-tones found in black and white pho-
tography’ [Publish]

line printerline printer /�lan 
prntə/ noun a de-
vice for printing draft quality information
at high speeds, typical output is 200 to
3000 lines per minute (NOTE: Line printers
print a whole line at a time, running from
right to left and left to right, and are usu-
ally dot matrix printers with not very high
quality print. Compare page printers,
which print a whole page at a time.)
line spacingline spacing /lan �spesŋ/ noun the
distance between two rows of characters
line speedline speed /�lan spid/ noun the rate at
which data is sent along a line
lines per minutelines per minute /
lanz p� �mnət/
noun the number of lines printed by a line
printer per minute. Abbr LPM
line styleline style /�lan stal/ noun the appear-
ance of a line displayed on screen or print-
ed
line widthline width /�lan, wdθ/ noun same as
page width
LingoLingo /�lŋ�əυ/ a trade name for a script-
ing language used to control the actions in
the Macromedia Director authoring soft-
ware
linklink /lŋk/ noun 1. a communications
path or channel between two components
or devices � To transmit faster, you can
use the direct link with the mainframe. 2. a
software routine that allows data transfer
between incompatible programs � verb to

join or interface two pieces of software or
hardware � The two computers are linked.
� link files a command to merge together
a list of separate files
link access protocollink access protocol /
lŋk ��kses

prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of LAP
linkagelinkage /�lŋkd'/ noun the act of linking
two things
linkage editinglinkage editing /�lŋkd' 
edtŋ/
noun the process of combining separate
programs together, and standardising the
calls or references within them
linkage softwarelinkage software /�lŋkd' 
sɒftweə/
noun a special software which links sec-
tions of program code with any library
routines or other code � Graphics and text
are joined without linkage software.
link control procedurelink control procedure /
lŋk kən�

�trəυl prə�
sid'ə/ noun full form of LCP
link control protocollink control protocol /
lŋk kən��trəυl

prəυtəkɒl/ noun a protocol used to create
a link between two computers to allow in-
formation to be transferred. LCP provides
similar functions to the PPP protocol but
includes better security and authentica-
tion. Abbr LCP. � PPP
linked listlinked list /
lŋkd �lst/ noun a list of
data where each entry carries the address
of the next consecutive entry
linked objectlinked object /lŋkd �ɒbd'ekt/ noun
one piece of data that is referred to in an-
other file or application
linked subroutinelinked subroutine /
lŋkd 
s�bru�

�tin/ noun same as closed routine
linkinglinking /�lŋkŋ/ noun the merging of a
number of small programs to enable them
to run as one unit
linking informationlinking information /�lŋkŋ

nfəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun (in Windows) a fea-
ture that allows you to insert data from one
application into another application using
its OLE function
linking loaderlinking loader /�lŋkŋ 
ləυdə/ noun a
short software routine that merges sections
of programs to allow them to be run as one
link trialslink trials /lŋk �traəlz/ plural noun
tests on computer programs to see if each
module works in conjunction with the oth-
ers
LinuxLinux /�lnəks/ a trade name for a version
of the UNIX operating system originally
developed by Linus Torvalds, who then
distributed it free of charge over the Inter-
net. Enthusiasts and other developers have
extended and enhanced the software, nor-
mally also publishing their software free
of charge. Linux is one of the most popular
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operating systems for developers and peo-
ple running web-based applications. Un-
like many other operating systems, such as
Microsoft Windows, the Linux software
runs on a range of different types of com-
puter hardware including the PC and Mac-
intosh.
LIPSLIPS /lps/ noun a standard for the meas-
urement of processing power of an infer-
ence engine. Full form logical inferenc-
es per second
liquid crystal displayliquid crystal display /
lkwd

krst(ə)l ds��ple/ noun full form of LCD
liquid crystal display shutter printerliquid crystal display shutter
printer /
lkwd 
krstəl d�
sple �ʃ�tə

prntə/ noun � LCD shutter printer
LISPLISP /lsp/ noun a high-level language
used mainly in processing lists of instruc-
tions or data and in artificial intelligence
work. Full form list processing
listlist /lst/ noun a series of ordered items of
data � verb to print or display certain
items of information � to list a program
to display a program line by line in correct
order
list boxlist box /�lst 
bɒks/ noun a number of
items or options displayed in a list
LIST chunkLIST chunk /�lst 
tʃ�ŋk/ noun (in a
RIFF file) a four-character code LIST that
contains a series of subchunks
listinglisting /�lstŋ/ noun a display or printed
copy of the lines in a program in order � a
program listing a printed copy of the lines
of a program
listing paperlisting paper /�lstŋ 
pepə/ noun con-
tinuous stationery used in computer print-
ers
list processinglist processing /�lst 
prəυsesŋ/ noun
1. the processing of a series of items of da-
ta, i.e. such tasks as adding, deleting, sort-
ing or updating entries 2. full form of LISP
listservlistserv /�lst�
s�v/, listserver
/�lsts�və/ noun a server on the Internet
that sends a newsletter or articles to a list
of registered users
listserverlistserver /�lsts�və/ noun same as
listserv
literalliteral /�lt(ə)rəl/ noun 1. a computer in-
struction that contains the actual number
or address to be used, rather than a label or
its location 2. a printing error when one
character is replaced by another or when
two characters are transposed
literal operandliteral operand /�lt(ə)rəl 
ɒpər�nd/
noun the actual number or address to be
used rather than a label or its location

lithium-Ion batterylithium-Ion battery /
lθiəm �aən

b�t(ə)ri/ noun a type of rechargeable
battery that provides high output power in
a compact and lightweight unit. This type
of battery is often used in mobile tele-
phones, PDAs and lightweight laptop
computers.
Live3DLive3D /
lav θri �di/ noun same as
VRML (see)
livewareliveware /�lavweə/ noun the operators
and users of a computer system, as op-
posed to the hardware and software
LLCLLC /
el el �si/ noun an IEEE 802.2
standard defining the protocol for data-
link-level transmissions. Full form of log-
ical link control
LLLLLL abbr low-level language
loadload /ləυd/ verb 1. to transfer a file or
program from disk to main memory 2. to
put something such as a disk into a compu-
ter, so that it can be run

‘…this windowing system is particularly handy
when you want to load or save a file or change direc-
tories’ [Byte]

load and goload and go /
ləυd ən ��əυ/ noun same
as load and run
load and runload and run /
ləυd ən �r�n/ noun a
computer program that is loaded into main
memory and then starts to execute itself
automatically
loaderloader /�ləυdə/ noun a program which
loads another file or program into compu-
ter memory
load highload high /�ləυd 
ha/ verb (using MS-
DOS on a PC) to transfer a program into
high or expanded memory
loadingloading /�ləυdŋ/ noun the action of
transferring a file or program from disk to
memory � Loading can be a long process.
load pointload point /�ləυd pɔnt/ noun the start
of a recording section in a reel of magnetic
tape
load sharingload sharing /�ləυd 
ʃeərŋ/ noun the
use of more than one computer in a net-
work to even out the work load on each
processor
locallocal /�ləυk(ə)l/ adjective 1. referring to
a device that is physically attached and
close to the controlling computer 2. refer-
ring to a variable or argument that is only
used in a certain section of a computer pro-
gram or structure 3. referring to a system
with limited access � on local (of a
terminal) not working with a CPU, but be-
ing used as a stand-alone terminal
local area networklocal area network /
ləυk(ə)l 
eəriə
�netw�k/ noun full form of LAN
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local area network serverlocal area network server /
ləυk(ə)l

eəriə �netw�k 
s�və/ noun a computer
which runs a network operating system
and controls the basic network operations.
All the workstations in a LAN are connect-
ed to the central network server and users
log onto it.
local bridgelocal bridge /�ləυk(ə)l brd'/ noun a
bridge that links two local networks � We
use a local bridge to link the two LANs in
the office.
local buslocal bus /
ləυk(ə)l �b�s/ noun a direct
link or bus between a device and the proc-
essor; with no logic circuits or buffers or
decoders in between � The fastest expan-
sion cards fit into this local bus connector.
local declarationlocal declaration /
ləυk(ə)l 
deklə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the assignment of a varia-
ble that is only valid in a section of a com-
puter program or structure
local drivelocal drive /�ləυk(ə)l drav/ noun a disk
drive that is physically attached to a com-
puter, as opposed to a resource that is ac-
cessed across a network
local format storagelocal format storage /
ləυk(ə)l

fɔm�t �stɔrd'/ noun a format stored
as an empty form or repeated page in a ter-
minal rather than being repeatedly trans-
mitted
local memorylocal memory /
ləυk(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/
noun a high speed RAM that is used in-
stead of a hardware device to store bit
streams or patterns
local modelocal mode /�ləυk(ə)l məυd/ noun the
operating state of a computer terminal that
does not receive messages
local printerlocal printer /
ləυk(ə)l �prntə/ noun a
printer physically attached to a computer
rather than a shared resource available on
a network
LocalTalkLocalTalk /�ləυkəltɔk/ a trade name for
a network standard developed by Apple
that defines the physical layer, i.e. the ca-
bling system and connectors, used in Ap-
ple’s AppleTalk network. The network
transfers data at 230Kbits/second over un-
shielded twisted-pair cable.
local variablelocal variable /
ləυk(ə)l �veəriəb(ə)l/
noun a variable which can only be ac-
cessed by certain routines in a certain sec-
tion of a computer program
locatelocate /ləυ��ket/ verb 1. to place or to set
� The computer is located in the main of-
fice building. 2. to find � Have you man-
aged to locate the programming fault?
locationlocation /ləυ��keʃ(ə)n/ noun a number
or absolute address that specifies the point

in memory where a data word can be
found and accessed
locklock /lɒk/ verb to prevent access to a sys-
tem or file � locking a file the action of
preventing any further writing to a file � to
lock onto to synchronise an internal clock
with a received signal
lockdownlockdown /�lɒkdəυn/ noun a procedure
that prevents users of a computer network
or intruders from the Internet from gaining
access to files that are essential to the
proper functioning of a computer system
lockoutlockout /�lɒkaυt/ noun the process of
preventing a user sending messages over a
network by continuously transmitting data
lock uplock up /
lɒk ��p/ noun a faulty operat-
ing state of computer that cannot be recov-
ered from without switching off the power
(NOTE: A lock up can be caused by an in-
finite program loop or a deadly embrace.)

COMMENT: This can be caused by an infinite
program loop or a deadly embrace.

loglog /lɒ�/ noun a record of computer
processing operations � verb 1. to record
a series of actions � to log calls to note all
details of telephone calls made 2. to make
a connection and start using a remote de-
vice such as a network server � to log in or
log on to enter various identification data,
e.g. a password, usually by means of a ter-
minal, to the central computer before ac-
cessing a program or data � to log off or
log out to enter a symbol or instruction at
the end of a computing session to close all
files and break the channel between the us-
er’s terminal and the main computer
log filelog file /�lɒ� fal/ noun (see also) 1. a
file that contains a record of actions 2. (on
a web server) a file that contains details of
the visitors to a website, recorded auto-
matically with the visitor’s DNS address,
the time and the name of the webpage that
he or she viewed
loggerlogger /�lɒ�ə/ noun a device which
keeps a record of a series of actions
logginglogging /�lɒ�ŋ/ noun an input of data
into a system
logging inlogging in /�lɒ�ŋ n/ noun the process
of opening operations with a system
logging offlogging off /�lɒ�ŋ ɒf/ noun the process
of ending operations with a system
logging onlogging on /�lɒ�ŋ ɒn/ noun same as
logging in
logging outlogging out /�lɒ�ŋ aυt/ noun same as
logging off
logiclogic /�lɒd'k/ noun 1. a mathematical
treatment of formal logic operations such
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as AND, OR, etc., and their transformation
into various circuits. � Boolean algebra
2. a system for deducing results from bina-
ry data 3. the components of a computer or
digital system
logicallogical /�lɒd'k(ə)l/ adjective that uses
logic in its operation � Logical reasoning
can be simulated by an artificial intelli-
gence machine.
logical channellogical channel /
lɒd'k(ə)l �tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun an electronic circuit between a ter-
minal and a network node in a packet
switching system
logical chartlogical chart /�lɒd'k(ə)l tʃɑt/ noun a
graphical representation of logic elements,
steps, decisions and interconnections in a
system
logical comparisonlogical comparison /
lɒd'k(ə)l kəm�

�p�rs(ə)n/ noun a function to see if two
logic signals are the same
logical decisionlogical decision /
lɒd'k(ə)l d�

�s'(ə)n/ noun one of two paths chosen as
a result of one of two possible answers to
a question
logical drivelogical drive /�lɒd'k(ə)l drav/ noun a
letter assigned to a disk drive or storage
area on a disk drive that can be used as if it
were a local drive � The logical drive F:
actually stores data on part of the server’s
disk drive.
logical errorlogical error /
lɒd'k(ə)l �erə/ noun a
fault in a program design causing incorrect
branching or operations
logical expressionlogical expression /
lɒd'k(ə)l k�

�spreʃ(ə)n/ noun a function made up from
a series of logical operators such as AND
and OR
logical flowchartlogical flowchart /�lɒd'k(ə)l

fləυtʃɑt/ noun a diagram showing
where the logical decisions occur in a
structure and their effects on program exe-
cution
logical highlogical high /�lɒd'k(ə)l ha/ adjective
equal to logic TRUE state or 1
logical inferences per secondlogical inferences per second
/
lɒd'k(ə)l 
nf(ə)rənsz p� �sekənd/
noun full form of LIPS
logical link controllogical link control /
lɒd'k(ə)l �lŋk
kən�
trəυl/ noun full form of LLC
logical lowlogical low /�lɒd'k(ə)l ləυ/ adjective
equal to logic false state or 0
logical operatorlogical operator /
lɒd'k(ə)l 
ɒpə�

�retə/ noun same as relational operator
logical palettelogical palette /
lɒd'k(ə)l �p�lət/
noun (in Windows) a graphics object that
includes the colour palette information it
requires

logical recordlogical record /
lɒd'k(ə)l �rekɔd/
noun a unit of information ready for
processing that is not necessarily the same
as the original data item in storage, which
might contain control data
logical ringlogical ring /�lɒd'k(ə)l rŋ/ noun (in a
Token-Ring or FDDI network) the path a
token follows through the layers of each
node (NOTE: In FDDI the physical topolo-
gy does not effect the logical ring.)
logical shiftlogical shift /�lɒd'k(ə)l ʃft/ noun a
data movement to the left or right in a
word, in which the bits falling outside the
word boundary are discarded, and the free
positions are filled with zeros
logical unitlogical unit /
lɒd'k(ə)l �junt/ noun
full form of LU
logic boardlogic board /�lɒd'k bɔd/ noun same
as logic card
logic bomblogic bomb /�lɒd'k bɒm/ noun a sec-
tion of code that performs various unpleas-
ant functions such as fraud or system crash
when a number of conditions are true �
The system programmer installed a logic
bomb when they made him redundant.
logic cardlogic card /�lɒd'k kɑd/ noun a printed
circuit board containing binary logic gates
rather than analog components
logic circuitlogic circuit /�lɒd'k 
s�kt/ noun an
electronic circuit made up of various logi-
cal gates, such as AND, OR and EXOR
logic elementlogic element /�lɒd'k 
elmənt/ noun
a gate or combination of logic gates
logic flowchartlogic flowchart /�lɒd'k 
fləυtʃɑt/
noun a graphical representation of logic
elements, steps and decisions and their in-
terconnections
logic gatelogic gate /�lɒd'k �et/ noun an elec-
tronic circuit that applies a logical operator
to an input signal and produces an output
logic levellogic level /�lɒd'k 
lev(ə)l/ noun the
voltage used to represent a particular logic
state. This is often five volts for a one and
zero volts for a zero.
logic maplogic map /�lɒd'k m�p/ noun a graph-
ical representation of states and conditions
in a logic circuit
logic operationlogic operation /�lɒd'k 
ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/
noun a computer operation or procedure in
which a decision is made
logic-seekinglogic-seeking /�lɒd'k 
sikŋ/ adjec-
tive referring to a printer that can print the
required information with the minimum
head movement, detecting ends of lines,
justification commands, etc.
logic statelogic state /�lɒd'k stet/ noun one out
of two possible levels in a digital circuit,
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the levels being 1 and 0 or TRUE and
FALSE
logic state analyserlogic state analyser /�lɒd'k stet

�nəlazə/ noun a piece of test equipment
that displays the logic states of a number
of components or circuits
logic symbollogic symbol /�lɒd'k 
smbəl/ noun a
graphical symbol used to represent a type
of logic function in a diagram
log in scriptlog in script /�lɒ� n 
skrpt/ noun a se-
ries of instructions that are automatically
run when you log into a network. For ex-
ample, if you log into your office network
in the morning by typing your name and
password, the login script might remind
you of important information or just dis-
play ‘good morning’.
logologo /�ləυ�əυ/ noun a special printed set
of characters or symbols used to identify a
company or product
LOGOLOGO /�ləυ�əυ/ noun a high-level pro-
gramming language used mainly for edu-
cational purposes, with graphical com-
mands that are easy to use
logofflogoff /lɒ���ɒf/ verb same as logging off
logonlogon /lɒ���ɒn/ verb same as logging in
log on serverlog on server /l��ɒ� ɒn 
s�və/ noun a
computer that checks user identification
and password data against a user database
to authorise connection to a network or
server
long filenamelong filename /lɒŋ �fal�
nem/ noun a
feature of Windows 95 that lets a user give
files names up to 254 characters in length
long haul networklong haul network /
lɒŋ hɔl
�netw�k/ noun a communications net-
work between distant computers that usu-
ally uses the public telephone system
long integerlong integer /lɒŋ �ntd'ə/ noun (in
programming languages) an integer rep-
resented by several bytes of data
longitudinal redundancy checklongitudinal redundancy check
/
lɒŋ�tjudn(ə)l r��d�ndənsi 
tʃek/
noun a check on received blocks of data to
detect any errors
longitudinal time codelongitudinal time code
/
lɒŋ�tjudn(ə)l �tam kəυd/ noun full
form of LTC
long persistence phosphorlong persistence phosphor /lɒŋ pə�


sstəns �fɒsfə/ noun a television screen
coating that retains the displayed image
for a period of time longer than the refresh
rate, so reducing flicker effects
look-aheadlook-ahead /�lυk ə�
hed/ noun an action
performed by some CPUs that fetch in-
structions and examine them before they

are executed in order to speed up opera-
tions
look-uplook-up /�lυk �p/ noun a computer pro-
cedure in which a term or value is matched
against a table of stored information
look-up tablelook-up table /�lυk �p 
teb(ə)l/ noun
full form of LUT � Lookup tables are pre-
programmed then used in processing so
saving calculations for each result re-
quired.

‘…a lookup table changes a pixel’s value based on
the values in a table’ [Byte]

looploop /lup/ noun a procedure or series of
instructions in a computer program that
are performed again and again until a test
shows that a specific condition has been
met or until the program is completed
loopbackloopback /�lupb�k/ noun a diagnostic
test that returns the transmitted signal to
the sending device after it has passed
through another device or across a link
loopback testloopback test /�lupb�k test/ noun a
test mode for a modem in which any infor-
mation sent to the modem from a local
computer is immediately sent back to
prove that the connection between the
computer and modem is working
loop bodyloop body /lup �bɒdi/ noun the main
section of instructions within a loop. The
loop body carries out the loop’s primary
function rather than being used to enter,
leave or set up the loop.
loop checkloop check /�lup 
tʃek/ noun a check
that data has been correctly transmitted
down a line by returning the data to the
transmitter
loop counterloop counter /lup �kaυntə/ noun a
register that contains the number of times
a loop has been repeated
looping programlooping program /lupŋ �prəυ�r�m/
noun a computer program that runs con-
tinuously
loop programloop program /lup �prəυ�r�m/ noun
a sequence of instructions that are repeated
until a condition is met
lo-reslo-res /ləυ ris/ noun same as low reso-
lution
lossless compressionlossless compression /
lɒsləs kəm�

�preʃ(ə)nn/ noun image compression
techniques that can reduce the number of
bits used for each pixel in an image, with-
out losing any information or quality. �
Huffman code
lossy compressionlossy compression /��
lɒsi kəm�


preʃ(ə)n/ noun image compression tech-
niques that can reduce the number of bits
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used for each pixel in an image, but in do-
ing so lose information. � JPEG
lost clusterlost cluster /lɒst �kl�stə/ noun a
number of sectors on a disk whose identi-
fication bits have been corrupted. The op-
erating system has marked this area of disk
as being used by a file, but the data it con-
tains can no longer be identified with a
particular file.
LotusLotus /�ləυtəs/ a software company best
known for its spreadsheet program, 1–2–3
loudspeakerloudspeaker /
laυd��spikə/ noun an
electromagnetic device that converts elec-
trical signals into audible noise
low-endlow-end /
ləυ �end/ adjective referring
to hardware or software that is not very
powerful or sophisticated and is designed
for beginners
lower caselower case /
ləυə �kes/ noun small
characters, e.g. a, b and c, as opposed to
upper case, A, B, C
low frequency effects channellow frequency effects channel /ləυ

frikwənsi ��fekts 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a
separate audio channel in a multichannel
system that provides very low frequency
bass sounds. � Dolby Digital. Also called
LFE channel
low-level formatlow-level format /
ləυ �lev(ə)l

fɔm�t/ noun a process that defines the
physical pattern and arrangement of tracks
and sectors on a disk
low-level languagelow-level language /
ləυ 
lev(ə)l
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage, particular to one system or compu-
ter, in which each instruction has a single
equivalent machine code instruction, so
that programming in it is a long and com-
plex task. Abbr LLL
low memorylow memory /
ləυ �mem(ə)ri/ noun (in
a PC) available memory locations up to
640Kb. Compare high memory
low-order digitlow-order digit /
ləυ 
ɔdə �dd't/
noun a digit in the position within a
number that represents the lowest weight-
ing of the number base � The number
234156 has a low-order digit of 6.
low-power standbylow-power standby /
ləυ �paυə

st�ndba/ noun an energy-saving feature
of laptop computers and many monitors
connected to a desktop
low-priority worklow-priority work /
ləυ pra�
ɒrti
�w�k/ noun work that is not particularly
important
low resolutionlow resolution /
ləυ 
rezə��luʃ(ə)n/
noun the ability of a display system to
control a number of pixels at a time rather
than individual pixels

low-resolution graphicslow-resolution graphics, low-res
graphics plural noun the ability to dis-
play character-sized graphic blocks or pre-
set shapes on a screen rather than to create
graphics using individual pixels. Compare
high-resolution
low-speed communicationslow-speed communications /
ləυ
spid kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun
data transmission at less than 2400 bits per
second
LPMLPM abbr lines per minute
LPT1LPT1 /
el pi ti �w�n/ noun (in a PC)
the name given to the first, main parallel
printer port in the system
LRULRU abbr least recently used algorithm
LSBLSB /
el es �bi/ noun a binary digit occu-
pying the right hand position of a word and
carrying the least power of two in the
word, usually equal to two raised to zero =
1. Full form least significant bit
LSDLSD /
el es �di/ noun the digit which oc-
cupies the right hand position in a number
and so carries least power, being equal to
the number radix raised to zero = 1. Full
form least significant digit
LSILSI /
el es �a/ noun a configuration with
between 500 and 10,000 circuits on a sin-
gle IC. Full form large scale integration
LTCLTC /
el ti �si/ noun a method of record-
ing a time code signal on a linear audio
track along a video tape. The disadvantage
of this method is that the code is not read-
able at slow speeds or when the tape has
stopped. Full form longitudinal time
code
LULU /
el �ju/ noun a set of protocols devel-
oped by IBM to allow communication
over an SNA network. LU1, LU2 and LU3
provide control of the session, LU4 sup-
ports communication between the devices
and LU6.2 is a peer-to-peer protocol. Full
form logical unit
luggableluggable /�l��əb(ə)l/ noun a personal
computer that is just about portable and
usually will not run off batteries. A lugga-
ble is much heavier and less compact than
a laptop or true transportable machine.
lumaluma /�lumə/ noun the black and white
parts of an image or video signal, repre-
sented by the symbol Y. � S-Video, Y/C
luminanceluminance /�lumn(ə)ns/ noun the part
of a video signal or image that defines the
brightness at each point. � YUV encoding
lurklurk /l�k/ verb to join an online confer-
ence, discussion group or chat room and
listen to the messages without contributing
anything yourself. Most discussion forums
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do not mind people lurking, since it helps
to build confidence in new users and lets
them check the content before joining in,
however some chat rooms do not approve
of lurking and immediately identify any-
one joining to discourage people who do
not contribute to the forum.
LUTLUT /
el ju �ti/ noun a collection of
stored results that can be accessed very
rapidly by a program without the need to

calculate each result whenever needed.
Full form look-up table

‘…an image processing system can have three LUTs
that map the image memory to the display device’
[Byte]

LV-ROMLV-ROM /
el vi �rɒm/ noun a 12-inch di-
ameter optical disc, developed by Philips,
that can store both analog video and digital
data

M
MM abbr mega-
mAmA /
em �e/ noun an electrical current
measure equal to one thousandth of an am-
pere. Full form milliampere
MacMac /m�k/ noun same as Macintosh
MACMAC /
em e �si/ noun a special code
transmitted at the same time as a message
as proof of its authenticity. Full form mes-
sage authentication code � abbr media
access control
MacBinaryMacBinary /m�k��banəri/ a trade name
for a file storage and transfer system that
allows Macintosh files, together with their
icons and long file names, to be stored on
other computer systems
machinemachine /mə��ʃin/ noun 1. a number of
separate moving parts or components, act-
ing together to carry out a process 2. a
computer, system or processor made up of
various components connected together to
provide a function or perform a task
machine addressmachine address /mə��ʃin ə�
dres/
noun same as absolute address
machine checkmachine check /mə��ʃin tʃek/ noun a
fault caused by equipment failure
machine codemachine code /mə��ʃin kəυd/ noun a
programming language that consists of
commands in binary code that can be di-
rectly understood by the central process-
ing unit without the need for translation.
Also called computer code

machine code formatmachine code format /mə��ʃin kəυd

fɔm�t/ noun a format for machine code
instructions, usually made up of 1,2 or 3
bytes for operand, data and address
machine code instructionmachine code instruction /mə��ʃin
kəυd n�
str�kʃən/ noun an instruction
that directly controls the CPU and is rec-
ognised without the need for translation
machine cyclemachine cycle /mə��ʃin 
sak(ə)l/
noun the minimum period of time taken by
the CPU for the execution of an instruction
machine-dependentmachine-dependent /mə�
ʃin d�

�pendənt/ adjective not standardised, or
unable to be used on hardware or software
from a different manufacturer without
modifications
machine equationmachine equation /mə��ʃin �


kwe'(ə)n/ noun a formula which an an-
alog computer has been programmed to
solve
machine errormachine error /mə��ʃin 
erə/ noun an
error caused by a hardware malfunction
machine-independentmachine-independent /mə�
ʃin 
nd�

�pendənt/ adjective referring to computer
software that can be run on any computer
system
machine-independent languagemachine-independent language
/mə�
ʃin 
ndpendənt �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun
a programming language that can be trans-
lated and executed on any computer that
has a suitable compiler
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machine instructionmachine instruction /mə��ʃin n�


str�kʃən/ noun an instruction which can
be recognised by a machine and is part of
its limited set of commands
machine intelligencemachine intelligence /mə��ʃin n�


teld'(ə)ns/ noun the design of computer
programs and devices that attempt to imi-
tate human intelligence and decision-mak-
ing functions, providing basic reasoning
and other human characteristics
machine-intimatemachine-intimate /mə�
ʃin �ntmət/
adjective referring to software that oper-
ates and interacts closely with the hard-
ware in a system
machine languagemachine language /mə��ʃin

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun 1. same as machine
code 2. the way in which machine code is
written
machine language compilemachine language compile /mə�


ʃin 
l�ŋ�wd' kəm��pal/ noun the
process of generating a machine code pro-
gram from a HLL program by translating
and assembling each HLL instruction
machine language programmingmachine language programming
/mə�
ʃin 
l�ŋ�wd' �prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun
the slowest and most complex method of
programming a CPU, but the fastest in ex-
ecution, achieved by entering directly into
RAM or ROM the binary representation
for the machine code instructions to be
carried out (NOTE: The alternative meth-
ods are to use an assembler with assem-
bly language programs or a compiler with
HLL programs.)
machine readablemachine readable /mə�
ʃin
�ridəb(ə)l/ adjective referring to com-
mands or data stored on a medium that can
be directly input into the computer
machine-readable codemachine-readable code /mə�
ʃin

ridəb(ə)l �kəυd/ noun a set of signs or
letters, e.g. a bar code or post code, that
can be read by computers
machine runmachine run /mə��ʃin r�n/ noun the
action of processing instructions in a pro-
gram by a computer
machine translationmachine translation /mə�
ʃin tr�ns�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun a computer system that is
used to translate text and commands from
one language and syntax to another
machine wordmachine word /mə��ʃin w�d/ noun a
number of bits of data operated on simul-
taneously by a CPU in one machine cycle,
often 8, 16 or 32 bits
MacintoshMacintosh /�m�kntɒʃ/ a trade name
for a range of personal computers de-
signed by Apple Corporation. The Macin-
tosh uses the Motorola family of proces-

sors, the 68000, and offers similar comput-
ing power to a PC. The Macintosh is best
known for its graphical user interface
which allows a user to control the compu-
ter using icons and a mouse. � Macintosh
computers are not compatible with an IBM
PC unless you use special emulation soft-
ware. Also called Mac
macromacro /m�krəυ/ noun a program rou-
tine or block of instructions identified by a
single word or label
macro-macro- /m�krəυ/ prefix very large or
applying to the whole system
macro blockmacro block /�m�krəυ blɒk/ noun a
grid of 16x16 pixels used to analyse and
compress video data in the MPEG com-
pression system
macro callmacro call /�m�krəυ kɔl/ noun the use
of a label in an assembly language pro-
gram to indicate to an assembler that the
macro routine is to be inserted at that point
macro codemacro code /�m�krəυ kəυd/ noun one
word that is used to represent a number of
instructions, simplifying program writing
macro commandmacro command /�m�krəυ kə�


mɑnd/ noun same as macro code
macro definitionmacro definition /�m�krəυ

defənʃ(ə)n/ noun a description, in a pro-
gram or to the operating system, of the
structure, function and instructions that
make up a macro operation
macroelementmacroelement /�m�krəυ�
elmənt/
noun a number of data items treated as one
element
macro expansionmacro expansion /�m�krəυ k�


sp�nʃ(ə)n/ noun a process in which a
macro call is replaced with the instructions
in the macro
macro flowchartmacro flowchart /�m�krəυ

fləυtʃɑt/ noun a graphical representa-
tion of the logical steps, stages and actions
within a routine
macroinstructionmacroinstruction /�m�krəυ�


nstr�kʃən/ noun one programming in-
struction that refers to a number of instruc-
tions within a routine or macro
macro languagemacro language /�m�krəυ

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage that allows the programmer to de-
fine and use macro instructions

‘Microsoft has released a developer’s kit for its
Word 6.0 for Windows wordprocessing package.
The 900-page kit explains how to use the WordBasic
macro language supplied with the software.’ [Com-
puting]

macro librarymacro library /�m�krəυ 
labrəri/
noun a number of useful, independent rou-
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tines that can be incorporated into any pro-
gram to ease program writing
Macromedia DirectorMacromedia Director
/
m�krəυmidiə da��rektə/ a trade name
for authoring software for the PC and
Macintosh that uses the Lingo scripting
language
macro programmingmacro programming /
m�krəυ

prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun the process of writ-
ing a program using macro instructions or
defining macro instructions
macro virusmacro virus /�m�krəυ 
varəs/ noun a
type of virus that is stored as a macro at-
tached to a document or e-mail message.
Most advanced software applications pro-
vide a macro language that lets users ex-
tend the application and automate features.
However, as macro languages become
more advanced and powerful, they also
provide an opportunity for someone to cre-
ate a macro that can delete files or corrupt
data when run.

COMMENT: A macro virus will run when the
document is opened. Some viruses are be-
nign, others carry out malicious damage on
your files and data. The virus will also try and
spread to other compatible documents and
applications on your computer, so that any
new documents you create are also infected.
Current macro virus attacks have used the
macro features of advanced e-mail software
to re-send the virus to all the e-mail addresses
stored in your e-mail address book. The last
major macro virus created so much extra net-
work e-mail traffic on the Internet that many
servers were overloaded. The best way to
avoid a macro virus is to regularly run virus
detection software that can check and remove
viruses attached to documents and new e-
mail messages.

magazinemagazine /m��ə��zin/ noun a number
of pages in a videotext system
magnetmagnet /�m��nt/ noun something that
produces a magnetic field
magneticmagnetic /m����netk/ adjective that
has a magnetic field associated with it
magnetic bubble memorymagnetic bubble memory /m���


netk �b�b(ə)l 
mem(ə)ri/ noun � bub-
ble memory
magnetic cardmagnetic card /m����netk kɑd/
noun a plastic card with a strip of magnet-
ic recording material on its surface, allow-
ing data to be stored
magnetic card readermagnetic card reader /m���
netk
�kɑd 
ridə/ noun a machine that can read
data stored on a magnetic card
magnetic cartridgemagnetic cartridge /m���
netk
�kɑtrd'/ noun a small box containing a
reel of magnetic tape and a pick up reel

magnetic cassettemagnetic cassette /m���
netk kə�

�set/ noun same as magnetic cartridge
magnetic cellmagnetic cell /m����netk sel/ noun a
small piece of material whose magnetic
field can be altered to represent the two
states of binary data
magnetic coremagnetic core /m����netk kɔ/ noun
an early main memory system for storing
data in the first types of computer, where
each bit of data was stored in a magnetic
cell
magnetic diskmagnetic disk /m����netk dsk/ noun
a flat circular piece of material coated with
a substance, allowing signals and data to
be stored magnetically
magnetic disk unitmagnetic disk unit /m���
netk �dsk

junt/ noun a computer peripheral made
up of a disk drive and the necessary control
electronics
magnetic drummagnetic drum /m����netk dr�m/
noun a cylindrical magnetic storage de-
vice
magnetic encodingmagnetic encoding /m���
netk n�

�kəυdŋ/ noun the storage of binary data
signals on a magnetic medium
magnetic fieldmagnetic field /m���
netk �fild/
noun a description of the polarity and
strength of magnetic effects at a point
magnetic fluxmagnetic flux /m����netk fl�ks/
noun a measure of magnetic field strength
per unit area
magnetic headmagnetic head /m����netk hed/
noun an electromagnetic component that
converts electrical signals into a magnetic
field, allowing them to be stored on a mag-
netic medium
magnetic inkmagnetic ink /m���
netk �ŋk/ noun
printing ink that contains a magnetic mate-
rial, used in some character recognition
systems
magnetic ink character recognitionmagnetic ink character recogni-
tion /m���
netk ŋk 
k�rktə 
rekə��

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of MICR
magnetic mastermagnetic master /m���
netk
�mɑstə/ noun the original version of a re-
corded tape or disk
magnetic materialmagnetic material /m���
netk mə�

�təriəl/ noun a substance that will retain a
magnetic flux pattern after a magnetic
field is removed
magnetic mediamagnetic media /m���
netk �midiə/
plural noun magnetic materials used to
store signals, e.g. disk and tape
magnetic mediummagnetic medium /m���
netk
�midiəm/ noun same as magnetic mate-
rial
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magnetic memorymagnetic memory /m���
netk
�mem(ə)ri/ noun storage that uses a medi-
um that can store data bits as magnetic
field changes
magnetic polaritymagnetic polarity /m���
netk pəυ�

�l�rti/ noun a method of indicating if a
point is a source or collector of magnetic
flux patterns
magnetic recordingmagnetic recording /m���
netk r�

�kɔdŋ/ noun the process of transferring
an electrical signal onto a moving magnet-
ic tape or disk by means of an magnetic
field generated by a magnetic head
magnetic screenmagnetic screen /m����netk skrin/
noun a metal screen to prevent stray mag-
netic fields affecting electronic compo-
nents
magnetic storagemagnetic storage /m���
netk
�stɔrd'/ noun a method of storing infor-
mation as magnetic changes on a sensitive
disk, such as a floppy disk or hard disk
magnetic stripmagnetic strip /m���
netk �strp/
noun a layer of magnetic material on the
surface of a plastic card, used for record-
ing data
magnetic stripemagnetic stripe /m���
netk �strap/
noun a strip of magnetic material, contain-
ing information in coded form, on a plastic
card such as a credit card
magnetic strip readermagnetic strip reader /m���
netk
�strp 
ridə/ noun same as magnetic
card reader
magnetic tapemagnetic tape /m����netk tep/ noun
a narrow length of thin plastic coated with
a magnetic material used to store signals
magnetically

COMMENT: Magnetic tape is available on
spools of between 200 and 800 metres. The
tape is magnetised by the read/write head.
Tape is a storage medium that only allows se-
rial access, that is, all the tape has to be read
until the required location is found, as op-
posed to disk storage, which can be accessed
randomly.

magnetic tape cartridgemagnetic tape cartridge /m���


netk tep �kɑtrd'/ noun a small box
containing a reel of magnetic tape and a
pick up reel, used in a cassette player or
tape drive
magnetic tape cassettemagnetic tape cassette /m���
netk
tep kə��set/ noun same as magnetic
tape cartridge
magnetic tape encodermagnetic tape encoder /m���
netk
tep en��kəυdə/ noun a device that direct-
ly writes data entered at a keyboard onto
magnetic tape
magnetic tape readermagnetic tape reader /m���
netk
tep �ridə/ noun a machine that can read

signals stored on magnetic tape and con-
vert them to an electrical form that can be
understood by a computer
magnetic tape recordermagnetic tape recorder /m���
netk
�tep r�
kɔdə/ noun a device with a mag-
netic head, motor and circuitry to allow
electrical signals to be recorded onto or
played back from a magnetic tape
magnetic tape transportmagnetic tape transport /m���


netk tep �tr�nspɔt/ noun a computer-
controlled magnetic tape drive mechanism
magnetic transfermagnetic transfer /m���
netk
�tr�nsf�/ noun the copying of signals
stored on one type of magnetic medium to
another
magnetisemagnetise /�m��nə�
taz/, magnetize
verb to convert a material or object into a
magnet
magneto-optical discmagneto-optical disc /m���
nitəυ

ɒptk(ə)l �dsk/ noun an optical disc that
is used in a magneto-optical recording de-
vice
magneto-optical recordingmagneto-optical recording /m���


nitəυ 
ɒptk(ə)l r��kɔdŋ/ noun a
method of recording that uses an optical
disc covered with a thin layer of magnetic
film that is heated by a laser. The particles
are then polarised by a weak magnetic
field. (NOTE: Magneto-optical discs have
very high capacity, over 600Mb, and are
re-writable.)
magnitudemagnitude /�m��ntjud/ noun a level
or strength of a signal or variable
mag tapemag tape /�m�� tep/ noun same as
magnetic tape (informal)
mailmail /mel/ noun electronic messages to
and from users of a bulletin board or net-
work
mail application programming interfacemail application programming in-
terface /
mel 
�plkeʃ(ə)n
�prəυ�r�mŋ 
ntəfes/ noun full form
of MAPI
mailboxmailbox /�melbɒks/, mail box /�mel
bɒks/ noun an electronic storage space
with an address in which a user’s incoming
messages are stored
mail-enabledmail-enabled /mel n��eb(ə)ld/ adjec-
tive referring to an application that has ac-
cess to an electronic mail system without
leaving the application � This word-proc-
essor is mail-enabled – you can send mes-
sages to other users from within it.
mail exchange recordmail exchange record /
mel ks�

�tʃend' 
rekɔd/ noun (in an electronic
mail system) information stored in the
DNS, a database that helps locate a do-
main name on the Internet or a Unix net-
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work, that tells a mail system how to deliv-
er a mail message to a particular domain �
Mail sent to ‘smith&pcp.co.uk’ will be
sent to the ‘pcp.co.uk’ server by the MX
record, the local server then has to send
the message to the user ‘smith’. Also
called MX record
mail gatewaymail gateway /�mel 
�etwe/ noun a
software program, or a combination of
server and software, that links two differ-
ent electronic mail systems together so
that mail messages can be transferred from
one system to another. For example, if you
are using Lotus cc:Mail as the electronic
mail product within your company, you
would need to fit a gateway function to al-
low messages to be sent to and received by
users on the Internet. (NOTE: LAN e-mail
systems normally use one of three main
standards, MAPI, MHS or VIM, to send
mail messages. If you are sending mail
from a LAN e-mail system to the Internet
the mail gateway needs to convert this
standard to one of the Internet mail
standards such as POP3 or SMTP be-
fore it can be delivered.)
mailingmailing /�melŋ/ noun the process of
sending something using the post or e-mail
mailing listmailing list /�melŋ lst/ noun (in elec-
tronic mail ) list of the e-mail addresses of
users who receive information on a regular
basis from a company, a person or from
other people on the list. An Internet mail-
ing list allows any person whose name and
address are on the list to send a message to
the list, which will then automatically dis-
tribute a copy of this message to all the
other people on the list.
mailmergemailmerge /�melm�d'/ noun a word-
processing program which allows a stand-
ard form letter to be printed out to a series
of different names and addresses

‘Spreadsheet views for data and graphical forms for
data entry have been added to the Q&A database,
with the traditional reporting, mailmerge, and labels
improved through Windows facilities.’ [Computing]

mail servermail server /mel �s�və/ noun a com-
puter that stores incoming mail and sends
it to the correct user and stores outgoing
mail and transfers it to the correct destina-
tion server on the Internet
mail transfer agentmail transfer agent /
mel �tr�nsf�

ed'ənt/ noun a software program that
manages the way electronic mail messages
are transferred over a network. On com-
puters running the Unix operating system
and the Internet the ‘sendmail’ software is

the most popular mail transfer agent. Abbr
MTA
mail user agentmail user agent /
mel �juzə

ed'ənt/ noun full form of MUA
mainmain /men/ adjective most important
main bodymain body /
men �bɒdi/ noun a set of
instructions that form the main part of a
program and from which other subroutines
are called
main clockmain clock /�men klɒk/ noun a clock
signal that synchronises all the compo-
nents in a system
main entrymain entry /men �entri/ noun an entry
in a catalogue that contains the most im-
portant information about a particular doc-
ument
mainframemainframe /�menfrem kəm�
pjutə/,
mainframe computer /
menfrem kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a large-scale high-power
computer system that can handle high-ca-
pacity memory and backing storage devic-
es as well as a number of operators simul-
taneously
mainframe accessmainframe access /�menfrem

�kses/ noun the process of using micro-
computers to access a mainframe compu-
ter
main indexmain index /men �ndeks/ noun a gen-
eral index that directs the user gradually to
more specific index areas
main loopmain loop /
men �lup/ noun a series of
instructions performed repeatedly that car-
ry out the main action of a program. This
loop is often used to wait for user input be-
fore processing the event.
main memorymain memory /men �mem(ə)ri/ noun
a fast-access RAM whose locations can be
directly and immediately addressed by the
CPU � The 16-bit system includes up to
3Mb of main memory.
main menumain menu /men �menju/ noun a list
of the primary options available
main routinemain routine /men ru��tin/ noun a
section of instructions that make up the
main part of a program (NOTE: A program
often consists of a main routine and sev-
eral subroutines, which are called from
the main routine.)
mains electricitymains electricity /mens �
lek��trsəti/
noun the normal domestic electricity sup-
ply to consumers (NOTE: In the UK this is
240 volts at 50Hz. In the US, it is 110
volts at 60Hz.)
main storagemain storage /men �stɔrd'/ noun
same as main memory
maintainmaintain /men��ten/ verb to ensure a
system is in good condition and function-
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ing correctly � well maintained well
looked after
maintainabilitymaintainability /
mentenə��blti/
noun the ability to have repairs carried out
quickly and efficiently if a failure occurs
maintenancemaintenance /�mentənəns/ noun 1.
the task of keeping a machine in good
working condition 2. tasks carried out in
order to keep a system running, e.g. repair-
ing faults and replacing components
maintenance contractmaintenance contract /�mentənəns

kɒntr�kt/ noun an arrangement with a
repair company that provides for regular
checks and special repair prices in the
event of a fault
maintenance releasemaintenance release /�mentənəns
r�
lis/ noun a program revision that cor-
rects a minor problem or bug but does not
offer any major new features � The main-
tenance release of the database program,
version 2.01, corrects the problem with the
margins.
maintenance routinemaintenance routine /�mentənəns
ru�
tin/ noun a software diagnostic tool
used by an engineer during preventative
maintenance operations
major cyclemajor cycle /
med'ə �sak(ə)l/ noun
the minimum access time of a mechanical
storage device
majordomomajordomo /
med'ə��dəυməυ/ noun
same as listserv
make directorymake directory /
mek da��rekt(ə)ri/
noun full form of MD
male connectormale connector /mel kə��nektə/ noun
a plug with conducting pins that can be in-
serted into a female connector to provide
an electrical connection
malfunctionmalfunction /m�l��f�ŋkʃən/ noun (of
hardware or software) the fact of not
working correctly � The data was lost due
to a software malfunction. � verb not to
work properly � Some of the keys on the
keyboard have started to malfunction.
malfunctioningmalfunctioning /m�l��f�ŋkʃənŋ/ ad-
jective not working properly
malfunction routinemalfunction routine /m�l��f�ŋkʃən
ru�
tin/ noun a software routine used to
find and help diagnose the cause of an er-
ror or fault
MANMAN /m�n/ noun a network extending
over a limited geographical area, normally
a city. Full form metropolitan area net-
work. Compare LAN, WAN
manageablemanageable /�m�nd'əb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive that can be dealt with easily �
processing problems which are still man-
ageable.

management information servicemanagement information service
/
m�nd'mənt 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
s�vs/
noun a department within a company that
is responsible for information and data
processing. Abbr MIS (NOTE: In practice,
this department is often responsible for
the computer system in a company.)
management information systemmanagement information system
/
m�nd'mənt 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
sstəm/
noun software that allows managers in a
company to access and analyse data. Abbr
MIS
managermanager /�m�nd'ə/ noun a user-
friendly front end software that allows
easy access to operating system com-
mands
Manchester codingManchester coding /�m�ntʃestə

kɒdŋ/ noun a method of encoding data
and timing signals that is used in commu-
nications. The first half of the bit period in-
dicates the value of the bit (1 or 0), and the
second half is used as a timing signal.
Mandlebrot setMandlebrot set /�m�nd(ə)lbrɒt set/
noun a mathematical equation that is
called recursively to generate a set of val-
ues. When plotted these form a fractal im-
age. � fractal
manipulatemanipulate /mə��npjυ�
let/ verb to
move, edit and change text or data � An
image processor that captures, displays
and manipulates video images.
manipulationmanipulation /mə�
npjυ��leʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of moving or editing or
changing text or data � The high-speed
database management program allows the
manipulation of very large amounts of da-
ta.
man machine interfaceman machine interface /
m�n mə�


ʃin �ntəfes/ noun full form of MMI
mantissamantissa /m�n��tsə/ noun the fraction-
al part of a number � The mantissa of the
number 45.897 is 0.897.
manualmanual /�m�njuəl/ noun a document
containing instructions about the opera-
tion of a system or piece of software � The
manual is included with the system.
manual data processingmanual data processing /
m�njυəl
�detə 
prəυsesŋ/ noun the process of
sorting and processing information with-
out the help of a computer
manual entrymanual entry /
m�njυəl �entri/ noun
the act of entering data into a computer by
an operator via a keyboard
manual inputmanual input /
m�njυəl �npυt/ noun
same as manual entry
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manuallymanually /�m�njυəli/ adverb done by
hand, not automatically � The paper has
to be fed into the printer manually.
mapmap /m�p/ noun a diagram representing
the internal layout of a computer’s memo-
ry or communications regions � verb 1. to
retrieve data and display it as a map 2. to
represent a network directory path on a re-
mote computer with a local drive letter, en-
abling a user to view the contents of the re-
mote directory by simply typing in the
drive letter rather than the often long and
complex directory path 3. to represent a
network printer connected to another com-
puter on a network with a local printer
identifier, so a user can treat the remote
network printer as if it is directly connect-
ed to their computer 4. to connect to a disk
drive or a printer that is connected to an-
other computer on a network. � texture
mapping 5. to transform a two-dimen-
sional image into a three-dimensional
form that can then be rotated or manipulat-
ed 6. (in an image) to transform a graphi-
cal object from one coordinate system to
another so that it can be displayed; e.g., to
transform a three-dimensional wire frame
model to a solid shaded object. � texture
mapping
MAPIMAPI /
em e pi �a/ noun a set of stand-
ards, developed by Microsoft, that defines
how electronic mail is sent and delivered.
Full form mail application program-
ming interface
MARMAR /
em e �ɑ/ noun a register within
the CPU that contains the next location to
be accessed. Full form memory address
register
marching displaymarching display /mɑtʃŋ d��sple/
noun a display device that contains a buff-
er to show the last few characters entered
marginmargin /�mɑd'n/ noun 1. the blank
space around a section of printed text �
When typing the contract leave wide mar-
gins. � to set the margin to define the size
of a margin 2. an extra time or space
margin of errormargin of error /
mɑd'n əv �erə/
noun the number of mistakes that is ac-
ceptable in a document or in a calculation
markmark /mɑk/ noun 1. a sign put on a page
to show something 2. a transmitted signal
that represents a logical one or true condi-
tion � verb to put a mark on something
mark blockmark block /
mɑk �blɒk/ verb to put a
block marker at the beginning and end of a
block of text

markermarker /�mɑkə/ noun a code inserted in
a file or text to indicate a special section
mark sensemark sense /
mɑk �sens/ verb to write
characters with conductive or magnetic
ink so that they are then machine readable
mark sense devicemark sense device /
mɑk �sens d�


vas/ noun a device that reads data from
special cards containing conductive or
magnetic marks
mark sense readermark sense reader /
mɑk �sens

ridə/ noun same as mark sense device
mark sensing cardmark sensing card /�mɑk 
sensŋ
kɑd/ noun a preprinted card with spaces
for mark sense characters
mark spacemark space /
mɑk �spes/ noun a two-
state transmission code using a mark and a
space (without a mark) as signals
markupmarkup /�mɑk�p/ noun the addition of
instructions for layout and style to a text
that is to be printed out
markup languagemarkup language /�mɑk�p

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a computer coding sys-
tem that gives instructions relating to the
layout and style to be used for a document
marqueemarquee /mɑ��ki/ noun 1. (in graphics)
the area selected by a selection tool 2. (in
a website) a piece of text that moves slow-
ly across the screen, used as a special fea-
ture of a webpage
maskmask /mɑsk/ noun 1. an integrated cir-
cuit layout that is used to define the pattern
to be etched or doped onto a slice of semi-
conductor � A mask or stencil is used to
transfer the transistor design onto silicon.
2. a pattern of binary digits used to select
various bits from a binary word. A one in
the mask retains that bit in the word. �
verb to cover an area of something with
something
maskablemaskable /�mɑskəb(ə)l/ adjective that
can be masked
maskable interruptmaskable interrupt /
mɑskəb(ə)l
�ntər�pt/ noun an interrupt which can be
activated by using an interrupt mask
mask bitmask bit /�mɑsk bt/ noun one bit in a
mask, used to select the required bit from
a word or string
masked ROMmasked ROM /�mɑskt rɒm/ noun a
read-only memory device that is pro-
grammed during manufacture, by deposit-
ing metal onto selected regions dictated by
the shape of a mask
maskingmasking /�mɑskŋ/ noun an operation
used to select various bits in a word
mask registermask register /mɑsk �red'stə/ noun
a storage location in a computer that con-
tains the pattern of bits used as a mask
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mass productionmass production /m�s prə��d�kʃən/
noun the process of manufacturing large
quantities of goods � mass production of
monitors
mass storagemass storage /m�s �stɔrd'/ noun
the storage and retrieval of large amounts
of data
mass storage devicemass storage device /
m�s
�stɔrd' d�
vas/ noun a computer back-
ing store device that is able to store large
amounts of data � The hard disk is a mass
storage device.
mass storage systemmass storage system /
m�s
�stɔrd' 
sstəm/ noun a data storage
system that can hold more than one mil-
lion million bits of a data
mastermaster /�mɑstə/ adjective referring to
the main or most important device or per-
son in a system � The master computer
controls everything else. � verb to learn
and understand a language or process �
We mastered the new word-processor quite
quickly.
master cardmaster card /�mɑstə kɑd/ noun the
first punched card in a pack that provides
information about the rest of the pack
master clockmaster clock /�mɑstə klɒk/ noun a
timing signal to which all components in a
system are synchronised
master computermaster computer /�mɑstə kəm�


pjutə/ noun a computer in a multiproc-
essor system that controls the other proc-
essors and allocates jobs
master control programmaster control program /
mɑstə
kən��trəυl 
prəυ�r�m/ noun software that
controls the operations in a system. Abbr
MCP
master datamaster data /
mɑstə �detə/ noun ref-
erence data which is stored in a master file
master discmaster disc /�mɑstə dsk/ noun a
glass disc onto which a laser etches pits to
represent data, and which is then used to
create plastic compact discs ready for dis-
tribution
master diskmaster disk /�mɑstə dsk/ noun 1. a
disk containing all the files for a task 2. a
disk containing the code for a computer’s
operating system that must be loaded be-
fore the system will operate
master filemaster file /�mɑstə fal/ noun a set of
all the reference data required for an appli-
cation, which is updated periodically
masteringmastering /�mɑstərŋ/ noun a process
used to convert finished data to a master
disc
master/master computer systemmaster/master computer system
/
mɑstə �mɑstə kəm�
pjutə 
sstəm/

noun a system in which each processor is
a master, dedicated to one task
master program filemaster program file /
mɑstə
�prəυ�r�m 
fal/ noun a magnetic medi-
um which contains all the programs re-
quired for an application
master/slave computer systemmaster/slave computer system
/
mɑstə �slev kəm�
pjutə 
sstəm/
noun a system with a master controlling
computer and a slave that takes commands
from the master
master tapemaster tape /�mɑstə tep/ noun a
magnetic tape which contains all the vital
operating system routines, loaded by the
initial program loader once when the com-
puter is switched on or hard reset
master terminalmaster terminal /
mɑstə �t�mn(ə)l/
noun one terminal in a network which has
priority over any other, used by the system
manager to set up the system or carry out
privileged commands � The system man-
ager uses the master terminal to restart the
system.
matmat /m�t/ noun a plain coloured border
that is displayed around an image that is
smaller than the window in which it is dis-
played
matchmatch /m�tʃ/ verb 1. to search through
a database for a similar piece of informa-
tion 2. to set a register equal to another
materialmaterial /mə��təriəl/ noun a substance
which can be used to make a finished prod-
uct � Gold is the ideal material for electri-
cal connections.
mathmath /m�θ/ noun US same as mathe-
matics (informal)
mathematicalmathematical /
m�θə��m�tk(ə)l/ ad-
jective referring to mathematics
mathematical modelmathematical model
/
m�θəm�tk(ə)l �mɒd(ə)l/ noun a rep-
resentation of a system using mathemati-
cal ideas and formulae
mathematical subroutinesmathematical subroutines
/
m�θəm�tk(ə)l �s�brutinz/ plural
noun library routines that carry out stand-
ard mathematical functions such as square
root, logarithm, cosine and sine
mathematicsmathematics /
m�θə��m�tks/ noun
the science of the relationship between
numbers, their manipulation and organisa-
tion to (logically) prove facts and theories.
� algebra
maths chipmaths chip /�m�θs 
tʃp/ noun a dedi-
cated IC that can be added to a system to
carry out mathematical functions far more
rapidly than a standard CPU, speeding up
the execution of a program
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maths coprocessormaths coprocessor /�m�θs kəυ�


prəυsesə/ noun same as maths chip
matrixmatrix /�metrks/ noun 1. an array of
numbers or data items arranged in rows
and columns 2. an array of connections be-
tween logic gates providing a number of
possible logical functions 3. a pattern of
the dots that make up a character on a com-
puter screen, dot-matrix or laser printer
matrix printermatrix printer /�metrks 
prntə/
noun � dot-matrix printer
matrix rotationmatrix rotation /�metrks rəυ�


teʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of swapping
the rows with the columns in an array,
equal to rotating by 90 degrees
matrix transformmatrix transform /
metrks tr�ns�

�fɔm/ noun a mathematical process used
to rotate a line in any direction. The proc-
ess involves multiplying a 4x4 transform
matrix with the matrix of the line’s coordi-
nates.
mattematte /m�t/ noun (in video or film) a
specified region within an image, which
can be coded to appear transparent or
opaque. A matte is reveals or masks off
part of an image in another plane, and is
normally used for special effects in which
an object is photographed against a spe-
cially coloured background that is then re-
placed with another image to give the im-
pression that the object appears against
that image. � chroma key
mattermatter /�m�tə/ noun the main section of
text on a page as opposed to titles or head-
lines
MAUMAU abbr multistation access unit
maximisemaximise /�m�ksmaz/, maximize
verb (in MS-Windows) to expand an appli-
cation icon back to its original display
window. Compare minimise
maximummaximum /�m�ksməm/ noun the
highest value used or that is allowed
maximum capacitymaximum capacity /
m�ksməm kə�

�p�sti/ noun the greatest amount of data
that can be stored
maximum transmission ratemaximum transmission rate
/
m�ksməm tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n 
ret/ noun
the greatest amount of data that can be
transmitted every second
maximum usersmaximum users /
m�ksməm
�juzəz/ plural noun the greatest number
of users that a system can support at any
one time
MbMb abbr megabit
MBMB abbr megabyte
MbpsMbps abbr megabits per second

MBRMBR /
em bi �ɑ/ noun a register in a
CPU that temporarily buffers all inputs
and outputs. Full form memory buffer
register
MbyteMbyte /�em bat/ abbr megabyte � The
latest model has a 30Mbyte hard disk.
MCAMCA /
em si �e/ a trade name for the ex-
pansion bus within IBM’s PS/2 range of
personal computers that has taken over
from the older ISA/AT bus. MCA is a 32-
bit bus that supports bus master devices.
Full form Micro Channel Architecture
� abbr media control architecture
MCA chipsetMCA chipset /
em si e �tʃpset/ noun
the number of electronic components re-
quired to manage the timing and data sig-
nals over an MCA expansion bus
MCGAMCGA /
em si d'i �e/ noun a colour
graphics adapter standard fitted in low-end
IBM PS/2 computers. Full form multi-
color graphics adapter
MCIMCI /
em si �a/ noun an interface that al-
low any program to control a multimedia
device such as a sound card or video clip.
Full form media control interface
MCI deviceMCI device /
em si �a d�
vas/ noun a
recognised multimedia device that is in-
stalled in a computer with the correct driv-
ers
MCPMCP /
em si �pi 
d'ɔnt/ abbr master
control program
MDMD /
em �di/ noun a DOS command
used to create a new directory on a disk.
Full form make directory
MDAMDA /
em di �e/ noun a video adapter
standard used in early PC systems that
could display text in 25 lines of 80 col-
umns. Full form monochrome display
adapter
MDKMDK /
em di �ke/ noun a product devel-
oped by Microsoft that allows developers
to produce multimedia applications more
easily using the supplied libraries of rou-
tines to control video playback, process
images and display text. Full form multi-
media developer’s kit
MDRMDR /
em di �ɑ/ noun a register in a
CPU that holds data before it is processed
or moved to a memory location. Full form
memory data register
MDRAMMDRAM /
em �di r�m/ noun a type of
high-performance memory normally used
in video adapter cards to provide fast
graphic display. Full form multibank dy-
namic random access memory
meanmean /min/ noun, adjective the average
value of a set of numbers or values � verb
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to signify something � The message DISK
FULL means that there is no more room on
the disk for further data.
mean time between failuresmean time between failures /
min
tam b�
twin �feljəz/ noun full form of
MTBF
mean time to failuremean time to failure /
min tam tə
�feljə/ noun full form of MTF
measuremeasure /�me'ə/ noun 1. a way of cal-
culating size or quantity 2. the total width
of a printed line of text 3. a type of action
� to take measures to prevent something
happening to act to stop something hap-
pening � verb 1. to find out the size or
quantity of something 2. to be of a certain
size or quantity
measurementmeasurement /�me'əmənt/ noun a
way of judging something � Performance
measurement or measurement of perform-
ance is carried out by running a bench-
mark program.
measurementsmeasurements /�me'əmənts/ plural
noun size � to write down the measure-
ments of a package
mechanicalmechanical /m��k�nk(ə)l/ adjective
referring to machines
mechanical mousemechanical mouse /m��k�nk(ə)l
maυs/ noun pointing device that is operat-
ed by moving it across a flat surface. As
the mouse is moved, a ball inside spins and
turns two sensors that feed the horizontal
and vertical movement back to the compu-
ter. Compare optical mouse
mechanismmechanism /�mekə�
nz(ə)m/ noun a
piece of machinery � The printer mecha-
nism is very simple.
medallionmedallion /mə��d�liən/ noun the micro-
chip inside a smart card
mediamedia /�midiə/ plural noun physical
materials that can be used to store data �
Computers can store data on a variety of
media, such as disk or CD-ROM.
media access controlmedia access control /
midiə
��kses kən�
trəυl/ noun a sublayer within
the data-link layer of the OSI network
model that provides access to the transmis-
sion media. Abbr MAC
media control architecturemedia control architecture /
midiə
kən�
trəυl �ɑk�
tektʃə/ noun full form of
MCA
media control interfacemedia control interface /
midiə kən�


trəυl �ntəfes/ noun full form of MCI
media conversionmedia conversion /
midjə kən�

�v�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of copying
data from one type of storage medium to
another

media errormedia error /
midjə �erə/ noun a fault
in the storage media that corrupts data
Media PlayerMedia Player /�midiə 
pleə/ a trade
name for a Windows utility program that
allows a user to control installed multime-
dia hardware including video disc or audio
CDs, or play back multimedia files includ-
ing sound, animation and video files
MediaServerMediaServer /�midiə�
s�və/ a trade
name for a system developed by Netscape
to provide audio and video delivery over
the Internet
medical telematicsmedical telematics /
medk(ə)l 
tel�

�m�tks/ noun the development and use
of computer networks to enable medical
data to be accessed from different coun-
tries and exchanged between one country
and another
mediummedium /�midiəm/ adjective middle or
average � a medium-sized computer sys-
tem � noun any physical material that can
be used to store date
medium modelmedium model /
midiəm �mɒd(ə)l/
noun memory model of the Intel 80x86
processor family that allows 64Kb of data
and up to 1MB of code
medium scale integrationmedium scale integration
/
midiəm skel 
nt���reʃ(ə)n/ noun an
integrated circuit with 10 – 500 compo-
nents. Abbr MSI
medium speedmedium speed /�midiəm spid/ noun
a data communication speed between
2400 and 9600 bits per second (NOTE: Me-
dium speed transmission describes the
maximum rate of transfer for a normal
voice grade channel.)
meetmeet /mit/ noun a logical function
whose output is true if both inputs are true
megmeg /me�/ noun same as megabyte
(informal) � This computer has a ninety-
meg hard disk.
mega-mega- /me�ə/ prefix 1. one million 2.
1,048,576 (equal to 220) and used only in
computing and electronic related applica-
tions
megabitmegabit /�me�əbt/ noun equal to
1,048,576 bits. Abbr Mb
megabits per secondmegabits per second /
me�əbts p�
�sekənd/ noun a number of million bits
transmitted every second. Abbr Mbps
megabytemegabyte /�me�əbat/ noun a measure
of the data capacity of a storage device that
is equal to 1,048,576 bytes or 220 bytes.
Megabytes are used to measure the storage
capacity of hard disk drives or main mem-
ory (RAM). Abbr MB
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‘Doing this reduced a bitmap of my desktop from
2.25 megabytes to a 58K GIF’ [The Guardian]

megaflopmega floating point instructions
per second /
me�ə 
fləυtŋ pɔnt n�


str�kʃənz p� s��kɒnd/ noun full form
of MFLOPS
megaflopmegaflop /�me�əflɒp/ noun a measure
of computing power and speed equal to
one million floating point instructions per
second. Abbr MFLOPS
megahertzmegahertz /�me�ə�
h�ts/ noun a meas-
ure of frequency equal to one million cy-
cles per second. Abbr MHz
megapixel displaymegapixel display /me�ə�
pks(ə)l d�

�sple/ noun a display adapter and monitor
that are capable of displaying over one
million pixels. This means a resolution of
at least 1,024x1,024 pixels.
MegastreamMegastream /�me�əstrim/ a trade
name for a data link provided by British
Telecom that offers data transfer at rates
up to 8Mbits/second
Mega VGAMega VGA /
me�ə vi d'i �e/ noun a
256 colour Super VGA mode with a reso-
lution of 1024x768 that requires one meg-
abyte of video RAM
membermember /�membə/ noun 1. one object
on a page of a multimedia book 2. an indi-
vidual record or item in a field
membrane keyboardmembrane keyboard /
membren
�kibɔd/ noun a keyboard that uses a thin
plastic or rubber sheet with key shapes
moulded into it. When the user presses on
a key, it activates a pressure sensor. (NOTE:
The keys in a membrane keyboard have
less travel than normal mechanical keys,
but since they have no moving parts, they
are more robust and reliable.)
memo fieldmemo field /�meməυ fild/ noun a field
in a database or text window in an applica-
tion that allows a user to add comments or
a memo about the entry
memorisememorise /�memə�
raz/, memorize
verb to remember or to retain in the mem-
ory
memorymemory /�mem(ə)ri/ noun storage
space in a computer system or medium
that is capable of retaining data or instruc-
tions

‘The lower-power design, together with an addition-
al 8Kb of on-board cache memory, will increase the
chip’s performance to 75 million instructions per
second.’ [Computing]
‘…when a program is loaded into memory, some is
used for the code, some for the permanent data, and
some is reserved for the stack which grows and
shrinks for function calls and local data’
[Personal Computer World]

memory access timememory access time /
mem(ə)ri
��kses 
tam/ noun a time delay between
requesting access to a location and actual-
ly gaining access to it
memory address registermemory address register
/
mem(ə)ri ə��dres 
red'stə/ noun full
form of MAR
memory allocationmemory allocation /�mem(ə)ri

�ləkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a process in which an
operating system provides an application
with the memory it requires in order to run
memory backup capacitormemory backup capacitor
/
mem(ə)ri �b�k�p kə�
p�stə/ noun a
very high-capacitance, small device that
can be used instead of a battery to provide
power for volatile RAM chips for up to
two weeks
memory bankmemory bank /�mem(ə)ri b�ŋk/ noun
a number of smaller storage devices con-
nected together to form one large area of
memory
memory boardmemory board /�mem(ə)ri bɔd/ noun
a printed circuit board containing memory
chips
memory buffer registermemory buffer register /�mem(ə)ri

b�fə 
red'stə/ noun full form of MBR
memory busmemory bus /�mem(ə)ri b�s/ noun a
bus carrying address data between a CPU
and memory devices
memory capacitymemory capacity /�mem(ə)ri kə�


p�sti/ noun the number of bits or bytes
that can be stored within a memory device
memory cellmemory cell /�mem(ə)ri sel/ noun the
smallest location in a memory that can be
individually accessed
memory chipmemory chip /�mem(ə)ri tʃp/ noun an
electronic component that is able to store
binary data
memory cyclememory cycle /�mem(ə)ri 
sak(ə)l/
noun the period of time from when the
CPU reads or writes to a location and to
when the action is actually performed
memory data registermemory data register /
mem(ə)ri
�detə 
red'stə/ noun full form of MDR
memory diagnosticmemory diagnostic /�mem(ə)ri

daə�nɒstk/ noun a software routine
that checks each memory location in main
memory for faults
memory dumpmemory dump /�mem(ə)ri d�mp/
noun a printout of all the contents of an
area of memory
memory editmemory edit /�mem(ə)ri 
edt/ verb to
change the contents of various memory lo-
cations
memory effectmemory effect /�mem(ə)ri �
fekt/
noun a feature of nickel-cadmium, or
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NiCad, rechargeable batteries where the
battery’s capacity to hold charge is re-
duced if the battery is recharged before it
has been fully discharged. For example, if
a battery still has half its original charge
when it is recharged, it appears only to
have the capacity to carry the new half-
charge rather than a full charge. It seems,
in effect, to have a memory of the last level
of its charge. (NOTE: This problem was
particularly noticeable on older NiCad
batteries. Modern NiCad batteries suffer
very little from this effect, and other types
of battery such as the lithium ion battery
do not suffer from it at all.)
memory expansionmemory expansion /�mem(ə)ri k�


sp�nʃ(ə)n/ noun the action of adding
more electronic memory chips to a compu-
ter
memory hierarchymemory hierarchy /
mem(ə)ri

haərɑki/ noun the different types of
memory available in a system, arranged
according to their capacity and access time
memory-intensive softwarememory-intensive software
/
mem(ə)ri n�
tensv �sɒftweə/ noun
software that uses large amounts of RAM
or disk storage during run-time, such as
programs whose entire code has to be in
main memory during execution
memory managementmemory management /�mem(ə)ri

m�nd'mənt/ noun software that con-
trols and regulates the flow and position in
memory of files and data
memory management unitmemory management unit
/�mem(ə)ri 
m�nd'mənt 
junt/ noun
full form of MMU
memory mapmemory map /�mem(ə)ri m�p/ noun a
diagram indicating the allocation of ad-
dress ranges to various memory devices,
such as RAM, ROM and memory-mapped
input/output devices
memory-mappedmemory-mapped /�mem(ə)ri 
m�pt/
adjective referring to a computer’s input
or output devices that have addresses allo-
cated to them so that they can be accessed
as if they were a memory location � A
memory-mapped screen has an address al-
located to each pixel, allowing direct ac-
cess to the screen by the CPU.
memory-mapped input/outputmemory-mapped input/output
/
mem(ə)ri 
m�pt 
npυt �aυtpυt/ noun
same as memory-mapped I/O
memory-mapped I/Omemory-mapped I/O /
mem(ə)ri

m�pt a �əυ/ noun an I/O port which can
be accessed as if it were a memory loca-
tion within the CPU’s normal address
range

memory modelmemory model /�mem(ə)ri 
mɒd(ə)l/
noun a method used in a program to ad-
dress the code and data that is used within
that program. The memory model defines
how much memory is available for code
and data. (NOTE: Processors with a seg-
mented address space, like the Intel
80x86 range, can support multiple mem-
ory models.)
memory pagememory page /�mem(ə)ri ped'/ noun
one section of a main store containing data
or programs that is divided into pages
memory protectmemory protect /�mem(ə)ri prə�
tekt/
noun a feature on most storage systems to
prevent the accidental overwriting of data
memory-resident softwarememory-resident software
/
mem(ə)ri 
rezd(ə)nt �sɒftweə/ noun
same as resident software
memory stickmemory stick /�mem(ə)ri stk/ noun a
tiny memory expansion device, developed
by Sony, that can store up to 128Mb of da-
ta, often used in MP3 music players and
digital cameras
memory switching systemmemory switching system
/�mem(ə)ri 
swtʃŋ 
sstəm/ noun a sys-
tem which communicates information,
stores it in memory and then transmits it
according to instructions
memory workspacememory workspace /�mem(ə)ri

w�kspes/ noun the amount of extra
memory required by a program to store
data used during execution
menumenu /�menju/ noun a list of options or
programs available to the user
menu-barmenu-bar /�menju bɑ/ noun (in a
GUI) a list of options available to a user
which are displayed on a horizontal line
along the top of the screen or window.
Each menu option activates a pull-down
menu.
menu-driven softwaremenu-driven software /
menju

drv(ə)n �sɒftweə/ noun a program in
which commands or options are selected
from a menu by the operator rather than
typed in by the user at a prompt
menu itemmenu item /�menju 
atəm/ noun one
of the choices in a menu
menu selectionmenu selection /�menju s�
lekʃən/
noun the act of choosing commands from
a list of options presented to the operator
menu shortcutmenu shortcut /
menju �ʃɔtk�t/
noun a key combination of two or more
keys that is the same are selecting a menu
option
merchant accountmerchant account /�m�tʃənt ə�


kaυnt/ noun a bank account that enables
its user to deposit payments made by credit
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card, used especially for trading on the In-
ternet
mercury delay linemercury delay line /
m�kjυri d��le

lan/ noun an obsolete method of storing
serial data as pulses in a length of mercury
(NOTE: The data was constantly read, re-
generated and fed back into the input.)
mergemerge /m�d'/ verb to combine two data
files retaining an overall order � The sys-
tem automatically merges text and illustra-
tions into the document. (NOTE: merges –
merging – merged)
merge sortmerge sort /
m�d' �sɔt/ noun a soft-
ware application in which the sorted files
are merged into a new file
meshmesh /meʃ/ noun any system with two or
more possible paths at each interconnec-
tion
mesh modelmesh model /meʃ �mɒd(ə)l/ noun a
graphical object that is displayed as a
mesh, with crossing lines. � wire frame
model (NOTE: The mesh is actually creat-
ed from polygons and can be used to
shade the object.)
mesh networkmesh network /meʃ �netw�k/ noun a
method of connecting several machines to-
gether, where each device is directly con-
nected to every other device in the network
messagemessage /�mesd'/ noun 1. a piece of
information sent from one person to anoth-
er 2. a defined amount of information
message authentication codemessage authentication code
/
mesd' ɔ�
θent��keʃ(ə)n kəυd/ noun
full form of MAC
message boardmessage board /�mesd' bɔd/ noun
same as bulletin board
message boxmessage box /�mesd' bɒks/ noun a
small window that is displayed on screen
to warn of an event, condition or error
message code authenticationmessage code authentication
/
mesd' kəυd ɔ�
θent��keʃ(ə)n/ noun a
coding system that enables the author of
an email message to be identified and en-
sures that the message is genuine
message formatmessage format /�mesd' 
fɔm�t/
noun a set of predetermined rules defining
the coding, size and speed of transmitted
messages
message handling servicemessage handling service
/
mesd' �h�ndlŋ 
s�vs/ noun full
form of MHS
message headermessage header /�mesd' 
hedə/
noun a sequence of data at the beginning
of a message that contains routing and des-
tination information
message routingmessage routing /�mesd' raυtŋ/
noun selection of a suitable path between

the source and destination of a message in
a network
message slotmessage slot /�mesd' slɒt/ noun the
number of bits that can hold a message that
circulates around a ring network
message textmessage text /�mesd' tekst/ noun in-
formation that concerns the user at the des-
tination without routing or network con-
trol data
message transfer agentmessage transfer agent /
mesd'
�tr�nsf� 
ed'ənt/ noun full form of
MTA
messagingmessaging /�mesd'ŋ/ noun the proc-
ess of sending a message to other people,
e.g. by computer, telephone or pager
metabitmetabit /�metəbt/ noun an extra identi-
fying bit for each data word
metacompilationmetacompilation /
metəkɒmp�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of compiling a
program that will compile other programs
when executed
metacompilermetacompiler /�metəkɒm�
palə/ noun
a compiler that is used to create another
compiler
metafilemetafile /�metəfal/ noun 1. a file that
contains other files � The operating sys-
tem uses a metafile to hold data that de-
fines where each file is stored on disk. 2. a
file that defines or contains data about oth-
er files
metalanguagemetalanguage /�metə�
l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a language that describes a program-
ming language
metal oxide semiconductormetal oxide semiconductor
/
met(ə)l 
ɒksad �semikən�
d�ktə/ noun
full form of MOS
metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistormetal oxide semiconductor field
effect transistor /
met(ə)l 
ɒksad

semikənd�ktə fild �
fekt tr�n��zstə/
noun full form of MOSFET
meter – power supplymeter – power supply /
mitə �paυə
sə�
pla/ noun a utility within Windows
that indicates how much power is left in a
laptop’s battery and whether a laptop is
running from a battery or mains electricity
power
metropolitan area networkmetropolitan area network
/
metrəpɒlt(ə)n 
eəriə �netw�k/ noun
full form of MAN
MFLOPSMFLOPS /�em flɒps/ noun a measure of
computing speed calculated as the number
of floating point instructions that can be
processed each second. Full form mega
floating point instructions per second
MFMMFM /
em ef �em/ noun a method of stor-
ing data on magnetic media, e.g. a magnet-
ic disk that encodes the data bit according
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to the state of the previous bit. Full form
modified frequency modulation (NOTE:
MFM is more efficient than FM, but less
efficient than RLL encoding.)
MFSMFS abbr Macintosh filing system
MHSMHS /
em etʃ �es/ noun a store-and-for-
ward message transfer mechanism used
mainly by Novell. Full form message
handling service
MHzMHz abbr megahertz
MICRMICR /
em a si �ɑ/ noun a system that
identifies characters by sensing magnetic
ink patterns, as used on bank cheques. Full
form magnetic ink character recogni-
tion
micromicro /�makrəυ/ noun same as micro-
computer
micro-micro- /makrəυ/ prefix 1. very small 2.
one millionth of a unit
microcassettemicrocassette /�makrəυkə�
set/ noun
a small format audio cassette used mainly
in pocket dictating equipment
Micro Channel ArchitectureMicro Channel Architecture
/
makrəυ 
tʃ�n(ə)l �ɑktektʃə/ full
form of MCA
Micro Channel Architecture chipsetMicro Channel Architecture
chipset /
makrəυ 
tʃ�n(ə)l

ɑktektʃə �tʃpset/ same as MCA
chipset
Micro Channel BusMicro Channel Bus /
makrəυ

tʃ�n(ə)l �b�s/ a proprietary 32-bit expan-
sion bus defined by IBM in its Micro
Channel Architecture
microchipmicrochip /�makrəυ�
tʃp/ noun a cir-
cuit in which all the active and passive
components are formed on one small piece
of semiconductor, by means of etching and
chemical processes
microcircuitmicrocircuit /�makrəυ�
k�kt/ noun a
complex integrated circuit
microcodemicrocode /�makrəυkəυd/ noun a set
of ALU control instructions implemented
as hardwired software
Microcom Networking ProtocolMicrocom Networking Protocol
/
makrəkɒm �netw�kŋ 
prəυtəkɒl/
full form of MNP
microcomputermicrocomputer1 /�makrəυkəm�


pjutə/ noun a complete small-scale,
cheap, low-power computer system based
around a microprocessor chip and having
limited memory capacity

COMMENT: Microcomputers are particularly
used as home computers or as small office
computers.

microcomputermicrocomputer2 /�makrəυkəm�


pjutə/ noun a complete small-scale,
cheap, low-power computer system based

around a microprocessor chip and having
limited memory capacity. Also called mi-
cro
microcomputer architecturemicrocomputer architecture
/
makrəυkəmpjutə �ɑktektʃə/ noun
the layout and interconnection of a micro-
computer’s internal hardware
microcomputer backplanemicrocomputer backplane
/
makrəυkəmpjutə �b�kplen/ noun
the main printed circuit board of a system,
containing most of the components and
connections for expansion boards
microcomputer busmicrocomputer bus /�makrəυkəm�


pjutə 
b�s/ noun the set of the main da-
ta, address and control buses in a micro-
computer
microcomputer development kitmicrocomputer development kit
/
makrəυkəmpjutə d��veləpmənt 
kt/
noun a basic computer based around a new
CPU chip that allows hardware and soft-
ware designers to experiment with the new
device
microcomputingmicrocomputing /�makrəυkəm�


pjutŋ/ adjective referring to microcom-
puters and their use � the microcomputing
industry
microcontrollermicrocontroller /�makrəυkən�


trəυlə/ noun a small selfcontained micro-
computer for use in dedicated control ap-
plications
microcyclemicrocycle /�makrəυ�
sak(ə)l/ noun a
unit of time, (usually a multiple of the sys-
tem clock period) used to give the execu-
tion time of instructions
microdevicemicrodevice /�makrəυd�
vas/ noun a
very small device, e.g. a microprocessor
microelectronicsmicroelectronics /
makrəυlek�

�trɒnks/ noun the design and manufac-
ture of electronic circuits with integrated
circuits and chips
microfloppymicrofloppy /�makrəυ�
flɒpi/ noun a
small size magnetic floppy disk, usually a
3.5 inch disk
microinstructionmicroinstruction /�makrəυn�


str�kʃən/ noun a hardwired instruction,
part of a microcode, that controls the ac-
tions of the ALU in a processor
micrometremicrometre /�makrəυ�
mitə/ noun
one millionth of a metre
micronmicron /�makrɒn/ noun one millionth
of a metre
microphonemicrophone /�makrəfəυn/ noun a de-
vice that converts sound waves into electri-
cal signals
microprocessormicroprocessor /�makrəυ�
prəυsesə/
noun a set of central processing unit ele-
ments, often contained on a single inte-
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grated circuit chip, which when combined
with other memory and I/O chips will
make up a microcomputer
microprocessormicroprocessor addressing capa-
bilities /
makrəυprəυsesə ə��dresŋ

kepəbltiz/ noun the highest address
that a CPU can directly address, without
special features (NOTE: This depends on
the address word size: the bigger the
word the greater the addressing capaci-
ty.)
microprocessor architecturemicroprocessor architecture
/�makrəυprəυsesə 
ɑktektʃə/ noun
the layout of the basic parts within a CPU
microprocessor chipmicroprocessor chip /�makrəυ�


prəυsesə tʃp/ noun an integrated circuit
that contains all the elements of a central
processing unit, connected with other
memory and I/O chips to make a micro-
computer
microprocessor timingmicroprocessor timing /�makrəυ�


prəυsesə 
tamŋ/ noun the correct se-
lection of system clock frequency to allow
for factors such as slower peripherals
microprocessor unitmicroprocessor unit /�makrəυ�


prəυsesə 
junt/ noun a unit containing
the main elements of a microprocessor.
Abbr MPU
microprogrammicroprogram /�makrəυ�
prəυ�r�m/
noun a series of microinstructions
microprogram assembly languagemicroprogram assembly lan-
guage /
makrəυprəυ�r�m ə��sembli

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a computer language
consisting of microprograms each of
which carries out an assembly language
instruction
microprogram countermicroprogram counter /�makrəυ�


prəυ�r�m 
kaυntə/ noun a register that
stores the address of the next microinstruc-
tion to be carried out (NOTE: The micro-
program counter is the same as the
memory address register.)
microprogram instruction setmicroprogram instruction set
/
makrəυprəυ�r�m n��str�kʃən 
set/
noun a complete set of basic microinstruc-
tions available in a CPU
microprogrammingmicroprogramming /�makrəυ�


prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun the writing of mi-
crocode using microinstructions
microprogram storemicroprogram store /�makrəυ�


prəυ�r�m 
stɔ/ noun a storage device
used to hold a microprogram
microsecondmicrosecond /�makrəυ�
sekənd/
noun one millionth of a second
microsequencemicrosequence /�makrəυ�
sikwəns/
noun a series of microinstructions

MicrosoftMicrosoft /�makrəsɒft/ the biggest de-
veloper and publisher of software for the
PC and Apple Mac. Microsoft developed
the MS-DOS operating system for the
IBM PC and later Windows together with
a range of application software.
Microsoft Compact Disc ExtensionsMicrosoft Compact Disc Exten-
sions /
makrəsɒft 
kɒmp�kt �dsk k�


stenʃ(ə)nz/ full form of MSCDEX
Microsoft DOSMicrosoft DOS /
makrəsɒft �dɒs/ full
form of MS-DOS
Microsoft ExchangeMicrosoft Exchange /
makrəsɒft
ks��tʃend'/ a program included with
Windows 95 that coordinates the email,
fax and network messages sent and re-
ceived on a PC
Microsoft Exchange ServerMicrosoft Exchange Server
/
makrəsɒft ks��tʃend' 
s�və/ a pro-
gram that runs on a server under Microsoft
Windows NT and provides sophisticated
groupware functions using the Exchange
client software supplied with Windows 95
Microsoft FaxMicrosoft Fax /
makrəsɒft �f�ks/ a
series of programs supplied with Windows
3.1 and 95 that let a user send and receive
fax transmissions from a PC
Microsoft Internet ExplorerMicrosoft Internet Explorer
/
makrəsɒft 
ntənet ks��plɔrə/ � In-
ternet Explorer
Microsoft NetworkMicrosoft Network /
makrəsɒft
�netw�k/ full form of MSN
Microsoft OutlookMicrosoft Outlook /
makrəsɒft
�aυtlυk/ a trade name for an application
that provides a range of features to manage
email, fax messages, contacts, diary ap-
pointments, notes and projects
Microsoft Outlook ExpressMicrosoft Outlook Express
/
makrəsɒft 
aυtlυk k��spres/ a trade
name for a free version of Outlook that is
normally used for email (NOTE: It has few-
er extra features for managing contacts
and appointments than Microsoft Out-
look.)
Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Windows /
makrəsɒft
�wndəυz/ same as Windows
microwritermicrowriter /�makrəυ�
ratə/ noun a
portable keyboard and display, used for
keyboarding when travelling
middlewaremiddleware /�md(ə)lweə/ noun sys-
tem software that has been customised by
a dealer for a particular user
MID-F1MID-F1 /
md ef �w�n/ noun (in CD-i)
mid-quality sound at Level B. � Level B
MIDIMIDI /�mdi/ noun a serial interface that
connects electronic instruments. Full form
musical instrument digital interface
(NOTE: The MIDI interface carries signals
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from a controller or computer that in-
structs the different instruments to play
notes.)
MIDI channelMIDI channel /�mdi 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun
any one of 15 independent connections
that is supported by the MIDI system, al-
lowing 16 different electronic devices to
be connected to one main sequencer
MIDI connectorMIDI connector /�mdi kə�
nektə/
noun a standard 5-pin, round DIN connec-
tor used to connect MIDI devices
MIDI control-change messageMIDI control-change message
/
mdi kən��trəυl tʃend' 
mesd'/ noun
a message sent to a synthesiser to control
the volume or pitch of a sound or to change
the instrument patch used to generate a
sound
MIDI deviceMIDI device /�mdi ði�
vas/ noun a de-
vice that can receive or send MIDI data
MIDI fileMIDI file /�mdi fal/ noun a file format
used to store a MIDI song, made up of
notes and control-change messages (NOTE:
It usually has a MID file extension.)
MIDI interface cardMIDI interface card /
mdi �ntəfes
kɑd/ noun an adapter card that plugs into
an expansion connector in a PC and allows
it to send and receive MIDI data
MIDI MapperMIDI Mapper /�mdi 
m�pə/ noun a
program supplied with Windows 3.1x that
allows experienced MIDI users to change
the way in which musical notes are sent to
each instrument that is connected to the
PC � You could use the MIDI Mapper to
re-direct all the notes meant for the drum
machine to the electronic piano.
MIDI mappingMIDI mapping /�mdi 
m�pŋ/ noun
the process of translating and redirecting
MIDI messages between channels accord-
ing to settings in a MIDI map
MIDI program-change messageMIDI program-change message
/
mdi �prəυ�r�m tʃend' 
mesd'/
noun a message sent to a synthesiser to re-
quest a patch change for a particular MIDI
channel
MIDI sequenceMIDI sequence /�mdi 
sikwəns/
noun data that has time-sequence data em-
bedded and that can be played by a MIDI
sequencer
MIDI sequencerMIDI sequencer /
mdi �sikwənsə/
noun 1. a piece of software that allows a
user to record, edit, add special effects and
play back MIDI data through a synthesiser
2. a hardware device that records or plays
back stored MIDI data
MIDI setup mapMIDI setup map /
mdi �set�p m�p/
noun a file that contains all the data re-

quired to define the settings for MIDI
Mapper
MIDI time codeMIDI time code /
mdi �tam kəυd/
noun full form of MTC
mid-usermid-user /md �juzə/ noun an operator
who retrieves relevant information from a
database for a customer or end user
migratemigrate /ma���ret/ verb to transfer a
file from one computer system or database
to another (NOTE: migrates – migrating –
migrated)
migrationmigration /ma���reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of moving users from one hard-
ware platform to another
milk diskmilk disk /�mlk dsk/ noun a disk used
to transfer data from a small machine onto
a larger computer, which provides greater
processing power
milking machinemilking machine /�mlkŋ mə�
ʃin/
noun a portable machine which can accept
data from different machines, then transfer
it to another larger computer
millennium bugmillennium bug /m��leniəm b��/
noun the inability to handle dates later
than 1999. This problem, which came to
light in the 1990s, affected old hardware
and software that stored dates as two dig-
its, with the ‘19’ being assumed. Such
dates would not move to ‘2000’ at the turn
of the millennium but would revert to
‘1900’, with unpredictable and possibly
serious results for the affected systems. In
the event, the affected systems were nearly
all modified in time. There were very few
problems when the year 2000 arrived, and
the more apocalyptic predictions did not
come to pass.
milli-milli- /ml/ prefix one thousandth. Abbr
m
milliamperemilliampere /
mli���mpeə/ noun an
electrical current measure equal to one
thousandth of an ampere. Abbr mA
million instructions per secondmillion instructions per second
/
mljən n�
str�kʃənz p� s��kɒnd/ noun
full form of MIPS
millisecondmillisecond /�ml�
sekənd/ noun one
thousandth of a second. Abbr ms
MIMDMIMD /
em a em �di/ noun architecture
of a parallel processor that uses a number
of ALUs and memory devices in parallel
to provide high speed processing. Full
form multiple instruction stream –
multiple data stream
MIMEMIME /
em a em �i/ noun a standard
that defines a way of sending files using
email software. Full form multipurpose
Internet mail extensions
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COMMENT: MIME allows a user to send files
over the Internet to another user without hav-
ing to carry out any other encoding or conver-
sion actions. MIME was developed to get
around a problem of many email systems that
could only transmit text which is stored in a 7-
bit data format; programs, multimedia, graph-
ics and other files are stored using an 8-bit
data format.

minimini /�mni/ noun same as minicomput-
er
mini-mini- /mni/ prefix small
miniaturisationminiaturisation, miniaturization
noun the process of making something
very small
minicomputerminicomputer /�mnikəm�
pjutə/
noun a small computer with a greater
range of instructions and processing power
than a microcomputer but not able to com-
pete with the speed or data-handling ca-
pacity of a mainframe computer. Also
called mini
minidiskminidisk /�mnidsk/ noun a magnetic
disk smaller than the 5.25 inch standard,
usually 3.5 inch
minifloppyminifloppy /�mni�
flɒpi/ noun a mag-
netic disk, usually of the 5.25 inch stand-
ard (NOTE: The plural is minifloppies.)
minimal latency codingminimal latency coding /
mnməl
�letənsi 
kəυdŋ/ noun � optimum code
minimal treeminimal tree /�mnm(ə)l tri/ noun a
tree whose nodes are organised in the opti-
mum way, providing maximum efficiency
minimiseminimise /�mnmaz/, minimize verb
1. to make something as small as possible
� We minimised costs by cutting down the
number of components. 2. (in MS-Win-
dows) to shrink an application window to
an icon. Compare maximise (NOTE: mini-
mises – minimising – minimised)

COMMENT: The application can continue to run
in the background. You minimise a window by
clicking once on the down arrow in the top
right hand corner.

miniwinnyminiwinny /�mni�
wni/ noun a small
Winchester hard disk (slang) (NOTE: The
plural is miniwinnies.)
minmaxminmax /�mnim�ks/ noun a method
used in artificial intelligence to solve prob-
lems
minuendminuend /�mnjuend/ noun a number
from which another is subtracted
minusminus /�manəs/, minus sign /�manəs
san/ noun a printed or written sign, like a
small dash, to indicate subtraction or to
show a negative value
MIP mappingMIP mapping /
em a pi �m�pŋ/
noun a method of calculating pixels within
texture mapping to take into account the

perceived distance of the scene from the
viewer
MIPSMIPS /mps/ noun a measure of proces-
sor speed that defines the number of in-
structions it can carry out per second. Full
form million instructions per second.
Compare megaflop

‘ICL has staked its claim to the massively parallel
market with the launch of the Goldrush MegaServer,
providing up to 16,000 Unix MIPS of processing
power.’ [Computing]

mirrormirror /�mrə/ verb 1. to create an identi-
cal copy of something 2. to duplicate all
disk operations onto a second disk drive
that can be used if the first breaks down

‘Network-attached storage systems which aim to
make it easy to mirror data between units’
[The Guardian]

mirror sitemirror site /�mrə sat/ noun an exact
copy of a website kept on a different file
server so that the main site does not be-
come overloaded and its data is protected
against loss if there is a hardware or soft-
ware failure
MISMIS abbr 1. management information
service 2. management information sys-
tem
MISDMISD /
em a es �di/ noun architecture
of a parallel computer that has a single
ALU and data bus with a number of con-
trol units. Full form multiple instruction
stream-single data stream
mission-criticalmission-critical /
mʃ(ə)n �krtk(ə)l/
adjective referring to an application or
hardware on which a company depends
MJPEGMJPEG /
em �d'e pe�/ noun a version
of the JPEG image compression system
that supports video. Full form motion
JPEG
MKDIRMKDIR abbr make directory. � MD
MMCMMC /
em em �si/ noun a compact
memory expansion device that includes
digital copyright control features and is of-
ten used in MP3 music players and digital
cameras. Full form multimedia card.
Also called SD card
MMIMMI /
em em �a/ noun hardware and
software designed to make it easier for us-
ers to communicate effectively with a ma-
chine. Full form man-machine interface
MMUMMU /
em em �ju/ noun a set of elec-
tronic logic circuits that generate the mem-
ory refresh signals and manage the map-
ping of virtual memory addresses to phys-
ical memory locations. Full form memory
management unit (NOTE: The MMU is
normally integrated into the processor
chip.)
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MMXMMX a trade name for an enhanced Intel
processor chip that includes special fea-
tures and components that are used to im-
prove the performance when dealing with
multimedia and communications. Full
form multimedia extensions
mnemonicmnemonic /n��mɒnk/ noun a short-
ened form of a word or function that is
helpful as a reminder, e.g. INCA for incre-
ment register A
mnemonic operation codemnemonic operation code /n�


mɒnk 
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n kəυd/ noun same
as assembler mnemonic
MNPMNP /
em en �pi/ noun an error detec-
tion and correction system developed by
Microcom Inc. used in modems and some
communications software. Full form Mi-
crocom Networking Protocol
MNP 2–4MNP 2–4 noun an error-correcting com-
munications protocol developed by Micro-
com Inc. and adopted into the CCITT V.42
standard.
MNP 5MNP 5 noun a communications standard
that provides data compression, providing
up to 2-to-1 compression, though averag-
ing less
MNP 10MNP 10 noun an error correcting com-
munications protocol that can transfer data
accurately even over poor-quality tele-
phone connections
mobile phonemobile phone /
məυbal �fəυn/ noun a
small, portable device that lets someone
make and receive telephone calls. Also
called cellular phone

COMMENT: Older mobile phone standards
transmitted the user’s voice as an analog ra-
dio signal; current phones convert the voice to
digital data and transmit this via a radio signal.
New mobile phones provide data and mes-
saging services as well as basic telephone
functions: some include built-in modems to
provide dial-up access to the Internet, many
allow text messages to be transmitted to other
phone users and some incorporate an elec-
tronic diary, organiser and address book. Cur-
rent mobile telephones transmit information
using the GSM, PCS or GPRS standard and
can provide basic Internet access using WAP
and GPRS.

mock-upmock-up /�mɒk �p/ noun a model of a
new product for testing or to show to pos-
sible customers
MODMOD /mɒd/ noun the remainder after the
division of one number by another. Full
form modulus
modalmodal /�məυd(ə)l/ adjective 1. referring
to modes � Dialog boxes are normally
modal windows. 2. (in Windows) referring
to a window that is displayed and does not
allow a user to do anything outside it

modemode /məυd/ noun a way of doing
something

‘The approach being established by the Jedec com-
mittee provides for burst mode data transfer clocked
at up to 100MHz.’ [Computing]

Mode 1Mode 1 /�məυd w�n/ noun an encoding
format used on compact discs that has er-
ror-detection and -correction codes
Mode 2Mode 2 /�məυd tu/ noun an encoding
format with two forms, form 1, which is
the same as Mode 1, and form 2, which re-
quires no processing and allows data to be
sent straight to the output channel
modelmodel /�mɒd(ə)l/ noun 1. a small copy
of something to show what it will look like
when finished � He showed us a model of
the new computer centre building. 2. a
style, type or version of a product � The
new model B has taken the place of model
A. � adjective which is a perfect example
to be copied � a model agreement � verb
to make a computerised model of a new
product or of a system, e.g. the economic
system (NOTE: modelling – modelled.
The US spellings are modeling – mod-
eled.)
modellingmodelling /�mɒd(ə)lŋ/ noun the proc-
ess of creating computer models
modemmodem /�məυ�
dem/, MODEM noun a
device that allows data to be sent over tel-
ephone lines by converting binary signals
from a computer into analog sound signals
which can be transmitted over a telephone
line. Full form modulator/demodulator

‘AST Research has bundled together a notebook PC
with a third-party PCMCIA fax modem technology
for a limited-period special offer.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: The process of converting binary
signals to analog is called ‘modulation’. When
the signal is received, another converter re-
verses the process (called ‘demodulation’).
Both parts must be working according to the
same standards.

modem eliminatormodem eliminator /
məυdem �

�lmnetə/ noun a cable or device that al-
lows two computers to communicate via
their serial ports without using modems
modem standardsmodem standards /�məυdem

st�ndədz/ plural noun rules defining
transmitting frequencies and other factors
which allow different modems to commu-
nicate
moderated listmoderated list /
mɒd(ə)rətd �lst/,
moderated mailing list noun a mailing
list in which a moderator reads all the ma-
terial that has been submitted before it is
distributed to the users on the list
moderated newsgroupmoderated newsgroup
/
mɒd(ə)rətd �njuz�rup/ noun a news-
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group in which a moderator reads all the
material that has been submitted before it
is published in the newsgroup (NOTE: Most
newsgroups are not moderated and any-
one can write anything. Moderated
newsgroups usually have a -d after their
name.)
moderatormoderator /�mɒdə�
retə/ noun a person
responsible for reading messages sent to a
mailing list or newsgroup and editing any
messages that do not conform to the rules
of the list, e.g. by deleting commercial
messages
modificationmodification /
mɒdf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun
a change made to something � The modi-
fications to the system allow it to be run as
part of a LAN.
modification loopmodification loop /
mɒdf��keʃ(ə)n
lup/ noun a set of instructions within a
loop that change other instructions or data
within a program
modified frequency modulationmodified frequency modulation
/
mɒdfad �frikwənsi 
mɒdjυleʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of MFM
modifiermodifier /�mɒd�
faə/ noun a program-
ming instruction that alters the normal ac-
tion of a command
modifymodify /�mɒd�
fa/ verb to change
something or make something fit a differ-
ent use � The keyboard was modified for
European users. (NOTE: modifies – modi-
fying – modified)
Modula-2Modula-2 /
mɒdjulə �tu/ noun a high-
level programming language derived from
Pascal that supports modular program-
ming techniques and data abstraction
modularmodular /�mɒdjυlə/ adjective referring
to a method of constructing hardware or
software products by connecting several
smaller blocks together to produce a cus-
tomised product
modularisationmodularisation, modularization
noun the process of designing programs
from a set of standard modules
modularitymodularity /
mɒdjυ��l�rti/ noun the
state or fact of being made up from mod-
ules � The modularity of the software or
hardware allows the system to be changed.
modular programmingmodular programming /
mɒdjυlə
�prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun programming with
small individually written sections of com-
puter code that can be made to fit into a
structured program and can be called up
from a main program
modulatemodulate /�mɒdjυ�
let/ verb to change
a carrier wave so that it can carry data

(NOTE: modulates – modulating – modu-
lated)
modulated signalmodulated signal /
mɒdjυletd
�s�n(ə)l/ noun a constant frequency and
amplitude carrier signal that is used in a
modulated form to transmit data
modulating signalmodulating signal /�mɒdjuletŋ

s�n(ə)l/ noun a signal to be transmitted
that is used to modulate a carrier
modulatormodulator /�mɒdjυletə/ noun an elec-
tronic circuit that varies a carrier signal ac-
cording to an applied signal
modulator/demodulatormodulator/demodulator
/
mɒdjυletə di��mɒdjυletə/ noun full
form of modem
modulemodule /�mɒdjul/ noun 1. a small sec-
tion of a large program that can, if re-
quired, function independently as a pro-
gram in its own right 2. a self-contained
piece of hardware that can be connected
with other modules to form a new system
� A multifunction analog interface module
includes analog-to-digital and digital-to-
analog converters.
modulo arithmeticmodulo arithmetic /�mɒdjuləυ ə�


rθmətk/ noun a branch of arithmetic
that uses the remainder of one number
when divided by another
modulo-Nmodulo-N /
mɒdjuləυ �en/ noun modu-
lo arithmetic using base N
modulo-N checkmodulo-N check /
mɒdjuləυ �en
tʃek/ noun an error detection test using
the remainder from a modulo arithmetic
operation on data
modulusmodulus /�mɒdjυləs/ noun full form of
MOD
moiré effectmoiré effect /�mwɑre �
fekt/ noun an
interference pattern caused by printing
with the wrong screen angle
momentary switchmomentary switch /�məυmənt(ə)ri
swtʃ/ noun a switch that only conducts
while it is being pressed
monadic Boolean operationmonadic Boolean operation /mɒ�


n�dk 
buliən 
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
logical operation on only one word, such
as NOT. Also called monadic operator
monadic operationmonadic operation /mɒ�
n�dk 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation that uses one
operand to produce one result
monitormonitor /�mɒntə/ noun 1. a VDU used
to display high quality text or graphics,
generated by a computer 2. a system that
watches for faults or failures in a circuit �
verb 1. to check or to examine how some-
thing is working � He is monitoring the
progress of the trainee programmers. 2. to
look after and supervise a process or ex-
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periment to make sure it is operating cor-
rectly � The machine monitors each signal
as it is sent out.
monitor programmonitor program /�mɒntə

prəυ�r�m/ noun a computer program
that allows basic commands. e.g. load a
program or examine the state of devices, to
be entered to operate a system.
monitor unitmonitor unit /�mɒntə 
junt/ noun
same as VDU
mono-mono- /mɒnəυ/ prefix single or one
monoauralmonoaural /
mɒnəυ��ɔrəl/ adjective
having one source of sound or one sound
signal. Compare stereo
monochromemonochrome /�mɒnəkrəυm/ adjec-
tive, noun referring to an image in one col-
our, usually shades of grey and black and
white
monochrome display adaptermonochrome display adapter
/
mɒnəkrəυm d��sple ə�
d�ptə/ noun a
video adapter standard used in early PC
systems that could display text in 25 lines
of 80 columns. Abbr MDA
monochrome monitormonochrome monitor /
mɒnəkrəυm
�mɒntə/ noun a computer monitor that
displays text and graphics in black, white
and shades of grey instead of colours
monolithic drivermonolithic driver /mɒnə�
lθk
�dravə/ noun a piece of driver software
that has a range of different functions or
applications within one program
monomode fibremonomode fibre /�mɒnəυməυd

fabə/ noun same as single mode fibre
monoprogramming systemmonoprogramming system
/�mɒnəυ�
prəυ�r�mŋ 
sstəm/ noun a
computer batch processing system that ex-
ecutes one program at a time. Compare
multi-programming system
monospacedmonospaced /�mɒnəυspest/ adjec-
tive referring to a font in which each char-
acter has the same width. Compare pro-
portionally spaced
monospaced fontmonospaced font /
mɒnəυspest
�fɒnt/ noun a font in which each character
has the same width, making it easy to align
tables and columns � In Windows, the
monospaced font is called Courier.
Monte Carlo methodMonte Carlo method /
mɒnti �kɑləυ

meθəd/ noun a statistical analysis tech-
nique
morphingmorphing /�mɔfŋ/ noun a special ef-
fect used in multimedia and games in
which one image gradually turns into an-
other
MOSMOS /
em əυ �es/ noun a production and
design method for a certain family of inte-

grated circuits using patterns of metal con-
ductors and oxide deposited onto a semi-
conductor. Full form metal oxide semi-
conductor. � MOSFET
mosaicmosaic /məυ��zek/ noun a display
character used in videotext systems that is
made up of small dots
MosaicMosaic /məυ��zek/ a trade name for a
popular browser software used to view
webpages on the Internet
MOSFETMOSFET /�mɒsfet/ noun a high power
and high speed field effect transistor man-
ufactured using MOS techniques. Full
form metal oxide semiconductor field
effect transistor
MOS memoryMOS memory /
em əυ es �mem(ə)ri/
noun a solid-state memory using MOS-
FETs to store binary data
most significant bitmost significant bit /
məυst s��


nfkənt �bt/ noun full form of msb �
The most significant bit in an eight bit bi-
nary word represents 128 in decimal nota-
tion.
most significant digitmost significant digit, most signifi-
cant character noun full form of MSD
motherboardmotherboard /�m�ðəbɔd/ noun the
main printed circuit board of a system,
containing most of the components and
connections for expansion boards and oth-
er features
motion JPEGmotion JPEG /
məυʃ(ə)n �d'e 
pe�/
noun full form of MJPEG
motion picture experts groupmotion picture experts group
/
məυʃ(ə)n 
pktʃə �eksp�ts �rup/
noun full form of MPEG
MotorolaMotorola /
məυtə��rəυlə/ a company
that designs and makes the 68000 range of
processors that were used in the original
Apple Mac computers. Its latest processor
is the PowerPC chip that is used in work-
stations and newer Apple Mac computers.
Compare Intel
mountmount /maυnt/ verb 1. to fix a device or
circuit onto a base � The chips are mount-
ed in sockets on the PCB. 2. to insert a disk
in a disk drive or inform an operating sys-
tem that a disk drive is ready to be used
mousemouse /maυs/ noun a small hand-held
input device moved on a flat surface to
control the position of a cursor on the
screen (NOTE: The plural is mouses or
mice.)

‘This project has now borne fruit, with the announce-
ment last week of Windots, a project which allows
users to ‘see’ Windows screens in a Braille form of
Ascii. Other areas of research include a sound sys-
tem which allows a sound to ‘move’, mirroring the
movement of a mouse.’ [Computing]
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mouse accelerationmouse acceleration /maυs ək�
selə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a feature of some mouse
driver software that will move the mouse
pointer at different speeds according to the
speed at which you move the mouse rather
than the distance
mouse-drivenmouse-driven /maυs �drv(ə)n/ adjec-
tive referring to software which uses a
mouse rather than a keyboard for input
mouse drivermouse driver /maυs �dravə/ noun a
program which converts positional data
sent from a mouse to a standard form of
coordinates that can be used by any soft-
ware
mouse pointermouse pointer /maυs �pɔntə/ noun a
small arrow displayed on screen that
moves around as the mouse is moved
mouse sensitivitymouse sensitivity /maυs 
sensə�

�tvəti/ noun the ratio of how far the
pointer moves on screen in relation to the
distance you move the mouse (NOTE: High
mouse sensitivity means that a small
movement of the mouse results in a
small movement of the pointer.)
mouse trackingmouse tracking /maυs �tr�kŋ/ noun
inverse of mouse sensitivity (NOTE: High
mouse tracking means that a small
movement of the mouse results in a large
movement of the pointer.)
M out of N codeM out of N code /
em aυt əv �en

kəυd/ noun a coding system providing
error detection on the basis that each valid
character which is N bits long must con-
tain M binary ‘one’ bits
movablemovable /�muvəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be moved
movable head diskmovable head disk /
muvəb(ə)l hed
�dsk/ noun a magnetic disk head assem-
bly that moves across the disk until the re-
quired track is reached
movemove /muv/ verb to change the position
of something
move blockmove block /�muv 
blɒk/ noun a com-
mand which changes the place of a block
of text identified by block markers
movementmovement /�muvmənt/ noun the act
of changing position or of changing the
position of something
movement filemovement file /�muvmənt fal/ noun
a file which continues recent changes or
transactions to records, which is then used
to update a master file
movie filemovie file /�muvi fal/ noun a file
stored on disk that contains a series of im-
ages that make up an animation or video
clip

Moving Pictures Expert GroupMoving Pictures Expert Group
/
muvŋ 
pktʃəs �eksp�t 
�rup/ noun
full form of MPEG
MP3MP3 /
em pi �θri/ noun a way of encod-
ing digital audio data into a compressed
data format that is approximately one
twelfth the size of the original without per-
ceptible loss of quality. MP3 files (that
normally have the file name extension
‘MP3’) are now one of the most popular
ways of storing and distributing music
over the Internet. Because MP3 files are
compact and easy to copy, they are rela-
tively quick to download and very easy to
distribute – which is causing problems for
the original artists who are trying to pro-
tect their copyright material. Once you
have an MP3 file you can listen to it by
opening it and playing it with special soft-
ware on your computer or by transferring
it to a dedicated pocket-sized device that
stores the file in its memory, has no mov-
ing parts and but can play back CD-quality
music. Full form MPEG audio level 3

COMMENT: MP3 files, which usually have the
file name extension MP3, are now one of the
most popular ways of storing and distributing
music over the Internet. Because MP3 files
are compact and easy to copy, they are rela-
tively quick to download and very easy to dis-
tribute, which is causing problems for the orig-
inal artists who are trying to protect their cop-
yright material. Once you have an MP3 file
you can listen to it by opening it and playing it
with special software on your computer or by
transferring it to a dedicated pocket-sized de-
vice that stores the file in its memory, and has
no moving parts but that can play back CD-
quality music

MPCMPC /
em pi �si/ noun an outdated set
of minimum requirements for a PC that
will allow it to run most multimedia soft-
ware. Full form multimedia PC
MPEGMPEG /�em pe�/ noun a group of devel-
opers that have defined a series of stand-
ards to improve audio and video quality
but at the same time increase data com-
pression so that the audio or video infor-
mation takes less space but retains its qual-
ity. Full form moving pictures expert
group. � JPEG (NOTE: MPEG is often
used to compress video clips and its de-
rivative standard MP3 provides one of
the most popular ways of compressing
and storing audio information, while
JPEG provides a popular way to store
compressed still images.)
MPEG audio level 3MPEG audio level 3 /
em pe� 
ɔdiəυ

lev(ə)l �θri/ noun full form of MP3
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MPPPMPPP /
em pi pi �pi/ noun communi-
cations protocol used with ISDN to link
the two B-channels in a standard ISDN
adapter to create a transmission channel
that can transfer data at a higher speed.
Full form multi-link point to point pro-
tocol
MPSMPS abbr microprocessor system
MPUMPU abbr microprocessor unit
msms abbr millisecond
msbmsb /
em es �bi/, MSB noun a bit in a
word that represents the greatest value or
weight, usually the bit furthest to the left.
Full form most significant bit
MSCDEXMSCDEX /
em es si di �eks/ noun
driver software installed on a PC to allow
DOS and Windows to control a CD-ROM
drive. Full form Microsoft Compact
Disc Extensions
MSDMSD /
em es �di/ noun the digit at the far
left of a number, which represents the
greatest power of the base. Full form most
significant digit
MS-DOSMS-DOS /
em es �dɒs/ a trade name for
an operating system for the IBM PC range
of personal computers that managed data
storage onto disks, display output and user
input. Windows supports MS-DOS pro-
grams through the Command Prompt,
which emulates MS-DOS. Full form Mi-
crosoft DOS (NOTE: MS-DOS is a single-
user, single-tasking operating system
that is controlled by a command-line in-
terface.)
MSF time formatMSF time format /
em es ef �ta

fɔm�t/ noun a time format that counts
frames per second used by MCI, usually
used by CD-audio devices, in which there
are 75 frames per second
MSIMSI abbr medium scale integration
MSNMSN a trade name for an Internet portal.
Full form Microsoft Network
MS-WindowsMS-Windows /
em es �wndəυz/ same
as Windows
MSXMSX /
em es �eks/ noun a hardware and
software standard for home computers that
can use interchangeable software
MTAMTA /
em ti �e/ noun software that tem-
porarily stores a new email message and
then sends it to its correct destination. Full
form message transfer agent (NOTE: In
some email software applications, there
are several message transfer agents,
one for each type of delivery method
such as Internet, fax or LAN.)
MTBFMTBF /
em ti bi �ef/ noun the average
period of time that a piece of equipment

will operate between failures. Full form
mean time between failures
MTCMTC /
em ti �si/ noun a system of mes-
sages used to synchronise MIDI sequences
with an external device, e.g. an SMPTE
time code. Full form MIDI time code
MTFMTF /
em ti �ef/ noun the average period
of time for which a device will operate,
usually continuously, before failing. Full
form mean time to failure
MUAMUA /
em ju �e/ noun software used to
create and read email messages that cre-
ates a message in the correct format and
standard and passes this to the mail trans-
fer agent that is responsible for transfer-
ring the message over the network. Full
form mail user agent
MUDMUD /
em ti �e/ noun 1. a virtual online
space in which several people can partici-
pate in collaborative projects at the same
time. Full form multiuser domain 2. an
adventure game played by multiple users
over the Internet. Full form multiuser
dungeon
multi-multi- /m�lti/ prefix many or more than
one
multi-access systemmulti-access system /
m�lt 
�kses
�sstəm/ noun a computer system that al-
lows several users to access one file or pro-
gram at the same time. Also called multi-
ple access system
multi-addressmulti-address /
m�lt ə��dres/, multi-
address instruction /
m�lt ə�
dres n�

�str�kʃən/ noun an instruction that con-
tains more than one address of data , loca-
tions or input/output
multibank dynamic random access memorymultibank dynamic random ac-
cess memory /
m�ltb�ŋk da�


n�mk 
r�ndəm 
�kses �mem(ə)ri/
noun full form of MDRAM
multi-board computermulti-board computer /
m�lt bɔd
kəm��pjutə/ noun a computer which has
several integrated circuit boards connected
with a motherboard
multibus systemmultibus system /
m�ltb�s �sstəm/,
multibus architecture /
m�ltb�s
�ɑktektʃə/ noun computer architecture
that uses a high speed bus between CPU
and main memory and a slower bus be-
tween CPU and other peripherals. Also
called multiple bus system, multiple
bus architecture
multicastmulticast /�m�ltikɑst/ verb to transmit
one message to a group of recipients

COMMENT: This could be as simple as sending
an email message to a list of email addresses
or posting a message to a mailing list. It can
also refer to more complex transfers such as
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a teleconference or videoconference in which
several users link together by telephone or
video link. A broadcast, in comparison, refers
to the process of sending a message to any-
one who could receive the message rather
than a select group of recipients. Narrowcast-
ing is very similar in concept to a multicasting,
but is normally used to refer to the concept,
whereas multicasting refers to the technology
used.

multicast packetmulticast packet /
�ltkɑst �p�kt/
noun a data packet that is sent to a selected
set of network addresses, as opposed to a
broadcast packet, which is sent to all sta-
tions in a network
multichannelmultichannel /
m�lti��tʃ�n(ə)l/ adjec-
tive with more than one channel
multicolourmulticolour /
m�lti��k�lə/ adjective
with several colours
multicolour graphics adaptermulticolour graphics adapter
/
m�ltik�lə ��r�fks ə�
d�ptə/ noun full
form of MCGA
multidimensionalmultidimensional /
m�ltida�

�menʃən(ə)l/ adjective with features in
more than one dimension
multidimensional arraymultidimensional array
/
m�ltdamenʃ(ə)n(ə)l ə��re/ noun a
number of arrays arranged in parallel, pro-
viding depth
multidimensional languagemultidimensional language
/
m�ltdamenʃ(ə)n(ə)l �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a programming language that can be
represented in a number of ways
multi-diskmulti-disk /
m�lt �dsk/ adjective re-
ferring to several types of disk
multi-disk optionmulti-disk option /�m�lt dsk

ɒpʃ(ə)n/ noun a system that can have
disk drives installed in a number of sizes
multi-disk readermulti-disk reader /
m�lt dsk �ridə/
noun a device which can read from various
sizes and formats of disk
multidrop circuitmultidrop circuit /�m�ltdrɒp 
s�kt/
noun a network allowing communications
between a number of terminals and a cen-
tral computer, but not directly between ter-
minals
MultiFinderMultiFinder /�m�ltifandə/ noun a ver-
sion of Apple Macintosh Finder that sup-
ports multitasking
multifrequency monitormultifrequency monitor
/
m�ltifrikwənsi �mɒntə/ noun same as
multisync monitor
multifunctionmultifunction, multifunctional adjec-
tive which has several functions � A mul-
tifunction analog interface module in-
cludes analog to digital and digital to an-
alog converters.
multifunction cardmultifunction card /
m�ltf�nkʃ(ə)n
�kɑd/ noun an add-on circuit board that

provides many features to upgrade a com-
puter
multifunction workstationmultifunction workstation
/
m�ltf�nkʃ(ə)n �w�k�
steʃ(ə)n/ noun
a workstation where several tasks can be
carried out
multilayermultilayer /
m�lti��leə/ adjective refer-
ring to a printed circuit board that has sev-
eral layers or interconnecting conduction
tracks
multilevelmultilevel /
m�lti��lev(ə)l/ adjective re-
ferring to a signal with a number of possi-
ble values
multilinemultiline adjective in a text box, refer-
ring to a display of text broken into several
lines rather than as a single continuous
line. Also called multiple line
multi-link point to point protocolmulti-link point to point protocol
/
m�lti lŋk 
pɔnt tə 
pɔnt �pəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of MPPP
multilink systemmultilink system /�m�ltlŋk 
sstəm/
noun a system in which there is more than
one connection between two points
multimediamultimedia /
m�lti��midiə/ adjective
combining sound, graphics, animation,
video and text within an application

‘The Oracle Media Server is a multimedia database
designed to run on massively parallel computers,
running hundreds of transactions per second and
managing multiple data types, such as video, audio
and text.’ [Computing]

multimedia cardmultimedia card /
m�ltimidiə �kɑd/
noun full form of MMC
multimedia developer’s kitmultimedia developer’s kit
/
m�ltimidiə d��veləpəz kt/ noun full
form of MDK
multimedia extensionsmultimedia extensions /
m�lti
midiə k��stenʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun full
form of MMX
multimedia Internet mail extensionsmultimedia Internet mail exten-
sions /
m�ltimidiə 
ntənet �mel k�


stenʃ(ə)nz/ noun full form of MIME
multimedia PCmultimedia PC /
m�ltimidiə 
pi �si/
noun full form of MPC
multimedia-readymultimedia-ready /
m�ltimidiə
�redi/ adjective referring to a PC that has
all the extra equipment requirement to run
most multimedia software
multimode fibremultimode fibre /
m�ltməυd �fabə/
noun a commonly used type of optic fibre
that uses a glass fibre with a diameter of
between 50 and 125 microns and can carry
several different frequencies of light with a
maximum bandwidth of 2.5 Gbps (NOTE:
The disadvantage is that because the fi-
bre is wide, the light disperses quickly
and so repeaters need to be installed to
boost the signal.)
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multipass overlapmultipass overlap /
m�ltpɑs
�əυvəl�p/ noun a system of producing
higher quality print from a dot matrix
printer by repeating the line of characters
but shifted slightly, so making the dots less
noticeable
multiphase programmultiphase program /
m�ltfez
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a program that requires
more than one fetch operation before exe-
cution is complete
multi platformmulti platform /
m�lt �pl�t�
fɔm/ ad-
jective referring to software that can run
on several different hardware platforms
multiplemultiple /�m�ltp(ə)l/ adjective having
many parts
multiple access systemmultiple access system /
m�ltp(ə)l
��kses 
sstəm/ noun same as multi-ac-
cess system
multiple address codemultiple address code /
m�ltp(ə)l ə�

�dres 
kəυd/ noun an instruction with
more than one address for the operands,
result and the location of the next instruc-
tion to be executed
multiple base pagemultiple base page /
m�ltp(ə)l bes
�ped'/ noun a multi-user system in which
each user and the operating system have
one page of main memory, which can then
call up other pages within main memory
multiple instruction stream-multiple data streammultiple instruction stream-multi-
ple data stream /
m�ltp(ə)l n�


str�kʃən 
strim 
m�ltp(ə)l �detə

strim/ noun full form of MIMD
multiple instruction stream-single data streammultiple instruction stream-single
data stream /
m�ltp(ə)l n�
str�kʃən

strim 
sŋ�(ə)l �detə 
strim/ noun full
form of MISD
multiple linemultiple line adjective same as multi-
line
multiple precisionmultiple precision /
m�ltp(ə)l pr�

�s'(ə)n/ noun the use of more than one
byte of data for number storage to increase
possible precision
multiplexmultiplex /�m�ltpleks/ verb to com-
bine several messages in the same trans-
mission medium
multiplexed busmultiplexed bus /
m�ltpleksd �b�s/
noun one bus used to carry address, data
and control signals at different times
multiplexormultiplexor /�m�ltpleksə/ noun full
form of MUX � A 4 to 1 multiplexor com-
bines four inputs into a single output.
multiplicandmultiplicand /
m�ltipl��k�nd/ noun a
number which is multiplied by another
number, the multiplier
multiplicationmultiplication /
m�ltpl��keʃ(ə)n/
noun a mathematical operation that adds

one number to itself a number of times �
The multiplication of 5 and 3 = 15.
multiplication signmultiplication sign /
m�ltpl�

�keʃ(ə)n san/ noun a printed or written
sign (x) used to show that numbers are
multiplied
multipliermultiplier /�m�ltplaə/ noun a number
which multiplies a multiplicand
multiplymultiply /�m�lt�
pla/ verb to perform
the mathematical operation of multiplica-
tion (NOTE: multiplies – multiplying – mul-
tiplied)
multipointmultipoint /�m�ltipɔnt/ adjective re-
ferring to a connection with several lines,
attaching several terminals to a single line
to a single computer
multiprecisionmultiprecision /
m�ltipr��s'(ə)n/
noun the use of more than one data word
to represent numbers, increasing the range
or precision possible
multiprocessing systemmultiprocessing system /
m�lt�

�prəυsesŋ 
sstəm/ noun a system where
several processing units work together
sharing the same memory
multiprocessormultiprocessor /�m�lti�
prəυsesə/
noun a number of processing units acting
together or separately but sharing the same
area of memory
multiprocessor interleavingmultiprocessor interleaving
/
m�ltprəυsesə 
ntə��livŋ/ noun an
operation in which each processor in a
multiprocessor system deals with a section
of one or more processes
multi-programming systemmulti-programming system /
m�lt
�prəυ�r�mŋ 
sstəm/ noun an operating
system used to execute more than one pro-
gram apparently simultaneously, each pro-
gram being executed a little at a time.
Compare monoprogramming system
multipurpose Internet mail extensionsmultipurpose Internet mail exten-
sions /
m�ltip�pəs 
ntənet �mel k�


stenʃ(ə)nz/ noun full form of MIME
multi-scan monitormulti-scan monitor /
m�lt sk�n
�mɒntə/ noun same as multisync moni-
tor
multisession-compatiblemultisession-compatible
/
m�ltseʃ(ə)n kəm��p�tb(ə)l/ adjective
referring to a CD-ROM drive that can read
PhotoCD discs or other discs that have
been created in several goes
multi statement linemulti statement line /
m�lt

stetmənt �lan/ noun a line from a com-
puter program that contains more than one
instruction or statement
multistation access unitmultistation access unit
/
m�ltisteʃ(ə)n ��kses 
junt/ noun a
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central hub used to connect together cables
in a Token Ring network. Abbr MAU
multisync monitormultisync monitor /m�lt�
sŋk
�mɒntə/ noun a monitor which contains
circuitry to lock onto the required scan-
ning frequency of any type of graphics
card � If you want to plug a monitor into
PCs with VGA, EGA and MDA adapters,
you’ll need a multisync monitor. Also
called multifrequency monitor, multi-
scan monitor
multitaskingmultitasking /�m�lti�
tɑskŋ/ noun the
ability of a computer system to run two or
more programs at the same time � The sys-
tem is multi-user and multi-tasking.

‘X is the underlying technology which allows Unix
applications to run under a multi-user, multitasking
GUI. It has been adopted as the standard for the
Common Open Software Environment, proposed re-
cently by top Unix vendors including Digital, IBM
and Sun.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: Few small systems are capable of
simultaneous multitasking, since each pro-
gram would require its own processor. This is
overcome by allocating to each program an
amount of processing time, executing each a
little at a time so that they will appear to run si-
multaneously due to the speed of the proces-
sor and the relatively short gaps between pro-
grams.

multi terminal systemmulti terminal system /
m�lt

t�mn(ə)l �sstəm/ noun a system where
several terminals are linked to a single
CPU
multithreadmultithread /�m�ltiθred/ noun a pro-
gram design using more than one logical
path through it, each path being concur-
rently executed
multiuser domainmultiuser domain /
m�ltijuzə də�

�men/ noun full form of MUD
multiuser dungeonmultiuser dungeon /
m�ltijuzə
�d�nd'ən/ noun full form of MUD

multiuser programmultiuser program /
m�ltijuzə
�prə�r�m/ noun a software diary utility
that allows many users to enter appoint-
ments and schedule meetings with other
users. Also called network calendar pro-
gram
multiuser systemmultiuser system /
m�ltijuzə
�sstəm/ noun a computer system that can
support more than one user at a time � The
program runs on a standalone machine or
a multi-user system.
multi-window editormulti-window editor /
m�lti 
wndəυ
�edtə/ noun a program used for creating
and editing a number of applications pro-
grams independently, each in a separate
window on screen at the same time
Murray codeMurray code /�m�ri kəυd/ noun a
code used for teleprinters that uses only 5
bits
musical instrument digital interfacemusical instrument digital inter-
face /
mjuzk(ə)l 
nstrυmənt

dd't(ə)l �ntəfes/ noun full form of
MIDI
music chipmusic chip /�mjuzk tʃp/ noun an in-
tegrated circuit capable of generating mu-
sical sounds and tunes
MUXMUX /
em ju �eks/ noun a circuit that
combines a number of inputs into a small-
er number of outputs. Full form multi-
plexor. Compare demultiplexor
MX recordMX record /
em eks �rekɔd/ noun
same as mail exchange record � Mail
sent to ‘smith&pcp.co.uk’ will be sent to
the ‘pcp.co.uk’ server by the MX record,
the local server then has to send the mes-
sage to the user ‘smith’.
My ComputerMy Computer /
ma kəm��pjutə/ noun
an icon that is normally in the upper left-
hand corner of the screen on a computer
running Windows, containing an overview
of the PC
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nn abbr nano-
NAKNAK abbr negative acknowledgement
namename /nem/ noun an ordinary word
used to identify an address in machine lan-
guage
name registrationname registration /nem 
red'�

�streʃ(ə)n/ noun same as domain name
registration
name resolutionname resolution /nem 
rezə�

�luʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of converting a
domain name into its numerical IP address
name servername server /nem �s�və/ noun a
computer on the Internet that provides a
domain name service to any other compu-
ter
namespacenamespace /�nemspes/ noun a group
of unique names (NOTE: In a small office
network the namespace might include 20
users; in the Internet the namespace
runs into hundreds of millions.)
name tablename table /nem �teb(ə)l/ noun a list
of reserved words or commands in a lan-
guage and the addresses in the computer
that refer to them
naming servicesnaming services /�nemŋ 
s�vsz/
noun a method of assigning each user or
node or computer on a network a unique
name that allows other users to access
shared resources even over a wide area
network
NAND functionNAND function /�n�nd 
f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/
noun a logical function whose output is
false if all inputs are true, and true if any
input is false

COMMENT: The NAND function is equivalent to
an AND function with a NOT function at the
output. The output is 0 only if both inputs are
1; if one input is 1 and the other 0, or if both
inputs are 0, then the output is 1.

NAND gateNAND gate /�n�nd �et/ noun an elec-
tronic circuit that provides a NAND func-
tion
nano-nano- /n�nəυ/ prefix one thousand mil-
lionth. Abbr n
nanocircuitnanocircuit /�n�nəυ�
s�kt/ noun a set
of electronic and logic circuits that can re-

spond to impulses within nanoseconds.
Also called nanosecond circuit
nanosecondnanosecond /�n�nəυ�
sekənd/ noun
one thousand millionth of a second
nanosecond circuitnanosecond circuit /�n�nəυ�
sekənd

s�kt/ noun same as nanocircuit
NapsterNapster /�n�pstə/ a trade name for soft-
ware that allows users to share files, nor-
mally MP3-format music files, over the In-
ternet

COMMENT: Napster was originally used to dis-
tribute and share MP3 files with a personal re-
cording of a commercial artist in an efficient
way. The software, developed by Shawn Fan-
ning, allowed anyone to download music from
any another Napster user’s computer. Once
installed, the free software searches your
hard disk for any MP3 music files, then allows
other Napster users online to access these
files from your hard disk, via the Internet. Be-
cause it allows music to be copied and shared
very easily, Napster has become unpopular
with the recording and music industry and was
the subject of a legal case enforcing copyright
over the Internet.

narrativenarrative /�n�rətv/ noun a set of ex-
planatory notes or comments to help a user
operate a program
narrative statementnarrative statement /�n�rətv

stetmənt/ noun a statement which sets
variables and allocates storage at the start
of a program
narrow band ISDNnarrow band ISDN /
n�rəυ b�nd 
a
es di �en/ noun the ISDN communica-
tions system
narrowcastnarrowcast /�n�rəυkɑst/ verb same
as multicast
NATNAT /
en e �ti/ noun a system that al-
lows a local area network to work with two
sets of IP addresses for each computer or
node in the network. Full form network
address translation

COMMENT: The first set of addresses is used
for internal traffic and the second set (often
just one or two addresses) is used for external
traffic, for example when accessing resources
on the public Internet via a router. This system
provides basic security against external at-
tacks, for example using IP spoofing. Its main
purpose is that it allows the local area network
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to use as many IP addresses as are required,
but only using a minimal number of public IP
addresses, which must be registered and allo-
cated by an organisation such as InterNIC.

National Center for Supercomputing ApplicationsNational Center for Supercomput-
ing Applications /
n�ʃ(ə)nəl 
sentə
fə �supəkəm�
pjutŋ 
�plkeʃ(ə)nz/
noun full form of NCSA
National Television System CommitteeNational Television System Com-
mittee /
n�ʃ(ə)nəl 
tel��v'(ə)n 
sstəm
kə�
mti/ noun full form of NTSC
native compilernative compiler /
netv kəm��palə/
noun a compiler that produces code that
will run on the same system on which it is
running (NOTE: A cross-compiler produc-
es code that will run on another hardware
platform.)
native file formatnative file format /
netv �fal

fɔm�t/ noun a default file format, usual-
ly proprietary, that is used by an applica-
tion to store its data on disk
native formatnative format /
netv �fɔm�t/ noun
the first or basic format
native languagenative language /
netv �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a computer language that can be ex-
ecuted by a processor without the need for
any special software, usually the proces-
sor’s machine code
natural binary coded decimalnatural binary coded decimal
/
n�tʃ(ə)rəl 
banəri 
kəυdd
�desm(ə)l/ noun a representation of sin-
gle decimal digits as a pattern of 4 bits.
Abbr NBCD
natural languagenatural language /
n�tʃ(ə)rəl
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a language that is used
or understood by humans � The expert
system can be programmed in a natural
language.
natural language processingnatural language processing
/
n�tʃ(ə)rəl �l�ŋ�wd' 
prəυsesŋ/
noun the use of artificial intelligence to
process ordinary human languages, e.g. in
machine translation
navigablenavigable /�n�v�əb(ə)l/ adjective re-
ferring to a website that has been designed
in such a way that the user can move from
one section of the site to another by click-
ing on highlighted computer links
navigationnavigation /
n�v���eʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of moving around a multimedia ti-
tle using hotspots, buttons and a user inter-
face
NBCDNBCD abbr natural binary coded decimal
NCNC abbr 1. network computer 2. numeri-
cal control
NCR paperNCR paper /
en si �ɑ 
pepə/ noun a
special type of paper impregnated with

chemicals and used in multipart forms.
Full form no carbon required paper
(NOTE: When NCR paper is printed on by
an impact printer, the writing also ap-
pears on the sheets below.)
NCSANCSA /
en si es �e/ noun an organisa-
tion that helped define and create the
World Wide Web with its Mosaic web
browser. Full form National Center for
Supercomputing Applications
NDISNDIS /
en di e �es/ noun a standard
command interface, defined by Microsoft,
between network driver software and
NICs. Full form network driver inter-
face specification
NDRNDR /
en di �ɑ/ noun a display system
that continues to display previous charac-
ters when new ones are displayed. Full
form non destructive readout
NEARNEAR /nə/ noun a binary operator used
in searches of computer text that returns
true if it finds two words within a specified
distance of each other within the text, and
false otherwise
needleneedle /�nid(ə)l/ noun a tiny metal pin
on a dot matrix printer which prints one of
the dots
negatenegate /n���et/ verb to reverse the sign
of a number � If you negate 23.4 the result
is –23.4. (NOTE: negates – negating – ne-
gated)
negationnegation /n���eʃ(ə)n/ noun the revers-
ing of the sign of a number, e.g. from 5 to
–5
negation gatenegation gate /n���eʃ(ə)n �et/ noun
a single input gate whose output is equal to
the logical inverse of the input. Also called
NOT gate
negativenegative /�ne�ətv/ adjective meaning
‘no’
negative acknowledgementnegative acknowledgement
/
ne�ətv ək��nɒld'mənt/ noun a signal
sent by a receiver to indicate that data has
been incorrectly or incompletely received.
Abbr NAK
negative numbernegative number /
ne�ətv �n�mbə/
noun a number which represents the
number subtracted from zero, indicated by
a minus sign in front of the number
negative-true logicnegative-true logic /
ne�ətv �tru

lɒd'k/ noun the use of a lower voltage
level to represent binary 1 than for binary 0
neither-nor functionneither-nor function /
naðə �nɔr

f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a logical function
whose output is false if any input is true
NEQNEQ abbr nonequivalence function
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NEQ funcfunctionNEQ function /�nek 
f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun
a logical function in which the output is
true if the inputs are not the same, other-
wise the output is false
NEQ gateNEQ gate /�nek �et/ noun an electronic
implementation of a nonequivalence func-
tion
nerdnerd /n�d/ noun a person who is ob-
sessed with computers and rarely talks or
thinks about anything that is not techno-
logically exciting (slang)
nestnest /nest/ verb 1. to insert a subroutine
within a program or another routine 2. to
use a routine that calls itself recursively
nested loopnested loop /
nestd �lup/ noun a loop
inside another loop in the same program
nested macro callnested macro call /
nestd �m�krəυ

kɔl/ noun a macro called from within an-
other macro
nested structurenested structure /nestd �str�ktʃə/
noun a section of a program in which one
control loop or subroutine is used within
another
nesting levelnesting level /nestŋ �lev(ə)l/ noun a
number of subroutines within a subroutine
nesting storenesting store /
nestŋ �stɔ/ noun a
hardware stack (NOTE: Usually stacks are
implemented with software.)
NetBEUINetBEUI /�net bjui/ noun an extended
version of the NetBIOS network protocol
developed by Microsoft, which cannot be
routed in a network. Full form NetBIOS
Extended User Interface
NetBIOSNetBIOS /�net 
baɒs/ noun a common-
ly used standard set of commands, origi-
nally developed by IBM, that allow appli-
cation programs to carry out basic opera-
tions such as file sharing and transferring
data between nodes over a network � This
software uses NetBIOS calls to manage
file sharing. Full form Network Basic In-
put Output System
netiquettenetiquette /�netket/ noun a set of un-
official rules that define good manners on
the Internet
netphonenetphone /�netfəυn/ noun a phone that
uses the Internet to make connections and
carry voice messages
NetScapeNetScape /�netskep/ a software com-
pany that develops Internet applications
Netscape NavigatorNetscape Navigator /
netskep
�n�v�etə/ a trade name for one of the
most popular web browsers that provides
many features including a news reader and
that supports Java applets

NetShowNetShow /�netshəυ/ a system devel-
oped by Microsoft to provide audio and
video delivery over the Internet without in-
terruption or glitches in the video se-
quence
NetViewNetView /�netvju/ a trade name for a
network management architecture devel-
oped by IBM
NetWareNetWare /�netweə/ a trade name for a
network operating system, developed by
Novell, that runs on a range of hardware
platforms and supports file and print shar-
ing and client-server applications
NetWare Loadable ModuleNetWare Loadable Module
/
netweə 
ləυdəb(ə)l �mɒdjul/ a trade
name for an application that can run under
the NetWare operating system
networknetwork /�netw�k/ noun a system
made of a number of points or circuits that
are interconnected � verb to link points to-
gether in a network � They run a system of
networked micros.

‘Asante Technologies has expanded its range of
Ethernet-to-LocalTalk converters with the release of
AsantePrint 8, which connects up to eight LocalTalk
printers, or other LocalTalk devices, to a high-speed
Ethernet network.’ [Computing]

network adapternetwork adapter /�netw�k ə�
d�ptə/
noun same as NIC
network addressnetwork address /�netw�k ə�
dres/
noun a part of an IP address that defines
the main network on which the domain is
located (NOTE: For class A networks this
is the first byte of the address, for class B
networks it is the first two bytes and for
class C networks it is the first three bytes.
The rest of the IP address forms the host
address.)
network address translationnetwork address translation
/
netw�k ə�
dres tr�ns��leʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of NAT (see)
network administratornetwork administrator /
netw�k əd�

�mnstretə/ noun a person who is re-
sponsible for looking after a network, with
responsibilities including installing, con-
figuring and maintaining the network
network alertnetwork alert /
netw�k ə��l�t/ noun a
message sent from the network operating
system to the user warning that the net-
work hardware is not working properly
network analysisnetwork analysis /�netw�k ə�


n�ləss/ noun the study of messages,
destinations and routes in a network to
provide a better operation
network architecturenetwork architecture /
netw�k
�ɑktektʃə/ noun the way in which a net-
work is constructed, e.g. layers in an OSI
system
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network computerNetwork Basic Input Output Sys-
tem /
netw�k 
besk 
npυt �aυtpυt

sstəm/ noun full form of NetBIOS
network computernetwork computer /
netw�k kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a computer that is designed
to run Java programs and access informa-
tion using a web browser. Abbr NC

COMMENT: The network computer has a small
desktop box that does not have a floppy disk
drive. Instead it downloads any software it re-
quires from a central server. Network comput-
ers are simpler and cheaper than current PCs
and Apple Mac computers, and are designed
to be easier to manage in a large company.

network controllernetwork controller /
netw�k kən�

�trəυlə/ noun a network user responsible
for allocating disk space, answering que-
ries and solving problems from other users
of the same network
network control programnetwork control program /
netw�k
kən��trəυl 
prəυ�r�m/ noun a piece of
software that regulates the flow of and
channels for data transmitted in a network
network databasenetwork database /
netw�k
�detəbes/ noun a database structure in
which data items can be linked together
network device drivernetwork device driver /
net�
w�k d�

�vas 
dravə/ noun a piece of software
which controls and manages a n NIC to en-
sure that it functions correctly with other
hardware and software in the computer
network diagramnetwork diagram /
netw�k
�daə�r�m/ noun a graphical representa-
tion of the interconnections between
points in a network
network directorynetwork directory /
netw�k da�

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun a directory that is stored
on a disk drive on another computer in the
network but can be accessed by anyone on
the network
network drivenetwork drive /�netw�k drav/ noun a
disk drive that is part of another computer
on a network but can be used by anyone on
the network
network driver interface specificationnetwork driver interface specifi-
cation /
netw�k 
dravə �ntəfes

spesfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of NDIS
network file systemnetwork file system /
netw�k �fal

sstəm/ noun a network protocol devel-
oped by Sun Microsystems that allows a
computer to share its local disk drives with
other users on a network and is now used
as a standard across most of the Internet.
Abbr NFS
network hardwarenetwork hardware /
netw�k
�hɑdweə/ noun same as networking
hardware

networkingnetworking /�netw�kŋ/ noun 1. the
working or organisation of a network 2.
the process of interconnecting two or more
computers either in the same room or dif-
ferent buildings, in the same town or dif-
ferent towns, allowing them to exchange
information

COMMENT: Networking allows a machine with
a floppy disk drive to use another PC’s hard
disk when both machines are linked by a ca-
ble and are using networking software.

networking hardwarenetworking hardware /
netw�kŋ
�hɑdweə/ noun the physical links, com-
puters and control equipment that make up
a network. Also called network hard-
ware
networking softwarenetworking software /
netw�kŋ
�sɒftweə/ noun software that is used to
establish the link between a user’s pro-
gram and the network. Also called net-
work software
networking specialistnetworking specialist /�netw�kŋ

speʃəlst/ noun a company or person
who specialises in designing and setting
up networks � This computer firm is a UK
networking specialist.
network interface cardnetwork interface card /
netw�k
�ntəfes 
kɑd/ noun full form of NIC
network-intrinsic applicationnetwork-intrinsic application
/
netw�k n��trnsk 
�plkeʃ(ə)n/
noun an application that makes use of a
network and its shared resources
network layernetwork layer /�netw�k 
leə/ noun
the third ISO/OSI layer that decides on the
route to be used to send a packet of data
network managementnetwork management /
netw�k
�m�nd'mənt/ noun the organisation,
planning, running and upkeep of a network
Network NeighborhoodNetwork Neighborhood /
netw�k
�nebəhυd/ noun a Windows 95 utility
that allows you to view and manage con-
nections to your computer
network news transfer protocolnetwork news transfer protocol
/
netw�k njuz �tr�nsf� 
prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of NNTP
network operating systemnetwork operating system
/
netw�k �ɒpəretŋ 
sstəm/ noun an
operating system running on a server com-
puter, usually a dedicated one, that con-
trols access to the network resources, man-
aging network links, printing and users.
Abbr NOS
network printernetwork printer /
netw�k �prntə/
noun a printer attached to a server or
workstation that can be used by any user
connected to the network
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network processornetwork processor /
netw�k
�prəυsesə/ noun a signal multiplexor con-
trolled by a microprocessor in a network
network protocolnetwork protocol /
netw�k
�prəυtəkɒl/ noun a set of handshaking
signals that defines how a workstation
sends data over a network without clash-
ing with other data transmissions
network redundancynetwork redundancy /
netw�k r�

�d�ndənsi/ noun the existence of extra
links between points allowing continued
operation in the event of one point failing
network servernetwork server /
netw�k �s�və/
noun a computer which runs a network op-
erating system and controls the basic net-
work operations (NOTE: All the worksta-
tions in a LAN are connected to the cen-
tral network server and users log onto a
network server,)
network softwarenetwork software /
netw�k
�sɒftweə/ noun same as networking
software
network structurenetwork structure /
netw�k
�str�ktʃə/ noun a data structure which al-
lows each node to be connected to any of
the others
network time protocolnetwork time protocol /
netw�k
�tam 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun a protocol which
provides an accurate time signal to com-
puters on the Internet based on an atomic
clock, allowing local computers to syn-
chronise their clocks. Abbr NTP
network timingnetwork timing /
netw�k �tamŋ/
noun signals which correctly synchronise
the transmission of data
network topologynetwork topology /
netw�k tə�

�pɒləd'i/ noun the layout of machines in a
network, e.g. a star network, ring network
or bus network, which will determine what
cabling and interfaces are needed and what
possibilities the network can offer
neural networkneural network /
njυərəl �netw�k/
noun a system running an artificial intelli-
gence program that attempts to simulate
the way the brain works, how it learns and
remembers
neutralneutral /�njutrəl/ adjective with no
state, bias or voltage
neutral transmissionneutral transmission /
njutrəl
tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun a transmission sys-
tem in which a voltage pulse and zero volts
represent the binary digits 1 and 0
newnew /nju/ adjective recent or not old �
They have installed a new computer sys-
tem.
newbienewbie /�njubi/ noun a new user of the
Internet (slang)

new line characternew line character /
nju �lan

k�rktə/ noun a character that moves a
cursor or printhead to the beginning of the
next line
newsgroupnewsgroup /�njuz�
�rup/ noun a fea-
ture of the Internet that provides free-for-
all discussion forums
news readernews reader /�njuz 
ridə/ noun a
piece of software that allows a user to view
the list of newsgroups and read the articles
posted in each group or submit a new arti-
cle
newswirenewswire /�njuzwaə/ noun an Inter-
net service providing the latest informa-
tion on current events
new technologynew technology /nju tek��nɒləd'i/
noun electronic instruments which have
recently been developed
NewtonNewton /�njutən/ a trade name for a
range of PDAs developed by the Apple
Computer Corporation
next instruction registernext instruction register /
nekst n�

�str�kʃən 
red'stə/ noun a register in a
CPU that contains the location where the
next instruction to be executed is stored
nexusnexus /�neksəs/ noun a connection point
between units in a network
NFSNFS abbr network file system
nibblenibble /�nb(ə)l/ noun another spelling of
nybble
NICNIC /
en a �si/ noun an add-in board that
connects a computer to a network. Full
form network interface card. Also
called network adapter (NOTE: The
board converts the computer’s data into
electrical signals that are then transmit-
ted along the network cable.)
NiCadNiCad /�nak�d/ noun a type of re-
chargeable battery used in laptops but now
superseded by the NiMH battery. Full
form nickel-cadmium

COMMENT: NiCad batteries unfortunately have
one problem called ‘memory’ which gradually
reduces their ability to retain charge. To re-
move the memory you should condition a bat-
tery by running it right down so that it has no
charge, before re-charging it.

nil pointernil pointer /nl �pɔntə/ noun a pointer
used to indicate the end of a chained list of
items
NiMHNiMH /
en a em �etʃ/ noun a type of re-
chargeable battery now used in laptops
that has better charge-carrying ability than
a NiCad battery, is quicker to charge and
does not suffer from ‘memory.’ Full form
nickel metal hydride
nine’s complementnine’s complement /�nanz

kɒmplmənt/ noun a decimal comple-
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ment, equivalent to the binary one’s com-
plement, formed by subtracting each digit
in the number from nine. � ten’s comple-
ment
n-key rollovern-key rollover /
en ki �rəυləυvə/ noun
a facility on a keyboard where each key-
stroke, (up to a maximum of n, is regis-
tered in sequence even if they are struck
very fast (NOTE: Up to n keys can be
stored.)
n-key rollover
NLBNLB abbr nonlinear behaviour
n-level logicn-level logic /
en 
lev(ə)l �lɒd'k/ noun
logic gate design in which no more than n
gates occur in a series
NLPNLP abbr neurolinguistic programming
NLQNLQ abbr near-letter-quality
NMINMI abbr non maskable interrupt
NNTPNNTP /
en en ti �pi/ noun a standard
method of distributing news messages on
the Internet, one of the protocols within
the TCP/IP protocol suite, that provides a
way of creating, reading and distributing
messages within newsgroups over the In-
ternet. Full form network news transfer
protocol
no-address operationno-address operation /
nəυ ə��dres

ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun an instruction which
does not require an address within it
nodenode /nəυd/ noun an interconnection
point in a structure or network � A tree is
made of branches that connect together at
nodes.
no-drop imageno-drop image /
nəυ �drɒp 
md'/
noun (in a GUI) an icon image displayed
during a drag and drop operation when the
pointer is over an object that cannot be the
destination object and onto which it cannot
be dropped
noisenoise /nɔz/ noun a random signal
present in addition to any wanted signal,
caused by static, temperature, power sup-
ply, magnetic or electric fields and also
from stars and the Sun
noise immunitynoise immunity /nɔz ��mjunəti/
noun the ability of a circuit to ignore or fil-
ter out noise or to be protected from noise
noisy digitnoisy digit /
nɔzi �dd't/ noun a digit,
usually not zero, added during the normal-
isation of a floating point number when in
noisy mode
noisy modenoisy mode /�nɔzi məυd/ noun a
floating point arithmetic system in which a
digit other than a zero is deliberately add-
ed in the least significant position during
the normalisation of a floating point
number

nomenclaturenomenclature /nəυ��meŋklətʃə/ noun
a predefined system for assigning words
and symbols to represent numbers or terms
nomogramnomogram /�nɒmə�r�m/, nomo-
graph /�nɒmə�rɑf/ noun a graphical
system for solving one value given two
others
non-non- /nɒn/ prefix not
nonalignednonaligned /
nɒnə��land/ adjective re-
ferring to two devices which are not cor-
rectly positioned in relation to each other,
for optimum performance
nonaligned read headnonaligned read head /nɒnə�
land
�rid hed/ noun a read head that is not in
the same position on a magnetic medium
as the write head was, producing a loss of
signal quality
non arithmetic shiftnon arithmetic shift /
nɒn

�rθmetk �ʃft/ noun same as logical
shift
non breaking spacenon breaking space /
nɒn 
brekŋ
�spes/ noun (in word-processing or DTP
software) a space character that prevents
two words being separated by a line break
noncompatibilitynoncompatibility /
nɒnkəm�
p�t�

�blti/ noun inability of two or more piec-
es of hardware or software to exchange
data or use the same peripherals
non dedicated servernon dedicated server /
nɒn

dedketd �s�və/ noun a computer that
runs a network operating system in the
background and can also be used to run
normal applications at the same time
non destructive cursornon destructive cursor /
nɒn d�


str�ktv �k�sə/ noun a cursor on a dis-
play that does not erase characters already
displayed as it passes over them � The
screen quickly became unreadable when
using a non-destructive cursor.
non destructive readoutnon destructive readout /
nɒn d�


str�ktv �ridaυt/ noun full form of
NDR
non destructive testnon destructive test /
nɒn d�


str�ktv �test/ noun a series of tests car-
ried out on a piece of equipment without
destroying it � I will carry out a number of
non-destructive tests on your computer, if
it passes, you can start using it again.
nonequivalence functionnonequivalence function /
nɒn�

�kwvələns 
f�ŋkʃən/ noun a logical
function in which the output is true if the
inputs are not the same, otherwise the out-
put is false. Abbr NEQ
nonequivalence gatenonequivalence gate /
nɒn�

�kwvələns �et/ noun an electronic im-
plementation of an NEQ function
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nonerasable storagenonerasable storage /nɒn�


rezəb(ə)l �stɔrd'/ noun a storage me-
dium that cannot be erased and reused
non impact printernon impact printer /
nɒn m�
p�kt
�prntə/ noun a printer such as an ink-jet
printer in which the character form does
not hit a ribbon onto the paper
non interlacednon interlaced /
nɒn �ntəlesd/ ad-
jective (in a monitor) referring to a system
in which the picture electron beam scans
each line of the display once during each
refresh cycle (NOTE: The beam in an inter-
laced display scans every alternate line.)
nonlinearnonlinear /nɒn��lniə/ adjective refer-
ring to an electronic circuit whose output
does not change linearly in proportion to
its input
nonlinear video editingnonlinear video editing /nɒn�
lniə
�vdiəυ 
edtŋ/ noun a method of editing
a video sequence in which the video is dig-
itised and stored in a computer and the ed-
itor can then cut and move frames in any
order before outputting the finished se-
quence (NOTE: The finished sequence
can either be produced directly from the
computer output – though this is normal-
ly at a lower quality than the original be-
cause of compression losses – or the
computer can output timecode instruc-
tions that can be used to edit the original
videotape.)
non maskable interruptnon maskable interrupt /
nɒn

mɑskəb(ə)l �ntər�pt/ noun a high pri-
ority interrupt signal that cannot be
blocked and overrides all other com-
mands. Abbr NMI
nonmodalnonmodal /nɒn��məυd(ə)l/ adjective (in
a GUI) displaying a window but still al-
lowing a user to access other windows that
are on-screen before closing the nonmodal
window
non operable instructionnon operable instruction /
nɒn

ɒp(ə)rəb(ə)l n��str�kʃən/ noun an in-
struction that does not carry out any func-
tion, but increments the program counter
nonprinting codenonprinting code /
nɒnprntŋ
�kəυd/ plural noun a code that represents
an action of the printer rather than a print-
ed character � The line width can be set
using one of the non-printing codes, .LW,
then a number.
non-procedural languagenon-procedural language /nɒn prə�


sid'(ə)rəl �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a program-
ming language which does not execute
statements one after another or calls sub-
routines, but instead defines a set of facts
that can be queried

nonrepudiationnonrepudiation /
nɒnr�
pjudi�

�eʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of the person
who receives a message to identify its
sender, especially by means of the digital
signature on the message
non-return to zeronon-return to zero /
nɒn r�
t�n tə�

�zərəυ/ noun a representation of binary
data in which the signal changes when the
data changes state, and does not return to
zero volts after each bit of data. Abbr NRZ
non scrollablenon scrollable /
nɒn �skrəυləb(ə)l/
adjective referring to part of the screen
display which is always displayed (NOTE:
In a WP the text can scroll while instruc-
tions are nonscrollable.)
non volatile memorynon volatile memory /
nɒn 
vɒlətal
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a storage medium or
memory that retains data even when the
power has been switched off � Bubble
memory is a non-volatile storage. Also
called nonvolatile storage, nonvolatile
store
non-volatile random access memorynon-volatile random access mem-
ory /
nɒn 
vɒlətal 
r�ndəm 
�kses
�mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of NVRAM
non volatile storagenon volatile storage /
nɒn 
vɒlətal
�stɔrd'/, nonvolatile store noun same
as non volatile memory
no-op instructionno-op instruction /nəυ ɒp/, no op
noun an instruction that does not carry out
any functions but increments the program
counter
no parityno parity /nəυ �p�rəti/ noun data trans-
mission which does not use a parity bit
NOR functionNOR function /nɔr �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a
logical function whose output is false if ei-
ther input is true

COMMENT: The output is 1 only if both inputs
are 0; if the two inputs are different or if both
are 1, the output is 0.

NOR gateNOR gate /�nɔr �et/ noun an electric
circuit or chip which performs a NOR
function
normalnormal /�nɔm(ə)l/ adjective usual or
which happens regularly � The normal
procedure is for backup copies to be made
at the end of each day’s work.
normal formnormal form /�nɔm(ə)l fɔm/ noun a
method of structuring information in a da-
tabase to avoid redundancy and improve
storage efficiency
normal formatnormal format /�nɔm(ə)l 
fɔm�t/
noun a standardised format for data stor-
age
normalisationnormalisation /
nɔməla��zeʃ(ə)n/,
normalization noun the process of nor-
malising data
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233 NUL character
normalisation routinenormalisation routine /
nɔməla�

�zeʃ(ə)n ru�
tin/ noun a routine that nor-
malises a floating point number and adds
extra, noisy digits in the least significant
position
normalisenormalise /�nɔmə�
laz/, normalize
verb 1. to convert data into a form which
can be read by a particular computer sys-
tem 2. to convert characters into just capi-
tals or into just a lowercase form 3. to store
and represent numbers in a pre-agreed
form, usually to provide maximum preci-
sion � All the new data has been normal-
ised to 10 decimal places. (NOTE: normal-
ises – normalising – normalised)
normalised formnormalised form /�nɔməlazd fɔm/
noun a floating point number that has been
normalised so that its mantissa is within a
certain range
normal rangenormal range /�nɔm(ə)l rend'/ noun
the expected range for a result or number
(NOTE: Any outside this range are errors.)
normalsnormals /�nɔm(ə)lz/ plural noun (in a
three-dimensional scene) lines that are
perpendicular to a tangent
normal-vector interpolation shadingnormal-vector interpolation shad-
ing /
nɔm(ə)l 
vektə n�
t�pə��leʃ(ə)n

ʃedŋ/ noun same as Phong shading
NOSNOS abbr network operating system
NOT-ANDNOT-AND /nɒt ən/ noun an equivalent
to the NAND function
notationnotation /nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a method
of writing or representing numbers
notchednotched /nɒtʃd/ adjective � edge
notched card
notebook computernotebook computer /
nəυtbυk kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a very small portable com-
puter, usually smaller than a laptop com-
puter, that has a small keyboard and dis-
play and can be carried easily
NOT functionNOT function /nɒt �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a
logical inverse function in which the out-
put is true if the input is false

COMMENT: If the input is 1, the output is 0; if the
input is 0, the output is 1.

NOT gateNOT gate /�nɒt �et/ noun same as ne-
gation gate
notice boardnotice board /�nəυts bɔd/ noun 1. a
board fixed to a wall where notices can be
pinned up 2. a type of bulletin board on
which messages to all users can be left
notification messagenotification message /
nəυtf�

�keʃ(ə)n 
mesd'/ noun a message with-
in authoring software to notify other ob-
jects that a particular task has been com-
pleted � If an object is moved, the applica-
tion will generate a notification message

to tell other processes when it has finished
moving the object.
notify handlernotify handler /�nəυtfa 
h�ndlə/
noun a series of commands that are exe-
cuted when a particular notification mes-
sage is received
NovellNovell /nəυ��vel/ a large company that
produces network software and is best
known for its NetWare range of network
operating system software that runs on a
PC server
n-plus-one address instructionn-plus-one address instruction
/en pl�s w�n ə��dres/ noun an instruction
made up of a number (n) of addresses and
one other address that is the location of the
next instruction
n-plus-one instructionn-plus-one instruction /�en pl�s
w�n/ noun an instruction made up of a
number (n) of addresses and one other ad-
dress that is the location of the next in-
struction to be executed
npn transistornpn transistor /
en pi �en tr�n�
zstə/
noun a bipolar transistor design using p-
type semiconductor for the base and n-
type for the collector and emitter
NRZNRZ abbr non return to zero
nsns abbr nanosecond
NSFnetNSFnet /
en es �ef net/ noun a wide area
network developed by the National Sci-
ence Foundation to replace ArpaNet as the
main US government-funded network
linking together universities and research
laboratories (NOTE: NSFnet was a crucial
stepping-stone in the development histo-
ry of the Internet. It was closed down in
1995 and replaced by a commercial
high-speed network backbone that
formed one of the foundations for the cur-
rent commercial Internet.)
NTNT /
en �ti/ noun � Windows NT
NTFSNTFS abbr Windows NT file system
NTPNTP abbr network time protocol
NTSCNTSC /
en ti es �si/ noun a US commit-
tee that defines standards for television
and video. Full form National Television
System Committee
n-type materialn-type material /en tap/, n-type
semiconductor noun a semiconductor
doped with a substance which provides ex-
tra electrons in the material, giving it an
overall negative charge compared to the
intrinsic semiconductor
NuBusNuBus /�njub�s/ noun a high-speed 96-
pin expansion bus used within Apple Mac
II computers
NUL characterNUL character /�n�l 
k�rktə/ noun
same as null character
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nullnull /n�l/ noun nothing
null characternull character /�n�l 
k�rktə/ noun a
character which means nothing, usually
code 0
null instructionnull instruction /n�l n��str�kʃən/
noun same as blank instruction
null modemnull modem /n�l �məυ�
dem/ noun a
circuit or cable which allows two comput-
ers to communicate via their serial ports �
This cable is configured as a null modem,
which will allow me to connect these two
computers together easily.
null stringnull string /
n�l �strŋ/ noun a string
which contains nothing
null terminated stringnull terminated string /
n�l

t�mnetd �strŋ/ noun a string of char-
acters which has a null character to indi-
cate the end of the string
numbernumber /�n�mbə/ noun 1. a representa-
tion of a quantity 2. a written figure �
Each piece of hardware has a production
number. � verb 1. to put a figure on a doc-
ument � The pages of the manual are num-
bered 1 to 196. 2. to assign digits to a list
of items in an ordered manner
number crunchernumber cruncher /�n�mbə 
kr�ntʃə/
noun a dedicated processor used for high-
speed calculations
number crunchingnumber crunching /�n�mbə
kr�ntʃŋ/ noun the process of performing
high-speed calculations � A very powerful
processor is needed for graphics applica-
tions which require extensive number
crunching capabilities.
number rangenumber range /�n�mbə rend'/ noun
a set of allowable values
numeralnumeral /�njum(ə)rəl/ noun a charac-
ter or symbol which represents a number
numericnumeric /nju��merk/ adjective 1. refer-
ring to numbers 2. which contains only
numbers � a numeric field
numericalnumerical /nju��merk(ə)l/ adjective
referring to numbers

numerical analysisnumerical analysis /nju�
merk(ə)l ə�

�n�ləss/ noun the study of ways of solv-
ing mathematical problems
numerical controlnumerical control /nju�
merk(ə)l
kən��trəυl/ noun a machine operated auto-
matically by computer or a set of circuits
controlled by stored data. Abbr NC
numeric arraynumeric array /nju�
merk ə��re/ noun
an array containing numbers
numeric characternumeric character /nju�
merk
�k�rktə/ noun a letter used in some nota-
tions to represent a number. For example,
in hex the letters A-F are numeric charac-
ters.
numeric keypadnumeric keypad /nju�
merk
�kip�d/ noun a set of ten keys with fig-
ures 0–9, included in most computer key-
boards as a separate group, used for enter-
ing large amounts of data in numeric form.
Also called numeric pad
numeric operandnumeric operand /nju�
merk
�ɒpər�nd/ noun an operand that only con-
tains numerals
numeric padnumeric pad /nju�
merk �p�d/ noun
same as numeric keypad
numeric punchnumeric punch /nju�
merk �p�ntʃ/
noun a punched hole in rows 0–9 of a
punched card
numeric stringnumeric string /nju�
merk �strŋ/
noun a string which contains only num-
bers
Num Lock keyNum Lock key /�n�m lɒk ki/ noun (on
a keyboard) a key that switches the func-
tion of a numeric keypad from cursor con-
trol to numeric entry
NVRAMNVRAM /
en vi �r�m/ noun memory
that can permanently retain information.
Full form non-volatile random access
memory
nybblenybble /�nb(ə)l/, nibble noun half the
length of a standard byte (informal)

COMMENT: A nybble is normally 4 bits, but can
vary according to different micros.
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OAOA abbr office automation
objectobject /�ɒbd'ekt/ noun 1. the data that
makes up a particular image or sound 2. a
variable used in an IKBS within a reason-
ing operation 3. the data in a statement
which is to be operated on by the operator
object animationobject animation /
ɒbd'ekt 
�n�

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun same as cast-based an-
imation
object architectureobject architecture /
ɒbd'ekt
�ɑktektʃə/ noun a structure where all
features such as files or outputs in a system
are represented as objects. Also called ob-
ject-orientated architecture
object codeobject code /əb��d'ekt kəυd/ noun
program code after it has been translated,
compiled or assembled into machine code
object computerobject computer /
ɒbd'ekt kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a computer system for
which a program has been written and
compiled
object deckobject deck /əb��d'ekt dek/ noun a set
of punched cards that contain a program
object fileobject file /əb��d'ekt fal/ noun a file
that contains object code for a routine or
program
object hierarchyobject hierarchy /
ɒbd'ekt
�haərɑki/ noun the order in which mes-
sages are passed from one object to anoth-
er
objectiveobjective /əb��d'ektv/ noun something
which someone tries to do
object languageobject language /
ɒbd'ekt
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun the language of a pro-
gram after it has been translated. Opposite
source language
object linking and embeddingobject linking and embedding
/
ɒbd'ekt 
lŋkŋ ənd m��bedŋ/ noun
full form of OLE
object linking and embedding 2object linking and embedding 2
/
ɒbd'ekt 
lŋkŋ ənd m�
bedŋ �tu/
noun full form of OLE-2
object-orientated architectureobject-orientated architecture
/
ɒbd'ekt 
ɔriəntetd �ɑktektʃə/
noun same as object architecture

object-orientedobject-oriented /
ɒbd'ekt �ɔrientd/
adjective referring to a system or language
that uses objects
object-oriented graphicsobject-oriented graphics /
ɒbd'ekt

ɔrientd ��r�fks/ plural noun graphics
which use lines and curves, vector defini-
tions, to describe the shapes of the image
rather than pixels in a bitmap image � This
object-oriented graphics program lets you
move shapes around very easily.
object-oriented languageobject-oriented language /
ɒbd'ekt

ɔrientd �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a program-
ming language that is used for object-ori-
ented programming, e.g. C++
object-oriented programmingobject-oriented programming
/
ɒbd'ekt 
ɔrientd �prəυ�r�mŋ/
noun a method of programming, as in
C++, in which each element of the pro-
gram is treated as an object that can inter-
act with other objects within the program.
Abbr OOP
Object PackagerObject Packager /�ɒbd'ekt

p�kd'ə/ noun a utility included with
Windows 3.x that lets you convert data
from an application that does not support
OLE so that it can be used as an OLE ob-
ject in another application.
object programobject program /�ɒbd'ekt

prəυ�r�m/ noun a computer program in
object code form, produced by a compiler
or assembler
Object Request BrokerObject Request Broker /əb�
d'ekt r�

�kwest 
brəυkə/ noun software that links
objects together using the CORBA stand-
ard. Abbr ORB
obtainobtain /əb��ten/ verb to get or receive
something � to obtain data from a storage
device
OCCAMOCCAM /�ɒkəm/ noun a computer pro-
gramming language used in large multi-
processor or multi-user systems

COMMENT: This is the development language
for transputer systems.

occuroccur /ə��k�/ verb to happen or take
place � Data loss can occur because of
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power supply variations. (NOTE: occurring
– occurred)
OCEOCE /
əυ si �i/ noun a set of standards
that allow networked Apple Mac users to
share objects and files. Full form open
collaboration environment
OCPOCP /
əυ si �pi/ noun (in a multiproces-
sor system) a processor which decides
and performs the arithmetic and logical
operations according to the program code.
Full form order code processor
OCROCR /
əυ si �ɑ/ noun 1. a device which
scans printed or written characters, recog-
nises them and converts them into ma-
chine-readable form for processing in a
computer. Full form optical character
reader 2. software or a process that allows
printed or written characters to be recog-
nised optically and converted into ma-
chine-readable code that can be input into
a computer, using an optical character
reader. Full form optical character rec-
ognition

‘In 1986, Calera Recognition Systems introduced the
first neural-network-based OCR system that could
read complex pages containing any mixture of non-
decorative fonts without manual training.’ [Comput-
ing]
COMMENT: There are two OCR fonts in com-
mon use: OCR-A, which is easy for scanners
to read, and OCR-B, which is easier for peo-
ple to read than the OCR-A font.

OCR fontOCR font /
əυ si �ɑ fɒnt/ noun same as
optical font
octaloctal /�ɒkt(ə)l/, octal notation /
ɒkt(ə)l
nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a number notation us-
ing base 8, with digits 0 to 7

COMMENT: In octal, the digits used are 0 to 7;
so decimal 9 is octal 11.

octal digitoctal digit /
ɒkt(ə)l �dd't/ noun a dig-
it, 0 to 7 used in octal notation
octal scaleoctal scale /�ɒkt(ə)l skel/ noun the
power of eight associated with each digit
position in a number
octetoctet /ɒk��tet/ noun a group of eight bits
treated as one unit or word. � byte
OCXOCX /
əυ si �eks/ noun the file extension
of an ActiveX component or add-in that is
used by an application such as a web
browser or custom application running un-
der Windows 95 or 98
ODBCODBC noun a software interface that al-
lows an application to access any compat-
ible data source. Full form open data-
base connectivity (NOTE: The standard
was developed by Microsoft but is used
by many different developers as a stand-
ard method of providing access to a wide
range of databases.)

odd-even checkodd-even check /
ɒd �iv(ə)n 
tʃek/
noun a method of checking that transmit-
ted binary data has not been corrupted
odd parityodd parity /
ɒd �p�rti/, odd parity
check /
ɒd �p�rti tʃek/ noun an error
checking system in which any series of
bits transmitted must have an odd number
of binary ones
ODIODI a trade name for a standard interface,
defined by Novell, for an NIC that allows
users to have just one network driver that
will work with all NICs. Full form open
datalink interface. Compare NDIS
(NOTE: The standard also supports more
than one protocol, e.g. IPX and Net-
BEUI.)
OEMOEM /
əυ i �em/ noun a company which
produces equipment using basic parts
made by other manufacturers, and custom-
ises the product for a particular application
� One OEM supplies the disk drive, anoth-
er the monitor. Full form original equip-
ment manufacturer
off-hookoff-hook /ɒf hυk/ adverb in or into the
condition of a modem when it is connected
to answer a call. Compare on-hook
office automationoffice automation /
ɒfs 
ɔtə�

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun the use of machines and
computers to carry out ordinary office
tasks. Abbr OA
office computeroffice computer /
ɒfs kəm��pjutə/
noun a small computer, sometimes with a
hard disk and several terminals, suitable
for office use
off-lineoff-line /ɒf lan/ adverb, adjective 1. re-
ferring to a processor, printer or terminal
that is not connected to a network or cen-
tral computer, usually temporarily � Be-
fore changing the paper in the printer,
switch it off-line. 2. referring to a peripher-
al connected to a network but not available
for use. Compare online
off-line editingoff-line editing /
ɒf lan �edtŋ/ noun
an editing process in which copies of the
original sound tape or videotape are used,
cut and edited to create an EDL that is then
used in an on-line editing suite to automat-
ically assemble all the sectors of the tape
according to the instructions in the EDL
(NOTE: Off-line editing software allows
two or more video clips to be edited and
merged with effects.)
off-line newsreaderoff-line newsreader /
ɒf lan
�njuzridə/ noun a piece of software that
allows a user to read newsgroup articles
when the computer is not connected to the
Internet
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off-line printingoff-line printing /
ɒf lan �prntŋ/
noun a printout operation that is not super-
vised by a computer
off-line processingoff-line processing /
ɒf lan
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing performed
by devices not under the control of a cen-
tral computer
off-line storageoff-line storage /
ɒf lan �stɔrd'/
noun storage that is not currently available
for access
offloadoffload /ɒf��ləυd/ verb to transfer data
from one computer to another to create
more usable space on the first computer
off-screen bufferoff-screen buffer /
ɒf skrin �b�fə/
noun the area of RAM used to hold an off-
screen image before it is displayed on
screen
off-screen imageoff-screen image /
ɒf skrin �md'/
noun an image that is first drawn in mem-
ory and then is transferred to the display
memory to give the impression of fast dis-
play action
offsetoffset /�ɒfset/ noun a quantity added to a
number or address to give a final number
offset valueoffset value /
ɒf�
set �v�lju/, offset
word /
ɒf��set w�d/ noun a value to be
added to a base address to provide a final
indexed address
ohmohm /əυm/ noun a unit of measurement
of electrical resistance � this resistance
has a value of 100 ohms
OKOK /
əυ �ke/ noun used as a prompt in
place of ‘ready’ in some systems
OK buttonOK button /əυ��ke 
b�t(ə)n/ noun (in a
GUI) a button with an ‘OK’ label that is
used to start or confirm an action
OLEOLE /
əυ el �i/ noun (in Microsoft Win-
dows) a facility for including data format-
ted in one application within another ap-
plication; e.g. insertion of an object such
as an image or sound into a document or
spreadsheet. Full form object linking
and embedding. � DDE
OLE-2OLE-2 /
əυ el i �tu/ noun (in Microsoft
Windows) a facility that extends the func-
tions of OLE to include visual editing to
allow the embedded object to be edited
without leaving the document in which it
is embedded. Full form object linking
and embedding 2 (NOTE: If you insert an
image into a document, you can now edit
the image without leaving the word-proc-
essor. OLE2 also allows applications to
exchange information.)
OLE objectOLE object /
əυ el 
i �ɒbd'ekt/, OLE
container object /
əυ el 
i kən��tenə

ɒbd'ekt/ noun an object that contains a

reference to a linked object or a copy of an
embedded object
omission factoromission factor /əυ��mʃ(ə)n 
f�ktə/
noun the number of relevant documents
that were missed in a search
OMROMR /
əυ em �ɑ/ noun 1. a device that
can recognise marks or lines on a special
forms such as an order form or a reply to a
questionnaire and convert them into a form
a computer can process. Full form optical
mark reader 2. process that allows cer-
tain marks or lines on special forms such
as an order form or a reply to a question-
naire to be recognised by an OMR and in-
put into a computer. Full form optical
mark recognition
on-boardon-board /ɒn bɔd/ adjective referring
to a feature or circuit which is contained
on a motherboard or main PCB

‘…the electronic page is converted to a printer-read-
able video image by the on-board raster image proc-
essor the key intelligence features of these laser
printers are emulation modes and on-board memory’
[Byte]

on chipon chip /
ɒn �tʃp/ noun a circuit con-
structed on a chip
on-chipon-chip /ɒn tʃp/ adjective referring to a
circuit constructed on a chip � The proces-
sor uses on-chip bootstrap software to al-
low programs to be loaded rapidly.
on-chip cacheon-chip cache /
ɒn tʃp �k�ʃ/ noun
cache memory and controller circuitry
built into a processor chip
one-address computerone-address computer /
w�n ə�
dres
kəm��pjutə/ noun a computer structure
whose machine code only uses one ad-
dress at a time
one-address instructionone-address instruction /
w�n ə�


dres n��str�kʃən/ noun an instruction
made up of an operator and one address
one elementone element /w�n �elmənt/ noun a
logical function that produces a true output
if any input is true
one for oneone for one /
w�n fə �w�n/ noun a pro-
gramming language, usually assembler,
that produces one machine code instruc-
tion for each instruction or command word
in the language

COMMENT: Compilers and interpreters are
usually used for translating high-level lan-
guages that use more than one machine code
instruction for each high-level instruction.

one-level addressone-level address /
w�n 
lev(ə)l ə�

�dres/ noun a storage address that directly,
without any modification, accesses a loca-
tion or device
one-level codeone-level code /
w�n 
lev(ə)l �kəυd/
noun same as direct code
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one-level storeone-level store /
w�n 
lev(ə)l �stɔ/
noun the organisation of storage in which
each different type of storage device is
treated as if it were the same
one-level subroutineone-level subroutine /
w�n 
lev(ə)l
�s�brutin/ noun a subroutine which
does not call another subroutine during its
execution
one-pass assemblerone-pass assembler /
w�n pɑs ə�

�semblə/ noun an assembler program that
translates the source code in one action �
This new one-pass assembler is very quick
in operation.
one-plus-one addressone-plus-one address /�w�n pl�s
w�n/ noun an address format that pro-
vides the location of one register and the
location of the next instruction
one’s complementone’s complement /�w�nz

kɒmplment/ noun the inverse of a bina-
ry number � The one’s complement of
10011 is 01100.
one-time padone-time pad /
w�n �tam p�d/ noun
a coding system that uses a unique cipher
key each time it is used

COMMENT: Two identical pieces of paper with
an encrypted alphabet printed on each one
are used, one by the sender, one by the re-
ceiver. This is one of the most secure cipher
systems.

one to zero ratioone to zero ratio /w�n tə, tυ �zərəυ/
noun the ratio between the amplitude of a
binary one and zero output
on-hookon-hook /ɒn hυk/ adverb in or into the
condition of a modem when it is not con-
nected to make a call
onion skin architectureonion skin architecture /��njən skn

ɑktektʃə/ noun a design of a computer
system in layers, according to function or
priority � The onion skin architecture of
this computer is made up of a kernel at the
centre, an operating system, a low-level
language and then the user’s program.
onion skin languageonion skin language /��njən skn

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a database manipulation
language that can process hierarchical data
structures
onlineonline /ɒn��lan/ adverb, adjective refer-
ring to a terminal or device connected to
and under the control of a central proces-
sor � The terminal is on-line to the main-
frame.
online databaseonline database /
ɒnlan �detəbes/
noun an interactive search, retrieve and
update of database records using an online
terminal
online editingonline editing /ɒn�
lan �edtŋ/ noun
the process of creating a finished audio or

film sequence from original tape using ed-
iting instructions in an EDL list
online helponline help /
ɒnlan �help/ noun a text
screen displayed from within an applica-
tion that explains how to use the applica-
tion
online information retrievalonline information retrieval
/
ɒnlan 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n r�
trivəl/ noun a
system that allows an operator of an online
terminal to access, search and display data
held in a main computer
online processingonline processing /
ɒnlan
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing by devices
connected to and under the control of the
central computer, during which the user
remains in contact with the central compu-
ter
online storageonline storage /
ɒnlan �stɔrd'/
noun data storage equipment that is direct-
ly controlled by a computer
online systemonline system /
ɒnlan �stsəm/ noun
a computer system that allows users who
are online to transmit and receive informa-
tion
online transaction processingonline transaction processing
/
ɒnlan tr�n��z�kʃən 
prəυsesŋ/ noun
an interactive processing in which a user
enters commands and data on a terminal
which is linked to a central computer, with
results being displayed on the screen
OnNowOnNow /
ɒn��naυ/ noun a standard that
provides a way of integrating power man-
agement and control within all types of
computer (NOTE: The main benefit of On-
Now is that it allows the development of
a computer that is dormant but will be
ready to use almost immediately after it
has been switched on, unlike current
computers that can take a minute to con-
figure and load the operating system.)
on-screenon-screen /ɒn skrin/ adjective refer-
ring to information that is displayed on a
computer screen rather than printed out
on-siteon-site /ɒn sat/ adjective located at the
place where a particular thing is � The new
model has an on-site upgrade facility.
on the flyon the fly /
ɒn ðə �fla/ adverb (to ex-
amine and modify data) during a program
run without stopping the run
OOPOOP abbr object-oriented programming
o/po/p, O/P abbr output
op codeop code /�ɒp kəυd/ noun a part of the
machine code instruction that defines the
action to be performed. Also called oper-
ation code, order code
openopen /�əυpən/ adjective 1. called up and
prepared before reading or writing actions
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can occur � You cannot access the data
unless the file is open. 2. not closed � verb
to call up and prepare a file before access-
ing, editing or carrying out other transac-
tions on stored records � You cannot ac-
cess the data unless the file has been
opened.
open accessopen access /
əυpən ��kses/ noun a
system in which many workstations are
available for anyone to use
open architectureopen architecture /
əυpən
�ɑktektʃə/ noun computer architecture
with a published expansion interface that
has been designed to allow add-on hard-
ware to be plugged in
open codeopen code /�əυpən kəυd/ noun a set of
extra instructions required in a program
that mainly uses macroinstructions
open collaboration environmentopen collaboration environment
/
əυpən kə�
l�bə��reʃ(ə)n n�


varənmənt/ noun full form of OCE
open database connectivityopen database connectivity
/
əυpən 
detəbes 
kɒnek��tvti/ noun
full form of ODBC
open datalink interfaceopen datalink interface /
əυpən
�detəlŋk 
ntəfes/ noun full form of
ODI
open-ended programopen-ended program /
əυpən 
endd
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a program designed to
allow future expansion and easy modifica-
tion
open fileopen file /�əυpən fal/ noun a file that
can be read from or written to (NOTE: An
application opens the file which locates
the file on disk and prepares it for an op-
eration.)
open reelopen reel /�əυpən ril/ noun a magnetic
tape on a reel that is not enclosed in a car-
tridge or cassette
open routineopen routine /
əυpən ru��tin/ noun a
routine which can be inserted into a larger
routine or program without using a call in-
struction
OpenScriptOpenScript /�əυpənskrpt/ noun an
object-oriented programming language
used in the Asymetrix Toolbook authoring
software
open shortest path firstopen shortest path first /
əυpən

ʃɔtəst pɑθ �φ�ʃθ/ noun full form of
OSPF
open sourceopen source adjective describes a pro-
gram for which the source code is freely
available and which anyone is legally able
to modify and improve

‘In yet another initiative, aimed at cutting the upfront
costs of big IT projects, the OGC is tipping towards

a preference for open source software.’
[The Guardian]

open subroutineopen subroutine /
əυpən �s�brutin/
noun a code for a subroutine which is cop-
ied into memory whenever a call instruc-
tion is found, rather than executing a jump
to the subroutine’s address
open systemopen system /�əυpən 
sstəm/ noun 1.
a nonproprietary system that is not under
the control of one company 2. a system
that is constructed in such a way that dif-
ferent operating systems can work togeth-
er
open system interconnectionopen system interconnection
/
əυpən 
sstəm 
ntəkə��nekʃ(ə)n/ noun
e. Full form of OSI
open trading protocolopen trading protocol /
əυpən
�tredŋ 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun a standardised
computer protocol for transactions involv-
ing payments and for methods of payment.
Abbr OTP
operandoperand /�ɒpər�nd/ noun the data in a
computer instruction which is to be oper-
ated on by the operator � In the instruction
ADD 74, the operator ADD will add the
operand 74 to the accumulator.
operand fieldoperand field /�ɒpər�nd fild/ noun a
part of a computer instruction containing
the location of the operand
operateoperate /�ɒpəret/ verb to work or to
make a machine work � Do you know how
to operate the telephone switchboard?
(NOTE: operates – operating – operated)
operating codeoperating code /�ɒpəretŋ kəυd/
noun a part of the machine code instruc-
tion that defines the action to be per-
formed. Also called op code
operating consoleoperating console /�ɒpəretŋ

kɒnsəυl/ noun a terminal in an interac-
tive system that sends and receives infor-
mation
operating instructionsoperating instructions /�ɒpəretŋ
n�
str�kʃənz/ plural noun commands and
instructions used to operate a computer
operating systemoperating system /�ɒpəretŋ

sstəm/ noun full form of OS
operating timeoperating time /�ɒpəretŋ tam/ noun
the total time required to carry out a task
operationoperation /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun the
working of a machine
operationaloperational /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
which is working
operational informationoperational information /
ɒpə�


reʃ(ə)nəl 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n/ noun infor-
mation about the normal operations of a
system
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operation codeoperation code /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n kəυd/
noun same as op code
operation cycleoperation cycle /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n

sak(ə)l/ noun a section of the machine
cycle during which the instruction is exe-
cuted
operation decoderoperation decoder /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n di�


kəυdə/ noun a piece of hardware that
converts a machine-code instruction in bi-
nary form into actions
operation fieldoperation field /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n 
fild/
noun a part of an assembly language state-
ment that contains the mnemonic or sym-
bol for the op code
operation priorityoperation priority /
ɒpəreʃ(ə)n pra�

�ɒrti/ noun the sequence order in which
the operations within a statement are car-
ried out
operation registeroperation register /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n

red'stə/ noun a register that contains
the op code during its execution
operations manualoperations manual /
ɒpə�
reʃ(ə)nz
�m�njυəl/ noun same as instruction
manual
operation timeoperation time /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n tam/
noun a period of time that an operation re-
quires for its operation cycle
operation trialoperation trial /
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n 
traəl/
noun a series of tests to check programs
and data preparation
operatoroperator /�ɒpə�
retə/ noun 1. a person
who makes a machine or process work �
The operator was sitting at his console. 2.
a character, symbol or word that defines a
function or operation � x is the multiplica-
tion operator.
operator overloadingoperator overloading /
ɒpəretə
�əυvələυdŋ/ noun the process of assign-
ing more than one function to a particular
operator (NOTE: the function often de-
pends on the type of data being operated
on and is used in the C++ and Ada pro-
gramming languages.)
operator precedenceoperator precedence /
ɒpəretə
�presdəns/ noun the order in which a
number of mathematical operations will
be carried out
operator procedureoperator procedure /�ɒpəretə prə�


sid'ə/ noun a set of actions that an oper-
ator has to carry out to work a machine or
process
operator’s consoleoperator’s console /�ɒpəretəz

kɒnsəυl/ noun a unit with the input and
output devices used by an operator to con-
trol a computer, usually consisting of a
keyboard and VDU

op registerop register /ɒp �red'stə/ noun a regis-
ter that contains the op code for the in-
struction that is being executed
opticaloptical /�ɒptk(ə)l/ adjective referring to
or making use of light � An optical reader
uses a light beam to scan characters.
optical bar readeroptical bar reader /
ɒptk(ə)l �bɑ

ridə/ noun an optical device that reads
data from a bar code
optical character readeroptical character reader /
ɒptk(ə)l
�k�rktə 
ridə/ noun full form of OCR 1
optical character recognitionoptical character recognition
/
ɒptk(ə)l 
k�rktə 
rekə���nʃ(ə)n/
noun full form of OCR 2
optical communication systemoptical communication system
/
ɒptk(ə)l kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)n 
sstəm/
noun a communication system using fibre
optics
optical computeroptical computer /
ɒptk(ə)l kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a proposed computer that
would use optical fibres and switches and
laser light, instead of wires, transistors and
printed circuits, and that would process in-
formation much faster than conventional
computers
optical data linkoptical data link /
ɒptk(ə)l �detə

lŋk/ noun a connection between two de-
vices to allow the transmission of data us-
ing light signals, either line-of-sight or op-
tic fibre
optical diskoptical disk /�ɒptk(ə)l dsk/ noun a
disk that contains binary data in the form
of small holes in a metal layer under the
surface which are read with a laser beam
(NOTE: One example is a WORM disk
(write once, read many times) which can
be programmed once or a compact disc
(CD) which is programmed at manufac-
ture)
optical fibreoptical fibre /
ɒptk(ə)l �fabə/ noun a
fine strand of glass or plastic protected by
a surrounding material, that is used for the
convenient transmission of light signals. �
fibre optics. Also called optic fibre
optical fontoptical font /�ɒptk(ə)l fɒnt/ noun a
character design that can be easily read us-
ing an OCR. Also called OCR font
optical mark readeroptical mark reader /
ɒptk(ə)l
�mɑk 
ridə/ noun full form of OMR 1
optical mark recognitionoptical mark recognition /
ɒptk(ə)l
mɑk 
rekə���nʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of
OMR 2
optical memoryoptical memory /
ɒptk(ə)l
�mem(ə)ri/ noun the capacity of optical
disks
optical mouseoptical mouse /�ɒptk(ə)l maυs/ noun
a pointing device that is operated by mov-
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ing it across a special flat mat; (NOTE: On
the mat is printed a grid of lines. As the
mouse is moved, two light sensors count
the number of lines that have been
passed to produce a measure of the dis-
tance and direction of travel. An optical
mouse has fewer moving parts than a
mechanical mouse and so is more relia-
ble, but requires an accurately printed
mat.)
optical scanneroptical scanner /
ɒptk(ə)l �sk�nə/
noun a piece of equipment that converts an
image into electrical signals which can be
stored in and displayed on a computer
optical storageoptical storage /
ɒptk(ə)l �stɔrd'/
noun data storage using mediums such as
optical disk
optical transmissionoptical transmission /
ɒptk(ə)l
tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun the use of fibre op-
tic cables, laser beams and other light
sources to carry data, in the form of pulses
of light
optic fibreoptic fibre /
ɒptk �fabə/ noun same as
optical fibre
optimisationoptimisation, optimization noun the
process of making something work as effi-
ciently as possible
optimiseoptimise /�ɒpt�
maz/, optimize verb
to make something work as efficiently as
possible (NOTE: optimises – optimising –
optimised)
optimised codeoptimised code /�ɒpt�
mazd kəυd/,
optimized code noun a program that has
been passed through an optimiser to re-
move any inefficient code or statements
optimiseroptimiser /�ɒptmazə/, optimizer
noun a program that adapts another pro-
gram to run more efficiently
optimising compileroptimising compiler /
ɒptmazŋ
kəm��palə/ noun a compiler that analyses
the machine code it produces in order to
improve the speed or efficiency of the code
optimumoptimum /�ɒptməm/ adjective best
possible
optimum codeoptimum code /�ɒptməm kəυd/ noun
a coding system that provides the fastest
access and retrieval time for stored data
items
opt-in mailing listopt-in mailing list /
ɒpt n �melŋ
lst/ noun a list of email addresses in
which each recipient has specifically
asked to receive advertising email messag-
es, usually so that he or she can keep up to
date with a topic or industry
optionoption /�ɒpʃən/ noun an action which
can be chosen � There are usually four op-
tions along the top of the screen.

optionaloptional /�ɒpʃ(ə)n(ə)l/ adjective which
can be chosen � The system comes with
optional 3.5 or 5.25 disk drives.
Option keyOption key /�ɒpʃ(ə)n ki/ noun a key on
an Apple Mac keyboard that gives access
to other functions of keys, similar to Ctrl
or Alt keys on an IBM PC keyboard
optomechanical mouseoptomechanical mouse /
ɒptəυm�


k�nk(ə)l �maυs/ noun same as me-
chanical mouse
OROR /
əυ �ɑ/ noun a Boolean function that
is often used in searches to ask the search
engine to find text that contains any of the
search words. Compare AND (NOTE: For
example, the phrase ‘dog OR cat’ will in-
clude all documents that contain the
words dog or cat.)
Orange BookOrange Book /�ɒrnd' bυk/ noun a set
of standards published by Philips that de-
fine the format for a recordable CD-ROM
ORBORB abbr Object Request Broker (see)
orderorder /�ɔdə/ noun 1. an instruction 2. an
arrangement sorted according to a key � in
alphabetical order � verb 1. to direct or
instruct a person to do something 2. to sort
data according to a key
order codeorder code /�ɔdə kəυd/ noun same as
op code
order code processororder code processor /�ɔdə kəυd

prəυsesə/ noun full form of OCP
ordered listordered list /�ɔdəd lst/ noun a list of
data items which have been sorted into an
order
OR functionOR function /ɔ �f�ŋkʃən/ noun a logi-
cal function that produces a true output if
any input is true

COMMENT: The result of the OR function will be
1 if either or both inputs are 1; if both inputs
are 0, then the result is 0.

organisationorganisation /
ɔ�əna��zeʃ(ə)n/, or-
ganization noun a way of arranging
something so that it works efficiently or
has a logical structure
organisationalorganisational /
ɔ�əna�

�zeʃ(ə)n(ə)l/, organizational adjective
referring to the way in which something is
organised
organiseorganise /�ɔ�ə�
naz/, organize verb to
arrange something so that it works effi-
ciently or has a logical structure (NOTE: or-
ganises – organising – organised)
OR gateOR gate /�ɔ �et/ noun an electronic
circuit that provides the OR function
orientatedorientated /�ɔriəntetd/ adjective
aimed towards something
orientationorientation /
ɔriən��teʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
the direction or position of an object 2. (in
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word-processing or DTP software) the di-
rection of a page, either landscape, with
long edge horizontal, or portrait, with long
edge vertical
originorigin /�ɒrd'n/ noun 1. the position on
a display screen to which all coordinates
are referenced, usually the top left hand
corner of the screen 2. a location in mem-
ory at which the first instruction of a pro-
gram is stored
originaloriginal /ə��rd'ən(ə)l/ adjective used or
made first � noun the master data disk,
from which a copy can be made
original equipment manufactureroriginal equipment manufacturer
/ə�
rd'ən(ə)l �
kwpmənt 
m�njυ�

�f�ktʃərə/ noun full form of OEM
originateoriginate /ə��rd'net/ verb to start or
come from a place or source � The data
originated from the new computer. (NOTE:
originates – originating – originated)
originate modemoriginate modem /ə��rd'ənet

məυdem/ noun a modem that makes a
call to another modem that is waiting to
answer calls (NOTE: The originate modem
emits a carrier in response to an answer-
tone from the remote modem.)
originationorigination /ə�
rd'��neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
work involved in creating something
OROMOROM /�əυ rɒm/ abbr optical read-only
memory
orphanorphan /�ɔf(ə)n/ noun the first line of a
paragraph of text printed alone at the bot-
tom of a column, with the rest of the para-
graph at the top of the next column or
page. Compare widow (NOTE: An orphan
makes a page look ugly.)
orthogonalorthogonal /
ɔ��θɒ�ənəl/ adjective re-
ferring to an instruction made up of inde-
pendent parameters or parts
OSOS /
əυ �es/ noun software that controls
the basic, low-level hardware operations,
and file management of a computer, with-
out the user having to operate it. Full form
operating system (NOTE: The OS is
usually supplied with the computer as
part of the bundled software in ROM.)
OS/2OS/2 a trade name for a multitasking op-
erating system for PC computers devel-
oped by IBM and Microsoft (NOTE: Devel-
opment is now continued by IBM to make
it an alternative to Microsoft Windows.)
OSFOSF abbr Open Software Foundation
OSIOSI /
əυ es �a/ noun a standard theoreti-
cal model of a network that is created from
seven different layers each with a different
function. This model provides the basis of

almost all networks in use. Full form open
system interconnection
OSPFOSPF /
əυ es pi �ef/ noun a protocol
used with a TCP/IP network that will send
packets of data on a route that has the least
amount of traffic. Full form open short-
est path first
OTPOTP abbr open trading protocol
outageoutage /�aυtd'/ noun the time during
which a system is not operational
outletoutlet /�aυtlet/ noun a connection or
point in a circuit or network where a signal
or data can be accessed
outlineoutline /�aυtlan/ noun the main features
of something
outline flowchartoutline flowchart /�aυt(ə)lan

fləυtʃɑt/ noun a flowchart of the main
features, steps and decisions in a program
or system
outline fontoutline font /�aυt(ə)lan fɒnt/ noun a
printer or display font stored as a set of
outlines that mathematically describe the
shape of each character, and which are
then used to draw each character rather
than actual patterns of dots (NOTE: Outline
fonts can be easily scaled, unlike bitmap
fonts.)
outlineroutliner /�aυtlanə/ noun a utility pro-
gram used to help a user order sections and
subsections of a list of things to do or parts
of a project
out of alignmentout of alignment /
aυt əv ə��lanmənt/
adjective not aligned correctly
out of controlout of control /
aυt əv kən��trəυl/ ad-
jective not kept in check
out of dateout of date /
aυt əv �det/ adjective
old-fashioned or no longer current � Their
computer system is years out of date.
out of rangeout of range /
aυt əv �rend'/ adjective
referring to a number or quantity that is
outside the limits of a system
outputoutput /�aυtpυt/ noun 1. information or
data that is transferred from a CPU or the
main memory to another device such as a
monitor, printer or secondary storage de-
vice 2. the action of transferring informa-
tion or data from store to a user � abbr
o/p, O/P � verb to transfer data from a
computer to a monitor or printer � Fin-
ished documents can be output to the laser
printer.
output areaoutput area /�aυtpυt 
eəriə/, output
block noun a section of memory that con-
tains data to be transferred to an output de-
vice
output-boundoutput-bound /�aυtpυt 
baυnd/ adjec-
tive referring to a processor that cannot
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function at normal speed because of a
slower peripheral
output buffer registeroutput buffer register /
aυtpυt 
b�fə
�red'stə/ noun a temporary store for data
that is waiting to be output
output bureauoutput bureau /�aυtpυt 
bjυərəυ/
noun an office that converts data from a
DTP program or a drawing stored on disk
into typeset artwork
output deviceoutput device /�aυtpυt d�
vas/ noun a
device such as a monitor or printer which
allows information to be displayed
output fileoutput file /�aυtpυt fal/ noun a set of
records that have been completely proc-
essed according to various parameters
output formatteroutput formatter /�aυtpυt 
fɔm�tə/
noun 1. a piece of software used to format
data or programs, and output them, so that
they are compatible with another sort of
storage medium 2. a part of a word-proc-
essor program that formats text according
to embedded commands
output-limitedoutput-limited /
aυtpυt �lmtd/ ad-
jective same as output-bound
output modeoutput mode /�aυtpυt məυd/ noun a
computer mode in which data is moved
from internal storage or the CPU to exter-
nal devices
output portoutput port /�aυtpυt pɔt/ noun a cir-
cuit and connector that allow a computer
to output or transmit data to other devices
or machines � Connect the printer to the
printer output port.
output registeroutput register /�aυtpυt 
red'stə/
noun a register that stores data to be output
until the receiver is ready or the channel is
free
output streamoutput stream /�aυtpυt strim/ noun a
communications channel carrying data
output to a peripheral
outsourceoutsource /�aυt�
sɔs/ verb to employ
another company to manage and support a
network for your company
OVOV abbr overflow
OverDriveOverDrive /�əυvədrav/ a trade name
for a processor chip that is used as a more
powerful replacement for a conventional
Intel 80486 processor
overflowoverflow /�əυvəfləυ/ noun 1. a mathe-
matical result that is greater than the limits
of the computer’s number storage system
2. a situation in a network when the
number of transmissions is greater than the
line capacity and they are transferred by
another route � abbr OV

overflow checkoverflow check /
əυvə��fləυ tʃek/
noun a process of examining an overflow
flag to see if an overflow has occurred
overheadoverhead /�əυvəhed/ noun an extra
code that has to be stored to organise the
program � The line numbers in a BASIC
program are an overhead.
overhead bitoverhead bit /
əυvər��hed bt/ noun a
single bit used for error detection in a
transmission
overheatoverheat /
əυvə��hit/ verb to become
too hot � The system may overheat if the
room is not air-conditioned.
overlapoverlap /
əυvə��l�p/ noun a situation in
which one thing covers part of another or
two sections of data are placed on top of
each other � verb to cover part of an item
with another (NOTE: overlapping – over-
lapped)
overlayoverlay /�əυvəle/ noun a small section
of a program that is bigger than the main
memory capacity of a computer, loaded
into memory when required, so that main
memory only contains the sections it re-
quires

‘Many packages also boast useful drawing and over-
lay facilities which enable the user to annotate spe-
cific maps.’ [Computing]

overlay cardoverlay card /�əυvəle kɑd/ noun
same as video graphics card
overlay functionoverlay function /�əυvəle

f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun � matte, chroma key
overlay manageroverlay manager /�əυvəle

m�nd'ə/ noun a piece of system soft-
ware that manages the loading and execu-
tion of sections of a program when they
are required during run-time
overlay regionoverlay region /�əυvəle 
rid'(ə)n/
noun an area of main memory that can be
used by the overlay manager to store the
current section of the program being run
overlay segmentsoverlay segments /�əυvəle

se�mənts/ plural noun short sections of a
long program that can be loaded into
memory when required, and executed
overloadoverload /
əυvə��ləυd/ verb to demand
more than the device is capable of � The
computer is overloaded with that amount
of processing.
overpunchingoverpunching /
əυvə��p�ntʃŋ/ noun
the process of altering data on a paper tape
by punching additional holes
overrunoverrun /
əυvə��r�n/ noun data that was
missed by a receiver because it was not
synchronised with the transmitter or be-
cause it operates at a slower speed than the
transmitter and has no buffer
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overscanoverscan /�əυvəsk�n/ noun 1. a faulty
or badly adjusted monitor in which the dis-
played image runs off the edge of the
screen 2. display equipment in which the
picture beam scans past the screen bound-
aries to ensure that the image fills the
screen
over-voltage protectionover-voltage protection /
əυvə
�vəυltd' prə�
tekʃ(ə)n/ noun a safety de-

vice that prevents a power supply voltage
exceeding certain specified limits
overwriteoverwrite /
əυvə��rat/ verb to write data
to a location, e.g. memory or disk, and, in
doing so, to destroy any data already con-
tained in that location � The latest data in-
put has overwritten the old information.
(NOTE: overwriting – overwrote – over-
written)

P
pp abbr pico-
PP abbr peta
packpack /p�k/ noun a number of disks sold
or kept together � verb to store a quantity
of data in a reduced form, often by repre-
senting several characters of data with one
stored character
package dealpackage deal /�p�kd' dil/ noun an
agreement in which several different items
are agreed at the same time � They agreed
a package deal, which involves the devel-
opment of software, customising hardware
and training of staff.
packaged softwarepackaged software /
p�kd'd
�sɒftweə/ noun same as software pack-
age
packed decimalpacked decimal /p�kt �desm(ə)l/
noun a sequence of decimal digits stored
in a small space, by using only four bits for
each digit
packed formatpacked format /p�kt �fɔm�t/ noun
two binary coded decimal digits stored
within one computer word or byte, usually
achieved by removing the check or parity
bit
packetpacket /�p�kt/ noun a group of data bits
which can be transmitted as a group from
one node to another over a network
packet assembler/disassemblerpacket assembler/disassembler
/
p�kt ə�
semblə 
dsə��semblə/ noun a
dedicated computer which converts serial
data from asynchronous terminals to a
form that can be transmitted along a pack-

et-switched, synchronous network. Abbr
PAD
packet Internet groperpacket Internet groper /
p�kt

ntənet ��rəυpə/ noun full form of PING
(see)
packet schedulerpacket scheduler /�p�kt 
ʃedjulə/
noun a part of a network router that deter-
mines when to transmit the packet of data
to the final destination based on the route
that has been selected
packet switchingpacket switching /�p�kt swtʃŋ/
noun a method of sending data across a
WAN in small packets, which are then re-
assembled in the correct order at the re-
ceiving end

‘The network is based on Northern Telecom DPN
data switches over which it will offer X.25 packet
switching, IBM SNA, and frame-relay transmis-
sion.’ [Computing]

packet switching servicepacket switching service /�p�kt

swtʃŋ 
s�vs/ noun a commercial data
transmission service that sends data over
its WAN using packet switching. Abbr
PSS
packingpacking /�p�kŋ/ noun the process of
putting large amounts of data into a small
area of storage
packing densitypacking density /�p�kŋ 
densti/
noun the number of bits that can be stored
in a unit area
packing routinepacking routine /�p�kŋ ru�
tin/
noun a program which packs data into a
small storage area
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padpad /p�d/ noun a number of keys ar-
ranged together
PADPAD abbr packet assembler/disassembler
pad characterpad character /p�d �k�rktə/ noun an
extra character added to a string or packet
or file until it is a required size
paddingpadding /�p�dŋ/ noun a character or
set of digits added to fill out a string or
packet until it is the right length
paddlepaddle /�p�d(ə)l/ noun a computer pe-
ripheral consisting of a knob or device
which is turned to move a cursor or pointer
on the screen
pagepage /ped'/ noun 1. a sheet of paper 2.
an amount of text displayed on a computer
monitor or screen which would fill a page
of paper if printed out or which fills the
screen 3. a section of main store, which
contains data or programs 4. one section of
a main program which can be loaded into
main memory when required � verb 1. to
make up a text into pages 2. to divide com-
puter backing store into sections to allow
long programs to be executed in a small
main memory (NOTE: pages – paging –
paged)
page addressingpage addressing /ped' ə��dresŋ/
noun main memory which has been split
into blocks, with a unique address allocat-
ed to each block of memory which can
then be called up and accessed individual-
ly, when required
page boundarypage boundary /ped' �baυnd(ə)ri/
noun a point where one page ends and the
next starts
page breakpage break /
ped' �brek/ noun 1. the
point in continuous text at which a page
ends and a new page starts 2. a marker
used when word-processing to show
where a new page should start
paged addresspaged address /
ped'd ə��dres/ noun
(in a paged-memory scheme) the actual
physical memory address that is calculated
from a logical address and its page address
page description languagepage description language /
ped'
d��skrpʃən 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun software
that controls a printer’s actions to print a
page of text to a particular format accord-
ing to a user’s instructions. Abbr PDL
page description programming languagepage description programming
language /ped' d�
skrpʃ(ə)n
�prəυ�r�mŋ 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a pro-
gramming language that accepts com-
mands to define the size, position and type
style for text or graphics on a page

page displaypage display /ped' d��sple/ noun the
process of showing a page of text on the
screen as it will appear when printed out
paged-memory management unitpaged-memory management unit
/
ped'd 
mem(ə)ri �m�nd'mənt

junt/ noun an electronic logic circuit
that manages the translation between logi-
cal addresses that refer to a particular page
and the real physical address that is being
referenced
paged-memory schemepaged-memory scheme /
ped'd
�mem(ə)ri 
skim/ noun a way of dividing
memory into areas or pages which are then
allocated a page number (NOTE: Memory
addresses are relative to a page that is
then mapped to the real, physical memo-
ry. This system is normally used to imple-
ment virtual memory.)
page down keypage down key /
ped' �daυn 
ki/
noun a keyboard key that moves the cursor
position down by the number of lines on
one screen. Abbr PgDn
page framepage frame /
ped' �frem/ noun a
physical address to which a page of virtual
or logical memory can be mapped
page image bufferpage image buffer /
ped' �md'

b�fə/ noun memory in a page printer that
holds the image as it is built up before it is
printed
page impressionpage impression /ped' m��preʃ(ə)n/
noun a measure used to count how many
times a webpage has been displayed to a
visitor to a website
page layoutpage layout /ped' �leaυt/ noun the
arrangement of text and pictures within a
page of a document � We do all our page
layout using desktop publishing software.
page lengthpage length /
ped' �leŋθ/ noun the
length of a page in word-processing
page makeuppage makeup /
ped' �mek�p/ noun
the action of pasting images and text into a
page ready for printing
page-mode RAMpage-mode RAM /
ped' məυd �r�m/
noun dynamic RAM designed to access
sequential memory locations very quickly
� The video adapter uses page-mode RAM
to speed up the display.
page numberpage number /ped' �n�mbə/ noun a
unique number assigned to each page
within a multimedia application, to be
used within hyperlinks and when moving
between pages
page orientationpage orientation /ped' 
ɔriən�

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun the direction of the long
edge of a piece of paper
page previewpage preview /ped' �pri�
vju/ noun
(in WP or DTP software) a graphical rep-
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resentation of how a page will look when
printed, with different type styles, margins
and graphics correctly displayed
page printerpage printer /ped' �prntə/ noun a
printer, usually a laser printer, which com-
poses one page of text within memory and
then prints it in one pass
page protectionpage protection /ped' prə��tekʃən/
noun the set of software controls used to
ensure that pages are not overwritten by
accident or copied into a reserved section
of memory
page readerpage reader /ped' �ridə/ noun a de-
vice which converts written or typed infor-
mation to a form that a computer can un-
derstand and process
page requestspage requests /ped' r��kwestz/ plu-
ral noun a measure of the number of pages
viewed in a day, providing an indication of
the popularity of your website
page setuppage setup /�ped' 
set�p/ noun the
set of software options that allow a user to
set up how the page will look when print-
ed, – usually setting the margins, size of
paper, and scaling of a page
pages per minutepages per minute /
ped'z p�
�mnət/ noun full form of ppm � This la-
ser printer can output eight pages per
minute.
page tablepage table /ped' �teb(ə)l/ noun a list
of all the pages and their locations within
main memory, used by the operating sys-
tem when accessing a page
page up keypage up key /
ped' ��p 
ki/ noun a
keyboard key that moves the cursor posi-
tion up by the number of lines in one
screen. Abbr PgUp
page widthpage width /
ped' �, wdθ/ noun the
number of characters across a page or line
paginationpagination /
p�d'��neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of dividing text into pages
pagingpaging /�ped'ŋ/ noun a virtual memo-
ry technique of splitting main memory into
small blocks or pages which are allocated
an address and which can be called up
when required

COMMENT: A virtual memory management
system stores data as pages in memory to
provide an apparently larger capacity main
memory by storing unused pages in backing
store, copying them into main memory only
when required.

paging algorithmpaging algorithm /�ped'ŋ

�l�ərð(ə)m/ noun a formula by which
the memory management allocates memo-
ry to pages, also covering the transfer from
backing storage to main memory in the
most efficient way

paintpaint /pent/ noun (in a graphics pro-
gram) colour and pattern used to fill an
area � verb (in a graphics program) to fill
an enclosed graphics shape with a colour
Paintbrush/PaintPaintbrush/Paint /
pantbr�ʃ �pent/
noun an application supplied with Micro-
soft Windows 3.1x and Windows 95 for
creating or editing bitmap images
paint objectpaint object /�pent 
ɒbd'ekt/ noun a
bitmap image
paint programpaint program /�pent 
prəυ�r�m/
noun software that allows a user to draw
pictures on screen in different colours,
with different styles of brush and special
effects � I drew a rough of our new logo
with this paint program.

COMMENT: Paint programs normally operate
on bitmap images. Drafting or design software
normally works with vector-based images.

paired registerpaired register /
peəd �red'stə/ noun
a set of two basic word size registers used
together as one large word size register, of-
ten for storing address words � The 8-bit
CPU uses a paired register to provide a
16-bit address register.
PALPAL /
pi e �el/ noun a standard for tele-
vision transmission and reception using a
625-line picture transmitted at 25 frames
per second. Full form phase alternation
line (NOTE: PAL provides a clearer image
than NTSC and is used in most of Eu-
rope, except for France, which uses SE-
CAM. The USA and Japan use NTSC.)
palettepalette /�p�lət/ noun the range of col-
ours which can be used on a printer or
computer display
palette shiftpalette shift /�p�lət ʃft/ noun an im-
age displayed using the wrong palette with
the unwanted effect that the colours appear
distorted
palmtoppalmtop /�pɑmtɒp/ noun a personal
computer that is small enough to be held in
one hand and operated with the other �
This palmtop has a tiny keyboard and
twenty-line LCD screen.
panpan /p�n/ verb 1. (in computer graphics)
to smoothly move a viewing window hori-
zontally across an image that is too wide to
display all at once 2. (in MIDI or sound) to
adjust the balance of a sound between the
two stereo channels (NOTE: panning –
panned)
panelpanel /�p�n(ə)l/ noun a flat section of a
casing with control knobs or sockets � The
socket is on the back panel.
Pantone Matching SystemPantone Matching System
/
p�ntəυn �m�tʃŋ 
sstəm/ a trade
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name for a standard method of matching
ink colours on screen and on printed out-
put using a book of pre-defined colours.
Abbr PMS
paper-fedpaper-fed /�pepə fed/ adjective refer-
ring to a device which is activated when
paper is introduced into it � a paper-fed
scanner
paper feedpaper feed /�pepə fid/ noun a mecha-
nism which pulls paper through a printer
paperlesspaperless /�pepələs/ adjective without
using paper
paperless officepaperless office /
pepələs �ɒfs/
noun an office which uses computers and
other electronic devices for office tasks
and avoids the use of paper

‘Indeed, the concept of the paperless office may have
been a direct attack on Xerox and its close ties to the
paper document. Yet, as we all know, the paperless
office has so far been an empty promise.’ [Comput-
ing]

paper tapepaper tape /�pepə tep/ noun a long
strip of paper on which data can be record-
ed, usually in the form of punched holes
paper tape feedpaper tape feed /
pepə �tep 
fid/
noun a method by which paper tape is
passed into a machine
paper tape punchpaper tape punch /
pepə �tep

p�ntʃ/ noun a device which punches
holes in paper tape to carry data
paper tape readerpaper tape reader /
pepə �tep

ridə/ noun a device which accepts
punched paper tape and converts the
punched information stored on it into sig-
nals which a computer can process
paper throwpaper throw /�pepə θrəυ/ noun rapid
vertical movement of paper in a printer
paper traypaper tray /�pepə tre/ noun a contain-
er used to hold paper to be fed into a print-
er
paper-white monitorpaper-white monitor /
pepə �wat

mɒntə/ noun a monitor that normally
displays black text on a white background,
rather than the normal illuminated text on
a black background
paragraphparagraph /�p�rə�rɑf/ noun 1. (in a
document) the section of text between two
carriage return characters, with a unified
subject 2. (in a memory map) a 16-byte
section of memory which starts at a hexa-
decimal address that can be evenly divided
by 16
paragraph markerparagraph marker /�p�rə�rɑf

mɑkə/ noun (in a document) a nonprint-
ing character that shows where a carriage
return is within a document
parallelparallel /�p�rəlel/ adjective 1. referring
to a computer system in which two or

more processors operate simultaneously
on one or more items of data 2. referring to
two or more bits of a word transmitted
over separate lines at the same time
parallel accessparallel access /
p�rəlel ��kses/
noun data transfer between two devices
with a number of bits, usually one byte
wide, being sent simultaneously
parallel adderparallel adder /
p�rəlel ��də/ noun a
number of adders joined together, allow-
ing several digits to be added at once
parallel broadcastparallel broadcast /
p�rəlel
�brɔdkɑst/ noun a broadcast that is
transmitted simultaneously by radio or tel-
evision and over the Internet
parallel computerparallel computer /
p�rəlel kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a computer with one or
more logic or arithmetic units, allowing
parallel processing
parallel connectionparallel connection /
p�rəlel kə�

�nekʃ(ə)n/ noun a connector on a compu-
ter allowing parallel data to be transferred
� Their transmission rate is 60,000 bps
through parallel connection.
parallel data transmissionparallel data transmission
/
p�rəlel �detə tr�nz�
mʃ(ə)n/ noun the
transmission of bits of data simultaneously
along a number of data lines
parallel input/outputparallel input/output /
p�rəlel

npυt �aυtpυt/ noun full form of PIO
parallel input/output chipparallel input/output chip /
p�rəlel

npυt �aυtpυt 
tʃp/ noun a dedicated in-
tegrated circuit that performs all hand-
shaking, buffering and other operations
needed when transferring parallel data to
and from a CPU
parallel input/parallel outputparallel input/parallel output
/
p�rəlel 
npυt 
p�rəlel �aυtpυt/ noun
full form of PIPO
parallel input/serial outputparallel input/serial output
/
p�rəlel 
npυt 
səriəl �aυtpυt/ noun
full form of PISO
parallel interfaceparallel interface /
p�rəlel �ntəfes/
noun a circuit and connector that allows
parallel data to be received or transmitted.
Also called parallel port
parallel operationparallel operation /
p�rəlel 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a number of processes
carried out simultaneously on a number of
inputs
parallel printerparallel printer /
p�rəlel �prntə/
noun a printer that is connected to a com-
puter via a parallel interface and accepts
character data in parallel form

‘The Wheelwriter 7000 offers 172Kb of document
storage and mail-merge capabilities: it can be con-
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nected to a PC using the parallel printer port.’ [Com-
puting]

parallel priority systemparallel priority system /
p�rəlel
pra��ɒrti 
sstəm/ noun a number of pe-
ripherals connected in parallel to one bus,
which, if they require attention, send their
address and an interrupt signal, which is
then processed by the computer according
to device priority
parallel processingparallel processing /
p�rəlel
�prəυsesŋ/ noun computer operation on
several tasks simultaneously
parallel runningparallel running /
p�rəlel �r�nŋ/
noun the running of an old and a new com-
puter system together to allow the new
system to be checked before it becomes
the only system used
parallel search storageparallel search storage /
p�rəlel
�s�tʃ 
stɔrd'/ noun data retrieval from
storage that uses part of the data other than
an address to locate the data
parallel transferparallel transfer /
p�rəlel �tr�nsf�/
noun data transfer between two devices
with a number of bits, usually one byte
wide, being sent simultaneously
parallel transmissionparallel transmission /
p�rəlel
tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun data transmitted
over a number of data lines carrying all the
bits of a data word simultaneously. Com-
pare serial transmission
parameterparameter /pə��r�mtə/ noun an item of
information which defines the limits or ac-
tions of something, e.g. a variable, routine
or program � The X parameter defines the
number of characters displayed across a
screen.
parameter-driven softwareparameter-driven software /pə�


r�mtə 
drv(ə)n �sɒftweə/ noun soft-
ware whose main functions can be modi-
fied and tailored to a user’s needs by a
number of variables
parameterisationparameterisation /pə�
r�mtəra�

�zeʃ(ə)n/, parameterization noun the
action of setting parameters for software
parameter passingparameter passing /pə��r�mtə

pɑsŋ/ noun (in a program) a value
passed to a routine or program when it is
called
parameter testingparameter testing /pə��r�mtə

testŋ/ noun the process of using a pro-
gram to examine the parameters and set up
the system or program accordingly
parameter wordparameter word /pə��r�mtə w�d/
noun a data word that contains informa-
tion defining the limits or actions of a rou-
tine or program

parametric equaliserparametric equaliser /
p�rəmetrk
�ikwəlazə/ noun a device that can en-
hance or reduce the levels of particular fre-
quencies within an audio signal
parametric subroutineparametric subroutine
/
p�rəmetrk �s�brutin/ noun a sub-
routine that uses parameters to define its
limits or actions
parent directoryparent directory /�peərənt da�


rekt(ə)ri/ noun (in a DOS filing system)
the directory above a subdirectory
parent folderparent folder /�peərənt 
fəυldə/ noun
(in an Apple Mac filing system) one folder
that contains other folders
parent objectparent object /�peərənt 
ɒbd'ekt/
noun a page that contains the object that is
being referenced
parent programparent program /�peərənt

prəυ�r�m/ noun a program that starts
another program, a child program, while it
is still running (NOTE: Control passes
back to the parent program when the
child program has finished.)
parityparity /�p�rti/ noun the fact of being
equal

‘The difference between them is that RAID level one
offers mirroring, whereas level five stripes records in
parity across the disks in the system.’ [Computing]

parity bitparity bit /�p�rti bt/ noun an extra bit
added to a data word as a parity checking
device
parity checkparity check /�p�rti tʃek/ noun a
method of checking for errors and that
transmitted binary data has not been cor-
rupted by adding an extra bit
parity flagparity flag /�p�rti fl��/ noun an indi-
cator that shows if data has passed a parity
check or if data has odd or even parity
parity interruptparity interrupt /�p�rti 
ntər�pt/
noun an interrupt signal from an error
checking routine which indicates that re-
ceived data has failed a parity check and is
corrupt
parity trackparity track /�p�rti tr�k/ noun a track
on magnetic or paper tape that carries the
parity bit
parkpark /pɑk/ verb to move the read/write
head of a hard disk drive over a point on
the disk where no data is stored � When
parked, the disk head will not damage any
data if it touches the disk surface.
parseparse /pɑz/ verb to break down high-
level language code into its element parts
when translating into machine code (NOTE:
parses – parsing – parsed)
parserparser /�pɑzə/ noun a program that
parses computer input (NOTE: Using the
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grammar of the language involved, it
works out how a sentence can be con-
structed from the input and produces a
parse tree to show this.)
partpart /pɑt/ noun a section of something
part exchangepart exchange /
pɑt ks��tʃend'/
noun the act of giving an old product as
part of the payment for a new one
partial carrypartial carry /
pɑʃ(ə)l �k�ri/ noun
temporary storage of all carries generated
by parallel adders rather than a direct
transfer
partial RAMpartial RAM /�pɑʃ(ə)l r�m/ noun a
RAM chip in which only a certain area of
the chip functions correctly, usually in
newly released chips (NOTE: Partial RAMs
can be used by employing more than one
to make up the capacity of one fully func-
tional chip.)
partitionpartition /pɑ��tʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. an area
of a hard disk that is treated as a logical
drive and can be accessed as a separate
drive � I defined two partitions on this
hard disk – called drive C: and D:. 2. a
section of computer memory set aside as
foreground or background memory � verb
1. to divide a hard disk into two or more
logical drives that can be accessed as sep-
arate drives 2. to divide a large file or
block into several smaller units which can
be accessed and handled more easily
partitioned filepartitioned file /pɑ��tʃ(ə)nd fal/
noun one file made up of several smaller
sequential files, each part of which can be
accessed individually by the control pro-
gram
part page displaypart page display /
pɑt ped' d�

�sple/ noun a display of only a section of
a page, and not the whole page
parts per quarter noteparts per quarter note /
pɑts p�
�kɔtə 
nəυt/ noun full form of PPQN
PASCALPASCAL /�p�sk�l/ noun a high-level
structured programming language used
both on micros and for teaching program-
ming
passpass /pɑs/ noun 1. the execution of a
loop, once 2. a single operation 3. the ac-
tion of moving the whole length of a mag-
netic tape over the read/write heads
passwordpassword /�pɑs�
w�d/ noun a word or
series of characters which identifies a user
so that he or she can access a system

‘…the system’s security features let you divide the
disk into up to 256 password-protected sections’
[Byte]

password protectionpassword protection /
pɑsw�d prə�

�tekʃ(ə)n/ noun a computer software that

requires the user to enter a password be-
fore he or she can gain access
pastepaste /pest/ verb to insert text or graph-
ics that has been copied or cut into a file �
Now that I have cut this paragraph from
the end of the document, I can paste it in
here. (NOTE: pastes – pasting – pasted)
Paste SpecialPaste Special /
pest �speʃ(ə)l/ noun a
facility for inserting a special object such
as sound, images or data from other appli-
cations into a document
patchpatch /p�tʃ/ noun a temporary correc-
tion made to a program by a user, often on
the instructions of the software publisher
patch cordpatch cord /�p�tʃ kɔd/ noun a short
cable with a connector at each end, used to
make an electrical connection on a patch
panel
patch panelpatch panel /p�tʃ �p�n(ə)l/ noun a set
of electrical terminals that can be intercon-
nected using short patch cords, allowing
quick and simple reconfiguration of a net-
work
pathpath /pɑθ/ noun 1. a possible route or
sequence of events or instructions within
the execution of a program 2. a route from
one point in a communications network to
another 3. (in the DOS operating system)
a list of subdirectories in which the operat-
ing system should look for a named file �
You cannot run the program from the root
directory until its directory is added to the
path.
pathnamepathname /
pɑθ��nem/ noun the loca-
tion of a file with a listing of the subdirec-
tories leading to it � The pathname for the
letter file is .DOC.
patternpattern /�p�t(ə)n/ noun a series of regu-
lar lines or shapes which are repeated
again and again
patternedpatterned /�p�t(ə)nd/ adjective with
patterns
pattern palettepattern palette /�p�t(ə)n 
p�lət/ noun
a range of predefined patterns that can be
used to fill an area of an image
pattern recognitionpattern recognition /
p�t(ə)n 
rekə��

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun algorithms or program
functions that can identify a shape, e.g.
from a video camera
pause keypause key /�pɔz ki/ noun a keyboard
key that temporarily stops a process, often
a scrolling screen display, until the key is
pressed a second time
payment gatewaypayment gateway /�pemənt

�etwe/ noun a server or organisation
that acts as an interface between the pay-
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ment systems of the seller and the buyer
when payments are made over the Internet
PBpayment gateway certificate au-
thority /
pemənt 
�etwe sə��tfkət
ɔ�
θɒrti/ noun an organisation that is-
sues, renews or cancels the certificates that
identify an Internet payment gateway.
Abbr PGCA
PBPB abbr petabyte
PBXPBX abbr private branch exchange
PCPC /
pi �si/ noun a computer that uses an
Intel 80x86 processor and is based on the
IBM PC-style architecture. Full form per-
sonal computer (NOTE: PC originally re-
ferred to a microcomputer specification
with an 8086-based low-power compu-
ter.)
PC-97PC-97 noun the set of basic requirements
for the hardware of a PC system that can
run the Windows 95 operating system
PC-98PC-98 noun the set of basic requirements
for the hardware of a PC system that can
run the Windows 98 operating system
PC/ATPC/AT /
pi si e �ti/ noun a PC-com-
patible computer that used an Intel 80286
processor and was fitted with 16-bit ISA
expansion connectors
PC/AT keyboardPC/AT keyboard /
pi si e ti
�kibɔd/ noun a keyboard that features 12
function keys arranged in one row along
the top of the keyboard
PCBPCB abbr printed circuit board
PC CardPC Card /
pi �si kɑd/ noun an elec-
tronic device, about the same size as a
thick credit card, that can be plugged into
a PCMCIA adapter to provide a particular
function. � PCMCIA (NOTE: For example,
PC Cards are available that provide a
modem, NIC, extra memory and hard
disk drive functions.)
PC-compatiblePC-compatible /
pi 
si kəm�

�p�təb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a com-
puter that is compatible with the IBM PC
PC-DOSPC-DOS /
pi si �dɒs/ noun a version of
MS-DOS that is sold by IBM
p-channel metal oxide semiconductorp-channel metal oxide semicon-
ductor /pi 
tʃ�n(ə)l 
met(ə)l 
ɒksad

semikən��d�ktə/ noun full form of
PMOS
PCIPCI /
pi si �e/ noun a specification pro-
duced by Intel defining a type of fast local
bus that allows high-speed data transfer
between the processor and expansion
cards. Full form peripheral component
interconnect
PCLPCL /
pi si �el/ noun standard set of
commands, defined by Hewlett Packard,

that allow a computer to control a printer.
Full form printer control language
PCMPCM /
pi si �em/ noun 1. a company
that produces add-on boards which are
compatible with another manufacturer’s
computer. Full form plug-compatible
manufacturer 2. a way of storing sounds
in an accurate, compact format that is used
by high-end sound cards. Full form pulse-
code modulation
PCMCIAPCMCIA /
pi si em si a �e/ noun a
specification for add-in expansion cards
that are the size of a credit card with a con-
nector at one end � The extra memory is
stored on this PCMCIA card and I use it on
my laptop. Full form Personal Compu-
ter Memory Card International Associ-
ation
PCMCIA cardPCMCIA card /
pi si 
em 
si a �e
kɑd/ noun add-in memory or a peripheral
which complies with the PCMCIA stand-
ard
PCMCIA connectorPCMCIA connector /
pi si 
em 
si
a 
e kə��nektə/ noun a 68-pin connector
that is inside a PCMCIA slot and on the
end of a PCMCIA card
PCMCIA slotPCMCIA slot /
pi si 
em 
si a �e
slɒt/ noun an expansion slot, normally on
a laptop, that can accept a PCMCIA ex-
pansion card
P-codeP-code /pi kəυd/ noun an intermediate
code produced by a compiler that is ready
for an interpreter to process, usually for
PASCAL programs
PCSPCS abbr personal communications serv-
ices
PC/TVPC/TV /
pi si ti �vi/ noun a personal
computer that can receive, decode and dis-
play standard television images
PCUPCU /
pi si �ju/ noun a device used to
convert input and output signals and in-
structions to a form that a peripheral de-
vice will understand. Full form peripher-
al control unit
PCX filePCX file /
pi si eks �fal/ noun a meth-
od of storing a bitmap graphic image file
on disk
PC/XTPC/XT /
pi si eks �ti/ noun a PC-com-
patible computer that was fitted with a
hard disk drive and used a 8086 Intel proc-
essor
PC/XT keyboardPC/XT keyboard /
pi si eks ti
�kibɔd/ noun a keyboard that features 10
function keys arranged in two columns
along the left hand side of the keyboard
PDPD abbr public domain
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PDAPDA /
pi di �e/ noun a lightweight
palmtop computer that provides the basic
functions of a diary, notepad, address-
book and to-do list together with fax or
modem communications. Full form per-
sonal digital assistant (NOTE: Current
PDA designs do not have a keyboard, but
use a touch-sensitive screen with a pen
and handwriting-recognition to control
the software.)
PDFPDF /
pi di �ef/ noun a file format used
by Adobe Acrobat. Full form portable
document format
PDLPDL abbr 1. page description language 2.
program design language
PDNPDN abbr public data network
peakpeak /pik/ noun the highest point � verb
to reach the highest point
peak outputpeak output /pik �aυtpυt/ noun the
highest output
peak periodpeak period /�pik 
pəriəd/ noun the
time of the day when most power is being
used
peekpeek /pik/ noun a BASIC computer in-
struction that allows the user to read the
contents of a memory location � You need
the instruction PEEK 1452 here to exam-
ine the contents of memory location 1452.
Compare poke
peerpeer /pə/ noun each of two similar de-
vices operating on the same network pro-
tocol level
peer-to-peer networkpeer-to-peer network /
pə tə �pə/
noun a local area network, usually using
NICs in each computer, that does not use a
central dedicated server, but instead each
computer in the network shares the jobs �
We have linked the four PCs in our small
office using a peer-to-peer network.
pelpel /pel/ noun same as pixel
penpen /pen/ noun same as light pen
pen computerpen computer /pen kəm��pjutə/ noun
a type of computer that uses a light pen in-
stead of a keyboard for input (NOTE: The
computer has a touch-sensitive screen
and uses handwriting-recognition soft-
ware to interpret the commands written
on the screen using the light pen.)
pen plotterpen plotter /�pen 
plɒtə/ noun a plotter
that uses removable pens to draw an image
on paper
pen recorderpen recorder /pen r��kɔdə/ noun a pe-
ripheral which moves a pen over paper ac-
cording to an input
PentiumPentium /�pentiəm/ a trade name for a
range of electronic processor components
developed by Intel (NOTE: They are back-

wards-compatible with the 80x86 family
used in IBM PCs. The processor uses a
32-bit address bus and a 64-bit data
bus.)
perper � as per according to � noun 1. at a
rate of 2. out of or for each � The rate of
imperfect items is about 25 per 1.000.
per centper cent /pə �sent/ adjective, adverb out
of each hundred or for each hundred � 10
per cent ten in every hundred � what is
the increase per cent? fifty per cent of
nothing is still nothing
percentage pointpercentage point /pə��sentd' pɔnt/
noun one per cent
percentilepercentile /pə��sen�
tal/ noun one of a
series of 99 figures below which a certain
percentage of the total falls
per dayper day /pə �de/ phrase for each day
perforated tapeperforated tape /�p�fə�
retd tep/
noun a paper tape or long strip of tape on
which data can be recorded in the form of
punched holes
perforationperforation /
p�fə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun any
one of a line of very small holes in a sheet
of paper or continuous stationery, to help
when tearing
perforatorperforator /�p�fəretə/ noun a ma-
chine that punches holes in a paper tape
performperform /pə��fɔm/ verb to do well or
badly
performanceperformance /pə��fɔməns/ noun the
way in which someone or something
works
per hourper hour /
pər �aυə/ adverb for each
hour
periodperiod /�pəriəd/ noun 1. a length of
time � for a period of time or for a period
of months or for a six-year period 2. a
printing sign used at the end of a piece of
text, the full stop
periodicperiodic /
pəri��ɒdk/, periodical
/
pəri��ɒdk(ə)l/ adjective 1. happening
from time to time � a periodic review of
the company’s performance 2. referring to
a signal or event that occurs regularly �
The clock signal is periodic.
periodicallyperiodically /
pəri��ɒdkli/ adverb
from time to time
peripheralperipheral /pə��rf(ə)rəl/ adjective
which is not essential � noun 1. an item of
hardware such as a terminals, printers or
monitors which is attached to a main com-
puter system � Peripherals such as disk
drives or printers allow data transfer and
are controlled by a system, but contain in-
dependent circuits for their operation.
Also called peripheral unit 2. any device
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that allows communication between a sys-
tem and itself but is not directly operated
by the system
peripheral control unitperipheral component intercon-
nect /pə�
rf(ə)rəl kəm�
pəυnənt
�ntəkənekt/ noun full form of PCI
peripheral control unitperipheral control unit /pə�
rf(ə)rəl
kən��trəυl 
junt/ noun full form of PCU
peripheral driverperipheral driver /pə�
rf(ə)rəl
�dravə/ noun a program or routine used
to interface, manage and control an in-
put/output device or peripheral
peripheral equipmentperipheral equipment /pə�
rf(ə)rəl �

�kwpmənt/ noun 1. external devices that
are used with a computer, e.g. a printer or
scanner 2. communications equipment ex-
ternal to a central processor that provides
extra features
peripheral interface adapterperipheral interface adapter /pə�


rf(ə)rəl �ntəfes ə�
d�ptə/ noun full
form of PIA
peripheral limitedperipheral limited /pə�
rf(ə)rəl
�lmtd/ noun a CPU that cannot execute
instructions at normal speed because of a
slow peripheral
peripheral memoryperipheral memory /pə�
rf(ə)rəl
�mem(ə)ri/ noun storage capacity availa-
ble in a peripheral
peripheral processing unitperipheral processing unit /pə�


rf(ə)rəl �prəυsesŋ 
junt/ noun a de-
vice used for input, output or storage
which is controlled by the CPU. Abbr
PPU
peripheral software driverperipheral software driver /pə�


rf(ə)rəl �sɒftweə 
dravə/ noun a short
section of computer program that allows a
user to access and control a peripheral eas-
ily
peripheral transferperipheral transfer /pə�
rf(ə)rəl
�tr�nsf�/ noun the movement of data be-
tween a CPU and peripheral
peripheral unitperipheral unit /pə�
rf(ə)rəl �junt/
noun 1. an item of hardware such as a ter-
minal, printer or monitor which is attached
to a main computer system. Also called
peripheral 2. any device that allows com-
munication between a system and itself,
but is not operated only by the system
PerlPerl /p�l/ noun an interpreted program-
ming language, usually used under Unix,
used to create CGI scripts that can process
forms or carry out functions on a web serv-
er to enhance a website. Full form practi-
cal extraction and report language
permanent dynamic memorypermanent dynamic memory
/
p�mənənt da�
n�mk �mem(ə)ri/

noun a storage medium which retains data
even when power is removed
permanent errorpermanent error /
p�mənənt �erə/
noun an error in a system which cannot be
repaired
permanent filepermanent file /�p�mənənt fal/ noun
a data file that is stored in a backing stor-
age device such as a disk drive
permanent memorypermanent memory /
p�mənənt
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a computer memory that
retains data even when power is removed
permanent swap filepermanent swap file /
p�mənənt
�swɒp 
fal/ noun a file on a hard disk,
made up of contiguous disk sectors, which
stores a swap file for software that imple-
ments virtual memory, e.g. Microsoft Win-
dows
permissionpermission /pə��mʃ(ə)n/ noun authori-
sation given to a particular user to access a
certain shared resource or area of disk �
This user cannot access the file on the
server because he does not have permis-
sion.
permutationpermutation /
p�mjυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun
each of a number of different ways in
which something can be arranged � The
cipher system is very secure since there
are so many possible permutations for the
key.
persistencepersistence /pə��sstəns/ noun the
length of time that a CRT will continue to
display an image after the picture beam
has stopped tracing it on the screen � Slow
scan rate monitors need long persistence
phosphor to prevent the image flickering.
personal communications servicespersonal communications servic-
es /
p�s(ə)n(ə)l kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)nz

s�vsz/ plural noun a range of wireless
communication systems that allow com-
puters to exchange data with other devices
such as a printer or PDA. Abbr PCS
personal computerpersonal computer /
p�s(ə)n(ə)l
kəm��pjutə/ noun full form of PC
Personal Computer Memory Card International AssociationPersonal Computer Memory Card
International Association
/
p�s(ə)nəl kəm�
pjutə 
mem(ə)ri kɑd

ntən�ʃ(ə)nəl ə�
səυsi��eʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of PCMCIA (see)
personal digital assistantpersonal digital assistant
/
p�s(ə)n(ə)l 
dd't(ə)l ə��sstənt/ noun
full form of PDA
personal identification devicepersonal identification device
/
p�s(ə)n(ə)l a�
dentf��keʃ(ə)n d�


vas/ noun full form of PID
personal identification numberpersonal identification number
/
p�s(ə)n(ə)l a�
dentf��keʃ(ə)n

n�mbə/ noun full form of PIN
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personal information managerpersonal information manager
/
p�s(ə)n(ə)l 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
m�nd'ə/
noun full form of PIM
personalisepersonalise /�p�s(ə)nəlaz/, person-
alize verb to customise or adapt a product
specially for a certain user (NOTE: person-
alises – personalising – personalised)
personalisingpersonalising, personalizing noun
the process of changing the settings of
Windows from their default

COMMENT: For example, you can change the
background wallpaper to display a different
image behind your windows or you could
change the colours of the title bars, the font
used by Windows and so on. To make these
changes, use the Start/Settings menu item in
Windows or the Control Panel icon in the Main
program group of Windows 3.1x.

perspectiveperspective /pə��spektv/ noun the ap-
pearance of depth in an image in which ob-
jects that are further away from the viewer
appear smaller
perspective correctionperspective correction /pə��spektv
kə�
rekʃ(ə)n/ noun (in a three-dimension-
al scene) a method that is used to change
the size and shape of an object to give the
impression of depth and distance
PERTPERT /p�t/ noun a definition of tasks or
jobs and the time each requires, arranged
in order to achieve a goal. Full form pro-
gram evaluation and review technique
per weekper week /pə �wik/ adverb for each
week
per yearper year /pə �jə/ adverb for each year
petapeta /petə/ prefix one quadrillion (250).
Abbr P
petabytepetabyte /�petəbat/ noun one quadril-
lion bytes. Abbr PB
PGCAPGCA abbr Payment Gateway Certifi-
cate Authority
PgDnPgDn /
ped' �daυn/ abbr page down
key
PGPPGP /
pi d'i �pi/ noun an encryption
system developed to allow anyone to pro-
tect the contents of his or her email mes-
sages from unauthorised readers. Full
form pretty good privacy (NOTE: This
system is often used when sending credit
card or payment details over the Inter-
net.)
PgUpPgUp /
ped' ��p/ abbr page up key
phantom ROMphantom ROM /�f�ntəm rɒm/ noun a
duplicate area of read-only memory that is
accessed by a special code
phasephase /fez/ noun one part of a larger
process � verb � to phase in, to phase out
to introduce something gradually or to re-
duce something gradually

phase alternation linephase alternation line /
fez 
ɔltə�

�neʃ(ə)n 
lan/ noun full form of PAL
phased change-overphased change-over /
fezd
�tʃend'/ noun gradually introduction of a
new device as the old one is used less and
less
PHIGSPHIGS /f�z/ noun a standard applica-
tion interface between software and a
graphics adapter that uses a set of standard
commands to draw and manipulate 2D and
3D images. Full form programmer’s hi-
erarchical interactive graphics stand-
ard
phonephone /fəυn/ noun a telephone or ma-
chine used for speaking to someone over a
long distance � We had a new phone sys-
tem installed last week.
Phone DialerPhone Dialer /�fəυn 
daələ/ noun
same as Dialer
phonemephoneme /�fəυnim/ noun one small
meaningful sound, several of which may
make up a spoken word (NOTE: Phonemes
are relevant to the analysis of voice input
to recognise words and in the reproduc-
tion of speech.)
phone numberphone number /�fəυn 
n�mbə/ noun a
set of figures for a particular telephone �
He keeps a list of phone numbers in a little
black book.
Phong shadingPhong shading /�fɒŋ 
ʃedŋ/ noun
the most complex method of applying
shading to a three-dimensional scene that
creates the smoothest shading effects and
is better than a Gouraud shading (NOTE:
The disadvantage is that this method is
very processor-intensive and so takes a
long time to process each scene.)
phosphorphosphor /�fɒfsə/ noun a substance that
produces light when excited by some form
of energy, usually an electron beam, used
for coating the inside of a cathode ray tube

COMMENT: A thin layer of phosphor is ar-
ranged in a pattern of small dots on the inside
of a television screen which produces an im-
age when scanned by the picture beam.

phosphor coatingphosphor coating /�fɒsfə 
kəυtŋ/
noun a thin layer of phosphor on the inside
of a CRT screen
phosphor dotsphosphor dots /�fɒsfə dɒtz/ plural
noun individual dots of red, green and blue
phosphor on a colour CRT screen
phosphor efficiencyphosphor efficiency /�fɒsfə �


fʃ(ə)nsi/ noun a measure of the amount
of light produced in ratio to the energy re-
ceived from an electron beam
phosphor triadphosphor triad /�fɒsfə 
tra�d/ noun
a group of three individual phosphor dots,
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representing red, green and blue, that to-
gether form a single pixel on a colour
screen
photo-photo- /fəυtəυ/ prefix light
PhotoCDPhotoCD /�fəυtəυ si 
di/ noun a stand-
ard developed to store 35 mm photograph-
ic slides or negatives in digital format on a
CD-ROM
photodigital memoryphotodigital memory /fəυtəυ�


dd't(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/ noun a computer
memory system that uses a laser to write
data onto a piece of film which can then be
read many times but not written to again.
Also called WORM
photorealisticphotorealistic /
fəυtəυriə��lstk/ ad-
jective referring to a computer image that
has almost the same quality and clarity as
a photograph
photoresistphotoresist /
fəυtəυr��zst/ noun a
chemical or material that hardens into an
etch resistant material when light is shone
on it � To make the PCB, coat the board
with photoresist, place the opaque pattern
above, expose, then develop and etch,
leaving the conducting tracks.
phototypesetterphototypesetter /
fəυtəυ��tapsetə/
noun a device that can produce very high-
resolution text on photosensitive paper or
film
physical addressphysical address /
fzk(ə)l ə��dres/
noun a memory address that corresponds
to a hardware memory location in a mem-
ory device
physical databasephysical database /
fzk(ə)l
�detəbes/ noun the organisation and
structure of a stored database
physical layerphysical layer /
fzk(ə)l �leə/ noun
the lowest ISO/OSI standard network lay-
er that defines rules for bit rate, power and
medium for signal transmission
physical memoryphysical memory /
fzk(ə)l
�mem(ə)ri/ noun memory fitted in a com-
puter
physical parameterphysical parameter /
fzk(ə)l pə�

�r�mtə/ noun a description of the size,
weight, voltage or power of a system
physical recordphysical record /
fzk(ə)l �rekɔd/
noun 1. the maximum unit of data that can
be transmitted in a single operation 2. all
the information, including control data, for
one record stored in a computer system
physical topologyphysical topology /
fzk(ə)l tə�

�pɒləd'i/ noun the actual arrangement of
the cables in a network
PIAPIA /
pi a �e/ noun a circuit which al-
lows a computer to communicate with a
peripheral by providing serial and parallel

ports and other handshaking signals re-
quired to interface the peripheral. Full
form peripheral interface adapter
PICPIC /
pi a �si/ noun an image compres-
sion algorithm used in Intel’s DVI video
system. Full form picture image com-
pression
picapica /�pakə/ noun a typeface used on a
printer to giving 10 characters to the inch
PICKPICK /pk/ noun a multi-user, multitask-
ing operating system that runs on main-
frame, mini or PC computers
pickup reelpickup reel /�pk�p ril/ noun an empty
reel used to take the tape as it is played
from a full reel
pico-pico- /pikəυ/ prefix one million mil-
lionth of a unit. Abbr p
picosecondpicosecond /�pikəυ�
sekənd/ noun
one million millionth of a second. Abbr
pS
PICSPICS /pks/ noun a file format used to
import a sequence of PICT files on an Ap-
ple Mac
PICTPICT /pkt/ noun a method of storing
vector graphic images, developed by Lotus
for its 1–2–3 spreadsheet charts and
graphs. Full form PICture
picturepicture /�pktʃə/ noun a printed or
drawn image of an object or scene � This
picture shows the new design. � verb to
visualise an object or scene � Try to pic-
ture the layout before starting to draw it in.
(NOTE: pictures – picturing – pictured)
PICturePICture /�pktʃə/ noun full form of
PICT
picture beampicture beam /�pktʃə bim/ noun a
moving electron beam in a TV that pro-
duces an image on the screen by illuminat-
ing the phosphor coating and by varying
its intensity according to the received sig-
nal
picture elementpicture element /�pktʃə 
elmənt/
noun same as pixel
picture image compressionpicture image compression
/
pktʃə �md' kəm�
preʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of PIC
picture level benchmarkpicture level benchmark /
pktʃə

lev(ə)l �bentʃmɑk/ noun full form of
PLB
picture objectpicture object /�pktʃə 
ɒbd'ekt/
noun an image created with a vector draw-
ing package and stored as vectors rather
than as a bitmap
picture processingpicture processing /
pktʃə 
prə�

�sesŋ/ noun the analysis of information
contained in an image, usually by compu-
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ter or electronic methods, providing analy-
sis or recognition of objects in the image
picture transmissionpicture transmission /�pktʃə tr�nz�


mʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmission of images
over a telephone line
PIDPID /
pi a �di/ noun a device such as a
bank card connected with or inserted into
a system to identify or provide authorisa-
tion for a user. Full form personal identi-
fication device
pie chartpie chart /�pa tʃɑt/ noun a diagram in
which ratios are shown as slices of a circle
� The memory allocation is shown on this
pie chart.
PIFPIF /
pi a �ef/ noun a Microsoft Win-
dows file that contains the environment
settings for a particular program. Full form
program information file
piggybackpiggyback /�p�ib�k/ verb to connect
two integrated circuits in parallel, one on
top of the other to save space � Piggyback
those two memory chips to boost the mem-
ory capacity.
piggyback entrypiggyback entry /�p�ib�k 
entri/
noun unauthorised access to a computer
system gained by using an authorised us-
er’s password or terminal
piggybackingpiggybacking /�p�ib�kŋ/ noun the
process of using transmitted messages to
carry acknowledgements from a message
which has been received earlier
pilotpilot /�palət/ adjective used as a test,
which if successful will then be expanded
into a full operation � The company set up
a pilot project to see if the proposed man-
ufacturing system was efficient. � verb to
test something � They are piloting the new
system.
PILOTPILOT /�palət/ noun a computer pro-
gramming language that uses a text-based
format and is mainly used in computer-
aided learning
pilot systempilot system /�palət 
sstəm/ noun a
system constructed to see if it can be man-
ufactured, if it works and if the end user
likes it
PIMPIM /
pi a �em/ noun a software utility
that stores and manages a user’s everyday
data such as diary, telephone numbers, ad-
dress book and notes. Full form personal
information manager
pinpin /pn/ noun 1. one of several short
pieces of wire attached to an integrated cir-
cuit package that allows the IC to be con-
nected to a circuit board 2. a short piece of
metal, part of a plug which fits into a hole

in a socket � Use a three-pin plug to con-
nect the printer to the mains.
PINPIN /pn/ noun a unique sequence of dig-
its that identifies a user to provide authori-
sation to access a system, often used on au-
tomatic cash dispensers or with a PID or
password to enter a system. Full form per-
sonal identification number
pinchwheelpinchwheel /�pntʃwil/ noun a small
rubber wheel in a tape machine that holds
the tape in place and prevents flutter
pin-compatiblepin-compatible /
pn kəm��p�tb(ə)l/
adjective referring to an electronic chip
that can directly replace another because
the arrangement of the pins is the same and
they carry the same signals � It’s easy to
upgrade the processor because the new
one is pin-compatible.
pincushion distortionpincushion distortion /
pnkυʃ(ə)n
d��stɔʃ(ə)n/ noun a fault with a monitor
that causes the distortion of an image dis-
played in which the edges curve in towards
the centre
pinfeedpinfeed /�pnfid/ noun same as tractor
feed
PINGPING /pŋ/ noun a software utility that
will test all the nodes on a network or In-
ternet to ensure that they are working cor-
rectly. Full form packet Internet groper
pinoutpinout /�pnaυt/ noun a description of
the position of all the pins on an integrated
circuit together with their function and sig-
nal
PIOPIO /
pi a �əυ/ noun data input or output
from a computer in a parallel form. Full
form parallel input/output. � PIPO,
PISO
pipepipe /pap/ noun (in DOS and UNIX) a
symbol, usually (�), that tells the operating
system to send the output of one command
to another command, instead of displaying
it
pipelinepipeline /�paplan/ verb 1. to schedule
inputs to arrive at the microprocessor
when nothing else is happening, so in-
creasing apparent speed 2. to carry out
more than one task at a time: e.g., to com-
press and store an image on disk as it is be-
ing scanned (NOTE: pipelines – pipelining
– pipelined)
pipeline burst cachepipeline burst cache /
paplan b�st
�k�ʃ/ noun a secondary synchronous
cache that uses very high speed memory
chips, with access speeds of around 9 ns
PIPOPIPO /
pi a pi �əυ/ noun a device that
can accept and transmit parallel data. Full
form parallel input/parallel output
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piracypiracy /�parəsi/ noun the process of
copying patented inventions or copyright
works
piratepirate /�parət/ noun a person who cop-
ies a patented invention or a copyright
work and sells it � The company is trying
to take the software pirates to court. �
verb to manufacture copies of an original
copyrighted work illegally � a pirated
DVD or a pirated design (NOTE: pirates –
pirating – pirated)

COMMENT: The items most frequently pirated
are programs on magnetic disks and tapes,
which are relatively simple to copy.

pirate copypirate copy /
parət �kɒpi/ noun a copy
of software or other copyright material
which has been made illegally
pirate softwarepirate software /
parət �sɒftweə/
noun an illegal copy of a software package
PISOPISO /
pi a es �əυ/ noun a device that
can accept parallel data and transmit serial
data. Full form parallel input/serial out-
put
pitpit /pt/ noun a bump or impression on the
surface of an optical disk that represents a
bit of data, created by a master disk during
manufacture
pitchpitch /ptʃ/ noun the number of charac-
ters which will fit into one inch of line,
when the characters are typed in single
spacing (NOTE: Pitch is used on line print-
ers, the normal pitches available being
10, 12 and 17 characters per inch.)
pitch scale factorpitch scale factor /
ptʃ �skel

f�ktə/ noun an instruction to a waveform
audio device to change the pitch of the
sound by a factor
pixpix /pks/ plural noun pictures
pixelpixel /�pksəl/ noun the smallest single
unit or point of a display whose colour or
brightness can be controlled. Also called
picture element

‘…adding 40 to each pixel brightens the image and
can improve the display’s appearance’ [Byte]
COMMENT: In high resolution display systems
the colour or brightness of a single pixel can
be controlled; in low resolution systems a
group of pixels are controlled at the same
time.

pixelatedpixelated /�pksəletd/ adjective refer-
ring to an image on a computer or televi-
sion screen that is made up of pixels, espe-
cially one that is unclear or distorted
PLAPLA /
pi el �e/ noun an integrated cir-
cuit that can be permanently programmed
to perform logic operations on data using a
matrix of links between input and output
pins. Full form programmable logic ar-
ray

COMMENT: A PLA consists of a large matrix of
paths between input and output pins, with log-
ic gates and a fusible link at each connection
point that can be broken or left to conduct
when programming to define a function from
input to output.

placeplace /ples/ noun the position of a digit
within a number
plain old telephone serviceplain old telephone service /
plen
əυld �telfəυn 
s�vs/ noun full form of
POTS
plaintextplaintext /
plen��tekst/ noun text or in-
formation that has not been encrypted or
coded � The messages were sent as plain-
text by telephone. Opposite ciphertext
planplan /pl�n/ noun 1. an organised way of
doing something 2. a drawing which
shows how something is arranged or how
something will be built � verb to organise
carefully how something should be done
(NOTE: planning – planned)
PLANPLAN /pl�n/ noun a low-level program-
ming language
planarplanar /�plenə/ adjective referring to a
method of producing integrated circuits by
diffusing chemicals into a slice of silicon
to create the different components � noun
referring to graphical objects or images ar-
ranged on the same plane
planeplane /plen/ noun one layer of an image
that can be manipulated independently
within a graphics program
plannerplanner /�pl�nə/ noun a software pro-
gram that allows appointments and impor-
tant meetings to be recorded and arranged
in the most efficient way
planningplanning /�pl�nŋ/ noun the activity of
organising how something should be done
� long-term planning or short-term plan-
ning
plantplant /plɑnt/ verb to store a result in
memory for later use
plasma displayplasma display /�pl�zmə d�
sple/
noun same as gas discharge display

COMMENT: This is a thin display usually used in
small portable computers.

plastic bubble keyboardplastic bubble keyboard /
pl�stk

b�b(ə)l �kibɔd/ noun a keyboard whose
keys are small bubbles in a plastic sheet
over a contact which when pressed com-
pletes a circuit

COMMENT: These are very solid and cheap
keyboards but are not ideal for rapid typing.

platformplatform /�pl�t�
fɔm/ noun a standard
type of hardware that makes up a particu-
lar range of computers � This software
will only work on the IBM PC platform.
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platform independenceplatform independence /
pl�tfɔm

nd��pendəns/ noun the fact that soft-
ware or a network can work with or con-
nect to different types of incompatible
hardware
platterplatter /�pl�tə/ noun one disk within a
hard disk drive

COMMENT: The disks are made of metal or
glass and coated with a magnetic compound;
each platter has a read/write head that moves
across its surface to access stored data.

play backplay back /
ple �b�k/ verb to read data
or a signal from a recording � After you
have recorded the music, press this button
to play it back and hear what it sounds
like.
playback headplayback head /�ple�
b�k hed/ noun a
piece of equipment that reads signals re-
corded on a storage medium and usually
converts them to an electrical signal � disk
playback head
playback rate scale factorplayback rate scale factor
/�pleb�k ret skel 
f�ktə/ noun 1. (in
waveform audio) sound played back at a
different rate, directed by another applica-
tion, to create a special effect 2. (in video
displayed on a computer) the point at
which video playback is no longer smooth
and appears jerky because of missed
frames
playback speedplayback speed /�ple�
b�k spid/
noun the rate at which tape travels past a
playback head
PLBPLB /
pi el �bi/ noun benchmark used to
measure the performance (not the quality)
of a graphics adapter or workstation. Full
form picture level benchmark
PLDPLD abbr programmable logic device
plex databaseplex database /�pleks 
detəbes/
noun a database structure in which data
items can be linked together
plex structureplex structure /�pleks 
str�ktʃə/ noun
a network structure or data structure in
which each node is connected to all the
others
PL/MPL/M /
pi el �em/ noun a high level pro-
gramming language derived for use on mi-
croprocessors. Full form programming
language for microprocessors
plotplot /plɒt/ noun a graph or map � verb to
draw an image (especially a graph) based
on information supplied as a series of co-
ordinates
plotterplotter /�plɒtə/ noun a computer periph-
eral that draws straight lines between two
coordinates

COMMENT: Plotters are used for graph and di-
agram plotting and can plot curved lines as a
number of short straight lines.

plotter driverplotter driver /�plɒtə 
dravə/ noun
dedicated software that converts simple in-
structions issued by a user into complex
control instructions to direct the plotter
plotter penplotter pen /�plɒtə pen/ noun an instru-
ment used in a plotter to mark the paper
with ink as it moves over the paper
plotting modeplotting mode /�plɒtŋ məυd/ noun
the ability of some word-processors to
produce graphs by printing a number of
closely spaced characters rather than indi-
vidual pixels, which results in a broad low-
resolution line
plugplug /pl��/ noun a connector with pro-
truding pins that is inserted into a socket to
provide an electrical connection � The
printer is supplied with a plug. � verb �
plug in to make an electrical connection
by pushing a plug into a socket � No won-
der the computer does nothing, you have
not plugged it in at the mains.
plug and playplug and play /
pl�� ən �ple/ noun a
facility in PCs that allows a user to plug a
new adapter card into their PC without
having to configure it or set any switches.
Abbr PNP
plug-compatibleplug-compatible /pl�� kəm�

�p�təb(ə)l/ adjective referring to equip-
ment that can work with several different
types of computer, so long as they have the
correct type of connector
plug-compatible manufacturerplug-compatible manufacturer
/
pl�� kəm�
p�tb(ə)l 
m�njυ��f�ktʃərə/
noun full form of PCM
plug-inplug-in /�pl�� n/ noun a program that
works with a web browser to increase the
functionality of the browser. � browser,
helper application
plug-in unitplug-in unit /�pl�� n 
junt/ noun a
small electronic circuit that can be simply
plugged into a system to increase its power
plusplus /pl�s/, plus sign /�pl�s san/ noun
a printed or written sign (+) showing that
figures are added or showing a positive
value
PLVPLV /
pi el �vi/ noun the highest-quality
video compression algorithm used with
DVI full-motion video sequences. Full
form production level video
PMOSPMOS /�pi mɒs/ noun a metal oxide
semiconductor transistor that conducts via
a small region of p-type semiconductor.
Full form p-channel metal oxide semi-
conductor
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PMSPMS /
pi em �es/ abbr Pantone Match-
ing System
PNPPNP /
pi en �pi/ abbr plug and play
pnp transistorpnp transistor /
pi en �pi tr�n�
zstə/
noun the layout of a bipolar transistor
whose collector and emitter are of p-type
semiconductor and whose base is n-type
semiconductor
pointerpointer /�pɔntə/ noun 1. a variable in a
computer program that contains the ad-
dress to a data item or instruction � Incre-
ment the contents of the pointer to the ad-
dress of the next instruction. 2. a graphical
symbol used to indicate the position of a
cursor on a computer display � Desktop
publishing on a PC is greatly helped by the
use of a pointer and mouse.
pointer filepointer file /�pɔntə fal/ noun a file of
pointers referring to large amounts of
stored data
pointing devicepointing device /�pɔntŋ d�
vas/
noun an input device that controls the po-
sition of a cursor on screen as it is moved
by the user. � mouse
point of presencepoint of presence /
pɔnt əv
�prezəns/ noun full form of POP
point-of-salepoint-of-sale /
pɔnt əv �sel/ noun a
place in a shop where goods are paid for.
Abbr POS
point samplingpoint sampling /pɔnt �sɑmplŋ/
noun a method of adding texture and shad-
ing to a three-dimensional scene or object,
in which the algorithm calculates the per-
ceived depth, position and shade of each
point on the image and applies a texture
map pixel, or texel, to that point
point sizepoint size /
pɔnt �saz/ noun (in typog-
raphy) a unit of measure equal to 1/72-
inch, used to measure type or text
point to pointpoint to point /�pɔnt tə, tυ/ noun 1. a
direct link between two devices 2. com-
munications network in which every node
is directly connected to every other node
point to point protocolpoint to point protocol /
pɔnt tə

pɔnt �prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of PPP
point-to-point tunneling protocolpoint-to-point tunneling protocol
/pɔnt tə, tυ pɔnt 
��t�n(ə)lŋ/ noun full
form of PPTP
pokepoke /pəυk/ noun a computer instruction
that modifies an entry in a memory by
writing a number to an address in memory
� Poke 1423,74 will write the data 74 into
location 1423. Compare peek
POLPOL abbr problem-orientated language
polarpolar /�pəυlə/ adjective referring to poles

polar coordinatespolar coordinates /
pəυlə kəυ�

�ɔdnəts/ noun a system of defining posi-
tions as an angle and distance from the or-
igin
polarised edge connectorpolarised edge connector
/
pəυlərazd �ed' kə�
nektə/ noun an
edge connector that has a hole or key to
prevent it being plugged in the wrong way
round
polarised plugpolarised plug /
pəυlərazd �pl��/
noun a plug which has a feature (usually a
peg or a special shape) which allows it to
be inserted into a socket only in one way
polaritypolarity /pəυ��l�rəti/ noun the definition
of direction of flow of flux or current in an
object
polarity testpolarity test /pəυ��l�rəti test/ noun a
check to see which electrical terminal is
positive and which negative
policypolicy /�pɒlsi/ noun � acceptable use
policy
Polish notationPolish notation /
pəυlʃ nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/
� reverse Polish notation
pollpoll /pəυl/ verb (of a computer) to deter-
mine the state of a peripheral in a network
polled interruptpolled interrupt /
pəυld �ntər�pt/
noun an interrupt signal determined by
polling devices
pollingpolling /�pəυlŋ/ noun a system of com-
munication between a controlling compu-
ter and a number of networked terminals
(the computer checks each terminal in turn
to see if it is ready to receive or transmit
data, and takes the required action)

COMMENT: The polling system differs from oth-
er communications systems in that the com-
puter asks the terminals to transmit or receive,
not the other way round.

polling characterspolling characters /
pəυlŋ
�k�rktəz/ plural noun a special sequence
of characters for each terminal to be
polled, which ensures that when a terminal
recognises its sequence, it responds
polling intervalpolling interval /�pəυlŋ 
ntəv(ə)l/
noun a period of time between two polling
operations
polling listpolling list /�pəυlŋ lst/ noun the order
in which terminals are to be polled by a
computer
polling overheadpolling overhead /�pəυlŋ 
əυvəhed/
noun the amount of time spent by a com-
puter calling and checking each terminal
in a network
polygonpolygon /�pɒl�ən/ noun a graphics
shape with three or more sides
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polygon mesh modelpolygon mesh model /
pɒl�ən �meʃ

mɒd(ə)l/ noun same as wire frame mod-
el
polynomial codepolynomial code /
pɒli��nəυmiəl
kəυd/ noun an error detection system that
uses a set of mathematical rules applied to
the message before it is transmitted and
again when it is received to reproduce the
original message
polyphonypolyphony /pə��lfəni/ noun a device
that can play more than one musical note
at a time
poppop /pɒp/ verb to read and remove the
last piece of data from a stack
POPPOP /pɒp/ noun telephone access
number for a service provider that can be
used to connect to the Internet via a mo-
dem. Full form point of presence
POP 2POP 2 /�pɒp tu/ noun a high level pro-
gramming language used for list process-
ing applications
POP 3POP 3 /
pɒp �θri/ noun a system used to
transfer electronic mail messages between
a user’s computer and a server at an ISP
pop-down menupop-down menu /
pɒp daυn �menju/
noun a menu that can be displayed on the
screen at any time by pressing the appro-
priate key, usually displayed over material
already on the screen. Also called pop-up
menu
populatepopulate /�pɒpjυlet/ verb to fill the
sockets on a printed circuit board with
components
pop-up menupop-up menu /
pɒp �p �menju/ noun
same as pop-down menu
pop-up windowpop-up window /
pɒp �p �wndəυ/
noun a window that can be displayed on
the screen at any time on top of anything
that is already on the screen

‘…you can use a mouse to access pop-up menus and
a keyboard for word processing’ [Byte]

portport /pɔt/ noun a socket or physical con-
nection allowing data transfer between a
computer’s internal communications
channel and another external device
portabilityportability /
pɔtə��blti/ noun an ex-
tent to which software or hardware can be
used on several systems

‘…although portability between machines is there in
theory, in practice it just isn’t that simple’
[Personal Computer World]

portableportable /�pɔtəb(ə)l/ noun a compact
self-contained computer that can be car-
ried around and used either with a battery
pack or mains power supply � adjective
referring to any hardware or software or

data files that can used on a range of differ-
ent computers
portable document formatportable document format
/
pɔtəb(ə)l �dɒkjυmənt 
fɔm�t/ noun
full form of PDF
portable operating system interfaceportable operating system inter-
face /
pɔtəb(ə)l �ɒpəretŋ 
sstəm

ntəfes/ noun full form of POSIX
portable programsportable programs /
pɔtəb(ə)l
�prəυ�r�mz/ noun same as portable
software
portable softwareportable software /
pɔtəb(ə)l
�sɒftweə/ noun programs that can be run
on several different computer systems
portalportal /�pɔt(ə)l/ noun a website that
provides links to information and other
websites
portraitportrait /�pɔtrt/ adjective the orienta-
tion of a page or piece of paper in which
the longest edge is vertical
port replicatorport replicator /�pɔt 
replketə/
noun a version of a docking station that al-
lows a laptop computer to be connected to
duplicate the connection ports on the back
of the laptop, allowing a user to keep a
mouse, power cable, and printer connected
to the port replicator and easily insert the
laptop to use these ports without having to
plug in cables each time the machine is
used
port selectorport selector /pɔt s��lektə/ noun a
switch that allows the user to choose
which peripheral a computer is connected
to, via its o/p port
port sharingport sharing /pɔt �ʃεərŋ/ noun a de-
vice that is placed between one I/O port
and a number of peripherals, allowing the
computer access to all of them
POSPOS /pɒz/ abbr point-of-sale
positionalpositional /pə��zʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective re-
ferring to position
positioning timepositioning time /pə��zʃ(ə)nŋ tam/
noun the amount of time required to ac-
cess data stored in a disk drive or tape ma-
chine, including all mechanical move-
ments of the read head and arm
positivepositive /�pɒztv/ adjective 1. meaning
‘yes’ 2. referring to an image that shows
objects as they are seen 3. an electrical
voltage greater than zero
positive displaypositive display /
pɒztv d��sple/
noun a display in which the text and
graphics are shown as black on a white
background to imitate a printed page
positive logicpositive logic /
pɒztv �lɒd'k/ noun
a logic system in which a logical one is
represented by a positive voltage level, and
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a logical zero represented by a zero or neg-
ative voltage level
positive photoresistpositive photoresist /
pɒztv

fəυtəυr��zst/ noun a method of forming
photographic images where exposed areas
of photoresist are removed, used in mak-
ing PCBs
positive presentationpositive presentation /
pɒztv

prez(ə)n��teʃ(ə)n/ noun a screen image
which is coloured on a white background
positive responsepositive response /
pɒztv r�

�spɒns/ noun a communication signal that
indicates correct reception of a message
positive terminalpositive terminal /
pɒztv
�t�mn(ə)l/ noun a connection to a power
supply source that is at a higher electrical
potential than ground and supplies current
to a component
POSIXPOSIX /�pɒsks/ noun the IEEE standard
that defines software that can be easily
ported between hardware platforms. Full
form portable operating system inter-
face
postpost /pəυst/ verb to enter data into a
record in a file
postbytepostbyte /�pəυstbat/ noun in a pro-
gram instruction, the data byte following
the op code that defines the register to be
used
post-editingpost-editing /pəυst 
��edtŋ/ noun the
process of editing and modifying text after
it has been compiled or translated by a ma-
chine
post-filteringpost-filtering /
pəυst �fltərŋ/ noun
image processing carried out after the im-
age has been compressed
postfixpostfix /�pəυstfks/ noun a word or let-
ter written after another
postfix notationpostfix notation /
pəυstfks nəυ�

�teʃ(ə)n/ noun mathematical operations
written in a logical way, so that the opera-
tor appears after the operands, which re-
moves the need for brackets
post-formattedpost-formatted /
pəυst �fɔm�td/
adjective referring to text arranged at
printing time rather than on screen
postingposting /�pəυstŋ/ noun an online mes-
sage, especially a message sent to an Inter-
net newsgroup or bulletin board
postmasterpostmaster /�pəυstmɑstə/ noun the
email address of the person nominally in
charge of email within a company
post mortempost mortem /pəυst �mɔtəm/ noun an
examination of a computer program or
piece of hardware after it has failed, de-
signed to find out why the failure took
place

post officepost office /�pəυst 
ɒfs/ noun the cen-
tral store for the messages for users on a
local area network
post office protocolpost office protocol /pəυst �ɒfs/
noun � POP 3
postprocessorpostprocessor /
pəυst��prəυsesə/
noun 1. a microprocessor that handles
semi-processed data from another device
2. a program that processes data from an-
other program, which has already been
processed
post productionpost production /
pəυst prə��d�kʃən/
noun the final editing process of a video or
animation in which titles are added and se-
quences finalised
PostScriptPostScript /�pəυstskrpt/ a trade name
for a standard page description language
developed by Adobe Systems that offers
flexible font sizing and positioning and is
most often found in laser printers
potential differencepotential difference /pə�
tenʃəl
�df(ə)rəns/ noun the voltage difference
between two points in a circuit
POTSPOTS /pɒts/ noun the simplest, standard
telephone line without any special features
such as call waiting or forwarding, and
without high-speed digital access such as
ADSL. Full form plain old telephone
service
powerpower /�paυə/ noun 1. the unit of energy
in electronics equal to the product of volt-
age and current, measured in watts 2. a
mathematical term describing the number
of times a number is to be multiplied by it-
self � 5 to the power 2 is equal to 25.
(NOTE: written as small figures in super-
script: 105: say: ‘ten to the power five’) �
verb to provide electrical or mechanical
energy to a device � The monitor is pow-
ered from a supply in the main PC.
PowerBookPowerBook /�paυəbυk/ a trade name
for a laptop version of a Macintosh com-
puter, designed by Apple Corp
PowerCDPowerCD /�paυə si 
di/ a trade name
for a CD-ROM player produced by Apple
that can connect to a television to display
Photo CD images, or to a Macintosh as a
standard CD-ROM drive, or to play back
music CDs
power downpower down /�paυə daυn/ verb to turn
off the electricity supply to a computer or
other electronic device
power dumppower dump /�paυə d�mp/ verb to re-
move all power from a computer
power failurepower failure /�paυə 
feljə/ noun the
loss of the electric power supply
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power losspower loss /�paυə lɒs/ noun the
amount of power lost in transmission or
through connection equipment
power managementpower management /�paυə

m�nd'mənt/ noun software built into
laptop computers and some newer desktop
PCs and monitors that, to save energy, will
automatically turn off components that are
not being used
power monitorpower monitor /�paυə 
mɒntə/ noun
a circuit that shuts off the electricity sup-
ply if it is faulty or likely to damage equip-
ment
power-on resetpower-on reset /
paυə �ɒn 
riset/
noun the automatic reset of a CPU to a
known initial state immediately after pow-
er is applied
power on self testpower on self test /
paυə ɒn 
self
�test/ noun a series of hardware tests that
a computer carries out when it is first
switched on. Abbr POST
power packpower pack /�paυə p�k/ noun a self-
contained box that will provide a voltage
and current supply for a circuit
PowerPCPowerPC /�paυə pi 
si/ a trade name
for a high-performance RISC-based proc-
essor developed by Motorola
power supplypower supply /
paυə sə��pla/ noun a
PSU
power transientpower transient /
paυə �tr�nziənt/
noun a very short duration voltage pulse or
spike
power uppower up /�paυə �p/ verb to switch on
or apply a voltage to a electrical device
power userpower user /�paυə 
juzə/ noun a user
who needs the latest, fastest model of com-
puter because he or she runs complex or
demanding applications
ppmppm /
pi pi �em/ noun the number of
pages that a printer can print in one
minute, used for describing the speed of a
printer. Full form pages per minute
PPPPPP /
pi pi �pi/ noun a protocol that
supports a network link over an asynchro-
nous (modem) connection and is normally
used to provide data transfer between a us-
er’s computer and a remote server on the
Internet using the TCP/IP network proto-
col. Full form point to point protocol
PPQNPPQN /
pi pi kju �en/ noun the most
common time format used with standard
MIDI sequences. Full form parts per
quarter note
PPTPPPTP /
pi pi ti �pi/ noun a protocol
that allows a standard local-area network
protocol (such as Novell’s IPX or Micro-
soft’s NetBEUI) to be sent over the Inter-

net in a transparent manner without the
user or operating system noticing, used by
companies that want to use the Internet to
connect servers in different offices. Full
form point-to-point tunneling protocol
practical extraction and report languagepractical extraction and report
language /
pr�ktk(ə)l k�
str�kʃ(ə)n
ən r��pɔt 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of
Perl
pre-pre- /pri/ prefix before
pre-agreedpre-agreed /pri ə���rid/ adjective
which has been agreed in advance
pre-allocationpre-allocation /pri 
�lə��keʃ(ə)n/
noun the execution of a process which
does not begin until all memory and pe-
ripheral requirements are free for use
pre-amplifierpre-amplifier /pri ��mpl�
faə/ noun
an electronic circuit which amplifies a sig-
nal to a particular level, before it is fed to
an amplifier for output
precedeprecede /pr��sid/ verb to come before
something � This instruction cancels the
instruction which precedes it.
precedenceprecedence /�presd(ə)ns/ noun a set
of computational rules defining the order
in which mathematical operations are cal-
culated
preciseprecise /pr��sas/ adjective very exact �
The atomic clock will give the precise time
of starting the process.
precisionprecision /pr��s'(ə)n/ noun the fact
that something is very accurate
precision of a numberprecision of a number /pr�
s'(ə)n
əv ə �n�mbə/ noun the number of digits in
a number
precompiled codeprecompiled code /prikəm�
pald
�kəυd/ noun a code that is output from a
compiler, ready to be executed
preconditionprecondition /
prikən��dʃ(ə)n/ verb
to condition data before it is processed
predefinedpredefined /
prid��fand/ adjective
which has been defined in advance
predicatepredicate /�predkət/ noun a function
or statement used in rule-based programs
such as expert systems
predictivepredictive /pr��dktv/ adjective using
technology that works out which word a
computer or mobile phone user is keying
from its first few letters and automatically
completes the word
pre-editpre-edit /pri �edt/ verb to change text
before it is run through a machine to make
sure it is compatible
preemptive multitaskingpreemptive multitasking /pri�


emptv �m�ltitɑskŋ/ noun a form of
multitasking in which the operating sys-
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tem executes a program for a period of
time, then passes control to the next pro-
gram so preventing any one program using
all the processor time
pre-fetchpre-fetch /pri �fetʃ/ noun CPU instruc-
tions stored in a short temporary queue be-
fore being processed, increasing the speed
of execution
prefetch unitprefetch unit /pri��fetʃ 
junt/ noun
part of a microprocessor that sorts out
which instruction and data is next to be
processed by looking in the main memory
and the instruction cache and passing the
next instruction on to the decode unit
pre-filteringpre-filtering /pri��fltərŋ/ noun image
processing before the image is compressed
(e.g., scaling the image)
prefixprefix /�pri�
fks/ noun a code, instruc-
tion or character at the beginning of a mes-
sage or instruction
prefix notationprefix notation /�prifks nəυ�


teʃ(ə)n/ noun mathematical operations
written in a logical way, so that the opera-
tor appears before the operands, removing
the need for brackets
preformattedpreformatted /pri��fɔm�td/ adjec-
tive which has been formatted already � a
preformatted disk
pre-imagingpre-imaging /pri �md'ŋ/ noun the
process of generating one frame of an ani-
mation or video in a memory buffer before
it is transferred on screen for display
preprinted stationerypreprinted stationery /pri�
prntd
�steʃ(ə)n(ə)ri/ noun computer stationery
which is preprinted with the company
heading and form layout onto which the
details will be printed by the computer
preprocesspreprocess /pri��prəυses/ verb to carry
out initial organisation and simple
processing of data
preprocessorpreprocessor /pri��prəυsesə/ noun 1.
software that partly processes or prepares
data before it is compiled or translated 2. a
small computer that carries out some ini-
tial processing of raw data before passing
it to the main computer

‘…the C preprocessor is in the first stage of convert-
ing a written program into machine instructions the
preprocessor can be directed to read in another file
before completion, perhaps because the same infor-
mation is needed in each module of the program’
[Personal Computer World]

preprogrampreprogram /pri��prəυ�r�m/ verb to
program a computer in advance
preprogrammedpreprogrammed /pri��prəυ�r�md/
adjective referring to a chip that has been
programmed in the factory to perform one
function

prescanprescan /�prisk�n/ noun a feature of
many flat-bed scanners that carry out a
quick, low-resolution scan to allow you to
re-position the original or mark the area
that is to be scanned at a higher resolution
presentation graphicspresentation graphics
/
prez(ə)nteʃ(ə)n ��r�fks/ plural noun
graphics used to represent business infor-
mation or data
presentation layerpresentation layer /
prez(ə)n�

�teʃ(ə)n 
leə/ noun the sixth ISO/OSI
standard network layer that agrees on for-
mats, codes and requests for the start and
end of a connection
Presentation ManagerPresentation Manager /
prez(ə)n�

�teʃ(ə)n 
m�nd'ə/ noun a graphical
user interface supplied with the OS/2 oper-
ating system
presentation softwarepresentation software
/
prez(ə)nteʃ(ə)n �sɒftweə/ noun a soft-
ware application that allows a user to cre-
ate a business presentation with graphs,
data, text and images
presetpreset /
pri��set/ verb to set something
in advance � The printer was preset with
new page parameters.
prestoreprestore /pri��stɔ/ verb to store data in
memory before it is processed
presumptive addresspresumptive address /pr�
z�mptv
ə��dres/ noun the initial address in a pro-
gram, used as a reference for others
presumptive instructionpresumptive instruction /pr�


z�mptv n��str�kʃən/ noun an unmodi-
fied program instruction that is processed
to obtain the instruction to be executed
pretty good privacypretty good privacy /
prti �υd
�prvəsi/ noun full form of PGP
preventativepreventative /pr��ventətv/, preven-
tive /pr��ventv/ adjective which tries to
stop something happening
preventive maintenancepreventive maintenance /pr�


ventv �mentənəns/ noun a regular in-
spection and cleaning of a system to pre-
vent faults occurring
previewpreview /�pri�
vju/ verb to display text
or graphics on a screen as it will appear
when it is printed out
previewerpreviewer /�privjuə/ noun a feature
that allows a user to see on screen what a
page will look like when printed � The
built-in previewer allows the user to check
for mistakes.
PRIPRI /
pi ɑ �a/ noun a high-performance
ISDN communications link that supports
23 separate B channels that can transfer
64Kbits/second plus one D channel for
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signalling and control. Full form primary
rate interface
primaryprimary /�praməri/ adjective first or ba-
sic or most important
primary channelprimary channel /
praməri
�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a channel that carries the
data transmission between two devices
primary keyprimary key /�praməri ki/ noun a
unique identifying word that selects one
entry from a database
primary memoryprimary memory /
praməri
�mem(ə)ri/ noun same as core memory
primary rate interfaceprimary rate interface /
praməri
ret �ntəfes/ noun full form of PRI
primary stationprimary station /
praməri �steʃ(ə)n/
noun the single station in a data network
that can select a path and transmit
primary storageprimary storage /
praməri �stɔrd'/
noun 1. a small fast-access internal mem-
ory of a system which contains the pro-
gram currently being executed 2. the main
internal memory of a system
primeprime /pram/ adjective very important
prime attributeprime attribute /
pram ə��trbjut/
noun the most important feature or design
of a system
primerprimer /�pramə/ noun a manual or sim-
ple instruction book with instructions and
examples to show how a new program or
system operates
primitiveprimitive /�prmtv/ noun 1. (in pro-
gramming) a basic routine that can be used
to create more complex routines 2. (in
graphics) a simple shape such as circle,
square, line or curve used to create more
complex shapes in a graphics program
printprint /prnt/ noun characters made in ink
on paper � The print from the new printer
is much clearer than that from old one. �
verb to put letters or figures in ink on pa-
per � printed agreement � print out to
print information stored in a computer
with a printer
print control characterprint control character /prnt kən�

�trəυl/, print control code noun a spe-
cial character sent to a printer that directs
it to perform an action or function, e.g. to
change font, rather than print a character
printed circuitprinted circuit /
prntd �s�kt/,
printed circuit board noun a flat insulat-
ing material that has conducting tracks of
metal printed or etched onto its surface
which complete a circuit when compo-
nents are mounted on it. Abbr PCB
printerprinter /�prntə/ noun a device that con-
verts input data in an electrical form into a
printed readable form. Abbr PRN

printer bufferprinter buffer /�prntə 
b�fə/ noun a
temporary store for character data waiting
to be printed, used to free the computer be-
fore the printing is completed making the
operation faster
printer control charactersprinter control characters /
prntə
kən��trəυl 
k�rktəz/ noun a command
characters in a text which transmit printing
commands to a printer
printer control languageprinter control language /
prntə
kən��trəυl 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of
PCL
printer driverprinter driver /�prntə 
dravə/ noun
dedicated software that converts and for-
mats users’ commands ready for a printer
printer emulationprinter emulation /�prntə emju�


leʃ(ə)n/ noun a printer that is able to in-
terpret the standard set of commands used
to control another brand of printer � This
printer emulation allows my NEC printer
to emulate an Epsom.
printer-plotterprinter-plotter /�prntə 
plɒtə/ noun a
high-resolution printer that is able to mim-
ic a plotter and produce low-resolution
plots
printer portprinter port /�prntə pɔt/ noun the out-
put port of a computer with a standard con-
nector to which a printer is connected to
receive character data
printer qualityprinter quality /�prntə 
kwɒlti/ noun
the standard of printed text from a particu-
lar printer
printer ribbonprinter ribbon /�prntə 
rbən/ noun a
roll of inked material that passes between
a printhead and the paper
printer’s controllerprinter’s controller /
prntəz kən�

�trəυlə/ noun the main device in a printer
that translates output from the computer
into printing instructions
print formatprint format /prnt �fɔm�t/ noun a
way in which text is arranged when printed
out, according to embedded codes, used to
set features such as margins and headers
print formatterprint formatter /�prnt 
fɔm�tə/ noun
a piece of software that converts embed-
ded codes and print commands to printer
control signals
print hammerprint hammer /prnt �h�mə/ noun a
moving arm in a daisy-wheel printer that
presses the metal character form onto the
printer ribbon leaving a mark on the paper
printheadprinthead /�prnthed/ noun 1. a row of
needles in a dot-matrix printer that pro-
duce characters as a series of dots 2. the
metal form of a character that is pressed
onto an inked ribbon to print the character
on paper
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printingprinting /�prntŋ/ noun the action of
putting text and graphics onto paper
print jobprint job /�prnt d'ɒb/ noun a file in a
print queue that contains all the characters
and printer control codes needed to print
one document or page
print lifeprint life /
prnt �laf/ noun the number
of characters a component can print before
needing to be replaced � The printhead
has a print life of over 400 million charac-
ters.
Print ManagerPrint Manager /�prnt 
m�nd'ə/ a
software utility that is part of Microsoft
Windows and is used to manage print
queues
print modifiersprint modifiers /prnt �mɒd�
faəs/
plural noun codes in a document that
cause a printer to change mode, e.g., from
bold to italic
printoutprintout /�prnt�
aυt/ noun the final
printed page
print pauseprint pause /
prnt �pɔz/ noun the
process of temporarily stopping a printer
while printing, e.g. in order to change pa-
per
print previewprint preview /prnt �pri�
vju/ noun a
function of a software product that lets the
user see how a page will appear when
printed
print qualityprint quality /prnt �kwɒlti/ noun the
quality of the text or graphics printed, nor-
mally measured in dots per inch � A desk-
top printer with a resolution of 600dpi pro-
vides good print quality.
print queueprint queue /
prnt �kju/ noun an area
of memory that stores print jobs ready to
send to the printer when it has finished its
current work
Print Screen keyPrint Screen key /
prnt �skrin 
ki/
noun a key in the top right-hand side of the
keyboard that sends the characters that are
displayed on the screen to the printer
print serverprint server /prnt �s�və/ noun a com-
puter in a network which is dedicated to
managing print queues and printers
print spoolingprint spooling /
prnt �spulŋ/ noun
the automatic printing of a number of dif-
ferent documents in a queue at the normal
speed of the printer, while the computer is
doing some other task
print styleprint style /
prnt �stal/ noun a type-
face used on a certain printer or for a cer-
tain document
printwheelprintwheel /�prntwil/ noun a daisy-
wheel or the wheel made up of a number of
arms, with a character shape at the end of
each arm, used in a daisy-wheel printer

prioritypriority /pra��ɒrti/ noun the importance
of a device or software routine in a compu-
ter system � The operating system has pri-
ority over the application when disk space
is allocated.
priority interruptpriority interrupt /pra�
ɒrti
�ntər�pt/ noun a signal to a computer
that takes precedence over any other task
priority interrupt tablepriority interrupt table /pra�
ɒrti
�ntər�pt 
teb(ə)l/ noun a list of periph-
erals and their priorities when they send an
interrupt signal, used instead of a hard-
ware priority scheduler
priority schedulerpriority scheduler /pra��ɒrti

ʃedjulə/ noun a system that organises
tasks into correct processing priority to
improve performance
priority sequencepriority sequence /pra��ɒrti

sikwəns/ noun the order in which vari-
ous devices that have sent an interrupt sig-
nal are processed, according to their im-
portance or urgency
privacyprivacy /�prvəsi/ noun the right of an
individual to limit the extent of and control
the access to the data that is stored about
him
privacy of dataprivacy of data /
prvəsi əv �detə/
noun the fact that particular data is secret
and must not be accessed by users who
have not been authorized
privacy of informationprivacy of information /
prvəsi əv

nfə��meʃ(ə)n/ noun the fact that unau-
thorized users must not obtain data about
private individuals from databases, or that
each individual has the right to know what
information is being held about him or her
on a database
privacy statementprivacy statement /�prvəsi

stetmənt/ noun the policy of a compa-
ny, published on their website, that ex-
plains to visitors and customers what the
company will or will not do with a custom-
er’s personal details
privateprivate /�pravət/ adjective belonging to
an individual or to a company, not to the
public
private address spaceprivate address space /
pravət ə�

�dres 
spes/ noun a memory address
range that is reserved for a single user, not
for public access
private branch exchangeprivate branch exchange /
pravət
�brɑntʃ ks�
tʃend'/ noun a small tele-
phone exchange located within a company
that allows the people in the company to
dial each other or to dial out to an external
telephone number. Abbr PBX
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private key cryptographyprivate key cryptography /
pravət
ki krp��tɒ�rə�i/ noun a method of en-
crypting Internet messages that uses a sin-
gle key both to encode and decode them
privilegeprivilege /�prvld'/ noun the status of
a user as regards to the type of program he
or she can run and the resources he or she
can use
privileged accountprivileged account /
prvəld'd ə�

�kaυnt/ noun a computer account that al-
lows special programs or access to sensi-
tive system data
privileged instructionsprivileged instructions /
prvəld'd
n��str�kʃənz/ plural noun computer com-
mands that can only be executed via a priv-
ileged account
privileged modeprivileged mode /�prvəld'd məυd/
noun a mode of an Intel 80286 processor
that is in protected mode and allows a pro-
gram to modify vital parts of the operating
environment
PRNPRN /
pi ɑ �en/ noun an acronym used
in MS-DOS to represent the standard
printer port. Full form printer
problemproblem /�prɒbləm/ noun a malfunction
or fault with hardware or software
problem definitionproblem definition /�prɒbləm

defənʃ(ə)n/ noun the clear explanation,
in logical steps, of a problem that is to be
solved
problem diagnosisproblem diagnosis /�prɒbləm

daə�nəυss/ noun the process of finding
the cause of a fault or error and finding the
method of repairing it
problem-orientated languageproblem-orientated language
/
prɒbləm 
ɔriəntetd �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a high-level programming language
that allows certain problems to be ex-
pressed easily. Abbr POL
proceduralprocedural /prə��sid'ərəl/ adjective
using a procedure to solve a problem
procedural languageprocedural language /prə�


sid'(ə)rəl �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a high-level
programming language in which the pro-
grammer enters the actions required to
achieve the result wanted
procedureprocedure /prə��sid'ə/ noun 1. a small
section of computer instruction code that
provides a frequently used function and
can be called upon from a main program �
This procedure sorts all the files into al-
phabetical order. � subroutine 2. a meth-
od or route used when solving a problem �
You should use this procedure to retrieve
lost files.
procedure declarationprocedure declaration /prə��sid'ə

dekləreʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of writ-

ing and declaring the variable types of pro-
cedure used and the routine name and lo-
cation
procedure-orientated languageprocedure-orientated language
/prə�
sid'ə 
ɔriəntetd �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a high-level programming language
that allows procedures to be programmed
easily
processprocess /prəυ��ses/ noun a number of
tasks that must be carried out to achieve a
goal � The process of setting up the com-
puter takes a long time. � verb to carry out
a number of tasks to produce a result � We
processed the new data.
process boundprocess bound /�prəυses baυnd/
noun a program that spends more time ex-
ecuting instructions and using the CPU
than in I/O operations
process chartprocess chart /�prəυses tʃɑt/ noun a
diagram that shows each step of the com-
puter procedures needed in a system
process controlprocess control /�prəυses kən�
trəυl/
noun the automatic control of a process by
a computer
process control computerprocess control computer
/
prəυses kən�
trəυl kəm��pjutə/ noun a
dedicated computer that controls and man-
ages a process
process control systemprocess control system /
prəυses
kən��trəυl 
sstəm/ noun a system that
completely monitors, manages and regu-
lates a process, comprising input and out-
put modules, a CPU with memory, a pro-
gram and control and feedback devices
such as A/D and D/A converters
processingprocessing /�prəυsesŋ/ noun the use
of a computer to solve a problem or organ-
ise data � Page processing time depends
on the complexity of a given page. � CPU
processorprocessor /�prəυ�
sesə/ noun a hard-
ware or software device that is able to ma-
nipulate or modify data according to in-
structions
processor controlled keyingprocessor controlled keying
/
prəυsesə kən�
trəυld �kiŋ/ noun data
entry by an operator which is prompted
and controlled by a computer
processor interruptprocessor interrupt /
prəυsesə
�ntər�pt/ noun the process of sending an
interrupt signal to a processor requesting
attention, usually causing it to stop what it
is doing and attend to the calling device
processor-limitedprocessor-limited /
prəυsesə
�lmtd/ adjective referring to operation
or execution time that is set by the speed of
the processor rather than a peripheral
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processor status wordprocessor status word /
prəυsesə
�stetəs 
w�d/ noun a word that contains
a number of status bits, e.g. as carry flag,
zero flag and overflow flag. Abbr PSW
produceproduce /prə��djus/ verb to make or
manufacture something
producerproducer /prə��djusə/ noun a person,
company or country that manufactures �
Country which is a producer of high qual-
ity computer equipment.
producing capacityproducing capacity /prə��djusŋ kə�


p�səti/ noun the capacity to produce
productproduct /�prɒd�kt/ noun 1. an item that
is made or manufactured 2. a manufac-
tured item for sale 3. the result after multi-
plication
product designproduct design /�prɒd�kt d�
zan/
noun the activity of designing products
product engineerproduct engineer /
prɒd�kt 
end'�

�nə/ noun an engineer in charge of the
equipment for making a product
productionproduction /prə��d�kʃən/ noun the
process of making or manufacturing of
goods for sale � Production will probably
be held up by industrial action.
production controlproduction control /prə��d�kʃən kən�


trəυl/ noun the control of the manufac-
turing of a product (using computers)
production level videoproduction level video /prə�
d�kʃən

lev(ə)l �vdiəυ/ noun full form of PLV
production rateproduction rate /prə��d�kʃ(ə)n ret/
noun same as rate of production
production standardsproduction standards /prə��d�kʃən

st�ndədz/ plural noun the quality of pro-
duction
productiveproductive /prə��d�ktv/ adjective dur-
ing or in which something useful is pro-
duced
productive timeproductive time /prə�
d�ktv �tam/
noun a period of time during which a com-
puter can run error-free tasks
product lineproduct line /�prɒd�kt lan/, product
range /�prɒd�kt rend'/ noun a series of
different products made by the same com-
pany, which form a group
product rangeproduct range /�prɒd�kt rend'/
noun same as product line
profileprofile /�prəυfal/ noun a feature of Win-
dows 95 that stores the settings for differ-
ent users on one PC
PROFSPROFS /prɒfs/ a trade name for an elec-
tronic mail system developed by IBM that
runs on mainframe computers
programprogram /�prəυ�r�m/ noun a complete
set of instructions which direct a computer
to carry out a particular task � assembly

program a number of assembly code in-
structions that perform a task � verb to
write or prepare a set of instructions that
direct a computer to perform a certain task
program address counterprogram address counter
/
prəυ�r�m ə��dres 
kaυntə/ noun a reg-
ister in a CPU that contains the location of
the next instruction to be processed
program branchprogram branch /�prəυ�r�m
brɑntʃ/ noun one or more paths that can
be followed after a conditional statement
program cardsprogram cards /�prəυ�r�m kɑdz/
plural noun punched cards that contain the
instructions that make up a program
program coding sheetprogram coding sheet /
prəυ�r�m
�kəυdŋ 
ʃit/ noun a specially preprinted
form on which computer instructions can
be written, simplifying program writing
program compatibilityprogram compatibility /
prəυ�r�m
kəm�
p�tə��blti/ noun the ability of two
pieces of software to function correctly to-
gether
program compilationprogram compilation /
prəυ�r�m

kɒmpə��leʃ(ə)n/ noun the translation of
an encoded source program into machine
code
program counterprogram counter /�prəυ�r�m

kaυntə/ noun a register in a CPU that
contains the location of the next instruc-
tion to be processed. Abbr PC
program crashprogram crash /�prəυ�r�m kr�ʃ/
noun an unexpected failure of a program
owing to a programming error or a hard-
ware fault
program design languageprogram design language
/
prəυ�r�m d��zan 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a
programming language used to design the
structure of a program. Abbr PDL
program developmentprogram development /�prəυ�r�m
d�
veləpmənt/ noun all the operations in-
volved in creating a computer program
from first ideas to initial writing, debug-
ging and the final product
program development systemprogram development system
/
prəυ�r�m d��veləpmənt 
sstəm/
noun all the hardware and software need-
ed for program development on a system
program documentationprogram documentation
/
prəυ�r�m 
dɒkjυmen��teʃ(ə)n/ noun
a set of instruction notes, examples and
tips on how to use a program
program editorprogram editor /�prəυ�r�m 
edtə/
noun a piece of software that allows the
user to alter, delete and add instructions to
a program file
program editorprogram evaluation and review
technique /
prəυ�r�m �
v�ljueʃ(ə)n
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ən r��vju tek�
nik/ noun full form of
PERT
program executionprogram execution /
prəυ�r�m

eks��kjuʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of in-
structing a processor to execute in se-
quence the instructions in a program
program fileprogram file /�prəυ�r�m fal/ noun a
file containing a program rather than data
program flowchartprogram flowchart /
prəυ�r�m
�fləυtʃɑt/ noun a diagram that graphical-
ly describes the various steps in a program
program generationprogram generation /
prəυ�r�m

d'enə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun � generator
program generatorprogram generator /�prəυ�r�m

d'enəretə/ noun a piece of software that
allows users to write complex programs
using a few simple instructions
program groupprogram group /�prəυ�r�m �rup/
noun (in Windows 3.1x) a window that
contains icons relating to a particular sub-
ject or program
program iconprogram icon /�prəυ�r�m 
akɒn/
noun (in a GUI) an icon that represents an
executable program file � To run the pro-
gram, double-click on the program icon.
program information fileprogram information file
/
prəυ�r�m 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
fal/ noun
full form of PIF
program instructionprogram instruction /�prəυ�r�m n�


str�kʃən/ noun a single word or expres-
sion that represents one operation
program itemprogram item /�prəυ�r�m 
atəm/
noun (in a GUI) an icon that represents a
program
program libraryprogram library /�prəυ�r�m

labrəri/ noun a collection of useful pro-
cedures and programs which can be used
for various purposes and included into new
software
program lineprogram line /�prəυ�r�m lan/ noun
one row of commands or arguments in a
computer program
program line numberprogram line number /
prəυ�r�m
�lan 
n�mbə/ noun a number that refers
to a line of program code in a computer
program
program listingprogram listing /�prəυ�r�m 
lstŋ/
noun a list of the instructions that make up
a program, displayed in an ordered manner
programmableprogrammable /�prəυ�r�məb(ə)l/
adjective referring to a device that can ac-
cept and store instructions then execute
them
programmable calculatorprogrammable calculator
/
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l �k�lkjυletə/ noun a

small calculator that can hold certain basic
mathematical calculating programs
programmable clockprogrammable clock
/
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l �klɒk/ noun a circuit
whose frequency can be set by the user
programmable interrupt controllerprogrammable interrupt control-
ler /
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l �ntər�pt kən�


trəυlə/ noun a circuit or chip that can be
programmed to ignore certain interrupts,
accept only high priority interrupts and se-
lect the priority of interrupts
programmable keyprogrammable key
/
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l �ki/ noun a special
key on a computer terminal keyboard that
can be programmed with various functions
or characters
programmable logic arrayprogrammable logic array noun full
form of PLA
programmable logic deviceprogrammable logic device
/
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l �lɒd'k d�
vas/ noun
full form of PLD
programmable memoryprogrammable memory
/
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l �mem(ə)ri/ noun full
form of PROM
programmable read only memoryprogrammable read only memory
/
prəυ�r�məb(ə)l rid 
əυnli �mem(ə)ri/
noun full form of PROM
program maintenanceprogram maintenance /�prəυ�r�m

mentənəns/ noun the process of keep-
ing a program free of errors and up to date
Program ManagerProgram Manager /
prəυ�r�m
�m�nd'ə/ noun (in Windows 3.x) the
main part of Windows that the user sees
programmaticprogrammatic /
prəυ�rə��m�tk/ ad-
jective relating to computer programs
programmed haltprogrammed halt /�prəυ�r�md hɔlt/
noun an instruction within a program
which, when executed, halts the processor
programmed learningprogrammed learning /
prəυ�r�md
�l�nŋ/ noun the process of using educa-
tional software which allows a learner to
follow a course of instruction
programmerprogrammer /�prəυ�
�r�mə/ noun 1. a
person who is capable of designing and
writing a working program � The pro-
grammer is still working on the new soft-
ware. 2. a device that allows data to be
written into a programmable read only
memory
programmer’s hierarchical interactive graphics standardprogrammer’s hierarchical inter-
active graphics standard
/
prəυ�r�məz haə�
rɑkk(ə)l ntər�


�ktv ��r�fks 
st�ndəd/ noun full
form of PHIGS
programmingprogramming /�prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun 1.
the activity of writing programs for com-
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puters 2. the activity of writing data into a
PROM device

COMMENT: Programming languages are
grouped into different levels: the high-level
languages such as BASIC and PASCAL are
easy to understand and use, but offer slow ex-
ecution time since each instruction is made up
of a number of machine code instructions;
low-level languages such as assembler are
more complex to read and program in but of-
fer faster execution time.

programming in logicprogramming in logic /
prəυ�r�mŋ
n �lɒd'k/ noun full form of PROLOG
programming languageprogramming language
/�prəυ�r�mŋ 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a piece
of software that allows a user to write a se-
ries of instructions to define a particular
task, which will then be translated to a
form that is understood by the computer
programming language for microprocessorsprogramming language for micro-
processors /
prəυ�r�mŋ 
l�ŋ�wd'
fə �makrə�
prəυsesəz/ noun full form of
PL/M
programming standardsprogramming standards
/�prəυ�r�mŋ 
st�ndədz/ plural noun
rules to which programs must conform to
produce compatible code
program nameprogram name /�prəυ�r�m nem/
noun an identification name for a stored
program file
program originprogram origin /
prəυ�r�m �ɒrd'n/
noun the address at which the first instruc-
tion of a program is stored
program overlayprogram overlay /
prəυ�r�m
�əυvəle/ noun a portion of a big program
that is loaded from disk into memory when
it is needed
program registerprogram register /�prəυ�r�m

red'stə/ noun a register in a CPU that
contains an instruction during decoding
and execution operations
program relocationprogram relocation /
prəυ�r�m

riləυ��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of
moving a stored program from one area of
memory to another
program report generatorprogram report generator
/
prəυ�r�m r��pɔt 
d'enəretə/ noun a
piece of software that allows users to cre-
ate reports from files, databases and other
stored data
program runprogram run /�prəυ�r�m r�n/ noun
the process of executing, in correct order,
the instructions in a program
program segmentprogram segment /�prəυ�r�m

se�mənt/ noun a section of a main pro-
gram that can be executed in its own right,
without the rest of the main program being
required

Programs menuPrograms menu /�prəυ�r�mz

menju/ noun a sub-menu, accessed from
the Start button in Windows, that lists all
the programs that are installed on the com-
puter
program specificationprogram specification /
prəυ�r�m

spesf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed informa-
tion about a program’s abilities, features
and methods
program stackprogram stack /�prəυ�r�m st�k/
noun a section of memory reserved for
storing temporary system or program data
program statementprogram statement /�prəυ�r�m

stetmənt/ noun a high level program in-
struction that is made up of a number of
machine code instructions
program status wordprogram status word /
prəυ�r�m
�stetəs 
w�d/ noun a word which con-
tains a number of status bits, such as carry
flag, zero flag, overflow bit, etc. Abbr
PSW
program status word registerprogram status word register
/
prəυ�r�m �stetəs w�d 
red'stə/
noun a register which contains a number
of status bits, such as carry flag, zero flag,
overflow flag. Also called PSW register
program stepprogram step /�prəυ�r�m step/ noun
one operation within a program, usually a
single instruction
program storageprogram storage /
prəυ�r�m
�stɔrd'/ noun a section of main memory
in which programs, rather than operating
system or data, can be stored
program structureprogram structure /
prəυ�r�m
�str�ktʃə/ noun the way in which sections
of program code are interlinked and oper-
ate
program testingprogram testing /�prəυ�r�m 
testŋ/
noun the process of testing a new program
with test data to ensure that it functions
correctly
program tradingprogram trading /�prəυ�r�m

tredŋ/ noun the automatic buying and
selling of large quantities of shares using
computer programs that monitor price
changes
program verificationprogram verification /
prəυ�r�m

verf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun a number of tests
and checks performed to ensure that a pro-
gram functions correctly
progressive scanningprogressive scanning /prəυ�
�resv
�sk�nŋ/ noun a method of displaying and
transmitting video images in which each
line of the image is displayed consecutive-
ly, unlike non-interlaced image, which
shows alternate lines. � scan conversion
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projectproject noun /�prɒd'ekt/ a planned task
� His latest project is computerising the
sales team. � verb /prə��d'ekt/ to forecast
future figures from a set of data � The pro-
jected sales of the new PC.
projectionprojection /prə��d'ekʃən/ noun the
forecasting of a situation from a set of data
� The projection indicates that sales will
increase.
PROLOGPROLOG /�prəυlɒ�/ noun a high-level
programming language using logical oper-
ations for artificial intelligence and data
retrieval applications. Full form program-
ming in logic
PROMPROM /prɒm/ noun 1. read-only memo-
ry that can be programmed by the user, as
distinct from ROM, which is programmed
by the manufacturer. Full form program-
mable read-only memory 2. an elec-
tronic device in which data can be stored.
Full form programmable memory
PROM blasterPROM blaster /�b�nə/, PROM burn-
er, PROM programmer /�prəυ�
�r�mə/
noun an electronic device used to program
a PROM
promptprompt /prɒmpt/ noun a message or
character displayed to remind the user that
an input is expected � The prompt READY
indicates that the system is available to re-
ceive instructions.
propagatepropagate /�prɒpə�
�et/ verb to travel
or spread
propagated errorpropagated error /
prɒpə�etd �erə/
noun one error in a process that has affect-
ed later operations
propagating errorpropagating error /�prɒpə�etŋ 
erə/
noun an error that occurs in one place or
operation and affects another operation or
process
propagation delaypropagation delay /
prɒpə���eʃ(ə)n
d�
le/ noun 1. the time taken for an output
to appear in a logic gate after the input is
applied 2. the time taken for a data bit to
travel over a network from the source to
the destination
propagation timepropagation time /
prɒpə���eʃ(ə)n

tam/ noun same as gate delay
propertiesproperties /�prɒpətiz/ noun (in Win-
dows) the attributes of a file or object
proportionally spacedproportionally spaced /prə�


pɔʃ(ə)nəli �spest/ adjective referring to
a font in which each letter takes a space
proportional to the character width. Com-
pare monospaced
proprietary file formatproprietary file format /prə�


praət(ə)ri �fal 
fɔm�t/ noun a method
of storing data devised by a company for

its products and incompatible with other
products � You cannot read this spread-
sheet file because my software saves it in a
proprietary file format.
protected fieldprotected field /prə��tektd fild/ noun
a storage or display area that cannot be al-
tered by the user
protected locationprotected location /prə�
tektd ləυ�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun a memory location that
cannot be altered or cannot be accessed
without authorisation
protected modeprotected mode /prə��tektd məυd/
noun the operating mode of an 80286 Intel
processor or higher that supports multi-
tasking, virtual memory and data security
protected storageprotected storage /prə�
tektd
�stɔrd'/ noun a section of memory that
cannot be altered
protection keyprotection key /prə��tekʃən ki/ noun a
signal checked to see if a program can ac-
cess a section of memory
protection masterprotection master /prə��tekʃən

mɑstə/ noun a spare copy of a master
film or tape
protocolprotocol /�prəυtəkɒl/ noun the pre-
agreed signals, codes and rules to be used
for data exchange between systems
protocol stackprotocol stack /�prəυtəυkɒl st�k/
noun the separate parts of a protocol, each
with a different function, that work togeth-
er to provide a complete set of network
functions
protocol standardsprotocol standards /�prəυtəυkɒl

st�ndədz/ plural noun standards laid
down to allow data exchange between any
computer system conforming to the stand-
ard
prototypeprototype /�prəυtə�
tap/ noun the first
working model of a device or program,
which is then tested and adapted to im-
prove it
prototypingprototyping /�prəυtətapŋ/ noun the
process of making a prototype
proximity operatorproximity operator /prɒk��smti

ɒpəretə/ noun a Boolean operator that
directs a search engine making a text
search to locate pages in which the words
it is looking for are near one another in any
direction
proxy agentproxy agent /�prɒksi 
ed'ənt/ noun a
piece of software that can translate net-
work management commands to allow
management software to control a device
that uses a different protocol
proxy serverproxy server /
prɒksi �s�və/ noun a
computer that stores copies of files and
data normally held on a slow server and so
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allows users to access files and data quick-
ly. Proxy servers are often used as a fire-
wall between an intranet in a company and
the public Internet.
PrtScPrtSc /
prnt �skrin/ noun (on an IBM
PC keyboard) a key that sends the con-
tents of the current screen to the printer.
Full form print screen
pSpS /
pi �es/ abbr picosecond
PS/2PS/2 a trade name for a range of IBM PC
computers that are software compatible
with the original IBM PC, but use a differ-
ent MCA expansion bus. � MCA
pseudo-pseudo- /sjudəυ/ prefix similar to
something, but not genuine
pseudo-codepseudo-code /�sjudəυ kəυd/ noun
English sentence structures, used to de-
scribe program instructions that are trans-
lated at a later date into machine code
pseudo-digitalpseudo-digital /
sjudəυ �dd't(ə)l/
adjective referring to modulated analog
signals that are produced by a modem and
transmitted over telephone lines
pseudo-instructionpseudo-instruction /
sjudəυ n�

�str�kʃən/ noun a label in an assembly
language program that represents a
number of instructions
pseudo-operationpseudo-operation /
sjudəυ 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a command in an assem-
bler program that controls the assembler
rather than producing machine code
pseudo-randompseudo-random /
sjudəυ �r�ndəm/
noun a generated sequence that appears
random but is repeated over a long period
pseudo-random number generatorpseudo-random number genera-
tor /
sjudəυ 
r�ndəm �n�mbə

d'enəretə/ noun a piece of hardware or
software that produces pseudo-random
numbers
pseudo-staticpseudo-static /
sjudəυ �st�tk/ ad-
jective referring to dynamic RAM memo-
ry chips that contain circuitry to refresh
the contents and so have the same appear-
ance as a static RAM component
PSNPSN abbr packet switched network
PSSPSS abbr packet switching system
PSUPSU /
pi es �ju/ noun an electrical cir-
cuit that provides certain direct current
voltage and current levels from an alternat-
ing current source to other electrical cir-
cuits. Full form power supply unit

COMMENT: A PSU will regulate, smooth and
step down a higher voltage supply for use in
small electronic equipment.

PSWPSW abbr processor status word
PTRPTR abbr paper tape reader

public access terminalpublic access terminal /
p�blk

�kses �t�mn(ə)l/ noun a terminal that
can be used by anyone to access a compu-
ter
public data networkpublic data network /
p�blk 
detə
�netw�k/ noun a data transmission serv-
ice for the public, e.g. the main telephone
system in a country. Abbr PDN
public domainpublic domain /
p�blk dəυ��men/
noun the status of documents, text or pro-
grams that are not protected by copyright
and can be copied by anyone. Abbr PD.
Compare shareware � program which
is in the public domain a program which
is not protected by copyright
public key cipher systempublic key cipher system /
p�blk
ki �safə 
sstəm/ noun a cipher that uses
a public key to encrypt messages and a se-
cret key to decrypt them. Conventional ci-
pher systems use one secret key to encrypt
and decrypt messages.
public key encryptionpublic key encryption /
p�blk ki n�

�krpʃ(ə)n/ noun a method of encrypting
data that uses one key to encrypt the data
and another different key to decrypt the
data
publishpublish /�p�blʃ/ verb to produce and
sell software
pullpull /pυl/ verb to remove data from a
stack
pull-down menupull-down menu /�pυl daυn 
menju/
noun a set of options that are displayed be-
low the relevant entry on a menu-bar.
Compare pop-down menu
pull uppull up /
pυl ��p/ verb � to pull up a line
to connect or set a line to a voltage level �
Pull up the input line to a logic one by con-
necting it to 5 volts.
pulsepulse /p�ls/ noun a short period of a
voltage level � verb to apply a short-dura-
tion voltage level to a circuit � We pulsed
the input but it still would not work.

COMMENT: Electric pulse can be used to trans-
mit information, as the binary digits 0 and 1
correspond to ‘no pulse’ and ‘pulse’ (the volt-
age level used to distinguish the binary digits
0 and 1, is often zero and 5 or 12 volts, with
the pulse width depending on transmission
rate).

pulse-code modulationpulse-code modulation /
p�ls kəυd

mɒdjυ��leʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of PCM
pulse-diallingpulse-dialling /�p�ls 
daəlŋ/ noun
telephone dialling that dials a telephone
number by sending a series of pulses along
the line
pulse streampulse stream /
p�ls �strim/ noun a
continuous series of similar pulses
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pulse trainpulse train /�p�ls tren/ noun same as
pulse stream
punchpunch /p�ntʃ/ noun a device for making
holes in punched cards � verb to make a
hole in something
punch cardpunch card /�p�ntʃ kɑd/ noun a small
piece of card which contains holes repre-
senting various instructions or data
punch-down blockpunch-down block /
p�ntʃ daυn
�blɒk/ noun a device used in a local area
network to connect UTP cable
punched cardpunched card /
p�ntʃt �kɑd/ noun
same as punch card
punched card readerpunched card reader /
p�ntʃd �kɑd

ridə/ noun a device that transforms data
on a punched card to a form that can be
recognized by a computer
punched codepunched code /
p�ntʃd �kəυd/ noun a
combination of holes that represent char-
acters in a punched card
punched tagpunched tag /
p�ntʃd �t��/ noun a
card attached to a product in a shop, with
punched holes containing data about the
product
punched tapepunched tape1 /
p�ntʃd �tep/,
punched paper tape noun a strip of pa-
per tape that contains holes to represent
data
punched tapepunched tape2 /
p�ntʃd �tep/ noun
same as paper tape
punctuation markpunctuation mark /
p�ŋktʃu��eʃ(ə)n
mɑk/ noun a printing symbol such as a

comma or full stop, used for making the
meaning of text clear
pure codepure code /
pjυə �kəυd/ noun a code
that does not modify itself during execu-
tion
purgepurge /p�d'/ verb to remove unneces-
sary or out-of-date data from a file or disk
� Each month, I purge the disk of all the
old email messages.
pushbuttonpushbutton /�pυʃb�t(ə)n/ adjective
which works by pressing on a button
push-down listpush-down list /
pυʃdaυn �lst/,
push-down stack /pυʃ daυn/ noun a
method of storing data in which the last
item stored is always at the same location,
the rest of the list being pushed down by
one address
push instructionpush instruction /pυʃ n��str�kʃən/,
push operation noun non-synchro-
nous sound, non-sync sound a compu-
ter instruction that stores data on a LIFO
list or stack
push technologypush technology /�pυʃ tek�
nɒləd'i/
noun Internet technology that allows sub-
scribers to receive customised information
directly
push-up listpush-up list /st�k/, push-up stack
noun a method of storing data in which the
last item stored is added at the bottom of
the list. � FIFO
putput /pυt/ verb to push or place data onto
a stack

Q
QAMQAM abbr quadrature amplitude modula-
tion
QBEQBE /
kju bi �i/ noun a simple lan-
guage used to retrieve information from a
database management system by, normal-
ly, entering a query with known values,
which is then matched with the database
and used to retrieve the correct data � In
most QBE databases, the query form looks
like the record format in the database – re-

trieving data is as easy as filling in a form.
Full form query by example
Q ChannelQ Channel /kju �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun (in a
CD audio disc) one of the eight informa-
tion channels that holds data identifying
the track and the absolute playing time
QISAMQISAM noun an indexed sequential file
that is read item by item into a buffer. Full
form queued indexed sequential ac-
cess method
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QLQL abbr query language
QOSQOS abbr quality of service
QSAMQSAM /
kju es e �em/ noun queue of
blocks waiting to be processed, which are
retrieved using a sequential access meth-
od. Full form queued sequential ac-
cess method
quadquad /kwɒd/ adjective operating at four
times the standard speed, or processing
four times the standard amount of data
quadbitquadbit /�kwɒdbt/ noun four bits that
are used by modems to increase transmis-
sion rates when using QAM
quad densityquad density /kwɒd �densəti/ noun
four bits of data stored in the usual place of
one
quaddingquadding /�kwɒdŋ/ noun the insertion
of spaces into text to fill out a line
quadr-quadr- /kwɒdr/ prefix four
quadrature amplitude modulationquadrature amplitude modulation
/
kwɒdtrətʃə ��mpltjud mɒdju�


leʃ(ə)n/ noun a data encoding method
used by high-speed modems (transmitting
at rates above 2,400bps). It combines am-
plitude modulation and phase modulation
to increase the data transmission rate.
Abbr QAM
quadrature encodingquadrature encoding /�kwɒdtrətʃə
n�
kəυdŋ/ noun a system used to deter-
mine the direction in which a mouse is be-
ing moved. In a mechanical mouse, two
sensors send signals that describe its hori-
zontal and vertical movements, these sig-
nals being transmitted using quadrature
encoding.
quadruplexquadruplex /�kwɒdrυpleks/ noun a set
of four signals combined into a single one
quad-speed drivequad-speed drive /
kwɒd spid
�drav/ noun a CD-ROM drive that spins
the disc at four times the speed of a single-
speed drive, providing higher data
throughput of 600Kbps and shorter seek
times
quality controlquality control /�kwɒlti kən�
trəυl/
noun the process of checking that the qual-
ity of a product is good
quality of servicequality of service /
kwɒlti əv
�s�vs/ noun the degree to which a net-
work can transfer information without er-
ror or fault
QuantelQuantel /�kwɒntel/ the hardware graph-
ics company that developed Paintbox and
Harry production graphics systems
quantifiablequantifiable /�kwɒntfaəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive which can be quantified � The effect
of the change in the pricing structure is not
quantifiable.

quantifierquantifier /�kwɒnt�
faə/ noun a sign or
symbol that indicates the quantity or range
of a predicate
quantifyquantify /�kwɒnt�
fa/ verb � to quan-
tify the effect of something to show the
effect of something in figures � It is im-
possible to quantify the effect of the new
computer system on our production.
quantisationquantisation, quantization noun the
conversion of an analog signal to a numer-
ical representation
quantisation errorquantisation error /
kwɒn��teʃ(ə)n

erə/ noun an error in converting an analog
signal into a numerical form, owing to lim-
ited accuracy or a rapidly changing signal
quantisequantise, quantize verb to convert an
analog signal into a numerical representa-
tion � The input signal is quantized by an
analog to digital converter.
quantiserquantiser, quantizer noun a device
used to convert an analog input signal to a
numerical form, that can be processed by a
computer
quantising noisequantising noise /
kwɒntazŋ �nɔz/
noun noise on a signal caused by inaccura-
cies in the quantising process
quantityquantity /�kwɒntti/ noun the amount or
number of items � A small quantity of ille-
gal copies of the program have been im-
ported. � adjective in large amounts �
The company offers a discount for quantity
purchases.
quantumquantum /�kwɒntəm/ noun (in commu-
nications) a packet of data that is the result
of a signal being quantised
quartz clockquartz clock /
kwɔts �klɒk/, quartz
crystal clock /
kwɔts 
krstəl �klɒk/
noun a small slice of quartz crystal that vi-
brates at a certain frequency when an elec-
trical voltage is supplied, used as a very
accurate clock signal for computers and
other high precision timing applications
quasi-quasi- /kweza/ prefix almost, or simi-
lar to
quasi-instructionquasi-instruction /
kweza n�

�str�kʃən/ noun a label in an assembly
program that represents a number of in-
structions
quaternaryquaternary /�kwɔt�nəri/ adjective
existing as four bits, levels or objects
quaternary level quantizationquaternary level quantization /kwə�


t�nəri 
lev(ə)l 
kwɒnta��zeʃ(ə)n/
noun the use of four bits of data in an A/D
conversion process
query by examplequery by example /
kwəri ba ��

�zɑmpəl/ noun full form of QBE
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query facilityquery facility /�kwəri fə�
slti/ noun a
program, usually a database or retrieval
system, that allows the user to ask ques-
tions and receive answers or access certain
information according to the query
query languagequery language /�kwəri 
l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a language in a database manage-
ment system that allows a database to be
searched and queried easily. Abbr QL
query messagequery message /�kwəri 
mesd'/
noun a message sent to an object to find
out the value of one of the object’s proper-
ties, e.g. its name, active state or position
query processingquery processing /�kwəri

prəυsesŋ/ noun the processing of que-
ries, either by extracting information from
a database or by translating query com-
mands from a query language
query windowquery window /�kwəri 
wndəυ/ noun
1. a window that appears when an error
has occurred, asking the user what action
they would like to take 2. a window that is
displayed with fields a user can fill in to
search a database
question markquestion mark /�kweʃtʃən mɑk/
noun the character ( ? ) that is often used
as a wildcard to indicate that any single
character in the position will produce a
match � To find all the letters, use the
command DIR LETTER?DOC which will
list LETTER1.DOC, LETTER2.DOC and
LETTER3.DOC. � asterisk
queuequeue /kju/ noun a list of data or tasks
that are waiting to be processed, or a series
of documents that are dealt with in order �
verb to add more data or tasks to the end of
a queue
queued access methodqueued access method /
kjud
��kses 
meθəd/ noun a programming
method that minimises input/output delays
by ensuring that data transferred between
software and an I/O device is synchronised
with the I/O device
queued indexed sequential access methodqueued indexed sequential ac-
cess method /
kjud 
ndeksd s�


kwenʃəl ��kses 
meθəd/ noun full form
of QISAM
queue disciplinequeue discipline /kju �dsə�
pln/
noun a method used as the queue struc-
ture, either LIFO or FIFO
queued sequential access methodqueued sequential access meth-
od /
kjud s�
kwenʃəl ��kses 
meθəd/
noun full form of QSAM
queue managementqueue management /kju
�m�nd'mənt/, queue manager /kju
�m�nd'ə/ noun software which orders
tasks to be processed � This is a new soft-

ware spooler with a built-in queue man-
agement.
queuing timequeuing time /�kjuŋ tam/ noun the
period of time messages have to wait be-
fore they can be processed or transmitted
QuickDrawQuickDraw /�kwkdrɔ/ (in an Apple
Macintosh) a trade name for the graphics
routines built into the Macintosh’s operat-
ing system that control displayed text and
images
quick formatquick format /kwk �fɔm�t/ noun a
command that does not delete all the exist-
ing data on a floppy disk during a format
process. It is faster than a full format and
allows data to be recovered.
quicksortquicksort /�kwksɔt/ noun a very rapid
file sorting and ordering method
QuickTimeQuickTime /�kwktam/ (in an Apple
Macintosh) a trade name for the graphics
routines built into the Macintosh’s operat-
ing system that allow windows, boxes and
graphic objects, including animation and
video files, to be displayed
quiescentquiescent /kwi��es(ə)nt/ adjective re-
ferring to a process, circuit or device in a
state in which no input signal is applied
quintetquintet /kwn��tet/ noun a byte made up
of five bits
quitquit /kwt/ verb to leave a system or a
program � Do not forget to save your text
before you quit the system.
quotationquotation /kwəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun part of
a text borrowed from another text
quotation marksquotation marks /kwəυ��teʃ(ə)n
mɑks/ noun punctuation marks used for
enclosing text to show that it has been
quoted from another source
quotequote /kwəυt/ verb to repeat words used
by someone else
quotesquotes /kwəυts/ plural noun quotation
marks (informal)
quotientquotient /�kwəυʃ(ə)nt/ noun the result
of one number divided by another

COMMENT: When two numbers are divided, the
answer is made up of a quotient and a remain-
der (the fractional part). 16 divided by 4 is
equal to a quotient of 4 and zero remainder;
16 divided by 5 is equal to a quotient of 3 and
a remainder of 1.

quotingquoting /�kwəυtŋ/ noun a feature of
many electronic mail applications that al-
lows you to reply to a message and include
the text of the original message
QWERTY keyboardQWERTY keyboard /
kw�ti
�kibɔd/ noun a standard English lan-
guage key layout. The first six letters on
the top left row of keys are QWERTY.
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racerace /res/ noun an error condition in a
digital circuit, in which the state or output
of the circuit is very dependent on the ex-
act timing between the input signals.
Faulty output is due to unequal propaga-
tion delays on the separate input signals at
a gate.
rackrack /r�k/ noun a metal supporting
frame for electronic circuit boards and pe-
ripheral devices such as disk drives
rack mountedrack mounted /r�k �maυntd/ plural
noun referring to a system consisting of
removable circuit boards in a supporting
frame
radial transferradial transfer /
rediəl �tr�nsf�/
noun data transfer between two peripher-
als or programs that are on different layers
of a structured system (such as an ISO/OSI
system)
radio buttonradio button /�rediəυ 
b�t(ə)n/ noun
(in a GUI) a circle displayed beside an op-
tion that, when selected, has a dark centre.
Only one radio button can be selected at
one time.
radio frequencyradio frequency /�rediəυ

frikwənsi/ noun full form of RF
radixradix /�redks/ noun the value of the
base of the number system being used �
The hexadecimal number has a radix of
16.
radix complementradix complement /�redks

kɒmplmənt/ noun � ten’s comple-
ment, two’s complement
radix notationradix notation /�redks nəυ�
teʃ(ə)n/
noun numbers represented to a certain ra-
dix
radix pointradix point /�redks pɔnt/ noun a dot
which indicates the division between a
whole unit and its fractional parts
ragged leftragged left /�r��d left/ noun printed
text with a flush right-hand margin and un-
even left-hand margin
ragged rightragged right /�r��d rat/ noun printed
text with a flush left-hand margin and un-
even right-hand margin

ragged textragged text /�r��d tekst/ noun text
with a ragged right margin
RAIDRAID /red/ noun a fast, fault tolerant
disk drive system that uses multiple drives
which would, typically, each store one
byte of a word of data, so allowing the data
to be saved faster. Full form redundant
array of inexpensive disks

‘A Japanese investor group led by system distributor
Technography has pumped $4.2 million (#2.8 mil-
lion) into US disk manufacturer Storage Computer to
help with the development costs of RAID 7 hard disk
technology.’ [Computing]

RAMRAM /r�m/ noun memory that allows ac-
cess to any location in any order, without
having to access the rest first. Full form
random access memory. Compare se-
quential access

‘The HP Enterprise Desktops have hard-disk capac-
ities of between 260Mb and 1Gb, with RAM ranging
from 16Mb up to 128Mb.’ [Computing]
‘…fast memory is RAM that does not have to share
bus access with the chip that manages the video dis-
play’ [Byte]
COMMENT: Dynamic RAM, which uses a ca-
pacitor to store a bit of data, needs to have
each location refreshed from time to time to
retain the data, but is very fast and can con-
tain more data per unit area than static RAM,
which uses a latch to store the state of a bit.
Static RAM, however, has the advantage of
not requiring to be refreshed to retain its data,
and will keep data for as long as power is sup-
plied.

RAM cacheRAM cache /�r�m k�ʃ/ noun a section
of high-speed RAM that is used to buffer
data transfers between the faster processor
and a slower disk drive
RAM cardRAM card /�r�m kɑd/ noun an expan-
sion card that contains RAM chips. It is
plugged into a computer or device to in-
crease the main memory capacity.
RAM cartridgeRAM cartridge /r�m �kɑtrd'/ noun a
plug-in device that contains RAM chips
and increases the memory of a computer
or device
RAM chipRAM chip /�r�m tʃp/ noun a chip that
stores data, allowing random access
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RAMDACRAMDAC /�r�md�k/ noun an electron-
ic component on a video graphics adapter
that converts the digital colour signals into
electrical signals that are sent to the moni-
tor
RAM diskRAM disk /�r�m dsk/ noun same as
silicon disk
RAM loaderRAM loader /�r�m 
ləυdə/ noun a rou-
tine that will transfer a program from ex-
ternal backing store into RAM
RAM refreshRAM refresh /r�m r��freʃ/ noun sig-
nals used to update the contents of dynam-
ic RAM chips every few thousandths of a
second, involving reading and rewriting
the contents
RAM refresh rateRAM refresh rate /
r�m r��freʃ 
ret/
noun the number of times every second
that the data in a dynamic RAM chip has
to be read and rewritten
RAM resident programRAM resident program /
r�m

rezd(ə)nt �prəυ�r�m/ noun a program
that loads itself into main memory and car-
ries out a function when activated � When
you hit Ctrl-F5, you will activate the RAM
resident program and it will display your
day’s diary.
R & DR & D /
ɑr ən �di/ noun investigation of
new products, discoveries and techniques.
Full form research and development
R & D departmentR & D department /
ɑr ən �di d�


pɑtmənt/ noun a department in a com-
pany that investigates new products, dis-
coveries and techniques
random accessrandom access /
r�ndəm ��kses/
noun the ability to access immediately
memory locations in any order � Disk
drives are random access, whereas mag-
netic tape is sequential access memory.
random access devicerandom access device /
r�ndəm
��kses d�
vas/ noun a device whose ac-
cess time to retrieve data is not dependent
on the location or type of data
random access digital to analog converterrandom access digital to analog
converter /
r�ndəm 
�kses 
dd't(ə)l
tə 
�nəlɒ� kən��v�tə/ noun an electronic
component on a video graphics adapter
that converts the digital colour signals into
electrical signals that are sent to the moni-
tor. Abbr RAMDAC
random access filesrandom access files /
r�ndəm
��kses 
falz/ noun a file in which each
item or record can be immediately ac-
cessed by its address, without searching
through the rest of the file, and is not de-
pendent on the previous location

random access memoryrandom access memory /
r�ndəm
��kses 
mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of
RAM
random access storagerandom access storage /
r�ndəm
��kses 
stɔrd'/ noun a storage medium
that allows access to any location in any
order
random numberrandom number /
r�ndəm �n�mbə/
noun a number which cannot be predicted
random number generationrandom number generation
/
r�ndəm �n�mbə 
d'enəreʃ(ə)n/ noun
a method of creating a sequence of num-
bers that appears to be random so that no
number appears more often than another
random number generatorrandom number generator
/
r�ndəm �n�mbə 
d'enəretə/ noun a
program that generates random numbers,
used in lotteries, games, etc.
random processrandom process /
r�ndəm �prəυses/
noun a system whose output cannot be re-
lated to its input or internal structure
random processingrandom processing /
r�ndəm
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the processing of data in
the order required rather than the order in
which it is stored
rangerange /rend'/ noun 1. a set of allowed
values between a maximum and minimum
2. (in a spreadsheet) a cell or group of
cells � range left to move text to align it to
the left margin � verb 1. to vary or to be
different � The company’s products range
from a cheap lapheld micro to a multista-
tion mainframe. 2. to put text in order to
one side
range leftrange left /�rend' left/ noun to move
text to align it to the left margin
rankrank /r�ŋk/ verb to sort data into an or-
der, usually according to size or impor-
tance
rapid accessrapid access /
r�pd ��kses/ noun a
device or memory whose access time is
very short
rapid access memoryrapid access memory /
r�pd

�kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun storage locations
that can be read from or written to very
quickly
rasterraster /�r�stə/ noun a system of scan-
ning the whole of a CRT screen with a pic-
ture beam by sweeping across it horizon-
tally, moving down one pixel or line at a
time
raster fontraster font /�r�stə fɒnt/ noun a compu-
ter font formed from pixels and based on a
bit map
raster graphicsraster graphics /�r�stə 
�r�fks/ plu-
ral noun graphics in which the picture is
built up in lines across the screen or page
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raster image processorraster image processor /
r�stə
�md' 
prəυsesə/ noun raster which
translates software instructions into an im-
age or complete page which is then printed
by the printer � An electronic page can be
converted to a printer-readable video im-
age by an on-board raster image proces-
sor. Abbr RIP
raster scanraster scan /�r�stə sk�n/ noun one
sweep of the picture beam horizontally
across the front of a CRT screen
raterate /ret/ noun the quantity of data or
tasks that can be processed in a set time �
The processor’s instruction execution rate
is better than the older version.
rated throughputrated throughput /
retd �θrupυt/
noun the maximum throughput of a device
which will still meet original specifica-
tions
rate of productionrate of production /
ret əv prə�

�d�kʃən/ noun the speed at which items
are made
ratioratio /�reʃiəυ/ noun the proportion of
one number to another � The ratio of 10 to
5 is 2:1.
rational numberrational number /
r�ʃ(ə)nəl �n�mbə/
noun a number that can be written as the
ratio of two whole numbers � 24 over 7 is
a rational number.
raw dataraw data /rɔ �detə/ noun 1. pieces of
information which have not been input
into a computer system 2. data in a data-
base which has to be processed to provide
information to the user 3. unprocessed
data
raw moderaw mode /
rɔ �məυd/ noun a method
of accessing a file which, when data is read
from the file, does not carry out any data
translation or filtering
ray tracingray tracing /re �tresŋ/ noun (in
graphics) a method of creating life-like
computer-generated graphics which cor-
rectly show shadows and highlights on an
object to suggest the existence of a light
source
RDRD /
ɑ �di/ noun (in DOS) a command
to remove an empty subdirectory. Full
form remove directory
RDBMSRDBMS abbr relational database man-
agement system
reactreact /ri���kt/ verb � to react to some-
thing to act in response to something � to
react with something to change because a
substance is present
reaction timereaction time /ri���kʃən tam/ noun
same as access time

reactive modereactive mode /ri���ktv məυd/ noun a
computer operating mode in which each
entry by the user causes something to hap-
pen but does not provide an immediate re-
sponse
readread /rid/ verb 1. (of an electronic de-
vice) to scan printed text � Can the OCR
read typeset characters? 2. to retrieve data
from a storage medium � This instruction
reads the first record of a file.
read in /
rid �n/ verb to transfer data

from an external source to main memory �

The computer automatically read-in thirty

values from the A/D converter.
readablereadable /�ridəb(ə)l/ adjective that can
be read or understood by someone or by an
electronic device � The electronic page is
converted to a printer-readable video im-
age.
read back checkread back check /�rid b�k 
tʃek/
noun a system that ensures that data was
correctly received, in which the transmit-
ted data is sent back and checked against
the original for any errors
read cycleread cycle /rid �sak(ə)l/ noun the pe-
riod of time between address data being
sent to a storage device and the data being
returned
readerreader /�ridə/ noun a device that reads
data stored on one medium and converts it
into another form
reader levelreader level /�ridə 
lev(ə)l/ noun (in
authoring software) one of two modes that
allows a user to run and interact with a
multimedia application, but not modify it
in any way
read errorread error /rid �erə/ noun an error that
occurs during a read operation, often be-
cause the stored data has been corrupted
read headread head /
rid �hed/ noun a transducer
that reads signals stored on a magnetic me-
dium and converts them back to their orig-
inal electrical form
readingreading /�ridŋ/ noun a note taken of
figures or degrees, especially of degrees
on a scale
readme filereadme file /�ridmi fal/ noun a file
that contains last-minute information
about an application
read onlyread only /�rid 
əυnli/ noun a device or
circuit whose stored data cannot be
changed
read only attributeread only attribute /
rid �əυnli

�trbjut/ noun a special attribute at-
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tached to a file which, when switched on,
only allows the contents of the file to be
viewed, the contents cannot be changed
read only memoryread only memory /
rid 
əυnli
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a memory device that
has had data written into it at the time of
manufacture, and now its contents can
only be read � The manufacturer provided
the monitor program in two ROM chips.
Abbr ROM
readoutreadout /�ridaυt/ noun a display of data
� The readout displayed the time.
readout devicereadout device /�ridaυt d�
vas/
noun a device that allows information
(numbers or characters) to be displayed
read rateread rate /
rid �ret/ noun the number
of bytes or bits that a reader can read in a
certain time
read/write channelread/write channel /
rid �rat

tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a channel that can carry
signals travelling in two directions
read/write cycleread/write cycle /
rid �rat 
sak(ə)l/
noun a sequence of events used to retrieve
and store data
read/write headread/write head /
rid �rat hed/ noun
same as combined head
read/write memoryread/write memory /
rid 
rat
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a storage medium that
can be written to and read from
readyready /�redi/ adjective waiting and able
to be used � The green light indicates the
system is ready for another program.
ready stateready state /�redi stet/ noun the state
of a communications line or device that is
waiting to accept data
RealReal /rəl/ a trade name for a system used
to transmit sound and video over the Inter-
net, normally used to transmit live sound,
e.g. from a radio station, over the Internet.
� plug-in, streaming data
real addressreal address /rəl ə��dres/ noun an ab-
solute address that directly accesses a
memory location. Compare paged ad-
dress
RealAudioRealAudio /
rəl��ɔdiəυ/ a trade name
for a system used to transmit sound, usual-
ly live, over the Internet
realiserealise /�rəlaz/, realise the palette
verb to select a particular set of colours for
a 256-colour palette and use this palette
when displaying an image, normally by
mapping the colours in a logical palette
into the system palette
real memoryreal memory /rəl �mem(ə)ri/ noun the
actual physical memory that can be ad-
dressed by a CPU. Compare virtual mem-
ory

RealNamesRealNames /
rəl��nemz/ a system of
assigning a trade name or descriptive
name to a website address
real numberreal number /rəl �n�mbə/ noun (in
computing) a number that is represented
with a fractional part, or a number repre-
sented in floating point notation
real timereal time /�rəl tam/ noun the instant
nature of the responses of some computer
system to events, changes and other stimu-
li � A navigation system needs to be able
to process the position of a ship in real
time and take suitable action before it hits
a rock.

‘Quotron provides real-time quotes, news and analy-
sis on equity securities through a network of 40,000
terminals to US brokers and investors.’ [Computing]
‘…define a real-time system as any system which is
expected to interact with its environment within cer-
tain timing constraints’ [British Telecom Technolo-
gy Journal]

real-time animationreal-time animation /
rəl tam 
�n�

�meʃ(ə)n/ noun an animation in which
objects appear to move at the same speed
as they would in real life. Real-time ani-
mation requires display hardware capable
of displaying a sequence with tens of dif-
ferent images every second.
real-time authorisationreal-time authorisation /
rəl tam

ɔθəra��zeʃ(ə)n/, real-time authenti-
cation /
rəl tam 
ɔθent��keʃ(ə)n/
noun an online system that can check the
authenticity and validity of a customer’s
credit card within a few seconds, allowing
the Internet shop to deliver goods or con-
firm an order immediately
real-time clockreal-time clock /
rəl tam �klɒk/ noun
a clock in a computer that provides the
correct time of day
real-time inputreal-time input /
rəl tam �npυt/
noun data input to a system as it happens
or is required
real-time multi-taskingreal-time multi-tasking /
rəl tam
�m�lti�
tɑskŋ/ noun the process of exe-
cuting several real-time tasks simultane-
ously without slowing the execution of any
of the processes
real-time operating systemreal-time operating system /
rəl
tam �ɒpəretŋ 
sstəm/ noun an operat-
ing system designed to control a real-time
system or process-control system
real-time processingreal-time processing /
rəl tam
�prəυsesŋ/ noun processing operations
that take place instantly
real-time simulationreal-time simulation /
rəl tam

smjυ��leʃ(ə)n/ noun a computer model
of a process where each process is execut-
ed in a similar time to the real process
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real-time systemreal-time system /�rəl tam 
sstəm/
noun a computer system that responds in-
stantly to events, changes and other stimuli
real time transport protocolreal time transport protocol /
rəl
tam �tr�nspɔt 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun a data
transport protocol developed by the IETF
that provides guaranteed data delivery
over a network that does not normally pro-
vide this quality of service. Abbr RTP
real-time videoreal-time video /
rəl tam �vdiəυ/
noun full form of RTV
rebootreboot /ri��but/ verb to reload an oper-
ating system during a computing session �
We rebooted and the files reappeared. �
boot
recallrecall /r��kɔl/ noun the process of bring-
ing back text or files from store � verb to
bring back text or files from store for edit-
ing
receipt notificationreceipt notification /r��sit

nəυtfkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a feature of many
electronic mail applications that will send
an automatic message to confirm that the
recipient has received the message
receivereceive /r��siv/ verb to accept data from
a communications link � The computer re-
ceived data via the telephone line.
receive onlyreceive only /r�
siv �əυnli/ noun full
form of RO
receiverreceiver /r��sivə/ noun an electronic
device that can detect transmitted signals
and present them in a suitable form
receiver registerreceiver register /r��sivə 
red'stə/
noun a temporary storage register for data
inputs, before processing
re-chargeable batteryre-chargeable battery /ri

tʃɑd'əb(ə)l �b�t(ə)ri/ noun a battery
that can be used to supply power, and then
have its charge replenished � A re-charge-
able battery is used for RAM back-up
when the system is switched off.
reciprocal linkreciprocal link /r�
sprək(ə)l �lŋk/
noun a link connecting two websites and
working in both directions so that each site
is effectively providing advertising space
for the other
recoderecode /ri��kəυd/ verb to code a pro-
gram which has been coded for one sys-
tem, so that it will work on another
recognisablerecognisable /�rekə�nazəb(ə)l/, rec-
ognizable adjective which can be recog-
nised
recogniserecognise /�rekə��
naz/, recognize
verb to see something and remember that
it has been seen before � The scanner will
recognize most character fonts.

recognitionrecognition /
rekə���nʃ(ə)n/ noun a
process that allows something such as let-
ters on a printed text or bars on bar codes
to be recognised,
recognition logicrecognition logic /
rekə���nʃ(ə)n

lɒd'k/ noun logical software used in
OCR, AI, etc.
recompilerecompile /
rikəm��pal/ verb to com-
pile a source program again, usually after
changes or debugging
reconfigurationreconfiguration /
rikənf�ə��reʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of altering the structure
of data in a system
reconfigurereconfigure /
rikən��f�ə/ verb to alter
the structure of data in a system � I recon-
figured the field structure in the file. � con-
figure, set up
reconstitutereconstitute /ri��kɒnsttjut/ verb to
return a file to a previous state, usually to
restore a file after a crash or corruption
recordrecord noun /�rekɔd/ a set of items of
related data � Your record contains sever-
al fields that have been grouped together
under the one heading. � verb /r��kɔd/ to
store data or signals � Record the results
in this column.
recordable CDrecordable CD /r�
kɔdəb(ə)l si �di/
noun full form of CD-R
record buttonrecord button /r��kɔd 
b�t(ə)n/ noun
a key pressed on a recorder when ready to
record signals onto a medium
record countrecord count /�rekɔd kaυnt/ noun the
number of records within a stored file
recorderrecorder /r��kɔdə/ noun equipment
able to transfer input signals onto a storage
medium

COMMENT: The signal recorded is not always
in the same form as the input signal. Many re-
corders record a modulated carrier signal for
better quality. A recorder is usually combined
with a suitable playback circuit since the read
and write heads are often the same physical
device.

record formatrecord format /�rekɔd 
fɔm�t/ noun
the organisation and length of separate
fields in a record
record gaprecord gap /�rekɔd ��p/ noun a blank
section of magnetic tape between two con-
secutive records
record headrecord head /re��kɔd 
hed/ noun a
transducer that converts an electrical sig-
nal into a magnetic field to write the data
onto a magnetic medium. Also called
write head
recordingrecording /r��kɔdŋ/ noun the action of
storing signals or data
recording densityrecording density /r��kɔdŋ

densti/ noun same as packing density
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recording indicatorrecording indicator /r��kɔdŋ

ndketə/ noun a light or symbol that
shows when a device is recording
recording levelrecording level /r��kɔdŋ 
lev(ə)l/
noun the amplification of an input signal
before it is recorded
record layoutrecord layout /
rekɔd �leaυt/ noun
same as record format
record lengthrecord length /�rekɔd leŋθ/ noun the
total number of characters contained in the
various fields within a stored record
record lockingrecord locking /�rekɔd lɒkŋ/ noun
(in a multiuser system) a software method
of preventing more than one user writing
data to a record at the same time. The first
user’s software sets a locked flag for the
record during write operations, preventing
other users from corrupting data by also
writing data.
recordsetrecordset /�rekɔdset/ noun a group of
records selected from a main database by a
filter, search or query
records managerrecords manager /�rekɔdz

m�nd'ə/ noun a program which main-
tains records and can access and process
them to provide information
record structurerecord structure /�rekɔd 
str�ktʃə/
noun a list of the fields that make up a
record, together with their length and data
type
recoverrecover /r��k�və/ verb to get back some-
thing which has been lost � It is possible
to recover the data but it can take a long
time.
recoverable errorrecoverable error /r�
k�v(ə)rəb(ə)l
�erə/ noun an error type that allows pro-
gram execution to be continued after it has
occurred
recoveryrecovery /r��k�v(ə)ri/ noun 1. the proc-
ess of returning to normal operating after a
fault 2. the process of getting back some-
thing that has been lost � The recovery of
lost files can be carried out using the re-
covery procedure.
recovery procedurerecovery procedure /r��k�v(ə)ri prə�


sid'ə/ noun the processes required to re-
turn a system to normal operation after an
error
recursionrecursion /r��k�'(ə)n/ noun a subrou-
tine in a program that calls itself during ex-
ecution. Also called recursive routine
recursive callrecursive call /r�
k�sv �kɔl/ noun a
subroutine that calls itself when it is run
recursive routinerecursive routine /r�
k�sv �rutin/
noun same as recursion
Recycle BinRecycle Bin /ri��sak(ə)l bn/ noun a
folder in Windows 95 where deleted files

are automatically stored, with an icon on
the Desktop that looks like a wastepaper
bin
red, green, bluered, green, blue /
red �rin �blu/
noun the three colour picture beams used
in a colour TV

COMMENT: There are three colour guns pro-
ducing red, green and blue beams acting on
groups of three phosphor dots at each pixel
location.

red, green, blue displayred, green, blue display /
red �rin
�blu d�
sple/ noun full form of RGB
display
red book audiored book audio /
red bυk �ɔdiəυ/
noun � compact disc-digital audio
redefinableredefinable /
rid��fanəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive which can be redefined
redefineredefine /
rid��fan/ verb to change the
function or value assigned to a variable or
object � We redefined the initial parame-
ters. � to redefine a key to change the
function of a programmable key � I have
redefined this key to display the figure five
when pressed.

‘…one especially useful command lets you redefine
the printer’s character-translation table’ [Byte]

redirectredirect /
rida��rekt/ verb 1. to send a
message to its destination by another route
2. (in DOS and UNIX operating systems)
to treat the output of one program as input
for another program
redirectionredirection /
rida��rekʃən/ noun the
process of sending a message to its desti-
nation by another route � Call forwarding
is automatic redirection of calls.
redirect operatorredirect operator, redirection opera-
tor noun a character used by an operating
system to indicate that the output of one
program is to be sent as input to another
redlinerredliner /�redlanə/ noun a feature of
workgroup or word-processor software
that allows a user to highlight text in a dif-
ferent colour
redo from startredo from start /
ridu frəm �stɑt/
verb to start something again from the be-
ginning
reducereduce /r��djus/ verb to convert raw
data into a more compact form which can
then be easily processed
reduced instruction set computerreduced instruction set computer
/r�
djust n�
str�kʃən set kəm��pjutə/
noun full form of RISC
redundancyredundancy /r��d�ndənsi/ noun the
process of providing extra components in
a system in case there is a breakdown
redundancy checkingredundancy checking /r��d�ndənsi
tʃekŋ/ noun the checking of received
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data for correct redundant codes to detect
any errors
redundantredundant /r��d�ndənt/ adjective 1. re-
ferring to data that can be removed without
losing any information � The parity bits
on the received data are redundant and
can be removed. 2. referring to an extra
piece of equipment kept ready for a task in
case of faults
redundant array of inexpensive disksredundant array of inexpensive
disks /r�
d�ndənt ə�
re əv

nkspensv �dsks/ noun full form of
RAID
redundant characterredundant character /r�
d�ndənt
�k�rktə/ noun a character added to a
block of characters for error detection or
protocol purposes. It carries no informa-
tion.
redundant coderedundant code /r��d�ndənt kəυd/
noun a check bit or item of data added to a
block of data for error detection purposes.
It carries no information.
reel to reelreel to reel /
ril tə �ril/ noun the proc-
ess of copying one tape of data onto anoth-
er magnetic tape
reel to reel recorderreel to reel recorder /
ril tə ril r�

�kɔdə/ noun a magnetic tape recording
machine that uses tape held on one reel
and feeds it to a pick-up reel
re-entrant programre-entrant program /kəυd/, re-en-
trant code, re-entrant routine /ru��tin/
noun one program or code shared by many
users in a multi-user system. It can be in-
terrupted or called again by another user
before it has finished its previous run, and
will return to the point at which it was in-
terrupted when it has finished that run.
re-entryre-entry /re �entri/ noun the process of
calling a routine from within that routine,
or of running a program from within that
program
re-entry pointre-entry point /
ri �entri 
pɔnt/ noun
a point in a program or routine where it is
re-entered
referencereference /�ref(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a value
used as a starting point for other values, of-
ten zero 2. the act of mentioning or dealing
with something � verb to access a location
in memory � The access time taken to ref-
erence an item in memory is short.
reference addressreference address /�ref(ə)rəns ə�


dres/ noun the initial address in a pro-
gram used as an origin or base for others
reference filereference file /�ref(ə)rəns fal/ noun a
file of data which is kept so that it can be
referred to

reference instructionreference instruction /�ref(ə)rəns n�


str�kʃən/ noun a command that provides
access to sorted or stored data
reference listreference list /�ref(ə)rəns lst/ noun a
list of routines or instructions and their lo-
cation within a program
reference markreference mark /�ref(ə)rəns mɑk/
noun a printed symbol that indicates the
presence of a note or reference not in the
text
reference program tablereference program table
/
ref(ə)rəns �prəυ�r�m 
teb(ə)l/ noun a
list produced by a compiler or system of
the location, size and type of the variables,
routines and macros within a program
reference retrieval systemreference retrieval system
/
ref(ə)rəns r��triv(ə)l 
sstəm/ noun an
index that provides a reference to a docu-
ment
reference tablereference table /�ref(ə)rəns 
teb(ə)l/
noun a list of ordered items
reference timereference time /�ref(ə)rəns tam/
noun a point in time that is used as an ori-
gin for further timings or measurements
reflectancereflectance /r��flektəns/ noun the dif-
ference between the amount of light or sig-
nal incident and the amount that is reflect-
ed back from a surface. Opposite ab-
sorptance (NOTE: the opposite is
absorptance)
reflected codereflected code /r��flektd kəυd/ noun a
coding system in which the binary repre-
sentation of decimal numbers changes by
only one bit at a time from one number to
the next
reformatreformat /
ri��fɔm�t/ verb to format a
disk that already contains data, and erasing
the data by doing so � Do not reformat
your hard disk unless you can’t do any-
thing else.
reformattingreformatting /ri��fɔm�tŋ/ noun the
act of formatting a disk which already con-
tains data � Reformatting destroys all the
data on a disk. � format
refractionrefraction /r��fr�kʃən/ noun the appar-
ent bending of light or sound that occurs
when it travels through a material
refreshrefresh /r��freʃ/ verb to update regularly
the contents of dynamic RAM by reading
and rewriting stored data to ensure data is
retained � memory refresh signal
refresh cyclerefresh cycle /r��freʃ 
sak(ə)l/ noun
the period of time during which a control-
ler updates the contents of dynamic RAM
chips
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refresh raterefresh rate /r��freʃ ret/ noun the
number of times every second that the im-
age on a CRT is redrawn

‘Philips autoscan colour monitor, the 4CM6099, has
SVGA refresh rates of 72Hz (800 x 600) and EVGA
refresh rates of 70Hz (1,024 x 768).’ [Computing]

regenerateregenerate /r��d'enə�
ret/ verb 1. to
redraw an image on a screen many times a
second so that it remains visible 2. to re-
ceive distorted signals, process and error
check them, then retransmit the same data
regenerative memoryregenerative memory /r�


d'enərətv �mem(ə)ri/ noun a storage
medium whose contents need to be regu-
larly refreshed to retain its contents � Dy-
namic RAM is regenerative memory – it
needs to be refreshed every 250ns.
regenerative readingregenerative reading /r�
d'enərətv
�ridŋ/ noun a reading operation that au-
tomatically regenerates and rewrites the
data back into memory
regeneratorregenerator /ri��d'enəretə/ noun a
device used in communications that ampli-
fies or regenerates a received signal and
transmits it on. Regenerators are often
used to extend the range of a network.
regionregion /�rid'ən/ noun a special or re-
served area of memory or program or
screen
regional breakpointregional breakpoint /
rid'(ə)nəl
�brekpɔnt/ noun a breakpoint that can
be inserted anywhere within a program
that is being debugged. � breakpoint, de-
bug
region fillregion fill /�rid'(ə)n fl/ noun the proc-
ess of filling an area of the screen or a
graphics shape with a particular colour
registerregister /�red'stə/ noun 1. a special lo-
cation within a CPU that is used to hold
data and addresses to be processed in a
machine code operation 2. a reserved
memory location used for special storage
purposes � verb to react to a stimulus
register addressingregister addressing /
red'stə ə�

�dresŋ/ noun an instruction whose ad-
dress field contains the register in which
the operand is stored
register fileregister file /�red'stə fal/ noun a
number of registers used for temporary
storage
register lengthregister length /�red'stə leŋθ/ noun
the number of bits that make up a register
register mapregister map /�red'stə m�p/ noun a
display of the contents of all the registers
RegistryRegistry /�red'stri/ noun a database of
information about configuration and pro-

gram settings that forms the basis of Win-
dows
regulateregulate /�re�jυlet/ verb to control a
process, usually using sensors and a feed-
back mechanism
regulated power supplyregulated power supply
/
re�jυletd �paυə sə�
pla/ noun a con-
stant, controlled voltage or current source
whose output will not vary with input sup-
ply variation

COMMENT: A regulated power supply is re-
quired for all computers where components
cannot withstand voltage variations.

rehyphenationrehyphenation /ri�
hafə��neʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of changing the hyphen-
ation of words in a text after it has been put
into a new page format or line width
rejection errorrejection error /r��d'ekʃən 
erə/ noun
an error by a scanner which cannot read a
character and so leaves a blank
rekeyrekey /ri��ki/ verb to use a keyboard to
re-enter lost text or data into a computer or
to input text or data in a different form
relational databaserelational database /r�
leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�detəbes/, relational database man-
agement system noun a database in
which all the items of data can be intercon-
nected. Data is retrieved by using one item
of data to search for a related field. � If you
search the relational database for the sur-
name, you can pull out his salary from the
related accounts database. Abbr RDBMS
relational operatorrelational operator /r�
leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�ɒpəretə/ noun a symbol that compares
two items
relational queryrelational query /r�
leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
�kwəri/ noun a database query that con-
tains relational operators � The relational
query ‘find all men under 35 years old’
will not work on this system.
relative addressrelative address /
relətv ə��dres/
noun a location specified in relation to a
reference or base address
relative codingrelative coding /�relətv kɒdŋ/ noun
the writing of a program using relative ad-
dress instructions
relative coordinatesrelative coordinates /
relətv kəυ�

�ɔdnəts/ plural noun positional informa-
tion given in relation to a reference point
relative datarelative data /
relətv �detə/ noun
data that gives new coordinate information
relative to previous coordinates
relative errorrelative error /
relətv �erə/ noun the
difference between a number and its cor-
rect value, caused by rounding off
relative pointing devicerelative pointing device /
relətv
�pɔntŋ d�
vas/ noun an input device,
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e.g. a mouse, in which the movement of a
pointer on screen is relative to the move-
ment of the input device
relative-time clockrelative-time clock /
relətv tam
�klɒk/ noun regular pulses that allow soft-
ware in a computer to calculate the real
time
relayrelay /�rile/ noun an electromagnetical-
ly controlled switch � There is a relay in
the circuit. � verb to receive data from one
source and then retransmit it to another
point � All messages are relayed through
this small micro.
releaserelease /r��lis/ noun 1. a version of a
product � The latest software is release 5.
2. the shape of a sound signal that shows
the speed at which a sound signal decreas-
es in strength after a note has stopped play-
ing. � decay � verb 1. to put a new prod-
uct on the market 2. (of software) to relin-
quish control of a block of memory or file
release numberrelease number /r��lis 
n�mbə/ noun
the number of the version of a product
release raterelease rate /r��lis ret/ noun the speed
at which a sound signal decreases in
strength after a note has stopped playing. �
decay
reliabilityreliability /r�
laə��blti/ noun the abili-
ty of a device to function as intended, effi-
ciently and without failure � It has an ex-
cellent reliability record.
reliablereliable /r��laəb(ə)l/ adjective which
can be trusted to work properly � The ear-
ly versions of the software were not com-
pletely reliable.
reliable connectionreliable connection /r�
laəb(ə)l kə�

�nekʃən/ noun a connection between two
modems that are both using an error cor-
rection protocol to ensure that data is
transmitted without errors
reloadreload /ri��ləυd/ verb to load something
again � We reloaded the program after the
crash. � load
relocatablerelocatable /
riləυ��ketəb(ə)l/ adjec-
tive which can be moved to another area of
memory without affecting its operation
relocatable programrelocatable program
/
riləυketəb(ə)l �prəυ�r�m/ noun a
computer program that can be loaded into
and executed from any area of memory �
The operating system can load and run a
relocatable program from any area of
memory.
relocaterelocate /
riləυ��ket/ verb to move data
from one area of storage to another � The
data is relocated during execution.

relocationrelocation /
riləυ��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of moving to another area in mem-
ory
relocation constantrelocation constant /
riləυ��keʃ(ə)n

kɒnstənt/ noun a quantity added to all
addresses to move them to another section
of memory, equal to the new base address
REMREM /rem/ noun a statement in a BASIC
program that is ignored by the interpreter,
allowing the programmer to write explan-
atory notes. Full form remark
remainderremainder /r��mendə/ noun a number
equal to the dividend minus the product of
the quotient and divider � 7 divided by 3 is
equal to 2 remainder 1. Compare quo-
tient
remarkremark /r��mɑk/ noun full form of REM
remedial maintenanceremedial maintenance /r�
midiəl
�mentənəns/ noun maintenance to repair
faults which have developed in a system
remoteremote /r��məυt/ adjective referring to
communications with a computer at a dis-
tance from the systems centre � Users can
print reports on remote printers.
remote accessremote access /r�
məυt ��kses/ noun
a link that allows a user to access a compu-
ter from a distance, normally using a mo-
dem
remote clientremote client /r�
məυt �klaənt/ noun
a user who is accessing mail without being
connected to the mail server’s local net-
work
remote consoleremote console /r�
məυt �kɒnsəυl/
noun an input/output device located away
from the computer. Data is sent between
the two by line or modem.
remote controlremote control /r�
məυt kən��trəυl/
noun a system that allows a remote user to
control a computer from a distance
remote control softwareremote control software /r�
məυt
kən��trəυl 
sɒftweə/ noun software that
runs on a local computer and a remote
computer allowing a user to control the re-
mote computer
remote deviceremote device /r�
məυt d��vas/ noun
same as remote console
remote job entryremote job entry /r�
məυt d'ɒb
�entri/ noun full form of RJE
remote procedure callremote procedure call /r�
məυt prə�

�sid'ə 
kɔl/ noun full form of RPC
remote stationremote station /r�
məυt �steʃ(ə)n/
noun a communications station that can be
controlled by a central computer
remote terminalremote terminal /r�
məυt �t�mn(ə)l/
noun a computer terminal connected to a
distant computer system
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removableremovable /r��muvəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be removed � a removable hard
disk
removable Winchesterremovable Winchester /r�


muvəb(ə)l �ɺntʃestə/ noun a small
hard disk in a sealed unit, which can be de-
tached from a computer when full or when
not required
remove directoryremove directory /r�
muv da�

�rekt(ə)ri/ noun full form of RD
RENREN /ren/ noun a number that defines the
load a device places on a telephone net-
work. Full form ringer equivalence
number
renamerename /ri��nem/ verb to give a new
name to a file
renderrender /�rendə/ verb to colour and shade
a graphic object so that it looks solid and
real � We rendered the wire-frame model.
renumberrenumber /�rin�mbə/ noun a feature of
some computer languages which allows
the programmer to allocate new values to
all or some of a program’s line numbers. �
line number
reorganisereorganise /ri��ɔ�ənaz/, reorganize
verb to organise something again or in a
different way � Wait while the spelling
checker database is being reorganized.
repaginaterepaginate /ri��p�d'net/ verb to
change the lengths of pages of text before
they are printed � The text was repaginat-
ed with a new line width.
repaginationrepagination /ri�
p�d'��neʃ(ə)n/
noun the action of changing pages lengths
� The dtp package allows simple repagi-
nation.
repeat counterrepeat counter /r�
pit �kaυntə/ noun
a register that holds the number of times a
routine or task has been repeated
repeaterrepeater /r��pitə/ noun a device used in
communications that amplifies or regener-
ates a received signal and transmits it on.
Regenerators are often used to extend the
range of a network, while the repeater
works at the physical layer of the OSI net-
work model. � bridge, OSI, router
repeating grouprepeating group /r��pitŋ �rup/
noun a pattern of data that is duplicated in
a bit stream
repeat keyrepeat key /r��pit ki/ noun a key on a
keyboard which repeats the character
pressed
repeat raterepeat rate /r��pit ret/ noun the
number of times that a character will be
entered on screen if you press and hold
down one key on the keyboard

reperforatorreperforator /ri��p�fəretə/ noun a
machine that punches paper tape accord-
ing to received signals
reperforator transmitterreperforator transmitter /ri�

�p�fəretə tr�nz�
mtə/ noun a reperfo-
rator and a punched tape transmitter con-
nected together
repertoirerepertoire /�repə�
twɑ/ noun the range
of functions of a device or software � The
manual describes the full repertoire.
repetitive letterrepetitive letter /r�
petətv �letə/
noun a form letter or standard letter into
which the details of each addressee are in-
serted
repetitive strain injuryrepetitive strain injury /r�
pettv
�stren 
nd'əri/, repetitive stress inju-
ry noun pain in the arm, wrist or hands felt
by someone who performs the same move-
ment many times over a certain period, as
when operating a computer. Abbr RSI
replacereplace /r��ples/ verb to find a certain
item of data and put another in its place. �
search and replace
replace modereplace mode /r��ples məυd/ noun an
interactive computer mode in which new
text entered replaces any previous text
replayreplay noun /�riple/ the playing back or
reading back of data or a signal from a re-
cording � verb /ri��ple/ to play back
something that has been recorded
replenishreplenish /r��plenʃ/ verb to charge a
battery with electricity again
replicationreplication /
repl��keʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
extra components in a system provided in
case there is a breakdown or fault in one 2.
the process of copying a record or data to
another location
replyreply /r��pla/ verb to answer an electron-
ic mail message
report generatorreport generator /r�
pɔt
�d'enəretə/ noun software that allows
data from database files to be merged with
a document, in the form of graphs or ta-
bles, in order to provide a complete report
report program generatorreport program generator /r��pɔt

prəυ�r�m 
d'enəretə/ noun a pro-
gramming language used mainly on per-
sonal computers for the preparation of
business reports, allowing data in files, da-
tabases, etc., to be included. Abbr RPG
reproducereproduce /
riprə��djus/ verb to copy
data or text from one material or medium
to another similar one
reprogramreprogram /ri��prəυ�r�m/ verb to alter
a program so that it can be run on another
type of computer
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request for commentrequest for comment /r�
kwest fə
�kɒment/ noun full form of RFC
request to sendrequest to send /r�
kwest tə �send/
noun a signal used in an RS-232C serial
port to control the flow of data from anoth-
er device, e.g. a modem. When the compu-
ter is ready to receive more data, it sends a
RTS signal to the modem that replies with
a signal on the CTS pin of the RS-232C
connector and then sends the next batch of
data to the computer. Abbr RTS
request to send signalrequest to send signal /r�
kwest tə
�send 
s�n(ə)l/ noun a signal sent by a
transmitter to a receiver asking if the re-
ceiver is ready to accept data, used in the
RS232C serial connection. Abbr RTS
requirementsrequirements /r��kwaəmənts/ noun
things which are needed � Memory re-
quirements depend on the application soft-
ware in use.
re-routere-route /ri rut/ verb to send some-
thing by a different route
rerunrerun /
ri��r�n/ verb to run a program or
a printing job again
rerun pointrerun point /�ri�
r�n pɔnt/ noun a
place in the program from where to start a
running again after a crash or halt
resres /rez/ noun same as resolution
resampleresample /ri��sɑmp(ə)l/ verb to change
the number of pixels used to make up an
image
resaveresave /ri��sev/ verb to save a document
or file again � It automatically resaves the
text.
rescue dumprescue dump /�reskju d�mp/ noun
data automatically saved on disk when a
computer fault occurs. The rescue dump
describes the state of the system at that
time, and is used to help in debugging.
researchresearch /r��s�tʃ/ noun scientific in-
vestigation carried out in order to learn
new facts about a field of study
research and developmentresearch and development /r�
s�tʃ
ən d��veləpmənt/ noun full form of R &
D
reserved characterreserved character /r�
z�vd
�k�rktə/ noun a special character which
is used by the operating system or which
has a particular function to control an op-
erating system and cannot be used for oth-
er uses
reserved sectorreserved sector /r�
z�vd �sektə/
noun the area of disk space that is used
only for control data storage
reserved wordreserved word /r��z�vd w�d/ noun a
word or phrase used as an identifier in a
programming language. It performs a par-

ticular operation or instruction and so can-
not be used for other purposes by the pro-
grammer or user.
resetreset /
ri��set/ verb 1. to return a system
to its initial state, in order to allow a pro-
gram or process to be started again 2. to set
a register or counter to its initial state �
When it reaches 999 this counter resets to
zero.

COMMENT: Hard reset is similar to soft reset
but with a few important differences. Hard re-
set is a switch that directly signals the CPU,
while soft reset signals the operating system;
hard reset clears all memory contents, while a
soft reset does not affect memory contents;
hard reset should always reset the system,
while a soft reset does not always work if the
operating system has been upset in a signifi-
cant way.

reset buttonreset button /
ri�
set �b�t(ə)n/, reset
key noun a switch that allows a program
to be terminated and reset manually
reshape handlereshape handle /�riʃep 
h�nd(ə)l/
noun (in a GUI) a small square displayed
on a frame around an object or image that
a user can select and drag to change the
shape of the frame or graphical object
residentresident /�rezd(ə)nt/ adjective refer-
ring to data or a program that is always in
a computer
resident engineerresident engineer /
rezd(ə)nt 
end'�

�nə/ noun an engineer who works perma-
nently for one company
resident fontsresident fonts /
rezd(ə)nt �fɒntz/
plural noun font data which is always
present in a printer or device and which
does not have to be downloaded
resident softwareresident software /
rezd(ə)nt
�sɒftweə/ noun a program that is held per-
manently in memory (whilst the machine
is on)
residualresidual /r��zdjuəl/ adjective remain-
ing after the rest or the others have disap-
peared or have been dealt with
residual error rateresidual error rate /r�
zdjuəl �erə

ret/ noun the ratio between incorrect and
undetected received data and total data
transmitted
residue checkresidue check /�rez�
dju tʃek/ noun
an error detection check in which the re-
ceived data is divided by a set number and
the remainder is checked against the re-
quired remainder
resistresist /r��zst/ noun a substance used to
protect a pattern of tracks on a PCB, which
is not affected by etching chemicals. �
photoresist
resolutionresolution /
rezə��luʃ(ə)n/ noun the
number of pixels that a screen or printer
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can display per unit area � The resolution
of most personal computer screens is not
much more than 70 dpi (dots per inch).
Also called res

‘Group IV fax devices can send a grey or colour A4
page in about four seconds, at a maximum resolution
of 15.7 lines per millimetre over an Integrated Serv-
ices Digital Network circuit.’ [Computing]

resolving powerresolving power /r��zɒlvŋ 
paυə/
noun a measurement of the ability of an
optical system to detect fine black lines on
a white background, given as the number
of lines per millimetre
resonanceresonance /�rez(ə)nəns/ noun a situa-
tion in which a body oscillates with a very
large amplitude because the frequency ap-
plied to it is the same as its natural fre-
quency
resourceresource /r��zɔs/ noun a useful device,
product, program or graphic object
resource allocationresource allocation /r��zɔs

�ləkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of divid-
ing available resources in a system be-
tween jobs
resource forkresource fork /r��zɔs fɔk/ noun (in
an Apple Macintosh) one of two forks of a
file. The resource fork contains resources
such as fonts, codes or icons that the file
needs.
resource interchange file formatresource interchange file format
/r�
zɔs 
ntətʃend' �fal 
fɔm�t/ noun
full form of RIFF
resource sharingresource sharing /r��zɔs 
ʃeərŋ/
noun the use of one resource in a network
or system by several users
response frameresponse frame /r��spɒns frem/
noun a page in a videotext system that al-
lows a user to enter data
response positionresponse position /r��spɒns pə�


zʃ(ə)n/ noun the area of a form that is to
be used for optical mark reading data
response timeresponse time /r��spɒns tam/ noun
1. the time which passes between the user
starting an action, by pressing a key, and
the result appearing on the screen 2. the
speed with which a system responds to a
stimulus
restartrestart /r��stɑt/ verb to start something
again � First try to restart your system.
restorerestore /r��stɔ/ verb to put something
back into an earlier state

‘…first you have to restore the directory that con-
tains the list of deleted files’
[Personal Computer World]

restrictrestrict /r��strkt/ verb to keep some-
thing within a certain limit
restrictionrestriction /r��strkʃ(ə)n/ noun some-
thing that restricts data flow or access

resultresult /r��z�lt/ noun the answer or out-
come of an arithmetic or logical operation
result coderesult code /r��z�lt kəυd/ noun a mes-
sage sent from a modem to the local com-
puter indicating the state of the modem
resumeresume /r��zjum/ verb to restart the
program from the point where it was left,
without changing any data
retrainretrain /
ri��tren/ verb to re-establish a
better quality connection when the quality
of a line is very bad
retrievalretrieval /r��triv(ə)l/ noun the process
of searching, locating and recovering in-
formation from a file or storage device
retrieveretrieve /r��triv/ verb to extract infor-
mation from a file or storage device �
These are the records retrieved in that
search.
retro-retro- /retrəυ/ prefix relating to an earlier
time, state, or stage of development
retrofitretrofit /�retrəυ�
ft/ noun a new device
or accessory added to an existing system to
upgrade it
retrospective parallel runningretrospective parallel running
/
retrəυspektv �p�rəlel 
r�nŋ/ noun
running a new computer system with old
data to check if it is accurate
retrospective searchretrospective search
/
retrəυspektv �s�tʃ/ noun a search of
documents on a certain subject since a cer-
tain date
returnreturn /r��t�n/ noun 1. an instruction
that causes program execution to return to
the main program from a subroutine � The
program is not working because you
missed out the return instruction at the end
of the subroutine. 2. a key on a keyboard
used to indicate that all the required data
has been entered � You type in your name
and code number then press return. 3. the
indication of an end of line (in printing)
return addressreturn address /r��t�n ə�
dres/ noun
the address to be returned to after a called
routine finishes

COMMENT: The return address is put on the
stack by the call instruction and provides the
address of the instruction after the call, which
is to be returned to after the called routine has
finished.

return to zero signalreturn to zero signal /r�
t�n tə
�zərəυ 
s�n(ə)l/ noun a recording refer-
ence mark taken as the level of unmagnet-
ised tape
revealreveal /r��vil/ verb to display previously
hidden information once a condition has
been met
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reverbreverb, reverberation noun a musical
effect that gives the impression of depth in
the sound
reversereverse /r��v�s/ verb to go or travel in
the opposite direction

‘…the options are listed on the left side of the screen,
with active options shown at the top left in reverse
video’ [PC User]

reverse channelreverse channel /r�
v�s �tʃ�n(ə)l/
noun a low speed control data channel be-
tween a receiver and transmitter
reverse charactersreverse characters /r�
v�s
�k�rktəz/ plural noun characters which
are displayed in the opposite way to other
characters for emphasis
reverse engineeringreverse engineering /r�
v�s 
end'�

�nərŋ/ noun a method of product design
in which the finished item is analysed to
determine how it should be constructed
reverse indexreverse index /r�
v�s �ndeks/ noun
the movement of a printer head up half a
line to print superscripts
reverse interruptreverse interrupt /r�
v�s �ntər�pt/
noun a signal sent by a receiver to request
the termination of transmissions
reverse polarityreverse polarity /r�
v�s pəυ��l�rti/
noun a situation in an electric or electronic
circuit in which the positive and negative
terminals have been confused, resulting in
the equipment not functioning
reverse Polish notationreverse Polish notation /r�
v�s

pəυlʃ nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun mathematical
operations written in a logical way, so that
the operator appears after the numbers to
be acted upon, removing the need for
brackets. Abbr RPN
reverse videoreverse video /r�
v�s �vdiəυ/ noun a
screen display mode in which white and
black are reversed and colours are comple-
mented
revert commandrevert command /r��v�t kə�
mɑnd/
noun a command in text that returns a for-
matted page to its original state
reviserevise /r��vaz/ verb to update or correct
a version of a document or file
rewindrewind /
ri��wand/ verb to return a tape
or film or counter to its starting point �
The tape rewinds onto the spool automati-
cally.
RFRF, R/F noun the electromagnetic spec-
trum that lies between the frequency range
10KHz and 3000GHz. Full form radio
frequency
RFCRFC /
ɑ ef �si/ noun a document that
contains information about a proposed
new standard and asks users to look at the

document and make any comments. Full
form request for comment
RF shieldingRF shielding /
ɑ ef �ʃildŋ/ noun thin
metal foil wrapped around a cable that pre-
vents the transmission of radio frequency
interference signals � Without RF shield-
ing, the transmitted signal would be dis-
torted by the interference.
RGBRGB /
ɑ d'i �bi/ noun a high-definition
monitor system that uses three separate in-
put signals controlling red, green and blue
colour picture beams. Full form red,
green, blue

COMMENT: There are three colour guns pro-
ducing red, green and blue beams acting on
groups of three phosphor dots at each pixel
location.

RGB displayRGB display /�mɒntə/, RGB monitor
noun a monitor that uses RGB
ribbon cableribbon cable /�rbən 
keb(ə)l/ noun
same as tape cable
rich e-mailrich e-mail /
rtʃ �i mel/ noun an e-
mail that has a voice message attached to it
rich textrich text /
rtʃ �tekst/ noun text that in-
cludes formatting such as bold, italics, etc
rich text formatrich text format /
rtʃ �tekst 
fɔm�t/
noun a way of storing a document that in-
cludes all the commands that describe the
page, type, font and formatting. Abbr RTF
RIFFRIFF /rf/ noun a multimedia data format
jointly introduced by IBM and Microsoft
that uses tags to identify parts of a multi-
media file structure and allows the file to
be exchanged between platforms. Full
form resource interchange file format
RIFF chunkRIFF chunk /�rf tʃ�ŋk/ noun a chunk
with the ID RIFF
RIFF fileRIFF file /�rf fal/ noun a file that con-
tains tagged information that complies
with the RIFF file format
right-clickright-click /
rat �klk/ verb to press and
release the right-hand button of a compu-
ter mouse
right-click menuright-click menu /
rat �klk 
menju/
noun a small pop-up menu that appears
when you click on the right-hand button of
a two-button mouse
right-hand buttonright-hand button /
rat h�nd
�b�t(ə)n/ noun a button on the right-hand
side of a two or three-button mouse
right justificationright justification /rat 
d'�stf�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of aligning
the text and spacing characters so that the
right margin is straight
right justifyright justify /rat �d'�st�
fa/ verb to
align the right margin so that the text is
straight
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right shiftright shift /
rat �ʃft/ verb to move a
section of data one bit to the right
rightsizingrightsizing /�ratsazŋ/ noun the proc-
ess of moving a company’s information
technology structure to the most cost-ef-
fective hardware platform, which in prac-
tice often means moving from a main-
frame-based network to a PC-based net-
work
rigid diskrigid disk /�rd'd dsk/ noun a rigid
magnetic disk that is able to store many
times more data than a floppy disk, and
usually cannot be removed from the disk
drive
ringring /rŋ/ noun 1. a data list whose last
entry points back to the first entry. �
chained list 2. the topology of a network
in which the wiring sequentially connects
one workstation to another
ring back systemring back system /�rŋ b�k 
sstəm/
noun a remote computer system in which
a user attempting to access it phones once,
allows it to ring a number of times, discon-
nects, waits a moment, then redials
ringer equivalence numberringer equivalence number /
rŋər �

�kwvələns 
n�mbə/ noun full form of
REN
ring shiftring shift /
rŋ �ʃft/ noun data move-
ment to the left or right in a word. The bits
falling outside the word boundary are dis-
carded, and the free positions are filled
with zeros.
ring topologyring topology /�rŋ tə�
pɒləd'i/ noun
network architecture in which each com-
puter or printer is connected together in a
loop
ring topology networkring topology network /rŋ tə�


pɒləd'i �netw�k/ noun a type of net-
work in which each terminal is connected
one after the other in a circle
RIPRIP abbr 1. raster image processor 2.
routing information protocol
ripperripper /�rpə/ noun a program that can be
used to copy digital music from a compact
disc onto a computer before converting it
into a format in which it can be stored as a
computer file
ripple-through carryripple-through carry /�rp(ə)l θru

k�ri/ noun the fact that one operation
produces a carry out from a sum and a car-
ry in
ripple-through effectripple-through effect /�rp(ə)l θru �


fekt/ noun (in a spreadsheet) the results,
changes or errors appearing in a spread-
sheet as a result of the value in one cell be-
ing changed

RISCRISC /
ɑ a es �si/ noun a CPU design
whose instruction set contains a small
number of simple fast-executing instruc-
tions, which makes program writing more
complex but increases speed. Full form re-
duced instruction set computer. �
WISC
Rivest, Shamir, AdlemanRivest, Shamir, Adleman /
rvest ʃə�


mə ��d(ə)lmən/ noun full form of RSA
(see)
RJ-11RJ-11 /
ɑ d'e ��lev(ə)n/ noun a con-
nector with four connections, normally
used in telephone sockets in the USA
RJ-45RJ-45 /
ɑ d'e 
fɔti �fav/ noun a con-
nector used in telephone systems with
eight connections. A similar looking con-
nector, often referred to as an RJ-45 con-
nector is used to connect 10BaseT UTP
cable in an Ethernet local area network.
RJERJE /
ɑ d'e �i/ noun a batch processing
system in which instructions are transmit-
ted to the computer from a remote termi-
nal. Full form remote job entry
RLERLE /
ɑ el �i/ noun a data compression
technique that stores any sequence of bits
of data with the same value to a single val-
ue. Full form run-length encoding
RLL encodingRLL encoding /
ɑ el el n��kəυdŋ/
noun a fast and efficient method of storing
data onto a disk in which the changes in a
run of data bits is stored. Full form run-
length limited encoding
rmrm /
ɑ �em/ noun (in UNIX) a command
to remove an empty subdirectory
RMDIRRMDIR abbr remove directory. Same as
RD
RORO /
ɑ �əυ/ noun a computer terminal
that can only accept and display data, not
transmit. Full form receive only
roamroam /rəυm/ verb (in wireless communi-
cations) to move around freely and still be
in contact with a wireless communications
transmitter
robotrobot /�rəυ�
bɒt/ noun 1. a device that can
be programmed to carry out certain manu-
facturing tasks which are similar to tasks
carried out by people 2. same as bot2
roboticsrobotics /rəυ��bɒtks/ noun the study of
artificial intelligence, programming and
building involved with robot construction
robustrobust /rəυ��b�st/ adjective referring to a
system which can resume working after a
fault
robustnessrobustness /rəυ��b�stnəs/ noun a sys-
tem’s ability to continue functioning even
with errors or faults during a program exe-
cution
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rogue indicatorrogue indicator /rəυ� �nd�
ketə/
noun a special code used only for control
applications, e.g. an end of file marker
rogue valuerogue value /
rəυ� �v�lju/ noun an
item in a list of data which shows that the
list is terminated. Also called terminator
role indicatorrole indicator /rəυl �nd�
ketə/ noun a
symbol used to show the role of a index
entry in its particular context
roll backroll back /�rəυl b�k/ noun a function of
a database application that stops a transac-
tion and returns the database to its previ-
ous state
roll forwardroll forward /rəυl �fɔwəd/ noun a
function of a database application that al-
lows the user to recover from an event such
as a power cut by reading the transaction
log and re-executing all the instructions to
return the database to the state just before
the event
roll inroll in /
rəυl �n/ verb to transfer data
from backing store into main memory
roll outroll out /
rəυl �aυt/ verb to save the con-
tents of main memory onto backing store
rolloverrollover /�rəυləυvə/ noun a keyboard
with a small temporary buffer so that it can
still transmit correct data when several
keys are pressed at once
roll scrollroll scroll /�rəυl skrəυl/ noun displayed
text that moves up or down the computer
screen one line at a time
ROMROM /rɒm/ abbr read only memory
Roman numeralsRoman numerals /
rəυmən
�njumərəlz/ plural noun numbers repre-
sented using the symbols I, V, X, L, C, D
and M
ROM BIOSROM BIOS /rɒm �baɒs/ noun a code
which makes up the BIOS routines stored
in a ROM chip, normally executed auto-
matically when the computer is switched
on
ROM cartridgeROM cartridge /rɒm �kɑtrd'/ noun
software stored in a ROM mounted in a
cartridge which can easily be plugged into
a computer
romwareromware /�rɒmweə/ noun software
which is stored in ROM
rootroot /rut/ noun 1. the starting node from
which all paths branch in a data tree struc-
ture 2. a fractional power of a number
root directoryroot directory /rut də��rekt(ə)ri/ noun
the topmost directory from which all other
directories branch � In DOS, the root di-
rectory on drive C: is called C:.

rot13rot13 /
rɒt θ���tin/ noun simple encod-
ing that is used to scramble offensive mes-
sages posted in newsgroups
rotaterotate /rəυ��tet/ verb to move data with-
in a storage location in a circular manner
rotate operationrotate operation /rəυ��tet

ɒpəreʃ(ə)n/ noun same as bit rotation
rotating helical aperture scannerrotating helical aperture scanner
/rəυ�
tetŋ 
helk(ə)l ��pətʃə 
sk�nə/
noun a type of scanner in which the origi-
nal image is lit and the reflection sent,
through a lens and mirror, through a rotat-
ing spiral slit and finally onto a photode-
tector cell; as the spiral slit turns, it has the
effect of moving up the image
rotationrotation /rəυ��teʃ(ə)n/ noun the degree
to which an object has been rotated
rough copyrough copy /
r�f �kɒpi/ noun a draft of
a program which, it is expected, will have
changes made to it before it is complete
roundround /raυnd/ verb � to round down to
approximate a number to a slightly lower
one of lower precision � We can round
down 2.651 to 2.65. � to round off to ap-
proximate a number to a slightly larger or
smaller one of lower precision � Round off
23.456 to 23.46. � to round up to approx-
imate a number to a slightly larger one of
lower precision � We can round up 2.647
to 2.65.
round bracketsround brackets /
raυnd �br�kts/ plu-
ral noun brackets in the form ( )
roundingrounding /�raυndŋ/ noun 1. an approx-
imation of a number to a slightly larger or
smaller one of lower precision 2. the proc-
ess of giving graphics a smoother look
rounding errorrounding error /�raυndŋ 
erə/,
round-off error /�raυnd ɒf 
erə/ noun an
error in a result caused by rounding off the
number
round robinround robin /raυnd �rɒbn/ noun a way
of organising the use of a computer by sev-
eral users, who each use it for a time and
then pass it on the next in turn
routeroute /rut/ noun the path taken by a
message between a transmitter and receiv-
er in a network � The route taken was not
the most direct since a lot of nodes were
busy.
routedrouted /
rut �di/ noun software that
manages the routes taken by traffic across
a network. Full form route-daemon. �
gated
routerrouter /�rutd/ noun 1. a communica-
tions device that receives data packets in a
particular protocol and forwards them to
their correct location via the most efficient
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route 2. (in a LAN) a device that connect
two or more LANs that use the same pro-
tocol and allows data to be transmitted be-
tween each network. The router works at
the network-layer level of the OSI model.
� bridge, OSI
routineroutine /ru��tin/ noun a number of in-
structions that perform a particular task,
but are not a complete program. They are
included as part of a program. � The rou-
tine copies the screen display onto a print-
er.

‘Hewlett-Packard has announced software which
aims to reduce PC-network downtime and cut sup-
port costs by automating housekeeping routines such
as issuing alerts about potential problems.’ [Comput-
ing]
COMMENT: Routines are usually called from a
main program to perform a task. Control is
then returned to the part of the main program
from which the routine was called once that
task is complete.

routingrouting /�rutŋ/ noun the process of de-
termining a suitable route for a message
through a network
routing information protocolrouting information protocol
/�rutŋ 
nfəmeʃ(ə)n 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun
a protocol used on the Internet to calculate
the best route by which to transfer infor-
mation over the Internet. RIP bases its se-
lection on the distance that each route
takes. Abbr RIP
routing overheadsrouting overheads /
raυtŋ
�əυvəhedz/ plural noun actions that have
to be taken when routing messages � The
information transfer rate is very much less
once all routing overheads have been ac-
commodated.
routing pagerouting page /
raυtŋ �ped'/ noun a
videotext page describing the routes to
other pages
routing tablerouting table /raυtŋ �teb(ə)l/ noun a
list of preferred choices for a route for a
message stored within a router
rowrow /raυ/ noun 1. a line of printed or dis-
played characters � The figures are pre-
sented in rows, not in columns. 2. a hori-
zontal line on a punched card � Each entry
is separated by a row of dots. 3. a horizon-
tal set of data elements in an array or ma-
trix
RPCRPC /
ɑ pi �si/ noun a method of com-
munication between two programs run-
ning on two separate, but connected, com-
puters. A software routine asks another
computer on the network to process a
problem and then displays the results. Full
form remote procedure call

RPGRPG abbr report program generator
RS-232CRS-232C noun an EIA approved stand-
ard used in serial data transmission, cover-
ing voltage and control signals
RS-422RS-422 noun an EIA approved standard
that extends the RS-232’s 50ft limit
RS-423RS-423 noun an EIA approved standard
that extends the RS-232’s 50ft limit, intro-
duced at the same time as the RS-422
standard, but less widely used

COMMENT: The RS232C has now been super-
seded by the RS423 and RS422 interface
standards, which are similar to the RS232 but
allow higher transmission rates.

RS-485RS-485 noun a standard that defines how
serial devices are connected together for
multipoint communications. This stand-
ard, approved by the EIA, supports higher
rates of data transfer than the older RS-
232C standard and allows more connec-
tions to one line than the RS-422 standard.
RSARSA noun a public-key cryptography
system used to provide high-level of secu-
rity (see) Full form Rivest, Shamir,
Adleman. � public key cipher system
RSIRSI abbr repetitive strain injury
RTDSRTDS abbr real-time data system
RTERTE abbr real time execution
RTFRTF abbr rich text format
RTFMRTFM abbreviation a euphemistic abbre-
viation used in messages as an instruction
to someone to ‘read the manual’
RTPRTP abbr real time transport protocol
(see)
RTSRTS abbr request to send signal
RTVRTV /
ɑ ti �vi/ noun real-time video
compression used within DVI software to
provide usable, but lower-quality, images
that are compressed in real-time at 10
frames per second. Full form real-time
video
rubber bandingrubber banding /
r�bə �b�ndŋ/ noun
� elastic banding
rub outrub out /
r�b �aυt/ verb � erase
rulerule /rul/ noun 1. a set of conditions that
describe a function � The rule states that
you wait for the clear signal before trans-
mitting. 2. in printing, a thin line
rule-based systemrule-based system /
rul best
�sstəm/ noun software that applies the
rules and knowledge defined by experts in
a particular field to a user’s data to solve a
problem
rulerruler /�rulə/ noun a bar displayed on
screen that indicates a unit of measure-
ment, often used in DTP or word-proces-
sor software to help with layout
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ruler lineruler line /�rulə lan/ noun same as tab
rack
rulesrules /rulz/ noun a method of testing in-
coming messages for certain conditions,
e.g. the name of the sender or the contents,
and acting upon them
runrun /r�n/ noun the execution by a compu-
ter of a set of instructions, programs or
procedures � The next invoice run will be
on Friday. � verb to operate, or to make a
device operate � The computer has been
running ten hours a day.

run around /r�n ə��raυnd/ verb to fit
text around an image on a printed page
run in /�r�n n/ verb to operate a system
at a lower capacity for a time in case of
any faults
run on /
r�n �ɒn/ verb to make text con-
tinue without a break � The line can run
on to the next without any space.
runaway

runaway /�r�nə�
we/ noun an uncon-
trolled operation of a device or computer
that occurs as a result of a malfunction or
error
Run commandRun command /�r�n kə�
mɑnd/ noun
(in Windows) a command that lets the user
type in the name of a program that they
want to run or a DOS command they want
to execute
run-durationrun-duration /�r�n djυ�
reʃ(ə)n/ noun,
adjective same as run-time
run indicatorrun indicator /r�n �nd�
ketə/ noun an
indicator bit or LED which shows that a
computer is currently executing a program
run length encodingrun length encoding /
r�n leŋθ en�

�kəυdŋ/ noun full form of RLE
run-length limited encodingrun-length limited encoding /
r�n
leŋθ 
lmtd en��kəυdŋ/ noun full form
of RLL encoding

running headrunning head /�r�nŋ hed/ noun the ti-
tle line of each page in a document
run phaserun phase /�r�n fez/ noun same as tar-
get phase
run-timerun-time, run duration noun 1. the pe-
riod of a time that a program takes to run
2. the time during which a computer is ex-
ecuting a program � also called run-dura-
tion � adjective referring to an operation
carried out only when a program is run-
ning
run-time errorrun-time error /�r�n tam 
erə/ noun a
fault only detected when a program is run
run-time libraryrun-time library /�r�n tam 
labrəri/
noun a library of routines that are only ac-
cessed by an application when it is running
run-time licencerun-time licence /�r�n tam

las(ə)ns/ noun a licence granted to a user
to run an application
run-time systemrun-time system /�r�n tam 
sstəm/
noun software that is required in main
storage while a program is running, to ex-
ecute instructions to peripherals, etc.
run-time versionrun-time version /�r�n tam

v�'(ə)n/ noun 1. a program code that
has been compiled and is in a form that can
be directly executed by the computer 2. a
commercial interpreter program that is
sold with an application developed in a
high-level language that allows it to run
R/WR/W abbr read/write
R/W cycleR/W cycle /
ɑ �d�b(ə)l ju 
sa(ə)l/
noun a sequence of events used to retrieve
or store data. Full form read/write cycle
R/W headR/W head /
ɑ �d�b(ə)l ju 
hed/ noun
an electromagnetic device that allows data
to be read from or written to a storage me-
dium. Full form read/write head
RXRX abbr receive � The RXed signal needs
to be amplified.
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S100 busS100 bus, S-100 bus noun an IEEE-
696 standard bus, a popular 8– and 16-bit
microcomputer bus using 100 lines and a
100-pin connector. � bus (NOTE: say ‘S
one hundred bus’)
SAASAA a trade name for a standard devel-
oped by IBM which defines the look and
feel of an application regardless of the
hardware platform. SAA defines which
keystrokes carry out standard functions,
the application’s display and how the ap-
plication interacts with the operating sys-
tem. Full form Systems Application Ar-
chitecture
safe formatsafe format /sef �fɔm�t/ noun a for-
mat operation that does not destroy the ex-
isting data and allows the data to be recov-
ered in case the wrong disk was formatted
safe modesafe mode /
sef �məυd/ noun a special
operating mode of Windows 95 that is au-
tomatically selected if Windows 95 detects
that there is a problem when starting
safety marginsafety margin /�sefti 
mɑd'n/ noun
an extra amount of time or space provided
so that errors can be absorbed
safety measuressafety measures /�sefti 
me'əz/ plu-
ral noun actions taken to make sure that
something is safe
safety netsafety net /�sefti net/ noun a software
or hardware device that protects the sys-
tem or files from excessive damage in the
event of a system crash � If there is a pow-
er failure, we have a safety net in the form
of a UPS.
sagsag /s��/ noun a short drop in the volt-
age level from a power supply
salami techniquesalami technique /sə��lɑmi tek�
nik/
noun computer fraud involving many sep-
arate small transactions that are difficult to
detect and trace
SAMSAM /
es e �em/ noun a type of storage
in which a particular data item can only be
accessed by reading through all the previ-
ous items in the list. Full form serial ac-
cess memory

COMMENT: Magnetic tape is a form of SAM.
You have to go through the whole tape to ac-
cess one item, while disks provide random ac-
cess to stored data.

samplesample /�sɑmpəl/ noun a measurement
of a signal at a point in time � The sample
at three seconds showed an increase. �
verb to obtain a number of measurements
of a signal which can be used to provide
information about the signal
sample and hold circuitsample and hold circuit /
sɑmpəl
ən �həυld 
s�kt/ noun a circuit that
freezes an analog input signal for long
enough for an A/D converter to produce a
stable output
sample intervalsample interval /�sɑmpəl 
ntəv(ə)l/
noun a time period between two consecu-
tive samples
samplersampler /�sɑmplə/ noun an electronic
circuit that takes many samples of a signal
and stores them for future analysis
sample ratesample rate /�sɑmpəl ret/ noun a
number of measurements of a signal that
are recorded every second. A PC sound
card normally supports one of the follow-
ing three standard rates: 11,025, 22,050
and 44,100 samples per second, normally
written as 11.025KHz, 22.05KHz and
44.1KHz.
sample sizesample size /�sɑmpəl saz/ noun the
size of the word used to measure the level
of the signal when it is sampled
sampling intervalsampling interval /�sɑmplŋ

ntəv(ə)l/ noun a time period between
two consecutive samples
sampling ratesampling rate /�sɑmplŋ ret/ noun a
number of measurements of a signal re-
corded every second
SARSAR /
es e �ɑ/ noun a register within the
CPU that contains the address of the next
location to be accessed. Full form store
address register
SASSAS abbr single attachment station
satellitesatellite /�s�tə�
lat/ noun a small sys-
tem that is part of a larger system
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COMMENT: In a network the floppy disk units
are called ‘satellites’ and the hard disk unit the
‘server’. In a star network each satellite is
linked individually to a central server.

satellite computersatellite computer /
s�təlat kəm�

�pjutə/ noun a computer doing various
tasks under the control of another compu-
ter
satellite terminalsatellite terminal /�s�təlat

t�mn(ə)l/ noun a computer terminal
that is outside the main network
saturated coloursaturated colour /
s�tʃəretd �k�lə/
noun bright colours such as red and orange
that do not reproduce well on video and
can cause distortion or can spread over the
screen
saturationsaturation /
s�tʃə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun a
point where a material cannot be further
magnetized
saturation noisesaturation noise /
s�tʃə��reʃ(ə)n
nɔz/ noun errors that occur as a result of
saturation of a magnetic storage medium
saturation testingsaturation testing /
s�tʃə��reʃ(ə)n

testŋ/ noun the process of testing a com-
munications network by transmitting large
quantities of data and messages over it
savesave /sev/ verb to store data or a pro-
gram on an auxiliary storage device � This
WP saves the text every 15 minutes in case
of a fault.
save areasave area /sev �eəriə/ noun a tempo-
rary storage area of main memory, used for
registers and control data
save assave as /�sev əz/ noun an option in an
application that allows the user to save the
current work in a file with a different name
SBCSBC /
es bi �si/ noun a computer whose
main components such as processor, in-
put/output and memory are all contained
on one PCB. Full form single board
computer
SBMSBM /
es bi �em/ noun an extension to
the Red Book CD-Audio specification in
which studio-quality 20-bit sound samples
are stored in the 16-bit data format used by
CD-Audio. Full form super bit mapping
scalablescalable /�skeləb(ə)l/ adjective 1. used
to describe a computer, component or net-
work that can be expanded to meet future
needs 2. referring to fonts used for compu-
ter graphics that can be made to appear in
a wide range of sizes
scalable softwarescalable software /
skeləb(ə)l
�sɒftweə/ noun a groupware application
that can easily accommodate more users
on a network without the need for invest-
ment in new software

scalarscalar /�skelə/ noun a variable that has
a single value assigned to it
scalar datascalar data /�skelə 
detə/ noun a data
type containing single values that are pre-
dictable and follow a sequence
scalar processorscalar processor /
skelə �prəυsesə/
noun a processor designed to operate at
high-speed on scalar values
Scalar Processor ArchitectureScalar Processor Architecture
/
skelə �prəυsesə 
ɑktektʃə/ full form
of SPARC
scalar valuescalar value /�skelə 
v�lju/ noun a
single value rather than a matrix or record
scalar variablescalar variable /
skelə �veəriəb(ə)l/
noun a variable that can contain a single
value rather than a complex data type such
as an array or record
scalescale /skel/ noun the ratio of two values
� verb � to scale down, scale up to lower
or increase in proportion
scanscan /sk�n/ noun an examination of an
image or object or list of items to obtain
data describing it � The heat scan of the
computer quickly showed which compo-
nent was overheating. � verb to examine
and produce data from the shape or state of
an object or drawing or file or list of items
� The facsimile machine scans the picture
and converts this to digital form before
transmission.
scan areascan area /sk�n �eəriə/ noun a section
of an image read by a scanner
scan codescan code /
sk�n �kəυd/ noun a
number transmitted from the keyboard to
an IBM PC compatible computer to indi-
cate that a key has been pressed and to
identify the key
scan conversionscan conversion /sk�n kən��v�ʃ(ə)n/
noun the process of converting an inter-
laced video signal to a non-interlaced sig-
nal or a composite to a separated RGB sig-
nal
ScanDiskScanDisk /�sk�ndsk/ noun a utility
that will check the hard disk for any prob-
lems and will try and correct problems that
it finds
scan headscan head /�sk�n hed/ noun a device
used in scanners, photocopiers and fax
machines, which uses photo-electric cells
to turn an image into a pattern of pixels �
This model uses a scan head that can dis-
tinguish 256 different colours.
scan lengthscan length /
sk�n �leŋθ/ noun the
number of items in a file or list that are ex-
amined in a scan
scan linescan line /
sk�n �lan/ noun one of the
horizontal lines of phosphor, or phosphor
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dots, on the inside of a CRT or monitor.
The monitor’s picture beam sweeps along
each scan line to create the image on the
screen.
scannerscanner /�sk�nə/ noun a device that
converts an image or document into graph-
ical data which can be manipulated by a
computer

‘Ricoh’s Fax 300L Computer Link is connected to a
PC via a RS232C serial interface, and enables users
to send faxes from within Dos and Windows appli-
cations without printing a hard copy: It can also act
as a scanner for graphics, and a printer for docu-
ments.’ [Computing]

scanner memoryscanner memory /�sk�nə 
mem(ə)ri/
noun the memory area allocated to store
images which have been scanned
scanningscanning /�sk�nŋ/ noun the action of
examining and producing data from the
shape of an object or drawing

COMMENT: A modem with auto-baud scanning
can automatically sense which baud rate to
operate on and switches automatically to that
baud rate.

scanning errorscanning error /�sk�nŋ 
erə/ noun an
error introduced while scanning an image
scanning linescanning line /�sk�nŋ lan/ noun a
path traced on a CRT screen by the picture
beam
scanning ratescanning rate /�sk�nŋ ret/ noun the
time taken to scan one line of a CRT image
scanning resolutionscanning resolution /�sk�nŋ rezə�


luʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of a scanner to
distinguish between small points. The usu-
al resolution is 300 dpi.
scanning softwarescanning software /�sk�nŋ

sɒf(t)weə/ noun a dedicated program
that controls a scanner and allows certain
operations, e.g. rotate, edit or store, to be
performed on a scanned image
scanning speedscanning speed /�sk�nŋ spid/ noun
the speed at which a line or image is
scanned
scan ratescan rate /
sk�n �ret/ noun the
number of times every second that the im-
age on a CRT is redrawn
SCART connectorSCART connector /�skɑt kə�
nektə/
noun a special connector normally used to
carry video or audio signals between video
equipment
scatter-loadscatter-load /�sk�tə ləυd/ verb to load
sequential data into various non-continu-
ous locations in memory
scatter-readscatter-read /�sk�tə rid/ verb to ac-
cess and read sequential data stored in var-
ious non-continuous locations

scavengingscavenging /�sk�vnd'ŋ/ noun the
act of searching through and accessing da-
tabase material without permission
scheduleschedule /�ʃedjul/ noun the order in
which tasks are to be done, or the order in
which CPU time will be allocated to proc-
esses in a multi-user system
Schedule+Schedule+ /
ʃedjul��pl�s/ noun a Mi-
crosoft Windows 95 software program that
provides personal information manage-
ment features, including a diary
scheduled circuitsscheduled circuits /
ʃed'uld
�s�ktz/ noun telephone lines for data
communications only
schedulerscheduler /�ʃedjulə/ noun 1. a pro-
gram that organises the use of a CPU or of
peripherals which are shared by several us-
ers 2. utility software that helps users or-
ganise their meetings, appointments or the
use of a resource
schedulingscheduling /�ʃedjulŋ/ noun a method
of working that allows several users to
share the use of a CPU
schemaschema /�skimə/ noun a graphical de-
scription of a process or database structure
schematicschematic /ski��m�tk/ noun a diagram
showing system components and how they
are connected
scissorscissor /�szə/ verb 1. to define an area
of an image and then cut out this part of the
image so it can then be pasted into another
image 2. to define an area of an image and
delete any information that is outside this
area
scopescope /skəυp/ noun the range of values
that a variable can contain
SCRSCR abbr sequence control register
scramblescramble /�skr�mb(ə)l/ verb to code
speech or data which is transmitted in such
a way that it cannot be understood unless
it is decoded
scramblerscrambler /�skr�mblə/ noun a device
that codes a data stream into a pseudo-ran-
dom form before transmission to eliminate
any series of ones or zeros or alternate
ones and zeros that would cause synchro-
nisation problems at the receiver
scrapbookscrapbook /�skr�p�
bυk/ noun a utility
on an Apple Macintosh that stores fre-
quently used graphic images � We store
our logo in the scrapbook.
scratchscratch /skr�tʃ/ noun an area of mem-
ory or of a file used for the temporary stor-
age of data � verb to delete or move an
area of memory to provide room for other
data
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scratch filescratch file /�skr�tʃ fal/ noun same as
work file
scratchpadscratchpad /�skr�tʃp�d/ noun a
workspace or area of high speed memory
used for temporary storage of data current-
ly in use

‘Mathcad is described as an easy-to-use ‘handy
scratch pad for quick number crunching’, which is
positioned as an alternative to popular spreadsheets.’
[Computing]

scratchpad memoryscratchpad memory /�skr�tʃp�d

mem(ə)ri/ noun cache memory used to
buffer data being transferred between a
fast processor and a slow I/O device such
as a disk drive
scratch tapescratch tape /�skr�tʃ tep/ noun mag-
netic tape used for a scratch file
screenscreen /skrin/ noun a display device
capable of showing a quantity of informa-
tion, such as a CRT or VDU. � readout
screen anglescreen angle /skrin ��ŋ�(ə)l/ noun
the angle at which a screen is set before the
photograph is taken
screen attributescreen attribute /skrin ��tr�
bjut/
noun a set of attribute bits which define
how each character will be displayed on
screen. They set background and fore-
ground colour and bold, italic or underline.
screen borderscreen border /skrin �bɔdə/ noun a
margin around text displayed on a screen
screen bufferscreen buffer /skrin �b�fə/ noun a
temporary storage area for characters or
graphics before they are displayed
screen burnscreen burn /�skrin b�n/ noun a
problem caused if a stationary image is
displayed for too long on a monitor, burn-
ing the phosphor. This problem was the
original reason why screen savers were de-
veloped. Now, screens are better made and
the phosphor is more resilient. As a result,
it is very difficult to cause screen burn, but
the screen savers look good and are still
used.
screen capturescreen capture /skrin �k�ptʃə/ verb
to store the image currently displayed on
screen in a file
screen cleaning kitscreen cleaning kit /�skrin 
klinŋ

kt/ noun the liquids and cloth which re-
move any static and dirt from a VDU
screen
screen dumpscreen dump /�skrin 
d�mp/ noun the
process of outputting the text or graphics
displayed on a screen to a printer
screen editorscreen editor /skrin �edtə/ noun
software which allows the user to edit text
on-screen, with one complete screen of in-
formation being displayed at a time

screen flickerscreen flicker /skrin �flkə/ noun (on
a display) an image that moves slightly or
whose brightness alternates due to a low
image refresh rate or signal corruption
screen fontscreen font /
skrin �fɒnt/ noun (in a
GUI) typeface and size designed to be used
to display text on screen rather than be
printed out � The screen font is displayed
at 72dpi on a monitor, rather than printed
at 300dpi on this laser printer.
screen formatscreen format /skrin �fɔm�t/ noun a
way in which a screen is laid out
screenfulscreenful /�skrinfυl/ noun a complete
frame of information displayed on a screen
screen grabscreen grab /
skrin ��r�b/ noun 1. the
process of digitising a single frame from a
display or television 2. the process of cap-
turing what is displayed on a monitor and
storing it as a graphics file
screen memoryscreen memory /skrin �mem(ə)ri/
noun in a memory-mapped screen, the
area of memory representing the whole
screen, usually with one byte representing
one or a number of pixels
screen notepadscreen notepad /skrin �nəυt�
p�d/
noun the part of the screen used to store in-
formation even when the terminal is
switched off
screen refreshscreen refresh /skrin r��freʃ/ verb to
update regularly the images on a CRT
screen by scanning each pixel with a pic-
ture beam to make sure the image is still
visible
screen saverscreen saver /skrin �sevə/ noun soft-
ware which, after a pre-determined period
of user inactivity, replaces the existing im-
age on screen and displays moving objects
to protect against screen burn
screen shotscreen shot /
skrin �ʃɒt/ noun �
screen capture
screen sizescreen size /
skrin �saz/ noun 1. the
number of characters a computer display
can show horizontally and vertically 2. the
size of a monitor screen based on interna-
tional paper sizes
scriptscript /skrpt/ noun a set of instructions
which carry out a function, normally used
with a macro language or batch language
� I log in automatically using this script
with my communications software.
script channelscript channel /skrpt �tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun
(in Movie Player) one channel in a score
that contains instructions
script editorscript editor /skrpt �edtə/ noun an
editor that lets a user edit a script or pro-
gram in an authoring package
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scripting languagescripting language /skrptŋ
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a simple programming
language (normally proprietary to an ap-
plication) that allows a user to automate
the application’s functions � This commu-
nications software has a scripting lan-
guage that lets me dial and log in automat-
ically.
script recorderscript recorder /skrpt r��kɔdə/ noun
a function of an authoring package that
records the functions and actions a user
carries out and converts these into com-
mands in a script
ScriptXScriptX /
skrpt��eks/ noun an authoring
tool and utilities that allow a developer to
write multimedia applications that can be
played (unchanged) on a range of different
platforms
scrollscroll /skrəυl/ verb to move displayed
text vertically up or down the screen, one
line or pixel at a time
scroll arrowsscroll arrows /skrəυl ��rəυz/ plural
noun (in a GUI) arrows that when clicked,
move the contents of the window up or
down or sideways
scroll barscroll bar /�skrəυl bɑ/ noun (in a GUI)
a bar displayed along the side of a window
with a marker which indicates how far you
have scrolled � The marker is in the mid-
dle of the scroll bar so I know I am in the
middle of the document.
Scroll Lock keyScroll Lock key /�skrəυl lɒk 
ki/ noun
a key on an IBM PC keyboard that changes
how the cursor control keys operate, their
function being dependent on the applica-
tion
scroll modescroll mode /
skrəυl �məυd/ noun a
terminal mode which transmits every key
press and displays what is received
scrubscrub /skr�b/ verb to wipe information
off a disk or remove data from store �
Scrub all files with the .BAK extension.
SCSISCSI /
es si es �a/ noun a standard
high-speed parallel interface used to con-
nect computers to peripheral devices (such
as disk drives and scanners). Full form
small computer system interface

‘…the system uses SCSI for connecting to the host
and ESDI for interconnecting among drives within a
multidrive system’ [Byte]
COMMENT: SCSI is the current standard used
to interface high-capacity, high-performance
disk drives to computers. Smaller disk drives
are connected with an IDE interface, which is
slower, but cheaper. SCSI replaced the older
ESDI interface and allows several (normally
eight) peripherals to be connected, in a daisy-
chain, to one controller.

SCSI-2SCSI-2 /�sk�zi tu/ noun a standard that
provides a wider data bus and transfers
data faster than the original SCSI specifi-
cation that supports 16-bit data transfers
and can control 15 devices

‘The Tricord ES4000 is an entry-level superserver
machine, with 525Mb of SCSI-2 fixed disk, 64Mb of
ECC memory, and support for Raid levels 0, 1 and
10.’ [Computing]

SDSD abbr single density
SDLCSDLC /
es di el �si/ noun data transmis-
sion protocol most often used in IBM’s
Systems Network Architecture (SNA). It
defines how synchronous data is transmit-
ted. Full form synchronous data link
control
SDRSDR /
es di �ɑ/ noun the register in a
CPU which holds data before it is proc-
essed or moved to memory location. Full
form store data register
SDRAMSDRAM /
es �di 
r�m/ noun the en-
hanced memory component that is replac-
ing traditional DRAM; the memory access
cycle is synchronised with the main proc-
essor clock, eliminating wait time between
memory operations. Full form synchro-
nised dynamic ram
seamless integrationseamless integration /
simləs 
nt�

��reʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of including
a new device or software into a system
without any problems � It took a lot of
careful planning, but we succeeded in a
seamless integration of the new applica-
tion.
searchsearch /s�tʃ/ noun the process of look-
ing for and identifying a character or word
or section of data in a document or file �
verb to look for an item of data

‘…a linear search of 1,000 items takes 500 compar-
isons to find the target, and 1,000 to report that it
isn’t present. A binary search of the same set of items
takes roughly ten divisions either to find or not to
find the target’ [Personal Computer World]

searchablesearchable adjective able to be ac-
cessed by a search facility
search and replacesearch and replace /
s�tʃ ənd r�

�ples/ noun a feature on word-processors
which allows the user to find certain words
or phrases, then replace them with another
word or phrase
search directorysearch directory /�s�tʃ da�
rekt(ə)ri/
noun a website in which links to informa-
tion are listed in categories or in alphabet-
ical order
search enginesearch engine /�s�tʃ 
end'n/ noun
(on the Internet) software that searches a
database (see also) � agent, Gopher
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searching storagesearching storage /�s�tʃŋ

stɔrd'/ noun a method of data retrieval
that uses part of the data rather than an ad-
dress to locate the data
search keysearch key /�s�tʃ ki/ noun 1. a word
or phrase that is to be found in a text 2. a
field and other data used to select various
records in a database
search memorysearch memory /s�tʃ �mem(ə)ri/
noun a method of data retrieval that uses
part of the data rather than an address to lo-
cate the data
SECAMSECAM /
es i si e �em/ noun a stand-
ard for television transmission and recep-
tion similar to PAL except that SECAM
uses frequency modulation to transmit the
chroma signal. SECAM is used in France
and Eastern Europe. Full form Système
Electronique Couleur Avec Mémoire
secondarysecondary /�sekənd(ə)ri/ adjective
second in importance or less important
than the first
secondary channelsecondary channel /
sekənd(ə)ri
�tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a second channel contain-
ing control information transmitted at the
same time as data
secondary memorysecondary memory /
sekənd(ə)ri
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a permanent storage de-
vice in a computer that is used for storing
files and data. Compare main memory,
RAM
secondary service providersecondary service provider
/
sekənd(ə)ri �s�vs prə�
vadə/ noun an
organisation that provides Internet access
for a particular region of a country
secondary stationsecondary station /
sekənd(ə)ri
�steʃ(ə)n/ noun the temporary status of a
station receiving data
secondary storagesecondary storage /
sekənd(ə)ri
�stɔrd'/ noun any data storage medium
that is not the main, high-speed computer
storage (RAM)

COMMENT: This type of storage is usually of a
higher capacity, lower cost and slower access
time than main memory.

second generation computerssecond generation computers
/
sekənd 
d'enəreʃ(ə)n kəm��pjutə/
noun computers which used transistors in-
stead of valves
second handsecond hand /
sekənd �h�nd/ adjec-
tive same as second user
second-level addressingsecond-level addressing /
sekənd

lev(ə)l ə��dresŋ/ noun an instruction that
contains an address at which the operand
is stored
second sourcingsecond sourcing /
sekənd �sɔsŋ/
noun the process of granting a licence to

another manufacturer to produce an elec-
tronic item or component when production
capacity is not great enough to meet de-
mand
second usersecond user /
sekənd �juzə/ adjec-
tive referring to old equipment which has
already been used and is being sold again
sectionsection /�sekʃən/ noun part of a main
program which can be executed in its own
right, without the rest of the main program
being required
sectorsector /�sektə/ noun the smallest area on
a magnetic disk which can be addressed by
a computer; the disk is divided into con-
centric tracks, and each track is divided
into sectors which, typically, can store 512
bytes of data � verb to divide a disk into a
series of sectors

COMMENT: A disk is divided into many tracks,
each of which is then divided into a number of
sectors which can hold a certain number of
bits.

sectoring holesectoring hole /�sektərŋ həυl/ noun a
hole in the edge of a disk to indicate where
the first sector is located
sector interleavesector interleave /
sektə �ntəliv/
noun the ratio of sectors skipped between
access operations on a hard disk; in a hard
disk with an interleave of 3, the first sector
is read, then three sectors are skipped and
the next sector is read; this is used to allow
hard disks with slow access time to store
more data on the disk
sector mapsector map /�sektə m�p/ noun a table
which contains the addresses of unusable
sectors on a hard disk
securedsecured /s��kjυəd/ adjective (of a file)
protected against accidental writing or de-
letion or against unauthorised access
Secure Digital CardSecure Digital Card /s�
kjυə

dd't(ə)l �kɑd/ noun same as MMC
secure electronic transactionssecure electronic transactions /s�


kjυə 
elektrɒnk tr�nz���kʃənz/ plural
noun full form of SET
secure encryption payment protocolsecure encryption payment proto-
col /s�
kjυə n�
krpʃən �pemənt

prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of SEPP
secure hypertext transfer protocolsecure hypertext transfer proto-
col /s�
kjυə 
hapətekst �tr�nsf�

prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form of S-HTTP
securesecure/multipurpose Internet mail
extension /s�
kjυə 
m�ltip�pəs

ntənet �mel k�
stenʃ(ə)n/ noun a
method of providing secure electronic
mail messages; the system encrypts the
main message using a standard cipher such
as DES then sends the key in encrypted
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form using a second, public-key encryp-
tion system. Abbr S/MIME
secure serversecure server /s�
kjυə �s�və/ noun an
Internet server that allows data to be en-
crypted and thus is suitable for use in e-
commerce
secure sitesecure site /s�
kjυə �sat/ noun a web-
site that includes features to ensure that
any information transferred between the
user and the website is encrypted and can-
not be read by a hacker. Also called se-
cure website

COMMENT: A secure website is normally used
in a shopping site to allow a customer to type
in their personal details (such as their credit-
card number) without risk. Secure websites
almost always use a system called SSL (se-
cure sockets layer) that creates a secure
channel when you visit the site; when you visit
a secure site, the small padlock icon in the
status bar at the bottom of your web browser
is locked. If the padlock icon is open, this is
not a secure site and you should not type in
sensitive information, such as a credit-card
number.

secure sockets layersecure sockets layer /s�
kjυə
�sɒkts 
leə/ noun full form of SSL
secure systemsecure system /s�
kjυə �sstəm/ noun
a system that cannot be accessed without
authorisation
secure transaction technologysecure transaction technology /s�


kjυə tr�n��z�kʃən tek�
nɒləd'i/ noun
full form of STT
secure websitesecure website /s�
kjυə �websat/
noun same as secure site
security backupsecurity backup /s��kjυərti 
b�k�p/
noun a copy of a disk, tape or file kept in a
safe place in case the working copy is lost
or damaged
security checksecurity check /s��kjυərti tʃek/ noun
identification of authorised users (by a
password) before granting access
seedseed /sid/ noun the starting value used
when generating random or pseudoran-
dom numbers
seek areaseek area /sik �eəriə/ noun a section of
memory to be searched for a particular
item of data or a word
seek timeseek time /
sik �tam/ noun the time
taken by a read/write head to find the right
track on a disk � The new hard disk drive
has a seek time of just 35mS.
segmentsegment /�se�mənt/ noun a section of a
main program which can be executed in its
own right, without the rest of the main pro-
gram being required � verb to divide a
long program into shorter sections which
can then be called up when required. �
overlay

‘…you can also write in smaller program segments.
This simplifies debugging and testing’ [Personal
Computer World]

segmented address spacesegmented address space /se��


mentd ə��dres 
spes/ noun memory ad-
dress space divided into areas called seg-
ments; to address a particular location, the
segment and offset values must be speci-
fied
selectselect /s��lekt/ verb to find and retrieve
specific information from a database
selectableselectable /s��lektəb(ə)l/ adjective
which can be selected � this modem has
user-selectable baud rates the receive
and transmit baud rates of the modem can
be chosen by the user, and are not preset
selectable attributesselectable attributes /s�
lektəb(ə)l
��trbjutz/ plural noun the attributes of a
device which can be chosen by the user
selection handleselection handle /s��lekʃən

h�nd(ə)l/ noun a small square displayed
on a frame around a selected area that al-
lows the user to change the shape of the
area
selection toolselection tool /s��lekʃən tul/ noun (in
a paint or drawing program) an icon in a
toolbar that allows a user to select an area
of an image which can then be cut, copied
or processed in some way
selective dumpselective dump /s��lektv d�mp/
noun a display or printout of a selected
area of memory
selective sortselective sort /s��lektv sɔt/ noun the
process of sorting a section of data items
into order
selectorselector /s��lektə/ noun a mechanical
device which allows a user to choose an
option or function
self-self- /self/ prefix oneself or itself
self-adapting systemself-adapting system /
self ə�


d�ptŋ �sstəm/ noun a system which is
able to adapt itself to various tasks
self-checking codeself-checking code /
self 
tʃekŋ
�kəυd/ noun a character coding system
which is able to detect an error or bad char-
acter but not correct it
self-checking systemself-checking system /
self 
tʃekŋ
�sstəm/ noun a system which carries out
diagnostic tests on itself usually at switch
on
self-correctingself-correcting /
selfkə��rektŋ/ adjec-
tive referring to a word processor that au-
tomatically corrects any typing errors
made by the user as soon as he or she
makes them
self-correcting codesself-correcting codes % /self kə�


rektŋ �kəυdz/ plural noun a character
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coding system which is able to detect and
correct an error or bad character
self-diagnosticself-diagnostic /self 
daə���nɒstk/
noun a computer that runs a series of diag-
nostic programs (usually when the compu-
ter is switched on) to ensure that all cir-
cuits, memory and peripherals are working
correctly
self-documenting programself-documenting program /
self

dɒkjυmentŋ �prəυ�r�m/ noun a com-
puter program providing the user with op-
erating instructions as it runs
self extracting archiveself extracting archive /
self k�


str�ktŋ �ɑkav/ noun a compressed
file that includes the program to de-com-
press the contents
self-learningself-learning /self �l�nŋ/ adjective re-
ferring to an expert system that adds each
new piece of information or rule to its da-
tabase, improving its knowledge, expertise
and performance as it is used
self-refreshing RAMself-refreshing RAM /
self r�
freʃŋ
�r�m/ noun a dynamic RAM chip with
built-in circuitry to generate refresh sig-
nals, allowing data to be retained when the
power is off, using battery back-up
self-relocating programself-relocating program /self riləυ�


ketŋ �prəυ�r�m/ noun a program that
can be loaded into any part of memory
(that will modify its addresses depending
on the program origin address)
self-resetting loopself-resetting loop /
self ri�
setŋ
�lup/ noun a loop that returns any loca-
tions or registers accessed during its exe-
cution to the state they were in
self-restoring loopself-restoring loop /
self r�
stɔrŋ
�lup/ noun same as self-resetting loop
semantic errorsemantic error /sə�
m�ntk �erə/ noun
an error due to use of an incorrect symbol
within a program instruction
semanticssemantics /s��m�ntks/ noun (in com-
puting) meanings of words or symbols
used in programs
semaphoresemaphore /�semə�
fɔ/ noun coordina-
tion of two jobs and appropriate handshak-
ing to prevent lock-outs or other problems
when both require a peripheral or function
semi-semi- /semi/ prefix half or partly
semicolonsemicolon /
semi��kəυlɒn/ noun a
printed sign (;) which marks the end of a
program line or statement in some lan-
guages (such as C and Pascal)
semicompiledsemicompiled /
semikə-��pald/ ad-
jective (object code) program converted
from a source code program, but not con-
taining the code for functions from librar-
ies, etc., that were used in the source code

semiconductorsemiconductor /
semikən��d�ktə/
noun a material with conductive proper-
ties between those of a conductor (such as
a metal) and an insulator

COMMENT: Semiconductor material (such as
silicon) is used as a base for manufacturing
integrated circuits and other solid-state com-
ponents, usually by depositing various types
of doping substances on or into its surface.

semiconductor devicesemiconductor device
/
semikənd�ktə d��vas/ noun an elec-
tronic component constructed on a small
piece of semiconductor (the components
on the device are constructed using pat-
terns of insulator or conductor or semicon-
ductor material whose properties can be
changed by doping)
semiconductor memorysemiconductor memory
/
semikənd�ktə �mem(ə)ri/ noun storage
using capacitors (dynamic memory) or
latches and bistables (static memory) con-
structed as a semiconductor device to store
bits of data
semi-processed datasemi-processed data /
semi

prəυsesd �detə/ noun raw data which
has had some processing carried out, such
as sorting, recording, error detection, etc.
sendersender /�sendə/ noun a person who
sends a message
send-only devicesend-only device /
send �əυnli d�


vas/ noun a device such as a terminal
which cannot receive data, but can only
transmit it
Send To commandSend To command /�send tυ kə�


mɑnd/ noun a menu command, available
from the File menu of Windows applica-
tions, that allows a user to send the file or
data currently open in the application to
another application
sensesense /sens/ verb to examine the state of
a device or electronic component � The
condition of the switch was sensed by the
program.
sense recovery timesense recovery time /
sens r�

�k�v(ə)ri 
tam/ noun the time that a
RAM device takes to switch from read to
write mode
sense switchsense switch /�sens swtʃ/ noun a
switch on a computer front panel whose
state can by examined by the computer
sensitivesensitive /�senstv/ adjective which
can sense even small changes � The com-
puter is sensitive even to very slight chang-
es in current.
sensitivitysensitivity /
sens��tvti/ noun 1. being
sensitive to something � The scanner’s
sensitivity to small objects. 2. the mini-
mum power of a received signal that is
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necessary for a receiver to distinguish the
signal
sensorsensor /�sensə/ noun an electronic de-
vice which produces an output dependent
upon the condition or physical state of a
process � The sensor’s output varies with
temperature. � transducer
sensor glovesensor glove /�sensə �l�v/ noun a
glove, used with virtual reality applica-
tions, that fits over a user’s hand and has
sensors that detect when the user moves
his fingers or arm and so control an image
on screen
sentinelsentinel /�sentn(ə)l/ noun 1. a marker
or pointer to a special section of data 2. a
flag which reports the status of a register
after a mathematical or logical operation
separate channel signallingseparate channel signalling
/
sep(ə)rət 
tʃ�n(ə)l �s�n(ə)lŋ/ noun
the process of using independent commu-
nications channels or bands in a mul-
tichannel system to send the control data
and messages
separated graphicsseparated graphics /
sepəretd
��r�fks/ plural noun displayed charac-
ters that do not take up the whole of a char-
acter matrix, resulting in spaces between
them
separatorseparator /�sepə�
retə/ noun a symbol
used to distinguish parts of an instruction
line in a program, such as command and
argument. � delimiter
SEPPSEPP /
es i pi �pi/ noun a system de-
veloped to provide a secure link between a
user’s browser and a vendor’s Website to
allow the user to pay for goods over the In-
ternet. Full form secure encryption pay-
ment protocol. � PGP, S-HTTP, SSL,
STT
septetseptet /sep��tet/ noun a word made up of
seven bits
sequencesequence /�sikwəns/ noun a number
of items or data arranged as a logical, or-
dered list � The sequence of names is ar-
ranged alphabetically. � the logon se-
quence the order in which user number,
password and other authorisation codes
are to be entered when attempting to ac-
cess a system
sequence checksequence check /�sikwəns tʃek/
noun a check to ensure that sorted data is
in the correct order
sequence control registersequence control register, se-
quence counter noun a CPU register
which contains the address of the next in-
struction to be processed. Abbr SCR. Also

called sequence register, instruction
address register, instruction counter
sequenced packet exchangesequenced packet exchange
/
sikwənsd �p�kt ks�
tʃend'/ noun
full form of SPX
sequencersequencer /�sikwənsə/ noun a section
within a bit-slice microprocessor which
contains the next microprogram address
sequence registersequence register /�sikwəns

red'stə/ noun same as sequence con-
trol register
sequentialsequential /s��kwenʃ(ə)l/ adjective ar-
ranged in an ordered manner
sequential accesssequential access /s�
kwenʃ(ə)l
��kses/ noun a method of retrieving data
from a storage device by starting at the be-
ginning of the medium and reading each
record until the required data is found

COMMENT: A tape storage system uses se-
quential access, since the tape has to be
played through until the section required is
found. The access time of sequential access
storage is dependent on the position in the file
of the data, compared with random access
which has the same access time for any piece
of data in a list.

sequential access storagesequential access storage /s�


kwenʃ(ə)l ��kses 
stɔrd'/ noun a stor-
age medium in which the data is accessed
sequentially
sequential batch processingsequential batch processing /s�


kwenʃ(ə)l �b�tʃ 
prəυsesŋ/ noun the
process of completing one job in a batch
before the next can be started
sequential computersequential computer /s�
kwenʃ(ə)l
kəm��pjutə/ noun a type of computer, for
which each instruction must be completed
before the next is started, and so cannot
handle parallel processing
sequential filesequential file /s��kwenʃ(ə)l fal/
noun a stored file whose records are ac-
cessed sequentially
sequential logicsequential logic /s�
kwenʃ(ə)l
�lɒd'k/ noun a logic circuit whose output
depends on the logic state of the previous
inputs
sequentiallysequentially /s��kwenʃəli/ adverb
(done) one after the other, in sequence
sequential modesequential mode /s��kwenʃ(ə)l
məυd/ noun a mode in which each in-
struction in a program is stored in consec-
utive locations
sequential operationsequential operation /s�
kwenʃ(ə)l

ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun operations executed
one after the other
sequential packet exchangesequential packet exchange /s�


kwenʃ(ə)l �p�kt ks�
tʃend'/ noun a
network transport protocol developed by
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Novell and used to carry IPX network traf-
fic. Abbr SPX
sequential processingsequential processing /s�


kwenʃ(ə)l �prəυsesŋ/ noun data or in-
structions processed sequentially, in the
same order as they are accessed
sequential searchsequential search /s�
kwenʃ(ə)l
�s�tʃ/ noun a search where each item in a
list (starting at the beginning) is checked
until the required one is found
serialserial /�səriəl/ adjective referring to
data or instructions which are ordered se-
quentially (one after the other) and not in
parallel
serial accessserial access /
səriəl ��kses/ noun
one item of the data accessed by reading
through all the data in a list until the cor-
rect one is found (as on a tape)
serial-access memoryserial-access memory /
səriəl

�kses �mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of
SAM
serial adderserial adder /
səriəl ��də/ noun an ad-
dition circuit which acts on one digit at a
time from a larger number
serial computerserial computer /
səriəl kəm��pjutə/
noun a computer system which has a sin-
gle ALU and carries out instructions one at
a time
serial data communicationsserial data communications
/
səriəl 
detə kə�
mjun��keʃ(ə)nz/
noun same as serial data transmission
serial data transmissionserial data transmission /
səriəl
�detə tr�nz�
mʃ(ə)n/ noun the transmis-
sion of the separate bits that make up data
words, one at a time down a single line
serial fileserial file /
səriəl �fal/ noun same as
sequential file
serial input/outputserial input/output /
səriəl 
npυt
�aυtpυt/ noun full form of SIO
serial input/parallel outputserial input/parallel output /
səriəl

npυt 
p�rəlel �aυtpυt/ noun a device
which can accept serial data and transmit
parallel data. Abbr SIPO. Also called se-
rial to parallel converter
serial input/serial outputserial input/serial output /
səriəl

npυt 
səriəl �aυtpυt/ noun full form of
SISO
serial line Internet protocolserial line Internet protocol /
səriəl
lan �ntənet 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form
of SLIP
seriallyserially /�səriəli/ adverb one after the
other or in a series � Their transmission
rate is 64,000 bits per second through a
parallel connection or 19,200 serially.
serial memoryserial memory /
səriəl �mem(ə)ri/
noun storage whose locations can only be

accessed in a serial way: locating one item
requires a search through every location
serial mouseserial mouse /
səriəl �maυs/ noun a
mouse that connects to the serial port of a
PC and transfers positional data via the se-
rial port (NOTE: the plural is serial mice)
serial operationserial operation /
səriəl 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the working of a device on
data in a sequential manner
serial portserial port /�səriəl pɔt/ noun a con-
nector and circuit used to convert the data
in a computer to and from a form in which
each bit is transmitted one at a time over a
single wire. Normally, data in a computer
is transferred around the computer in par-
allel form that is eight or 16 bits wide. If
you want to use a modem, you need to
send the modem serial data that it can con-
vert into sound signals that can be sent one
at a time over a telephone line.
serial printerserial printer /
səriəl �prntə/ noun a
printer which prints characters one at a
time
serial processingserial processing /
səriəl
�prəυsesŋ/ noun data or instructions
processed sequentially, in the same order
as they are retrieved
serial storageserial storage /
səriəl �stɔrd'/ noun
storage which only allows sequential ac-
cess
serial to parallel converterserial to parallel converter /
səriəl
tə 
p�rəlel kən��v�tə/ noun same as se-
rial input/parallel output
serial transmissionserial transmission /
səriəl tr�nz�

�mʃ(ə)n/ noun data transmitted one bit at
a time (this is the normal method of trans-
mission over long distances, since al-
though slower it uses fewer lines and so is
cheaper than parallel transmission)
seriesseries /�səriz/ noun a group of related
items ordered sequentially
series circuitseries circuit /�səriz 
s�kt/ noun a
circuit in which the components are con-
nected serially

COMMENT: In a series circuit the same current
flows through each component; in a parallel
circuit the current flow is dependent upon the
component impedance.

serverserver /�s�və/ noun a dedicated compu-
ter which provides a function to a network

‘Sequent Computer Systems’ Platform division will
focus on hardware and software manufacture, pro-
curement and marketing, with the Enterprise divi-
sion concentrating on services and server implemen-
tation.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: In a network the hard disk machine
is called the ‘server’ and the floppy disk units
the ‘satellites’. In a star network each satellite
is linked individually to a central server.
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server access logserver access log /
s�və ��kses lɒ�/
noun same as access log (see)
server-based applicationserver-based application /
s�və
best 
�pl��keʃ(ə)n/ noun an application
program, stored on a server’s hard disk,
which can be accessed (and executed) by
several users at one time
server farmserver farm /�s�və fɑm/ noun a busi-
ness consisting of a group of Internet serv-
ers, all of which are linked to one another
and are engaged in web hosting
server message blockserver message block /
s�və
�mesd' blɒk/ noun full form of SMB
serviceservice /�s�vs/ verb to check or repair
or maintain a system � The disk drives
were serviced yesterday and are working
well.
service bitservice bit /�s�vs bt/ noun a trans-
mitted bit used for control rather than data
service bureauservice bureau /�s�vs 
bjυərəυ/
noun a company which provides a special-
ist service, such as outputting DTP files to
a typesetter, converting files or creating
slides from graphics files
service contractservice contract /�s�vs 
kɒntr�kt/
noun an agreement that an engineer will
service equipment if it goes wrong
service programservice program /�s�vs 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a program used for routine activities
such as file searching, copying, sorting,
debugging, etc.
service providerservice provider /�s�vs prə�
vadə/
noun a company that offers users a con-
nection to the Internet; the service provid-
er has a computer that acts as a domain
name server and has a high-speed link to
the Internet. It provides modem access to
the Internet via point-of-presence tele-
phone numbers. You connect to the Inter-
net by setting up an account with the serv-
ice provider then dialling into its point-of-
presence telephone number with a modem.
servicesservices /�s�vsz/ plural noun 1. a set
of functions provided by a device 2. (in an
OSI network model) a set of functions
provided by one OSI layer for use by a
higher layer
service side includesservice side includes /
s�vs sad
n��kludz/ plural noun special extensions
to a web server that allow the webpage,
scripts and programs to access special fea-
tures, such as a count of visitors to a site.
Abbr SSI
sessionsession /�seʃ(ə)n/ noun the time during
which a program or process is running or
active

session layersession layer /�seʃ(ə)n 
leə/ noun the
fifth layer in the ISO/OSI standard model
which makes the connection/disconnec-
tion between transmitter and receiver
setset /set/ noun a number of related data
items � verb 1. to make one variable equal
to a value � We set the right-hand margin
at 80 characters. 2. to define a parameter
value 3. to give a binary data bit the value
of one
SETSET /set/ plural noun the standards creat-
ed by a group of banks and Internet com-
panies that allow users to buy goods over
the Internet without risk of hackers. Full
form secure electronic transactions.
Same as SSL
set breakpointsset breakpoints /set �brekpɔnts/
verb to define the position of breakpoints
within a program being debugged
set theoryset theory /set �θəri/ noun mathemat-
ics related to numerical sets
set upset up /�set �p/ verb to configure, initial-
ize, define or start an application or system
� The new computer worked well as soon
as the engineer had set it up.
setup optionsetup option /�set�p 
ɒpʃ(ə)n/ noun
the choices available when setting up a
system
setup programsetup program /�set�p 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a utility program that helps a user
configure their computer or new software
application
setup timesetup time /�set�p tam/ noun a period
of time between a signal to start an opera-
tion and the start
sexadecimalsexadecimal /
seksə��desməl/ noun �
hex
sex changersex changer /�seks 
tʃend'ə/ noun a
device for changing a female connection
to a male or vice versa
sextetsextet /
seks��tet/ noun a byte made up
of six bits
sf signallingsf signalling /
es ef �s�n(ə)lŋ/ noun
same as single frequency signalling
SGMLSGML /
es d'i em��el/ noun a hardware-
independent standard which defines how
documents should be marked up to indi-
cate bolds, italics, margins and so on. Full
form Standard Generalized Markup
Language
shadingshading /�ʃedŋ/ noun a simple method
of applying shading to a three-dimensional
scene using a single point of light and cal-
culating the shade and highlights on each
object; this type of shading is calculated
for each polygon that makes up an object
and can sometimes causes unwanted ef-
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fects as shading may differ on each poly-
gon
shadowmaskshadowmask /�ʃ�dəυmɑsk/ noun a
sheet with holes placed just behind the
front of a colour monitor screen to sepa-
rate the three-colour picture beams
shadow memoryshadow memory, shadow page noun
duplicate memory locations accessed by a
special code
shadow page tableshadow page table /�ʃ�dəυ ped'

teb(ə)l/ noun a conversion table which
lists real memory locations with their
equivalent shadow memory locations
shadow RAMshadow RAM /�ʃ�dəυ r�m/ noun a
method of improving the performance of a
PC by copying the contents of a (slow)
ROM chip to a faster RAM chip when the
computer is first switched on
shadow ROMshadow ROM /�ʃ�dəυ rɒm/ noun
read-only shadow memory
shannonshannon /�ʃ�nən/ noun a measure of
the information content of a transmission
Shannon’s LawShannon’s Law /�ʃ�nənz lɔ/ noun a
law defining the maximum information-
carrying capacity of a transmission line

COMMENT: Shannon’s Law is defined as B lg(1
+ S/N) where B = Bandwidth, lg is logarithm to
the base two and S/N is Signal to Noise ratio.

shared accessshared access /ʃeəd ��kses/ noun the
use of a computer or peripheral by more
than one person or system
shared busshared bus /
ʃeəd �b�s/ noun one bus
used (usually) for address and data transfer
between the CPU and a peripheral
shared directoryshared directory /ʃeəd də��rekt(ə)ri/
noun a directory (on a file server or work-
station) which can be accessed by several
users connected to a network
shared fileshared file /
ʃeəd �fal/ noun a stored
file which can be accessed by more than
one user or system
shared foldershared folder /ʃeəd �fəυldə/ noun a
folder of files stored on a computer’s local
hard disk drive that can be used (or shared)
by other users on the network
shared logic systemshared logic system /
ʃeəd �lɒd'k

sstəm/ noun one computer and backing
storage device used by a number of people
in a network for an application
shared logic text processorshared logic text processor /
ʃeəd

lɒd'k �tekst 
prəυsesə/ noun word-
processing available to a number of users
of a shared logic system
shared memoryshared memory /ʃeəd �mem(ə)ri/
noun memory accessed by more than one
CPU

shared network directoryshared network directory /
ʃeəd
�netw�k da�
rekt(ə)ri/ noun a directory
(on a file server or workstation) which can
be accessed by several users connected to
a network
shared resources systemshared resources system /
ʃeəd r�

�zɔsz 
sstəm/ noun a system where one
peripheral or backing storage device or
other resource is used by a number of users
share-level accessshare-level access /
ʃeə 
lev(ə)l
��kses/ noun a method used to set up net-
work security to protect local resources
share level securityshare level security /
ʃeə 
lev(ə)l s�

�kjυərti/ noun a network operating sys-
tem which assigns passwords to resources
rather than setting up user accounts to lim-
it access
sharewareshareware /�ʃeə�
weə/ noun software
which is available free to try, but if kept the
user is expected to pay a fee to the writer
(often confused with public domain soft-
ware which is completely free)

‘Bulletin board users know the dangers of ‘flaming’
(receiving hostile comments following a naive or ri-
diculous assertion) and of being seen ‘troughing’
(grabbing every bit of shareware on the network).’
[Computing]

sheetsheet /ʃit/ noun a large piece of paper
sheet feedsheet feed /�ʃit fid/ noun a device
which puts one sheet at a time into a print-
er
shellshell /ʃel/ noun software which operates
between the user and the operating system,
often to try and make the operating system
more friendly or easier to use
shell outshell out /
ʃel �aυt/ verb (when running
an application) to exit to the operating sys-
tem, whilst the original application is still
in memory; the user then returns to the ap-
plication � I shelled out from the word-
processor to check which files were on the
floppy, then went back to the program.
shell scriptshell script /
ʃel �skrpt/ noun a script-
ing language (such as Perl) that is used to
create programs that can enhance a web-
site, e.g. to search a site for a key word
shell sortshell sort /
ʃel �sɔt/ noun an algorithm
for sorting data items, in which items can
be moved more than one position per sort
action
shieldshield /ʃild/ noun a metal screen con-
nected to earth, used to prevent harmful
voltages or interference reaching sensitive
electronic equipment � verb to protect a
signal or device from external interference
or harmful voltages
shielded cableshielded cable /
ʃildd �keb(ə)l/
noun a cable made up of a conductive core
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surrounded by an insulator, then a conduc-
tive layer to protect the transmitted signal
against interference
shielded twisted pair cableshielded twisted pair cable /
ʃildd

twstd �peə 
keb(ə)l/ noun a cable con-
sisting of two insulated copper wires twist-
ed around each other (to reduce induction
and so interference), then wrapped in an
insulated shielding layer to further reduce
interference. Also called STP cable
shiftshift /ʃft/ verb 1. to move a bit or word
of data left or right by a certain amount
(usually one bit) 2. to change from one
character set to another, allowing other
characters (such as capitals) to be used
shift charactershift character /ʃft �k�rktə/ noun a
transmitted character code which indicates
that the following code is to be shifted
shift codeshift code /
ʃft �kəυd/ noun a method
of increasing total possible bit combina-
tions by using a number of bits to indicate
if the following code is to be shifted
shift instructionshift instruction /ʃft n��str�kʃən/
noun a computer command to shift the
contents of a register to the left or right
Shift keyShift key /�ʃft ki/ noun the key on a
keyboard which switches on secondary
functions for keys, such as another charac-
ter set, by changing the output to upper
case
shift leftshift left /�ʃft 
left/ noun a left arithme-
tic shift of data in a word (the number is
doubled for each left shift)
shift registershift register /ʃft �red'stə/ noun
temporary storage into which data can be
shifted
shift rightshift right /�ʃft 
rat/ noun a right arith-
metic shift of data in a word (the number is
halved for each right shift)
ShockwaveShockwave /�ʃɒkwev/ a trade name
for a system developed by Macromedia
that allows web browsers to display com-
plex multimedia effects
shootshoot /ʃut/ verb to take a picture or
record a video sequence with a camera
shopping agentshopping agent /�ʃɒpŋ 
ed'ənt/
noun a computer program used to browse
websites searching for a product or service
shopping basketshopping basket /�ʃɒpŋ 
bɑskt/,
shopping cart /�ʃɒpŋ kɑt/ noun soft-
ware that runs on a web server and pro-
vides an electronic version of a real shop-
ping basket; the software allows a visitor
to the website to view items in the cata-
logue, add items to their shopping basket
and then pay for the goods at an electronic
checkout. � real-time authorisation

short cardshort card /
ʃɔt �kɑd/ noun an add-on
expansion board which is shorter than a
standard size
shortcutshortcut /�ʃɔt�
k�t/ noun a feature of
Windows that allows a user to define an
icon that links to another file or applica-
tion, e.g., you could place shortcut icons
on the Windows Desktop to allow you to
start an application without using the
menu commands. The shortcut has the
same icon as the original file but has a tiny
arrow in the bottom left-hand corner. It is
not a duplicate of the original, rather it is a
pointer to the original file.
short haul modemshort haul modem /
ʃɔt hɔl
�məυdem/ noun a modem used to trans-
mit data over short distances (often within
a building), usually without using a carrier
short message serviceshort message service /
ʃɔt
�mesd' 
s�vs/ noun a system that al-
lows short text messages to be sent be-
tween and to mobile telephones; the serv-
ice depends upon the telephone company.
Abbr SMS
shoutshout /ʃaυt/ verb to type a message or
electronic mail in capital letters
S-HTTPS-HTTP /es 
etʃ ti ti �pi/ noun a sys-
tem developed to provide a secure link be-
tween a user’s browser and a vendor’s
Website to allow the user to pay for goods
over the Internet. Full form secure hy-
pertext transfer protocol. � PGP, SEPP,
SET, SSL, STT
shut downshut down /
ʃ�t �daυn/ verb to switch
off and stop the functions of a machine or
system
ShutDownShutDown /�ʃ�tdaυn/ noun (in Win-
dows) a command that will close down
Windows and, if the user has a compatible
PC, will switch off the computer
shut-off mechanismshut-off mechanism /�ʃ�t ɒf

mekənz(ə)m/ noun a device which
stops a process in case of fault

COMMENT: Most hard disks have an automatic
shut-off mechanism to pull the head back from
the read position when the power is turned off.

sideways ROMsideways ROM /�sadwez rɒm/ noun
software which allows selection of a par-
ticular memory bank or ROM device
SIGSIG /s�/ noun a group within a larger
club which is interested in a particular as-
pect of software or hardware � Our local
computer club has a SIG for comms and
networking. Full form special interest
group
signsign /san/ noun polarity of a number or
signal (whether it is positive or negative) �
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verb to identify oneself to a computer us-
ing a personalised signature � to sign off
to log off a system � to sign on to log on
to a system
signalsignal /�s�n(ə)l/ noun 1. a generated an-
alog or digital waveform used to carry in-
formation � The signal received from the
computer contained the answer. 2. a short
message used to carry control codes �
verb to send a message to a computer �
Signal to the network that we are busy.
signal conditioningsignal conditioning /�s�n(ə)l kən�


dʃ(ə)nŋ/ noun the process of converting
or translating a signal into a form that is
accepted by a device
signal conversionsignal conversion /�s�n(ə)l kən�


v�ʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of processing,
changing or modulating a signal
signal distancesignal distance /�s�n(ə)l 
dstəns/
noun a number of bit positions with differ-
ent contents in two data words
signal elementsignal element /�s�n(ə)l 
elmənt/
noun the smallest basic unit used when
transmitting digital data
signallingsignalling /�s�n(ə)lŋ/ noun 1. a meth-
od used by a transmitter to warn a receiver
that a message is to be sent 2. a communi-
cation to the transmitter about the state of
the receiver � in band signalling use of a
normal voice grade channel for data trans-
mission
signal processingsignal processing /�s�n(ə)l

prəυsesŋ/ noun processing of signals to
extract the information contained � The
system is used by students doing research
on signal processing techniques.
signal to noise ratiosignal to noise ratio /
s�n(ə)l tə
�nɔz 
reʃiəυ/ noun the difference be-
tween the power of the transmitted signal
and the noise on the line. Abbr S/N
sign and magnitudesign and magnitude /
san ən
�m��ntjud/ noun a number representa-
tion in which the most significant bit indi-
cates the sign of the number, the rest of the
bits its value
sign and modulussign and modulus /
san ən
�mɒdjυləs/ noun a way of representing
numbers, where one bit shows if the
number is positive or negative (usually 0 =
positive, 1 = negative)
signaturesignature /�s�ntʃə/ noun a special au-
thentication code, such as a password,
which a user gives prior to access to a sys-
tem or prior to the execution of a task (to
prove identity)
signature filesignature file /�s�ntʃə fal/ noun a
short text file, containing information such

as the user’s name and address, that is used
as a signature at the end of e-mails and
Usenet messages
sign bitsign bit /
san �bt/ noun a single bit
which indicates if a binary number is pos-
itive or negative (usually 0 = positive, 1 =
negative)
sign digitsign digit /san �dd't/ noun one digit
which indicates if a number is positive or
negative
signed fieldsigned field /
sand �fild/ noun a stor-
age field which can contain a number and
a sign bit
signed magnitudesigned magnitude /
sand
�m��ntjud/ noun same as sign and
magnitude
significancesignificance /s���nfkəns/ noun a
special meaning
significantsignificant /s���nfkənt/ adjective
which has a special meaning
significant digit codessignificant digit codes /s��
nfkənt
�dd't 
kəυdz/ plural noun codes which
indicate various details of an item, by as-
signing each one a value
signifysignify /�s�n�
fa/ verb to mean � A
carriage return code signifies the end of an
input line.
sign indicatorsign indicator /san �nd�
ketə/ noun
same as sign bit
sign positionsign position /san pə��zʃ(ə)n/ noun a
digit or bit position which contains the
sign bit or digit
siliconsilicon /�slkən/ noun an element with
semiconductor properties, used in crystal
form as a base for IC manufacture

COMMENT: Silicon is used in the electronics in-
dustry as a base material for integrated cir-
cuits. It is grown as a long crystal which is then
sliced into wafers before being etched or
treated, producing several hundred chips per
wafer. Other materials, such as germanium or
gallium arsenide, are also used as a base for
ICs.

silicon chipsilicon chip /�slkən tʃp/ noun a
small piece of silicon in and on the surface
of which a complete circuit or logic func-
tion has been produced by depositing other
substances or by doping
silicon disksilicon disk /�slkən dsk/ noun a sec-
tion of RAM made to look and behave like
a high speed disk drive. Also called RAM
disk
silicon foundrysilicon foundry /�slkən 
faυndri/
noun a machine used to create crystals of
silicon, then slice them into silicon wafers
Silicon ValleySilicon Valley /
slkən �v�li/ noun an
area in California where many US semi-
conductor device manufacturers are based
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silicon wafersilicon wafer /
slkən �wefə/ noun a
thin slice of a pure silicon crystal, usually
around 4 inches in diameter on which inte-
grated circuits are produced (these are then
cut out of the wafer to produce individual
chips)
SIMDSIMD /
es a em �di/ noun the architec-
ture of a parallel computer which has a
number of ALUs and data buses with one
control unit. Full form single instruction
stream multiple data stream
SIMMSIMM /
es a em �em/ noun a small, com-
pact circuit board with an edge connector
along one edge that carries densely-
packed memory chips � You can expand
the main memory of your PC by plugging
in two more SIMMs. Full form single in-
line memory module
simple devicesimple device /
smp(ə)l d��vas/
noun a multimedia device that does not re-
quire a data file for playback, such as a CD
drive used to play audio CDs
simple mail transfer protocolsimple mail transfer protocol
/
smpəl mel �tr�nsf� 
prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of SMTP
simple network management protocolsimple network management pro-
tocol /
smpəl 
netw�k �m�nd'mənt

prəυtəkɒl/ noun a network management
system which defines how status data is
sent from monitored nodes back to a con-
trol station; SNMP is able to work with
virtually any type of network hardware
and software. Abbr SNMP
simple to usesimple to use /�smp(ə)l tə, tυ/ adjec-
tive (of a machine or software) easy to use
and operate
simplexsimplex /�smpleks/ noun full form of
SPX. opposite duplex
simulatesimulate /�smjυ�
let/ verb to copy the
behaviour of a system or device with an-
other � This software simulates the action
of an aircraft.
simulationsimulation /
smjυ��leʃ(ə)n/ noun an
operation where a computer is made to im-
itate a real life situation or a machine, and
shows how something works or will work
in the future � Simulation techniques have
reached a high degree of sophistication.
simulatorsimulator /�smjυ�
letə/ noun a device
which simulates another system
simultaneitysimultaneity /
sm(ə)ltə��niəti/ noun
in which the CPU and the I/O sections of a
computer can handle different data or
tasks at the same time
simultaneoussimultaneous /
sm(ə)l��teniəs/ ad-
jective which takes place at the same time
as something else

simultaneous processingsimultaneous processing
/
sm(ə)lteniəs �prəυsesŋ/ noun two or
more processes executed at the same time

COMMENT: True simultaneous processing re-
quires two processors, but can be imitated by
switching rapidly between two tasks with a
single processor.

simultaneous transmissionsimultaneous transmission
/
sm(ə)lteniəs tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun
the transmission of data or control codes in
two directions at the same time (NOTE:
same as duplex)
single address codesingle address code /
sŋ�(ə)l ə�

�dres 
kəυd/ noun a machine code in-
struction which contains one operator and
one address
single address instructionsingle address instruction
/
sŋ�(ə)l ə�
dres n��str�kʃən/ noun same
as single address code
single address messagesingle address message /
sŋ�(ə)l ə�

�dres 
mesd'/ noun a message with a sin-
gle destination
single attachment stationsingle attachment station /
sŋ�(ə)l
ə�
t�tʃmənt �steʃ(ə)n/ noun (in an FDDI
network) a station with only one port
through which to attach to the network;
SAS stations are connected to the FDDI
ring through a concentrator. Abbr SAS
single board computersingle board computer /
sŋ�(ə)l
bɔd kəm��pjutə/ noun full form of SBC
single-board microcomputersingle-board microcomputer
/
sŋ�(ə)l bɔd �makrəυkəm�
pjutə/
noun a microcomputer whose components
are all contained on a single printed circuit
board
single chip computersingle chip computer /
sŋ�(ə)l tʃp
kəm��pjutə/ noun a complete simple
computer including CPU, memory and in-
put/output ports on one chip
single-chip microcontrollersingle-chip microcontroller
/
sŋ�(ə)l tʃp �makrəkən�
trəυlə/ noun
one integrated circuit that contains a CPU,
I/O ports, RAM and often a basic pro-
gramming language
single density disksingle density disk /
sŋ�(ə)l

densti �dsk/ noun a standard magnetic
disk able to store data. Abbr SD
single frequency signallingsingle frequency signalling
/
sŋ�(ə)l �frikwənsi 
s�n(ə)lŋ/ noun
the use of various frequency signals to rep-
resent different control codes. Also called
sf signalling
single function softwaresingle function software /
sŋ�(ə)l
�f�ŋkʃən 
sɒftweə/ noun an applications
program used for one kind of task only
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single in-line memory modulesingle in-line memory module
/
sŋ�(ə)l n lan �mem(ə)ri 
mɒdjul/
noun full form of SIMM
single in-line packagesingle in-line package /
sŋ�(ə)l n
lan �p�kd'/ noun an electronic compo-
nent which has all its leads on one side of
its package. Abbr SIP
single instruction stream multiple data streamsingle instruction stream multiple
data stream /
sŋ�(ə)l n�
str�kʃən
strim 
m�ltp(ə)l �detə 
strim/ noun
full form of SIMD
single instruction stream single data streamsingle instruction stream single
data stream /
sŋ�(ə)l n�
str�kʃən
strim 
sŋ�(ə)l �detə strim/ noun full
form of SISD
single key responsesingle key response /
sŋ�(ə)l �ki r�


spɒns/ noun software which requires
only one key to be pressed to select an op-
tion
single length precisionsingle length precision /
sŋ�(ə)l
leŋθ pr��s'(ə)n/ noun a number stored in
one word
single length workingsingle length working /
sŋ�(ə)l leŋθ
�w�kŋ/ noun the process of using num-
bers that can be stored within a single
word
single line displaysingle line display /
sŋ�(ə)l lan ds�

�ple/ noun a small screen which displays
a single line of characters at a time
single mode fibresingle mode fibre /
sŋ�(ə)l məυd
�fabə/ noun an optic fibre that has a very
narrow diameter (of 10 microns or less)
and is designed to transmit a single light
signal over a long distance; this type of fi-
bre has a bandwidth of 5Gbits/second and
is normally used for long distance tele-
phone networks
single operand instructionsingle operand instruction
/
sŋ�(ə)l 
ɒpər�nd n��str�kʃən/ noun
same as single address code
single operationsingle operation /
sŋ�(ə)l 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a communications system
which allows data to travel in only one di-
rection at a time (controlled by codes S/O
= send only, R/O = receive only, S/R =
send or receive)
single-pass assemblersingle-pass assembler /
sŋ�(ə)l
pɑs ə��semblə/ noun an object code pro-
duced in one run through the assembler of
the source program
single pass operationsingle pass operation /
sŋ�(ə)l
pɑs 
ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun software which
produces the required result or carries out
a task after one run
single precisionsingle precision /
sŋ�(ə)l pr�

�s'(ə)n/ noun a number stored in one
word

single quotessingle quotes /�sŋ�(ə)l kwəυtz/ plu-
ral noun single inverted commas
single sheet feedsingle sheet feed /
sŋ�(ə)l ʃit �fid/
noun a paper feed system which puts sin-
gle sheets of paper into a printer, one at a
time
single-sided disksingle-sided disk /
sŋ�(ə)l 
sadd
�dsk/ noun a floppy disk that can only
store data on one side, because of the way
it is manufactured or formatted. Abbr SSD
single speedsingle speed /�sŋ�(ə)l spid/ noun the
speed at which a CD-ROM is spun by a
drive, usually 230rpm
single stepsingle step /�sŋ�(ə)l step/ noun the
process of executing a computer program
one instruction at a time, used for debug-
ging
single-strike ribbonsingle-strike ribbon /
sŋ�(ə)l strak
�rbən/ noun a printer ribbon which can
only be used once
single-system imagesingle-system image /
sŋ�(ə)l

sstəm �md'/ noun an operational view
of multiple networks, distributed databas-
es or multiple computer systems as if they
were one system
single-user systemsingle-user system /
sŋ�(ə)l 
juzə
�sstəm/ noun a computer system which
can only be used by a single user at a time
(as opposed to a multi-user system)
sinksink /sŋk/ noun the receiving end of a
communications line. Opposite source
sink treesink tree /
sŋk �tri/ noun a description
in a routing table of all the paths in a net-
work to a destination
SIOSIO abbr serial input/output
SIPSIP abbr single in-line package
SIPOSIPO abbr serial input/parallel output
SISDSISD /
es a es �di/ noun the architecture
of a serial computer, which has one ALU
and data bus, with one control unit. Full
form single instruction stream single
data stream
SISOSISO abbr serial input/serial output
sitesite /sat/ noun a place where something
is based
site licencesite licence /sat �las(ə)ns/ noun a li-
cence between a software publisher and a
user which allows any number of users in
that site to use the software � We have ne-
gotiated a good deal for the site licence for
the 1200 employees in our HQ.
site pollsite poll /
sat �pəυl/ verb to poll all the
terminals or devices in a particular loca-
tion or area. � polling
6 degrees of freedom6 degrees of freedom /
sks d�
�riz
əv �fridəm/ noun (in virtual reality) a de-
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scription of the movements and vision that
a user can interpret: normally three visual
dimensions together with movement
16-bit16-bit /�skstin bt/ data that is trans-
ferred sixteen bits at a time along sixteen
parallel conductors; in a processor this re-
fers to its ability to manipulate data that is
sixteen bits wide representing numbers up
to 65,536
sixteen-bitsixteen-bit /
sks��tin bt/ adjective (of
a microcomputer system or CPU) which
handles data in sixteen bit words, provid-
ing much faster operation than older eight-
bit systems
16-bit sample16-bit sample /
skstin bt
�sɑmp(ə)l/ noun single sample of an ana-
log signal which is stored as a 16-bit
number, meaning that there are 65,536
possible levels. A ‘16-bit sound card’ can
sometimes mean that the card generates
16-bit samples, but it can also mean that it
generates 8-bit samples, but fits into a 16-
bit expansion slot. � 8-bit sample, 24-bit
sample
sizesize /saz/ noun the physical dimensions
of an image, object or page � verb to cal-
culate the resources available, and those
required, to carry out a particular job
skeletal codeskeletal code /�skelt(ə)l kəυd/ noun a
program which is not complete, with the
basic structure coded
skewskew /skju/ noun the amount by which
something is not correctly aligned � verb
to align something incorrectly � This page
is badly skewed.
skinskin /skn/ noun 1. a piece of software
that changes the appearance of images
produced by existing software without
changing their function 2. the changed im-
age that is produced by a piece of skin soft-
ware � verb to change the appearance of
images produced by existing software,
without changing their function
skipskip /skp/ verb to ignore an instruction
in a sequence of instructions � The printer
skipped the next three lines of text.
skip capabilityskip capability /skp 
kepə��bləti/
noun a feature of certain word-processors
to allow the user to jump backwards or for-
wards by a quantity of text in a document
skip instructionskip instruction /skp n��str�kʃən/
noun a null computer command which di-
rects the CPU to the next instruction
slashslash /sl�ʃ/ noun a punctuation mark (/)
that is used to separate optional items in a
list and to express fractions or ratios, and
that has various uses in computer pro-

gramming, e.g. to separate off certain sec-
tions of an Internet address
slashed zeroslashed zero /sl�ʃd �zərəυ/ noun a
printed or written sign (Ø)
slaveslave /slev/ noun a remote secondary
computer or terminal controlled by a cen-
tral computer
slave cacheslave cache /
slev �k�ʃ/ noun a sec-
tion of high-speed memory which stores
data that the CPU can access quickly
slave processorslave processor /slev �prəυ�
sesə/
noun a dedicated processor controlled by a
master processor
slave storeslave store /�slev stɔ/ noun same as
slave cache
slave terminalslave terminal /slev �t�mn(ə)l/
noun a terminal controlled by a main com-
puter or terminal
slave tubeslave tube /
slev �tjub/ noun a second
CRT display connected to another so that
it shows exactly the same information
sleepsleep /slip/ noun the state of a system
that is waiting for a signal (log-on) before
doing anything
sleevesleeve /sliv/ noun a paper or plastic
cover for a magnetic disk
slewslew /slu/ noun a rapid movement of pa-
per in a printer, ignoring the normal line
advance
slideslide /slad/ noun one image in a presen-
tation or a single frame of positive photo-
graphic film
slide showslide show /�slad ʃəυ/ noun a feature
of a presentation graphics software in
which slides (static images) are displayed
in a sequence under the control of the pre-
senter
SLIPSLIP /slp/ noun a method of sending
TCP/IP network traffic over a serial line,
such as a telephone modem connection
(normally used to connect a user’s compu-
ter to the Internet via a modem link). Full
form serial line internet protocol
slotslot /slɒt/ verb to insert an object into a
hole � The disk slots into one of the floppy
drive apertures.
slow peripheralslow peripheral /sləυ pə��rf(ə)rəl/
noun a peripheral in which mechanical
movement determines speed
slow scan TVslow scan TV /
sləυ sk�n ti �vi/
noun a system used to transmit still video
frames over a telephone line
SLSISLSI abbr super large scale integration
SLISsmall computer systems interface
/
smɔl kəm�
pjutə �sstəmz 
ntəfes/
noun full form of SCSI
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small-scalesmall-scale /�smɔl skel/ adjective
working with small amounts of data. Com-
pare large-scale
small scale integrationsmall scale integration /
smɔl skel

nt���reʃ(ə)n/ noun an integrated circuit
with 1 to 10 components. Abbr SSI
SmalltalkSmalltalk /�smɔltɔk/ an object-orient-
ed programming language developed by
Xerox
smart cardsmart card /�smɑt kɑd/ noun a plastic
card with a memory and microprocessor
device embedded in it, so that it can be
used for electronic funds transfer or for
identification of the user
smart terminalsmart terminal /smɑt �t�mn(ə)l/
noun a computer terminal which can proc-
ess information. Compare dumb termi-
nal
smart wiring hubsmart wiring hub /
smɑt �waərŋ

h�b/ noun a network hub or concentrator
which can transmit status information
back to a managing station and allows
management software to configure each
port remotely � Using this management
software, I can shut down Tom’s port on
the remote smart wiring hub.
SMBSMB /
es em �bi/ noun a system devel-
oped by Microsoft which allows a user to
access another computer’s files and pe-
ripherals over a network as if they were lo-
cal resources. Full form server message
block
smileysmiley /�smali/ noun a face created with
text characters, used to provide the real
meaning to an email message; e.g., :-)
means laughter or a joke, and :-( means sad
S/MIMES/MIME abbr secure/multipurpose Inter-
net mail extension
smooth scrollsmooth scroll /
smuð �skrəυl/ noun
text which is moved up a screen pixel by
pixel rather than line by line, which gives
a smoother movement
SMPTESMPTE /
es em pi ti �i/ noun an or-
ganisation that defines standards for tele-
vision production systems; e.g., the
SMPTE time code standard is widely used
to synchronise audio and video equipment
using hours, minutes, seconds, frame data
that is stored in an 80-bit word. Full form
Society for Motion Picture and TV En-
gineers
SMPTE division typeSMPTE division type /
es em pi ti

i d��v'(ə)n 
tap/ noun a timing format
which specifies the number of frames per
second used, and in which time is shown
as hours, minutes, seconds, frames; stand-

ard SMPTE division types are 24, 25 and
30 frames per second
SMPTE offsetSMPTE offset /
es em pi ti i �ɒfset/
noun a MIDI event that defines when a
MIDI file is to be played back
SMPTE time codeSMPTE time code /
es em pi ti i
�tam 
kəυd/ noun a method of assigning
a unique identifying number to each frame
in a video sequence
SMSSMS abbr short message service
SMTSMT /
es em �ti/ noun a method of man-
ufacturing circuit boards in which the elec-
tronic components are bonded directly
onto the surface of the board rather than
being inserted into holes and soldered into
place � Surface-mount technology is fast-
er and more space-efficient than solder-
ing. Full form surface-mount technolo-
gy
SMTPSMTP /
es em ti �pi/ noun a standard
protocol which allows electronic mail
messages to be transferred from one sys-
tem to another, normally used as the meth-
od of transferring mail from one Internet
server to another or to send mail from a
computer to a server. Full form simple
mail transfer protocol. Compare POP 3
S/NS/N abbr signal to noise ratio
SNASNA /
es en �e/ noun design methods de-
veloped by IBM which define how com-
munications in a network should occur and
allow different hardware to communicate.
Full form systems network architec-
ture
snail mailsnail mail /�snel mel/ noun a slang
term used to refer to the normal (slow)
postal delivery rather than (near instant)
electronic mail delivery
snapshotsnapshot /�sn�p�
ʃɒt/ noun 1. a record-
ing of all the states of a computer at a par-
ticular instant 2. the process of storing in
main memory the contents of a screen full
of information at an instant
snapshot dumpsnapshot dump /�sn�p�
ʃɒt d�mp/
noun a printout of all the registers and a
section of memory at a particular instant,
used when debugging a program
sndsnd /saυnd/ noun a filename extension
used to indicate a file that contains digi-
tised sound data. Full form SouND
sniffersniffer /�snfə/ noun a device or program
that monitors and analyses network traffic,
in order to detect bottlenecks and prob-
lems
SNMPSNMP abbr simple network management
protocol
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SNOBOLSNOBOL /�snəυbɒl/ noun a high-level
programming language which uses string
processing methods. Full form string ori-
entated symbolic language
snowsnow /snəυ/ noun interference displayed
as flickering white flecks on a monitor
soaksoak /səυk/ verb to run a program or de-
vice continuously for a period of time to
make sure it functions correctly
Society for Motion Picture and TV EngineersSociety for Motion Picture and TV
Engineers /sə�
saəti fə 
məυʃ(ə)n

pktʃə ən 
ti �vi/ noun full form of
SMPTE
socketsocket /�sɒkt/ noun a device with a set
of holes, into which a plug fits
socket driversocket driver /�sɒkt 
dravə/ noun
same as Winsock
SOCKSSOCKS /sɒks/ noun a network protocol
developed to support the transfer of
TCP/IP (Internet) traffic through a proxy
server. It is commonly used to provide a
way for users on a local area network to
access the Internet via a single shared con-
nection.
softsoft /sɒft/ adjective 1. referring to mate-
rial which loses its magnetic effects when
removed from a magnetic field 2. referring
to data which is not permanently stored in
hardware. Soft usually refers to data stored
on magnetic medium.
soft copysoft copy /sɒft �kɒpi/ noun text listed
on screen (as opposed to hard copy on pa-
per)
soft errorsoft error /sɒft �erə/ noun a random er-
ror caused by software or data errors
which is very difficult to trace and identify
since it only appears under certain condi-
tions
soft-failsoft-fail /sɒft fel/ adjective referring to
a system which is still partly operational
even after a part of the system has failed
soft fontsoft font /
sɒft �fɒnt/ noun fonts or
typefaces stored on a disk, which can be
downloaded or sent to a printer and stored
in temporary memory or RAM
soft goodssoft goods /�sɒft �υdz/ plural noun
software that can be purchased and paid
for in an online shop, and which is then
downloaded directly onto a computer in-
stead of receiving a CD-ROM sent by post
soft keyboardsoft keyboard /sɒft �ki�
bɔd/ noun a
keyboard where the functions of the keys
can be changed by programs
soft keyssoft keys /
sɒft �kiz/ plural noun keys
which can be changed by means of a pro-
gram

soft resetsoft reset /sɒft 
ri��set/ noun an in-
struction that terminates any program exe-
cution and returns the user to the monitor
or BIOS
soft-sectored disksoft-sectored disk /
sɒft 
sektəd
�dsk/ noun a disk where the sectors are
described by an address and start code data
written onto it when the disk is formatted
softwaresoftware /�sɒftweə/ noun any program
or group of programs which instructs the
hardware on how it should perform, in-
cluding operating systems, word proces-
sors and applications programs
software compatiblesoftware compatible /
sɒftweə kəm�

�p�tb(ə)l/ adjective referring to a com-
puter which will load and run programs
written for another computer
software developersoftware developer /�sɒftweə d�


veləpə/ noun a person or company which
writes software
software developmentsoftware development /�sɒftweə d�


veləpmənt/ noun the processes required
to produce working programs from an ini-
tial idea
software documentationsoftware documentation /
sɒftweə

dɒkjυmen��teʃ(ə)n/ noun information,
notes and diagrams describing the func-
tion, use and operation of a piece of soft-
ware
software engineersoftware engineer /�sɒftweə

end'nə/ noun a person who can write
working software to fit an application
software engineeringsoftware engineering /�sɒftweə

end'nərŋ/ noun a field of study cover-
ing all software-related subjects
software housesoftware house /�sɒftweə haυs/ noun
a company which develops and sells com-
puter programs
software interruptsoftware interrupt /
sɒftweə
�ntər�pt/ noun a high priority program-
generated signal, requesting the use of the
central processor
software librarysoftware library /�sɒftweə 
labrəri/
noun a number of specially written rou-
tines, stored in a library file which can be
inserted into a program, saving time and
effort. Abbr H
software licencesoftware licence /�sɒftweə

las(ə)ns/ noun an agreement between a
user and a software house, giving details of
the rights of the user to use or copy the
software
software life cyclesoftware life cycle /
sɒftweə �laf

sak(ə)l/ noun the period of time when a
piece of software exists, from its initial de-
sign to the moment when it becomes out of
date
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software maintenancesoftware maintenance /�sɒftweə

mentənəns/ noun the process of carry-
ing out updates and modifications to a
software package to make sure the pro-
gram is up to date
software modemsoftware modem /�sɒftweə

məυdem/ noun a modem that uses the
main computer’s processor to carry out all
the signal processing required to modulate
and demodulate data signals that can be
sent to a dedicated serial port. New PCs
are often fitted with a software modem (of-
ten called a WinModem) that takes advan-
tage of the powerful processors to provide
a very cheap way of adding a modem func-
tion and providing dial-up Internet access
to a computer.
software-only video playbacksoftware-only video playback
/
sɒftweə 
əυnli 
vdiəυ �pleb�k/ noun
the ability to display full-motion video
standard on any multimedia computer,
without requiring special hardware
software packagesoftware package /�sɒftweə

p�kd'/ noun computer programs and
manuals designed for a special purpose
software piracysoftware piracy /�sɒftweə 
parəsi/
noun the illegal copying of software for
sale
software quality assurancesoftware quality assurance
/
sɒftweə 
kwɒlti ə��ʃυərəns/ noun the
process of making sure that software will
perform as intended. Abbr SQA
software reliabilitysoftware reliability /
sɒftweə r�


laəblti/ noun the ability of a piece of
software to perform the task required cor-
rectly
software specificationsoftware specification /
sɒftweə

spesf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun detailed informa-
tion about a piece of software’s abilities,
functions and methods
software systemsoftware system /�sɒftweə 
sstəm/
noun all the programs required for one or
more tasks
software toolsoftware tool /�sɒftweə tul/ noun a
program used in the development of other
programs
soft zonesoft zone /
sɒft �zəυn/ noun a text area
to the left of the right margin in a word-
processed document, where if a word does
not fit completely, a hyphen is automati-
cally inserted
solid coloursolid colour /
sɒld �k�lə/ noun a col-
our that can be displayed on a screen or
printed on a colour printer without dither-
ing

solid errorsolid error /
sɒld �erə/ noun an error
that is always present when certain equip-
ment is used
solid font printersolid font printer /
sɒld fɒnt �prntə/
noun a printer which uses a whole charac-
ter shape to print in one movement, such as
a daisy wheel printer
solid modellingsolid modelling /
sɒld �mɒd(ə)lŋ/
noun a function in a graphics program that
creates three-dimensional solid-looking
objects by shading
solid-statesolid-state /�sɒld stet/ adjective re-
ferring to semiconductor devices
solid-state devicesolid-state device /
sɒld stet d�

�vas/ noun an electronic device which op-
erates by using the effects of electrical or
magnetic signals in a solid semiconductor
material
solid state disksolid state disk /
sɒld stet �dsk/
noun a mass storage device that uses elec-
tronic memory components with a backup
battery to store data rather than a magnetic
medium (such as a magnetic disk used in a
hard disk drive)
solid-state memory devicesolid-state memory device /
sɒld
stet �mem(ə)ri d�
vas/ noun a solid-
state memory storage device (usually in
the form of RAM or ROM chips)
son fileson file /�s�n fal/ noun the latest work-
ing version of a file. Compare father file,
grandfather file
song keysong key /�sɒŋ ki/ noun a musical key
used to play a MIDI song
SonySony /�səυni/ an electronics company
that has developed a wide range of con-
sumer and computer electronic products
sophisticatedsophisticated /sə��fstketd/ adjec-
tive technically advanced � A sophisticat-
ed desktop publishing program.
sophisticationsophistication /sə�
fst��keʃ(ə)n/
noun the state of being technically ad-
vanced � The sophistication of the new
package is remarkable.
sortsort /sɔt/ verb to put data in order, ac-
cording to a system, on the instructions of
the user � To sort addresses into alphabet-
ical order.
sorting passsorting pass /
sɔtŋ �pɑs/ noun a sin-
gle run through a list of items to put them
into order
sortkeysortkey /�sɔtki/, sort field /�sɔt fild/
noun a field in a stored file which is used
to sort the file � The orders were sorted
according to dates by assigning the date
field as the sortkey.
sort/mergesort/merge /
sɔt �m�d'/ noun a pro-
gram which allows new files to be sorted
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and then merged in correct order into ex-
isting files
soundsound /saυnd/ noun 1. in a PC, a filena-
me extension used to indicate a file that
contains digitised sound data 2. in a Mac-
intosh, the resource that contains sound in-
formation � abbr snd
sound bandwidthsound bandwidth /saυnd �b�nd�


wdθ/ noun the range of frequencies that
a human ear can register, normally from
20Hz to 20KHz
Sound BlasterSound Blaster /�saυnd 
blɑstə/ a
trade name for a type of sound card for PC
compatibles developed by Creative Labs
that allows sounds to be recorded to disk
(using a microphone) and played back
sound capturesound capture /saυnd �k�ptʃə/ noun
the conversion of an analog sound into a
digital form that can be used by a compu-
ter
sound cardsound card /
saυnd �kɑd/ noun an ex-
pansion card which produces analog
sound signals under the control of a com-
puter � This software lets you create al-
most any sound – but you can only hear
them if you have a sound card fitted.
sound chipsound chip /
saυnd �tʃp/ noun a de-
vice that will generate a sound or tune
sound filesound file /
saυnd �fal/ noun a file
stored on disk that contains sound data
sound hoodsound hood /
saυnd �hυd/ noun a cov-
er which cuts down the noise from a noisy
printer
sound pressure levelsound pressure level /
saυnd �preʃə

lev(ə)l/ noun full form of SPL
Sound RecorderSound Recorder /�saυnd r�
kɔdə/ a
utility included with Microsoft Windows
that allows a user to play back digitised
sound files or record sound onto disk and
carry out very basic editing
sound wavessound waves /
saυnd �wevz/ plural
noun pressure waves produced by vibra-
tions, which are transmitted through air (or
a solid) and detected by the human ear or a
microphone (in which they are converted
to electrical signals)
sourcesource /sɔs/ noun a point where a trans-
mitted signal enters a network. Opposite
sink
source address filteringsource address filtering /�sɔs ə�


dres 
fltərŋ/ noun a feature of some
bridges which detects a particular address
in the received packet and either rejects or
forwards the data
source booksource book /
sɔs �bυk/ noun a library
file from which elements or objects are
copied and used

source codesource code /
sɔs �kəυd/ noun a set of
codes (as a program) written by the pro-
grammer which cannot be directly execut-
ed by the computer, but have to be translat-
ed into an object code program by a com-
piler, assembler or interpreter
source decksource deck /
sɔs �dek/ noun a set of
punched cards which contain the source
code for a program
source documentsource document /sɔs �dɒkjυ�
ment/
noun a form or document from which data
is extracted prior to entering it into a data-
base
source editorsource editor /sɔs �edtə/ noun soft-
ware which allows the user to alter, delete
or add instructions in a program source file
source filesource file /
sɔs �fal/ noun a program
written in source language, which is then
converted to machine code by a compiler
source languagesource language /sɔs �l�ŋ�wd'/
noun 1. a language in which a program is
originally written 2. a language of a pro-
gram prior to translation. Opposite object
language, target language
source listingsource listing /sɔs �lstŋ/ noun 1.
listing of a text in its original form 2. list-
ing of a source program
source machinesource machine /sɔs mə��ʃin/ noun a
computer which can compile source code
source objectsource object /sɔs �ɒbd'ekt/ noun (in
Windows) the object within a drag and
drop operation that is first clicked on and
then dragged
source packsource pack /�sɔs p�k/ noun same as
source deck
source programsource program /sɔs �prəυ�r�m/
noun a program, prior to translation, writ-
ten in a programming language by a pro-
grammer
source routingsource routing /
sɔs �raυtŋ/ noun a
method, originally developed by IBM for
its Token Ring networks, of moving data
between two networks, which examines
the data within the token and passes the
data to the correct station
source transparent routingsource transparent routing /
sɔs
tr�ns�
p�rənt �rutŋ/ noun a standard
developed by IBM and the IEEE, allowing
IBM networks and non-IBM Token Ring
networks to be bridged and so exchange
data. Abbr SRT
SPSP abbr stack pointer
spacespace /spes/ noun a gap between char-
acters or lines � verb to spread out text �
The line of characters was evenly spaced
out across the page.
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space barspace bar /�spes bɑ/ noun a long bar
at the bottom of a keyboard, which inserts
a space into the text when pressed
space characterspace character /spes �k�rktə/
noun a character code which prints a space
spacingspacing /�spesŋ/ noun the process of
putting spaces between characters or lines
of printed text � The spacing on some
lines is very uneven.
spamspam /sp�m/ noun an article that has
been posted to more than one newsgroup,
so is likely to contain commercial messag-
es (slang)
spam killerspam killer /�sp�m 
klə/ noun a piece
of software that automatically identifies
and deals with spam in incoming e-mail
spanspan /sp�n/ noun a set of allowed values
between a maximum and minimum
spanning treespanning tree /�sp�nŋ tri/ noun a
method of creating a network topology
that does not contain any loops and pro-
vides redundancy in case of a network
fault or problem
SPARCSPARC /spɑk/ noun a RISC processor
designed by Sun Microsystems which is
used in its range of workstations. Full form
Scalar Processor Architecture
spare partspare part /
speə �pɑt/ noun a small
piece of a machine which is needed to re-
place a piece which is broken or missing
spark printerspark printer /spɑk �prntə/ noun a
thermal printer which produces characters
on thermal paper by electric sparks
sparse arraysparse array /spɑs ə��re/ noun a data
matrix structure containing mainly zero or
null entries
spatial measurementspatial measurement /
speʃ(ə)l
�me'əmənt/ noun a method of allowing a
computer to determine the position of a
pointer within three dimensions (often us-
ing a sensitive glove)
specspec /spek/ noun same as specification
(informal)
special characterspecial character /
speʃ(ə)l �k�rktə/
noun a character which is not a standard
one in a certain font (such as a certain ac-
cent or a symbol)
special interest groupspecial interest group /
speʃ(ə)l
�ntrəst 
�rup/ noun full form of SIG
specialisespecialise /�speʃəlaz/ verb to study
and be an expert in a subject � He special-
ises in the design of CAD systems.
specialistspecialist /�speʃəlst/ noun an expert in
a certain field of study � You need a spe-
cialist programmer to help devise a new
word-processing program.

special purposespecial purpose /
speʃ(ə)l �p�pəs/
noun a system designed for a specific or
limited range of applications
special sortspecial sort /�speʃ(ə)l sɔt/ noun an
extra printing character not in the standard
font range
specific addressspecific address /spə�
sfk ə��dres/
noun a storage address which directly,
without any modification, accesses a loca-
tion or device
specificationspecification /
spesf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun
detailed information about what is to be
supplied or about a job to be done. Also
called spec � to work to standard spec-
ifications to work to specifications which
are accepted anywhere in the same indus-
try � the work is not up to specification
or does not meet the customer’s specifi-
cations the product was not manufactured
in the way which was detailed in the spec-
ifications
specific codespecific code /spə��sfk kəυd/ noun a
binary code which directly operates the
central processing unit, using only abso-
lute addresses and values
specific codingspecific coding /spə��sfk kɒdŋ/
noun a program code which has been writ-
ten so that it only uses absolute addresses
and values
specificityspecificity /
spes��fsəti/ noun the ratio
of non-relevant entries not retrieved to the
total number of non-relevant entries con-
tained in a file, database or library
speech chipspeech chip /
spitʃ �tʃp/ noun an in-
tegrated circuit which generates sounds
(usually phonemes) which when played
together sound like human speech
speech qualityspeech quality /spitʃ �kwɒlti/ noun
a sound recorded at a low bandwidth with
a small sample size; e.g., in CD-i it is Lev-
el C with 4-bit samples and a rate of
18.9KHz
speech recognitionspeech recognition /spitʃ 
rekə��

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of analysing
spoken words in such a way that a compu-
ter can recognize spoken words and com-
mands
speech synthesisspeech synthesis /spitʃ �snθəss/
noun the production of spoken words by a
speech synthesiser
speech synthesiserspeech synthesiser /�spitʃ

snθəsazə/ noun a device which takes
data from a computer and outputs it as spo-
ken words
speedspeed /spid/ noun the time taken for a
movement divided by the distance trav-
elled
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speed of loopspeed of loop /
spid əv �lup/ noun a
method of benchmarking a computer by
measuring the number of loops executed
in a certain time
spellcheckspellcheck /�speltʃek/ verb to check
the spelling in a text by comparing it with
a dictionary held in the computer
spellcheckerspellchecker /�speltʃekə/, spelling
checker noun a dictionary of correctly
spelled words, held in a computer, and
used to check the spelling of a text � The
program will be upgraded with a word-
processor and a spelling checker.
spherisationspherisation /
sfəra��zeʃ(ə)n/ noun
a special effect provided by a computer
graphics program that converts an image
into a sphere, or ‘wraps’ the image over a
spherical shape
spiderspider /�spadə/ noun a program that
searches through the millions of pages that
make up the world wide web for new in-
formation, changes or pages that have
been deleted. These changes are then add-
ed to a search engine index to ensure that
it is always up to date.
spikespike /spak/ noun a very short duration
voltage pulse
spillagespillage /�spld'/ noun a situation when
too much data is being processed and can-
not be contained in a buffer
spindlespindle /�spnd(ə)l/ noun an object
which grips and spins a disk in the centre
hole
spindlingspindling /�spndlŋ/ noun the process
of turning a disk by hand
SPLSPL /
es pi �el/ noun a measure of loud-
ness, in decibels (dB). Full form sound
pressure level
splash screensplash screen /�spl�ʃ skrin/ noun
the initial screen that is displayed for a few
seconds when a program is started � The
splash screen normally displays the prod-
uct logo and gives basic copyright infor-
mation.
splicesplice /splas/ verb to join two lengths of
magnetic tape, forming a continuous
length
splicing tapesplicing tape /�splasŋ tep/ noun a
non-magnetic tape which is applied to the
back of the two ends of tape to be spliced
split baud ratesplit baud rate /
splt �bɔd 
ret/
noun a feature of a modem which receives
data at one baud rate but transmits data at
another � The viewdata modem uses a
1200/75 split baud rate.
split screensplit screen /�splt skrin/ noun soft-
ware which can divide the display into two

or more independent areas, to display two
text files or a graph and a text file � We use
split screen mode to show the text being
worked on and another text from memory
for comparison.
spoofspoof /spuf/ verb to send e-mail using a
false name or e-mail address
spoolspool /spul/ noun a reel on which a tape
or printer ribbon is wound � verb to trans-
fer data from a disk to a tape
spoolerspooler noun a device which holds a
tape and which receives information from
a disk for storage
spoolingspooling /�spulŋ/ noun the process of
transferring data to a disk from which it
can be printed at the normal speed of the
printer, leaving the computer available to
do something else
sporadic faultsporadic fault /spə��r�dk fɔlt/ noun
an error which occurs occasionally
spreadsheetspreadsheet /�spred�
ʃit/ noun 1. a
program which allows calculations to be
carried out on several columns of numbers
2. a printout of calculations on wide com-
puter stationery
spritesprite /sprat/ noun an object which
moves round the screen in computer
graphics
sprocketsprocket noun a wheel with teeth round
it which fit into holes in continuous sta-
tionery or punched tape
sprocket feedsprocket feed /�sprɒkt fid/ noun a
paper feed where the printer pulls the pa-
per by turning sprocket wheels which fit
into a series of holes along each edge of
the sheet. � tractor feed
sprocket holessprocket holes /�sprɒkt həυlz/ plural
noun a series of small holes on each edge
of continuous stationery, which allow the
sheet to be pulled through the printer
spurious dataspurious data /
spjυəriəs �detə/
noun unexpected or unwanted data or an
error in a signal, often due to noise
SPXSPX /
es pi �eks/ a trade name for a net-
work transport protocol developed by
Novell and used to carry IPX network traf-
fic. Full form sequenced packet ex-
change � noun data transmission in only
one direction. Full form simplex. Oppo-
site duplex
spywarespyware /�spaweə/ noun a type of soft-
ware that can be installed on someone’s
hard disk without that person’s knowl-
edge. It is designed to send back encoded
information about the computer owner’s
identity and the way he or she uses the In-
ternet to the person who installed it.
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SQASQA abbr software quality assurance
SQLSQL /
es kju �el/ noun a simple, com-
monly used standard, database program-
ming language that is only used to create
queries to retrieve data from the database.
Full form structured query language
square bracketssquare brackets /skweə �br�kts/
plural noun brackets with straight sides ( [
] )
square measuresquare measure /skweə �me'ə/ noun
an area in square feet or square metres, cal-
culated by multiplying width and length
square rootsquare root /skweə �rut/ noun a
number raised to the power one half � The
square root of 25 is 5.
square wavesquare wave /
skweə �wev/ noun a
pulse that rises vertically, levels off, then
drops vertically; the ideal shape for a dig-
ital signal
SRAMSRAM /�es r�m/ noun RAM which re-
tains data for as long as the power supply
is on, and where the data does not have to
be refreshed. Full form static RAM
S-registersS-registers /�es 
red'stəz/ plural noun
memory storage locations in a modem that
contain the current configuration details
for the way the modem operates. � AT
command set
SRTSRT abbr source transparent routing
SSDSSD abbr single-sided disk
SSISSI abbr small scale integration
SSLSSL /
es es �el/ noun a protocol designed
by Netscape that provides secure commu-
nications over the Internet. Full form se-
cure sockets layer. � PGP, SEPP, SET,
STT
ST506 standardST506 standard /
es ti 
fav əυ �sks

st�ndəd/ noun (old) a disk interface
standard used in early IBM PCs, devel-
oped by Seagate, now replaced by IDE and
SCSI
stable statestable state /�steb(ə)l stet/ noun the
state of a system when no external signals
are applied
stackstack /st�k/ noun temporary storage for
data, registers or tasks where items are
added and retrieved from the same end of
the list. � LIFO
stackable hubstackable hub /
st�kəb(ə)l �h�b/
noun a hub device that has an external
connector to allow several devices to be
connected together so that network infor-
mation can pass from one network ring to
another
stack addressstack address /st�k ə��dres/ noun a
location pointed to by the stack pointer

stack basestack base /�st�k bes/ noun the ad-
dress of the origin or base of a stack
stacked job controlstacked job control /
st�kt �d'ɒb
kən�
trəυl/ noun a queue of job control in-
structions that are processed in the order in
which they were received
stack job processingstack job processing /
st�k d'ɒb
�prəυsesŋ/ noun the process of storing a
number of jobs to be processed in a stack
and automatically executing one after the
other
stack overflowstack overflow /st�k 
əυvə��fləυ/
noun an error message that is sometimes
displayed when there is not enough free
memory on a computer for a program’s
needs
stack pointerstack pointer /�st�k 
pɔntə/ noun the
address register containing the location of
the most recently stored item of data or the
location of the next item of data to be re-
trieved. Abbr SP
stackwarestackware /�st�kweə/ noun an applica-
tion developed using the Apple Macintosh
HyperCard system
stagestage /sted'/ noun one of several points
in a process � The text is ready for the
printing stage.
stagedstaged /sted'd/ adjective carried out in
stages, one after the other
staged change-overstaged change-over /
st��d
�tʃend'/ noun a change between an old
and a new system in a series of stages
stage windowstage window /
sted' �wndəυ/ noun
a window in which a video or animation
sequence is viewed (normally refers to a
window in which a Movie Player sequence
is played)
stand-alonestand-alone, standalone adjective re-
ferring to a device or system that can oper-
ate without the need of any other devices �
The workstations have been networked to-
gether rather than used as stand-alone
systems.
stand-alone systemstand-alone system /�st�nd ə�
ləυn

sstəm/ noun a system which can operate
independently
stand-alone terminalstand-alone terminal /�st�nd ə�
ləυn

t�mn(ə)l/ noun a computer terminal
with a processor and memory which can
be directly connected to a modem, without
being a member of a network or cluster
standardstandard /�st�ndəd/ noun the normal
quality or normal conditions which are
used to judge other things

COMMENT: Modem standards are set by the
CCITT in the UK, the Commonwealth and
most of Europe, while the USA and part of
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South America use modem standards set by
Bell.

standard coloursstandard colours /
st�ndəd �k�ləz/
plural noun the range of colours that are
available on a particular system and can be
shared by all applications
standard documentstandard document /
st�ndəd
�dɒkjυmənt/, standard form noun a
printed document or form which is used
many times (with different names and ad-
dresses often inserted – as in a form letter)
standard functionstandard function /
st�ndəd
�f�ŋkʃən/ noun a special feature included
as normal in a computer system
Standard Generalized Markup LanguageStandard Generalized Markup
Language /
st�ndəd 
d'en(ə)rəlazd
�mɑk�p 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of
SGML
standard interfacestandard interface /
st�ndəd
�ntəfes/ noun an interface between two
or more systems which conforms to pre-
defined standards
standardisestandardise /�st�ndədaz/ verb to
make a series of things conform to a stand-
ard � to standardize control of transmis-
sion links
standard letterstandard letter /
st�ndəd �letə/ noun
a letter which is sent without any change to
the main text, but which is personalised by
inserting the names and addresses of dif-
ferent people
standard memorystandard memory /
st�ndəd
�mem(ə)ri/ noun the first 1Mb of memory
in a PC
standard paragraphstandard paragraph /
st�ndəd
�p�rə�rɑf/ noun a printed paragraph
which is used many times (with different
names and addresses often inserted – as in
a form letter)
standards converterstandards converter /�st�ndədz kən�


v�tə/ noun a device to convert received
signals conforming to one standard into a
different standard
standard subroutinestandard subroutine /
st�ndəd
�s�brutin/ noun a routine which carries
out an often used function, such as key-
board input or screen display
standard textstandard text /
st�ndəd �tekst/ noun
a printed text which is used many times
(with different names and addresses often
inserted – as in a form letter)
standbystandby /�st�ndba/ adjective referring
to a device or program that is ready for use
in case of failure
standby equipmentstandby equipment /�st�ndba �


kwpmənt/ noun a secondary system

identical to the main system, to be used if
the main system breaks down
star networkstar network /�stɑ 
netw�k/ noun a
network of several machines where each
node is linked individually to a central
hub. Compare bus network
star programstar program /stɑ �prəυ�r�m/ noun a
perfect program which runs (first time)
without any errors or bugs
startstart /stɑt/ noun the beginning or first
part
start bitstart bit /�stɑt 
bt/ noun a transmitted
bit used (in asynchronous communica-
tions) to indicate the start of a character.
Opposite stop bit
Start buttonStart button /�stɑt 
b�t(ə)n/ noun a
button that is normally in the bottom left-
hand corner of a Windows 95 Desktop
screen and provides a convenient route to
the programs and files on the computer
start elementstart element /�stɑt 
elmənt/ noun
same as start bit
starting pointstarting point /�stɑtŋ pɔnt/ noun a
place where something starts
start of headerstart of header /
stɑt əv �hedə/ noun
a transmitted code indicating the start of
header (address or destination) informa-
tion for a following message
start of textstart of text /
stɑt əv �tekst/ noun a
transmitted code indicating the end of con-
trol or address information and the start of
the message. Abbr SOT, STX
star topologystar topology /�stɑ tə�
pɒləd'i/ noun a
network topology in which all devices are
connected by individual cable to a single
central hub � If one workstation cable
snaps in a star topology, the rest continue,
unlike a bus topology.
start pagestart page /�stɑt ped'/ noun 1. the
page to which a user is automatically taken
first whenever he or she goes online 2. the
webpage to which a visitor to a website is
automatically taken first
startup diskstartup disk /�stɑt�p dsk/ noun a
floppy disk which holds the operating sys-
tem and system configuration files which
can, in case of hard disk failure, be used to
boot the computer
Startup folderStartup folder /�stɑt�p 
fəυldə/ noun
a special folder on a hard disk that contains
programs that will be run automatically
when the user next starts Windows
startup screenstartup screen /�stɑt�p skrin/ noun
text or graphics displayed when an appli-
cation or multimedia book is run
statementstatement /�stetmənt/ noun 1. an ex-
pression used to convey an instruction or
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define a process 2. an instruction in a
source language which is translated into
several machine code instructions
statement numberstatement number /�stetmənt

n�mbə/ noun a number assigned (in a se-
quential way) to a series of instruction
statements
state-of-the-artstate-of-the-art /
stet əv ði �ɑt/ ad-
jective very modern or technically as ad-
vanced as possible

‘…the main PCB is decidedly non-state-of-the-art’
[Personal Computer World]

staticstatic /�st�tk/ adjective 1. referring to
data that does not change with time 2. re-
ferring to a system that is not dynamic

COMMENT: Static RAM uses bistable devices
such as flip-flops to store data; these take up
more space on a chip than the capacitative
storage method of dynamic RAM but do not
require refreshing.

static coloursstatic colours /
st�tk �k�ləz/ plural
noun � default palette
static dumpstatic dump /�st�tk d�mp/ noun a
printout of the state of a system when it has
finished a process
static electricitystatic electricity /
st�tk lek��trsti/
noun an electrical charge that can build up
in a person or electronic component
static memorystatic memory /
st�tk �mem(ə)ri/
noun nonvolatile memory that does not re-
quire refreshing
static objectstatic object /
st�tk �ɒbd'ekt/ noun
an object in an animation or video that
does not move within the frame
static RAMstatic RAM /
st�tk �r�m/ noun full
form of SRAM
static relocationstatic relocation /
st�tk 
riləυ�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of moving
data or coding or assigning absolute loca-
tions before a program is run
static storagestatic storage /
st�tk �stɔrd'/ noun
nonvolatile memory which does not re-
quire refreshing
static subroutinestatic subroutine /
st�tk
�s�brutin/ noun a subroutine which uses
no variables apart from the operand ad-
dresses
stationstation /�steʃ(ə)n/ noun a point in a net-
work or communications system which
contains devices to control the input and
output of messages, allowing it to be used
as a sink or source
station managementstation management /
steʃ(ə)n
�m�nd'mənt/ noun software and hard-
ware within the FDDI specification which
provides control information. Abbr SMT
statisticalstatistical /stə��tstk(ə)l/ adjective
based on statistics

statisticsstatistics /stə��tstks/ noun the study
of facts in the form of figures
status barstatus bar /�stetəs bɑ/ noun a line at
the top or bottom of a screen which gives
information about the task currently being
worked on, e.g. position of cursor, number
of lines, filename, time
status bitstatus bit /�stetəs bt/ noun a single bit
in a word used to provide information
about the state or result of an operation
status linestatus line /�stetəs lan/ noun same as
status bar
status pollstatus poll /�stetəs pəυl/ noun a signal
from a computer requesting information
on the current status of a terminal
status registerstatus register /�stetəs 
red'stə/
noun a register containing information on
the status of a peripheral device
ST connectorST connector /
es ti kə��nektə/ noun a
connector used to terminate optical fibres
steady statesteady state /�stedi stet/ noun a cir-
cuit, device or program state in which no
action is occurring but an input can be ac-
cepted
steep learning curvesteep learning curve /
stip �l�nŋ

k�v/ adjective referring to a product that
is very difficult to use
steg analysissteg analysis /�ste� ə�
n�ləss/ noun
the process of searching through compu-
terised graphics or music files to find
slight changes in the normal patterns that
may show the presence of hidden messag-
es
steganographysteganography /
ste�ə��nɒ�rəfi/ noun
the practice of placing secret messages in
computerised graphics and music files.
These messages are so small that they can
only be detected by special software.
stepstep /step/ noun a single unit � verb to
move forward or backwards by one unit �
We stepped forward through the file one
record at a time.
step framestep frame /step frem/ verb to capture
a video sequence one frame at a time, used
when the computer is not powerful or fast
enough to capture real-time full-motion
video
stepper motorstepper motor, stepping motor noun
a motor which turns in small steps as in-
structed by a computer (used in printers,
disk drives and robots)
step throughstep through /step θru/ noun a func-
tion of a debugger that allows a developer
to execute a program one instruction at a
time to see where the fault lies
stereostereo /�steriəυ/, stereophonic /
steriə�

�fɒnk/ adjective referring to sound re-
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corded onto two separate channels from
two separate microphone elements and
played back through a pair of headphones
or two speakers
stickinessstickiness /�stkinəs/ noun the ability
of a website to attract visitors and to keep
them interested for a long time
stick modelstick model /stk �mɒd(ə)l/ noun same
as wire frame model (see)
stickysticky /�stki/ adjective used to describe
an Internet site that attracts visitors, espe-
cially one that keeps them interested for a
long time
stillstill /stl/ noun a single image or frame
within a video or film sequence
stochastic modelstochastic model /stə��k�stk

mɒd(ə)l/ noun a mathematical represen-
tation of a system which includes the ef-
fects of random actions
stock control programstock control program /
stɒk kən�

�trəυl 
prəυ�r�m/ noun software de-
signed to help manage stock in a business
stop and wait protocolstop and wait protocol /
stɒp ən
�wet 
prəυtəkɑl/ noun communications
protocol in which the transmitter waits for
a signal from the receiver that the message
was correctly received before transmitting
further data
stop bitstop bit /stɒp bt/ noun a transmitted bit
used in asynchronous communications to
indicate the end of a character. Opposite
start bit
stop codestop code /stɒp kəυd/ noun an instruc-
tion which temporarily stops a process to
allow the user to enter data
stop elementstop element /stɒp �elmənt/ noun
same as stop bit
stop instructionstop instruction /stɒp n��str�kʃən/
noun a computer programming instruction
which stops program execution
stop liststop list /stɒp lst/ noun a list of words
which are not to be used or are not signifi-
cant for a file or library search
stop timestop time /stɒp tam/ noun the time
taken for a spinning disk to come to a stop
after it is no longer powered
storagestorage /�stɔrd'/ noun memory or the
part of a computer system in which data or
programs are kept for further use
storage allocationstorage allocation /�stɔrd'

�ləkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a method by which
memory is allocated for different uses, e.g.
programs, variables, data
storage capacitystorage capacity /�stɔrd' kə�


p�sti/ noun the amount of space availa-
ble for storage of data

storage densitystorage density /�stɔrd' 
densti/
noun the number of bits which can be re-
corded per unit area of storage medium
storage devicestorage device /�stɔrd' d�
vas/
noun any device which can store data and
then allow it to retrieved when required
storage diskstorage disk /�stɔrd' dsk/ noun a
disk used to store data
storage dumpstorage dump /�stɔrd' d�mp/ noun
a printout of all the contents of an area of
storage space
storage mediumstorage medium /�stɔrd' 
midiəm/
noun any physical material that can be
used to store data for a computer applica-
tion
storage tubestorage tube /�stɔrd' tjub/ noun a
special CRT used for computer graphics,
which retains an image on screen without
the need for refresh actions
storestore /stɔ/ noun memory or the part of a
computer system in which data or pro-
grams are kept for further use � verb to
save data, which can then be used again as
necessary � Storing a page of high resolu-
tion graphics can require 3Mb.

COMMENT: Storage devices include hard and
floppy disk, RAM, punched paper tape and
magnetic tape.

store address registerstore address register /
stɔ ə��dres

red'stə/ noun full form of SAR
store and forwardstore and forward /
stɔ ən �fəɔwəd/
noun an electronic mail communications
system which stores a number of messages
before retransmitting them
store cellstore cell /�stɔ sel/ noun same as store
location
store data registerstore data register /
stɔ �detə

red'stə/ noun full form of SDR
stored programstored program /stɔd �prəυ�r�m/
noun a computer program which is stored
in memory. If it is stored in dynamic RAM
it will be lost when the machine is
switched off, if stored on disk or tape
(backing store) it will be permanently re-
tained.
stored program signallingstored program signalling /
stɔd

prəυ�r�m �s�n(ə)lŋ/ noun a system of
storing communications control signals on
computer in the form of a program
store locationstore location /stɔ ləυ��keʃ(ə)n/
noun a unit in a computer system which
can store information
story boardstory board /�stɔri bɔd/ noun a series
of pictures or drawings that show how a
video or animation progresses
STPSTP abbr shielded twisted pair
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straight-line codingstraight-line coding /
stret lan n�

�kəυdŋ/ noun a program written to avoid
the use of loops and branches, providing a
faster execution time
streamstream /strim/ noun a long flow of se-
rial data
streaming audiostreaming audio /
strimŋ �ɔdiəυ/
noun digital audio data that is continuous-
ly transmitted (normally over the Internet)
using a streaming protocol to provide ster-
eo sound
streaming datastreaming data, streaming protocol
noun a method of sending a continuous
stream of data over the Internet to provide
live video or sound transmission

COMMENT: Older methods of sending continu-
ous live data used a standard web server (an
HTTP server) to transmit the data. However,
an HTTP server is designed to send data
when it is ready rather than sending a regular
stream of data that is required by multimedia.
If you have ever tried to view a video clip over
the Internet, you will have encountered this
burst-transmission problem: when traffic or
server load lightens, you can watch 20 frames
per second, when the server is busy, you can
watch one frame per minute. To provide a
good multimedia server, the data delivery
must be regulated and ideally synchronised.
There are many different standards used to
deliver sound and video over the Internet in-
cluding Progressive Network’s RealAudio, Mi-
crosoft’s NetShow server (that supports both
audio and video) and Netscape’s MediaServ-
er. Each of these streaming data technologies
allows the user or publisher to limit the deliv-
ery of data to a maximum data rate. There are
several standard formats used including Mi-
crosoft’s multimedia delivery format, ASF (ac-
tive streaming format) and other standards
developed by Macromedia, VDOnet, Vivo,
and VXtreme.

streaming tape drivestreaming tape drive /
strimŋ �tep

drav/ noun same as tape streamer
streaming videostreaming video /
strimŋ �vdiəυ/
noun video image data that is continuous-
ly transmitted (normally over the Internet)
using a streaming protocol to provide
smooth moving images
STRESSSTRESS /stres/ abbr structural engi-
neering system solver
strikethroughstrikethrough noun a horizontal line
used for indicating deleted text
stringstring /strŋ/ noun any series of consec-
utive alphanumeric characters or words
that are manipulated and treated as a single
unit by the computer � alphanumeric or
character string storage allocated for a
series of alphanumeric characters
string areastring area /strŋ �eəriə/ noun a section
of memory in which strings of alphanu-
meric characters are stored

string arraystring array /strŋ ə��re/ noun an array
whose elements can be strings (of alpha-
numeric characters)
string concatenationstring concatenation /strŋ kən�


k�tə��neʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of link-
ing a series of strings together
string functionstring function /strŋ �f�ŋkʃən/ noun
a program operation which can act on
strings
string lengthstring length /strŋ leŋθ/ noun the
number of characters in a string
string namestring name /strŋ nem/ noun identi-
fication label assigned to a string
string orientated symbolic languagestring orientated symbolic lan-
guage /
strŋ 
ɔriəntetd sm�
bɒlk
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of SNOBOL
string typestring type /strŋ tap/ noun a variable
that can contain alphanumeric characters
only
string variablestring variable /strŋ �veəriəb(ə)l/
noun a variable used in a computer lan-
guage that can contain alphanumeric char-
acters as well as numbers
stringy floppystringy floppy /
strŋi �flɒpi/ noun
same as tape streamer
stripstrip /strp/ verb to remove the control
data from a received message, leaving
only the relevant information
strip windowstrip window /strp �wndəυ/ noun a
display which shows a single line of text
strobestrobe /strəυb/ verb to send a pulse, usu-
ally on the selection line, of an electronic
circuit � noun the pulse of an electric cir-
cuit
strokestroke /strəυk/ noun 1. the width (in
pixels) of a pen or brush used to draw on-
screen 2. the thickness of a printed charac-
ter
structurestructure /�str�ktʃə/ noun a way in
which something is organized or formed �
verb to organise or to arrange in a certain
way � You first structure a document to
meet your requirements and then fill in the
blanks. � structured programming well-
ordered and logical technique of assem-
bling programs
structured cablingstructured cabling /
str�ktʃəd
�keb(ə)lŋ/ noun a method of cabling us-
ing UTP cable feeding into hubs designed
in such a way that it is easy to trace and re-
pair cable faults and also to add new sta-
tions or more cable
structured designstructured design /
str�ktʃəd d�

�zan/ noun a number of interconnected
modules which are intended to solve prob-
lems
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structured programmingstructured programming
/
str�ktʃəd �prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun a style
of computer programming in which a pro-
gram consists of a hierarchy of simple sub-
routines
structured query languagestructured query language
/
str�ktʃəd �kwəri 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun
full form of SQL
structured wiringstructured wiring /
str�ktʃəd
�waərŋ/ noun the planned installation of
all the cables that will be required in an of-
fice or building for computer networks and
telephone
STTSTT /
es ti �ti/ noun a system developed
to provide a secure link between a user’s
browser and a vendor’s Website to allow
the user to pay for goods over the Internet.
Full form secure transaction technolo-
gy. � PGP, SEPP, SET, S-HTTP, SSL
stubstub /st�b/ noun a short program routine
which contains comments to describe the
executable code that will, eventually, be
inserted into the routine
stuck beaconstuck beacon /st�k �bikən/ noun an
error condition in which a station continu-
ously transmits beacon frames
STXSTX abbr start of text
stylestyle /stal/ noun the typeface, font,
point size, colour, spacing and margins of
text in a formatted document
style sheetstyle sheet /stal ʃit/ noun a template
which can be preformatted to generate au-
tomatically the style or layout of a docu-
ment such as a manual, book or newsletter
stylusstylus /�staləs/ noun a pen-like device
which is used in computer graphics sys-
tems to dictate cursor position on the
screen
stylus printerstylus printer /�staləs 
prntə/ noun �
dot-matrix printer
sub-sub- /s�b/ prefix less than, less important
than or lower than
subaddresssubaddress /�s�bə�
dres/ noun a pe-
ripheral identification code, used to access
one peripheral. This is then followed by
address data to access a location within the
peripheral’s memory.
subclasssubclass /�s�bklɑs/ noun a number of
data items related to one item in a master
class
subdirectorysubdirectory /�s�bd�
rekt(ə)ri/ noun a
directory of disk or tape contents con-
tained within the main directory

‘…if you delete a file and then delete the subdirecto-
ry where it was located, you cannot restore the file
because the directory does not exist’
[Personal Computer World]

sub-domainsub-domain /s�b dəυ��men/ noun a
second level of addressing on the Internet
that normally refers to a department name
within a larger organisation
subdomain namesubdomain name /
s�bdə��men

nem/ noun an organisational name con-
sisting of two or three letters, e.g. ac or
.com, that precedes the two-letter country
domain name in an Internet address, as in
‘.com.au’, the address for Australian com-
mercial sites.
subject linesubject line /�s�bd'kt lan/ noun a
line in an e-mail that indicates the subject
of the message
submenusubmenu /�s�bmenju/ noun a second-
ary menu displayed as a choice from a
menu
submit buttonsubmit button /səb�
mt �b�t(ə)n/
noun a button displayed on a webpage that
sends information entered by a user on a
web form to a program running on a web
server for processing, e.g., the submit but-
ton could be used to start a search query
subnetsubnet /�s�bnet/ noun a self-contained
part of a large network, normally referring
to one, independently-managed part of the
Internet
subnet addresssubnet address /�s�bnet ə�
dres/,
subnet number /�s�bnet 
n�mbə/ noun
the part of an IP address that identifies a
subnet that is connected to a larger net-
work. The first part of the IP address iden-
tifies the network, the next part of the IP
address identifies the subnet and the last
part of the IP address identifies a single
host server. � IP address
subnet masksubnet mask /�s�bnet mɑsk/ noun a
filter that is used to select the portion of an
IP address that contains the subnet address
subnotebooksubnotebook /s�b��nəυtbυk/ noun a
very small portable computer, smaller and
lighter than a standard full-size notebook
or laptop computer. A subnotebook often
has a smaller keyboard and display and of-
ten only includes a hard disk drive with
any floppy disk drive or CD-ROM drive in
a separate, external unit that can be
plugged in when needed.
subprogramsubprogram /�s�bprəυ�r�m/ noun 1.
a subroutine in a program 2. a program
called up by a main program
subroutinesubroutine /�s�bru�
tin/ noun a sec-
tion of a program which performs a re-
quired function and can be called upon at
any time from inside the main program �
closed or linked subroutine a number of
computer instructions in a program which
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can be called at any time, with control be-
ing returned on completion to the next in-
struction after the call

COMMENT: A subroutine is executed by a call
instruction which directs the processor to its
address; when finished it returns to the in-
struction after the call instruction in the main
program.

subroutine callsubroutine call /�s�bru�
tin kɔl/
noun a computer programming instruction
which directs control to a subroutine
subscribesubscribe /səb��skrab/ verb to add
your name to a mailing list or listserv list
so that you will receive any messages for
the group
subscribersubscriber /səb��skrabə/ noun 1. a
person who has a telephone 2. a person
who pays for access to a service such as a
BBS
subscriptsubscript /�s�bskrpt/ noun a small
character which is printed below the line
of other characters. � superscript (NOTE:
used in chemical formulae: CO2)
subscripted variablesubscripted variable /
s�bskrptd
�veəriəb(ə)l/ noun an element in an array,
which is identified by a subscript
subsegmentsubsegment /�s�bse�mənt/ noun a
small section of a segment
subsetsubset /�s�b�
set/ noun a small set of
data items which forms part of a another
larger set
substitutesubstitute /�s�bsttjut/ verb to put
something in the place of something else
(NOTE: you substitute one thing for an-
other)
substitute charactersubstitute character /
s�bsttjut
�k�rktə/ noun a character which is dis-
played if a received character is not recog-
nized
substitution errorsubstitution error /
s�bst��tjuʃ(ə)n

erə/ noun an error made by a scanner
which mistakes one character or letter for
another
substitution tablesubstitution table /
s�bst��tjuʃ(ə)n

teb(ə)l/ noun a list of characters or codes
which are to be inserted instead of re-
ceived codes
substratesubstrate /�s�bstret/ noun a base ma-
terial on which an integrated circuit is con-
structed. � integrated circuit
subsystemsubsystem /�s�bsstəm/ noun one
smaller part of a large system
subtractionsubtraction /səb��tr�kʃən/ noun the
process of taking one number away from
another

subtrahendsubtrahend /�s�btrəhend/ noun in a
subtraction operation, the number to be
subtracted from the minuend
sub-woofersub-woofer /s�b �wυfə/ noun a large
loudspeaker that can reproduce very low
frequency sounds, normally with frequen-
cies between 20 to 100Hz, used with nor-
mal loudspeakers to enhance the overall
sound quality
suffix notationsuffix notation /
s�fks nəυ��teʃ(ə)n/
noun mathematical operations written in a
logical way, so that the symbol appears af-
ter the numbers to be acted upon. � postfix
notation
suitcasesuitcase /�sutkes/ noun (in the Apple
Macintosh environment) an icon which
contains a screen font and allows fonts to
be easily installed onto the system
suite of programssuite of programs /
swit əv
�prəυ�r�mz/ noun 1. a group of pro-
grams which run one after the other � The
word-processing system uses a suite of
three programs, editor, spelling checker
and printing controller. 2. a number of
programs used for a particular task
sumsum /sɒm/ noun total of a number of
items added together
summation checksummation check /s���meʃ(ə)n tʃek/
noun an error detection check performed
by adding together the characters received
and comparing with the required total
Sun MicrosystemsSun Microsystems /
s�n
�makrəυsstəmz/ a company that devel-
oped the Java programming system used to
extend webpages
super-super- /supə/ prefix very good or very
powerful
super bit mappingsuper bit mapping /
supə �bt

m�pŋ/ noun full form of SBM
supercomputersupercomputer /
supəkəm��pjutə/
noun a very powerful mainframe compu-
ter used for high speed mathematical tasks
superimposesuperimpose /
supərm��pəυz/ verb
to place something on top of something
else
superior numbersuperior number /sυ�
pəriə �n�mbə/
noun a superscript figure
super large scale integrationsuper large scale integration
/
supə 
lɑd' skel 
nt���reʃ(ə)n/ noun
an integrated circuit with more than
100,000 components. Abbr SLSI
superscriptsuperscript /�supə�
skrpt/ noun a
small character printed higher than the
normal line of characters. Compare sub-
script (NOTE: used often in mathematics:
105 say: ten to the power five)
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supersedesupersede /
supə��sid/ verb to take the
place of something which is older or less
useful � The new program supersedes the
earlier one, and is much faster.
super VGAsuper VGA /
supə vi d'i �e/ noun
full form of SVGA
supervisorsupervisor /�supə�
vazə/ noun 1. a
person who makes sure that equipment is
always working correctly 2. a section of a
computer operating system that regulates
the use of peripherals and the operations
undertaken by the CPU
supervisor programsupervisor program /�supəvazə

prəυ�r�m/ noun same as supervisory
program
supervisorysupervisory /�supəvazəri/ adjective
as a supervisor
supervisory instructionsupervisory instruction
/
supəvazəri n��str�kʃən/ noun an in-
struction used to control and execute pro-
grams under the control of an operating
system
supervisory programsupervisory program /
supəvazəri
�prəυ�r�m/ noun a master program in a
computer system that controls the execu-
tion of other programs
supervisory sequencesupervisory sequence
/�supəvazəri 
sikwəns/ noun a combi-
nation of control codes that perform a con-
trolling function in a data communications
network
supervisory signalsupervisory signal /
supəvazəri
�s�n(ə)l/ noun 1. a signal that indicates if
a circuit is busy 2. a signal which provides
an indication of the state of a device
suppliersupplier /sə��plaə/ noun a company
which supplies something � a supplier of
computer parts
supplysupply /sə��pla/ noun the process of pro-
viding goods, products or services � The
electricity supply has failed. � verb to pro-
vide something which is needed and for
which someone will pay � The computer
was supplied by a recognised dealer.
supportsupport /sə��pɔt/ verb to give help to or
to help to run � The main computer sup-
ports six workstations.
support chipsupport chip /sə��pɔt tʃp/ noun a
dedicated IC which works with a CPU and
carries out an additional function or a
standard function very rapidly, so speed-
ing up the processing time � The maths
support chip can be plugged in here.
suppressorsuppressor /sə��presə/ noun a device
which suppresses interference
surfsurf /s�f/ verb to explore a website look-
ing at the webpages in no particular order,

but simply moving between pages using
the links
surface-mount technologysurface-mount technology /
s�fs
maυnt tek��nɒləd'i/ noun full form of
SMT
surgesurge /s�d'/ noun a sudden increase in
electrical power in a system, due to a fault,
noise or component failure

COMMENT: Power surges can burn out circuits
before you have time to pull the plug. A surge
protector between your computer and the wall
outlet will help prevent damage.

surge protectorsurge protector /s�d' prə��tektə/
noun an electronic device which cuts off
the power supply to sensitive equipment if
it detects a power surge that could cause
damage
suspendsuspend /sə��spend/ noun a command
that is used when running Windows on a
battery-powered laptop computer to shut
down almost all of the electronic compo-
nents of the laptop
SVGASVGA /
es vi d'i �e/ noun an enhance-
ment to the standard VGA graphics dis-
play system which allows resolutions of
up to 800x600pixels with 16million col-
ours. Full form super VGA
S-VideoS-Video /
es �vdiəυ/ noun a method of
transmitting a video signal in which the lu-
minance and colour components (the
luma, Y, and chroma, C) are transmitted
over separate wires to improve the quality
of the video, used in Hi8, S-VHS and other
video formats to provide better quality
than composite video. Also called Y/C
video
swapswap /swɒp/ noun same as swapping �
verb to stop using one program, put it into
store temporarily, run another program,
and when that is finished, return to the first
one
swap fileswap file /swɒp fal/ noun a file stored
on the hard disk used as a temporary stor-
age area for data held in RAM, to provide
virtual memory
swappingswapping /�swɒpŋ/ noun (in a virtual
memory system) an activity in which pro-
gram data is moved from main memory to
disk, while another program is loaded or
run. � virtual memory. Also called swap
swimswim /swm/ noun computer graphics
which move slightly due to a faulty display
unit
switchswitch /swtʃ/ noun 1. (in some com-
mand-line operating systems) an addi-
tional character entered on the same line as
the program command, which affects how
the program runs 2. a point in a computer
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program where control can be passed to
one of a number of choices 3. a mechani-
cal or solid state device that can electrical-
ly connect or isolate two or more lines �
verb 1. to connect or disconnect two lines
by activating a switch � to switch on to
start to provide power to a system by using
a switch to connect the power supply lines
to the circuit 2. � to switch over to start
using an alternative device when the pri-
mary one becomes faulty
switched network backupswitched network backup /
swtʃ
�netw�k 
b�k�p/ noun a user’s choice of
a secondary route through a network if the
first is busy
switchingswitching /�swtʃŋ/ noun a constant
update of connections between changing
sinks and sources in a network
switching centreswitching centre /�swtʃŋ 
sentə/
noun a point in a communications network
where messages can be switched to and
from the various lines and circuits that end
there
switching circuitswitching circuit /�swtʃŋ 
s�kt/
noun an electronic circuit that can direct
messages from one line or circuit to anoth-
er in a switching centre
SXSX /
es �eks/ noun a type of processor
chip derived from the basic 80386 or
80486 processor that is slightly cheaper to
manufacture and buy
symbolsymbol /�smbəl/ noun a sign or picture
which represents something � This lan-
guage uses the symbol ? to represent the
print command.
Symbol fontSymbol font /�smb(ə)l fɒnt/ noun a
TrueType font that is included with Win-
dows and includes all sorts of symbols and
Greek characters. � TrueType
symbolicsymbolic /sm��bɒlk/ adjective which
acts as a symbol or which uses a symbol
name or label
symbolic addresssymbolic address /sm�
bɒlk ə��dres/
noun the address represented by a symbol
or name
symbolic codesymbolic code /sm�
bɒlk �kəυd/
noun an instruction that is in mnemonic
form rather than a binary number
symbolic-coding formatsymbolic-coding format /sm�
bɒlk
�kəυdŋ 
fɔm�t/ noun assembly lan-
guage instruction syntax, using a label, op-
eration and operand fields
symbolic debuggersymbolic debugger /sm�
bɒlk di�

�b��ə/ noun a debugger that allows sym-
bolic representation of variables or loca-
tions

symbolic instructionsymbolic instruction /sm�
bɒlk n�

�str�kʃən/ noun same as symbolic code
symbolic languagesymbolic language /sm�
bɒlk
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun 1. any computer lan-
guage where locations are represented by
names 2. any language used to write
source code
symbolic logicsymbolic logic /sm�
bɒlk �lɒd'k/
noun the study of reasoning and thought
(formal logic)
symbolic namesymbolic name /sm�
bɒlk �nem/
noun a name used as a label for a variable
or location
symbolic programmingsymbolic programming /sm�
bɒlk
�prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun the process of writ-
ing a program in a source language
symbolic tablesymbolic table /sm�
bɒlk �teb(ə)l/
noun a list of labels or names in a compiler
or assembler, which relate to their address-
es in the machine code program
symmetrical compressionsymmetrical compression /s�


metrk(ə)l kəm��preʃ(ə)n/ noun a com-
pression system that requires the same
processing power and time scale to com-
press and decompress an image
symmetric differencesymmetric difference /s�
metrk
�dfrəns/ noun a logical function whose
output is true if either of 2 inputs is true,
and false if both inputs are the same
syncsync /sŋk/ noun same as synchronisa-
tion (informal) � in sync synchronised �
the two devices are out of sync the two
devices are not properly synchronised
sync bitsync bit /sŋk bt/ noun a transmitted bit
used to synchronise devices
sync charactersync character /sŋk �k�rktə/ noun a
transmitted character used to synchronise
devices
synchronisationsynchronisation /
sŋkrəna�

�zeʃ(ə)n/ noun the action of synchronis-
ing two or more devices
synchronisation pulsessynchronisation pulses /
sŋkrəna�

�zeʃ(ə)n 
p�lsz/ plural noun transmitted
pulses used to make sure that the receiver
is synchronised with the transmitter
synchronisesynchronise /�sŋkrə�
naz/ verb to
make sure that two or more devices or
processes are coordinated in time or action
synchronised dynamic RAMsynchronised dynamic RAM
/
sŋkrənazd da�
n�mk �r�m/ noun
full form of SDRAM
synchronisersynchroniser /�sŋkrənazə/ noun a
device that will perform a function when it
receives a signal from another device
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synchronoussynchronous /�sŋkrənəs/ adjective
which runs in sync with something else
(such as a main clock)
synchronous cachesynchronous cache /�sŋkrənəs
k�ʃ/ noun a high-speed secondary cache
system used in many computers that use
the Pentium processor chip
synchronous computersynchronous computer /
sŋkrənəs
kəm��pjutə/ noun a computer in which
each action can only take place when a
timing pulse arrives
synchronous data link controlsynchronous data link control
/
sŋkrənəs �detə lŋk kən�
trəυl/ noun
full form of SDLC
synchronous data networksynchronous data network
/
sŋkrənəs �detə 
netw�k/ noun a
communications network in which all the
actions throughout the network are con-
trolled by a single timing signal
synchronous DRAMsynchronous DRAM /�sŋkrənəs
dr�m/ noun new high-speed memory
technology in which the memory compo-
nents work from the same clock signal as
the main processor, so are synchronised
synchronous idle charactersynchronous idle character
/
sŋkrənəs 
ad(ə)l �k�rktə/ noun a
character transmitted by a DTE to ensure
correct synchronisation when no other
character is being transmitted
synchronous modesynchronous mode /�sŋkrənəs
məυd/ noun a system mode in which op-
erations and events are synchronised with
a clock signal
synchronous networksynchronous network /
sŋkrənəs
�netw�k/ noun a network in which all the
links are synchronised with a single timing
signal
synchronous systemsynchronous system /
sŋkrənəs
�sstəm/ noun a system in which all devic-
es are synchronised to a main clock signal
synchronous transmissionsynchronous transmission
/
sŋkrənəs tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun the
transmission of data from one device to
another, where both devices are controlled
by the same clock, and the transmitted data
is synchronised with the clock signal
sync pulsessync pulses /sŋk �p�lsz/ plural noun
transmitted pulses used to make sure that
the receiver is synchronised with the trans-
mitter
syntactic errorsyntactic error /sn�
t�ktk �erə/ noun
a programming error in which the program
statement does not follow the syntax of the
language
syntaxsyntax /�snt�ks/ noun grammatical
rules which apply to a programming lan-
guage

syntax analysissyntax analysis /�snt�ks ə�
n�ləss/
noun a stage in compilation where state-
ments are checked to see if they obey the
rules of syntax
syntax errorsyntax error /�snt�ks 
erə/ noun an
error resulting from incorrect use of pro-
gramming language syntax
synthesissynthesis /�snθəss/ noun the process
of producing something artificially from a
number of smaller elements
synthesisesynthesise /�snθəsaz/ verb to pro-
duce something artificially from a number
of smaller elements

‘…despite the fact that speech can now be synthe-
sized with very acceptable quality, all it conveys is
linguistic information’ [Personal Computer World]

synthesised voicesynthesised voice /
snθəsazd
�vɔs/ noun speech created by an electron-
ic device that uses phonemes
synthesisersynthesiser /�snθəsazə/ noun a de-
vice which generates signals, sound or
speech
synthetic addresssynthetic address /sn�
θetk ə��dres/
noun a location used by a program pro-
duced by instructions within the program
synthetic languagesynthetic language /sn�
θetk
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun programming language
in which the source program is written
SyQuestSyQuest /�sakwest/ a manufacturer of
storage devices, including a range of re-
movable hard disk drives and backup
units. � Zip disk
sysgensysgen /�ssd'en/ noun same as sys-
tem generation
sysopsysop /�ss�
ɒp/ noun a person who
maintains a bulletin board system or net-
work
systemsystem /�sstəm/ noun any group of
hardware or software or peripherals, etc.,
which work together
system administratorsystem administrator /
sstəm əd�

�mnstretə/ noun � network adminis-
trator
system attributesystem attribute /
sstəm ��trbjut/
noun a special attribute attached to a file
used by the operating system, the file be-
ing hidden from normal users
system backupsystem backup /
sstəm �b�k�p/
noun a copy of all the data stored on a
computer, server or network
system boardsystem board /�sstəm bɔd/ noun �
motherboard
system checksystem check /�sstəm tʃek/ noun the
process of running diagnostic routines to
ensure that there are no problems
system clocksystem clock /�sstəm klɒk/ noun an
electronic component that generates a reg-
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ular signal that is used to synchronise all
the components in the computer
system colourssystem colours /
sstəm �k�ləz/ plu-
ral noun same as default palette
system consolesystem console /
sstəm �kɒnsəυl/
noun the main terminal or control centre
for a computer which includes status lights
and control switches
system control panelsystem control panel /
sstəm kən�

�trəυl 
p�n(ə)l/ noun main computer sys-
tem control switches and status indicators
system crashsystem crash /�sstəm kr�ʃ/ noun a
situation where the operating system stops
working and has to be restarted
system designsystem design /
sstəm d��zan/ noun
the process of identifying and investigat-
ing possible solutions to a problem, and
deciding upon the most appropriate sys-
tem to solve the problem
system diagnosticssystem diagnostics /
sstəm 
daə��

�nɒstks/ noun tests, features and messag-
es that help find hardware or software
faults
system disksystem disk /�sstəm dsk/ noun a disk
which holds the system software
Système Electronique Couleur Avec MémoireSystème Electronique Couleur
Avec Mémoire noun full form of SE-
CAM
system exclusive datasystem exclusive data /
sstəm k�


sklusv �detə/ noun MIDI messages
that can only be understood by a MIDI de-
vice from a particular manufacturer
system firmwaresystem firmware /
sstəm �f�mweə/
noun basic operating system functions and
routines in a ROM device
system flowchartsystem flowchart /�sstəm 
fləυtʃɑt/
noun a diagram which shows each step of
the computer procedures needed in a sys-
tem
system foldersystem folder /�sstəm 
fəυldə/ noun
(in the Apple Macintosh environment) a
folder that contains the program files for
the operating system and Finder
system generationsystem generation /
sstəm 
d'enə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of producing
an optimum operating system for a partic-
ular task. Also called sysgen
system librarysystem library /
sstəm �labrəri/
noun stored files that hold the various
parts of a computer’s operating system
system life cyclesystem life cycle /
sstəm �laf

sak(ə)l/ noun the time when a system
exists, between its initial design and its be-
coming out of date
system logsystem log /�sstəm lɒ�/ noun a record
of computer processor operations

system managersystem manager /
sstəm �m�nd'ə/
noun a person responsible for the comput-
ers or network in a company
System MonitorSystem Monitor /�sstəm 
mɒntə/
noun a Windows utility that allows a user
to view how the resources on their PC are
performing and, if they have shared the de-
vice, who else on the network is using the
resources
system operatorsystem operator /
sstəm �ɒpəretə/
noun a person who manages an online bul-
letin board or maintains a computer net-
work
system palettesystem palette /
sstəm �p�lət/ noun
the range of colours that are available on a
particular operating system and can be
shared by all applications
system promptsystem prompt /�sstəm prɒmpt/
noun a prompt which indicates the operat-
ing system is ready and waiting for the
user to enter a system command
systems analysissystems analysis /�sstəmz ə�


n�ləss/ noun 1. the process of analysing
a process or system to see if it could be
more efficiently carried out by a computer
2. the process of examining an existing
system with the aim of improving or re-
placing it
systems analystsystems analyst /�sstəmz 
�nəlst/
noun a person who specialises in systems
analysis
Systems Application ArchitectureSystems Application Architecture
/
sstəmz 
�plkeʃ(ə)n �ɑktektʃə/
noun full form of SAA
system securitysystem security /
sstəm s��kjυərti/
noun measures, such as password, priority
protection, authorisation codes, designed
to stop browsers and hackers
systems integrationsystems integration /
sstəmz 
nt�

��reʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of combining
different products from different manufac-
turers to create a system
Systems Network ArchitectureSystems Network Architecture
/
sstəmz �netw�k 
ɑktektʃə/ noun
full form of SNA
system softwaresystem software /
sstəm �sɒftweə/
noun programs which direct the basic
functions, input-output control, etc., of a
computer
system specificationssystem specifications /
sstəm

spesf��keʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun details of
hardware and software required to perform
certain tasks
systems programsystems program /�sstəmz

prəυ�r�m/ noun a program which con-
trols the way in which a computer system
works
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systems programmersystems programmer /
sstəmz
�prəυ�r�mə/ noun a programmer who
specialises in writing systems software
system supportsystem support /
sstəm sə��pɔt/
noun a group of people who maintain and
operate a system
system traysystem tray /�sstəm tre/ noun (in
Windows) an area of the taskbar normally
in the bottom right-hand corner next to the
clock. The system tray displays tiny icons
that show which system software pro-

grams were run automatically when Win-
dows started and are now running in the
background.
system unitsystem unit /�sstəm 
junt/ noun the
main terminal or control centre for a com-
puter which includes status lights and con-
trol switches
system variablesystem variable /
sstəm
�veəriəb(ə)l/ noun a variable that contains
data generated by the system software that
can be used by applications

T
TT abbr tera-
T1T1 /
ti �w�n/ noun a term that refers to a
leased line connection that transfers data at
1.544Mbits per second in the US (in the
UK and Europe, the transfer rate is
2.048Mbits per second) and can carry ei-
ther data or 24 voice channels. If the link
uses only part of this capacity, it is called a
fractional T1 link. These links are normal-
ly used to connect ISPs together or to con-
nect offices of a large organisation. � AD-
SL, leased line
T1 committeeT1 committee /
ti �w�n kə�
mti/ noun
an ANSI committee which sets digital
communications standards for the US, par-
ticularly ISDN services
T1 linkT1 link /
ti �w�n 
lŋk/ noun (in the US)
a high speed, long distance data transmis-
sion link not related to the T1 committee,
that can carry data at 1.544Mbits per sec-
ond
T2 linkT2 link /
ti �tu 
lŋk/ noun (in the US)
a high speed, long distance data transmis-
sion link equivalent to four T1 lines that
can carry data at 6.3Mbits per second
T3 linkT3 link /
ti �θri 
lŋk/ noun (in the US)
a high speed, long distance data transmis-
sion link equivalent to 28 T1 lines that can
carry data at 44.736Mbits per second
tabtab /t�b/ verb to tabulate or to arrange
text in columns with the cursor automati-

cally running from one column to the next
in keyboarding � The list was neatly lined
up by tabbing to column 10 at the start of
each new line.
TABTAB abbr tabulate
tabbingtabbing /�t�bŋ/ noun the movement of
the cursor in a word-processing program
from one tab stop to the next � Tabbing
can be done from inside the program.
tabbing ordertabbing order /�t�bŋ 
ɔdə/ noun the
order in which the focus moves from one
button or field to the next as the user press-
es the tab key
tab charactertab character /t�b �k�rktə/ noun the
ASCII character 09hex which is used to
align text at a preset tab stop
tab keytab key /�t�b ki/ noun a key on a key-
board, normally positioned on the far left,
beside the ‘Q’ key, with two arrows point-
ing in opposite horizontal directions, used
to insert a tab character into text and so
align the text at a preset tab stop
tabletable /�teb(ə)l/ noun 1. a list of data in
columns and rows on a printed page or on
the screen 2. (in a relational database) a
structure which shows how records and
data items are linked by relations between
the rows and columns of the table
table lookuptable lookup /�teb(ə)l 
lυk�p/ noun
the process of using one known value to
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select one entry in a table, providing a sec-
ondary value
table of contentstable of contents /
teb(ə)l əv
�kɒntents/ noun 1. a list of the contents of
a book, usually printed at the beginning 2.
data at the start of a disc that describes how
many tracks are on the CD, their position
and length
tablettablet /�t�blət/ noun a graphics pad or
flat device which allows a user to input
graphical information into a computer by
drawing on its surface
tab memorytab memory /t�b �mem(ə)ri/ noun the
ability of an editing program, usually a
word-processor, to store details about var-
ious tab settings
tab racktab rack /t�b r�k/ noun a graduated
scale, displayed on the screen, showing the
position of tabulation columns � The tab
rack shows you the left and right margins.
tab settingstab settings /t�b �setŋz/, tab stops
/t�b stɒpz/ plural noun preset points
along a line, where the printing head or
cursor will stop for each tabulation com-
mand
tabulartabular /�t�bjυlə/ adjective � in tabu-
lar form arranged in a table
tabulatetabulate /�t�bjυ�
let/ verb to arrange
text in columns, with the cursor moving to
each new column automatically as the text
is keyboarded
tabulatingtabulating /�t�bjυletŋ/ noun the ac-
tion of processing punched cards, such as
a sorting operation
tabulationtabulation /
t�bjυ��leʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. ar-
rangement of a table of figures 2. the proc-
ess of moving a printing head or cursor a
preset distance along a line
tabulation markerstabulation markers /
t�bju��leʃ(ə)n

mɑkəz/ plural noun symbols displayed
to indicate the position of tabulation stops
tabulation stopstabulation stops /
t�bju��leʃ(ə)n
stɒpz/ plural noun preset points along a
line at which a printing head or cursor will
stop for each tabulation command
tabulatortabulator /�t�bjυletə/ noun part of a
word-processor which automatically sets
words or figures into columns
tactile keyboardtactile keyboard /
t�ktal �kibɔd/
noun a keyboard that provides some indi-
cation that a key has been pressed, such as
a beep
tagtag /t��/ noun 1. one section of a compu-
ter instruction 2. a set of identifying char-
acters attached to a file or item (of data) �
Each file has a three letter tag for rapid
identification.

tag image file formattag image file format /
t�� 
md'
�fal 
fɔm�t/ noun full form of TIFF
tailtail /tel/ noun 1. data recognised as the
end of a list of data 2. a control code used
to signal the end of a message
takedowntakedown /�tekdaυn/ verb to remove
something such as paper or disks from a
peripheral after one job and prepare it for
the next
takedown timetakedown time /�tekdaυn tam/ noun
the amount of time required to takedown a
peripheral ready for another job
take-up reeltake-up reel /�tek �p 
ril/ noun a reel
onto which magnetic tape is collected
TaligentTaligent /�t�ld'ənt/ noun an operating
system developed by IBM and Apple that
can be used on both PC and Macintosh
platforms
tandem processorstandem processors /
t�ndəm
�prəυsesəz/ plural noun two processors
connected so that if one fails, the second
takes over
tape archivetape archive /tep �ɑkav/ noun � tar
tape backuptape backup /tep �b�k�p/ noun the
process of using (usually magnetic) tape as
a medium for storing back-ups from faster
main or secondary storage, such as RAM
or hard disk
tape cabletape cable /tep �keb(ə)l/ noun a
number of insulated conductors arranged
next to each other forming a flat cable
tape cartridgetape cartridge /tep �kɑtrd'/ noun a
cassette box containing magnetic tape (on
a reel)
tape cassettetape cassette /tep kə��set/ noun a
small box containing a reel of magnetic
tape and a pickup reel
tape codetape code /tep kəυd/ noun a coding
system used for punched data representa-
tion on paper tape
tape decktape deck /�tep dek/ noun a device
which plays back and records data onto
magnetic tape
tape drivetape drive /tep drav/ noun a mecha-
nism which controls magnetic tape move-
ment over the tape heads � Our new prod-
uct has a 96Mb streaming tape drive.
tape formattape format /tep �fɔm�t/ noun a way
in which blocks of data, control codes and
location data is stored on tape
tape guidetape guide /tep �ad/ noun a method
by which the tape is correctly positioned
over the tape head � The tape is out of
alignment because one of the tape guides
has broken.
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tape headtape head /tep hed/ noun a head which
reads or writes signals on a magnetic tape
tape headertape header /tep �hedə/ noun identifi-
cation information at the beginning of a
tape
tape labeltape label /tep �leb(ə)l/ noun a tape
header and trailer containing information
about the contents of a tape
tape librarytape library /tep �labrəri/ noun 1. a
secure area for the storage of computer
data tapes 2. a series of computer tapes
kept in store for reference
tape loadpointtape loadpoint /�tep 
ləυdpɔnt/
noun the position on a magnetic tape at
which reading should commence to load a
file
tape punchtape punch /tep p�ntʃ/ noun a ma-
chine that punches holes into paper tape
tape readertape reader /tep �ridə/ noun a ma-
chine which reads punched holes in paper
tape or signals on magnetic tape
tape streamertape streamer /tep �strimə/ noun a
device containing a continuous loop of
tape, used as backing storage. Also called
stringy floppy
tape to card convertertape to card converter /tep tə, tυ
kɑd/ noun a device which reads data
from magnetic tape and stores it on
punched cards
tape trailertape trailer /tep �trelə/ noun identifi-
cation information at the beginning of a
tape
tape transmittertape transmitter /tep tr�nz��mtə/
noun a device which reads data from paper
tape and transmits it to another point
tape transporttape transport /tep �tr�nspɔt/ noun
a method by which the tape in a magnetic
tape recorder is moved smoothly from reel
to reel over the magnetic heads
TAPITAPI abbr telephony application pro-
gramming interface
tartar /tɑ/ noun a file compression system
used on a computer running the Unix oper-
ating system. Full form tape archive
TargaTarga /�tɑ�ə/ noun 1. a graphics file for-
mat which uses the .TGA extension on a
PC, developed by Truevision to store
raster graphic images in 16–, 24– and 32-
bit colour. 2. a high-resolution colour
graphics adapter made by Truevision
targetcasttargetcast /�tɑ�tkɑst/ verb to broad-
cast a website only to a group of people
who are known to be potentially interested
in it, and not to everyone on the Internet

target computertarget computer /
tɑ�t kəm��pjutə/
noun a computer on which software is to
be run
target disktarget disk /�tɑ�t dsk/ noun a disk
onto which a file is to be copied
target languagetarget language /�tɑ�t 
l�ŋ�wd'/
noun a language into which a language
will be translated from its source language
� The target language for this PASCAL
program is machine code. Opposite
source language
target leveltarget level /�tɑ�t 
lev(ə)l/ noun an
interpretative processing mode for pro-
gram execution
target phasetarget phase /�tɑ�t fez/ noun the pe-
riod of time during which the target pro-
gram is run
target programtarget program /
tɑ�t �prəυ�r�m/
noun an object program or computer pro-
gram in object code form, produced by a
compiler
target windowtarget window /�tɑ�t 
wndəυ/ noun
a window in which text or graphics will be
displayed
tarifftariff /�t�rf/ noun a charge incurred by a
user of a communications or computer
system � There is a set tariff for logging
on, then a rate for every minute of compu-
ter time used.
tasktask /tɑsk/ noun a job which is to car-
ried out by a computer
taskbartaskbar /�tɑsk�
bɑ/ noun a bar that nor-
mally runs along the bottom of the screen
in Windows and displays the Start button
and a list of other programs or windows
that are currently active
task managementtask management /tɑsk
�m�nd'mənt/ noun system software
which controls the use and allocation of
resources to programs
task queuetask queue /tɑsk kju/ noun tempo-
rary storage of jobs waiting to be proc-
essed
task swappingtask swapping /�tɑsk 
swɒpŋ/ noun
the process of exchanging one program in
memory for another which is temporarily
stored on disk. Task switching is not the
same as multitasking which can execute
several programs at once.
task switchingtask switching /�tɑsk 
swtʃŋ/ noun
same as task swapping
TATTAT abbr turnaround time
T carrierT carrier /�ti 
k�riə/ noun a US stand-
ard for digital data transmission lines, such
as T1, T1C, and corresponding signal
standards DS1, DS1C
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T-commerceT-commerce /
ti �kɒm�s/ noun a
business conducted by means of interac-
tive television
T connectorT connector /ti kə��nektə/ noun a co-
axial connector, shaped like the letter ‘T’,
which connects two thin coaxial cables us-
ing BNC plugs and provides a third con-
nection for another cable or network inter-
face card
TCPTCP /
ti si �pi/ noun standard data
transmission protocol that provides full
duplex transmission, bundles data into
packets and checks for errors. Full form
transmission control protocol
TCP/IPTCP/IP /
ti si pi a �pi/ noun a data
transfer protocol used in networks and
communications systems, often used in
Unix-based networks. This protocol is
used for all communications over the in-
ternet. Full form transmission control
protocol/interface program
TDMTDM /
ti di �em/ noun a method of com-
bining several signals into one high-speed
transmission carrier, each input signal be-
ing sampled in turn and the result transmit-
ted to a the receiver which re-constructs
the signals. Full form time division mul-
tiplexing
TDRTDR /
ti di �ɑ/ noun a test that identi-
fies where cable faults lie by sending a sig-
nal down the cable and measuring how
long it takes for the reflection to come
back. Full form time domain reflectom-
etry
TDSTDS /
ti di �es/ noun a computer system
that will normally run batch processing
tasks until interrupted by a new transac-
tion, at which point it allocates resources
to the new transaction. Full form transac-
tion-driven system
technicaltechnical /�teknk(ə)l/ adjective refer-
ring to a particular machine or process �
The document gives all the technical de-
tails on the new computer.
technical supporttechnical support /
teknk(ə)l sə�

�pɔt/ noun technical advice to a user to
explain how to use software or hardware or
explain why it might not work
techniciantechnician /tek��nʃ(ə)n/ noun a person
who is specialised in industrial work
techniquetechnique /tek��nik/ noun a skilled way
of doing a job � The company has devel-
oped a new technique for processing cus-
tomers’ disks.
technologicaltechnological /
teknə��lɒd'k(ə)l/ ad-
jective referring to technology � the tech-
nological revolution the changing of in-

dustrial methods by introducing new tech-
nology
technologytechnology /tek��nɒləd'i/ noun the
process of applying scientific knowledge
to industrial processes � the introduction
of new technology the process of putting
new electronic equipment into a business
or industry
tele-tele- /teli/ prefix long distance
telecommunicationstelecommunications /
telikəmjun�

�keʃ(ə)nz/ noun the technology of pass-
ing and receiving messages over a dis-
tance, as in radio, telephone, telegram, sat-
ellite broadcast, etc.
telecommutingtelecommuting /�telikəmjutŋ/ noun
the practice of working on a computer in
one place (normally from home) that is
linked by modem to the company’s central
office allowing messages and data to be
transferred
teleconferencingteleconferencing /�teli�


kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the process of link-
ing video, audio and computer signals
from different locations so that distant
people can talk and see each other, as if in
a conference room
teleinformatic servicesteleinformatic services /telin�


fɔmətk �s�vsz/ plural noun any of
various data only services, such as telex,
facsimile, which use telecommunications
telematicstelematics /
tel��m�tks/ noun the in-
teraction of all data processing and com-
munications devices
telephonetelephone /�telfəυn/ noun a machine
used for speaking to someone or commu-
nicating with another computer (using mo-
dems) over a long distance
telephone linetelephone line /�telfəυn lan/ noun a
cable used to connect a telephone handset
with a central exchange
telephonytelephony /tə��lefəni/ noun a series of
standards that define the way in which
computers can work with a telephone sys-
tem to provide voice-mail, telephone an-
swering, and fax services
telephony application programming interfacetelephony application program-
ming interface /tə�
lefəni

�plkeʃ(ə)n �prəυ�r�mŋ 
ntəfes/
noun a system developed by Microsoft
and Intel that allows a PC to control a sin-
gle telephone. Abbr TAPI
telephonytelephony services application
programming interface /tə�
lefəni

s�vsz 
�plkeʃ(ə)n �prəυ�r�mŋ

ntəfes/ noun a system developed by
Novell and AT&T that allows a PC to con-
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trol a PBX telephone exchange. Abbr
TSAPI
teleprinterteleprinter /�teli�
prntə/ noun a device
that is capable of sending and receiving
data from a distant point by means of a tel-
egraphic circuit, and printing out the mes-
sage on a printer � You can drive a tele-
printer from this modified serial port.
teleprinter interfaceteleprinter interface /�teliprntə

ntəfes/ noun a terminal interface or
hardware and software combination re-
quired to control the functions of a termi-
nal
teleprinter rollteleprinter roll /�teliprntə 
rəυl/ noun
a roll of paper onto which messages are
printed
teleprocessingteleprocessing /�teli�
prəυsesŋ/ noun
the processing of data at a distance (as on
a central computer from outside termi-
nals). Abbr TP
telesoftwaretelesoftware /�teli�
sɒftweə/ noun soft-
ware which is received from a viewdata or
teletext service. Abbr TSW
teletextteletext /�teli�
tekst/ noun a method of
transmitting text and information with a
normal television signal, usually as a serial
bit stream which can be displayed using a
special decoder
teletypeteletype /�telitap/ noun a term used for
teleprinter equipment. Abbr TTY
teletypewriterteletypewriter /
tel��tapratə/ noun a
keyboard and printer attached to a compu-
ter system which can input data either di-
rect or by making punched paper tape
televisiontelevision /
tel��v'(ə)n/ noun a device
which can receive (modulated) video sig-
nals from a computer or broadcast signals
with an aerial and display images on a
CRT screen with sound. Abbr TV
television monitortelevision monitor /
tel��v'(ə)n

mɒntə/ noun a device able to display
signals from a computer without sound,
but is not able to broadcast signals, usually
because there is no demodulator
television receiver/monitortelevision receiver/monitor
/
telv'(ə)n r�
sivə �mɒntə/ noun a de-
vice able to act as a TV receiver or monitor
television scantelevision scan /�tel�
v'(ə)n sk�n/
noun a horizontal movement of the picture
beam over the screen, producing one line
of an image
television tubetelevision tube /�tel�
v'(ə)n tjub/
noun a CRT with electronic devices which
provide the line by line horizontal and ver-
tical scanning movement of the picture
beam

telnettelnet /�telnet/ noun a TCP/IP protocol
that allows a user to connect to and control
via the Internet a remote computer as if
they were there and type in commands as
if they were sitting in front of the computer
templatetemplate /�tem�
plet/ noun 1. a plastic
or metal sheet with cut-out symbols to
help in the drawing of flowcharts and cir-
cuit diagrams 2. (in text processing)
standard text, such as a standard letter or
invoice, into which specific details can be
added
template commandtemplate command /�templet kə�


mɑnd/ noun a command which allows
functions or other commands to be easily
set � A template paragraph command en-
ables the user to specify the number of
spaces each paragraph should be indent-
ed.
tempotempo /�tempəυ/ noun 1. (in MIDI or
music) the speed at which the notes are
played, measured in beats per minute � A
typical MIDI tempo is 120bpm. 2. (in a
multimedia title) the speed at which frames
are displayed
temporarytemporary adjective not permanent
temporary registertemporary register /
temp(ə)rəri
�red'stə/ noun a register used for tempo-
rary storage for the results of an ALU op-
eration
temporary storagetemporary storage /
temp(ə)rəri
�stɔrd'/ noun storage which is not per-
manent
temporary swap filetemporary swap file /
temp(ə)rəri
�swɒp 
fal/ noun a file on a hard disk
which is used by software to store data
temporarily or for software that imple-
ments virtual memory, such as Microsoft’s
Windows
10Base210Base2 /
ten bes �tu/ IEEE standard
specification for running Ethernet over
thin coaxial cable
10Base510Base5 /
ten bes �fav/ IEEE stand-
ard specification for running Ethernet over
thick coaxial cable
10BaseT10BaseT /
ten bes �ti/ IEEE standard
specification for running Ethernet over un-
shielded twisted pair cable
ten’s complementten’s complement /�tenz

kɒmplmənt/ noun formed by adding
one to the nine’s complement of a decimal
number
tera-tera- /terə/ prefix 1012; one million mil-
lion. Abbr T
terabyteterabyte /�terə�
bat/ noun one thousand
gigabytes or one million megabytes of data
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teraflopteraflop /�terəflɒp/ noun one million
million floating-point operations per sec-
ond, a measure of computer speed
terminalterminal /�t�mn(ə)l/ noun 1. a device
usually made up of a display unit and a
keyboard which allows entry and display
of information when on-line to a central
computer system � intelligent terminal,
smart terminal a computer terminal
which contains a CPU and memory, allow-
ing basic data processing to be carried out,
usually with the facility to allow the user to
program it independently of the host com-
puter � The new intelligent terminal has a
built-in text editor. 2. an electrical connec-
tion point 3. a point in a network where a
message can be transmitted or received. �
source, sink � adjective fatal or which
cannot be repaired � The computer has a
terminal fault.
terminal adapterterminal adapter /�t�mn(ə)l ə�


d�ptə/ noun a device that connects a
computer to a digital communications
line; e.g., to link a PC to an ISDN line. A
terminal adapter transfers digital signals
from the computer to the line, whereas a
modem is used to connect a computer to an
analogue communications line, such as a
telephone line, and needs to convert digital
signals to and from an analogue form.
terminal areaterminal area /�t�mn(ə)l 
eəriə/ noun
part of a printed circuit board at which
edge connectors can be connected
terminal character setterminal character set /
t�mn(ə)l
�k�rktə 
set/ noun the range of charac-
ters available for a particular type of termi-
nal, which might include graphics or cus-
tomized characters
terminal controllerterminal controller /�t�mn(ə)l kən�


trəυlə/ noun a hardware device or IC
which controls a terminal including data
communications and display
terminal emulationterminal emulation /�t�mn(ə)l
emju�
leʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of a termi-
nal to emulate the functions of another
type of terminal so that display codes can
be correctly decoded and displayed and
keystrokes correctly coded and transmit-
ted
terminal emulation softwareterminal emulation software
/
t�mn(ə)l 
emjυ��leʃ(ə)n 
sɒftweə/
noun a software program that is used to al-
low a computer to interpret the special dis-
play codes used to control a specialist
workstation, normally used with a modem
to allow you to connect to a remote main-
frame computer system

terminal identityterminal identity /
t�mn(ə)l a�

�dentti/ noun a unique code transmitted
by a viewdata terminal to provide identifi-
cation and authorisation of a user
terminal interfaceterminal interface /�t�mn(ə)l

ntəfes/ noun a hardware and software
combination required to control the func-
tions of a terminal from a computer � The
network controller has 16 terminal inter-
faces.
terminal keyboardterminal keyboard /
t�mn(ə)l
�kibɔd/ noun a standard QWERTY or
special keyboard allowing input at a termi-
nal
terminal sessionterminal session /�t�mn(ə)l

seʃ(ə)n/ noun a period of time when a
terminal is on-line or in use
terminal stripterminal strip /�t�mn(ə)l strp/ noun
a row of electrical connectors that allow
pairs of wires to be electrically connected
using a screw-down metal plate
terminateterminate /�t�m�
net/ verb to end
terminate and stay resident programterminate and stay resident pro-
gram /
t�mnet ən ste �rezd(ə)nt

prəυ�r�m/ noun a program which loads
itself into main memory and carries out a
function when activated � When you hit
Ctrl-F5, you will activate the TSR pro-
gram and it will display your day’s diary.
Also called TSR program
terminate and stay resident softwareterminate and stay resident soft-
ware /
t�mnet ən ste �rezd(ə)nt

sɒftweə/ noun a program that is started
from the command line, then loads itself
into memory, ready to be activated by an
action, and passes control back to the com-
mand line. Abbr TSR
terminationtermination /
t�m��neʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of ending or stopping
terminatorterminator /�t�mnetə/ noun 1. (in a
LAN) a resistor that fits onto each end of a
coaxial cable in a bus network to create an
electrical circuit 2. (in a SCSI installation)
a resistor that fits onto the last SCSI device
in the daisy-chain, creating an electrical
circuit 3. same as rogue value
ternaryternary /�t�nəri/ adjective referring to a
number system with three possible states
tessellatetessellate /�tesəlet/ verb to reduce a
complex shape into a collection of simple
shapes, often triangles
testtest /test/ noun the action carried out on
a device or program to establish whether it
is working correctly, and if not, which
component or instruction is not working �
verb to carry out an examination of a de-
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vice or program to see if it is working cor-
rectly
test bedtest bed /test bed/ noun an environment
used to test programs
test datatest data /test �detə/ noun data with
known results prepared to allow a new pro-
gram to be tested
test equipmenttest equipment /test ��kwpmənt/
noun special equipment which tests hard-
ware or software
test numerictest numeric /�test nju�
merk/ noun a
check to ensure that numerical informa-
tion is numerical
test runtest run /�test r�n/ noun a program run
with test data to ensure that the software is
working correctly � A test run will soon
show up any errors.
texeltexel /�teksəl/ noun a collection of pixels
that are treated as a single unit when ap-
plying a texture map over an object
texttext /tekst/ noun a set of alphanumeric
characters that convey information � text
processing word-processing or the prac-
tice of using a computer to keyboard, edit
and output text, in the forms of letters, la-
bels, etc.
text compressiontext compression /tekst kəm�

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of reducing
the space required by a section of text, us-
ing one code to represent more than one
character, and removing spaces and punc-
tuation marks, etc.
text-editing facilitiestext-editing facilities /�tekst 
edtŋ
fə�
sltiz/ plural noun a word-processing
system which allows the user to add, de-
lete, move, insert and correct sections of
text
text-editing functiontext-editing function /�tekst 
edtŋ

f�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun an option in a program
which provides text-editing facilities �
The program includes a built-in text-edit-
ing function.
text editortext editor /tekst �edtə/ noun same as
screen editor
text filetext file /tekst fal/ noun a file that con-
tains text rather than digits or data
text formattertext formatter /�tekst 
fɔm�tə/ noun
a program that converts text to a new form
or layout according to parameters or em-
bedded codes such as line width, page
size, justification, etc.
text managementtext management /tekst
�m�nd'mənt/ noun facilities which al-
low text to be written, stored, retrieved, ed-
ited and printed

text managertext manager /�tekst 
m�nd'ə/ noun
facilities that allow text to be written,
stored, retrieved, edited and printed
text manipulationtext manipulation /tekst mə�
npjυ�

�leʃ(ə)n/ noun facilities which allow text
editing, changing, inserting and deleting
text messagetext message /�tekst 
mesd'/ noun a
message sent in the form of text, especially
one that appears on the viewing screen of
a mobile phone or pager
text modetext mode /tekst məυd/ noun an oper-
ating mode of a computer or display
screen that will only display pre-defined
characters and will not allow graphic im-
ages to be displayed
text processingtext processing /�tekst 
prəυsesŋ/
noun the use of a computer to create, store,
edit and print or display text
text registertext register /tekst �red'stə/ noun a
temporary computer storage register for
text characters only
text retrievaltext retrieval /tekst r��triv(ə)l/ noun
an information retrieval system that allows
the user to examine complete documents
rather than just a reference to a document
text screentext screen /tekst skrin/ noun the area
of a computer screen set up to display text
text-to-speech convertertext-to-speech converter /tekst tə,
tυ spitʃ/ noun an electronic device which
uses a speech synthesiser to produce the
spoken equivalent of a piece of text that
has been entered
texturetexture /�tekstʃə/ noun a surface detail
that is added to basic shapes
texture mappingtexture mapping /�tekstʃə 
m�pŋ/
noun 1. a special computer graphics effect
using algorithms to produce an image that
looks like the surface of something such as
marble, brick, stone or water 2. the process
of covering one image with another to give
the first a texture
text windowtext window /tekst �wndəυ/ noun a
window in a graphics system, where the
text is held in a small space on the screen
before being allocated to a final area
TFTPTFTP /
ti ef ti �pi/ noun a simple form
of the standard FTP (file transfer protocol)
system, commonly used to load the operat-
ing system software onto a diskless work-
station from a server when the workstation
boots up when it is switched on. Full form
trivial file transfer protocol. � FTP
TFT screenTFT screen /
ti ef �ti 
skrin/ noun a
method of creating a high-quality LCD
display often used in laptop computers.
Full form thin film transistor screen
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thermal dye diffusionthermal dye diffusion /
θ�m(ə)l da
d��fju'(ə)n/ noun a method of printing
similar to thermal wax transfer, except that
a dye is used instead of coloured wax.
Thermal dye diffusion can print continu-
ous colour to produce a near-photographic
output.
thermal inkjet printerthermal inkjet printer /
θ�m(ə)l

nkd'et �prntə/ noun a computer print-
er which produces characters by sending a
stream of tiny drops of electrically charged
ink onto the paper, the movement of the
ink drops being controlled by an electric
field. This is a non-impact printer with few
moving parts.

COMMENT: This type of printer is very quiet in
operation since the printing head does not
strike the paper.

thermal paperthermal paper /
θ�m(ə)l �pepə/ noun
a special paper whose coating turns black
when heated, allowing characters to be
printed by using a matrix of small heating
elements
thermal printerthermal printer /
θ�m(ə)l �prntə/
noun a printer where the character is
formed on thermal paper with a printhead
containing a matrix of small heating ele-
ments
thermal transferthermal transfer, thermal wax, ther-
mal wax transfer printer noun a method
of printing where the colours are produced
by melting coloured wax onto the paper �
Thermal wax transfer technology still pro-
vides the best colour representation on pa-
per for PC output.
thesaurusthesaurus /θ��sɔrəs/ noun a file which
contains synonyms that are displayed as
alternatives to a misspelt word during a
spell-check
thick-Ethernetthick-Ethernet /θk �iθə�
net/ noun a
network implemented using thick coaxial
cable and transceivers to connect branch
cables. � Ethernet, thin-Ethernet
thick filmthick film /θk flm/ noun a miniature
electronic circuit design in which minia-
ture components are mounted on an insu-
lating base, then connected as required
thimble printerthimble printer /�θmb(ə)l 
prntə/
noun a computer printer using a printing
head similar to a daisy wheel but shaped
like a thimble
thin-Ethernetthin-Ethernet /θn �iθə�
net/ noun the
most popular type of Ethernet network im-
plemented using thin coaxial cable and
BNC connectors. � Ethernet, thick-
Ethernet (NOTE: It is limited to distances
of around 1000 m)

thin filmthin film /θn flm/ noun a method of
constructing integrated circuits by deposit-
ing in a vacuum very thin patterns of vari-
ous materials onto a substrate to form the
required interconnected components
thin-film memorythin-film memory /
θn flm
�mem(ə)ri/ noun a high-speed access
RAM device using a matrix of magnetic
cells and a matrix of read/write heads to
access them
thin-film transistor screenthin-film transistor screen /
θn
flm tr�n��zstə 
skrin/ noun full form of
TFT screen
thin windowthin window /θn �wndəυ/ noun a sin-
gle line display window
third generationthird generation /
θ�d 
d'enə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun the latest specification for
mobile communication systems, including
mobile telephones. Abbr 3G

COMMENT: The third generation includes very
fast data transfer rates of between 128 Kbps
and 2 Mbps, depending on whether the per-
son is walking, in a car or at his or her base
station. This will allow high-speed Internet ac-
cess and even live video links, to a portable
telephone. The first generation of mobile tele-
phones were analog cellular telephones, the
second generation were digital PCS.

third generation computerthird generation computer /
θ�d

d'enəreʃ(ə)n kəm��pjutə/ noun a com-
puter in which integrated circuits were
used instead of transistors
third partythird party /
θ�d �pɑti/ noun a compa-
ny which supplies items or services for a
system sold by one party, the seller, to an-
other, the buyer

COMMENT: A third party might supply computer
maintenance or write programs, for example.

32-bit32-bit /�θ�ti tu 
bt/ data that is trans-
ferred thirty-two bits at a time along thirty-
two parallel conductors; in a processor this
refers to its ability to manipulate numbers
that are thirty-two bits long
thirty-two bit systemthirty-two bit system /
θ�ti tu 
bt
�sstəm/, 32-bit system noun a micro-
computer system or CPU that handles data
in 32 bit words
thrashingthrashing /�θr�ʃŋ/ noun 1. excessive
disk activity 2. a configuration or program
fault in a virtual memory system that re-
sults in a CPU wasting time moving pages
of data between main memory and disk or
backing store
threadthread /θred/ noun a program which
consists of many independent smaller sec-
tions or beads

‘WigWam makes it easier for a user to follow a
thread in a bulletin-board conference topic by order-
ing responses using a hierarchical indent similar to
that found in outline processor.’ [Computing]
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threaded filethreaded file /
θredd �fal/ noun a file
in which an entry contains data and an ad-
dress to the next entry that contains the
same data, allowing rapid retrieval of all
identical entries
threaded languagethreaded language /
θredd
�l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a programming lan-
guage which allows many small sections
of code to be written then used by a main
program
threaded treethreaded tree /
θredd �tri/ noun a
structure in which each node contains a
pointer to other nodes
three-address instructionthree-address instruction /
θri ə�

�dres n�
str�kʃən/ noun an instruction
which contains the addresses of two oper-
ands and the location where the result is to
be stored
3D3D /
θri �di/ adjective referring to an im-
age which has three dimensions (width,
breadth and depth), and therefore gives the
impression of being solid. Full form
three-dimensional
three-dimensionalthree-dimensional /
θri da�

�menʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective full form of 3D
three-dimensional arraythree-dimensional array /θri da�


menʃ(ə)nəl ə��re/ noun an array made up
of a number of two-dimensional arrays, ar-
ranged in parallel, giving rows, columns
and depth
3G3G /
θri �d'i/ noun � third generation
three input adderthree input adder /
θri 
npυt ��də/
noun � full adder
three state logicthree state logic /
θri stet �lɒd'k/
noun a logic gate or IC which has three
possible output states, logic high, logic
low and high impedance (NOTE: Most logic
gates and ICs have only two possible
output states.)
thresholdthreshold /�θreʃhəυld/ noun a preset
level which causes an action if a signal ex-
ceeds or drops below it
throughputthroughput /�θru�
pυt/ noun the rate of
production by a machine or system, meas-
ured as total useful information processed
in a set period of time � For this machine
throughput is 1.3 inches per second scan-
ning speed.
thumbnailthumbnail /�θ�m�
nel/ noun a miniature
graphical representation of an image, used
as a quick and convenient method of view-
ing the contents of graphics or DTP files
before they are retrieved
TIFFTIFF /tf/ noun standard file format used
to store graphic images. Full form tag im-
age file format

tiletile /tal/ verb (in a GUI) to arrange a
group of windows so that they are dis-
played side by side without overlapping
(NOTE: tiles – tiling – tiled)
tilt and swiveltilt and swivel /
tlt ən �swv(ə)l/ ad-
jective referring to a monitor which is
mounted on a pivot so that it can be moved
to point in the most convenient direction
for the operator
timbretimbre /�t�mbə/ noun the shape of a par-
ticular sound that can be identified by the
human ear (NOTE: The same musical note
played on two different musical instru-
ments will not sound the same.)
timetime /tam/ verb to measure the time tak-
en by an operation
time basetime base /tam bes/ noun 1. a signal
used as a basis for timing purposes 2. a
regular sawtooth signal used in an oscillo-
scope to sweep the beam across the screen
time bombtime bomb /�tam bɒm/ noun a compu-
ter virus that is designed to take effect on a
particular date or when a computer appli-
cation is used for a particular length of
time
time codetime code /tam kəυd/ noun a sequence
of timing information recorded on an au-
dio track in a videotape
timed backuptimed backup /tamd �b�k�p/ noun a
backup which occurs automatically after a
period of time or at a particular time each
day
time division multiplexingtime division multiplexing /
tam d�


v'(ə)n �m�ltpleksŋ/ noun full form of
TDM
time domain reflectometrytime domain reflectometry /
tam
dəυ�
men 
rflek��tɒmətri/ noun full
form of TDR
time of peak demandtime of peak demand /
tam əv pik
d��mɑnd/ noun the time when something
is being used most
timeouttimeout /�tamaυt/ noun 1. a logoff pro-
cedure carried out if no data is entered on
an online terminal 2. a period of time re-
served for an operation
timertimer /�tamə/ noun a device which
records the time taken for an operation to
be completed
time-sharingtime-sharing /�tam 
ʃeərŋ/ noun an
arrangement which allows several inde-
pendent users to use a computer system or
be online at the same time

COMMENT: In time-sharing, each user appears
to be using the computer all the time, when in
fact each is using the CPU for a short time
slice only. The CPU processes one user for a
short time then moves on to the next.
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time slicetime slice /tam slas/ noun a period of
time allocated for a user or program or job
within a multitasking system
time stamptime stamp /tam st�mp/ noun a MIDI
message that is tagged with a time so that
a sequencer can play it at the correct mo-
ment
timing looptiming loop /�tamŋ lup/ noun a com-
puter program loop which is repeated a
number of times to produce a certain time
delay
timing mastertiming master /�tamŋ 
mɑstə/ noun
a clock signal which synchronises all the
components in a system
tinttint /tnt/ noun � hue
tiny modeltiny model /
tani �mɒd(ə)l/ noun a
memory model of the Intel 80x86 proces-
sor family that allows a combined total of
64 Kb for data and code
titletitle /�tat(ə)l/ noun an identification
name given to a file or program or disk
title bartitle bar /�tat(ə)l bɑ/ noun a horizontal
bar at the top of a window which displays
the title of the window or application
T junctionT junction /ti �d'�ŋkʃ(ə)n/ noun a
connection at right angles to a cable carry-
ing the main signal or power
TMSF time formatTMSF time format /
ti em es ef �tam

fɔm�t/ noun a time format used mainly
by audio CD devices to measure time in
frames and tracks. Full form tracks, min-
utes, seconds, frames time format
toggletoggle /�tɒ�(ə)l/ verb to switch some-
thing between two states (NOTE: toggles –
toggling – toggled)
toggle switchtoggle switch /�tɒ�(ə)l swtʃ/ noun an
electrical switch which has only two posi-
tions
tokentoken /�təυkən/ noun 1. an internal code
which replaces a reserved word or pro-
gram statement in a high-level language 2.
(in a local area network) a control packet
which is passed between workstations to
control access to the network
token bus networktoken bus network /
təυkən �b�s

netw�k/ noun an IEEE 802.4 standard
for a local area network formed with a bus-
topology cable, in which workstations
transfer data by passing a token
token-passingtoken-passing /�təυkən 
pɑsŋ/ noun
a method of controlling access to a local
area network by using a token (NOTE: A
workstation cannot transmit data until it
receives the token.)
Token Ring networkToken Ring network /�təυkən rŋ

netw�k/ noun an IEEE 802.5 standard
that uses a token passed from one worksta-

tion to the next in a ring network � Token
Ring networks are very democratic and re-
tain performance against increasing load.
(NOTE: A workstation can only transmit
data if it captures the token. Token Ring
networks, although logically rings, are of-
ten physically wired in a star topology.)
tone diallingtone dialling /�təυn 
daəlŋ/ noun a
method of dialling a telephone number us-
ing sounds to represent the digits of the
number (NOTE: This method of dialling is
the current standard method of dialling
numbers and has generally replaced the
older pulse dialling system. A Hayes-
compatible modem can dial the number
‘123’ using tone dialling with the AT com-
mand ‘ATDT123’ or using pulse dialling
with the AT command ‘ATDP123’)
tonertoner /�təυnə/ noun a finely powdered
ink, usually black, that is used in laser
printers � If you get toner on your hands,
you can only wash it off with cold water.
(NOTE: The toner is transferred onto the
paper by electrical charge, then fixed
permanently to the paper by heating.)
toner cartridgetoner cartridge /�təυnə 
kɑtrd'/
noun a plastic container which holds pow-
dered toner for use in a laser printer
tooltool /tul/ noun (in a graphical front end)
a function accessed from an icon in a tool-
bar, e.g. a circle-draw option
toolbartoolbar /�tul�
bɑ/ noun a window that
contains a range of icons that access tools
ToolbookToolbook /�tulbυk/ noun a multimedia
authoring tool developed by Asymetrix
which uses the OpenScript script language
to control objects and actions
toolboxtoolbox /�tulbɒks/ noun 1. a box con-
taining instruments needed to repair or
maintain or install equipment 2. a set of
predefined routines or functions that are
used when writing a program
ToolboxToolbox /�tulbɒks/ noun (in an Apple
Mac) a set of utility programs stored in
ROM to provide graphic functions
toolkittoolkit /�tulkt/ noun a series of func-
tions which help a programmer to write or
debug programs
toolstools /tulz/ noun a set of utility pro-
grams such as backup and format in a
computer system
ToolTipsToolTips /�tultps/ noun a feature of
applications that work under Windows
that display a line of descriptive text under
an icon when the user moves the pointer
over the icon
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top down programmingtop down programming /
tɒp daυn
�prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun same as structured
programming
top-level domaintop-level domain /
tɒp 
lev(ə)l dəυ�

�men/ noun the part of an Internet address
that identifies an Internet domain, e.g. a
two-letter country code or a three-letter
code such as .edu for education or .com for
commercial when used without a country
code.
topologytopology /tɒ��pɒləd'i/ noun a way in
which the various elements in a network
are interconnected (NOTE: The plural is
topologies.)
TOPSTOPS /tɒps/ noun software that allows
IBM PCs and Apple Macs to share files on
a network
touch padtouch pad /t�tʃ p�d/ noun a flat device
which can sense where on its surface and
when it is touched, used to control a cursor
position or switch a device on or off
touch screentouch screen /t�tʃ skrin/ noun a
computer display which has a grid of in-
frared transmitters and receivers, posi-
tioned on either side of the screen used to
control a cursor position (NOTE: When a
user wants to make a selection or move
the cursor, he or she points to the screen,
breaking two of the beams, which gives
the position of the pointing finger.)
touch-sensitive keyboardtouch-sensitive keyboard /
t�tʃ

sensətv �kibɔd/ noun a thin, flat mem-
brane type keyboard whose keys are acti-
vated by touching and operate without
movement (NOTE: It is often used in heavy
duty or dirty environments where normal
keys would not function correctly.)
TPTP abbr teleprocessing
TPITPI abbr tracks per inch
tracetrace /tres/ noun a method of verifying
that a program is functioning correctly, in
which the current status and contents of
the registers and variables used are dis-
played after each instruction step
trace programtrace program /tres �prəυ�r�m/
noun a diagnostic program which executes
a program that is being debugged, one in-
struction at a time, displaying the states
and registers
traceroutetraceroute /�tresrut/ noun a software
utility that finds and displays the route tak-
en for data travelling between a computer
and a distant server on the Internet

COMMENT: The display shows the different
servers that the data travels through, together
with the time taken to travel between each
server (called a hop). Traceroute works by
sending out a time-to-live (TTL) query data

packet to the distant server. It starts by send-
ing out packets with a very low time-to-live,
then gradually increases the length of time
that the packet can survive until one is re-
turned by the host – this then provides the
shortest time it will take to reach the host. If
you are trying to view a website you can use
traceroute to check which section of the link to
the website’s server is the slowest. Windows
includes a traceroute utility ‘tracert’. Click the
Start button and select the Run option then
type in ‘tracert’ followed by the domain name
of the distant web server, e.g. tracert
‘www.bloomsbury.com’’

trace traptrace trap /tres tr�p/ noun a selective
breakpoint where a tracing program stops,
allowing registers to be examined
tracingtracing /�tresŋ/ noun a function of a
graphics program that takes a bitmap im-
age and processes it to find the edges of the
shapes and so convert these into a vector
line image that can be more easily manip-
ulated
tracktrack /tr�k/ noun any one of a series of
thin concentric rings on a magnetic disk
which the read/write head accesses and
along which the data is stored in separate
sectors � verb to follow a path or track
correctly � The read head is not tracking
the recorded track correctly.

COMMENT: The first track on a tape is along the
edge and the tape may have up to nine differ-
ent tracks on it, while a disk has many con-
centric tracks around the central hub. The
track and sector addresses are set up during
formatting.

track addresstrack address /tr�k ə��dres/ noun the
location of a particular track on a magnetic
disk
trackballtrackball /�tr�k�
bɔl/ noun a device
used to move a cursor on-screen which is
controlled by turning a ball contained in a
case
trackingtracking /�tr�kŋ/ noun 1. the correct
alignment of a read head and the tape in a
tape player 2. degradation of a video clip
because the action moves too fast to be ac-
curately captured by the camera
tracks, minutes, seconds, frames time formattracks, minutes, seconds, frames
time format /
tr�ks 
mnəts 
sekəndz

fremz �tam 
fɔm�t/ noun full form of
TMSF time format
tracks per inchtracks per inch /
tr�ks p�r �ntʃ/
noun a measure of the number of concen-
tric data tracks on a disk surface per inch.
Abbr TPI
tractor feedtractor feed /�tr�ktə fid/ noun a
method of feeding paper into a printer, in
which sprocket wheels on the printer con-
nect with the sprocket holes on either edge
of the paper to pull the paper through
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traffictraffic /�tr�fk/ noun the totality of mes-
sages and other signals processed by a sys-
tem or carried by a communications link �
Our Ethernet network begins to slow down
if the traffic reaches 60 per cent of the
bandwidth.
traffic analysistraffic analysis /�tr�fk ə�
n�ləss/
noun the study of the times, types and
quantities of messages and signals being
processed by a system
traffic densitytraffic density /�tr�fk 
densti/ noun
the number of messages and data transmit-
ted over a network or system in a period of
time
traffic intensitytraffic intensity /�tr�fk n�
tensti/
noun the ratio of messages entering a
queue to those leaving the queue within a
certain time
trailertrailer /�trelə/ noun the final byte of a
file containing control or file characteris-
tics
trailer recordtrailer record /�trelə 
rekɔd/ noun the
last record in a file containing control or
file characteristics
transactiontransaction /tr�n��z�kʃən/ noun a sin-
gle action which affects a database, e.g. a
sale, a change of address or a new custom-
er
transaction-driven systemtransaction-driven system /tr�n�

�z�kʃən 
drv(ə)n 
sstəm/ noun full
form of TDS
transaction filetransaction file /tr�n��z�kʃən fal/
noun same as update file
transaction processingtransaction processing /tr�n�

�z�kʃən 
prəυsesŋ/ noun interactive
processing in which a user enters com-
mands and data on a terminal which is
linked to a central computer, with results
being displayed on-screen. Abbr TP

‘At present, users implementing client-server strate-
gies are focusing on decision support systems before
implementing online transaction processing and oth-
er mission-critical applications.’ [Computing]

transaction recordtransaction record /tr�n��z�kʃən

rekɔd/ noun same as change record
transceivertransceiver /tr�n��sivə/ noun a trans-
mitter and receiver, or a device which can
both transmit and receive signals, e.g. a
terminal or modem
transcribetranscribe /tr�n��skrab/ verb to copy
data from one backing storage unit or me-
dium to another (NOTE: transcribes –
transcribing – transcribed)
transducertransducer /tr�nz��djusə/ noun an
electronic device which converts signals in
one form into signals in another � the

pressure transducer converts physical
pressure signals into electrical signals
transfertransfer /�tr�nsf�/ verb 1. to change
command or control of something � All
processing activities have been trans-
ferred to the mainframe. 2. to copy a sec-
tion of memory to another location (NOTE:
transferring – transferred) � noun the
process of changing command or control
transfer checktransfer check /tr�ns��f� tʃek/ noun a
check that a data transfer is correct accord-
ing to a set of rules
transfer commandtransfer command /�tr�nsf� kə�


mɑnd/ noun an instruction that directs
processor control from one part of a pro-
gram to another
transfer controltransfer control /�tr�nsf� kən�
trəυl/
noun a change in the command or control
of something, e.g. to another point in the
program when a branch or jump instruc-
tion within a program is executed
transfer ratetransfer rate /�tr�nsf� ret/ noun the
speed at which data is transferred from
backing store to main memory or from one
device to another � With a good telephone
line, this pair of modems can achieve a
transfer rate of 14.4Kbps.
transfer timetransfer time /tr�ns��f� tam/ noun
the time taken to transfer data between de-
vices or locations
transformtransform /tr�ns��fɔm/ verb to change
something from one state to another
transformational rulestransformational rules /tr�nzfə�

�meʃ(ə)n(ə)l rulz/ noun a set of rules
applied to data which is to be transformed
into coded form
transienttransient /�tr�nziənt/ adjective refer-
ring to a state or signal which is present for
a short period of time � noun something
which is present for a short period
transient areatransient area /
tr�nziənt �eəriə/
noun a section of memory for user pro-
grams and data
transient errortransient error /
tr�nziənt �erə/ noun
a temporary error which occurs for a short
period of time
transient read errortransient read error /
tr�nziənt �rid

erə/ noun an error, caused by bad data re-
cording, from which a program can recov-
er
transient suppressortransient suppressor /
tr�nziənt sə�

�presə/ noun a device which suppresses
voltage transients
transistortransistor /tr�n��zstə/ noun an elec-
tronic semiconductor device which can
control the current flow in a circuit (NOTE:
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There are two main types of transistor,
bipolar and unipolar.)
transistor-transistor logictransistor-transistor logic /tr�n�


zstə tr�n�
zstə �lɒd'k/ noun full form
of TTL
transition pointtransition point /tr�n��zʃ(ə)n pɔnt/
noun a point in a program or system where
a transition occurs
translatetranslate /tr�ns��let/ verb to convert
data from one form into another (NOTE:
translates – translating – translated)
translation tablestranslation tables /tr�ns��leʃ(ə)n

teb(ə)lz/ plural noun same as conver-
sion tables
translatortranslator /tr�ns��letə/, translator
program /tr�ns��letə 
prəυ�r�m/ noun
a program which translates a high level
language program into another language,
usually machine code. � interpreter,
compiler
transmissiontransmission /tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n/ noun
the process of sending signals from one
device to another
transmission channeltransmission channel /tr�nz�

�mʃ(ə)n 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a physical con-
nection between two points which allows
data to be transmitted, e.g. a link between
a CPU and a peripheral
transmission control protocoltransmission control protocol
/tr�nz�
mʃ(ə)n kən��trəυl 
prəυtəkɒl/
noun full form of TCP
transmission control protocol/interface programtransmission control protocol/in-
terface program /tr�nz�
mʃ(ə)n kən�

�trəυl 
prəυtəυkɒl �ntəfes 
prəυ�r�m/
noun full form of TCP/IP
transmission errortransmission error /tr�nz�
mʃ(ə)n
�erə/ plural noun an error due to noise on
the line
transmission mediumtransmission medium /tr�nz�

�mʃ(ə)n 
midiəm/ noun a means by
which data can be transmitted, e.g. radio or
light
transmission ratetransmission rate /tr�nz��mʃ(ə)n
ret/ noun a measure of the amount of data
transmitted in a certain time � Their aver-
age transmission is 64,000 bits per second
(bps) through a parallel connection or
19,200 bps through a serial connection.
transmissive disktransmissive disk /tr�nz��msv
dsk/ noun an optical data storage disk in
which the reading laser beam shines
through the disk to a detector below
transmittransmit /tr�nz��mt/ verb to send infor-
mation from one device to another, using
any medium such as radio, cable or wire
link (NOTE: transmitting – transmitted)

transmittertransmitter /tr�nz��mtə/ noun a device
which will take an input signal, process it ,
e.g. to modulate or convert it to sound,
then transmit it by a medium such as radio
or light. Abbr TX
transparencytransparency /tr�ns��p�rənsi/ noun
(in graphics) the degree to which one im-
age shows another image beneath it
transparenttransparent /tr�ns��p�rənt/ adjective
referring to a computer program which is
not obvious to the user or which cannot be
seen by the user when it is running
transparent GIFtransparent GIF /tr�ns�
p�rənt 
d'i
a �ef/ noun a graphic image stored in the
GIF file format with one colour from the
palette assigned as a transparent colour
(NOTE: When the image is displayed, any
part of the image in this colour will be
transparent to allow any image beneath
to show through. This feature is used a
lot in webpages to place images on a pat-
terned background.)
transparent interrupttransparent interrupt /tr�ns�
p�rənt
�ntər�pt/ noun a mode in which if an in-
terrupt occurs, all machine and program
states are saved, the interrupt is serviced,
then the system restores all previous states
and continues normally
transparent pagingtransparent paging /tr�ns�
p�rənt
�ped'ŋ/ noun software which allows the
user to access any memory location in a
paged memory system as if it were not
paged
transphasortransphasor /tr�nz��fezə/ noun an op-
tical transistor constructed from a crystal
which is able to switch a main beam of
light according to a smaller input signal

COMMENT: This is used in the latest research
for an optical computer that could run at the
speed of light.

transportabletransportable /tr�ns��pɔtəb(ə)l/ ad-
jective which can be carried, though per-
haps requiring a vehicle � A transportable
computer is not as small as a portable or a
laptop.
transport layertransport layer /tr�ns��pɔt 
leə/
noun the fourth layer in the ISO/OSI net-
work model that provides a reliable con-
nection and checks and controls the quali-
ty of the connection
traptrap /tr�p/ noun a device or piece of soft-
ware or hardware that will catch some-
thing such as a variable, fault or value
trapdoortrapdoor /�tr�p�
dɔ/ noun a way of get-
ting into a system to change data, browse
or hack
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trapezoidal distortiontrapezoidal distortion /
tr�pzɔdəl
ds��tɔʃ(ə)n/ noun same as keystone
distortion
trap handlertrap handler /tr�p �h�ndlə/ noun a
piece of software that accepts interrupt
signals and acts on them, e.g. running a
special routine or sending data to a periph-
eral
trashcantrashcan /�tr�ʃk�n/ noun (in a GUI) an
icon which looks like a dustbin that deletes
any file that is dragged onto it
tree and branch network systemtree and branch network system
/
tri ən brɑntʃ �netw�k 
sstəm/ noun
a system of networking in which data is
transmitted along a single output line,
from which other lines branch out, form-
ing a tree structure that feeds individual
stations
tree of folderstree of folders /
tri əv �fəυldəz/ noun
a view of all the folders stored on a disk ar-
ranged to show folders and subfolders
tree selection sorttree selection sort /
tri s��lekʃən

pɔt/ noun a rapid form of selection in
which the information from the first sort
pass is used in the second pass to speed up
selection
trellis codingtrellis coding /�trels kɒdŋ/ noun a
method of modulating a signal that uses
both amplitude and phase modulation to
give a greater throughput and lower error
rates for data transmission speeds of over
9,600 bits per second
triadtriad /�tra�d/ noun 1. a group of three
elements, characters or bits 2. a triangular
shaped grouping of the red, green and blue
colour phosphor spots at each pixel loca-
tion on the screen of a colour RGB moni-
tor
trichromatictrichromatic /
trakrəυ��m�tk/ adjec-
tive � RGB
trivial file transfer protocoltrivial file transfer protocol /
trviəl
�fal 
tr�nsf� 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun full
form of TFTP
Trojan HorseTrojan Horse /�trəυd'(ə)n hɔs/ noun
a program inserted into a system by a
hacker that will perform a harmless func-
tion while copying information held in a
classified file into a file with a low priority,
which the hacker can then access without
the authorised user’s knowledge
troubleshoottroubleshoot /�tr�b(ə)lʃut/ verb 1. to
debug computer software 2. to locate and
repair faults in hardware
troubleshootertroubleshooter /�tr�b(ə)lʃutə/ noun
a person who troubleshoots hardware or
software (NOTE: troubleshot)

truetrue /tru/ adjective referring to a logical
condition representing a non-zero value.
Compare false
TrueTypeTrueType /�trutap/ a trade name for an
outline font technology introduced by Ap-
ple and Microsoft as a means of printing
exactly what is displayed on screen
truncatetruncate /tr�ŋ��ket/ verb 1. to cut some-
thing short 2. to give an approximate value
to a number by reducing it to a certain
number of digits � 3.5678 truncated to
3.56 (NOTE: truncates – truncating –
truncated)
truncationtruncation /tr�ŋ��keʃ(ə)n/ noun re-
moval of digits from a number so that it is
a particular length
truncation errortruncation error /tr�ŋ��keʃ(ə)n 
erə/
noun an error caused when a number is
truncated
trunktrunk /tr�ŋk/ noun a bus or communica-
tion link consisting of wires or leads which
connect different parts of a hardware sys-
tem
truth tabletruth table /truθ �teb(ə)l/ noun a
method of defining a logic function as the
output state for all possible inputs
truth valuetruth value /truθ �v�lju/ noun each of
two values, true or false, T or F, 1 or 0,
used in Boolean algebra
TSAPITSAPI abbr telephony services applica-
tion programming interface
Tseng LabsTseng Labs /�seŋ l�bz/ a manufacturer
of chipsets used in graphics adapters
TSRTSR abbr terminate and stay resident
TSWTSW abbr telesoftware
TTLTTL /
ti ti �el/ noun the most common
family of logic gates and high-speed tran-
sistor circuit designs in which the bipolar
transistors are directly connected, usually
collector to base. Full form transistor-
transistor logic
TTL-compatibleTTL-compatible /
ti ti el kəm�

�pɒtb(ə)l/ adjective referring to MOS or
other electronic circuits or components
that can directly connect to and drive TTL
circuits
TTL logicTTL logic /
ti ti el �lɒd'k/ noun the
use of TTL design and components to im-
plement logic circuits and gates
TTL monitorTTL monitor /
ti ti el �mɒntə/ noun
a monitor which can only accept digital
signals, so can only display monochrome
images or a limited range of colours
TTYTTY abbr teletype
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tunetune /tjun/ verb to set a system at its op-
timum point by careful adjustment (NOTE:
tunes – tuning – tuned)
tunnellingtunnelling /�t�n(ə)lŋ/ noun a method
of enclosing a packet of data from one type
of network within another packet so that it
can be sent over a different, incompatible
network
Turing machineTuring machine /�tjυrŋ mə�
ʃin/
noun a mathematical model of a device
which could read and write data to a con-
trollable tape storage while altering its in-
ternal states
Turing testTuring test /�tjυrŋ test/ noun a test to
decide if a computer is ‘intelligent’
turnaround documentturnaround document /�t�nə�
raυnd

dɒkjυmənt/ noun a document which is
printed out from a computer, sent to a user
and returned by the user with new notes or
information written on it, which can be
read by a document reader
turnaround timeturnaround time /�t�nəraυnd 
tam/
noun 1. the length of time it takes to
switch data flow direction in a half duplex
system 2. the time taken to activate a pro-
gram and produce the result which the user
has asked for (US) � abbr TAT
turnkey systemturnkey system /�t�nki 
sstəm/
noun a complete system which is designed
to a customer’s needs and is ready to use
(NOTE: To operate it, the user only has to
switch it on or turn a key.)
turtleturtle /�t�t(ə)l/ noun a device whose
movements and position are controllable,
used to draw graphics with instructions in
the computer language LOGO (NOTE: It is
either a device which works on a flat sur-
face (floor turtle) or one which draws on
a VDU screen (screen turtle), and is of-
ten used as a teaching aid.)
turtle graphicsturtle graphics /�t�t(ə)l 
�r�fks/
plural noun graphic images created using a
turtle and a series of commands � The
charts were prepared using turtle graph-
ics.
TVTV /
ti �vi/ abbr television
TV-outTV-out /
ti �vi aυt/ noun a connector on
a computer or graphics adapter that pro-
vides a modulated signal that can be dis-
played on a standard television or recorded
on a video recorder
TWAINTWAIN /twen/ noun an application pro-
gramming interface standard developed by
Hewlett-Packard, Logitech, Eastman Ko-
dak, Aldus, and Caere that allows software
to control image hardware

tweaktweak /twik/ verb to make small adjust-
ments to a program or hardware to im-
prove performance
tweeningtweening /�twinŋ/ noun (in computer
graphics) the process of calculating the in-
termediate images that lead from a starting
image to a different finished image � Us-
ing tweening, we can show how a frog
turns into a princess in five steps.
24/9624/96 /
twenti fɔ 
nanti �sks/ popular
standard for high-performance digital au-
dio equipment that provides 24-bit sam-
ples and a sample rate of 96KHz
24-bit sample24-bit sample /
twenti fɔ bt
�sɑmp(ə)l/ noun single sample of an ana-
logue signal which is stored as three bytes
(a 24-bit digital number), meaning that
there are 16,777,216 possible levels. � 8-
bit sample, 16-bit sample
twisted-pair cabletwisted-pair cable /
twstd peə
�keb(ə)l/ noun a cable which consists of
two insulated copper wires twisted around
each other, to reduce induction and so in-
terference

COMMENT: The EIA specifies five levels of ca-
ble for different purposes. The Category 1
standard defines an older-style unshielded
twisted-pair cable that is formed by loosely
twisting two insulated wires together to reduce
noise and interference; this type of cable is
not suitable for data transmission. The Cate-
gory 2 (part of the EIA/TIA 568 specification)
standard defines a type of unshielded twisted-
pair cable that can be used to transmit data at
rates up to 4MHz. The Category 3 (part of the
EIA/TIA 568 specification) standard defines a
type of unshielded twisted-pair cable that can
be used to transmit data at rates up to 10MHz;
this type of cable is the minimum standard of
cable required for a 10BaseT network. The
standard suggests that the cable should have
three twists per foot of cable. The Category 4
(part of the EIA/TIA 568 specification) stand-
ard defines a type of unshielded twisted-pair
cable that is the minimum standard of cable
required for data transmission rates up to
16Mbit/second on a Token Ring network. The
Category 5 (part of the EIA/TIA 568 specifica-
tion) standard defines a type of cable that can
carry data transmitted at up to 100MHz and is
suitable for FDDI over copper wire, 100BaseT
or other high-speed networks.

twisted-pair Ethernettwisted-pair Ethernet /
twstd peə
�iθənet/ noun a star-topology network
that uses twisted-pair cable and transmits
data at 10 Mbps;. Also called 10BaseT
two-address instructiontwo-address instruction /
tu ə��dres
n�
str�kʃən/ noun an instruction format
containing the location of two operands,
the result being stored in one of the oper-
and locations
2D2D /
tu �di/ object in a graphic image
that has only the appearance of width and
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height, not depth, so does not look like a
solid object
two-dimensionaltwo-dimensional /
tu da�

�menʃən(ə)l/ adjective which has two di-
mensions, i.e. flat, with no depth
two-dimensional arraytwo-dimensional array /tu da�


menʃ(ə)nəl ə��re/ noun an ordered struc-
ture whose elements are arranged as a ta-
ble of rows and columns
two-input addertwo-input adder /
tu 
npυt ��də/ ad-
jective � half adder
two-level subroutinetwo-level subroutine /
tu 
lev(ə)l
�s�brutin/ noun a subroutine containing
another subroutine
two-parttwo-part /tu pɑt/ noun referring to pa-
per with a top sheet for the original and a
second sheet for a copy � two-part invoic-
es
two-pass assemblertwo-pass assembler /
tu pɑs ə�

�semblə/ noun an assembler which con-
verts an assembly language program into
machine code in two passes (NOTE: The
first pass stores symbolic addresses, the
second converts them to absolute ad-
dresses.)
two-phase committwo-phase commit /
tu fez kə��mt/
noun (in a database) a function that en-
sures that each step of a transaction is cor-
rect and valid before committing the
changes to the database
two-plus-one-address instructiontwo-plus-one-address instruction
/tu pl�s w�n ə��dres/, two-plus-one in-
struction /tu pl�s w�n/ noun an instruc-
tion containing locations of two operands
and an address for the storage of the result
two’s complementtwo’s complement /�tuz

kɒmplmənt/ noun a complement
formed by adding one to the one’s comple-
ment of a binary number, often used to
represent negative binary numbers
TXTX abbr transmitter

typetype /tap/ noun 1. printed characters on
a page � they switched to italic type for the
heading 2. the definition of the processes
or sorts of data which a variable in a com-
puter can contain � verb to enter informa-
tion via a keyboard � I typed in the com-
mand again, but it still didn’t work. (NOTE:
types – typing – typed)
Type 1Type 1 /tap w�n/ noun a set of four
wires arranged as two pairs of solid wires
surrounded by a braided shield to reduce
interference
Type 2Type 2 /tap tu/ noun a set of twelve
wires arranged as six pairs of wire, used
for voice transmission
Type 3Type 3 /tap �θri/ noun a twisted pair of
wires, used for telephone wire
Type 5Type 5 /tap �fav/ noun 100–140 mi-
cron diameter fibre optic cable
Type 6Type 6 /
tap �sx/ noun a set of four sep-
arate wires arranged as two pairs, with
each wire made up of strands of fine wire
Type 8Type 8 /tap et/ noun a set of four sep-
arate wires arranged as two pairs, forming
shielded cable with no twists
Type cableType cable /tap �keb(ə)l/ noun a
specification for cables defined by IBM
typefacetypeface /�tap�
fes/ noun a set of char-
acters in a particular design and particular
weight � Most of this book is set in the
Times typeface.
typesettertypesetter /�tap�
setə/ noun a machine
which produces very high-quality text out-
put using a laser to create an image on pho-
tosensitive paper, usually at a resolution of
1275 or 2450 dpi
type sizetype size /tap saz/ noun the size of a
font, measured in points
type styletype style /tap stal/ noun the weight
and angle of a font, e.g. bold or italic
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UAUA /
ju �e/ noun (in an X.400 email
system) software that ensures a mail mes-
sage has the correct header information
and then delivers it to the message transfer
agent which sends the message to its des-
tination. Full form user agent
UARTUART /�juɑt/ noun a chip which con-
verts asynchronous serial bit streams to a
parallel form or parallel data to a serial bit
stream. Full form universal asynchro-
nous receiver/transmitter
UART controllerUART controller /�juɑt kən�
trəυlə/
noun a circuit that uses a UART to convert
serial data from a terminal into a parallel
form, then transmits it over a network
UBCUBC abbr universal block channel
UDPUDP /
ju di �pi/ noun a protocol that is
part of TCP/IP that is often used in net-
work management and SNMP applica-
tions. Full form user datagram protocol
UHFUHF /
ju etʃ �ef/ noun a range of fre-
quencies normally used to transmit televi-
sion signals. Full form ultra high fre-
quency
ULAULA /
ju el �e/ noun a chip containing a
number of unconnected logic circuits and
gates which can then be connected by a
customer to provide a required function.
Full form uncommitted logic array
ulawulaw /�julɔ/ noun a method of encoding
digital sound samples so that an 8-bit word
can store a 14-bit sound sample
UltimediaUltimedia /
�lti��midiə/ a trade name for
a multimedia concept developed by IBM
that combines sound, video, images and
text, and defines the hardware required to
run it
ultra-ultra- /�ltrə/ prefix very large
Ultra-2 SCSIUltra-2 SCSI /
�ltrə �tu es si es 
a/
noun an extension to the SCSI hard disk
interface that supports either 8-bit data
transfers at a rate of 40 Mbits/second or
16-bit data transfers at a rate of 80
Mbits/second (NOTE: This standard can
support 15 devices.)

Ultra ATAUltra ATA /
�ltrə e ti �e/ noun a ver-
sion of the AT Attachment hard disk drive
interface standard that can support a data
transfer rate of up to 33 MBps (NOTE: To
manage this high-speed data transfer
from the hard disk interface to the rest of
your PC, it needs to have a high-speed
version of DMA.)
ultra high frequencyultra high frequency /
�ltrə ha
�frikwənsi/ noun full form of UHF
Ultra SCSIUltra SCSI /
�ltrə es si es �a/ noun an
extension to the SCSI hard disk interface
that supports either 8-bit data transfers at a
rate of 20 Mbits/second or 16-bit data
transfers at a rate of 40 Mbits/second
(NOTE: This standard can support 15 de-
vices.)
ultraviolet erasable PROMultraviolet erasable PROM /�ltrə�


vaələt �
rezəb(ə)l �pi rɒm/ noun an
EPROM whose contents are erased by ex-
posing to UV light
ultraviolet lightultraviolet light /
�ltrəvaələt �lat/
noun full form of UV light
UMTSUMTS /
ju em ti �es/ noun a third gen-
eration mobile communication system that
supports voice data, and video signals to
the handset. Full form universal mobile
telecommunications system
unallowable digitunallowable digit /�nə�
laυəb(ə)l
�dd't/ noun an illegal combination of
bits in a word, according to predefined
rules
unarchiveunarchive /�n��ɑkav/ verb to retrieve a
computer file from an archive where it has
been stored (NOTE: unarchives – unar-
chiving – unarchived)
unary operationunary operation /
junəri 
ɒpə�

�reʃ(ə)n/ noun a computing operation on
only one operand, e.g. the logical NOT op-
eration
unattended operationunattended operation /
�nətendd

ɒpə��reʃ(ə)n/ noun an operation that can
proceed without the need for a person to
supervise
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unauthorisedunauthorised /�n��ɔθərazd/, unau-
thorized adjective which has not been au-
thorised � The use of a password is to pre-
vent unauthorised access to the data.
unbundled softwareunbundled software /�n�
b�nd(ə)ld
�sɒftweə/ noun software which is not in-
cluded in the price of the equipment
unclockedunclocked /�n��klɒkd/ adjective refer-
ring to an electronic circuit or flip-flop
which changes state as soon as an input
changes, not with a clock signal
uncommitted logic arrayuncommitted logic array
/
�nkəmtd �lɒd'k ə�
re/ noun full form
of ULA
uncommitted storage listuncommitted storage list
/
�nkəmtd �stɔrd' 
lst/ noun a table
of the areas of memory in a system that are
free or have not been allocated
unconditionalunconditional /
�nkən��dʃ(ə)nəl/ ad-
jective which does not depend on any con-
dition being met
unconditional branchunconditional branch /
�nkən�

�dʃ(ə)nəl brɑntʃ/, unconditional
jump /
�nkən��dʃ(ə)nəl d'�mp/, un-
conditional transfer noun an instruction
which transfers control from one point in
the program to another, without depending
on any condition being met
uncorrupteduncorrupted /
�nkə��r�ptd/ adjective
referring to a computer file or database
that is free of errors or viruses
undeleteundelete /��ndit/ verb to restore de-
leted information or a deleted file � Don’t
worry, this function will undelete your cuts
to the letter. (NOTE: undeletes – undelet-
ing – undeleted)
underflowunderflow /��ndəfləυ/ noun the result
of a numerical operation that is too small
to be represented with the given accuracy
of a computer
underlineunderline noun a line drawn or printed
under a piece of text. Also called under-
score � verb to print or write a line under
a piece of text (NOTE: underlines – un-
derlining – underlined)
underliningunderlining /
�ndə��lanŋ/ noun a
word-processing command which under-
lines text
underscoreunderscore /��ndəskɔ/ noun, verb
same as underline (NOTE: underscores
– underscoring – underscored)
undetected errorundetected error /
�ndtektd �erə/
noun an error which is not detected by a
coding system
undoundo /�n��du/ verb to reverse the previ-
ous action, normally an editing command
� You’ve just deleted the paragraph, but

you can undo it from the option in the Edit
menu. (NOTE: undoes – undoing – un-
did)
uneditedunedited /�n��edtd/ adjective which
has not been edited
unformattedunformatted /�n��fɔm�td/ adjective
1. referring to a text file which contains no
formatting commands, margins or typo-
graphical commands � It is impossible to
copy to an unformatted disk. 2. referring to
a disk which has not been formatted � The
cartridge drive provides 12.7Mbyte of un-
formatted storage.
unformatted capacityunformatted capacity /�n�
fɔm�td
kə��p�sti/ noun the capacity of a magnet-
ic disk before it has been formatted
unformatted diskunformatted disk /�n�
fɔm�td
� dsk/ noun a magnetic disk which has
not been formatted (NOTE: Disks must be
formatted before use.)
ungroupungroup /�n���rup/ verb to convert a
single complex object back into a series of
separate objects
uni-uni- /juni/ prefix one or single
unicastunicast /�junikɑst/ noun a transmis-
sion from a single computing terminal to
one other terminal
uniform resource locatoruniform resource locator
/
junfɔm r��zɔs ləυ�
keitə/ noun full
form of URL
uninstalluninstall /
�nn��stɑl/ verb to remove a
piece of software from a computer
uninterruptible power supplyuninterruptible power supply
/
�nntər�ptb(ə)l �paυə sə�
pla/ noun
full form of UPS
unionunion /�junjən/ noun a logical function
which produces a true output if any input
is true
unipolarunipolar /
juni��pəυlə/ adjective 1. (re-
ferring to a transistor) which can act as a
variable current flow control (NOTE: An
external signal varies the resistance of
the device.) 2. referring to a transmission
system in which a positive voltage pulse
and zero volts represents the binary bits 1
and 0
unipolar signalunipolar signal /jun�
pəυlə �s�n(ə)l/
noun a signal that uses only positive volt-
age levels
unique identifierunique identifier /ju�
nik a�

�dentfaə/ noun a set of characters used
to distinguish between different resources
in a multimedia book
unitunit /�junt/ noun 1. the smallest ele-
ment 2. a single machine, possibly with
many different parts
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unit bufferunit buffer /�junt 
b�fə/ noun a buffer
which is one character long (NOTE: Usual-
ly used to mean that there are no buffer-
ing facilities)
unit recordunit record /�junt 
rekɔd/ noun a
single record of information
universaluniversal /
jun��v�s(ə)l/ adjective
which applies everywhere or which can be
used everywhere or used for a number of
tasks
universal asynchronous receiver/transmitteruniversal asynchronous receiv-
er/transmitter /
junv�səl

esŋkrənəs r�
sivə tr�nz��mtə/ noun
full form of UART
universal block channeluniversal block channel
/
junv�s(ə)l �blɒk 
tʃ�n(ə)l/ noun a
communications channel allowing high
speed transfer of blocks of data to and
from high speed peripherals. Abbr UBC
universal deviceuniversal device /
junv�s(ə)l d�

�vas/ noun 1. same as UART 2. same as
USRT 3. same as USART
universal mobile telecommunications systemuniversal mobile telecommunica-
tions system /
junv�s(ə)l 
məυbal

telikəmjun��keʃ(ə)nz 
sstəm/ noun
full form of UMTS
universal product codeuniversal product code
/
junv�s(ə)l �prɒd�kt 
kəυd/ noun a
standard printed bar coding system used to
identify products in a shop using a bar
code reader or at a EPOS. Abbr UPC
universal programminguniversal programming
/
junv�s(ə)l �prəυ�r�mŋ/ noun the
writing of a program which is not specific
to one machine, so that it can run on sever-
al machines
universal resource locatoruniversal resource locator
/
junv�s(ə)l r��zɔs ləυ�
keitə/ noun
full form of URL
universal serial busuniversal serial bus /
junv�s(ə)l
�səriəl 
b�s/ noun full form of USB
universal setuniversal set /
jun��v�s(ə)l set/
noun a complete set of elements which
conform to a set of rules � The universal
set of prime numbers less than 10 and
greater than 2 is 3,5,7.
universal synchronous asynchronous receiver/transmitteruniversal synchronous asynchro-
nous receiver/transmitter
/
junv�səl 
sŋkrənəs 
esŋkrənəs r�


sivə tr�nz��mtə/ noun full form of US-
ART
universal synchronous receiver/transmitteruniversal synchronous receiv-
er/transmitter /
junv�s(ə)l

sŋkrənəs r�
sivə tr�ns��mtə/ noun
full form of USRT
UNIXUNIX /�junks/ noun a popular multius-
er, multitasking operating system devel-

oped by AT&T Bell Laboratories to run on
almost any computer, from PCs to mini-
computers and large mainframes

‘Hampshire fire brigade is investing £2 million in a
command and control system based on the new Se-
riesFT fault-tolerant Unix machine from Motorola.’
[Computing]

UNIX-to-UNIX copyUNIX-to-UNIX copy /
junks tə

junks �kɒpi/ noun a software utility
that helps make it easier for a user to copy
data from one computer running UNIX via
a serial link to another computer running
UNIX. Abbr UUCP
unjustifiedunjustified /�n��d'�stfad/ adjective
referring to text which has not been justi-
fied
unjustified tapeunjustified tape /�n��d'�st�
fad tep/
noun a tape containing unformatted text,
which cannot be printed until formatting
data such as justification, line width and
page size has been added by a computer
unlockunlock /�n��lɒk/ verb to make it possible
for other users to write to a file or access a
system
unmoderated listunmoderated list /�n�
mɒdəretd
�lst/ noun a mailing list that sends any
material submitted to the listserv on to all
the subscribers without a person reading or
checking the content
unmodified instructionunmodified instruction /�n�


mɒdfad n��str�kʃən/ noun a program
instruction which is directly processed
without modification to obtain the opera-
tion to be performed
unmodulatedunmodulated /�n��mɒdjυletd/ adjec-
tive referring to a signal which has not
been modulated
unmountunmount /�n��maυnt/ verb 1. to remove
a disk from a disk drive 2. to inform the
operating system that a disk drive is no
longer in active use
unpackunpack /�n��p�k/ verb to remove packed
data from storage and expand it to its
former state � This routine unpacks the ar-
chived file.
unplugunplug /�n��pl��/ verb to take a plug out
of a socket � Do not move the system with-
out unplugging it. (NOTE: unplugging –
unplugged)
unpopulatedunpopulated /�n��pɒpjυletd/ adjec-
tive referring to a printed circuit board
which does not yet contain any compo-
nents or whose sockets are empty
unprotectedunprotected /
�nprə��tektd/ adjective
referring to data which can be modified
and is not protected by a security measure
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unprotected fieldunprotected field /
�nprə��tektd
fil*d/ noun a section of a computer dis-
play that a user can modify
unrecoverable errorunrecoverable error /�nr�


k�vərəb(ə)l �erə/ noun a computer hard-
ware or software error which causes a pro-
gram to crash
unshielded twisted-pair cableunshielded twisted-pair cable
/
�nʃildd 
twstd �peə 
keb(ə)l/ noun
full form of UTP cable
unsignedunsigned /�n��sand/ adjective referring
to a number system which does not repre-
sent negative numbers
unsolicited mailunsolicited mail /
�nsə��lstd mel/
noun an advertising email message that
has not been requested. � spam (NOTE: Do
not send out unsolicited mail to unknown
email addresses unless you want to an-
noy the recipients and damage your
company’s reputation)
unsortedunsorted /�n��sɔtd/ adjective referring
to data which has not been sorted � It took
four times as long to search the unsorted
file.
unsubscribeunsubscribe /
�nsəb��skrab/ verb to
cancel a subscription to or registration
with something, especially an email mail-
ing list (NOTE: unsubscribes – unsub-
scribing – unsubscribed)

‘All commercial messages will have to include full
details of the sender’s name and physical address, as
well as an unsubscribe option allowing recipients to
stop any further messages.’ [The Guardian]

unsupportedunsupported /
�nsə��pɔtd/ adjective
having no technical support system
unzipunzip /�n��zp/ verb to restore a com-
pressed computer file to its original size
(NOTE: unzipping – unzipped)
upup /�p/ adverb referring to a computer or
program that is working or running � They
must have found the fault – the computer is
finally up and running.
UPCUPC abbr universal product code
up conversionup conversion /�p kən��v�ʃ(ə)n/
noun same as scan conversion
updateupdate noun /��pdet/ 1. a master file
which has been made up -to date by adding
new material 2. a piece of printed informa-
tion which is an up-to-date revision of ear-
lier information 3. a new version of a sys-
tem which is sent to users of the existing
system � verb /�p��det/ to change or add
to specific data in a master file so as to
make the information up -to date � He has
the original and updated documents on
disks. (NOTE: updates – updating – up-
dated)

update fileupdate file /�p��det fal/ noun a file
containing recent changes or transactions
to records which is used to update the mas-
ter file. Also called detail file, transac-
tion file
up/down counterup/down counter /�p �daυn 
kaυntə/
noun an electronic counter which can in-
crement or decrement a counter with each
input pulse
upgradeupgrade /�p���red/ verb to make a sys-
tem more powerful or more up -to date by
adding new equipment or facilities � They
can upgrade the printer. (NOTE: upgrades
– upgrading – upgraded)
upkeepupkeep /��pkip/ noun the process of
keeping data up-to-date � The upkeep of
the files means reviewing them every six
months.
uplinkuplink /��plŋk/ noun a transmission
link from an earth station to a satellite
uploadupload /��p�
ləυd/ verb 1. to transfer data
files or programs from a small computer to
a main CPU � The user can upload PC
data to update mainframe applications. 2.
to transfer a file from one computer to a
BBS or host computer � The image can be
manipulated before it is uploaded to the
host computer. � opposite download
uppercaseuppercase /
�pə��kes/ noun the style of
capital letters and other symbols on a key-
board which are accessed by pressing the
shift key
upper memoryupper memory /
�pə �mem(ə)ri/ noun
(in an IBM PC) 384 Kb of memory located
between the 640 Kb and 1 Mb limits, after
the 640 Kb conventional memory but be-
fore the high memory areas above the 1
Mb range
UPSUPS /
ju pi �es/ noun a power supply
which can continue to provide a regulated
supply to equipment even after a mains
power failure, using a battery. Full form
uninterruptible power supply

‘Magnum Power Systems has launched a new UPS
for PCs. The BI-UPS prevents loss of data due to
power dips or ‘brown-outs’ – voltage drops because
of circuit overload.’ [Computing]

uptimeuptime, up time noun the time during
which a device is operational and error-
free. Opposite downtime
upward compatibleupward compatible, upwards com-
patible adjective referring to hardware or
software designed to be compatible either
with earlier models or with future models
which have not yet been developed
URLURL /
ju ɑ �el/ noun an Internet system
used to standardise the way in which
World Wide Web addresses are written;
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made up of three parts: the first is the pro-
tocol (such as HTTP or FTP), then the do-
main name of the service and finally the
directory or file name � The URL of the
Bloomsbury Publishing home page is ‘ht-
tp://www.bloomsbury.com’. Full form uni-
form resource locator

COMMENT: It is made up of three parts: the first
is the protocol, e.g. HTTP or FTP, then the do-
main name of the service and finally the direc-
tory or file name – ‘http://www.bloomsbury.
com/index.html’

usabilityusability /
juzə��blti/ noun the ease
with which hardware or software can be
used � We have studied usability tests and
found that a GUI is easier for new users
than a command line.
USARTUSART /�juzɑt/ noun a chip which can
be instructed by a CPU to communicate
with asynchronous or synchronous bit
streams or parallel data lines. Full form
universal synchronous asynchronous
receiver-transmitter
USASCIIUSASCII /
ju es ��ski/ abbr USA
standard code for information interchange.
� ASCII
USBUSB /
ju es �bi/ noun a standard defin-
ing a high-speed serial interface that trans-
fers data at up to 12Mbps and allows up to
127 compatible peripherals to be connect-
ed to a computer. Full form universal se-
rial bus. � Firewire
UsenetUsenet /�juz�
net/ noun a section of the
Internet that provides forums, called news-
groups, in which any user can add a mes-
sage or comment on any other message
useruser /�juzə/ noun 1. a person who uses
a computer, machine or software 2. a key-
board operator

‘…the user’s guides are designed for people who
have never seen a computer, but some sections have
been spoiled by careless checking’ [PC User]

user accountuser account /�juzə ə�
kaυnt/ noun (in
a network or multiuser system) a record
which identifies a user, contains his or her
password and holds his or her rights to use
resources � I have a new user account on
this LAN but I cannot remember my pass-
word.
user agentuser agent /�juzə 
ed'ənt/ noun full
form of UA
user areauser area /�juzə 
eəriə/ noun a part of
memory which is available for the user,
and does not contain the operating system
user datagram protocoluser datagram protocol /
juzə
�detə�r�m 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form
of UDP

user-definableuser-definable /�juzə d�
fanəb(ə)l/
adjective referring to a feature or section
of a program that a user can customise as
required � The style sheet contains 125
user-definable symbols.
user-defined characteruser-defined character /
juzə d�


fand �k�rktə/ plural noun a character
which is created by the user and added to
the standard character set
user documentationuser documentation /
juzə 
dɒkjυ
men��teʃ(ə)n/ noun documentation pro-
vided with a program which helps the user
run it � Using the package was easy with
the excellent user documentation.
user-friendlyuser-friendly /
juzə �frendli/ adjec-
tive referring to a language, system or pro-
gram which is easy to use and interact with

‘ModelMaker saves researchers a great deal of time
and effort, and provides a highly user-friendly envi-
ronment using menus and ‘buttons’, instant output,
and instant access to a wide variety of mathematical
techniques built into the system.’ [Computing]

user-friendly softwareuser-friendly software /
juzə

frendli �sɒftweə/ noun a program which
is easy for a nonexpert to use and interact
with
user groupuser group /�juzə �rup/ noun an as-
sociation or club of users of a particular
system or computer � I found how to solve
the problem by asking people at the user
group meeting.
user guideuser guide /�juzə �ad/ noun a manual
describing how to use a software package
or system
user IDuser ID /
juzə a �di/ noun a unique
identification code which allows a compu-
ter to recognise a user � If you forget your
user ID, you will not be able to log on.
user interfaceuser interface /�juzə 
ntəfes/ noun
hardware or software designed to make it
easier for a user to communicate with a
machine
user leveluser level /�juzə 
lev(ə)l/ noun (in au-
thoring software) one of two modes that
allows a user to run and interact with a
multimedia application but not to modify
it in any way
user nameuser name /�juzə nem/ noun (in a
network or multi-user system) a name by
which a user is known to the system and
which opens the correct user account
user-operated languageuser-operated language /
juzə

ɒpəretd �l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a high-level
programming language which allows cer-
tain problems or procedures to be easily
expressed
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user portuser port /�juzə pɔt/ noun a socket
which allows peripherals to be connected
to a computer
user programuser program /�juzə 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a program written by a user, often in
a high-level language
user-selectableuser-selectable /
juzə s��lektəb(ə)l/
adjective which can be chosen or selected
by the user
user’s manualuser’s manual /�juzəz 
m�njυəl/
noun a booklet showing how a device or
system should be used
user’s programuser’s program /�juzəz 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a computer software written by a
user rather than a manufacturer
USRTUSRT /
ju es ɑ �ti/ noun a single inte-
grated circuit which can carry out all the
serial to parallel and interfacing operations
required between a computer and trans-
mission line. Full form universal syn-
chronous receiver/transmitter
utility programutility program /ju��tlti 
prəυ�r�m/
noun a program which is concerned with

such routine activities as file searching,
copying files, file directories, sorting and
debugging and various mathematical func-
tions
UTP cableUTP cable /
ju ti �pi 
keb(ə)l/ noun
a cable consisting of two insulated copper
wires twisted around each other, to reduce
induction and so interference. Full form
unshielded twisted-pair cable

COMMENT: UTP is normally used for telephone
cabling, but is also the cabling used in the
IEEE 802.3 (10BaseT) standard that defines
Ethernet running over UTP at rates of up to 10
Mbits per second. Unlike STP cable, the pair
of wires are not wrapped in any other layer.

UUCPUUCP abbr Unix-to-Unix copy
UuencodingUuencoding /
ju ju n��kəυdŋ/ noun
a method of converting documents and
files to a pseudo-text format that allows
them to be transmitted as an email mes-
sage

COMMENT: This gets around the Internet’s ina-
bility to transfer messages that are not text. It
has now been largely replaced by MIME.

V
VV abbr voltage
V20V20 noun a range of processor chips
made by NEC, which are compatible with
the Intel 8088 and 8086. Also called V30
V.21V.21 noun an outdated full duplex com-
munications standard at 300 baud (NOTE:
In the USA, the Bell 103 standard was
used instead.)
V.22V.22 noun a half-duplex communication
standard at 1,200 bps (NOTE: In the USA,
the Bell 212A standard was more com-
monly used.)
V.22bisV.22bis noun a full-duplex modem com-
munication standard transferring data at
up to 2,400 bps
V.29V.29 noun a half-duplex modem commu-
nication standard transferring data at up to
9,600 bps (NOTE: This standard is gener-
ally used by fax modems.)

V30V30 noun � V20
V.32V.32 noun a full-duplex modem commu-
nication standard that can transfer data at
up to 9,600 bps but can also automatically
adjust its speed based on the quality of the
telephone line, in order to avoid errors
V.32bisV.32bis noun a protocol similar to the
V.32 protocol but able to transfer data at
rates up to 14,400 bps.
V.42V.42 noun an error-detection system that
can be used to reduce errors due to poor
telephone line quality. � MNP
V.42bisV.42bis noun a data compression system
that increases the data transfer rate up to
34,000 bps
V.90V.90 noun a full-duplex modem data
communication standard at up to 56,600
bps
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vaccinevaccine /�v�ksin/ noun a software util-
ity used to check a system to see if any vi-
ruses are present, and remove any that are
found
validvalid /�v�ld/ adjective correct, accord-
ing to a set of rules
validatevalidate /�v�l�
det/ verb to check that
an input or data is correct according to a
set of rules (NOTE: validates – validating
– validated)
validationvalidation /
v�l��deʃ(ə)n/ noun a
check performed to validate data. � verifi-
cation
validityvalidity /və��ldti/ noun the correctness
of an instruction or password
validity checkvalidity check /və��ldəti tʃek/ noun a
check that data or results are realistic
valid memory addressvalid memory address /
v�ld
�mem(ə)ri ə�
dres/ noun a signal on a con-
trol bus indicating that an address is avail-
able on the address bus
valuevalue /�v�lju/ noun what something is
worth, either in money or as a quantity
value-addedvalue-added /
v�lju ��dd/ adjective
(with extra benefit for a user
value-added networkvalue-added network /
v�lju 
�dd
�netw�k/ noun a commercial network
which offers information services, e.g.
stock prices, weather, email or advice, as
well as basic file transfer. Abbr VAN
value-added resellervalue-added reseller /
v�lju �dd
�riselə/ noun a company that buys hard-
ware or software and adds another feature,
customises or offers an extra service to at-
tract customers. Abbr VAR
VANVAN /v�n/ abbr value-added network
V & VV & V /
vi ənd �vi/ noun the process of
testing a system to check that it is func-
tioning correctly and that it is suitable for
the tasks intended. Full form verification
and validation
vanishing point perspectivevanishing point perspective
/�v�nʃŋ pɔnt pə�
spektv/ noun graph-
ics displayed in two dimensions that have
the appearance of depth as all lines con-
verge at a vanishing point and objects ap-
pear smaller as they are further from the
user
vapourwarevapourware /�vepəweə/ noun prod-
ucts which exist in name only (informal)

‘Rivals dismissed the initiative as IBM vapourware,
designed to protect its installed base of machines
running under widely differing operating systems.’
[Computing]

VARVAR abbr value-added reseller
variablevariable /�veəriəb(ə)l/ adjective which
is able to change � noun a register or stor-

age location which can contain any
number or characters and which may vary
during the program run. Opposite con-
stant
variable datavariable data /
veəriəb(ə)l �detə/
noun data which can be modified, and is
not write protected
variable data rate videovariable data rate video
/
veəriəb(ə)l 
detə ret �vdiəυ/ noun
full form of VDRV
variable data typevariable data type /
veəriəb(ə)l
�detə 
tap/ noun a variable that can con-
tain any sort of data, e.g. numerical or text
variable formatvariable format /
veəriəb(ə)l �fɔm�t/
noun a changing method of arranging data
or text within an area
variable length recordvariable length record /
veəriəb(ə)l
leŋθ �rekɔd/ noun a record which can be
of any length
variable namevariable name /�veəriəb(ə)l nem/
noun a word used to identify a variable in
a program
variable word length computervariable word length computer
/
veəriəb(ə)l w�d leŋθ kəm��pjutə/
noun a computer in which the number of
bits which make up a word is variable, and
varies according to the type of data
VBVB abbr Visual Basic
VBAVBA abbr Visual Basic for Applications
VboxVbox /�vibɒks/ noun a device that al-
lows several VCRs, videodiscs and cam-
corders to be attached and controlled by
one unit, developed by Sony. Full form
video box
VBScriptVBScript /vi �bi 
skrpt/ abbr Visual
Basic Script. Compare JavaScript
VBXVBX abbr Visual Basic Extension (NOTE:
Originally developed as a way of adding
extra programming features to the Micro-
soft VB programming language, it is now
a standard that can be used by many
Windows programming tools; a VBX can
be used in 16-bit or 32-bit Windows (ver-
sions 3.x or 95) whereas an OCX control
will only work with 32-bit Windows (ver-
sion 95 and later).)
VCRVCR /
vi si �ɑ/ noun a machine that can
record analog video signals onto a magnet-
ic cassette tape and play back the tape to
display video on a monitor. Full form vid-
eo cassette recorder

COMMENT: The most popular formats are: 1-
inch tape, used for studio-quality mastering;
3/4-inch tape, which was widely used but has
now been mostly replaced by 1/2-inch tape;
1/2-inch VHS format tape, which was first
used only in the home but has now mostly re-
placed 3/4-inch tape; 1/2-inch Beta format
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tape, which was the first home VCR format
but is no longer used. Some VCRs can be
used to store digital data for data backup.

VDRVVDRV /
vi di ɑ �vi/ noun a digital vid-
eo system that can adjust the amount of
data used to represent each different frame
and so adjust image quality or stay within
bandwidth limits. Full form variable data
rate video
VDUVDU /
vi di �ju/ noun a terminal with a
screen and a keyboard, on which text or
graphics can be viewed and information
entered. Full form visual display unit
vectorvector /�vektə/ noun 1. the address
which directs a computer to a new memory
location 2. a coordinate that consists of a
magnitude and direction
vectored interruptvectored interrupt /
vektəd
�ntər�pt/ noun an interrupt signal which
directs the processor to a routine at a par-
ticular address
vector fontvector font /�vektə fɒnt/ noun the
shape of characters within a font that are
drawn vector graphics, allowing the char-
acters to be scaled to almost any size with-
out changing the quality
vector graphicsvector graphics /�vektə 
�r�fks/,
vector image noun a system of drawing
objects using curves and lines. Also called
vector scan

COMMENT: The images are described by line
length and direction from an origin to plot lines
and so build up an image rather than a de-
scription of each pixel, as in a bitmap. A vector
image can be easily and accurately resized
with no loss of detail.

vector processorvector processor /�vektə 
prəυsesə/
noun a coprocessor that operates on one
row or column of an array at a time
Veitch diagramVeitch diagram /�vatʃ 
daə�r�m/
noun a graphical representation of a truth
table
vendorvendor /�vendə/ noun a person who
manufactures, sells or supplies hardware
or software products
vendor-independentvendor-independent /
vendə 
nd�

�pendənt/ adjective referring to hardware
or software that will work with hardware
and software manufactured by other ven-
dors
vendor-independent messagingvendor-independent messaging
/
vendə 
ndpendənt �mesd'ŋ/ noun
full form of VIM
Venn diagramVenn diagram /�ven 
daə�r�m/ noun
a graphical representation of the relation-
ships between the states in a system or cir-
cuit

verificationverification /
verf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the
process of checking that data has been
keyboarded correctly or that data trans-
ferred from one medium to another has
been transferred correctly
verification and validationverification and validation
/
verfkeʃ(ə)n ən 
v�l��deʃ(ə)n/ noun
full form of V & V
verifierverifier /�verfaə/ noun a special device
for verifying input data
verifyverify /�ver�
fa/ verb to check that data
recorded or entered is correct (NOTE: veri-
fies – verifying – verifies)
VeronicaVeronica /və��rɒnkə/ a tool that works
with Gopher to help a user find informa-
tion or files on the World Wide Web
versionversion /�v�ʃ(ə)n/ noun a copy or pro-
gram or statement which is slightly differ-
ent from others � The latest version of the
software includes an improved graphics
routine.
version controlversion control /�v�ʃ(ə)n kən�
trəυl/
noun a utility software that allows several
programmers to work on a source file and
monitors the changes that have been made
by each programmer
version numberversion number /�v�ʃ(ə)n 
n�mbə/
noun the number of the version of a prod-
uct
vertexvertex /�v�teks/ noun a point in space
defined by the three coordinates x, y and z
verticalvertical /�v�tk(ə)l/ adjective at right
angles to the horizontal
vertical applicationvertical application /
v�tk(ə)l 
�pl�

�keʃ(ə)n/ noun application software that
has been designed for a specific use, rather
than for general use � Your new software
to manage a florist’s is a good vertical ap-
plication.
vertical axisvertical axis /
v�tk(ə)l ��kss/ noun
a reference line used for vertical coordi-
nates on a graph
vertical blanking intervalvertical blanking interval
/
v�tk(ə)l �bl�ŋkŋ 
ntəvəl/ noun �
raster
vertical format unitvertical format unit /
v�tk(ə)l
�fɔm�t 
junt/ noun a part of the control
system of a printer which governs the ver-
tical format of the document to be printed,
e.g. vertical spacing or page length. Abbr
VFU
vertical interval time codevertical interval time code
/
v�tk(ə)l 
ntəv(ə)l �tam 
kəυd/ noun
full form of VITC
vertical justificationvertical justification /
v�tk(ə)l

d'�stf��keʃ(ə)n/ noun the adjustment
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349 video controller
of the spacing between lines of text to fit a
section of text into a page
verticallyvertically /�v�tkli/ adverb from top to
bottom or going up and down at right an-
gles to the horizontal � The page has been
justified vertically.
vertical parity checkvertical parity check /
v�tk(ə)l
�p�rti 
tʃek/ noun an error detection test
in which the bits of a word are added and
compared with a correct total
vertical portalvertical portal /
v�tk(ə)l �pɔt(ə)l/
noun full form of VORTAL
vertical redundancy checkvertical redundancy check
/
v�tk(ə)l r��d�ndənsi 
tʃek/ noun full
form of VRC
vertical scan frequencyvertical scan frequency /
v�tk(ə)l
�sk�n 
frikwənsi/ noun the number of
times a picture beam in a monitor moves
from the last line back up to the first
vertical scrollingvertical scrolling /
v�tk(ə)l
�skrəυlŋ/ noun displayed text which
moves up or down the computer screen
one line at a time
vertical sync signalvertical sync signal /
v�tk(ə)l �sŋk

s�n(ə)l/ noun (in a video signal) a signal
which indicates the end of the last trace at
the bottom of the display
vertical tabvertical tab /
v�tk(ə)l �t�b/ noun the
number of lines that should be skipped be-
fore printing starts again
very large scale integrationvery large scale integration /
veri
lɑd' skel 
nt���reʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of VLSI
VESAVESA abbr Video Electronics Standards
Association
VESA local busVESA local bus /
vi i es e �ləυk(ə)l
b�s/ noun full form of VL-bus
vestigial side bandvestigial side band /ves�
td'iəl �sad

b�nd/ noun full form of VSB
V formatV format /vi �fɔm�t/ noun data organ-
isation, in which variable length records
are stored with a header which contains
their length
VFUVFU abbr vertical format unit
VFWVFW abbr Video for Windows
VGAVGA /
vi d'i �e/ noun (in an IBM PC)
a standard of video adapter developed by
IBM that can support a display with a res-
olution up to 640 x 480 pixels in up to 256
colours, superseded by SVGA
VGA feature connectorVGA feature connector /
vi d'i e
�fitʃə kə�
nektə/ noun a 26-pin edge con-
nector or port of a VGA display adapter,
usually at the top edge, that allows another
device to access its palette information and
clock signals

viavia /�vaə/ preposition going through
something or using something to get to a
destination � The signals have reached us
via satellite.
VidCapVidCap /�vdk�p/ noun a utility pro-
gram used in the Microsoft VFW system
to capture a video sequence
videovideo /�vdiəυ/ noun text or images or
graphics viewed on television or a monitor
video adaptervideo adapter /�vdiəυ ə�
d�ptə/ noun
an add-in board which converts data into
electrical signals to drive a monitor and
display text and graphics. Also called vid-
eo board, video controller
video bandwidthvideo bandwidth /
vdiəυ
�b�ndwdθ/ noun the maximum display
resolution, measured in MHz, and calcu-
lated by horizontal x vertical resolution x
refreshes/sec (NOTE: TV studio recording
is limited to 5 MHz; TV broadcasting is
limited to 3.58 MHz)
video boardvideo board /�vdiəυ bɔd/ noun same
as video adapter
video buffervideo buffer /�vdiəυ 
b�fə/ noun
memory in a video adapter that is used to
store the bitmap of the image being dis-
played
video capture boardvideo capture board /
vdiəυ
�k�ptʃə 
bɔd/ noun a board that plugs
into an expansion socket inside a PC and
lets a user capture a TV picture and store it
in memory so that it can then be processed
by a computer
video cassette recordervideo cassette recorder /
vdiəυ kə�

�set r�
kɔdə/ noun full form of VCR
video-CDvideo-CD /
vdiəυ 
si �di/ noun a CD-
ROM that stores digital video data con-
forming to the Philips White Book stand-
ard and uses MPEG compression for the
full-motion video data
video clipvideo clip noun a short video sequence
video codecvideo codec /
vdiəυ �kəυdek/ noun
an electronic device to convert a video sig-
nal to or from a digital form
video compressionvideo compression /
vdiəυ kəm�

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun algorithms used to com-
press analog television signals so that they
can be efficiently broadcast over a digital
channel
video conferencingvideo conferencing /�vdiəυ

kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the linking of vid-
eo, audio and computer signals from dif-
ferent locations so that distant people can
talk and see each other, as if in a confer-
ence room
video controllervideo controller /
vdiəυ kən��trəυlə/
noun same as video adapter
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video digitiservideo digitiser /
vdiəυ �dd'tazə/
noun a high-speed digital sampling circuit
which stores a TV picture in memory so
that it can then be processed by a computer
videodiscvideodisc /�vdiəυdsk/ noun a read-
only optical disc that can store up to two
hours of video data, usually used either to
store a complete film, as a rival to video
cassette, or to use in an interactive system
with text, video and still images (NOTE:
For interactive use, a videodisc can store
54,000 frames of information. If the vide-
odisc contains a complete film, the data
is recorded using a constant linear veloc-
ity format; if it is used to store interactive
data, it is stored in a constant angular ve-
locity format.)
video displayvideo display /�vdiəυ d�
sple/ noun a
device which can display text or graphical
information, e.g. a CRT
video editingvideo editing /
vdiəυ �edtŋ/ noun a
method of editing a video sequence in
which the video is digitised and stored in a
computer
video editorvideo editor /�vdiəυ 
edtə/ noun a
computer that controls two videotape re-
corders to allow an operator to play back
sequences from one and record these on
the second machine
Video Electronics Standards AssociationVideo Electronics Standards As-
sociation /
vdiəυ elek�
trɒnks
�st�ndədz ə�
səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of VESA
Video for WindowsVideo for Windows /
vdiəυ fə
�wndəυz/ a trade name for a set of soft-
ware drivers and utilities for Microsoft
Windows 3.1, developed by Microsoft,
that allows AVI-format video files to be
played back in a window. Abbr VFW
video gamevideo game /�vdiəυ �em/ noun a
game played on a computer, with action
shown on a video display
video graphics arrayvideo graphics array /
vdiəυ
��r�fks ə�
re/ noun (in an IBM PC) a
standard of video adapter developed by
IBM that can support a display with a res-
olution up to 640 x 480 pixels in up to 256
colours, superseded by SVGA. Abbr VGA
video graphics cardvideo graphics card /
vdiəυ
��r�fks 
kɑd/ noun an expansion card
that fits into an expansion slot inside a PC
and that allows a computer to display both
generated text and graphics and moving
video images from an external camera or
VCR. Also called overlay card
video interface chipvideo interface chip /
vdiəυ
�ntəfes 
tʃp/ noun a chip which con-

trols a video display allowing information
such as text or graphics stored in a compu-
ter to be displayed
video lookup tablevideo lookup table /
vdiəυ �lυk�p

teb(ə)l/ noun a collection of precalculat-
ed values of the different colours that are
stored in memory and can be examined
very quickly to produce an answer without
the need to recalculate
video memoryvideo memory /
vdiəυ �mem(ə)ri/
noun a high speed random access memory
used to store computer-generated or digi-
tised images
video monitorvideo monitor /�vdiəυ 
mɒntə/ noun
a device able to display, without sound,
signals from a computer
video random access memoryvideo random access memory
/
vdiəυ 
r�ndəm 
�kses �mem(ə)ri/,
video RAM /
vdiəυ �r�m/ noun full
form of VRAM. same as video memory
video scannervideo scanner /�vdiəυ 
sk�nə/ noun
a device which allows images of objects or
pictures to be entered into a computer �
New video scanners are designed to scan
three-dimensional objects.
video servervideo server /�vdiəυ 
s�və/ noun a
dedicated computer on a network used to
store video sequences
video signalvideo signal /�vdiəυ 
s�n(ə)l/ noun a
signal which provides line picture infor-
mation and synchronisation pulses
(informal)
video system control architecturevideo system control architecture
/
vdiəυ 
sstəm kən��trəυl 
ɑktektʃə/
noun full form of ViSCA
video tape recordervideo tape recorder /
vdiəυ �tep r�


kɔdə/ noun full form of VTR
video teleconferencingvideo teleconferencing /
vdiəυ
�teli�
kɒnf(ə)rənsŋ/ noun the linking of
computers that can capture and display
video so that distant people can talk to and
see each other, as if in a conference room
video terminalvideo terminal /�vdiəυ 
t�mn(ə)l/
noun a keyboard with a monitor
videotextvideotext /�vdiəυtekst/, videotex
/�vdiəυteks/ noun a system for transmit-
ting text and displaying it on a screen

COMMENT: This covers information transmitted
either by TV signals (teletext) or by signals
sent down telephone lines (viewdata).

video windowvideo window /�vdiəυ 
wndəυ/ noun
a window that displays a moving video im-
age, independent of other displayed mate-
rial
viewview /vju/ verb to look at something, es-
pecially something displayed on a screen
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� The user has to pay a charge for viewing
pages on a bulletin board.
viewdataviewdata /�vjudetə/ noun an interac-
tive system for transmitting text or graph-
ics from a database to a user’s terminal by
telephone lines, providing facilities for in-
formation retrieval, transactions, educa-
tion, games and recreation

COMMENT: The user calls up the page of infor-
mation required, using the telephone and a
modem, as opposed to teletext, where the
pages of information are repeated one after
the other automatically.

viewerviewer /�vjuə/ noun a utility that allows
a user to see what is contained in an image
or formatted document file without having
to start the program that created it
VIMVIM /vm/ noun a set of standards devel-
oped by IBM, Borland, Novell and Apple
that provides a way of sending email mes-
sages between applications. Full form
vendor-independent messaging.
Compare MAPI
viralviral /�varəl/ adjective referring to unso-
licited emails that automatically forward
themselves from one user to another, or to
activities that use such emails
viral marketingviral marketing /�varəl 
mɑktŋ/
noun a form of marketing in which an or-
ganisation’s customers act as advertisers
for its products by spreading knowledge of
them to other people, especially over the
Internet
virginvirgin /�v�d'n/ adjective referring to a
medium that has not been recorded on be-
fore
virtualvirtual /�v�tʃuəl/ adjective referring to
a feature or device which does not actually
exist but which is simulated by a computer
and can be used by a user as if it did exist
virtual addressvirtual address /
v�tʃuəl ə��dres/
noun an address referring to virtual mem-
ory
virtual assistantvirtual assistant /
v�tʃuəl ə�

�sst(ə)nt/ noun an employee who works
as a personal assistant to somebody but
does the job from another place solely by
using computer and phone links
virtual circuitvirtual circuit /
v�tʃuəl �s�kt/ noun
a link established between a source and
sink in a packet-switching network for the
duration of the call
virtual communityvirtual community /
v�tʃuəl kə�

�mjunti/ noun a group of people who
communicate with each other via the Inter-
net
virtual desktopvirtual desktop /
v�tʃυəl �desktɒp/
noun an area that is bigger than the physi-

cal limits of the monitor, and which can
contain text, images, windows and other
facilities. Also called virtual screen
virtual diskvirtual disk /
v�tʃuəl �dsk/ noun a
section of RAM used with a short control-
ling program as if it were a fast disk stor-
age system
virtual imagevirtual image /
v�tʃuəl �md'/ noun
a complete image stored in memory rather
than the part of it that is displayed
virtual machinevirtual machine /
v�tʃuəl mə��ʃin/
noun a piece of software that allows a Java
application to run on a computer. Abbr VM

COMMENT: When a developer writes a pro-
gram in Java, it is compiled to a file format
called bytecode (or pseudocode). This file can
then be run using another application (the vir-
tual machine) that is specific to the particular
computer platform – there are virtual machine
applications for PCs, Apple Macs and Sun
computers, and each can run the same Java
bytecode file, making Java a platform-inde-
pendent language.

virtual memoryvirtual memory /
v�tʃuəl �mem(ə)ri/
noun a system of providing extra main
memory by using a disk drive as if it were
RAM. Also called virtual storage
virtual memory stackvirtual memory stack /
v�tʃuəl
�mem(ə)ri 
st�k/ noun a temporary store
for pages in a virtual memory system
virtual realityvirtual reality /
v�tʃυəl ri���lti/ noun
full form of VR � This new virtual reality
software can create a three-dimensional
room that you can navigate around.

‘Autodesk suggests that anyone wishing to build
Virtual Reality applications with the Cyberspace De-
veloper’s Kit should have solid knowledge of pro-
gramming in C++ along with general knowledge of
computer graphics.’ [Computing]

virtual reality modelling languagevirtual reality modelling language
/
v�tʃuəl ri�
�lti �mɒd(ə)lŋ

l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of VRML
virtual screenvirtual screen /
v�tʃuəl �skrin/ noun
same as virtual desktop
virtual storagevirtual storage /
v�tʃuəl �stɔrd'/
noun abbr VS. same as virtual memory
virtual terminalvirtual terminal /
v�tʃuəl
�t�mn(ə)l/ noun a set of ideal terminal
specifications used as a model by a real
terminal
virusvirus /�varəs/ noun a program which
adds itself to an executable file and copies
itself to other executable files each time an
infected file is run � If your PC is infected
with a virus, your data is at risk.

COMMENT: Viruses can corrupt data, display a
message or do nothing. They are spread by
downloading unchecked files from a bulletin
board system or via unregulated networks or
by inserting an unchecked floppy disk into
your PC – always use a virus detector.
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virus checkervirus checker /�varəs 
tʃekə/ noun a
piece of software that is used to try and de-
tect and remove unwanted virus programs
from the hard disk of a computer
virus detectorvirus detector /�varəs d�
tektə/ noun
a utility software which checks executable
files to see if they contain a known virus
ViSCAViSCA /�vskə/ noun a protocol used to
synchronise multiple video devices, devel-
oped by Sony. Full form video system
control architecture
visualvisual /�v'υəl/ adjective which can be
seen or which is used by sight
Visual BasicVisual Basic /
v'υəl �besk/ a trade
name for a programming tool, developed
by Microsoft, that allows users to create
Windows applications very easily. Abbr
VB
Visual Basic ExtensionVisual Basic Extension /
v'υəl

besk k��stenʃ(ə)n/ a trade name for a
Windows custom software module that
adds functionality to another application,
similar to the OCX control. Abbr VBX
Visual Basic for ApplicationsVisual Basic for Applications
/
v'υəl 
besk fər 
�pl��keʃ(ə)nz/ a
trade name for a complex macro language
developed by Microsoft from its VB pro-
gramming tool. Abbr VBA
Visual Basic ScriptVisual Basic Script /
v'υəl 
besk
�skrpt/ a trade name for a set of program-
ming commands that can be included
within a normal webpage, written using
HTML commands. Abbr VBScript
Visual CVisual C /
v'υəl �si/ a trade name for a
development product by Microsoft that al-
lows Windows applications to be created
by drawing the user interface and attaching
C code
visualisationvisualisation /
v'uəla��zeʃ(ə)n/, vis-
ualization noun the conversion of num-
bers or data into a graphical format that
can be more easily understood
visual programmingvisual programming /
v'υəl 
prəυ�

��r�mŋ/ noun a method of programming
a computer by dragging icons into a flow-
chart that describes the program’s actions
rather than by writing a series of instruc-
tions
VITCVITC /
vi a ti �si/ noun a time code re-
corded onto tape between video frames.
Full form vertical interval time code

COMMENT: This is preferred to LTC because it
does not use the audio track and can be read
at slow playback speeds.

VivoVivo /�vivəυ/ data format used to deliver
video over the Internet

VL-busVL-bus, VL local bus noun a standard
defined by the Video Electronics Stand-
ards Association which allows up to three
special expansion slots that provide direct,
bus-master control of the central processor
and allow very high speed data transfers
between main memory and the expansion
card without using the processor � For a
high-performance PC, choose one with a
VL-bus. Full form VESA local bus
VLSIVLSI /
vi el es �a/ noun a system with
between 10,000 and 100,000 components
on a single IC. Full form very large scale
integration
VMVM abbr virtual machine
v-mailv-mail /�vi 
mel/ noun an email mes-
sage with a video clip as an attachment
VME busVME bus /
vi em �i b�s/ noun an ex-
pansion bus standard that supports 32-bit
data transfer, mostly used in industrial and
test equipment. Full form versamodule
eurocard bus
voice answer backvoice answer back /
vɔs �ɑnsə

b�k/ noun a computerised response serv-
ice using a synthesised voice to answer en-
quiries
voice coilvoice coil /vɔs kɔl/ noun 1. an ele-
ment in a dynamic microphone which vi-
brates when sound waves strike it and
cause variations in an electrical signal 2.
an element in a loudspeaker that vibrates
according to a signal and so produces
sound waves
voice data entryvoice data entry /
vɔs 
detə �entri/,
voice data input /
vɔs 
detə �npυt/
noun the input of information into a com-
puter using a speech recognition system
and the user’s voice
voicemailvoicemail /�vɔsmel/ noun a computer
linked to a telephone exchange that an-
swers a person’s telephone when no one is
there and allows messages to be recorded,
in digital form � I checked my voice mail
to see if anyone had left me a message.
voice outputvoice output /vɔs �aυt�
pυt/ noun the
production of sounds which sound like hu-
man speech, made as a result of voice syn-
thesis

‘…the technology of voice output is reasonably dif-
ficult, but the technology of voice recognition is
much more complex’ [Personal Computer World]

voice over Internet protocolvoice over Internet protocol /
vɔs
əυvə �ntənet 
prəυtəkɒl/ noun full form
of VoIP
voice-over-the-Netvoice-over-the-Net /
vɔs əυvə ðə
�net/ adjective used to describe voice
communication using VoIP technology
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voice recognitionvoice recognition /vɔs 
rekə��

�nʃ(ə)n/ noun the ability of a computer to
recognise certain words in a human voice
and provide a suitable response
voice synthesisvoice synthesis /vɔs �snθəss/ noun
the reproduction of sounds similar to those
of the human voice
voice synthesiservoice synthesiser /�vɔs 
snθəsazə/
noun a device which generates sounds
which are similar to the human voice
VoIPVoIP /vɔp/ noun a technology that ena-
bles voice messages to be sent over the In-
ternet, often at the same time as data in text
or other forms. Full form voice over In-
ternet protocol
volatile memoryvolatile memory /
vɒlə�
tal
�mem(ə)ri/, volatile store, volatile dy-
namic storage noun memory or storage
medium which loses data stored in it when
the power supply is switched off
volatilityvolatility /
vɒlə��tlti/ noun the number
of records that are added or deleted from a
computer system compared to the total
number in store
voltvolt /vəυlt/ noun an SI unit of electrical
potential, defined as voltage across a one
ohm resistance when one amp is flowing
voltagevoltage /�vəυltd'/ noun an electromo-
tive force expressed in volts. Abbr V

COMMENT: Electricity supply can have peaks
and troughs of current, depending on the us-
ers in the area. Fluctuations in voltage can af-
fect computers; a voltage regulator will pro-
vide a steady supply of electricity.

voltage regulatorvoltage regulator /�vəυltd'

re�jυletə/ noun a device which pro-
vides a steady output voltage even if the
input supply varies
voltage transientvoltage transient /
vəυltd'
�tr�nziənt/ noun a spike of voltage which
is caused by a time delay in two devices
switching or by noise on the line
volumevolume /�vɒljum/ noun 1. a disk or
storage device 2. the total space occupied
by data in a storage system
volume labelvolume label /�vɒljum 
leb(ə)l/, vol-
ume name /�vɒljum nem/ noun a name
assigned to identify a particular disk
VORTALVORTAL /�vɔtəl/ noun a portal website
that contains information for just one par-
ticular industry or interest group. Full
form vertical portal

COMMENT: General-interest portals such as
AOL, Yahoo! and Excite provide a whole
range of general-interest information for us-
ers, including news, weather, sports and fi-
nancial information. An example of a vertical
portal is Buzzsaw (www.buzzsaw.com),

which provides news and resources for the
construction industry.

voxelvoxel /�vɒksəl/ noun the smallest unit of
three-dimensional space in a computer im-
age, equivalent to a three-dimensional pix-
el
VRVR /
vi �ɑ/ noun a simulation of a real-
life scene or environment by computer.
Full form virtual reality
VRAMVRAM /�vi r�m/ noun high speed ran-
dom access memory used to store compu-
ter-generated or digitised images. Full
form video random access memory.
Also called video RAM
VRCVRC /
vi ɑ �si/ noun an odd parity
check on each character of a block re-
ceived, to detect any errors. Full form ver-
tical redundancy check
VRMLVRML /
vi ɑr em �el/ noun a system
that allows developers to create three-di-
mensional worlds within a webpage. Full
form virtual reality modelling lan-
guage
VSVS abbr virtual storage
VSBVSB /
vi es �bi/ noun a method of trans-
ferring data over coaxial cable, used to
modulate and transmit digital television
signals. Full form vestigial side band
V seriesV series /�vi 
səriz/ noun a series of
CCITT standards for data transmission us-
ing a modem, used in the UK and Europe

COMMENT: V.21 = 300 bits/second transmit
and receive; full duplex V.22 = 1200 bits/sec-
ond transmit and receive; half duplex V.22
BIS = 1200 bits/second transmit and receive;
full duplex V.23 = 75 bits/second transmit,
1.200 bits/second receive; half duplex V.24 =
interchange circuits between a DTE and a
DCE; V.25 BIS = automatic calling and an-
swering equipment on a PSTN; V.26 = 2,400
bits/second transmission over leased lines;
V.26 BIS = 2,400 bits/second transmit, 1,200
bits/second receive, half duplex for use on a
PSTN; V.26 TER = 2,400 bits/second trans-
mit, 1,200 bits/second receive, full duplex for
use on a PSTN ; V.27 = 4,800 bits/second mo-
dem for use on a leased line; V.27 BIS = 4,800
bits/second transmit, 2,400 bits/second re-
ceive for use on a leased line ; V.27 TER =
4,800 bits/second transmit, 2,400 bits/second
receive for use on a PSTN; V.29 = 9,600
bits/second modem for use on a PSTN or
leased line; V.32 = data transmission rate
9,600 bits/second; V.32BIS = data transmis-
sion rate 14,400 bits/second; V.34 = full-du-
plex modem communication standard that
can transfer data at up to 28,800 bps (like
V.32, the V.34 standard allows the modem to
automatically adjust its speed based on the
quality of the telephone line to avoid errors);
V.42 = error control and correction protocol;
V.42 BIS = data compression used with V.42
error control.
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VT-52VT-52 /
vi ti 
ffti �tu/ noun a popular
standard of a terminal that defines the
codes used to display text and graphics
VTRVTR /
vi ti �ɑ/ noun a machine used to
record and play back video signals that are
stored on open reels of magnetic tape rath-
er than on the sealed, enclosed cassette
used by a VCR. Full form video tape re-
corder
VT-terminal emulationVT-terminal emulation /
vi ti
�t�mn(ə)l emju�
leʃ(ə)n/ noun a stand-
ard set of codes developed by Digital

Equipment Corporation to control how
text and graphics are displayed on its range
of terminals
VxDVxD /
vi eks �di/ noun a device driver
used to control one part of the Windows
operating system or to link a peripheral to
the Windows operating system. Full form
virtual device driver
VxtremeVxtreme /
vi eks��trim/ noun a format
used to deliver streaming video sequences
over the Internet

W
W3W3 abbr World Wide Web
W3CW3C /
d�b(ə)l ju θri �si/ noun a group
of international industry members that
work together to develop common stand-
ards for the World Wide Web. Full form
world wide web consortium

COMMENT: Visit the www.w3.org website for
new standards and developments.

waferwafer /�wefə/ noun a thin round slice of
a large single crystal of silicon onto which
hundreds of individual integrated circuits
are constructed, before being cut into indi-
vidual chips
wafer scale integrationwafer scale integration /
wefə skel

nt���reʃ(ə)n/ noun one large chip, the
size of a wafer, made up of smaller inte-
grated circuits connected together (NOTE:
These are still in the research stage.)
WAISWAIS /
d�b(ə)l e a �es/ noun a system
that allows a user to search for information
stored on the Internet. Full form wide
area information server
wait conditionwait condition /�wet kən�
dʃ(ə)n/
noun 1. a state in which a processor is not
active, but waiting for input from peripher-
als 2. a null instruction which is used to
slow down a processor so that slower
memory or a peripheral can keep up � also
called wait state
waiting listwaiting list /�wetŋ lst/ noun � queue

waiting statewaiting state /wetŋ stet/ noun a
computer state in which a program re-
quires an input or signal before continuing
execution
wait loopwait loop /wet lup/ noun a processor
that repeats one loop of program until
some action occurs
wait statewait state /�wet stet/ noun same as
wait condition
wait timewait time /wet tam/ noun a time delay
between the moment when an instruction
is given and the execution of the instruc-
tion or return of a result, e.g. the delay be-
tween a request for data and the transfer of
the data from memory
wake-on-LANwake-on-LAN /wek ɒn/ noun technol-
ogy that allows a personal computer or
workstation to be switched on automati-
cally by sending it a signal over a local
area network connection (NOTE: The sys-
tem is built into the network interface
card fitted to the computer and allows a
network manager or network server soft-
ware to manage the computers linked to
the network.)
wake-up codewake-up code /�wek �p kəυd/ noun a
code entered at a remote terminal to indi-
cate to the central computer that someone
is trying to log on at that location
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wallpaperwallpaper /�wɔl�
pepə/ noun (in a
GUI) an image or pattern used as a back-
ground in a window
WANWAN /w�n/ noun a network in which the
various terminals are far apart and linked
by radio or satellite. Full form wide area
network. Opposite LAN
wandwand /wɒnd/ noun a bar-code reader or
optical device which is held in the hand to
read bar codes on products in a store
WAPWAP /w�p/ noun 1. a system that allows
a user to access information on an Internet
server using a wireless handheld device
such as a mobile telephone. Full form
Wireless Application Protocol 2. a de-
vice that connects to a LAN and allows a
computer to access the network using a
wireless data transmission � The WAP has
an aerial and a built-in hub. Full form
wireless access point

COMMENT: WAP can be used over almost all of
the current wireless networks, including the
popular GSM mobile telephone standard, and
can run on almost any operating system or
hardware device. A device that supports WAP
provides a very simple browser that can dis-
play basic graphics and text-based pages of
information on a small, monochrome, 6–10
line display, similar to a tiny, simple web page.
The user can navigate between pages using
two or three buttons on the handheld device
or mobile telephone. The arrival of WAP al-
lows users to access email and news-based
websites from a mobile telephone, but users
have been put off by the very slow speed (no
more than 9,600bps) at which data can be
transferred over current wireless telephone
systems.

WAP browserWAP browser /w�p �braυzə/ noun a
simple web browser that works on a hand-
held WAP device

COMMENT: A WAP browser supports the
HTML and XML webpage markup standards,
but also supports its own markup system,
WML (WAP markup language) that allows de-
signers to create simple pages that can be
transferred efficiently over the often slow wire-
less link (normally at a maximum of 9,600
bps) and navigated using two or three buttons
on the handheld device or mobile telephone.

WAP markup languageWAP markup language /
w�p
�mɑk�p 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun full form of
WML
WAP markup language scriptWAP markup language script
/
w�p 
mɑk�p 
l�ŋ�wd' �skrpt/
noun same as WMLScript
warm bootwarm boot /
wɔm �but/ noun the act
of restarting a computer without switching
it off. Compare cold boot
warm standbywarm standby /wɔm �st�ndba/
noun a secondary backup device which
can be switched into action a short time af-

ter the main system fails. Compare cold
standby, hot standby
warm startwarm start /wɔm stɑt/ noun the proc-
ess of restarting a program which has
stopped, without losing any data. Compare
cold start
warnwarn /wɔn/ verb to say that something
dangerous is about to happen or that there
is a possible danger � He warned the key-
boarders that the system might become
overloaded. (NOTE: You warn someone of
something, or that something may hap-
pen)
warning lightwarning light /�wɔnŋ lat/ noun a
small light which lights up to show that
something dangerous may happen � When
the warning light on the front panel comes
on, switch off the system.
waste instructionwaste instruction /west n�

�str�kʃən/ noun an instruction that does
not carry out any action other than increas-
ing the program counter to the location of
next instruction
watermarkwatermark /�wɔtəmɑk/ noun a pat-
tern of bits that is digitally embedded in a
data file in order to make it possible to de-
tect unauthorised copies
wattwatt /wɒt/ noun an SI unit of measure-
ment of electrical power, defined as power
produced when one amp of current flows
through a load that has one volt of voltage
across it
wavewave /wev/ noun a signal motion which
rises and falls periodically as it travels
through a medium
WAVEWAVE /wev/ noun a standard method of
storing an analog signal in digital form un-
der Microsoft Windows. Also called WAV
file (NOTE: Files have the .WAV exten-
sion.)
waveformwaveform /�wevfɔm/ noun the shape
of a wave
waveform audiowaveform audio /�wevfɔm 
ɔdiəυ/
noun a method of storing analog audio sig-
nals as digital data
waveform digitisationwaveform digitisation /
wevfɔm

dd'ta��zeʃ(ə)n/ noun the conversion
and storing a waveform in numerical form
using an A/D converter
waveform editorwaveform editor /�wevfɔm 
edtə/
noun a software program that displays a
graphical representation of a sound wave
and allows a user to edit, adjust levels and
frequencies or add special effects
waveform synthesiserwaveform synthesiser /�wevfɔm

snθəsazə/ noun a musical device that
creates sounds of an instrument by using
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recorded samples of the original waveform
produced by the instrument
waveform tablewaveform table /�wevfɔm 
teb(ə)l/
noun a set of data that describes a sound
clip
wavelengthwavelength /�wev�
leŋθ/ noun the dis-
tance between two adjacent peaks of a
wave, equal to the speed divided by the
frequency
wavelength division multiplexingwavelength division multiplexing
/
wevleŋθ d�
v'(ə)n �m�ltpleksŋ/
noun a method of increasing the data ca-
pacity of an optic fibre by transmitting
several light signals at different wave-
lengths along the same fibre. Abbr WDM
wavetablewavetable /�wevteb(ə)l/ noun memo-
ry in a sound card that contains a recording
of a real musical instrument that is played
back
WAV fileWAV file /�wev fal/ noun same as
WAVE
WDMWDM abbr wavelength division multi-
plexing
wearable computerwearable computer /
weərəb(ə)l
kəm��pjutə/ noun a battery-powered
computer small enough to be worn on the
body
webweb /web/ noun same as World Wide
Web
web applicationweb application /web 
�pl��keʃ(ə)n/
noun a software program that works be-
hind the scenes at a website, runs on a web
server and uses the HTTP protocol to de-
liver information to a user (NOTE: An ex-
ample is a database of information that
can be searched from a webpage or a
method of ordering and paying for a
product using a webpage.)
WebBotWebBot /�webbɒt/ a trade name for a
utility used in Microsoft Internet software
that helps a user create a particular func-
tion in a webpage
web browserweb browser /�web 
braυzə/ noun
same as browser
web camweb cam /web k�m/ noun a video cam-
era linked to a website that allows visitors
to see live video images of a scene

COMMENT: These devices have become very
popular and have been used to display the in-
side of an office, the view over a city, an office
coffee machine, the inside of a bedroom and
many other scenes.

webcastwebcast /�webkɑst/ noun a broadcast
made on the World Wide Web

‘It is spending $450m on a community support pro-
gramme for developers: webcasts, free on-site train-
ing, seminars, roadshows and 125 new books.’
[The Guardian]

web crawlerweb crawler /�web 
krɔlə/ noun soft-
ware that moves over every new webpage
on the Internet and produces an index
based on the content of the webpages
web designerweb designer /�web ði�
zanə/ noun a
person who designs websites
webmasterwebmaster /�webmɑstə/ noun a per-
son in charge of a website
webpagewebpage /�webped'/ noun a single file
stored on a web server that contains for-
matted text, graphics and hypertext links
to other pages on the Internet or within a
website
webpage design softwarewebpage design software
/
webped' d�
zan �sɒftweə/ noun soft-
ware that provides features that make it
easier for a user to create webpages

COMMENT: The design software is similar to
desktop publishing software and allows you to
drag text and images onto a page, create ta-
bles and change the style of text from menu
options, without having to edit complex HTML
commands.

web portalweb portal /web �pɔt(ə)l/ noun a web-
site that provides a wide range of informa-
tion and resources that include everything
a particular user might want from the In-
ternet, on one site

COMMENT: The biggest web portals include
AOL, MSN, Yahoo! and Excite, which offer a
wide range of general services including
news, sports, email, weather, shopping and a
search engine.

web ringweb ring /�web rŋ/ noun a series of
linked websites that are designed to be vis-
ited one after the other until the visitor
reaches the first website again
web serverweb server /web �s�və/ noun a com-
puter that stores the collection of webpag-
es that make up a website
websitewebsite /�websat/ noun a collection of
webpages that are linked and related and
can be accessed by a user with a web
browser � The Bloomsbury website, ht-
tp://www.bloomsbury.com, contains infor-
mation about all the books Bloomsbury
publish.
WebTVWebTV /
web ti �vi/ a trade name for a
television that also lets a user view web-
pages

COMMENT: Some TVs include a computer and
modem, other systems use an external box
that links to the TV and a telephone socket.
Some interactive television and cable televi-
sion installations do not use a telephone sock-
et but instead download and display webpag-
es via the television cable.

webzinewebzine /�webzin/ noun same as e-
zine
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weighted averageweighted average /
wetd
��v(ə)rd'/ noun an average which is cal-
culated taking several factors into account,
giving some more value than others
weighted bitweighted bit /�wetd bt/ noun each
bit having a different value depending on
its position in a word
weightingweighting /�wetŋ/ noun the sorting of
users, programs or data by their impor-
tance or priority
well-behavedwell-behaved /
wel b��hevd/ adjec-
tive referring to a program which does not
make any nonstandard system calls, using
only the standard BIOS input/output calls
rather than directly addressing peripherals
or memory

COMMENT: If well-behaved, the software
should work on all machines using the same
operating system.

wetwarewetware /�wet�
weə/ noun the human
brain, intelligence which writes software
to be used with hardware (informal; US)
What-You-See-Is-All-You-GetWhat-You-See-Is-All-You-Get /
wɒt
ju si z 
ɔl ju ��et/ noun full form of
WYSIAYG
What-You-See-Is-What-You-GetWhat-You-See-Is-What-You-Get
/
wɒt ju si z 
wɒt ju ��et/ noun full
form of WYSIWYG
while-loopwhile-loop /wal lup/ noun a condi-
tional program instructions that carries out
a loop while a condition is true
White BookWhite Book /wat bυk/ noun a formal
video-CD standard published by Philips
and JVC that defines how digital video can
be stored on a CD-ROM
white pageswhite pages /wat ped'z/ plural noun
a database of users and their email address
stored on the Internet to help other users
find an email address
white writerwhite writer /wat �ratə/ noun a laser
printer which directs its laser beam on the
points that are not printed. Opposite black
writer

COMMENT: With a white writer, the black areas
are printed evenly but edges and borders are
not so sharp.

whoiswhois /�hu z/ noun an Internet utility
that displays information about the owner
of a particular domain name
wide area information serverwide area information server
/
wad 
eəriə 
nfə��meʃ(ə)n 
s�və/
noun full form of WAIS
wide area networkwide area network /
wad 
eəriə
�netw�k/ noun full form of WAN
widebandwideband /�wadb�nd/ noun same as
broadband

widescreen displaywidescreen display /
wadskrin d�

�sple/ noun a film, video or TV display
with an aspect ratio greater than 1.37, or
the same as the full size of a 35 mm film
image
Wide-SCSIWide-SCSI /wad �sk�zi/ noun a devel-
opment that provides a wider data bus than
the original SCSI specification, so can
transfer more data at a time
widowwidow /�wdəυ/ noun the first line of a
paragraph which is printed by itself at the
bottom of a column. Compare orphan
wild cardwild card /�waldkɑd/, wild card
character /�waldkɑd 
k�rktə/ noun a
symbol used when searching for files or
data which represents all files � A wild
card can be used to find all files names be-
ginning DIC.

COMMENT: In DOS, UNIX and PC operating
systems, the wild card character ‘?’ will match
any single character in this position; the wild
card character ’ or ’ means match any number
of any characters.

WIMPWIMP /wmp/ noun a program display
which uses graphics or icons to control the
software and make it easier to use. Full
form window, icon, mouse, pointers. �
environment, GUI. Compare command
line interface

COMMENT: WIMPs normally use a combination
of windows, icons and a mouse to control the
operating system. In many GUIs, such as Mi-
crosoft Windows, Apple Mac System 7 and
DR-GEM, you can control all the functions of
the operating system just using the mouse.
Icons represent programs and files; instead of
entering the file name, you select it by moving
a pointer with a mouse.

Winchester diskWinchester disk /drav/, Winchester
drive noun a compact high-capacity hard
disk which is usually built into a computer
system and cannot be removed
windowwindow /�wndəυ/ noun 1. a reserved
section of screen used to display special
information, which can be selected and
looked at at any time and which overwrites
information already on the screen � Sever-
al remote stations are connected to the net-
work and each has its own window onto
the hard disk. 2. a part of a document cur-
rently displayed on a screen � The operat-
ing system will allow other programs to be
displayed on-screen at the same time in
different windows. 3. an area of memory or
access to a storage device � verb to set up
a section of screen by defining the coordi-
nates of its corners, allowing information
to be temporarily displayed and overwrit-
ing previous information without altering
information in the workspace
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‘…when an output window overlaps another, the in-
terpreter does not save the contents of the obscured
window’ [Personal Computer World]

window, icon, mouse, pointerwindow, icon, mouse, pointer
/
wndəυ 
akɒn 
maυs �pɔntə/ noun
full form of WIMP
windowingwindowing /�wndəυŋ/ noun 1. the ac-
tion of setting up a window to show infor-
mation on the screen � The network sys-
tem uses the latest windowing techniques.
2. the process of displaying or accessing
information via a window

‘…windowing facilities make use of virtual screens
as well as physical screens’ [Byte]
‘…the network system uses the latest windowing
techniques’ [Desktop Publishing]
‘…the functions are integrated via a windowing sys-
tem with pull-down menus used to select different
operations’ [Byte]

WindowsWindows /�wndəυz/ a trade name for a
family of operating systems developed by
Microsoft that interacts with users through
a Graphical User Interface. Windows is the
operating system used by most of the
world’s PCs. Also called Microsoft Win-
dows, MS-Windows
Windows 3.1Windows 3.1 /
wndəυz θri 
pɔnt
�w�n/ a trade name for the first of the new
generation of Windows which provided
features including OLE and drag and drop
Windows 3.1xWindows 3.1x /
wndəυz θri 
pɔnt
w�n �eks/ a trade name for any version of
Windows after version 3, including 3.1
and 3.11
Windows 3.11Windows 3.11 /
wndəυz θri 
pɔnt
w�n �w�n/ same as Windows for Work-
groups
Windows 95Windows 95 /
wndəυz 
nanti �fav/ a
trade name for a version of Windows that
provides support for long filenames, an in-
terface that is easier to use and better sup-
port for networks and the Internet
Windows 98Windows 98 /
wndəυz 
nanti �et/ a
trade name for an enhanced version of
Windows 95 that provides more communi-
cations and Internet features and is easier
to use and configure
Windows 2000Windows 2000 /
wndəυz tu
�θaυzənd/ a trade name for a version of
the Windows operating system that im-
proves on the speed and features of Win-
dows 98, providing closer integration with
the Internet, information sources and net-
works and better support for plug-and-
play and error-detection and prevention
Windows APIWindows API /
wndəυz 
e pi �a/ a
trade name for a set of standard functions
and commands, defined by Microsoft, that
allow a programmer to control the Win-

dows operating system from a program-
ming language
Windows CEWindows CE /
wndəυz si �i/ a trade
name for a software operating system de-
veloped by Microsoft and designed to run
on small PDA or palmtop computers that
use either a pen input or a keyboard in-
stead of a mouse
Windows ExplorerWindows Explorer /
wndəυz k�

�splɔrə/ a trade name for a software utili-
ty included with Windows that lets a user
view the folders and files on the hard disk,
floppy disk, CD-ROM and any shared net-
work drives
Windows for WorkgroupsWindows for Workgroups
/
wndəυz fə �w�k�rups/ a trade name
for a version of Windows that includes ba-
sic peer-to-peer file-sharing functions and
email, fax and scheduler utilities. Also
called Windows 3.11
Windows GDIWindows GDI /
wndəυz d'i di �a/ a
trade name for a set of standard functions,
defined by Microsoft, that allow a pro-
grammer to draw images in windows with-
in the Windows operating system
Windows Internet Naming ServiceWindows Internet Naming Service
/
wndəυz 
ntənet �nemŋ 
s�vs/ full
form of WINS
Windows MEWindows ME /
wndəυz em �i/ a trade
name for a version of the Windows operat-
ing system designed for home users
Windows NTWindows NT /
wndəυz en �ti/ a trade
name for a high-performance GUI derived
from Windows that does not use DOS as
an operating system and features 32-bit
code
Windows NT file systemWindows NT file system /
wndəυz
en ti �fal 
sstəm/ full form of NTFS
Windows SDKWindows SDK /
wndəυz es di �ke/
a trade name for a set of software tools, in-
cluding definitions of the Windows API,
that make it easier for a programmer to
write applications that will work under the
Windows operating system
Windows XPWindows XP /
wndəυz eks �pi/ a
trade name for a version of the Windows
operating system designed for home and
business users that provides a 32-bit multi-
tasking operating system with the standard
Windows graphical user interface together
with improved network and Internet con-
nectivity
WINSWINS /wns/ noun a system that works
with a network of computers running Win-
dows and provides a database of the IP ad-
dresses of each computer on the network.
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Full form Windows Internet Naming
Service

COMMENT: This is more difficult than it sounds,
since a computer is usually given a different
IP address every time it is switched on. The
WINS service provides ’name resolution’ for
Windows networks, DNS provides a similar
service for networks with fixed IP addresses,
including the public Internet.

WinsockWinsock /�wnsɒk/ noun a utility soft-
ware that is required to control the modem
when connecting to the Internet and allows
the computer to communicate using the
TCP/IP protocol. Also called socket driv-
er
wipewipe /wap/ verb to clean data from a
disk � By reformatting you will wipe the
disk clean. (NOTE: wipes – wiping –
wiped)
wirewire /�waə/ noun a thin metal conductor
� verb to install wiring in something
(NOTE: wires – wiring – wired)
wire frame modelwire frame model /
waə frem
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun (in graphics and CAD) a
method of displaying objects using lines
and arcs rather than filled areas. Also
called wire mesh model, stick model
wireless access pointwireless access point /
waələs
��kses 
pɔnt/ noun full form of WAP 2
Wireless Application ProtocolWireless Application Protocol
/
waələs 
�pl��keʃ(ə)n 
prəυtəυkɒl/
noun full form of WAP 1
wireless markup languagewireless markup language
/
waələs �mɑk�p 
l�ŋ�wd'/ noun a
standardised system, based on XML, that
is used for tagging text files and that spec-
ifies the interfaces of narrowband wireless
devices
wireless modemwireless modem /
waələs �məυdem/
noun a modem that can be used with a
wireless mobile telephone system (NOTE:
A wireless modem normally includes the
telephone hardware and an aerial, so
does not need to be plugged into a sep-
arate mobile telephone.)
wireless networkwireless network /
waələs
�netw�k/, wireless LAN /l�n/ noun a
network that does not use cable to transmit
data between computers, but instead uses
radio signals to transmit signals, normally
using the 802.11b or 802.11a transmission
protocol. Also called wireless LAN
wire mesh modelwire mesh model /
waə meʃ
�mɒd(ə)l/ noun same as wire frame mod-
el
wire printerwire printer /�waə 
prntə/ noun same
as dot-matrix printer

wire wrapwire wrap /�waə r�p/ noun a simple
method of electrically connecting compo-
nent terminals together using thin insulat-
ed wire wrapped around each terminal,
which is then soldered into place, usually
used for prototype systems
wiringwiring /�waərŋ/ noun a series of wires
� The wiring in the system had to be re-
placed.
wiring closetwiring closet /�waərŋ 
klɒzt/ noun a
box in which the cabling for a network or
part of network is terminated and intercon-
nected
wiring framewiring frame /�waərŋ frem/ noun a
metal structure used to support incoming
cables and provide connectors to allow ca-
bles to be interconnected
WISCWISC /wsk/ noun a CPU design that al-
lows a programmer to add extra machine
code instructions using microcode, to cus-
tomise the instruction set. Full form writa-
ble instruction set computer
wizardwizard /�wzəd/ noun a software utility
that helps you create something
WMLWML /
d�b(ə)l ju em �el/ noun a web-
page formatting language that is similar to
a very simple version of the standard
HTML webpage coding system, but does
not include many of the extra features that
cannot be displayed on the small screen of
a WAP handheld device or navigated with
two or three buttons. Full form WAP
markup language
WMLScriptWMLScript /
d�b(ə)l ju em �el

skrpt/ noun a scripting language similar
to a very simple version of JavaScript that
allows WML webpages to include script-
ing functions. Full form WAP markup
language script
wordword /w�d/ noun 1. a separate item of
language, which is used with others to
form speech or writing which can be un-
derstood 2. a separate item of data on a
computer, formed of a group of bits, stored
in a single location in a memory
word breakword break /�w�d brek/ noun the di-
vision of a word at the end of a line, where
part of the word is left on one line with a
hyphen and the rest of the word is taken
over to begin the next line
word countword count /�w�d kaυnt/ noun the
number of words in a file or text
word lengthword length /�w�d leŋθ/ noun the
length of a computer word, counted as the
number of bits
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word markword mark /�w�d mɑk/ noun a sym-
bol indicating the start of a word in a vari-
able word length machine
word markerword marker /�w�d 
mɑkə/ noun a
symbol indicating the start of a word in a
variable word length machine
WordPadWordPad /�w�dp�d/ a software utility
included with versions of Microsoft Win-
dows later than Windows 95 that provides
the basic functions of Microsoft Word 6
WordPerfectWordPerfect /
w�d��p�fekt/ a trade
name for a popular word-processing appli-
cation developed by WordPerfect Corp. to
run on a wide range of hardware platforms
and operating systems.
word-processword-process /w�d �prəυses/ verb to
edit, store and manipulate text using a
computer � It is quite easy to read word-
processed files.
word-processingword-processing /
w�d �prəυsesŋ/
noun the process of using a computer to
keyboard, edit and output text, in forms
such as letters, labels and address lists �
Load the word-processing program before
you start keyboarding. Abbr WP
word-processing bureauword-processing bureau /
w�d
�prəυsesŋ 
bjυərəυ/ noun an office
which specialises in word-processing for
other companies
word-processorword-processor /w�d �prəυ�
sesə/
noun 1. a small computer used for word-
processing text and documents 2. a word-
processing package or program for a com-
puter which allows the editing and manip-
ulation and output of text, in forms such as
letters, labels and address lists
word serialword serial /w�d �səriəl/ noun a set of
data words transmitted one after the other,
along a parallel bus
words per minutewords per minute /
w�dz p� �mnt/
noun full form of WPM
WordStarWordStar /�w�dstɑ/ a trade name for
an outdated word-processing application
developed by MicroPro International for
CP/M and IBM PC computers
word timeword time /�w�d tam/ noun the time
taken to transfer a word from one memory
area or device to another
word wrapword wrap /�w�d r�p/ noun a system
in word-processing in which the operator
does not have to indicate the line endings,
but can keyboard continuously, leaving the
program to insert word breaks and to con-
tinue the text on the next line. Also called
wraparound

work areawork area /�w�k 
eəriə/ noun the
memory space which is being used by an
operator
workaroundworkaround /�w�kə�
raυnd/ noun a
technique that enables a user to continue
using a computer program or system that
has a fault or defect in it without actually
putting the fault or defect right

‘This is a known bug… the workaround is to get Out-
look Express to prompt you to select an identity
when you run it.’ [The Guardian]

work diskwork disk /w�k dsk/ noun a disk on
which current work is stored
work filework file /w�k fal/ noun a temporary
work area which is being used for current
work. Also called scratch file
workflowworkflow /�w�kfləυ/ noun software de-
signed to improve the flow of electronic
documents around an office network, from
user to user
workgroupworkgroup /�w�k�rup/ noun a small
group of users who are working on a
project or connected with a local area net-
work
workgroup enabledworkgroup enabled /
w�k�rup n�

�eb(ə)ld/ adjective referring to a feature
added to standard software package to give
it more appeal to a group of networked us-
ers � This word-processor is workgroup
enabled which adds an email gateway
from the standard menus.
workgroup softwareworkgroup software /�w�k�rup

sɒftweə/ noun an application designed
to be used by many users in a group to im-
prove productivity, e.g. a diary or schedul-
er
workingworking /�w�kŋ/ adjective operating
correctly
working in tandemworking in tandem /
w�kŋ n
�t�ndəm/ noun a situation in which two
devices are working together
working storeworking store /�w�kŋ stɔ/ noun an
area of high-speed memory used for tem-
porary storage of data in current use
workloadworkload /�w�k�
ləυd/ noun the amount
of work which a person or computer has to
do
worksheetworksheet /�w�k�
ʃit/ noun (in a
spreadsheet program) a two-dimensional
matrix of rows and columns that contains
cells which can, themselves, contain equa-
tions
workspaceworkspace /�w�kspes/ noun a space
on memory which is available for use or is
being used currently by an operator
workstationworkstation /�w�k�
steʃ(ə)n/ noun a
place where a computer user works, with
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equipment such as a terminal, VDU, print-
er and modem � The system includes five
workstations linked together in a ring net-
work.

‘…an image processing workstation must provide
three basic facilities: the means to digitize, display
and manipulate the image data’ [Byte]

worldworld /w�ld/ noun a three-dimensional
scene that is displayed on a website and al-
lows a user to move around the scene ex-
ploring the objects visible
World Wide WebWorld Wide Web /
w�ld 
wad �web/
noun a collection of the millions of web-
sites and webpages that together form the
part of the Internet that is most often seen
by users. Abbr www, W3. Also called
web

COMMENT: Each website is a collection of web-
pages containing text, graphics and links to
other websites. Each page is created using
the HTML language and is viewed by a user
with a web browser. Navigating between web-
pages and websites is called surfing; this re-
quires a computer with a link to the Internet
(usually using a modem) and a web browser
to view the webpages stored on the remote
web servers. The Internet itself includes
email, Usenet and newsgroups as well as
websites and webpages.

World Wide Web ConsortiumWorld Wide Web Consortium
/
w�ld wad �web kən�
sɔtiəm/ noun
full form of W3C
WORMWORM /w�m/ noun an optical disk stor-
age system that allows the user to write
data to the disk once, but the user can then
read the data from the disk many times.
Full form write once read many times
memory
WPWP abbr word-processing
WPMWPM, wpm noun a method of measuring
the speed of a printer, the number of words
printed in a minute. Full form words per
minute
wraparoundwraparound /�r�pə�
raυnd/ noun same
as word wrap
wrapperwrapper /�r�pə/ noun special software
that is used to provide a single, convenient
file that can be distributed over the Internet

COMMENT: Wrapper software often includes
security features, to prevent unauthorised
copying, and compression to reduce the size
of the files. A user double-clicks the file and it
automatically installs the software enclosed in
the wrapper on the computer.

writable instruction set computerwritable instruction set computer
/
ratəb(ə)l n�
str�kʃən set kə-��pjutə/
noun full form of WISC
writewrite /rat/ verb to put text or data onto a
disk � Access time is the time taken to read
from or write to a location in memory.

(NOTE: writes – writing – wrote – writ-
ten. You write data to a file.)
write-back cachewrite-back cache /�rat b�k 
k�ʃ/,
write-behind cache /
rat b��hand

k�ʃ/ noun same as write cache
write black printerwrite black printer /
rat �bl�k

prntə/ noun a printer in which toner
sticks to the points hit by the laser beam
when the image drum is scanned. Com-
pare white writer

COMMENT: A write black printer produces
sharp edges and graphics, but large areas of
black are muddy.

write cachewrite cache /�rat k�ʃ/ noun temporary
storage used to hold data intended for a
storage device until the device is ready.
Also called write-back cache
write errorwrite error /rat �erə/ noun an error re-
ported when a user is trying to save data
onto a magnetic storage medium
write headwrite head /rat hed/ noun same as
record head
write once, read many times memorywrite once, read many times
memory /
rat 
w�ns rid �meni 
tamz

mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of WORM
write-permit ringwrite-permit ring /
rat pə��mt rŋ/
noun a ring on a reel of magnetic tape
which allows the tape to be overwritten or
erased
write protectwrite protect /rat prə��tekt/ verb to
make it impossible to write to a floppy
disk or tape by moving a special write-pro-
tect tab
write-protect tabwrite-protect tab /
rat prə��tekt t�b/
noun a tab on a floppy disk which if
moved prevents any writing to or erasing
from the disk
writerwriter /�ratə/ noun � black writer,
white writer
write timewrite time /rat tam/ noun the time be-
tween requesting data transfer to a storage
location and it being written
writing padwriting pad /�ratŋ p�d/ noun a spe-
cial device which allows a computer to
read in handwritten characters which have
been written onto a special pad
wwwwww abbr World Wide Web
WYSIAYGWYSIAYG /�wzie�/ noun a program
in which the output on screen cannot be
printed out in any other form, as it contains
no hidden print or formatting commands.
Full form What-You-See-Is-All-You-Get
WYSIWYGWYSIWYG /�wziw�/ noun a program
in which the output on the screen is exactly
the same as the output on printout, includ-
ing graphics and special fonts. Full form
What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get
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XYZ
XX1 /eks/ noun same as X-Window Sys-
tem

‘X is the underlying technology which allows Unix
applications to run under a multi-user, multitasking
GUI. It has been adopted as the standard for the
Common Open Software Environment, proposed re-
cently by top Unix vendors including Digital, IBM
and Sun.’ [Computing]

XX2 /eks/ abbr extension
X2X2 noun a communications standard de-
veloped by US Robotics for its range of
high-speed modems that can transfer data
at 56,000 bits per second. � V series
X.25X.25 noun a CCITT standard that defines
the connection between a terminal and a
packet-switching network
X.400X.400 noun a CCITT standard that de-
fines an email transfer method
X.500X.500 noun a CCITT standard that de-
fines a method of global naming that al-
lows every user to have a unique identity
and allows any user to address an email
message to any other user. � directory
services
XAXA � CD-ROM Extended Architecture
(see)
x-axisx-axis /
eks 
aυt ��kss/ noun the hori-
zontal axis of a graph
x-coordinatex-coordinate /eks kəυ��ɔdnət/ noun a
horizontal axis position coordinate
x directionx direction /
eks 
aυt d��rekʃ(ə)n/
noun a movement horizontally
x distancex distance /
eks 
aυt �dstəns/ noun
the distance along an x-axis from an origin
xerographic printerxerographic printer /
zərə�r�fk
�prntə/ noun a printer such as a photo-
copier in which charged ink is attracted to
areas of a charged picture
Xerox Network SystemXerox Network System /
zərɒks
�netw�k 
sstəm/ a network protocol de-
veloped by Xerox that has provided the ba-
sis for the Novell IPX network protocols.
Abbr XNS
Xerox PARCXerox PARC a Xerox development cen-
tre that has developed a wide range of im-

portant products including the mouse and
GUI
XGAXGA /
eks d'i �e/ noun a standard for
colour video graphics adapter for PCs, de-
veloped by IBM, which has a resolution of
1,024 x 768 pixels with 256 colours on an
interlaced display. Full form extended
graphics array
XHTMLXHTML /
eks etʃ ti em �el/ noun a
combination of the HTML and XML web-
page markup languages. Full form exten-
sible hypertext markup language

COMMENT: XHTML is actually written using the
XML language and provides a simpler way of
creating webpages that will be displayed in
the same way over a wide range of web
browser platforms.

XMLXML /
eks em �el/ noun a webpage
markup language that is a simplified ver-
sion of the SGML system and allows a de-
signer to create his or her own customised
markup tags to improve flexibility. Full
form extensible markup language
XMODEMXMODEM /�eks 
məυdem/ noun a
standard file transfer and error-detecting
protocol used in asynchronous, modem
data transmissions
XMODEM 1KXMODEM 1K noun a version of XMO-
DEM that transfers 1024-byte blocks of
data
XMODEM CRCXMODEM CRC noun an enhanced ver-
sion of XMODEM that includes error
checking
XMSXMS /
eks em �es/ noun a set of rules that
define how an MS-DOS program should
access extended memory fitted in a PC.
Full form extended memory specifica-
tion
XNSXNS abbr Xerox Network System
XON/XOFFXON/XOFF /eks 
ɒn eks �ɒf/ noun an
asynchronous transmission protocol in
which each end can regulate the data flow
by transmitting special codes
X/OPENX/OPEN /eks��əυpən/ noun a group of
vendors that are responsible for promoting
open systems
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363 zero insertion force socket
XPXP abbr Windows XP
x punchx punch /�eks p�ntʃ/ noun a card punch
for column 11, often used to represent a
negative number
X-seriesX-series /
eks 
aυt �səriz/ noun a set
of recommendations for data communica-
tions over public data networks
XTXT /
eks �ti/ noun a trade name for a ver-
sion of the original IBM PC, developed by
IBM, that used an 8088 processor and in-
cluded a hard disk
XT keyboardXT keyboard /
eks ti �kibɔd/ noun a
keyboard used with the IBM PC which had
ten function keys running in two columns
along the left-hand side of the keyboard
X-Window SystemX-Window System, X-Windows a
graphical interface, usually used on Unix
workstation computers, made up of a set of
API commands and display handling rou-
tines that provide a hardware-independent
programming interface for applications

‘X is the underlying technology which allows Unix
applications to run under a multi-user, multitasking
GUI. It has been adopted as the standard for the
Common Open Software Environment, proposed re-
cently by top Unix vendors including Digital, IBM
and Sun.’ [Computing]
COMMENT: Originally developed for UNIX
workstations, it can also run on a PC or mini-
computer terminals. The Open Software
Foundation has a version of X-Windows
called Motif; Sun and Hewlett Packard have a
version called OpenLook.

x-yx-y /
eks �aυt wa/ noun the set of coor-
dinates for drawing a graph, where x is the
horizontal and y the vertical value
x-y plotterx-y plotter /
eks wa �plɒtə/ noun a
plotter which plots to coordinates sup-
plied, by moving the pen in two planes
while the paper remains stationary
y-axisy-axis /wa ��kss/ noun the vertical
axis of a graph
Y/CY/C /
wa �si/ noun two parts of a video
signal representing the luminance (Y) and
the chrominance (C) parts of the image
Y/C delayY/C delay /
wa �si d�
le/ noun an error
caused by wrong synchronisation between
the luma and chroma signals in a video
transmission, seen as a colour halo around
objects on the screen
y-coordinatey-coordinate /wa kəυ��ɔdnət/ noun
the vertical axis position coordinate
Y/C videoY/C video /
wa si �vdiəυ/ noun same
as S-Video
y-directiony-direction /wa da��rekʃən/ noun a
vertical movement
y-distancey-distance /wa �dstəns/ noun the dis-
tance along a y-axis from an origin

Yellow BookYellow Book /�jeləυ bυk/ noun a for-
mal specification for CD-ROM published
by Philips, which includes data storage
formats and has an extension to cover the
CD-ROM XA standard
YMCKYMCK /
wa em si �ke/ noun colour
definition based on the four colours used
in DTP software when creating separate
colour film to use for printing. Full form
yellow, magenta, cyan, black
YMODEMYMODEM /�wa 
məυdem/ noun a vari-
ation of the XMODEM file transfer proto-
col that uses 1024-byte blocks and can
send multiple files
y punchy punch /�wa p�ntʃ/ noun a card punch
for column 12, often used to indicate a
positive number
YUV encodingYUV encoding /
wa ju vi n�

�kaəυdŋ/ noun a video encoding system
in which the video luminance (Y) signal is
recorded at full bandwidth but the chromi-
nance signals (U&V) are recorded at half
their bandwidth
ZZ symbol impedance
Z80Z80 /
zed �eti/ noun an 8-bit processor
developed by Zilog, used in many early
popular computers
zapzap /z�p/ verb to wipe off all data cur-
rently in the workspace � He pressed
CONTROL Z and zapped all the text.
(NOTE: zapping – zapped)
z-axisz-axis /zed ��kss/ noun an axis for
depth in a three-dimensional graph or plot
z bufferz buffer /zed �b�fə/ noun an area of
memory used to store the z-axis informa-
tion for a graphics object displayed on
screen
zerozero /�zərəυ/ noun 1. the digit 0 � The
code for international calls is zero one
zero (010). 2. the equivalent of logical off
or false state (NOTE: The plural is zeros or
zeroes.) � verb to erase or clear a file or
the contents of a programmable device
zero compressionzero compression /
zərəυ kəm�

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun the shortening of a file by
the removal of unnecessary zeros. Also
called zero suppression
zerofillzerofill /�zərəυfl/ verb to fill empty
storage space on a computer with zeros
zero flagzero flag /�zərəυ fl��/ noun an indica-
tor that the contents of a register or result
is zero
zero insertion force socketzero insertion force socket /
zərəυ
n�
s�ʃ(ə)n fɔs �sɒkt/ noun a chip sock-
et that has movable connection terminals,
allowing the chip to be inserted without
using any force, then a small lever is
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zero-level address 364
turned to grip the legs of the chip. Also
called ZIF socket
zero-level addresszero-level address /
zərəυ 
lev(ə)l ə��

�dres/ noun an instruction in which the ad-
dress is the operand
zero slot LANzero slot LAN /
zərəυ slɒt �l�n/ noun
a local area network that does not use in-
ternal expansion adapters, but instead the
serial port or, sometimes, an external
pocket network adapters connected to the
printer port
zero suppressionzero suppression /
zərəυ sə�

�preʃ(ə)n/ noun same as zero compres-
sion
zero wait statezero wait state /
zərəυ �wet 
stet/
noun the state of a device (normally proc-
essor or memory chips) that is fast enough
to run at the same speed as the other com-
ponents in a computer, so does not have to
be artificially slowed down by inserting
wait states
zettabytezettabyte /�zetəbat/ noun a unit of
computer memory or disk storage space
equal to one sextillion bytes or 1,024 exa-
bytes
ZIF socketZIF socket /�zf 
sɒkt/ noun same as
zero insertion force socket
zinezine /zin/ noun a paper, Internet maga-
zine or other periodical published by its
author, issued at irregular intervals and
usually aimed at specialist readers
ZIPZIP /zp/ noun a filename extension given
to files that contain compressed data, usu-
ally generated by the PKZIP shareware
utility program

Zip diskZip disk /�zp dsk/ noun a proprietary
type of removable storage device, similar
to a removable hard disk drive, manufac-
tured by Iomega Corp. to provide a con-
venient backup and storage medium with
100 Mb or 1Gb disk capacity.
zip filezip file /�zp fal/ noun a computer file
with the extension .zip containing data that
has been compressed for storage or trans-
mission.
ZMODEMZMODEM /�zed 
məυdem/ noun an en-
hanced version of the XMODEM file
transfer protocol that includes error detec-
tion and the ability to restart a transfer
where it left off if the connection is cut
zonezone /zəυn/ noun a region or part of a
screen defined for specialised printing
zoomzoom /zum/ verb to enlarge an area of
text or graphics to make it easier to work
on

‘…any window can be zoomed to full-screen size by
pressing the F-5 function key’ [Byte]

zoomingzooming /�zumŋ/ noun the process of
enlarging an area of text or graphics � Var-
iable zooming from 25% to 400% of actual
size.
ZV PortZV Port /
zed �vi 
pɔt/ noun an inter-
face port that allows data to be transferred
from a PC Card directly to the computer’s
video controller without passing through
the computer’s central processor. Full
form zoomed video port (NOTE: It is
used to allow a laptop computer to dis-
play live images from a video camera
plugged into the computer’s PC Card
socket.)
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HTML codes

The following is a list of the basic HTML codes (or tags) used to format webpages.

<a> ... </a>
creates a hyperlink target or source. For example,

<a href="www.bloomsbury.com">link to Bloomsbury</a>
will create a hyperlink to the Bloomsbury Publishing Plc webpage.
<address> ... </address>
enclosed text is formatted in smaller typeface as an address
<applet> ... </applet>
defines an applet within the document
<area>
defines the area of a graphic image that will respond to a mouse click using a client-side
imagemap
<b> ... </b>
formats enclosed text in a bold typeface
<base>
defines the URL that is added in front of all relative URLs used within the document
<basefont>
defines the point size of the font used to format for the following text
<bgsound>
defines the audio file that is played as a background sound to the document (used in
MS-IE)
<big> ... </big>
formats enclosed text in a bigger typeface
<blockquote> ... </blockquote>
formats the enclosed text as a quotation
<body> ... </body>
defines the start and finish of this document’s body text; also used to define a graphic
image used as a background, and to set the default colour of the text, hyperlinks and
margins for the document
<br>
inserts a line break in the text; the <p> code also inserts a carriage return
<caption> ... </caption>
defines the caption for a table
<center> ... </center>
formats enclosed text to be centered across the line
<cite> ... </cite>
formats enclosed text as a citation
<code> ... </code>
formats enclosed text as program code, normally using the Courier typeface
<col>

HTML codes



defines the properties for a column that has been defined using <colgroup>
<colgroup>
defines a column
<comment> ... </comment>
defines the enclosed text to be a comment; only works in MS IE, with any other browser
you should use the <!> comment <> tag format
<dd> ... </dd>
defines one element of a definition list
<dfn> ... </dfn>
formats enclosed text as a definition
<dir> ... </dir>
creates a directory list using the <li> to create entries
<div> ... </div>
divides the text within a document and formats each division
<dl> ... </dl>
creates a definition list using the <dd> and <dt> tags to create entries
<dt> ... </dt>
defines the definition part of an entry within a definition list
<em> ... </em>
formats enclosed text with emphasis (similar to bold typeface)
<embed> ... </embed>
points to an object to embed in a document
<font> ... </font>
defines the size, colour and typeface of the font to use for the enclosed text
<form> ... </form>
defines the following tags to be treated as one form; also defines how to process the form
and where to send the encoded information
<frame> ... </frame>
defines a frame, including its border, colour, name and text
<frameset> ... </frameset>
defines a collection of frames
<h> ... </h>
defines a pre-set font size, such as <h1> for a large headings, <h4> for small headings
<hr>
breaks the current line of text and inserts a horizontal rule across the page
<html> ... </html>
defines the start and end of the entire html document
<i>... </i>
formats enclosed text using an italic typeface
<iframe> ... </iframe>
defines a floating frame
<img>

HTML codes



includes an image within a document, also defines a border for the image, size, alternative
caption text and whether the image is a video clip
<input type=checkbox>
defines a checkbox button within a form
<input type=file>
defines a file-selection list within a form
<input type=image>
defines an image input element within a form
<input type=password>
defines a text input that displays an asterisk when text is entered
<input type=radio>
defines a radio button within a form
<input type=reset>
defines a button to reset the form’s contents
<input type=submit>
defines a button to submit the form’s contents to the named process
<input type=text>
defines a text input element to allow users to enter a line of text
<isindex>
defines the html document to be searchable by a defined search engine
<kbd> ... </kbd>
formats enclosed text as a keyboard input
<li> ... </li>
defines an item in a list; the list can be ordered using <ol> or unordered using <ul>
<link>
defines a link within a document header
<listing> ... </listing>
an old tag that is the same as the <pre> tag
<map> ... </map>
defines an image map that contains hotspots
<marquee> ... </marquee>
creates an animated scrolling text line, used in MS-IE
<menu> ... </menu>
defines a menu that has items created using the <li> tag
<meta>
allows the programmer to include extra information about the document
<multicol> ... </multicol>
defines multiple columns within the document; only used in Netscape Navigator
<nextid>
used by automated html document generators as a reference point within a file

HTML codes



<nobr> ... </nobr>
prevents the browser adding breaks within the enclosed text
<noframes> ... </noframes>
defines content that should be displayed if the browser does not support frames
<noscript> ... </noscript>
defines content that should be used if the browser does not support Java; only used in
Netscape Navigator
<object> ... </object>
defines an object, applet or OLE object to be inserted into the document
<ol> ... </ol>
defines the start and end of a numbered list; items are inserted using the <li> tag
<option> ... </option>
defines one option within a <select> tag
<p> ... </p>
defines the start and end of a paragraph
<param> ... </param>
defines the parameters to be passed to an applet or object
<plaintext>
formats the rest of the document as plain text with spaces and breaks
<pre> ... </pre>
formats the enclosed text as plaintext with spaces and breaks
<s> ... </s>
formats enclosed text with a strikethrough (horizontal line)
<samp> ... </samp>
defines enclosed text as an example (sample)
<script> ... </script>
defines the start and end of a script written in a language such as JavaScript or VBScript
<select> ... </select>
defines a list of options within a form, each created using the <option> tag
<small> ... </small>
formats enclosed text in a small type size
<spacer>
inserts a character space within a line of text; only used in Netscape Navigator
<span> ... </span>
define a style sheet that formats text over several tags
<strike> ... </strike>
formats enclosed text with a strikethrough (horizontal line)
<strong> ... </strong>
formats enclosed text with emphasis, similar to bold typeface
<style> ... </style>
defines a collection of text formatting commands that can be referred to with this style
command

HTML codes



<sub> ... </sub>
formats enclosed text as subscript
<sup> ... </sup>
formats enclosed text as superscript
<table> ... </table>
defines a table including border, colour, size and width; columns are added with <td> and
rows with <tr>
<tbody>
a group of rows within a table
<td> ... </td>
defines a cell within a table, effectively adds a column to the table
<textarea> ... </textarea>
defines a multiple line text input element for a form
<tfoot>
defines rows within a table that are formatted as a footer to the table
<th> ... </th>
defines the header to each column in a table
<thead>
defines rows within a table that are formatted as a header to the table
<title> ... </title>
defines the title of an html document
<tr> ... </tr>
defines a row of cells within a table
<tt> ... </tt>
formats enclosed text in a monospaced typewriter-style font
<ul> ... </ul>
defines the start and end of a bulleted list of elements; each element is added using <li>
<var> ... </var>
enclosed text is the name of a variable
<wbr>
defines a possible point for a word break within a <nobr> line
<xmp> ... </xmp>
an old tag that formats enclosed text, similar to <pre>

HTML codes



Decimal Conversion Table

Decimal BCD Binary Octal Hexadecimal
base 10 2 2 8 16

00 0000 0000 0000 00 0
01 0000 0001 0001 01 1
02 0000 0010 0010 02 2
03 0000 0011 0011 03 3
04 0000 0100 0100 04 4
05 0000 0101 0101 05 5
06 0000 0110 0110 06 6
07 0000 0111 0111 07 7
08 0000 1000 1000 10 8
09 0000 1001 1001 11 9
10 0001 0000 1010 12 A
11 0001 0001 1011 13 B
12 0001 0010 1100 14 C
13 0001 0011 1101 15 D
14 0001 0100 1110 16 E
15 0001 0101 1111 17 F

Decimal Conversion Table

Prefixes

T tera- 1012

G giga- 109

M mega- 106

k kilo- 103

d deci- 10-1

c centi- 10-2

m milli- 10-3

� micro- 10-6

n nano- 10-9

p pico- 10-12

f femto- 10-15

a atto- 10-18

Symbols

% per cent
= equals
� is approximately equal to
� is not equal to
< is less than
> is more than
+ plus
- minus
� divided by
x multiplied by
� therefore
& and



Unicode Characters 0 - 255 in Decimal and Hexadecimal

dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char
0 0 NUL 52 34 4 104 68 h 156 9C ST
1 1 SOH 53 35 5 105 69 i 157 9D OSC
2 2 STX 54 36 6 106 6A j 158 9E PM
3 3 ETX 55 37 7 107 6B k 159 9F APC
4 4 EOT 56 38 8 108 6C l 160 A0 NBSP
5 5 ENQ 57 39 9 109 6D m 161 A1 ¡
6 6 ACK 58 3A : 110 6E n 162 A2 ¢
7 7 BEL 59 3B ; 111 6F o 163 A3 £
8 8 BS 60 3C < 112 70 p 164 A4 ¤
9 9 HT 61 3D = 113 71 q 165 A5 ¥
10 0A LF 62 3E > 114 72 r 166 A6 ¦
11 0B VT 63 3F ? 115 73 s 167 A7 §
12 0C FF 64 40 @ 116 74 t 168 A8 ¨
13 0D CR 65 41 A 117 75 u 169 A9 ©
14 0E SO 66 42 B 118 76 v 170 AA ª
15 0F SI 67 43 C 119 77 w 171 AB «
16 10 DLE 68 44 D 120 78 x 172 AC ¬
17 11 DC1 69 45 E 121 79 y 173 AD SHY
18 12 DC2 70 46 F 122 7A z 174 AE ®
19 13 DC3 71 47 G 123 7B { 175 AF ¯
20 14 DC4 72 48 H 124 7C | 176 B0 °
21 15 NAK 73 49 I 125 7D } 177 B1 ±
22 16 SYN 74 4A J 126 7E ~ 178 B2 ²
23 17 ETB 75 4B K 127 7F DEL 179 B3 ³
24 18 CAN 76 4C L 128 80 xxx 180 B4 ´
25 19 EM 77 4D M 129 81 xxx 181 B5 µ
26 1A SUB 78 4E N 130 82 BPH 182 B6 ¶
27 1B ESC 79 4F O 131 83 NBH 183 B7 ·
28 1C FS 80 50 P 132 84 IND 184 B8 ¸
29 1D GS 81 51 Q 133 85 NEL 185 B9 ¹
30 1E RS 82 52 R 134 86 SSA 186 BA º
31 1F US 83 53 S 135 87 ESA 187 BB »
32 20 SP 84 54 T 136 88 HTS 188 BC ¼
33 21 ! 85 55 U 137 89 HTJ 189 BD ½
34 22 “ 86 56 V 138 8A VTS 190 BE ¾
35 23 # 87 57 W 139 8B PLD 191 BF ¿
36 24 $ 88 58 X 140 8C PLU 192 C0 À
37 25 % 89 59 Y 141 8D RI 193 C1 Á
38 26 & 90 5A Z 142 8E SS2 194 C2 Â
39 27 ‘ 91 5B [ 143 8F SS3 195 C3 Ã
40 28 ( 92 5C \ 144 90 DCS 196 C4 Ä
41 29 ) 93 5D ] 145 91 PU1 197 C5 Å
42 2A * 94 5E ^ 146 92 PU2 198 C6 Æ
43 2B + 95 5F _ 147 93 STS 199 C7 Ç
44 2C , 96 60 148 94 CCH 200 C8 È
45 2D - 97 61 a 149 95 MW 201 C9 É
46 2E . 98 62 b 150 96 SPA 202 CA Ê
47 2F / 99 63 c 151 97 EPA 203 CB Ë
48 30 0 100 64 d 152 98 SOS 204 CC Ì
49 31 1 101 65 e 153 99 xxx 205 CD Í
50 32 2 102 66 f 154 9A SCI 206 CE Î
51 33 3 103 67 g 155 9B CSI 207 CF Ï

Unicode Characters 0 - 255 in Decimal and Hexadecimal



dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char dec hex char
208 D0 Ð 220 DC Ü 232 E8 è 244 F4 ô
209 D1 Ñ 221 DD Ý 233 E9 é 245 F5 õ
210 D2 Ò 222 DE Þ 234 EA ê 246 F6 ö
211 D3 Ó 223 DF ß 235 EB ë 247 F7 ÷
212 D4 Ô 224 E0 à 236 EC ì 248 F8 ø
213 D5 Õ 225 E1 á 237 ED í 249 F9 ù
214 D6 Ö 226 E2 â 238 EE î 250 FA ú
215 D7 × 227 E3 ã 239 EF ï 251 FB û
216 D8 Ø 228 E4 ä 240 F0 ð 252 FC ü
217 D9 Ù 229 E5 å 241 F1 ñ 253 FD ý
218 DA Ú 230 E6 æ 242 F2 ò 254 FE þ
219 DB Û 231 E7 ç 243 F3 ó 255 FF ÿ

Notes:
1. Characters 0 - 127 form the ASCII character set.
2. Characters 32 - 127 and 160 - 255 are the same in the ANSI character set.

Unicode CO and CI controls

NUL null EM end of medium RI reverse line feed
SOH start of heading SUB substitute SS2 single shift two
SOT start of text ESC esape SS3 single shift three
ETX end of text FS file separator DCS device control string
EOT end of transmission GS group separator PU1 private use one
ENQ enquiry RS record separator PU2 private use two
ACK acknowledge US unit separator STS set tranmit state
BEL bell SP space CCH cancel character
BS backspace DEL delete MW message waiting
HT horizontal tab BPH break permitted here SPA start of guarded area
LF line feed NBH no break here EPA end of guarded area
VT vertical tab IND indent SOS start of string
FF form feed NEL next line SCI single character
CR carriage return SSA start of selected area introducer
SO shift out OSC operating system CSI control sequence
SI shift in command introducer
DLE data link escape ESA end of selected area ST string terminator
DC device control HTS character tabulation set PM privacy message
NAK negative ack. HTJ character tabulation APC application program
SYN synchronous idle with justification command
ETB end of transmission VTS line tabulation set NBSP no-break space

block PLD partial line forward SHY soft hyphen
CAN cancel PLU partial line backward

Unicode CO and CI controls



Logic Function Tables

Logic Function Tables



Programming Languages

The following samples demonstrate the differences in programming languages for a
similar function: an input, n, is requested from the user (defining the number of
entries in a list); the program loop repeats itself n times, asking for an entry and
comparing it with the current biggest number entered. The biggest entry entered is
then displayed on screen.

Programming Languages

C
#include <stdio.h>
main()
{
int n, i, x, big;
big=0;
scanf("%d", &n);
for (i=0; i<n; i++)
{

scanf("%d", &x);
if (x>big)

big=x;
}
printf("%d", big);

}

C++
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
main()
{

int n, x;
int big = 0;
cin >> n;
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
{

cin >> x;
if (x > big)

big = x;
}
cout << big;

}

BASIC

5 BIG=0
10 INPUT "How many numbers ";N
20 FOR I=1 TO N
30 INPUT X
40 IF X>BIG THEN BIG=X
50 NEXT I
60 PRINT BIG
70 END

FORTRAN
INTEGER BIG
BIG=0
READ, N
DO 2 I=1, N
READ, C

2 IF (X.GT.BIG)BIG=X
PRINT, BIG
STOP
END
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